Caught by a Ktirtingo oo
Les LawryJohns
I wAS standing behind the counter wondering why I had
sold all those coaxial plugs for l8p when they cost me
19p (I don't study invoices half enough: after all, it's all I
can do to keep you lot amused)when this fellow came in.
He said he had a Baird colour set and that a resistor had
burnt out and his picture had gone a funny colour and
could he have another one. He handed me a charred
offering. "That's the thing".
"If you don't mind", I said with icy calm. .,I've lost my
crystal ball".
"Oh" he said with a disarming smile. .,you mean you
can't read the value. Don't worry, there were two more of
them so I took one out so you can match it up". He showed
m,ea shiny l.5kA lW resistor."Ah", I said with something
of a snarl in my voice, "what happensif the new one burns
out too?" Voice rising "and pray why shouldn't it,'.
His smile made me ashamed of this outburst. ..I thought
you'd say that. That's why I put the set in the back of ihe
van. I'll go and get it".
He returned in a trice, carrying the set far too easily for it
to have been an old Baird one - but it didn't look much like
a Thorn set either.
"It's German", he said. "Nice, isn,t it? It's a Korting
actually". "Kurting", I said loftily. ,,Don't you know
nothing?"
So, saying he'd call back in an hour, he went - not telling
me where the resistors had come from. Well. I looked over
every panel and subpanel which could aflect the colour
rendering, mainly around the BFITgC colour-difference
output transistors which, on a 51763, iue on a plug in
subpanel,but no sign.
To cut it short, I eventually found where they lived. On
the tube basepanel, and on the componentsidewhich is the
side away from you of course. There was one 1.5kfl
resistor in serieswith one cathode (seeFig. l) with the other
two missing. The position of the blue l.5ke seriesresistor
was scorched, so we put back the red one and checked
around the blue circuitry. Nothing wrong cold. Switch on
and see the effect. Weird it was. With the brightness down,
a dull blue raster remained. With the controls at the normal
settings and an aerial connected, lovely lots of red and
green. Nothing wrong around the blue cathode. no shorts.
no excessvoltages,nothing to burn out a 1.5ke resistor.
So we put in another one. Lovely. Turn off the colour,
turn down the brightness and set the first anode controls for
a nice grey scale, set the drives, perfect.
Ponder. The resistor burnt out. Obviously an excess
voltage across it. Where do it come from, where do it go?
Spark gap shorted?No. Tube shorting?Again no.
H.T. short? The resistor wouldn't have suffered from this
unless the spark gap was short-circuit. But it wasn,t, while
the BDll5 was quite cheerful. Oh dear. But wait. here
comesthe bloke back again.
"Done is it?" he beamed."Well done. I knew you,d do
it".
"Well, er, you see,in fact it's not quite that easy".
"Rubbish, you're just being modest, the picture,s
perfect".
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Regaining some of our normal arrogance we pointed out
that the picture might well be perfect now but it any time
the beast could well rise from the depths again, gobble up
the poor old resistor and submergeto lie in wait for the nexi
victim. But he could take his set if that's what he wanted....
Well, to stop indulging in all this imaginary chit-chat,
back he came a few days later to ask if he could buy two
l'5kQ resistors as the same one had burnt out again. He
hasn't yet brought the set back, preferring to replace the
resistor rather than (he says) to have a new tube fitted
becausehe is convinced that there is an intermittent short in
the tube....

Korting AgainT
The model we have been going on about (51763 series)
.has proved quite a reliable set really apart from the odd
valve and diode failure, but the first generation one (8455
series) was a different kettle of fish. It had its share of
shorted diodes and faulty transistors etc. but the one big
failure was in the transformers. It had a line output and an
e.h.t. transformer and both gave a lot of trouble until they
were modified. I think they were of Philips design but I
could be wrong. Insulation breakdown was the trouble and
the snag was that the customer didn't take kindly to forking
out for a new transformer one month only to have the other
cook up a month or two later. Not cheap items either.
These sets had two colour controls on the front. The lefthand one was the normal saturation control, the other the
hue or drive adjustment. They had sliders, with the
optimum point in the centre. It's quite common for the hue
control to develop poor contact, with the result that at one
moment everyone looks healthy but at the next they look
decidedlvseasick.
The tuner units were also a bit complicated, being
designed for u.h.f. and v.h.f. reception. It's often necessary
to attend to the switch contacts in these and to knock off
the v.h.f. side while you're at it. One of the advantages of
doing this is that a fairly heavy spring can be left off and
this takes quite a lot of strain out ofthe unit and the button
selection.

Finlandia
Lovely music that. Old Syblesomethingor the other (I

Fig. l: The luminance output stage, Kdrting Sl763 chassis. ln
many sets the 7.'kQ drive potentiometers are omitted.
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Fig. 2: Line driver and output stage, Finlandia 68652 chassis.
Pulse winding on line output transformernot shown.
know my music mate, so don't start getting uppity about it).
Anyway quite a few of these nice sets (68652 series)have
gracedour bench so perhapsa few words about them might
not come amiss.
Most of them come along via the ex-rentalmarket, from
Granada. So they have a few years over their heads,and
are of hybrid designwith only three valves.
The PCF802 is not the line oscillator, so watch that one.
The pentode section acts as a driver for the PL509 line
output valve while the triode section acts as a stabiliser,
with of course the PY500 as the efficiency diode (see Fig.
2). The line oscillator is transistorised, with a pretty
complicated circuit which with the line sync filter etc. adds
up to quite a few components to think about. Not much
seems to go wrong here however, so another load is lifted
from our excessive burden of funny fings to fink about.
The small electrolytics and the 2.2MQ discriminator load
resistors should receive attention first when things do start
happeningto the line hold. The 2.2L'4Aresistors(RB96 and
RB97) are connected to either end of the line symmetry
(discriminatorbalance)control PB7.
Probably the most common fault on these setsconcerns
the RGB output transistors,which are of the BD I l5 type.
They can short or become open-circuit or be damagedby
sparking between tracks, this again being quite a common
thing. They drive the c.r.t. grids incidentally,with the c.r.t.
cathodes being linked together and used for ffyback
blanking and beam limiting.
Trouble spots will also be found in the supply lines. There
are four separate diodes in the h.t. bridge and a block type
diode bridge for the l.t. supply. One of the separate diodes
may short and blow one or both of the 2.5A supply fuses,
or may pop offthe surgelimiter RBl89 (4.7Q,9W) which
can also fail when CBl02 (0.lpF) across the bridge goes
short-circuit.
In short, there is very little to worry about. It's one of
those setswhere you don't have to spendhours studyingthe
circuitry in order to trace a fault, and I must confess that I
have little detailed knowledge of the design because it's
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never beennecessaryto delve too deep in order to keep the
customers happy. Perhaps it's something to do with all
thosefunny baths they keep on having up in Lapland.
Some of our set designerscould do with a few. Someone
comes up with a circuit which saves a couple of bob and
then it has to be surrounded by gadgetsto protect the thing
from the effects of it going berserk. It's in the nature of
things that these gadgets are in themselvesso inherently
unreliable that the protectors need protecting (bung in
anotherthick film overvoltsunit Joe).
What was wrong with a separatestabilisedpower supply
feeding various parts that could be separatelyisolated in
order to put things right in the least possibletime? Do the
setmakerspay us to put their products right when they go
wrong almost as soon as they've beeninstalled?One or two
allow a small percentage,but this amounts to only about
one service call. Better by far to build sets with reliable
components and to have them in a design which doesn't
require a geniusto understand- becausemost ofus service
peopleare not geniusesand aren't evenparticularly bright (I
speakfor myself, so no abuseplease).
In short, what I am saying is that some designsshould
have beenleft deep in the heart of Texas. By all means use
the latest short neck, quick heating, in-line gun tubes, but
for heaven'ssakeuse them in a proved and relatively simple
circuit so that morons like me don't have to sit in the toilet
half the night trying to understandwhich bit does what and
why all over again every few months. End of plea.

Back Comes the Kdrting
Since starting these jottings the bloke with the Korting
has returned and, yes, it turned out to be an intermittent heater-cathodeshort in the blue gun. But a new tube
wasn't necessary:we simply removed the earth connections
from the tube's heater supply, which is provided by a
secondary winding on the mains transformer, and ran an
extra lead to the c.r.t. base panel. Fortunately the winding
has a very low capacitance,so there's no loss of picture
detail at all.
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When You Meeta
Stranger ooo
LesLawry4ohns
DEALINGwith colour sets you've either sold or serviced
reguladyis one thing. Dealingwith a colour set you've not
seen before is a different kettle of fish altogether and
requiresa differentapproach- particularlyifit's gettingon
a bit. You might say it's much the samething as buying a
second-handcolour set, which is true except for the
economicfactor. It's one thing to buy a used set and go
through it from stem to stern to restore it, with loving
kindnessn
to its original condition- if nothing elsein order
to obtain a good deal of job satisfactionfrom doing this.
When one is presentedwith a strangeset purely as a quick
servicingjob however,probablywith a ceilingpriceof a few
pounds, a different problem emerges.It's one which has
given us pause for thought on many occasions,and no
doubt will, or has,you.
There are two viewpointsto consider.The set owner or
customer - if you're not the owner - whose primary
considerationsare to getthe setback into working order as
quickly as possible and at the least possiblecost. And
yours, if you're the repairer,whoseprimary considerations
are to get the set working properly as quickly as possible
with no come backs and hopefully to show a small profit on
the deal. Unfortunately,meetingall theseconsiderationsis
only rarely possible, so some compromise has to be
reached.In reachingthis compromiseonehasto considera
couplemorepoints.
If you succeedin pleasingthe customeryou will almost
certainly meet the set again. Thereforethe initial repair
shouldbe carriedout bearingin mind that it is goingto be
your baby from now on. But do you want this particular
baby?
If you do it may be as well to suffer someinitial loss of
time and money so that you can serviceit efficientlyand
profitably at a later date and obtain a regularcustomerwith
probably their word of mouth recommendationto their
friends and relatives. . . which may or may not be a good
thing.
It's absolutelyastoundingwhat somepeoplewill look at
in the nameof colour televisionand what they consideran
acceptablepicture. They'll continue to look at a frightful
jumble of imageson the screen,and only ceaseto do so
when the thing fails completely.
So when it's presentedto you the owner has the
viewpointthat "the picture valve has gone" or "a wire has
come off', and you have the problem of what to do and
what to leaveundone.
A Case in Point
This wasbroughthometo us mostforcibly only the other
day.We wereaskedto call to seea BushModelCTV1825.
The complaint was that the picture had failed,leavingthe
soundnormal.Now this couldbe dueto almostanything,so
bearingin mind the faet that we hadn't seenthis particular
set before and that time was limited we packedour bags
with care,leavingout only the kitchensink.Ponderingfor a
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moment,we put the kitchensink in just in caseand started
off.
On the way we alsoponderedupon anotheraspect.Here
we were,driving an expensivevehicleloadedwith expensive
gearto enableus to dealwith almostany contingency,all of
which had to be paid for in advanceand with a greatdealof
thought from an ordering point of view, so as to satisfy
som@newho would probably say to another someone
"They don't half know how to chargenowadays,they want
four quidjust to setfoot overthe doorstep".
Dismissingthesedismal thoughts,we set foot over the
appropriatedoorstepand confrontedthe Bushcolour set.It
wasn't a burning Bush by the way, and it wasn't up a
mountaineither.Switchingon confirmedthat the soundwas
in order. But there was no sign of e.h.t.(no friendly rustle
whenthe setwas switchedon). A quick checkrevealedthat
most supplieswere in order - 200V at the h.t. fuse, with
most of the l.t. linesintact. Therewas no 20V supplyto the
scandrive panelhowever,dueto the 6.8Q feedresistor8R2
being open-circuit- quite a common one this, with no
contributorycause.
Replacing8R2 restoreda picture. But what a picture.
Lacking an inch either side, colours anything but right,
convergencea mile out. "Oh that's lovely dear", said the
lady of the house."That, madam,is not strictly true", we
said bitterly. "The colours may be lovely but they're not
whereor what they shouldbe."
This was to put it mildly, but we had no desireto spend
an hour or more doing things we hadn't beenaskedto to.
So we tweekedup the convergenceand left the reds pink
andthe bluesmauve.Cowardly?No, just prudent.
Sets Brought In
Similar sorts of thingsoccur regularlywith setsbrought
into the shop.The proud ownerwill loudly proclaimthat his
sethasnevergivena spot ofbother and that only now has a
fuse or somethinggone.When you havepainstakinglyput
togetherthe upper right side power supply panel (GEC
2028 series)in order to get the set working you may find a
dull, poorly definedpicture of a pinky greenhue when it
should be black and white, changing to mauve as the
brightnessis advanced.Any attemptto setup the grey scale
is doomedto failure from the outsetand tuning in a colour
transmission
is a laugh.
"That picture was perfectbeforeit went off', maintains
the owner."Well it wants a new tube for a start, and then a
lot of work doneon it afterthat", you confide."No, I'll take
it asit is: it suitsme and the missus."
The Basic Problem
So there it is. This is what you may well come across
whenyou meeta stranger.Betterthe devil you know. . . .
Having acceptedthis truism, the basicproblemremains.
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Fig. | : Power supply circuit, recent version. There have been several modifications during production.

the mainsfuse(3. l5A anti-surge).If this is cleanand intact
the troubleis probablydueto an open-circuitdropper(front
left)whichhastwo sections,
R1367and Rl38l (seeFig. l).
The lower sectionis woundwith heavywire and hasa value
of 2.2Q. This is the surgelimiter and it doesn'toften fail. If
it's in order the supplyto the thyristor(SCRI379),which
may be a 8T106 or an alternative,is intact and a pretty
high d.c. will be found at the cathode(reservoircapacitor
C1385 charged,so look out becauseit packs a powerful
wallop which has nowhereto go if the next assumptionis
correct).In all probability there will be no such voltageat
the two rear edge fuses,and if this is so the 68Q upper
dropper section is open-circuit. This is an extremely
common fault. Your first action must be to dischargethe
reservoir capacitor in compliancewith the rules of the
societyfor the preventionof cruelty to serviceengineers.
A
fully charged 600pF electrolytic is a fearsomeweapon
which must be treatedwith respect.Dischargeit with any
Some Examples
convenientwirewoundresistor,havingfirst switchedthe set
We haven'thad many articleson the PhilipsG8 chassis, off of course.
With these things done you can afford the luxury of
so let's imaginethat one comesin, or you go out to it, the
complaintbeingthat it's not working at all - this is the most examiningthe dropper.It will probablyhavea distinctmark
commoncomplaint.
on it to showwherethe fractureis. Incidentally,this is often
Your first action shouldbe to removethe back coverand the causeof intermittentoperation,wherethe setsometimes
the lower left side plug, and lift the paper cover to expose works for hours at a time and at othersit appearsto be as
If the cards are stackedagainstyou but you don't want to
throw your hand in, take another close look at the cards
you have.
In the first place,the customerprobably doesn'texpect
perfectionand,in spiteof all the work which shouldbe done,
he probablywouldn't appreciateit becausemoneyis usually
(not always)the paramountconsideration.
In the secondplace, you may have one or two good
You'veprobably
cards,not the leastof whichis experience.
met the type of set before,and have a pretty good idea of
what the stock faults are. This is probablyyour ace in the
hole. If the set wants a lot of faults put right it's almost
r:ertainlyold enoughfor the stock faults to be tabulatedin
your mind - or if you have time you could look up the
relevantwrite up on the particular modelin a past issueof
Television.
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Fig. 2: The convergence circuits. There have been several modifications during production.
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dead as a bottle of light ale with a leaky top. Sometimesyou
may be lucky enough to seea pretty little bright spark at the
point of fracture.
Anyway, either you have the correct replacement at hand
or as a temporary expedient you can disconnect the section
and fit two 3352RS dropper sectionsin series.Theseare the
thick ones with a rating of 0.7A, so they are well within
specification. We say these items becausethey are the ones
most likely to be in the spares kit, also becausethey do the
job well.
Now: having restored the supply, your next action must
be to ensure that it is correct. The voltage at the two fuses
on the rear edgeofthe upper left panel should be 205V - no
more. If it is set (by R1370) too low, all sorts of funny
things can show up. Not only lack of width, as you would
expect, but also some pretty weird effects too numerous to
describe and varying with individual sets.
Having made sure that the voltage is right you are
permitted to look at the picture. If you are lucky it may
need only a few fine touches to produce a good black and
white picture with the colour off, and if this is so the
chances are that when the colour is turned up everything
will be fine. If this is a stranger however it is equally on the '.
cards that at least part of the convergence procedure will
have to be carried out in order to achieve acceptableresults.
We mention convergence in particular because this is the
thing that's most often found to be way out yet not
mentioned by the customer. In all probability only a few
tweeks on the right controls may be needed, but there are
times when no amount of adjustment will produce an
acceptablepicture.
In such casesyou can save a lot of time and patienceby
checking a few items on the convergence panel. There are
three AC 128 transistors and four small electrolytics on this
particular panel (see Fig. 2). Disconnect each and check it
with an ohmmeter. Very roughly you could say that the
suspectsare the ones nearest the controls which will not
come into line. It can save a lot of time if you check the lot
plus the controls themselves however - this can be done
quite quickly. Faulty electrolytics on the convergencepanel
are more common than one may think, possibly because
they are often ignored.

Blown Fuse
Now let's go back to that 3.15A input fuse (FSl387).
Say it's not clean. Say it's a nasty black colour. Here you
take a different course. First check the other fuses to make
sure that some joker has not put a heavier fuse in a position
where it is clearly marked, say, 800mA. Remember that
you haven't seenthis set before, so you can't take chances.
If they are all correct, the cause of the blow out is almost
certainly a shorted thyristor or a shorted mains filter
capacitor (C1366). Check the thyristor first. If it's at fault
there will probably be a short from its anode (body on a
BT106) to its cathode (the longer prong). If the thyristor is
in order and there are no other obvious shorts it is
reasonable to suspect the large blue and white or plain blue
filter capacitor which is wired on the reverse side of the
input fuse panel.

Worn Tube
Having restored the set to an operating condition, what
might we find this time? Remember the set was in working
order before it failed altogether, therefore the sound is most
probably in order and some sort of picture must be on the
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screen- and in this instance we'll consider that the set may
be of any make.
We have already mentioned some of the effects of a worn
tube. Wrong colours which can be put right at one setting of
the brilliance control but change due to the differing
emissionsof the three guns. In addition, one or two colours
may spread out as the brilliance control is advanced,
making good convergence an impossible task. Even worse,
one colour may be present at only the lowest brilliance
setting, not responding as the control is advanced even
though the tube basevoltagesmay be spot on.
To clarify this, let's say that at normal brightness the
picture consistsof only two basic colours, say red and blue
to make magenta, or purple as the majority of people
describe it, green being absent. Turning down the brightness
may restore a faint vestige of green, and turning the red and
blue first anode supply switches off may leave a green
background with faint flyback lines which cannot be
controlled by adjustingthe brightness.Ifyou've checkedthe
tube base voltages,the answer can be only an open-circuit
electrode in the tube.
Back to the G8
Returning to the G8 chassis, let's assume that the
complaint is one of no picture and no sound but the tube
heaters are glowing. This means the input fuse is intact.
The fuses on the power unit may all be intact, but it may
well be that the 800mA fuse (FS555?) on the right side line
scan panel has blown.
In this case we must proceed with caution. Disconnect
whatever can be done without. The first and most obvious
choice is the tripler, which needs only to be pulled off the
nipple on the line output transformer. Indeed you may hit
the bullseye first time. The tripler is often the cause of the
fuse on the line scan panel failing, but often it isn't. It's
worthwhile checking the two line output transistors (seeFig.
3) on a meter in the usual way (for collector to emitter
shorts etc.) Also make a quick check on the diodes and their
attendant electrolytics.
One would normally do these things of course but one
item which is often overlooked is the pincushion correction
transductor (T4485). This is on the right side of the lower
right side timebase unit, and appears to be a small
transformer with three separatewindings. It could well look
a little poorly, with little bubbles of discoloration on one or
more of its windings. If there is doubt, merely pulling out the
red plug H - from the line scan unit to the timebase panel will prove the point as the set may then function quite well
without the transductor being in circuit. This happens not
nearly so often as say defective line output transistors, a
defective tripler and the like, but it's worth bearing in mind.
So removing plug H is an essentialpart of the "clearing the
decks operation" when checking for shorts which have
blown the fuse on the line scan unit.
Another defect which may be obvious after the original
complaint has been cleared is lack of width. Be careful with
this one, becauseit can hang round your neck like a stone.
You've already checked the supply voltage as part of the
initial operation (haven't you?). Therefore your trouble is
almost certainly on the line scan unit, although the line
oscillator components are on the lower right timebase panel.
If you have a spare line scan unit it is only a matter of
plugging this in to prove the point, and this action will
almost certainly restore full width and leave you with the
problem: what to do, what to do?
It is a fairly easyjob to replacethe line output transistors,
and whether these are BUl05, 8U204 or BU205 types we
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Fig. 3: The trigger amplifier (Tr55l4), driver (Tr55lg) and line output stages. The beam limiter circuit is also
mounted on the
line scan panel but is not shown here. There have been several production modifications.

keep 2SC643A types in stock since they replace all these
and a few others and so are very handy transistors to have
around. But it's quite likely that the transistors are not at
fault. You can check the capacitors, and the trigger
amplifier and driver transistors, but by this time it will be
sinking in that the culprit is that thing on the rear end with
all the windings on it. Yes, just one shorted turn is all you
need to cause the transistors to pass excessivecurrent and
dampen things down a bit. Now tell the customer how much
that nice simple job is going to cost.
Colour Drop-oqt
One of the habits of the G8 is for the colour to disappear
suddenly after several hours of faultless performance. This
can be very irritating and time consuming since it won,t
happen (probably) when the back cover is off. It can be due
to a lot of things, and we don't propose to list them here.
What we do propose is that you hare off out and get
yourself one of those small hand-held hairdryers with a
narrow nozzle on the end to concentrate the heat on ro one

Fig. 4: Decoder reference oscillator circuit.
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particular area. With this in one hand and your aerosol
freezer in the other, heat up the area of can 008 which is
next to the CAQ370 crystal, to the left of the luminance
delay line (see circuit, Fig. a). If this causes the colour to
drop out just check the settingof the core of 008: half a turn
may restore the colour no matter how much heat and
freezing is applied. You may need a new crystal or maybe
any number of other things, but it's worth checking the core
first to save an awful lot of time and frustration.
It Didn't Do That Before !
Talking about frustration, say you've been called in to do
a job and this has involved swinging up the chassis and
lowering the side supports to prop it into the service
position. You've done the job you were askedto do, so you
lower the chassis down and switch on with a satisfied smirk
on your face. Maybe the picture does come on in glorious
colour, but the sound which was perfect before isn't there
any more. "The sound was all right before you came" says
the lady of the house, and so it was. The point is that all too
often a potential sound fault has existed ever since the set
was new, but it just neededyou swinging up the chassisto
show it up.
It may be only a loose fitting sound output plug and
socket (follow speaker leads to the front end), but it could
well be a joint which was never soldered properly in the first
place. A prime source is the intercarrier sound i.c. which in
the earlier models was of the round variety (TAA570). Time
after time we have found one leg improperly soldered,just
lurking there waiting for you to be the one to disturb it.
Mind you, things like this can happen all over the place
and needn't concern the sound. If it's difncult to trace, a
little judicious tapping around will often reveal the source of
the dry-joint or whatever and temporarily restore what was
missing, be it a primary colour, line hold or what have vou.
This is the sort of thing that can happen when you-have
dealings with a stranger. So be warned!
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In PuffedaCoupleof Chaps.oo
Les LawryJ ohns

Wp had a couple of Japanese portables in recently, both
with cracked tubes. What a pricey job this is. One is well
advised to check the current price of these tubes, plus the
VAT, plus the carriage, etc. before giving an estimate.
Anyway, we had just about wrapped these up and were
wondering why these Far Eastern jobs have such heavy
mains leads - one of them could have easily run a washing
machine, the other tied up the QE2 - when a van pulled up
outside.
In puffed a couple of chaps carrying a large Ultra colour
set. We chatted about this and that and it transpired that the
trouble with the set was "a poor picture with lines shooting
across it." Having arranged a convenient time to collect it,
the owner and his son in law departed, leaving us with what
appeared to be a straight-forward job. Unfortunately,
having got the set on the bench we found that one or two
other things appeared to be wrong. To be quite candid
about it, and with the benefit of hindsight, practically every
nightmare that can afflict a Thorn 3000 chassiswas present
on this one. So sharpen your pencils and take a few notes.
Who knows, the same (not all we hope!) may happen to
you!
No Raster
With the set up on the bench there was neither picture nor
raster, but there was a funny arcing noise every now and
again from the beam limiter board. On trying to take a
voltage measurementacross R907 (see Fig. l) we found
that it was loose. This is one of the key test points on the
chassis as it shows the current taken by the line output
stage:the voltage acrossthe l.5Q resistorshouldbe l.3V if
all is well. If the reading is higher, either the timebase is
taking too much current or the resistor has risen in value.
You may say that a low-value wirewound resistor does not
change value. But it can, and has on more than one
occasion to cause loss of brightness.This time however it
was loose and the solder had decomposed.
We soon made this good and confidently switched on.
Nothing doing, no voltage here at all. We then checked that
the supply was in order, on the power board - about 60V at
F603 - and followed the supply along to the collector of the
line output transistor. Upon looking at the underside of the
transistor however we found some hid'eousblobs of solder
on the base and emitter pins, and touching these with a
screwdriverbrought the e.h.t.crackling up. Switchingoffwe
also noticed some drops of solder on the decoder board,
which is underneath. So we dutifully cleaned off the
transistor pins, made good the soldering,and cleanedup all
(we thought) the little bits of solder on the board.

resultedfrom vibrationduringhandlingshowingup the dryjoints.
So we next turnedour attentionto the left sidei.f. panel.
Now you cannotquarrelwith the layout of this panel.The
transistorsare clearly marked and are easilyfound, along
with all associated
A pleasureto work on.
components.
We were not certain of the nature of the fault, and
decidedthereforeto short out the input signaland seeif
therewould be any signleft of the disturbance.Connecting
an 0.0lpF capacitorfrom the baseof the first i.f. transistor
VTl0l (seeFig. 2) to eitherits emitteror to chassiswould,
we thought,knock out the signal.It didn't, but resultedin a
lovely clearpicture,freeof interference.
Oh dear.Taking off
the capacitorbrought back the interferenceand the poor
picture.For the want of somethingbetterto do we then used
it to shortthe collectorto chassis.Lovelypicture!
We thenconcludedthat we wereup againstan a.g.c.fault
or an open-circuitdecouplerin the supply line. Checking
the latter didn't help much but bridgingCl79 seemedto
help - bridging it with an electrolyticthat is, not with the
0:0lpF capacitor,twit. Moving down the chassis,we next
bridgedC 134and this clearedthe condition.Now when the
baseof VTl0l was bridgedwith the 0.0lpF capacitorthe
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Fig. | : The beam limiter circuit, Thorn3OOO/35OOchasis.

VTIOl

The Tearing Lines Appear
Now on switching the set on the e.h.t. and raster
appeared but on plugging in an aerial there was only a very
poor monochrome picture (in a nice shade of yellow) with
severe interference in the form of tearing lines. This was
what the man had said of course: the rest must have
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Fig.2: The first controlled i.f. stage WlOl
and the a.g.c.
detectorlamplifier tansistor WlO6. Cl34 was omitted in
Iater prod u ction chassl's,
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Fig. 3: The chioma turn-on bias is derived from the PAL switch circuit. which is driven by the ident amplifier VT3O6.

signal disappeared as it should have done in the first place
(oh the complexity of it alD.

Getting

the Colour Back

We now had a clear picture in what should have been
black and white with no trace of colour. Taking the
opportunity, we set up the gray scale with the first anode
potentiometers and the drive controls until the monochrome
picture looked respectable, and then turned our attention to
the decoder board. Most voltages were, well, not too far out,
but there was a complete absenceof turn-on voltage at the
base of the chroma amplifier VT309 (Fig. 3). Ah ha, we
said. Nipping smartly over to the PAL switch
driver/chroma bias generator transistor VT307 we found no
voltage at its emitter. The network of diodes connectedin its
base circuit caused us to have a momentary mental
blackout, so we broke offfor a cup ofcoffee.
Refreshed, we returned to the fray and found that there
was now no voltage at the collector of the ident amplifier
VT306, whereas this voltage had been about right earlier. A
niggling doubt crept in. If the collector voltage had been
there earlier, the chances were that the turn-on voltage for
the chroma amplifier had also been there. If so, why had
there been no colour? Dismissing these dismal thoughts, we
investigatedthe supply to VT306. R337 had its 30V at one
end but there was a dead short to chassis at the other.
looking at the circuit showed this to be unlikely from a
component point of view, so we took the plastic cover off
L303 and there was a thin sliver of solder which had
somehow got under the cover during the manhandling
process,having laid dormant and harmless for many moons
after having dropped down from the previously mentioned
clumsy soldering of the line output transistor. Being under
cover, it had escapedour eagle eye. With the short removed
however there was still no colour and the voltages, although
much nearer, were still not right.
It was obvious that the trouble was now leading us back
to the burst detector, and much time was spent checking and
rechecking as the colour burst came in all right but petered
out at the emitter of the burst detector driver VT302. Just at
that moment my good friend Ray came on the scene. We
poured out our troubles. "Can't say I've had much trouble
with decoderboards on this chassis",said Ray helpfully. He
suggested that since the detector coil L30l didn't tune
there may be some solder under that one too. We shook our
head. Couldn't get in there.
T E L E V I S I OJN
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I went to seeif the coffeepot wasstill going,andleft Ray
playing. A shout of triumph brought me hurrying helter
skelter.Ray had takenthe coveroff L30l and thereit was:
a spot of green on one of the wires, which parted when
touched.Again disturbedby the manhandling?Red faced
and ashamed,I muttered that I had been about to
investigatethe conditionof L30l whenhe camein but that
nevertheless
he wasa finefellowand a valuedfriend.
Having resetL30l after repairingit, gloriouscolour was
displayed."OK now?" Ray askedirritatingly."I'll just
borrow an indoor aerialand be on mv wav".
The Picture and Sound,Vanish
Whenthe smirkingidiot had gone,we subjectedthe setto
a simulatedmanhandlingprocess- just in case.The picture
and sound vanished.No chopperoutput, no 30V line, all
fuses intact. Wearily we returned to the fray. We spent
some time looking for dry-joints etc. The 30V stabiliser
transistorVT601 was OK (Fig. 4), with voltageat its
collector.But there was nothing at its baseto turn it on.
Check C609, but this normally causesraggedverticals
when defective,and it wasn't shorted.Check the zener
W605. No shorts.Come back Ray, you're not an idiot, I
don't mind if you do smirk.
Wait a minutethough,haveanotherlook at the supplyto
VT60l. Not quite right is it? Check C607. Open-circuit.
Replace.
All's well.I'm rathergladhedidn'tcomeback.
We deliveredthe setourselves,
and very carefullytoo.
Effects of Age
As these3000 and 3500 chassisbeginto feel their age,

Fig.4: The 3OV stabiliser circuit.
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the previouswell known list of stockfaults apply a little less
and one now encountersthe effectsofheat over an extended
period,corrodingcontactsetc.- as indeedwe mentionedin
the caseof R907 on the beamlimiter board.It's alsoworth
while havinga look at the timebaseboard,which is revealed
in part whenthe b'eamlimiter board is lifted. Particularlyin
older models,tlere is often quite a bit of corrosionaround
L502 and R528, whetherW507 is fitted or not - thesecomponents are in the power supply feed to the line driver and
output stages.A cleanupjob herecan savetroublelater.
Similar remarksapply to the power supplyboard,where
the wirewoundresistorsare now tendingto part company
with the print - and it must be admittedthat it's not easyto
work on the undersideof this panel.Our experienceshows
that the items likely to require replacementon the power
supply panel are the chopper transistor itself (VT604) rememberto check its insulating washer, which can be
punctured,and clear away any corrosion- the wirewound
resistors(check all for continuity),the electrolyticcapacitors (particularly C607), the 30V zener W605, and transistorsVT60l (30V stabiliser)and VT605 (chopperdriver).
Smaller componentslikely to escapeattentionbut which
we've found troublesomeinclude C63l (0.0lpF) in the
driver'scollectorcircuit and C622 (0.022pF) and W618 in
the feedbackamplifiercircuit.
Whilst line output stagefailure due to faulty line output
transistor(s) or the tripler is pretty obvious and easily
checked(for exampleby merely pulling off the tripler lead
from the transformer)there are other and more obscureline
timebasetroubles.For examplgintermittentlossof linehold
is often due to the smallelectrolyticsC506 and C5l I playing about.The two can be replacedin momentsand thereis
no point in holding a conferenceabout whetherthey are
faulty or not or which. Oh yes, when solderingthe line
output transistor(s)make sure that no solderfalls on the
decoderpanel...
The convergencepanel has beensubjectedto consider-

able alteration as far as the layout is concerned,but the
samebasic commentsapply. A little scorchinghere and
there, shorted diodes or electrolytics,defectivepotentiometersand of courseour old friendsthe fimt anodeswitches
which tend to leak, therebyrobbing the relevantc.r.t. first
anodeof its voltage and resultingin the absenceof that
colour(usuallygreen,remember. . . ?).
We havesaidthat the suddendrop out of a certaincolour
is often due to low first anodevoltage on the c.r.t. gun
concerned.The trouble is quite often that one colour
comesup far too bright however,so that all that can be seen
is an almostblank screenof that colour,makingit dilncult
to see picture information contributedby the other two
colours.A quick checkat the tubecathodeswill oftenreveal
that althoughthere may be about l60V on two of them
thereis preciouslittle at all on the other. This immediately
tlrows suspicionon the collectorload resistorof the output
transistor concerned. Earller models used separate
wirewound resistors (R250, R264 and R277). Later
versionsuse a pack with four lead-outwires,enablingthe
unit to be stoodoff the panel.It appearsthat this thick-film
unit is not as reliable as was at first hoped, and we fit
separateresistorsasrequired.

A Simple
Soldering-lron Stand

of variationsare possible.A doubleunit to accommodate
both a standard and a small low-wattageiron can be
constructedfor example,while a lengthof tubing mounted
in the tool box provides a convenientstand which will
protectothertools- and customers'carpets!
A hardboardcheekcan be mountedon the lid ofthe tool
box so that a long lead can be storedon the outside,giving
more spacefor tools and essentialsparesinside. If the
electricalinstallationsin your areaare not too diverse,fit a
plug to the lead: a usefularrangement
is a two-pin 5,{ plug
with a l3A type razor adaptor.
If your solderingiron's bit is not of the fixed type it's a
usefulhabit to giveit a twist everytime you plug the iron in:
this ensuresthat the fixing does not seizeand facilitates
replacementof defectivebits without having to scrap the
I
elementas well.

Malcolm

Burrell

AccIDENTS with hot soldering irons can be annoying at the
least and both expensive and embarrassing at the most! In
the home workshop, on the kitchen table or in the field some
form of stand is desirable. The one shown here is just as
efficient as many commercial models and was devised and
built in half an hour.
It consists of a length of tubing, for example frin. aerial
mast, hammered flat at one end which then has two holes
drilled in it so that the tubing can be mounted on a stout
block of wood or screwed directlv on to the bench. All sorts

lntermittent

Colour Drop Out

This is not a servicing article on the 3000 chassis
however,so we had better not carry on too much about
thesesets.We have a 9000 seriesset which suffers from
intermittentcqlour drop out. The slightestvibrationrestores
colour (you've only got to blow on the cabinet and the
colour comesback) and you can't makeit go off no matter
what. All plugs, sockets,leads and solderedconnections
have been checked,probed and prodded.No result. The
colour stays for hours after intensivesearchingand then
dropsout. Can you hearme Ray? Rayyyy . . .

S o l d e r i n gi r o n s t a n d

1"lo'o"
6l

Hardboard cheek for cable storage

Fig. l: The soldering-iron stand.
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Fig. 2: Metal tool box adaptations.
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A Day in the Lifeof . o.
LesLawryJohns
07.30Openeyes.Think aboutcomingday. Closeeyes.
07.45 Open eyes.Seecat sitting by bed waiting to be fed.
Get up. Kick cat and visit bathroom.Dress and proceed
downstairsprecededby cat. Say goodmorningto dog.Pick
up morningpaper and final ratesdemandplus a letter from
the editor asking if we would like him to send us a new
ribbon for our typewriter becausehe can't understandhalf
of what we write and the half he can understanddoesn't
makesenseanywayso would we like a typist aswell?
07.50 Feedcat. Put on kettle and take dog for walk across
road on yondergreen.Throw sticksfor dog. Find sticksfor
dog. Say good morning to passersby. Wish we had put on
welliesasfeetare soakingwet.
08.00 Return for breakfast. Say good morning to most
beautiful girl in the world (who will read this). Read paper,
at the same time listening to most beautiful girl talking
about somethingor other. Go to toilet: read final rates
demand.
08.45 Open for business.First job, fit regunnedtube in
24in. monochromePhilips set. Correction.Try to fit tube,
but cannotundo nuts holdingold tube.Box spannerwrong
size.Succeedwith pliers, injuring hand. Complainto most
beautifulgirl who says"You shouldhavelet me do it".
09.00 Test Philips set. Goes into lines after five minutes.
ChangeECC82lineoscillatorvalveto cure.
09.05 Sell razor adaptor to man from Australia who says
that thingsseemupsidedown here.
09.10 Try to ring Mullard Limited aboutcolour tube worn
out after three years by woman who leavesset on from
early morning till late at night for company(tube insured
for four years).Fail to get Mullard Limited. Phoneout of
order.Go next door to ring 15I and speakto niceengineer.

blame?What's his name?Thyristor. That's it, the 8T106.
Takeout the centresupplypanel,removethe 8T106 and fit
another.No moretroubleto date.
10.00Involvedtusslewith a Hitachi car radio which in the
first place had only required a loudspeakerbut has now
burnt out the tracks to the output transformersecondary
and the output transformer secondarywinding to boot.
Make up and fit a suitable transformer with revised
secondaryoutput to speaker, and advise customer to
recheckwiring in 24Y lorry supplyso that the l2V usedfor
the radio comesfrom the battery nearestearth and not the
l2Y to 24Y oneas onesideofthe speakerconnectsto radio
earth which may not be the vehicleearth and the speaker
may be runningto earthand this is not good.Sort that out.
10.30Dog takes duster from under counterand wants to
play. Avo falls to floor, exit dog. Femalehalf says we
shouldn'ttake our nasty temperout on thedogjust because
the setswon't go right. Beautifulgirl no longer beautiful.
From now on just she. She'smadea cup of coffee.Not a
bad girl really.
10.40 Bush Model CTV194. Big flash from power panel
on switching on. 8TH2 (mains input thermistor) doesn't
look good.Fit new one. Switchon. No flashbut no results
as thereis no l.t. supply.Outputfrom bridgeo.k., but is not
presentat filter resistorsat top of panel. Remove panel
(again)andtracecrack acrosstrack comingup from bridge.
Repair and try again. O.K. exceptfor hum bar. Tighten
screwssecuringpanel,no hum bar.
Suddenbright spark from right sidepanel,smoke from
transductor6T3 (seeFig. 2). Fit new transductor.Picture
now only a coupleof incheshigh,with bright line top and
bottom. Check this, that and the other, only to find
eventuallythat there was a dead spot on 6RV4 which is
just abovethe transductor.A slighttouch restorednormal
scan.

09.15 Two ladiescarry in colour set,GEC Model CzlLl.
11.05 Spendsometime showingon paperhow to provide
Complaint:blows 3.154 mains fuse once per week but
presenttrouble is no soundthis time after replacing3.15A .two coaxialoutletsfrom oneaerialto gentlemanwho could
not or would not understandwhilst his two unrulv children
fuse. Male member of family arrives and fills in gaps in
tearplaceto pieceschasingcat anddog,,
story. Brother-in-lawhas servicedset up to presentbut
never found reasonfor 3'l5A fuse failing. Brother-in-law 11.30Gentlemanleaves,taking reluctantoffspring,having
has gone to New Zealand,leaving good supply of fuses. purchasedonecoaxialplug.
Pictureapparentlypulsatesprior to fusefailing.
Investigationrevealsthat the 24Y line 60Q wirewound
resistorR603 (seeFie. 1) by the sideof the line output stage
has sprung open, thus removing the supply to the audio
amplifier i.c. No shorts, no reason, Solder up resistor.
Switchon. E.H.T. rustlesup. Soundo.k., but no picture.
Brilliancehasbeenturneddown! Turn up, pictureo.k.
Now stop and think for a moment.If R603 springsopen,
it is overloaded.What by? The audio i.c.? Unlikely. When
they go they go (they don't come back). The 24Y zener?
Well yes but. What else?The picture pulsates.What does
that mean? Varying in size and brightness,i.e. the h.t.
Audio i.c
supplyis fluctuating.What else?The 3'l5A supplyfuse
lzv
supply
fails regularly, apparentlywithout cause.Add this lot up.
Thereis a suddenrise in voltagewhich normally blows the
fuse and can open the 24Y supply becausethe zener is
Fig. l: What kept blowing the mains fuse, and made R6O3
go open-circuit?GECModel C2l I l.
trying to cope with the suddenrise in voltage.Who's to
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Fig.2: EushModel CTVI94. Thetansductor673 went up in
smoke,then6RV4causednastythings.
I1.35 GPO engineercallsto checkphone.Fault on external
line.Climbsup poleto fix. PhoneMullard Limited.
11.40Dismantlecar radio. Replacefairy light usedas dial
lamp. Check output and find driver transformer opencircuit. Fit new driver transformer,using half a reel of
desolderingbraid as there doesn'tseemto be a shortageof
solderin Hong Kong. Assembleradio and test. Assorted
whistleson mediumwave,normalfor this type of set.
12.00DismantleFerguson3816portable.L.T. fuseblown.
Check all circuits. no shorts.Fit new fuse and switch on.
L.T. voltagel5V insteadof 11.5V.Tubelightsup like light
bulb. Check regulator transistorsVT2l and YT22 and all
associatedcomponents.No fault. Set regulatorto produce
5V at base of feedbacktransistor VT22. L.T. line now
normal,with tube heaternice and dull. Surprise:picture is
good black and white, no sign of strain. Question.Good
pictureat correct voltagemeansthat the incorrectvoltage
couldnot havebeenpresentvery long. Why the suddenrise
with no apparentcause?Decideto put the set on soaktest
andkeepan eyeon the glow ofthe tubeheater.
13.00She shouts out "come and get lunch". Lunch only
interruptedthreetimesby phonemakingup for lost time.
14.00Nice chap bringsin old Bush(secondset)v.h.f.only
model.Find faulty PY800 in no time but on testreceptionis
terrible.Spendmuch time checkingtuner, valves,voltages
etc.Shesaysit might be aerialtrouble.Sendher away.Find
v.h.f.aerialhas not beenpluggedin to wall socketfor some
time. Lovely pictures on old set now that I have traced
trouble.
15.00Nip out to attend to outside calls. First an Ekco
colour set (Pye 691 chassis)rvith no picture. Short from
PY500 to chassis.Partially slide out right side unit and
removeside cover of line output transformer.Snip lead of
0.47p,F boost capacitor to prove it shorted,which it is.
Couldhavebeen l00kQ feedresistorto first anodecontrols
damaged(down to zero) by shorted0.1pF decoupler,but
not this time. Replaceboost capacitorand reassemble
side
panel.Switch on but no h.t. supply. H.T. surge limiting
resistorat top of panelopen-circuit,with thermistorlooking
a bit dicky. Replaceboth. PY500 nonethe worsefor wear.
Greyscalenot nice.Setup and wrap up job.

15.45Call at back-to-fronthouse.Rear of housefacing
road, or rather drive. Open garagewith four vehicles.Pick
way through garage,Land Rover, Daimler, Cortina and
somethingelseto get to back door. Apparentlyfront door
never used.Usheredthrough to large lounge with french
windows at end looking out at front of houseover garden
with large swimming pool looking green and inviting.
Slidingdoorsat sideof loungeopento secondloungewhere
family is watchingsecondcolour set.Settg be attendedis a
large Dynatron in QueenAnne housing.Hope it has Pye
697 chassis(familiar),but havingremovedtwentythousand
screwsfrom rear cover find it to be almost new with 725
chassis(modified 731) which has vertical panels and of
courseis all solidstate.
Trouble is wrong colours.Difficult to seeexactly what's
wrong sincegrey scaleis a mile out. Turn down colour and
set up first anodecontrolson dark background.Grey scale
now good, but turning up colour producesonly bright red
and green.Talk to self.If grey scaleis o.k., blue drive must
be presentat blue amplifier.Check voltagesjust the same.
O.K. This probablymeansthat the drivefrom the preceding
TBA530 matrix i.c. is alsoo.k., but asit's a plug-inone and
we happento have a sparewith us it's a matter of seconds
to replaceit. No change.This confirmsour fear. Blue drive
o.k., so troublemust be lack of B-Y somewhere
aroundthe
demodulator/PAl switch i.c. TBA990Q. Sony, we don't
have one with us (having searcheduntidy tool box and
found little plastic boxes with every other i.c. you can
mention).Checkeffectof red, greenand blue levelcontrols.
Red setsup red,greensetsup green,blue adjustsbrightness
. . . No circuit with us, and memoryrapidly deterioratingto
blind panic.
Refit two thousandscrewsin rear cover whilst chorus
from family demandsfather make tea whilst they watch
horseracing.He makestea as he is not interestedin horse
racing as he is a bookie.I tell him I will call againwhen I
havelearnt a little more aboutmy job and have a TBA990
and have had a look at the circuit. He says don't worry
becausethe picturelooks quitenice and tley havethe other
set and he is going out to his villa in Spain anyway and wi[
ring me whenthey comeback. Would I like a cup of tea?I
say no, so we havea brandyeachbeforeI pick my way out
the back of the houseto the front and return to shopwhere
severalpeopleare waiting to shout at me for not beingthere
whenI waswanted.
17.00Beginningto feeljaded. Checkup on 725 circuit and
cometo conclusionthat the TBA990 could well be at fault
if only one or two other componentscan be proved o.k.
Searchthroughi.c.sbut no signof wantedone.
RepairFidelity radio with no a.m.,removingdial drum to
get at suspectBF I 94. ReplaceBF 194andreassemble
setso
that we can return it to its owner who happensto be the
landlordof the pub we aregoingto visit that evening.
l?.30 Cdl it a day.Trdy up.Washandbrushup. Takedog
for walk. Throw sticksfor dog. Find sticksfor dog.Deliver
radioto pub at 18.30.

22.00 Watch News at Ten and notice light areastoward
top at eachsideoftube (new set),dueto Teletextofftop of
screenbeing reflectedback by bulb of tube on to screen.
Decide to do somethingabout it later. Go to bed and
t5.30 Call to seeset we had lately serviced,fitting new line
outputtransformerand tube.Complaint,hum with a kinked rememberall the thingsthat shouldhave beendone before
picture- BushModel TVl6l. Nasty hum,curvedverticals. effectof whisky in black coffeetakenwith supperand News
Checkmain electrolytic,earthtag (lowerone with braiding) at Ten haveeffecton top of beertakenearlierwith landlord
looseon rivet. Nip with wire cutters to improve contact of pub causesdrowsey or is it drowsy, or drowsie or
something.
..
insteadof bashingwith chisel(no chisel).No charge.
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A Wsittothe Cinema
Les LawryJohns

Wn had barely finishedour lunch, which is a hit or miss
affair at the best of times,and were about to havea quick
gameof draughtswith the dog (I open the door, he closes
it), whenthis youngfellowrushedin.
"Les,", he said."Number threehaspackedup".
Now this may not mean very much to you, but it was
ratherdepressing
for me.
The young fellow was from the local cinema,and the
local cinema(only one wherethere usedto be four within
spitting distance)is one of those jobs which have been
convertedto three - two down, one up. The projectionist
livesin the top one,and whenhe wantsto seehis screenhe
looks straight out of his porthole and there it is. When he
wants to seewhat is going on on the other two screens
however.he turns round and looks at two televisionscreens
which shouldgive him a fair picture of what is goingon in
the other two, providedthe closed-circuitcamerais pointing
at the screenin the cinemaand not at the courtingcouples
on the seatsat the rear.
The camera in each is coupled to a monitor TV set
markedNo. 2 for cinema2 and No. 3 for cinema3 (would
you believe).
If one of theseTV setsfails to perform,the projectionist
has little idea about what is going on in that neck of the
woodsand the only way he can find out is by rushingdown
about two hundred stairs or phoning down to see if
someonecan havea quick peek.
You may ask why each sectiondoesnot have its own
projectionist?If they did, he or shewould havenothing to
do when all is goingaccordingto plan, as the wholething is
automated, the film being on one huge reel laying
horizontal on a slowly revolving cakestandand operating
on the sameprinciple as a cartridgeplayer exceptthat the
film has farther to go (to the projector and back).Markers
operatethe houselights for intervals, and shut the thing
down and start it up at the required time, all without
attention.
Until somethinggoeswrong that is: and this is wherethe
projectionistup in the main (manual)box needsto seeand
hearwhat is goingon.

Monitor Modifications
In this particular set up, the TV monitorsare two 24in.
Pye setswith modified368 chassis.Modifiedis to put it
mildly. The tuner and i.f. stageshave beenremoved,and a
small video preamplifierfitted to the sideof the main panel
which you will rememberis of the swing-downtype.A large
mains transformertakes up much of the spaceon the left
side,and suppliesthe h.t., at about 260Y, and the heaters.
These are still in series, run from a tapping on the
transformer.In our opinion,which in the maker'sopinion
may be silly,the wholeissueis overrun.Theh.t.is too high,
as is the heatercurrent.The snagis that by the time the sets
626

need their first repair the poor old tube has reached the
point where a reduction of heater current results in a very
dim picture indeed.
In the past we had given No. 2 the full treatment, with a
new tube, reducedh.t., a PY88 in place of the PY800 and a
thermistor in the heater line. No. 3 had previously received
attention but still retained the original h.t. and the original
tube. It was this one which was out of action.
Having carried two heavy cases up some two thousand
stairs (it's two hundred when someoneelse does it) we were
naturally puffed when we reached the site, and this was the
reason, or part of it, why we were depressedwhen we first
received the call. It's one thing to repair a set, it's quite
another to have to suffer on the way.

Operating

Box or Projection

Suite?

Actually, it's quite interesting to visit these more up to
date projection suites. We had considerable experience of
them many years ago when they were called operating
boxes and each projector had a large turntable at the rear of
it on which a large record revolved slowly, the pick up
working its way from the centre outwards to produce the
sound which if the film had not been cut would synchronise
with the picture (are you listening Chas E. Miller?) and
which became disused when the sound track made its
appearanceon the side ofthe film in the form ofa variable
area or variable density strip which operated a photoelectric
cell to produce superior sound (as time went on) and had
the added advantage that if the film was cut the sound track
went with it and so the sound staved in sync with the
picture . . .

The Defunct No.3
However, to get back to the defunct No. 3 TV.
Investigation revealed a blown fuse, an open-circuit h.t.
supply diode, and a cooked up surge limiter resistor.
Checking the h.t. line showed no shorts, so we fitted a larger
(in size and value, to slightly decreasethe h.t.) surge limiter,
making it 33Q, and a BYl27, plus the fuse of course. We
then switched on.
H.T. o.k., no heaters alight. Checking showed that the
PL504 was open-circuit. This is the first heater in the
circuit, being followed by the PY800 (PY88 in this case,
which we fit here to reduce the heater current as it has a
higher heater voltage rating). In view of the demise of the
rectifier and surge limiter, not to mention the PL504 heater,
we hurled the PY88 out as well, condemning it without a
second thought as the cause of the trouble with a heatercathode short.
Fitting new valves brought things to life, and the heater
of the DY802 glowed up nicely. Now all this was done way
R9 7 7
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up on the shelfwherethe setslived, standingon abouttwo
squareinchesof sparespaceon the rewind benchto save
the trouble of lifting the thing down and lifting it back up
again,and with the set turned 90 degreesto gain accessto
the rear. We thus had to stretchour neck to seewhat was
taking place on the screen.The video input was pluggedin
but not the audio. so until we lookedwe didn't know what
wastakingplace.
Now I didn't know that cinema 3 showed mainly sex
films, so when I stretched on tip toe to see what the picture
was like I was unprepared for what was there right in front
of my nose.
Well, you could have knocked me off my perch with a
feather. There was I, carefully brought up, looking at young
naked females doing things I can't describe in this sort of
magazine.
Frank, the projectionist, Iooked impassively at the screen
and said "That's nice Les". I said I supposedso but did this
sort of thing go on all the time? "Not that", he said, "I'm
talking about the picture, it's good. As for what they're
getting up to, that's nothing. You should see the one that's
on with it. Proper gets on your nerves, all this bum and tit".

Line Sync Lost
At that momentthe picturemovedsidewaysandlost line
sync. "It didn't last long, did it", Frank said gloomily.
Hangingon with one hand,I reacheddown to my box with
the other and clutcheda PCL805.A what?!
Well,with thischassistherearetwo ECC82valvesasthe
line and field oscillators,the PCL805 functioning as the
field output (pentode)and the flywheel line sync phase
splitter (triode).Thuswhen the line won't lock but drifts
back and forth with the hold control.the PCL805 is the first
suspect.With the new one in the line locked solid and we
wereback to the barefactsof life andthosenaughtygirls.
Final Checks
Before wrapping the job up, and while still up on our
perch,we checkedthe audio input and the conditionof the
PCL82. This and its cathoderesistordo not appearto have
a normal life span,but we had replacedthem not so long
sinceand they seemedto be holdingup well enough.
We thankfully replacedthe rear cover and turnedthe set
so that Frank could seethat the carryingson in cinema3
were up to the normal high standard.We then packedour
gear and ploddeddown the ten thousandstairs,carefully
avoidingcinema3 on the way out. Outside,the advertising
broadsheetread:"Seethe love life of the mostbeautifulgiils
in Europe". Oh dear,and not a malein sight.Are we really
necessary,
apart from repairingsetsthat is?

Teleuisioh
O SERVICING
T H ER A N KA 8 2 3
cHASSTS
T h e R a n k A 8 2 3 c h a s s i s ,r e l e a s e di n 1 9 6 9 , w a s o n e o f
the earliest all solid-state colour chassis yet along
with its later variants it remained the basis of the
Bush and Murphy ranges for the following seven
y e a r s .T h e r e a r e c o n s e q u e n t l y m a n y t e n s o f t h o u s a n d s
of them about. The start of a detailed reoort on the
s e r v i c i n ga s p e c t s .

.

A U T O M A T I CT V S W I T C HO F F

A simple circuit which automaticallyswitches the TV
s e t o f f w h e n t h e l i g h t i s e x t i n g u i s h e d .l d e a l f o r t h o s e
who watch the midnight movie in bed I

O EHTTRIPLERS
There's more to triplers than meets the eye - and
this part of the TV circuit has received less attention
than it merits. In addition to providing the EHT, the
modern tripler provides the c.r.t. first anode supply,
the focus potential and, in many sets, is closely
a s s o c i a t e dw i t h t h e b e a m l i m i t e r a r r a n g e m e n t . E a s i c
operation, associated circuitry - and what goes wrong.
Bv Harold Peters.

O ADJACENTCHANNELTV
RECEPTION
Those wishing to receive a weak signal on a channel
adjacent to a strong local signal will have their
receiving installation tested to the limit! There are
w a y s o f c o n s i d e r a b l yi m p r o v i n g t h e s i g n a l h o w e v e r ,
b y a d d i n g s u i t a b l ef i l t e r s . H u g h C o c k s r e p o r t s .
PLUSALL THE REGULAR FEATURES

There are Other Monitors
One must not run away with the ideathat all cinemaTV
monitors are the same.Oh no. Only a few weeksago we
had one sent in from anothertown. This was an all metal
job, madeby Sony.This usedvalvesbut the heaterswerein
parallel,EY88 etc. . . . All good fun, but we haven'tplucked
up enoughcourageto tacklethe cameras.Any volunteers?
Footnote . . .

( N a m eo f N e w s a g e n t )

Please reserve/deliver the NOVEMBER issue
of TELEVISION, on sale October 77th, and
continue every month until further noticeNAME...........
ADDRESS....

We understandthat cinema projectionistsare in very
short supply. A short training period and you could be
watchingthreefilms at oncewhilebeingpaid for it.
TELEVISION
OCTOBER
1977
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Toil and Troubfe. oo
LesLawryJohns
I MUST admit that I am never at my best first thing in the
morning. The world then seems to me to be conspiring to
cheat me out of my cup of tea and piece of toast, and when
the world beats a path to my door before tJrehumours have
settled it's greeted with snarls and grunts. After say 9.30
(a.m.) a transformation takes place and I am once again the
obliging, polite, helpful fellow that most know well (so they
think). In short, before 9.30 I see the world as it is. After
9.30 I see it through rosy coloured glassesand I can then
face almost anything. Almost, but there are limits.
Then. puff, it stopped

speaking

Take the other morning. Just after nine, as I was busy
thrashing the dog for fun, in walked a couple of gentlemen
carrying a Bush TVl6l. Their command of English was not
good.
"There is nothing wrong with the televisionyou know",
said beardy. "It will take you only a few minutes to put it
right."
Non-beardy was equally helpful. "I think it is perhaps a
fuse, as it was perfectly all right you understand and then,
puff, it stopped speaking." I struggled for a few moments
and then managed "Ah yes, there is a lot of it about you
know".
Beardy was not distracted. "How much will it cost to
replace this fuse?" I thought for a moment. There was an
axe under the counter, or I could accidentally let offthe fire
extinguisher. "Perhaps we had better find out why the fuse
failed?" I suggested,having considered the mess that would
be caused by either of the above two alternatives. "Would
you like to come back later when I have found the reason?"
Non-beardy was stubborn. If it was a fuse, he wanted to
see it fitted with no hanky panky. Quick as a flash, my
lightning sharp mind added up the possibility of a bit of fun.
If the luse had popped it was probably the mains filter
capacitor, a shorted rectifier diode, or perhaps a shorted
boost capacitor (returned to chassisin this model). Why not
let them see that fuses do not just blow by themselves
(except in some makes of colour sets, but that's neither here
nor there)?Why not, why not?
In a trice the set was on the bench and the back was cff.
Beardy's head peered in at one side while non-beardy's head
peered in at the other. I removed the shattered fuse from the
lower right side. So that I would not get caught in any
atomic fall out, I quickly checked with the ohmmeter: mains
filter capacitor seemedo.k., but you never know with these,
the rectifier diodes were not short-circuit, no h.t. shorts, and
lMS2 from the top cap of the PY88 boost diode to chassis
(boost capacitor not shorted). So that it would not fail too
easily I put in a 2'5A fuse, pluggedthe set in and switched
on.
Valves started to heat up nicely. Beardy beamed."The
fuse does not fail!" Feeling slightly bemused,I switched the
meter to the 300V range and went to check the voltage at
the main smoothers on the lower left side. At that moment
there was a loud hiss and a jet of vapour shot out of the
main smoothing can and hit me dead amidships(clean shirt
14

that morning no longer clean). Pop went the fuse and the
two enthralled spectatorsvanished for a moment.
Beardy reappeared."What did you do to our television
set to make it go bang like this?" he demanded. "What did I
do?" I screamed."Look what your bloody set'sdone to my
shirt." Non-beardy howled with laughter. "Do it again
please,just once more." I scowledat him, slackenedoff the
clamp holding the electrolytic, snipped off the tags and
pulled it out, holding it with a pair of pliers. "Here it is, it's
all yours."
Non-beardy took it and dropped it in one go. It was
beardy'sturn to laugh. "Hot, you know", he confided in me.
"Right", I said. "Now let's get down to it. If you want it
done, say so." Anyway, after this it all passed off without
further incident and away they went carrying their Bush
which now spoke instead of hissed. I removed my shirt to
ensure that I had not been permanently injured. "Look", I
said to the chief squaw. She wasn't very sympathetic. "I
wish I'd have seen it" she giggled. Resplendent in another
clean shirt (we've got two, one now a different colour
around the navel), we tackled the nextjob.
Dud rectifiers
This was a Philips GI7T32O. Many of these are now
coming in with a shattered mains input fuse. This tends to
direct attention to the mains filter capacitor which has not
however been found at fault so far. Instead the fault has in
each case been the bridge rectifier, which shorts from the
negative end to the a.c. input. The power panel is secured by
two screws and is easily removed without loss of the screws
or the insulated stand off spacers- well done Philips. With
the panel turned, the bridge can be removed quite easily.
Note that the replacementshould be a BY179. Check the
voltage rating of any other type you use and also which end
is positive and which is negative. Otherwise fit four BYL27
or equivalents. Incidentally, the mains input filter capacitor
is clipped to the side wall near this panel and is not near the
on/off switch. Since we dealt with this seriesof receivers in
the December 1976 and January 1977 issueswe will not
add servicing notes here.
Liquid problems
Just as we were wrapping up the Philips, a grey Renault
l6 drew up outside,gleamingin the sun. Out hopped Derek,
who is a river pilot and a regular customer. He looked
decidedly wet on this dry, sunny day.
"Hallo Derek", we greeted him. "Did they make you
walk the plank?"
"No" said Derek. "I've just come from the car wash."
"Wouldn't it have been better to take the car in with
you?", we askedreasonably.
"Very funny" said Derek savagely. "I was in the car all
right but the bloody fool I lent it to over the weekendhadn't
shut the sunshine roof properly. Anyway, that heap of
rubbish that I bought from you some time ago has gone
T E L E V I S I ONNO V E M B E1R9 7 7
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wrong. Can I bring it in when I've been home and dried
out?"
Assuring him of our utmost co-operation,we watched
him climb back into his car and driveoff,little knowingthat
he was to baptisedyet againlater that eveningwhen a pint
of beer placed on a high shelf would be accidentally
knockedoff smackon to poor Derek'sheadjust ashe stood
back from the shoveha'pennyboard to admirehis winning
effort. Gusts of laughterfllled Harold's bar, and somewit
shouted"Consideryourselflaunched,God blessyou and all
who sail in you". This has little to do with the day's work,
however:just thoughtyou might like to know aboutit.

Line output transistordrive

Orivelrom
line osciltator

A nasty surprise
We then turned our attentionto an ITT colour setwhich
we had taken to be a CVC8 or somethingof that ilk. When
we removedthe rear cover howevera cold hand clutched
our heart.Not a valvein sight! The momentof truth was at
hand.Our first CVC20.
"Help!", I yelledto the chief squaw."Bring somestrong
coffeeand blow the expense."The chief squawappearedas
though by magic, carrying the required tranquiliser.
"What are you carrying on about now?", she asked
sympathetically.
"It's this, this set. We haven't had one in beforeand I
haven'tdonemy homeworkand I'm frightened."
"Never mind, you'll sort it out. Do you think my hair
looks all right this way or shouldI do it like I normallydo?"

ry

Fig. | : Line driverstage,ITT CVC2Ochassis.
This was it then. Alone and friendless. What about these
women though? If'they cared half as much about the inside
of their heads as they do about the outside they'd all be
rated as geniuses.Still they're not so bad really. Some are
really quite useful. Back to the CVC20 however.
E. Trundle did a nice write up on the switch-mode power
supply used in this receiver in the September issue, and
readers not familiar with the circuit could well profit from a
study of this.
The set we had on the bench had no e.h.t., although the
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betterresponse.We then did what we shouldhavedone in
the first placeand checkedthe waveformat the baseof the
AUI13. This was quite weird looking. Thus armed we
attackedthe driver VT25. This is a TIS90 and althoughit
read reasonablyon a cold test a replacementrestored
normalworking.
Two drivers in a row! Decidedlyback seat types. Still
suspicious,we left the set on test but it behaveditself,thus
proving that the driversoftoday are not what they usedto
be.

Line outpul
transformer

Arcing, and a smell
The next item on the agendawas a largeUltra set fitted
with the Thorn 3500 chassis.Arcing noisethey said,and a
smell.Easy we thought: the tripler. Removingthe tripler
lead to the e.h.t. transformershould restorenormal timeFig.2: Line output
baseworking and the correctvoltagedrop acrossthe 1.5Q
Scan
stage circuit, Thorn
monitoringresistorR907 on the beam limiter board. The
colts
| 59O/l591 chassis. voltagedrop remainedat over 3V howeverinsteadof 1.3V,
Cl O6 is 3,9OOpFin
andto provethe point the springcut out sprung.At this the
the | 59O version.
weak BBC-I soundbecameloud ITV as the voltageswent
up with the load goingdown.
supply was presentto the line driver and output transistors
Making a few testsaroundthe line timebaseturnedout to
and there was a continuousnote coming from the loudbe fruitless(no the driver wasn't guilty, neitherwas the line
speaker.This suggestedthat either the line oscillator was
outputtransistor).Capacitorswerecheckedand all shouted
not functioning or the line driver transistor (see Fig. 1)
their innocence.Still the suspicionlingered.. . arcing and
was at fault. Its collectorfeed resistorR92 was not open- smell.Braveto the last we unhookedthe e.h.t.transformer
circuit so we took the easypath and notedthat therewasno
andreconnected
R907.It ran cool.Lunchtime.
voltage drop across it. Cold testing the driver base-toDuring lunch a lady rang to saythat the wood veneeron
emitter and base-to-collectordid not at first show the
the front of her new TV set was buckledand could we let
correct readings,but then did so on the secondattempt. her have another set today as her grandchildrenwere
Switchingon againproducedfull e.h.t.,full soundand full
coming at five o'clock and if they saw the buckle sticking
colour....
out they would pull it off altogether.We compliedwith her
Having beenfooledby transistorsin the past(coldtesting requestand only wish that we couldget suchprompt attenoften seems to bring them back to conduction), we
tion from the peoplewho suppliedus with the set.No such
immediatelyaccusedthe driver transistorTl3 (BF355),of
luck, it is still hereand is likely to be for sometime unless
being the culprit and whippedit out beforeit could say a
we get a carpenteron thejob ourselves.
Nevermind, it's our
word. We didn't have a BF355 to hand, so we usedour
problem.
favourite transistor of this type (high-voltage,mediumBack to the 3500.We obtainedand fitted a new e.h.t.
power npn), which is the BF337, and were rewardedby
transformer anci were then in a quandary. Whether to
goodresultsand havehad no comebackso far.
connectthe tripler and see,or to fit anotheronethus putting
up the chai'geconsiderably.We decidedto approachwith
caution. With the set on, we advancedthe tripler lead
No EHT again
towardsthe nipple of the transformer.The spark was not
The feelingof relief encouragedus to tacklethe nextjob,
nice,it was more of a flame.We fearedfor the new transwhich we thought was going to be an easy one, without
former and some of the more responsivetransistors.On
delay.It was an Ultra Model 6816,which usesthe 1590 fitting a new tripler all was well and the only difficult thing
Thorn chassis. The note said "very narrow and dark
left wasto write out the bill.
picture".
With the set on the benchtherewas no pictureor raster Hari Kari or Marta Hari?
at all, with not very much activity around the line output
We will not bore you with a descriptionof the rest of the
transformer.The supply line was correct at around 11.5V
however.Checking for shorts around the rectifier diodes afternoon'sactivitiesexceptto say that they consistedof
attendingto intermittentfaults on stereounits.Thesenearly
Wl3 andW14 (seeFig. 2) producedno fruitfulresults.
causedus to commit Hari Kari (or is it Marta Hari, where
With thesesymptomseither one of those diodesor its
you plungea knifedeepinto a block ofcheese).
(Cll0 for W13, Clll for Wl4) is
smoothingelectrolytic
usuallyfound to be at fault. Checkingthe boostdiodeWl I
and capacitor C 107 again producedlittle cheer.Discon- ProblemswithalSOO
necting the scan coil coupling capacitor C 108 merely
produceda faint vertical line down the centreto showthat
It was getting near closing time when an HMV mono set
the woeful loss of line output efficiencywas still present. (1500 chassis) came in (all on its own, it just walked in)
The AUl13 line output transistor next receivedthe best followed by its owner who had trained it well. He had just
- but the fault still persisted.
acquired it. Would we give it the once over?
checkof all - replacement
As the line oscillator was obviously working we were
Switching on produced a plain raster with no sound. This
beginningto think in terms of a faulty line output trans- normally leads one to the i.f. transistors or the a.g.c. circuit
former. fhere wereotherpossibilitiesstill to checkhowever. of course. The a.g.c. amplifier transistor is VT3, which
Discor,necting
the e.h.t. rectifierstick Wl2 producedno
controls the second i.f. amplifier transistor VT5 which in
1ti
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turn controls the base of the first i.f. amplifier transistor
VT4 (no tuner a.g.c.). Checking voltages showed some
funny readingsof around20V on the legsof VT4 and VT5,
i.e.both saturated,and incorrectvoltageat the baseof VT3.
VT3 is drivenby the a.g.c.detectordiode,which is fed from
the sliderof the presetcontrastcontrol in the emittercircuit
of the first video transistor VT8. So we went on to VT8,
wheretherewas nothing at the emitterand very little at the
base.The basebiasis filteredby R30/C32(seeFig. l,page
40), and checkingback we found nothingat thejunction of
R?9iR136.R79 is the left-handsectionof the dropper,and
shouldhave a value of 3174. It was open-circuit,leavinga
high voltage at the input to the transistor supply line
smoothingresistor R78. Fitting a replacementwirewound
resistorrestorednormal voltages,but still no signalsexcept
for some short-wavenoise creepingthrough the soundi.f.
Checking through revealedthat the fourth i.f. amplifier
transistorVT7 was faulty. Replacingit restoredsoundand
vision signals(this transistoroften fails whenthe transistor

supply line rises excessivelyafter R?9 goesopen-circuit),
b u t . .. .
There was a nasty hum bar drifting up the screen,with
the picturepulling and rolling. Checktransistorsupplyline
electrolytics.C58 proved to be faulty, not surviving the
effectof R79 goingopen-circuit.
ReplacingC58 restorednear normal conditions,but on
adjustmentthe locaVdistanttuner gain control R74 fell
apart. A new one put us on the road again except for
occasionalpictureroll, which as usualwas curedby replacing R44, the upper resistorin the potentialdivider network
feedingthe screengrid of the 30FL2 syncseparator.
All now seemedwell except for an unpleasantsmell
which howeverprovednot to be issuingfrom the e.h.t.tray
but from the sewerageworks acrossthe river. The owner
lackedtransport,having come in a taxi. Would we phone
for a cab?No taxi availableat this time of ttreevening.Wait
fifteenminutes.Then run him home,and his set.Reached
the pubjust in time to seeDerekannointed.

Which Valvesto StockS
Peter Duncan
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Wttrt valvesno longerbeingusedin currentproductionTV
receiversit is becomingincreasinglyimportant to decide
what to keep in stock. The problemsare roughly: which
valves bre worth laying in for future repairs,which ones
aren't worth re-ordering,and which ones will probably
neverbe usedand shouldbe storedout ofthe way?
The last two UK setmakersto produce hybrid colour
chassiswere Decca and ITT. The valvesusedin their final
hybrid chassisare as follows:PCF802,PL509,PY500A,
PCL86, PCL82, PCL805, PL508, PCF80.A set of these
costsaroundf7.68 (basedon the pricesquotedby Bentley
Acoustics in their August 1977 advertisement)and this
representsthe minimum stock requiredto be able to offer
an efficient colour repair service.It seemsto us that the
future of any valve as a profitablespareis in somedoubt if
it's not oneof these.
With the exceptionof Thorn, all UK setmakersstarted
off by producing hybrid colour receivers.The additional
valvesrequiredin order to be ableto cater for theseearlier
colour chassisare as follows: PL504, ECC82, 8F184,
EFl83, EF80,DY86/87,PCF805,pC97,PCL84,PL802,
pFL200, GY50l, PCF200, ECC8I, PCC85, PCC88,
EY5l, PD500,EB9l. Someof theseareto be foundin only
the earlier,dual-standardchassis.The important ones are
the PCL84, PL802 and ECC82.The PhilipsG6 chassisis
still regularly encounteredhowever and had a rather
unusualvalve line up. To be able to deal with thesesets
you'll needto havethe followingin stock:EFl83, EFl84,
EF80,pFL200,PCC85,PCF200,ECC8I, EY5l, GY501
and PD500 - in addition to some of those listed in the
secondparagraph.
Serviceenthusiastswho worry when they cannot do an
valve
immediaterepair to an old setrequiringa replacement
not in stock should relax: the RETRA code of practice
allowsup to fifteenworking days for a repaii, and valvescan
be obtained by return post from advertisersin Television.
When orderinga valve speciallyfor an old set it's wise to
order a couple sincenew valvescan unfortunatelyalso be
faulty. The cost of repairs carried out on old sets should
TELEVISIO
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allow for the fact that you may be left with valvesthat are
unlikelyto be used.
There is a belief that foreign sets are constructedwith
infinitecareto stringent,all-transistorquality specifications
and are thus absolutelyreliable.Not so! Foreign sets do
fail, and when you take the back off you may be surprised
to find a host of good old unreliablevalves.Dependingon
which makesyou may handle,the followingis a list of some
of the valvesyou may require - we're not repeatingthe
typesso far listed.
Bangand Olufsen:l2HG7, PL84, EAA9l (an EB91 will do
however),
ECL84,PY88.
Telefunken
: ECH84, PL5 I 9.
Saba:PL5l9, PL95,PC92.
Sanyo:3BS2A.
Kuba Porta-Colour (also known cs the Granada
PC900,PY83, lAD2.
Colourette):
Teleton: 3AT2, 6GH8A, 8FQ7, 10GK6, r7DW4A,
17JZ8A,2ILU8, 3 IJS6A,4OKD6.
The odd balls are mainly in early Japanesesets,due to
the Americaninfluence.Note that the PLs 19is an up-rated
version of the PL509 and may be stocked in its place.
Unlessspecialisingin the repair of foreign setsit's best to
regardthesevalvesas "specialorder" typesand quotefivefifteendaysfor repairs.
When it comesto monochromesetsthe situationis more
difficult, due to the greatervariety of valvesthat havebeen
usedin them.To appreciatethis it's only necessaryto think
ofthe Thorn 1400and 1500chassis
whichusedsuchvalves
as the 6F28 and 30FL2. Stockingup to be ableto dealwith
an extensiverange of monochromesetscan be expensive,
thoughmany of the valvesusedwill alreadybe in stock for
use in colour sets. The following are the main valves
required,in additionto thoselistedin paragraphstwo and
three,to be ableto dealwith most of the valvedand hybrid
monochromesets producedsince 1970: PY88, PY80l,
DY8O2,PL36, PL8IA, 6F28, 3OFL2,3OFLI4,3OPLI,
30PLl4, ECL80 and, if you deal with Grundig sets,the
I
PL95 andPCH200.
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It won't takeyou a minute
THEREare days when everythinggoeswith a swing:there
are others when you are on a roundabout which keeps
bringrngyou back to whereyou startedfrom. Not only do
you get nowhere, but the damned thing starts going
backwardsand you end up hatefilled,bitter and frustrated.
Much like that ladybird I was watching the other day
walking round and round the top of an empty bowl, not
realisingthat it kept coming back to whereit started.But
then ladybirds can fly off and escapefrom that type of
torture. For me there was no escapewhen that Hitachi
monochromeportablearrivedfor its threeday staywhich I
thought was going to be a coupleof hours at the outside.
You could call it a mother-inlaw. and it behavedin much
the sameway.

A Good Start
It (the day) had started off quite well really: three colour
setspolished off in minutes each.The first, an Ultra with a
3500 chassis,simply neededa red button cut-outbecauseit
had cut out and wouldn't comeback.Twist, twist (thetabs),
unsoldertwo leads,plonk the new onein and &at wasthat.
The secondwas a Deccawith the Bradfordchassis.Poor
focus, width o.k., check the resistorsassociatedwith the
focus unit (two 4.7MQ resistors,one from the tripler to the
focus unit, the other from tle unit to chassis)and find one
high. Srtipsnip and Bob'syour auntie.
The third was an ITT CVC5 with no sound(PCL86) and
an initially rolling picture(PCL805).It doesn'thappenvery
often like that but therethey were,threein a row and I was
smiling.Thenin walkedStan.

The Hitachi Portable Anives
"Just have a look at this portablewill you, you did it a
coupleof yearsago and it took only a few minutes,probably
the samething again.I'm goingto havea haircut- collectit
on the way back". BeforeI could think of a cutting remark
he had gone,leavinghis Hitachi P32 monochromeportable
for me to wavemy magicwand over.
Although there were severalother things to be attended
to I thought I'd try to oblige. Screw either side and two
underneath,pull offthe sidecontrastand brightnessknobs
and lift off the cabinet shell.Plug in aerial and switch on.
Still tunedin as soundcameon full strength,but no picture.
E.H.T. o.k. Tube basevoltages:first anodepin 7 o.k., grid
pin 5 near enoughright, cathodepin 2 high at l00V (should
be about 54V).
Well that looks easyenough:video output transistornot
drawing any current. Where is it? There,with a heatsinkon
it: checkcollector,l00V; base2.5V; emitter2V. Switchoff
and cold check the transistor,Readsright and as the base
shouldbe at 4.2Y checkback throughthe contrastcontrol
to the emitter of the video emitter-follower.Voltagelow here
too, and the baselow at about2V (shouldbe 4.95V). Where
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does it get its bias from? Check bias network, having
removedthe screeningcovers(solderedon in severalplaces)
to get at the print. Theseand other componentsseemedto
be blameless.
Sometime had goneby and back cameStan."Done it?"
he enquiredcheerfully."No", I growled."If you think it's
that easy,do the bloody thing yourself'.

Only the Sound's Slipped Out
"Don't be like that", said Stan."It's only that the sound
slippedout".
*Slipped out, slipped out", I croaked. supposethe
"I
pictureslipsin whenthe soundslipsout?".
"Yes, that's right. The knob's probablyloose", said Stan
helpfully.This was too much for me. Putting the set back
upright,I askedhim to give me a demonstration.He turned
the tuner knob slightly and the soundslippedout and some
sort of pictureslippedin. I clutchedat a straw.
"You haven'tjust comeback from a wine tastingtrip to
Germanyhaveyou, and had this thing seento out there?"
Stanlookedat me asif I'd goneloony.
"I don't drink wine if that's anything to go by, and I
haven't been to Germany or Timbuktu, and if I had I
wouldn't have taken this with me, so what are you on
about".
"Never mind, I only thought. . . Oh well", I floundered.
I returnedto the tuner. Tunedin correctly,therewas no
illuminationon the screenat all. Detuned,the screenlit up
and the sound naturally slid off. The possibilitieswere
endlessand my mind went numb. "Better leave it with me
Stan,there'snothingeasyaboutthis one".
Stan departed, mystified that such a small thing could
take so long to put right. He said he'd call in when he
finishedwork on Monday evening,leavingus the weekend.
When he had gone there were severalother sets to seeto
beforewe could get back to the mystery.When we did get
back to it howeverwe didn't getvery far.

The AGC Circuit
It was now obviousthat when a full-strengthsignalwas
tuned in there was insufficientoutput from the detectorto
drive the video emitter-follower.Without an aerial at all, the
set behaveditself and a grainy picture could be tuned in
with almostnormal sound.This naturally directedattention
to the a.g.c.line, which was checkedthrough bit by bit as
the circuit (seeFig. 1) is not all that easyto follow from the
manual.The two transistorsappearedto be in order on a
cold test,the capacitorshad capacity,and the resistorswere
right. With the set on again, everything was in order!
Thereforeall the testinghad beenin vain, sincethe fault was
not present.After some time however the picture started
flutteringand back we wereto squareone.After somemore
fruitlesscheckingwe put it down until the next day.
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Fig. l: A.G.C. circuit, Hitachi monochromeportableModel
P32.
The next morning we startedagain.So did the set.Fine
for a few minutes,and then the overloadingstarted.Without
turning off, we returnedto the testing.Still the low detector
output, so we workedback alongthe i.f. strip.
The a.g.c.appliedto the first two i.f. stagesseemedvery
small and varied little as the aerial was withdrawn.There
was a good swingat the baseof TR551,but not at the base
of TR552. This directed attentionto both transistorsand
CR801. The latter checkedout o.k., and bearingin mind the
fact that we had already had somehanky panky with the
fault coming and going we replacedboth transistorswith
BC 107 types (for convenience)and were rewardedwith a
steady,unblinkingpicturewith normal sound.
Many hours had beenspenttracing this simplefault but
there had been severalinterruptionsto distract us. When
Stan returnedhis commentwas "I knew it wouldn't be very
much. Fancy it taking you all that time to do it". Our reply
wasunprintable.
A Very Grainy Picture
Hardly had we sorted this one out when a Pye 180
arrived.Picturevery grainy indeed,suggestinga poor aerial
socket, or perhapsa defectivetuner. This solid-statePye
monochromesetusesthe samei.f. selectivity/gainmoduleas
the CT200 and the Philips 570 series.It's beena constant
source of trouble, due to defective soldering to the
capacitorsand coils in the unit. We disregardedthe tuner
etc. thereforeand without further ado set about removing
the i.f. module.Using a soldersuckeror desolderingbraid,
this can be done in a matterof minutes,so we soonhad the .
suspectstrippedout ofits can.
There are severalpossibletrouble spotswith this unit, as
we havementionedbeforein previousissues.We alwaysgo
straightto the componentson the print, which are soldered
on both sides.Lifting the small capacitorsa fraction with
the soldermeltedensuresthat the legsgetthe solderand not
the cement.This is normally all that.is required,and once
againthis seemedso as a normalpictureappearedwhenthe
unit was replaced.After twenty minuteshoweverthe same
symptoms returned and the whole process had to be
repeated,this time with lastingsuccess.
A Rigonda

Starlet

Then followed a long, involved tussle with a Rigonda
Starlet 603. We do not normally handle these, but this set
belonged to a close relative so with bad grace we got down
to it. The complaint was that it would function for a time
and then intermittently go off as though switched off.
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As the owner was a first classpoacher(not really, he
doesget permissionfrom the farmer),I suggested
that a nice
fresh rabbit would come in handy, skinnedand dressedof
course.He readily agreedbut complainedthat the rabbiting
was not so good of late becausehis wife had beenpetting
one of his ferrets.The result was that as soon as it was
releasedat the rabbit hole insteadof going down it would
roll over on its back to haveits belly tickled.This is not at
all the idea, so until he could break the habit the catch
would be reduced.I found this hard to believebecauseevery
ferret I've ever met seemedto have had but one desire,to
bite my fingers off. Since thesewere very young ferrets
howeverI presumedthat they would developtheir more
ferocioushabitslater.Ah yes,the Rigonda.
Now theseare madeup in slabswhich can be separately
detached- top, bottom and sides.Sincethe power pack is
at the bottom we removedthe four screwsand then the
bottom slab.This gaveus partial access,at leastenoughto
confirmthat althoughthe supplyvoltageswerereachingthe
baseand emitterof the regulatortransistorits collectorwas
shuttingdown with monotonousregularity.At first sightthe
regulator looked very much like an AD149 or similar,
exceptthat it had three legs in the sameconfigurationas
the more commonsmallerdriversetc. Never to be accused
of wastingan opportunity,we stuck a lOQ droppersection
betweenthe emitter and the collectorto bring it more into
line with what we are usedto. The thing then worked and
regulatedcorrectly.Removethe resistorand it revertedto
its hystericalbehaviour.Check the transistor and it read
o.k. Replacethe resistorand the thing worked for an hour
with the resistortakingonly a smallamountof current.
I supposethe resistorkept the emitter voltagejust that
little bit over the base voltage so that the transistor
continuedto conduct, but the appearanceof the control
panelpersuadedus not to arguewith the otherthreecontrol
transistors over the matter. In our tattered nervous
condition we did not feel inclined to delve deeper,so we
replacedthe power slab and called it a day, rabbit or no
rabbit.
If it comesback I'll fit an ADl49 and seeif that cures
the condition,but so far everyoneappearsto be happy.

TV TELETEXT
DECODER
I
T R O UB L E - S H O O T I NAGN D R E P AR
SERVICE
To assist constructorswho may encounter difficulties
with this project, Television Technical Services are
offering a trouble-shootingand repair service for the
variousmodules.The chargesare as follows:modulator
f2; input cardf4.5O; memorycardf3.50; displaycard
f 4 . 5 0 ; i . f. / d a t a r e c o v e r y c a r d € 4 . 5 0 ( i n c l u d i n g
alignment).Thesechargesincludethe cost of replacing
minor components,and returnpostage.Any expensive
r e p l a c e m e n tp a r t s n e e d e d w i l l b e n o t i f i e d t o
constructors.Modulesshouldbe sent with remittance
and packageable to withstandreturnmailing.Write or
phonefor a quotationif you wish to sendall four boards
for testing.
Television Technical Services,

PO Box 29,
Plymouth,Devon.

Tel:0752813245
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The BermudaTriangle
Les LawryJohns
Mosr people have heard of this mysterioustract of the
alreadyregisteredthe tube in the customer'snamefor the
western Atlantic, where things and people disappear four year warranty and he didn't want his set doing funny
without a trace.It seemsthat they are either suckeddown thingsfor any lengthof time. So we collectedit and left the
or suckedup into anotherworld. In any event,they'renever othernewone.
seenagainin this one.Wouldn't it be handy if we had easy
To confirmour suspicions,
wb rangThorn. After a time a
accessto this vortex, wherewe could dump certainthings nice young man with a slightly bored voice (who blames
him, talking to confusedengineersall day long) said that
which causeus so much heartache?Wouldn't it be nice if
we could dump certain peoplethere who. . . . What's this
they'd had this troublewith new 9000models(our's was an
8800)and that the new tube was havinga short lived freak
all aboutyou may ask?
Well, it's about severalthings really. Take the name out (our expression,as we are not very technical)and that
Bermudato start with. Ultra usedit years ago when they this was sendinga spiky waveform back to the decoder
were Ultra and not Thorn. Then a Bermuda was a
which respondedby creatingthe condition describ"ed.
He
monochromeTV setin a slim light wood cabinetwith a gold said it would not occur with the colour off therefore.If we
surroundwith or without motorisedtuning.In otherwords, wereworried,removeCl94 (lpF,IC5 pin 5 to IC4 pin I I
- PAL switch drive couplingcapacitor)from the decoder
you knew what it was and give and take a little what you
paneland fit a l2kQ resistorin its place.If that didn't do it,
could expect. The fact that there might have been a
Bermudaradiogramwasof little moment.
r e p l a c e l C 4 ( r e f e r e n c eo s c i l l a t o r i . c . ) o r I C 5
Now howevera Bermudacan meananythingfrom five (demodulator/matrix/PAlswitchi.c.). Thank you we said,
or six different colour models, say ten different in a subduedvoice,and hung up. We're still waiting for the
monochromesets,to a bar of chocolate.You may rightly
effect to recur so that we can put in a l2kQ resistorand
say that the name was never meant to be anythingother know whetherthe trouble has cleared,but it won't happen
than a brand identification,and that there is a model for us asyet. We'll reportour findingslater.
number.Of course,of course.But you try tellingthat to the
dear old lady who says that the picture has gone off her
wirelesSandthat sheonly watchesthe homeservice.
Varying Size Picture
"Hallo, I want you to comeand look at my wireless.The
picturehasjust goneoff."
This then was one point of our Bermudatriangle.The
next was a l4in. Ultra portable with the Thorn l59l
"Yes, so haseveryoneelse's,there'sa powercut on. Your
chassis.The complaintwas that the picturewould decrease
light hasgoneout aswell,hasn'tit?"
in
size,going darker at the sametime and with the sound
it
hasn't.
It's
not
it
as bright as usedto be and the
"No
reducingin sympathy.Obviouslythe supplyline was falling
man downstairssaysit's the battery,but I don't believehim
to a low point and then recovering,only to fall again.This
becauseit hasbeenperfectlyall right for months."
could be due to severalcauses,so we first checkedat the
"No dear, we don't mean your torch, we mean the
body (collector)of the ADl49 regulatortransistorwherewe
electriclight, the onewith the switchon the wall."
fdund that as expectedthe voltagewas rising to the normal
"I don't usethat whenI'm watchingthe ivireless."
11.5V and then slippingquickly down, to about 8V, then
So you see,it's difficult to find out what it is you are
supposedto go and service,evenwhen thereisn't a power recoveringin a fluttery sort of way. On test the ADl49
proclaimed its innocence,as did the lOQ wire wound
cut on.
resistorin parallelwith it. We then moveddown to VT22
(see Fig. t) which samplesthe 11.5V supply line and
reportsits findingsto the regulatortransistorwhich should
A Brilliant Band of Colour
respondaccordingly.
Not that this was the casewhenMr. J phonedto saythat
VT22 shouldhave 5V at its basewhenthe supplyline is
his Ultra colorl set was doing funny things.We knew only
11.5V,anb this 5V is initially set up by the preiet control
componentsseemed
too well which modelit was sincewe'd soldit to him only a
R104.The transistorand its associated
few daysearlier,His descriptionwas alarming.After the set
to be in order when checkedwith the ohmmeter.so we
has been on for say two hours, there is an occasional switchedon againand checkedfor the 5V at the VT22 base.
brilliant band of colour across the screen,of such short
The 5V was anything but 5V (but didn't exceedit). The
durationthat it's difficult to describe.Arriving on the scene
hotfoot, with anothernew Ultra lurking in the back of the
van, we studiedthe displayedpicturefor sometime before
ll'5V {.equlated)
theconditionshowed.
A brilliant blob of primary red with a slightlyoffsetpure
blue shot acrossabout half way down the screen,with the
picturestill visibleaboveand perhapsbelowalthoughit was
difficult to sayfor sure.
"There you are," said Mrs. J. "I told you it was red and
green."
"I only sawred andblue," saidMr. J:
When it happenedagain,I too saw a greenarea.I also
sawcomplications.To methis wasa tubefault whichwould
probably clear itself if left on long enough,but we had
Fig. 1: L.T.regulatorcircuit, Thorn | 59O/l 59 | chassrs.
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possibilitieswerethat Rl03 was varying in value,that C86
had varying leakage,<ir that there was a similar leakage
betweenthe baseand emitterof YT22.
At his point we noticed that the panel surfacein this area
did not present its normal appearance.It was slightly
darker. We investigated with a finger and carefully
examinedsaid finger.It appearedto be oily. With ruthless
efficiency,we cleanedoff whateverit was. Somedevilish
fluid sfaight from the triangle no doubt. Whereverit had
comefrom (no leakagefrom electrolytics),onceit had gone
the voltageremainedstable.
Motorway Madness
The third Bermudacameby way of Derek who seemsto
have acquiredthe knack of gettinghimselfinvolvedin the
most embarrassingsituationswithout eventrying. You may
rememberour accountin the Novemberissuewherehe got
himselfwashedin a car washand subsequently
dousedby a
pint of bitter in Harold's (nevera dull moment)bar. His
latestescapadewas the resultof trying to do a goodturn for
his friend Derry. It appearsthat Derry had had a late night
out in London and had caughtthe last train back, more by
luck than management.However,his luck didn't hold out
becauseas soon as he got aboardhe fell asleepand didn't
wakeup until the train arrivedat its final destination,having
stoppedat every station down the line including the one
whereDerry shouldhavepartedcompanywith it.
So there was Derry, sometwenty-fivemiles from home
and no more trains to play with. To his addeddiscomfort
only a few silver coinsjingled in his pocket and, wherever
his folding moneywas,it wasn'twhereit shouldhavebeen.
Therewas only one thing for it. His pal Derek would have
to be consulted.Good old reliableDerek. Snugand warm
in bed whenthe phonerang in the early hours,"Help," said
Derry.
"I'm acof,ningfor you son,"saidDereksleepily.Sosaying
he tumbledout of bed and put on his slippers.Still clad in
his pyjamas and without so much as a dressinggown, he
startedup the mighty engineof his Renaultand thundered
off down the motorwaytowardsthe strandedDerry who by
now was againsoundalseepin the railway waitingroom.
Scantilyclad as he was, Derek sat in his nice warm car
and tooted his rather loud horn to call Derry to his side,
wakingup the slumberingpopulationat large.
Beatinga hasty retreatback up the motorway,they were
someten milesfrom homewhenthe car brokedown.Many
things were tried that night, things which would cause
ordinary men to turn pale. But it was of no avail, the car
would not start.
Without saying anything to Derry who still tinkered,
Derek set off along the hard shoulder to the nearest
breakdown phone, still in his pyjamas and slippersand
presentingan unusual sight to the occasionalmotorway
usersasthey rushedby.
I heard all this when Derek was again helpful when his
neighbour'ssetbrokedown and he struggledin with it.
"It's a Bermudacolour set," puffed Derek. "The chap
who usually looks after it for them has had a nervous
breakdownso I saidyou'd do it for themin no time."
"Thanks," I said,putting down the reader'squery which
had beenpuzzlng me for the last half hour beforeclosing
I
time.
It just had to be a 3500 to round off the day as it were,
andit had to be the last bit of the mysterioustriangle.
Taking the back off and switchingthe seton producedno
rusfle up of e.h.t. Checking on the beam limiter board,
whereall good boys start, showedabout 60V at one endof
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Fig. 2: Chroma delay line driver stage, Thorn 35OO chassis.

R907 (1.54 to chassis,wherethe voltageshouldbe l.3V).
Did it just die,or wasit killed?
With nervousapprehension
we bridgedit with a suitable
wirewound,having first checkedfor shorts and unhooked
the tripler. There were no fireworks,and the voltagedrop
was now about right. After fitting the replacementresistor
with a flick of the hand and the solderingiron, we switched
on again and cautiously advancedthe tripler clip to the
nipple. A fah spark and a rustle up showedthat all was
well.The resistorhadjust diedthen.
"You've got a picture,"saidDerek.
"I'm not surprised," I replied in my most superior
manner.
'olsit supposedto be in colour?"
*Oh, I supposedthey've been twiddling the knobs," I
desperately
hoped.
They hadn't. All the twiddling in the world wouldn't
producethe slightestvestigeof the requiredvariationof the
screen's triads. With sinking heart we swung up the
convergence
boardto exposethe decoderpanel.What'sthis
then?A replacementchromadelayline, apparentlyfitted in
hasteor in desperation.
As I was checking this area, Derek volunteeredthe
informationthat the previousrepairerhad had any amount
of troublewith the colour or absenceof it, had carriedout a
lot of work to the detriment of both his health and
happiness,
but had finally succeeded
and had thenretreated
to his doctor, sitting in the waiting room staringvacantly
into the distance.
It appearedthen that disturbing the set had disturbed
somethingon the decoderboard.Turning the seton its side
to exposethe undersideofthe decoderboard,we chasedup
a few blind alleys beforefinally arriving'at the delay line
driver VT3 l0 where we should have started.No voltage
anywhere.InvestigationshowedR389 (see Fig. 2) to be
open-circuitand discoloured.Replacingthis 220Q resistor
broughtback colour(albeitwrong),and as we couldfind no
reasonfor the failure we concludedthat the original delay
line had had an intermittentshort in it which had causedthe
colour to fail and had driven the other poor fellow up the
pole beforehe found out what was wrong and replacedit.
Unfortunately,he had not checkedthe effectof this on the
supplyresistorand had not questionedhis luck furtheronce
the newdelaylinehad resultedin gloriouscolour.
Loweringthe set down to its proper level brought back
natural colour. Raising it 45o causedthe facesto turn a
funny colour (not really green).We againcheckedaround
but could find no loosecoresor the like, and onceagainwe
had to concludesomething.
We concludedthat the c.r.t.'s
shadowmaskwas loose and took up its correct position
whenthe setwaslikewise.So there!
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'Twason a Monday Morning.
oo
LesLawry4ohns
I wAs busy wondering lqhat to do when this policeman
came in. "It wasn't me" I maintained stoutly, remembering
my breaking and entering days.
"I've been told you repair things" he said pleasantly,
"If you'd like to bring it in we'll do our best" we assured
him.
"I have it with me" he said, taking offhis helmet.
Now we've been asked to service many things in our
time, but never before a policeman's helmet.
"What's gone wrong with it?" we asked, expecting it
to contain a transistor transceiver or some James Bond
gadget.
"The top loop's O.K. but the bottom one has broken
away from the badge so that the matchstick won't hold it
steady."
Lots of people wonder what a Scotsman wears under his
kilt. If they want to know, all they have to do is catch a
train from King's Cross (if they live in the south) to
Edinburgh Waverly station and stand at a windy corner
and they'll soon find out. If you've wondered about
policemen's helmets however I'm now in a position to tell
you. They contain matchsticks. Not whole ones mind you,
but short pieces to go through the small loops to keep the
silver top motif in position.
With the badge on the bench it could be clearly seenthat
the lower fixing had broken away and it was a matter of
fixing the peg back on in the right position so that it would
enter the hole at the front at the same time as the upper one
(which went downwards) entered the top one. But the angle
neededto be right.
Surprisingly enough, the badge was chrome on copper as
was the peg, so soldering was no problem, only the angle. It
took two attempts to achieve a correct fitting, but we did it
and on it went and in went the matchsticks to keep it in
position.

An Electronics

Wizard with a Thorn SOOO

That was the first job of the day, the rest will perhaps be
of more interest as they concern television sets (what's the
name of this magazine?). A Thorn 8000 was the first one to
hit our bench: the owner was an electrorrtcswizard and in
no time at all he'd whipped out the circuit diagram and
spread it on the bench. "Here's the trouble", he stated. "The
line oscillator is not functioning. That's why there's no
picture. I've checked this, this, this and this, the voltages are
wrong here, there, and here. It's probably something simple
but I can't put my finger on it."
I gazedat him in open-mouthed admiration. "You mean,
you've done all that and it still doesn'twork?"
'scope on it and mine at
"No", he explained. "It wants a
work is too big to cart home. Can you put one on it?"
"Can't afford one", I confessed."I did have one once but it
only made a lot of squigglesthat I couldn't understand so I
gave it up and I've felt much better since".
He looked at me suspiciously."I supposeyou can't read
that Avo either". I said that I could read the Avo when I
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took my glassesoff but the trouble was the needlestuck
about a third of the way up the scaleso even here there
wasn'tmuch to write homeaboutfrom a servicingpoint of
view.
He smiledat his wife who waited patiently during this
exchange.
"I can seewe'rein goodhandsheredear,let's go
and get the shoppingdone and we'll call back later to see
how our friendhasgot on".
Dropper Troubles
Beforethey went he mentionedthat the lower end of the
dropperconsistedof two sectionsof five and six ohms,and
that the six ohm sectionhad failed sometime ago so that
the surgelimiter was now only five ohmsinsteadof eleven.
Would I do that aswell whileI wasaboutit?
So off they went, leavingme to ponderupon what my
mum had told me yearsago.Never decrease
the value of a
droppershehad said. So I thought I'd have a look at this
first. It was one of the vertical oneswith severaltappings
rather than the later horizontal fat one with a few. Idly
putting the meteracrossthe sectionsI found not only that
the six ohm sectionhad gone(and wasnot in use)but that
the top section(564 in the feedto thelineoutput stage)was
alsoopen-circuit.
Oh dear,I thought.The poor chap has beenchasingan
elusivebutterfly in a neck of the woodswherethere aren't
any butterflies.So we put in a new dropper with a 12Q
sectionand of coursethe rest.Upon switchingon, the e.h.t.
rustledup nicely and the resultingpicture,apart from some
misconvergence,
seemedquite nicetoo. A twiddle here and
therewas all that was necessary.
Not wishingto embarrass
the chap in front of his wife we wrote the bill out with the
bareessentials,
merelystatingthat we had restoredsupptes
to the linetimebaseetc.
When they called back they werepleasedthat the job
was done and of coursehe askedwhat the basic fault had
been."The line oscillatorwas not beingallowedto develop
its full potential, and as you asked, we replaced the
dropper".
He smiled,I smiledand his wife smiledtoo. So off they
went leavingme to bashthe Avo top on the benchto clear
the movementas it had fallenbottom on the floor to cause
the stickingin the first place.
A Call from Ernie
The phonepulledme away from a particularlyawkward
unit audio.It was Ernie,who is the landlordof one of our
local pubs. He said he'd lost his colour and would I pop
down.I saidI would and perhapshe couldtake a brandy in
the meantimeasthis mighthelphim.
Cartridge Warning
Just for the record(oh no!) we thoughtyou might like to
hear about the unit audio which had comein becausethe
cartridge was damaged.We fitted a new cartridge and
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plonked Jim Reeves on the turntable. There was the usual
loud hiss as the stylus made its way toward "I fall to
pieces", but the resulting melody was very very low and
distorted. We raised the pick-up arm and moved it back.
This gave a good responseas did a finger on the leadsto the
cartridge. The amplifier was clearly in order, so we tried
again.
Volume up, lots of response as the arm did its thing, lots
of hiss but no Jim. Now that boy has sung loud and clear
for many years on that record and if the surface noise was
there, why wasn't Jim? So as not to bore you more than is
usual, we'll cut a long story short. It amounted to two new
cartridges being defective in a row.
The moral of this is always to have a shelf full of
cartridges, because more than one may be defective and
you might be led to think you are going dotty like you do
when you find two new valves or transistors faulty in
exactly the same way. Consumer protection? There ought
to be a society for the protection ofus.
Who's been Barred?
Now to Ernie. To get upstairs to the pallid TV I had to
go through the bar. "Here Les", he called. I made my way
to the part of the bar where he presided.
"I must tell you about a friend of mine before you go
up". His head jerked sideways as he said this. Thinking he
wanted me at a more private part to impart some gossip, I
moved along in the direction his head had indicated.
"What have you gone up there for?" demanded Ernie'
As he said this I saw his head jerk again and realised that it
was a nervous twitch rather than an invitation to a private
tCte-d-tete.I then realised why he had such an amazing
successrate with the female species.I moved back to his
end.
"This friend of mine hasjust taken a pub over in Essex",
o'You know the first bloke he barred?" I
confided Ernie.
ran
through
a list of suspectswho would be likely
mentally
to cause a riot in a bar. I confessedI couldn't think, so as
not to steal his thunder. "The bloody vicar", said Ernie
triumphantly. "Would you believe it, the bloody vicar? . . .
When he got a few jars down him he was preaching to
everyone so as soon as he came in all the locals cleared off
and the bar was practically empty. So he barred him. He's
doing very well now. Would you believeit?"
Well as a matter of fact I do believe that vicars. like a lot
more of us, live under quite a bit of stress, attending to the
troubles of others rather than attending exclusively to.
themselves,and that a couple of drinks helps to relieve the
stress.And one usually leads to another.
Restoring

the Colour

However, upstairs the hybrid Pye produced very little in
the way of colour, just a few unlocked bands across and
these were weak. Knowing the area however, where the
signal is pretty weak, we were not inclined to go on a witch
hunt. Propping the mirror in front of the set, and tuning in a
test card, we were able to achieve reasonable colour by
setting up the referenceoscillator a.p.c. bias pr€set RV10 on
the front left of the decoder panel. Good colour could not be
achieved because of failing green gun emission, but the
results looked faidy pleasing and no one complained.
Failing emission of one or more guns is a fact of life which
has to be lived with as sets get a few years over their heads,
and as even regunned tubes are pretty expensive, the
customer is often content to jog along with less than
perfection.
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Returningto the bar, we reportedour findingsand asked
if Erniewashappywith them.Ernieshookhis headbut said
yes.
Smoke Signals
Our nextcall was to a GEC 2040colour set- the singlestandardhybrid model.Investigatingthe complaintof "lots
of smokefrom that side", we removedthe screeningcover
of the line output section. A glance at the line output
transformer(not the original) was su{ficient:one winding
burnt away."Not anotherone" criedthe distressedowner,
"that one hasn'tbeenin a dog watch".As this was a new
customer(Ken's had a nervousbreakdown,so we've got
quite a few new ones) we couldn't help much but it
transpiredthat it was in fact well over a year sincethe new
onehad beenfitted.So in the van wentthe GEC.
Next call wasto an ageingPhilipsG6. No picture,smell
of burning plastic. Makes your eyes smart. Remove
screeningfrom right side X-ray department.No X-rayg
PL509 fairly hot, no voltagestep up to the e.h.t.rectifier.
Overwindingwarm and smelly. Give estimatebut advisc
cautionas tube is known to be somewhatlow' Think about
it andring us later.
Next call was to another ageing Pye dual-standard
colour set.Owner would like a new set but is in love with
thefoldingdoor presentationof this oneandwould preferto
a screamof "oh no' not
keep it if possible.Suppressing
anotherone",we askedif therehad beenany smoke."Only
a bit", we were informed,"but therewas no real picture,
only a blur".
We cautiouslyrotated the focus control at the rear. It
didn't want to rotateand madea nasty scrapingnoise.This
meant that it had been overheating,which in turn meant
eithera faulty focusrectifier(singlestick) or a shorteddisc
capacitor(270pF high pulse-C230) or both as the control
is returnedto chassisvia the line output transformerand
usuallysufferswhen thereis troublein the abovepair. We
didn't havea control with us and as replacementis no joke
overwentthe set,off camethe legsand the largeandheavy
into thevan.
beastwaspersuaded
Smoking Bush TVI75
Backon thebenchtherewasa Co-opversionof theBush
TVl75. Smoke. Pitch type line output transformer,less
pitch. Unload van and attack the Co-op set. Whip out
transformer, unsolder wiring loom, solder to new
replacementand fit. We do not fit the replacements
completewith loom as althoughtheseare easierto fit their
life expectancyis uncertain.We obtain our replacements
from an advertiserin this magazine,and over the years
havefoundthemmostreliable.
The Awkward Ones
We will not bore you with the difficultjobs of that day.
The ITT CVC8 with intermittentgain due to dry-joints on
the bottom i.f. modules.The Pye CT200 with dry-joints in
the i.f. gain and filter module. The Philips G8 with
intermittent width variation due to a faulty line output
transformer.Variationof primary colourson a Thorn 3500
due to the thick-filmresistorunit which the nits usein place
of the reliable separatewirewound RGB transistor load
resistorsusedin earlierversions.
Needlessto say they didn't all get done that day, and
whenwe getour humourback we may tell you all aboutit.
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Bewaretheldesof March
Les LawryJohns
THE,first time I sawthat ITT CVC9I had a funny feeling.I
didn't know then that it was going to get me as hopping
mad as a mad march hare, similarly to the one we had
some time ago which gave faultlessperformanceon our
bench but always showedhum bars when returnedto the
customer.
I know what you're thinking: checkthe bridgerectifierin
the I.t. supply;changethe regulatorADl61 (or whatever);
and checkthe 33V stabiliserDll down the bottomon the
tuner supply.
We did. We did more in fact. much more. All
electrolyticsin the l.t. supplycircuit substituted,yet another
ADl6l tried (they're not all suitableevenwhen new), yet
still perfect at our place, hum bar at the customer'spad.
We eventuallygot acceptableresultsby adding an extra,
largeelectrolyticon the l.t. line somewhereon the regulator
wherethereisn't one,and thenrushedawaylike the coward
we are and tried to forget it.
Don't get me wrong, we are secondto none in our
admirationof the CVC5-9 series,but therehavebeenthose
occasionalinstances.. . . And now this one.It appearedto
be simpleat first. The fusible56Q resistorR380 in the h.t.
feedto the line output stagehad sprungopen,denotingan
overloadin the line output stage.This chassishasa 630mA
delay fuse in serieswith this supply,the resistorspringing
open rather than the fusefailing if thereis a prolongedbut
not severeoverload.The earlierCVC5 had a 400mA fuse
in this line: it usedto pop off regularly,but that's another
story.
Well, we thought. Not a suddensurgeof current like a
capacitorshortingor a short in the PY500efficiencydiode.
No, there were no shorts to be found. So we resoldered
R380 and, with the screeningoff the line output stage,
switchedon and waited. Our neon glowed a few inches
away from the stage and the e,h.t. rustled up. Kermit
appearedon the screenand sunga sad song.No overload.
We then left it happily working while we got on with a car
radio which worked perfectly on a negativesupply and
positiveearth but not with a negativeearth as we required
after replacing a shorted sound output stage. It should
have worked both ways as diodesare usedin the supply
line to ensurethis. Sureenough,onediodewasopen-circuit,
presumablycooked by the original overload.Locate and
replacethe diodeand it workedboth ways.Good.
Where's Kermit gone? Nothing on the CVC9 screen,
and the PL509 line output valveoverheatingwith only l5V
drive on its control grid (shouldhavebeenhore like-?0V).
Two thingsto consider.Eitherthe PL509 wasdrawinggrid
current, or there was lack of drive from the PCF802.
Changethe PL509. Lovely picture but not Kermit. Never
mind.
We then watchedthe drive voltage at the control grid
HT

Boost rail

Line output sl
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Fig. | : Supplies to the anode
of the PCF8O2 line oscillator
stage in the ITT series
CVCS-9 chassis. The main
supply is via R4O3: the feed
via R4O2 is a start up
supply.

graduallyfalling bit by bit until the new valvewas glowing
red and unhappy.Switch off, refit the original valve and
unsolderthe screengrid supplyresistorR42l (which again
is a spring-opentype, so this was quite easy).With this
open,the line output stageis inoperativeand testscan be
madein a leisurelymanner.The h.t. goesup a bit with the
reducedload and this doesalter thingsa trifle, but full line
drive was not to be expectedsincethe anode(pin 6) ofthe
PCF802 line oscillatorvalve gets someof its supply from
t}tenormalh.t. line via R402 to get it startedandthenmore
from the boost line via R403 (see Fig. l) when the line
output stagecomesinto operation.We couldnot expectfull
line drive thereforeas the h.t. at pin 6 remainedat a little
below 100V.It didn't fall however,and everythingseemed
to be in orderin the lineoscillatorstage.
As we had alreadyreplacedthe PCF802 earlier in the
proceedingsthis was out, as were the line oscillator
capacitorswhich we still viewedwith suspicionasthe result
of earlier experience.
Join up the screengrid feed resistor
R421. Up comesthe line drive and the picturefor a while,
andthenof courseit all sort oftaperedoff.
And then it hit me like a hammeron the head.The line
drive was droppingto a figurejust belowwhat it is before
the line output stagecomesinto operation.Where'sR403?
Follow pin 6 print acrossto R404, follow on to R403.
Thereit is. Look on the componentside.Buried beneatha
transformerof course.Removethe trannv and there it is.
Nice colours though. Unhook on. ,nd, about 300ke
insteadof 180kQ,doubtlessgoing up further under load.
Replacewith a 220kQ 2W type (nearestwe had). Refit the
tranny, switchon, and test for a long enoughperiod whilst
we dressedup the greyscaleandconvergence.
Double Trouble
When the estatecar drew up outsideI recognisedit and
the driver, but not the dog in the rear guarding the
Ferguson3713colourset.It wasMr. Doubledaybringing
in his TV set as is his wont. A nice man Mr. Doubleday,
but he has one distressinghabit.He alwaysrepeatsthe last
wordof eachstatement
hemakes.
In he camecarryingtheThorn 8500.
"Hallo Mr. Doubleday," I greeted him. "Nice dog
you'vegot there,whatis it?"
"It's a Germanpointer,pointer," he said.It was clearly
goingto be an interestingfew minutes.
"What's up with the old set this time?" I enquired,for
the want of somethingto say.
"It won't go, go," he replied."Even when I push in the
litfle red buttonit only humsand goesclick, click."
"Oh dear,"I said,trying hard not to sayan extradear.
Now Mr. Doubledayis no fool, he knows his onions.
"There'sprobablya short,short," he confided.
"I agree,agree", I blurted out, and was immediately
sorry.He didn't evennotice.
"I'll be back about five, five. The receptionis still no
good wherewe are you know know", he rushedon. "See
you then then."
He livesjust outsidethe Medwaytowns,not far from the
BluebellHill transmittingaerialbut lower down the hill. It
would appearthat the mighty signalserveseveryoneexcept
thosein its shadow.Incidentally,there'sa pub at the top of
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the hill called the Upper Bell and one at the bottom called,
would you believe it, the Lower Bell. There's more
irrelevant information to follow, so don't go away.
Now to the set. Switching on produced nothing so
the cut out was out. Pressing the button produced a hum
and then a ctck as the cut out cut out (this sort of thing
gets you after a while). Having been fooled in the past, we
checked the current through the cut out. 4A. This was a
brief check, and the anti-surge fuse didn't have time to
blow. With that relatively small overload, cleaily the mains
filter capacitor and the rectifiers could not be at fault so
suspicion fell upon the line output transistor.
The collector ofthe transistor is connected to the top of
the line output transformer via a brown lead and a series
choke. Unhooking this is a matter of seconds.With this off
the set came on with the tube heaters glowing, so either the
transistor was at fault or there was a short associatedwith
the circuit.
Withdraw the chassis partly and lower the right side
panel to gain access to the line output stage's working
parts. With the brown lead disconnected, the collector of
the line output transistor is isolated except for the heatsink
which is fairly hefty but insulated by its chassis pegs.
Checks proved that there was a leak from the collector to
the emitter. There's the usual tuning capacitor (C406)
present, but this is rarely at fault and wasn't on this
occasion. Other checks showed no fault so we fitted a nice
new transistor, using a 2SC643A to replace the original
BUl05/02.
All clear. Reconnect the brown lead and make sure that
the focus plug hasn't been pulled off in the struggle. Switch
on, slight buzz and up comes the e.h.t. Nice. Connect aerial
and select bottom button to tune to London (leaving top
three alone as they are tuned to Bluebell Hill but our aerials
do not look that way). Not a bad picture.
Switch off and refit the chassisfully in. Insert screws and
replace rear cover, at the same time switching on again to
see that all is well. It wasn't. Buzz and click and we were
back to square one.
Check again. New line output transistor not new any
more. Slide out chassis.No shorts. no cause.Oh well. Fit
another transistor, recheck and try again with the chassis
still partly out. Lovely. Leave for some time, no trouble.
Carefully slide chassis in. At the moment it was fully in
there was a sharp click and another line output transistor
bit the dust. Not much fun. Close inspection showed that as
the chassis was pushed fully into the cabinet the e.h.t. cable
doubled back and touched the input to the rectifier,
whereupon the insulation failed at that point and bang went
the line output transistor. There was nothing wrong with
the rectifier, only the cable near the e.h.t. clip end. This was
shortened and the clip refitted, thus killing two birds as it
were since the defective bit was out and the cable no longer
doubled back. Another new transistor (must order some
more) and all was at last well.
Some Quickies
Life then settled down to the dull routine of run of the
mill jobs. A lady brought in a Murphy V1400 which is a
l4in. portable made in Japan.
"No sound" she said. There was no sound until we put it
on its face to remove the cover. Then the sound came back.
Tilt the set up and off went the sound. This proved to be
nothing more than a slightly defective volume control
(knob at the front, thus pressure restored sound), and this
respondedto cleaning.
What she had omitted to mention however was that ITV
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on channel 23 couldn't be tuned in though the higher
channels could. As it happens, with this type of tuner the
top can be easily taken off, or rather the side as the side
was at the top . . . you see. This revealed the single slab
stator and the thinner rotor plates on either side in each
section. The rotors were not fouling, so we cleaned off the
greaseon the spindle in each section and on came the ITV,
now easily tuned.
Next was a nice white Waltham portable, only a week or
so old. Would we help? Blown fuse, shorted diode in
bridge. Replace diode, replace fuse, worked for a short
time, fuse blew. Another diode shorted, would you believe
it? Put another one in and another fuse, only to find that
the primary winding of the mains transformer was now
defective with shorted turns. Consult with customer about
implementing warranty.
Thorn 1500 with intermittent vision and sound signals.
Guess at faulty BFl97 transistor in final i.f. stage.Guess
right for a change.
Two hours, then it went ping
Finally a Philips G2OT325 (320 solid-statemonochrome
chassis).No results due to the h.t. line resistor R4465
having sprung open (feed to the line output stage). Check
possibilities, no fault. Solder up resistor, picture and sound
o.k. H.T. a trifle high: reset R5630 for l58V HTI line.
Then the mains fuse shatters.
Why? Check around, find that the bridge rectifier is
shorted on one leg, negative as usual. Remove faulty bridge
and carefully fit another of the wrong type (they say that
confession is good for the soul). Despite the fact that there
were plenty of BY179s around, I had carefully selecteda
BYl64 (42Y, l20V Vnu) and put it slap across the 240Y
mains input. Incredibly it held and functioned.
I woke up in the early hours of the morning, suddenly
fully aware of what I'd done.
"What's the matter now" asked my always sympathetic
spouse."Is the wind worrying you?"
"I haven't got the wind" I snapped, and then realised
that there was a force nine gale outside. "Was that slim
Phiiipsblack and white set collected?"
"Yes. nice fellow too."
"He won't be nice when he brings his set back: I put the
wrong rectifier in and it wonot last a dog watch." I slipped
back into a troubled sleep, with green bridge rectifiers
dangling before me instead of black ones.
Sure enough he came back and I explained my error. He
said he was glad it wasn't the set, as he was beginning to
think there was one of those gremlins loose inside.
Opening up the set I was amazed to find the fuse intact.
"How long did it last?" "About two hours and then it went
ping." This meant that the spring of the line output stage
h.t. supply resistorR4465 had sprung open again. Not the
rectifier at all; back to the original illusive intermittent fault.
I hurriedly removed the BYl64 and substituted the
correct BYl79. ResolderingR4465 and then switching on
produced normal results. To me this meant either that the
h.t. rectifier thyristor was leaking after a period, or that the
line output transistor was acting up. Despite the earlier
drain on our resources of these latter items we still had a
few left of the correct type - the 2SC643A will replace the
BUl05, 8U204, BU205 and BU206 (not the BUl08,
8U208 and BDX32 however). So we fitted a new line
output transistor and left a voltmeter connectedto the HTI
line to seewhether it crept up over a period. It didn't, so we
concluded that the 8U205 had been at fault all along and
that the failure ofthe BY179 had beenonly a red herring.
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CATastrophe
Les LawryJohns
I'M not a cat lover. On the other hand, I don't hate them
either. Our own cat Spock has her endearing, selfish little
ways, but I wouldn't dream of harming her. Except that is
when she brings in a poor flapping bird and proceeds to
torture it. Then I could kill her without a second thought,
regretting it later of course. She lives, however, and grows
fat. The fatter she is, the less likely she is to succeedin
catching a bird. So we live in peace. This is just as well
becausewhenever I have lost my temper with a cat I have
always come off secondbest.
A little while ago, I was called to a house to attend a
Bush CTV l l22 which had "gone bang". As I was removing
the rear cover I became aware of two things. First, there
was a horrible smell which had not been immediately
obvious lingering around. Secondly, the window near me
was wide open on this cold day.
The lady of the house explained that her cat had had
kittens, and that a horrible tom cat had been in and had left
the smell in addition to having made an attempt to kill the
kittens. As she returned to the kitchen, shutting the door
behind her, I resumed my job behind the Bush. . . . Being
partly concealed, I was not noticed by the thing which
entered through the window. It was the ugliest ginger tom
cat I have ever seen, and it was obviously going to have
another go at the kittens. I rose to my full height.
"Got you, you horrible swine," I hissed. "Now you'll
pay." The cat glared at me with hate filled eyes.Every hair
on its scraggy body stood out, and it looked twice as big as
it had done a moment ago. Its back arched and it spat out
its challenge.Who would be the victor in this battle of the
giants?
I made the first move: my screwdriver sped through the
air with deadly accuracy. The cat leapt on to the sideboard
and the screwdriver knocked a chunk off the coffee table.
Oh dear. I looked for another weapon. The vacuum cleaner
hose.Just the thing to put an end to this vile beast.I swung
it viciously as the cat leapt again, and all the silver on the
sideboard was scattered in all directions together with
family pictures and a bowl of mixed nuts.
The cat then really got going. It literally tore round the
walls, never once touching the floor. Down came the
curtains and several other items which had adorned the
walls. I aimed another blow at the beast and missed again.
Missed the cat that is, I didn't miss myself since the metal
end of the hose reboundedoff the wall, knocked my glasses
off and slicedmy ear.
Since the curtains were no longer covering the window
the cat vanishedwith a parting hiss,leaving behind the most
horrible smell, easily eclipsingthat of a burnt up tripler. By
this time the lady of the house had reappeared.Viewing the
devastation, her eyes widened with horror. "Has the set
blown up completely this time? Look at my curtains and
silver and everything . . ."
"Calm down" I urged her, quickly replacing the silver
and pictures and things. "That tom cat came in and turned
the place upside down and attacked me, that's all. Send for
the police, it'll have to be shot."
Having rehung the curtains, some sort of order was
restored. ... So rather shaken I returned to the Bush to
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investigatethe source of the bang. Lower left 3.15A mains
supply fuse missing except for its metal ends. Remove
power board. Lots of burn marks and damaged print
around the base of the thyristor (8T106) and down to the
surge-limiting thermistor which didn't look up to much
either. After cleaning up the area carefully, we fitted a new
thermistor and a new 8T106. then checkedthe diodes and
everything else in sight. All seemedwell, so like a fool we
put it back without looking at the print on the decoder
panel.
With a nice new 3 . 15A anti-surgefuse in we switchedon.
On came the sound and the e.h.t. rustled up. Easy job after
all.
"Picture o.k.?" we enquired from our position behind
the set.
"No," said the fair lady.
"Oh," we said as we clambered around to the front.
Turning up the brilliance and contrast did nothing. There
was only a dull blue glow which remained unaltered by
anything. Tube base voltages revealed that the first anodes
were normal but the cathodes high. The bang must have
damaged the SL90lB demodulator i.c. we decided,
reasonablyenough. We didn't have one with us. So we put
the thing together and took it to the van, promising to return
it the following day all being well.
On the bench, out came the decoderpanel, out came the
desoldering braid, out came the i.c. and in went a new
SL901B. Brightnessrestored, contrast o.k. Careful tuning
brought in some sort of colour, that is if you like green
faces. Despite the fact that we had replacedthe upper i.c.,
we were still too stupid to examinethe board closely on the
print side.
Pressing the buttons a few times restored normal colour
about once out of every three goes. This was not a good
average, so we checked the ident control which didn't help
matters. Looking on the black side we concluded that the
lower i.c. had also been dealt a mortal blow. Out came the
decoder panel, out came the desoldering braid, out came the
SL9I7A and in went a new one. All to no avail and the time
was galloping away.
"Bistable, bistable,it's that cat's fault," I mumbled. Out
came the board once more (I've never got round to a set of
extension leads. as we don't deal with that number of these
models and we rarely have faults on the decoder anyway)
and this time we did what we should have done in the first
place. Careful examination of the print around the ident
detector transistor 3VTl I (BF194) showeddiscolouration.
The transistor in fact was open-circuit base-to-emitter,
Clean up the tracks, fit for a new 8F194, and flesh is flesh
(leaving Kermit out of this).
So ends this catalogue of disaster.The moral is: if you
have a blow out, check up on the semiconductors on the
adjacentpanel.Oh, and never try to kill a cat.
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Thorn l6OO Chassis
A young fellow brought in a nice white mains portable
and asked us if we could repair it. It was an Ultra Model
6831, fitted with the Thorn 1600 chassis. As we were
removing the rear shell, he remarked that it had been with a
firm many miles from here for a period of eight weeks, and
that they had given it up as a badjob.
"Will it take more than a few minutes to do? Only my
friend's waiting in the car and there are double yellow lines
you know." A swift check revealed that the 8U205 line
ouput transistor was a dead short, and it was obvious that a
lot of other work had been done around the line timebase.
The alarm bells rang. Take care they rang.
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J "Leave it with us a few days and we'll let you know" we
I saidcautiously. Off he went, leaving us to sort out what had
I beendone and why. The BF337 line driver transistor VTl5
I had been replaced and appeared to be in order. With a
J weathereye on our depleted stock of line output transistors
[ (Mr Doubleday you remember)we removed the side panel
J which holds the line output transistor and to which the body
I of the TIP3I regulator transistor is bolted (having released
$ the latter), noting that the top screeningcover was missing.
I This enablesthe flyleads of the line output transistor to be
I removedand the BU205 to be replaced.
We fitted an approved replacement for the BU205 and
I
! hooked up a large wirewound resistor in series with its
I collector lead in order to protect it in the event of it being

on for too long.This appeared
to be unnecessary,
I switched
I asit did not switch on at all whenwe had clearedthe decks
$ for action and switchedthe set on. The BF337 was overI heatinghowever.Checkingthebaseandemitterproducedan
changeof conditionshoweverandthelineoutput
I immediate
I stagestartedto function,the tubeheaterlightingdimly etc.
! Obviouslywe had proddedsomethinginto life. It was time
I forthought.
I The RC networkconnectedacrossthe primary winding
I of the driver transformerTl (seeFig. 1) is essentialto
J prevent"ringing", which would tend to keep the BF337
I conducting.If the BF337 was overheating,it was
!. conductingtoo long. So it was prudent to check these
I dampingcomponents,particularly as applicationof the
[. metercould have perhapssealedone up so that normal
J working was resumed. Investigation showed the
to be Rl39 6.2k4 (2W) and Cl22 0.0056pF
I components
(polystyrene).
Ah ha. In the event howeverthe capacitor
i
was
not
fault:
we had jumped to yet another wrong
at
I
howeverthat we
. . . Suchwas our confidence
I conclusion.
I removedthe wirewound resistorfrom the feed to the line
I outputtransistor'scollectorandthenswitchedon. Nothing.
W" againappliedthe testprod to the baseof the 8F337,
i
I andon came the tube heaterand a raster appearedon the
I screen.The rasterthen vanishedand therewas a click from
I ttt. tin. output transistor.Hurriedly switchingoff we found
I the line output transistorto be a dead short and we were
I backto squareone.
I Convincedthat the troublewas in the driver stage,we
g carefullycheckedall the componentsthere,after removing
I theBF337.An ohmmeterreadingfrom the baseconnection
I to the h.t. line showed5MQ. We shook the meter and
the range.The readingshouldhave beenmore
I rechecked
No, 5MS2it was.R138 turnedout to be a tiny
I like 500kS2.
tr 470k4 resistorwhich had gonehigh, not allowingthe base
I of the BF337 to discharge.Fitting a larger470k4 resistor
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and refitting the 8F337 and another new line output
transistor (2SC643A) produced normal working and
another threatened nightmare was averted. This is the first
time we've encounteredthis one.
Our usual troubles with the 1600 chassis have been
around the e.h.t. rectifier: either the rectifier (pencil type)
itself or insulation breakdown has been our lot. It should be
appreciated that the e.h.t. lead is screened and that the
screeningis earthed.This can be a source of trouble, but is
fairly obvious and unlikely to cause heartache. The
proximity of the screening cover seems to promote
discharge from, and breakdown of, the insulation of the
e.h.t.rectifier'send caps.
LT TransformerTrouhle
We had a call to service a Pye hybrid colour set the other
day. It was fitted with the 691 single-standardchassis,
which has the metal housing over the line output
transformer and e.h.t. tripler as opposed to the more open
arrangementof the later 697 chassiswhich has the vertical
printed panel on the right side. The later models use a
revised mains transformer with a thermal cutout incorporated in the body of the transformer. Earlier versions
did not have this. and under some fault conditions
the transformer can overheat and suffer damage before the
mains fuse fails. The set we visited had suffered this
condition, and it was not the first we've encountered.
The complaint was that the picture and sound had gone
off and that there was a smell of burning before the set went
dead. When these symptoms are reported, our first
suspicionis the small bridge rectifier which provides the l.t.
supplies. If there is a short in the h.t. line or in the line
output stage, the mains fuse normally fails and puts an end
to any hanky panky. A smell of burning however means
either a short in the boost line feed to the c.r.t. first anodes
(the sound continuing for a time) or some l.t. fault if the
sound fails immediately.
Our first action therefore was to withdraw partly the
right side unit and turn it, having ensuredthat there were no
shorts from the PY500 top cap to chassis.Turning the unit
exposesthe h.t. and l.t. supply components.An ohmmeter
test on the 8Y164 bridge rectifierconfirmed that there was a
direct short from the positiveleg to the a.c. input. Removing
the BYl64 is only a matter of moments, and once removed
a recheck showed that the short was indeed in the rectifier
and not in the circuit. A new rectifier was fitted and the
unit replaced.
A new 2.5A anti-surgefuse was then inserted, but this
blew immediately the mains was applied. When the meter
was applied to the l.t. transformer primary winding it swung
over further than normal and confirmed our suspicion that
this was at fault and not the filter capacitor or any other
easily replaced component. Leaving things as they were, we
beat a hasty retreat back to the workshop where we found
that we had just one spare transformer. Returning to the
house thus armed, we inverted the power unit and extracted
the defective transformer. It has only about six connections,
so the new one was easily fitted. Another new fuse and we
were ready to go again. Switch on and the immediate rush
of sound confirmed that the short had been cleared. The
picture was good and little more neededdoing.
The lesson then is that if the model is the original dualstandard or the subsequent single-standard one with the
metal box on the right side, a defective bridge rectifier can
ruin the mains transformer if the set is not switched off
immediately the sound and vision fail.
And, oh yes, do be kind to moggies.
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iGate Crusher
Les LawryJohns
j

i

\
i.

WHEN we featured a servicing article on the Waltham
Model W125 large-screen monochrome receiver in the
August 1977 issue we promised to report further on the set
as its fault habits developed.We haven,t come across manv
common faults so far, apart from the need with all of them
to adjust the height control (which has a spindle protruding
through the rear cover and so presents no trouble) after i
short while in service.' We have had some encounters
however, one of which is worth relatine . . .
The phone rang. It was Mr. ShuttleJock.
"That Waltham TV we got from you a few months ago is
going funny. Can you call today?',
"What's it doing, Mr. Shuttlecock?',
*It keeps going
dark and then coming up light again. My
.
wife thinks it's something loose as nothingls been tightenei
up since we had it."
"How often does it do this Mr. Shuttlecock?"
"Oh it might be all right for hours, then it'll go right dark
and come up again and stay all right for a few more hours.',
"I'd better collect it and have it here for a while. I'll brine
you another set."
So off we went and installed another set and brought the
Waltham in for inspection. Needlessto say it wouldn-'t play
for us at all. Just stayed at the same brightness level for
hours. Until we adjusted the front contrast control that is.
then it. started its pranks, the signal strength increasing
dramatically to produce a very dark and over contrasted
picture. So the trouble was not after all a variation of
brilliance,rather one of varying a.g.c.Oh dear.
The triode section of the PCL84 (seeFig. l) functions as
an a.g.c. gate, sampling the voltage across the video
amplifier's cathode resistorR122. This voltage is appliedto
the triode's cathode, the actual operating or coiducting
level of the triode being determined by the vbltage applied to
its grid by the contrast control R503 and the preset contrast
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Dir6l
Fig. | : A.G.C. gating circuit used in the Waltham Model
Wl25 - the PCL84 triode is gated at its anode.
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control R130. The d.c. voltage at the anodecontrols the
a.g.c. line, all other things being equal. Where to start?
Changethe PCL84 was the coward's way out and was
promptlytried.With no success
of course.
Sometime was then spentchasingthe variationof a.g.c.
control voltageuntil we removedthe aerial,somethingwe
shouldhave done in the first place of course.It was then
confirmed that the triode's grid voltage varied very
occasionally,a cold checkrevealingthat oncein a whilethe
resistancefrom the PCL84 triodetsgrid to chassiswould
suddenlychange.All the resistorsin this circuit are of high
valueexceptfor thepresetR130 whichis only 25ke.
Our brilliant mind instantlygrappledwith this problem,
and after due time we cameto the conclusionthat all wai
not well with the presetR130. Changingthis broughtabout
completestabilisationof the contrast,and what could have
been a very awkward job was polishedoff without too
muchtrouble- exceptfor the sound.
Now no personsliving or deadhad mentionedthis. On
test however,we noticedthat the soundsuddenlybecame
"thin". Whilst it remainedaudible,it certainly weakened
and lost bass.Due to the intermittentnatureof the fault, it
took us sometime to arriveback at the 0.0lpF coupling
capacitorC2l5 which is by the sideof the screenedseition
to the left and slighttylower down from the pCLg6 audio
oltplt. valve. Replacingthis brought back normal sound,
whichis very goodin thesereceivers,in no smallpart dueto
the generousloudspeaker.
A Visit to King's Drive
So we werenow in a positionto return the set.It should
be clearly understoodthat the Waltham W125, originating
as it doesfrom a landwherethereis no shortageof wood,ii
no lightweight.Having removedit from the estatecar it was
necessary
to drop the tail gatebeforetaking the setinto the
as
the
dog had decidedto accompanyme and given
lo-uj",
half a chancehe would havehoppedout for a sniff rou-nd.I
thenhad to negotiateMr. Shuttlecock'sfront gate,which is
springloaded.Having donethis and arrivedat his door we
were a trifle puffed. In answer to our third ring Mr.
Shuttlecockopenedthe front door and after an exchangeof
pleasantries
led us into the room wherethe TV setlived.
Having fixed the set so that it displayeda rock steady
pr-ctuIgwe were subjectedto an intensiveinterrogationby
Mr. Shuttlecockas to what the exacttroublehad been.W!
explainedin somedetail,noneof which conveyedanything
at all to him, but he was determinedto extract the lasi
detail.At last he appearedsatisfied.We turned to pick up
theloan setanddepartwhenMrs. Shuttlecockarrived.
"Ah, the televisionset is back", shecooed...Now tell me
Mr. Lousy-Jones,
what exactlywas wrong.I would like to
know".
"Oh dear" I stammered."I've just told your husbandall
,.you must
aboutit." "Ah yes,"shepersisted.
tell me ashe
hassucha bad memoryyou see".
So out camethe old spielagain,Mr. Shuttlecock'shead
noddingin agreement.
At last I wasableto escape.
Pickingup the loan set,I wasobstructedby Mr. S busily
rearrangingfurniture,mainly directlyin my path.
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Fig. 2: Path from the mains input to the line output stage h.t. supply point in the Thorn 35OO chassis. Various problems included
the core having fallen out of L5O2.

"Could you open the door?" I beggedhim.
"Ah yes, ah right, yes of course". He opened the front
door and shot offdown the path to open the gate. I followed
and was about to pass through the gate when he let it go
and shot toward the estate car.
The gate swung as I was passing through and combining
with my forward movement dealt me a mortal blow in the
groin.
"Ahhhhhhhhh!" My scream rang the length of King's
Drive and Queen'sWalk. The pain was so intensethat had
the set not been mine I would have dropped it. As it was I
waltzed around howling with pain and fear for the damage
that might have been wrought.
"What on earth's the matter," enquiredMr. Shuttlecock.
"The neighbours will think you've got a screw loose."
"You let the gate go and it's damaged me for life."
"Oh dear", commiseratedMr. S, "Your face is green,I'd
better go and tell my wife what has happened." This was
too much for me. Hopping in the front I drove off as fast as
my legs would enable me to change gear.
Wanted

by Five

On our return there was a batch of jobs "wanted by five
o'clock." First was a UA3 unit audio. This unit has stereo
v.h.f. radio as well as medium and long a.m. The complaint
was not the usual one of one side dead or the unit totally out
of action due to defective audio i.c.s - we'd been looking
forward to the time when we would get one in without this
chip trouble. Here it was.
Records played nicely and full output from the audio
unit, but the radio reception was very poor both on a.m.
and v.h.f. So we started by making an assumption, which of
course turned out to be the wrong one. We ruled out the
v.h.f. tuner and the stereo decoder, and concentrated on the
supply voltages to the common i.f. stages, transistors etc.
All proved to be in order, and signal injection didn't help
much either. We then did what we should have done in the
first place and studied the circuit diagram more closely.
This showed that the detected a.m. output is also fed into
the decoder i.c. Replacing this restored normal reception,
which only goes to show that making assumptions (in this
case that the only common ground was the mixer, i.f. and
supply) can save time on some occasions but waste far
more on others.

check for shorts. When the line timebase supply plug is
inserted a short or near short is recorded. Make a more
direct reading on the line output transistor (R2008) and find
this also a dead short. Nagging doubt creeps into usually
blank mind. Let's make an assumption (not another one
surely?).
If the chopper supply transistor shorted, the sudden
voltage rise should cause W617 to conduct (it should
conduct at 12Y) and turn on the crowbar W62l which
should cause the cut out to operate. Well apparently it was.
Yes, but why the shorted line output transistor? Better
check W617. Missing. Only the wire ends protruded from
where it once was. Check the crowbar. This seemedto be in
order.
As we were fitting a new 12Y zener (W617 BZX6llC72) we got to thinking. If the rise in voltage had
caused the line output transistor to short, why hadn't the
2.5A fuse F603 failed? Removing it and taking off our
glassesso as to be able to see properly we found it marked
5 A .A h . . . .
So with a new chopper, new line output transistor and
new zener,plus a 2.5A fuse ofcourse, we felt brave enough
to switch on. Buzz, loud sound hiss (no aerial), rustle of
e.h.t., tube heaters alight. High pitched "tweaking" sound
and we just knew the picture would be rippled.
Insert aerial. Colour o.k., sound o.k., picture rippled.
Slap another electrolytic across C619. Better but not
cleared.Check R528 (18Q, wired acrossL502). Turned to
dust. Replace, but hardly any difference.These components
are in the supply line to the line output stage: R528 is inside
sleeving, and is revealed when the beam limiter board is
lifted. Bearing in mind that there had been a difference when
R528 was fitted, we tried a capacitor of around O.l5prF
across L502. Ripple cleared. Funny. Enter friend Ray.
"Can I take a set-top aerial to try over the flats Les?" he
bawled.
"Of course.I say, why should a capacitor across L502
stop a ripple usually associatedwith lack of smoothing in
the chopperline?"
"Cos the core's dropped out of L502 and it's not
smoothing. I thought everyone knew that" said Ray.
"Of course, of course", I mumbled. "I was about to

Cut Out Cuts Out
Back to TV for the second job, a Ferguson colour set
fitted with the 3500 chassis.Cut out operates as soon as it's
pressed. Correction. Cut out operates almost immediately.
During the very brief operating period (say one second)
R609 (see Fig. 2) heats. Remove the supply plug to the line
timebase.No difference.Check chopper transistor R2010
(VT604). Dead short emitter to collector. Replace and
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Fig. 3: C.R.T.cathode drive circuit used in the lndesit Tl 2LGB
monochrome portable.
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checkthe presence,or rather the absenceof - well where
wouldit be?"
"Probably droppedout of the bottom on the way in",
saidRay. "I'll sendyou oneup later."
"And he did. And it did. And that's all therewas to that
one.Just betweenyou and me, young Ray is not so hot on
1933Fenanti radio sets.
Tube Tapping
Still demoralisedand confused,we cornmenced
to direct
our considerabletalent to an innocent Indesit TIZLBG
which just happenedto be sittingthere.The complaintwas
that the picture would vanish and leave an over bright
raster.Switchingon produceda normal speckledraster(no
(speckleless?)
aerial)which suddenlybecamespeckless
and
over bright, suggestingthat the supplywas absentfrom the
collectorof the videooutputtransistor.
Having locatedthe videooutputstage(TR205,BFl78)
we found the collector voltagenormal (about 60V), also
that the speckleshad returneddenotingnormal operation.
Removing the fixing screws, we withdrew the chassis
whereuponthe fault conditionreturned.A quick stabofthe
meter revealedthat the video stage was still working but
alasso wasthe screen.
Feelinga trifle frustrated,we decidedto attack the tube
basevoltages.Now thesesmall tube basesalwaysconfuse
me, and it takes sometime for me to sort out which pin is
which.The first anodewaseasyas it wasat over 300V.The
trouble was, I couldn'tfind the cathode's60V. Blind panic
beganto take over. It wasn't surprisinghoweverbecause
the screen was once again over bright. I made several
assumptions(eachof them wrong) beforeI calmeddown
and becamemerely irrational. I spoketo myself sternly:
first positivelyidentifythe cathodepin.
This provedto be pin 2, with a l.5kQ resistor'(Fig.3)
leadingback to the videocircuit, first via a chokewoundon
a 150kQresistor,thenon to a 180kQresistorshuntedby a
capacitor,then to the collectorof the BF 178.I left a meter
on the collectorand anotheron the c.r.t. basesocketwhich
was now a normal 60V at pin 2. I'd just about given up
hopeof the fault returningwhenit did. Collector60V, c.r.t.
cathode0V. Oh dear. It had beenso long sinceI'd had a
short that I had
monochrometube with a heater-cathode
omitted to take this into consideration.Removingthe tube
basesocketrestoredthe 60V, putting it back produced0V.
I cursedloud and clear.
"Now what haveyou done" askedmy angel,tenderand
considerateas always.
"I've spent sometime trying to find out what's wrong
with this, when all I had to do was tap the tube neck,like
this, and it would have shown up right away" I moaned,
tapping the tube neck. Immediatelythe short clearedand
back camethe speckles.
Tap it again and back comesthe short. Tap tap. No
short.Tap tap tap. No short.Testfor hours,no fault.
In the meantimemy adorableone was havingher say as
usual. "Instead of tapping it, why don't you slap a
transformerin like you did on mum's."
"Because mum's isn't expectedto work on a lZY
battery,that's why."
"Perhapsthey don't want to work it from a battery."
"Shut up andgetthat cat offthe bench."
The decisionas to whetheror not to order a new tube
asthe shorthasnot recurred(sofar).
wasnot necessary
Thinking back to Mr. Shuttlecock,the only comfort I
gained from all this is that at last I understandwhat is
meantby "gatedpulses".
MAY1978
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S E R V I C I N GT H E P H I L I P S
G8 COLOURCHASSIS
In answer to many requests,we are embarking
on a detailed examinationof this popular chassis
which was first introduced in 197O. The various
panels will be dealt with and their common
faults listed.

O VERSATILE SYNC PULSE
GENERATOR
Despite its simplicity, the sync pulse generator
described in our May 1977 issue suffers from
inaccessibility. For some applications, constructors may wish to modify the circuits and
extend the functions. In response to this need
we are describing an inexpensive(around f25)
unit using readily available components. lt is
robust, and a number have been built and tried
out in various applications.The design should
fulfil virtually everyone's needs, particularly in
the CCW field. The circuit is straightforward,yet
features automatic interlacing. Construction is
non-critical.

O I N T R O D U C T I O NT O T H E
,SCOPE
Many engineersdon't make as much use as they
could of this most versatile of pieces of test
equipment. A complete practical guide to the
'scope
and its various possible uses will be
given, with the emphasis on TV servicing
applications.

P L U SA L LT H E R E G U L A R
FEATURES

(Name of Newsagent)
Please reser"'eldeliver the JUNE issue of TELEVISION
(50il, on sale May | ith. and continue every month
until further notice.
NAME...........
ADDRESS..
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Never tapan AerialwithaTwo Penny
Piece
LesLawryJohns
Sot'rnveryqueerthingshavebeenhappeninglately.
Take the other day for instance.In walked this young
chap carrying a white portable TV set of doubtful origin:
you know the type, made in Korea or somewhereand
obtainedthrougha club (the setnot the chap).
"I'd like you to look at this setfor me."
So I staredat it hard for quite a while,which didn't seem
to do very much exceptthat I get spotsbeforethe eyesif I
look at whitethingstoo long.
"I don't mean look at it, I mean tell me what's wrong
with it," he said.
Not wishingto be awkward,we pluggedit into our ever
ready, cater for everything, multisocket.Its own aerial
didn't do much at all, and an outdooraerialproducedonly a
very noisy pictureand hissysound.
We pronouncedour judgement:"It doesn't work very
well."
"I know that" he said impatiently,"I'd like to know why
it gave a perfectly good picture on its own aerial until I
tappedit with a coin."
Working at fantasticspeed,our computerbrain addedup
the possibilitiesand cameup with the probabilities.
"We hope it was a coppercoin sir. Could be nastyhad it
beensilver."
"It was a two-pennypiece,but what differencecouldthat
make?"
"Well, consideringthe conductivity differencebetween
copperand silver,plus other things,a ten pennypiececould
havehad five timesthe effect."
He looked at me icily. "I haveneverunderstoodcurrency
fluctuations, but I still cannot see how this affects my
television."
SherlockHolmestook over.
"I should imagineyou were wearingsomesort of manmadefibre attire,had beenengagingin an energeticpursuit,
or had beendriving a car, wearingglovesand rubber-soled
shoes."
That did it. "Well I never" he said, or words to that
effect."I had beenout runningin my track suit."
"Ah well Mr Watson,you had chargedup to a very high
potential,and tappingthe aerial,as you did, dischargedyou
throughthe setyou see."
"Well I never" he repeated."I hopeI haven'tcausedtoo
muchdamage."
"Leave it with us and we'll seewhat can be done.Look in
tomorrow."
So off he went and,ratherintrigued,we had a look at the
set. The aerial socket was not isolated and was directly
coupledto the tuner. Oh dear,the tuner. Most inaccessible.
We were finally able to undo the front fixing nut after
removing the tuning knob, and with some difficulty
extractedthe tunerto the extentof the leads.
The cover was securedby a wire clip in the shapeof a
sawtoothwaveform.Removingthis didn't really help,sothe
leads had to come off. The tuner was then placedon the
operatingtable.
We were interestedin the r.f. amplifiertransistor.Where
was it? Whereit shouldhavebeentherewas a pinheadwith
four tiny connections,one leading through into the next
compartment.We concludedthat this wasthe collector.The
416

baseleads(two) werejoined and the emitterwent to earth
via a lkQ resistor.Open-circuitbase-emitter.
We had nothinglike this exceptsomemuch larger types
used in varicap tuners (and you think theseare small?).
Viewing the spaceavailablehowever,it seemedpossibleto
use a larger transistor.So we went from the sublimeto the
ridiculousand selectedfrom the transistorstock a BF180
with nice long legs.Leavingthe collectorlong and cutting
the othersshorter,we wereablecarefullyto fit it in with the
able assistanceof the full nursing staf| Connecting up
confirmedthat the masterlysurgeryhad not beenin vain.
Getting the tuner fully back into position was another
story,but a dull one.
Mr Watson was very pleasedand rather relieved,since
he'dborrowedthe setfrom a friend.
Mrs. Smallpiece's Green G8
It was getting near the end of a very frustrating day.
Almost everythingthat could go wrong had. We werejust
finishingoff an Indesit T24 with the left hand, whilst the
right was engagedin cleaning the head of a cassette
recorder,and at the sametime we weretelling a chap how
to fit a cartridgeto the playing deck he hadjust purchased
from a discountwarehousebecausethey couldn'ttell him.
The phonerang. It was Mrs. Smallpiece.We had fitted a
regunnedtube in her G8 (Philips colour) about eighteen
monthsearlierand only the previousday had put in a new
tripler, so she'dpaid out a bob or two.
"It's gone all bright greenand that seemsto fade away"
she said in her low, seductivevoice - the kind that makes
you think X certificatethoughts.
"I'll be there before you can say no" I assuredher as
different possibilities (fault ones of course) cascaded
throughmy mind.
Finally managingto fit the back on the Indesit(no mean
feat),and disposingof the remainderof the peasants,we put
"closed" on the door and preparedto kill the dragon that
wastroublingMrs. Smallpiece.
"Now what are you up to?" enquiredmy little prairie
flower.
"I've got to have a look at Mrs. G8's smallpiece"I
stammered.
"It's goneall green."
"You wentthereyesterday,didn't you?"
"Yes, it's a pity last thing like this but I can't leave it
love."
"Well it's time Ben had his run. We'll comewith you and
I'll readthe eveningpaperwhileyou'rein the house."
"Right-ho precious,gladof a bit of companyreally."
So we packed all the gear in our ageing estate car,
includingthe dog and the first G8 signalpanelthat cameto
hand,and offwe went.
Mrs. Smallpieceansweredthe door and usheredme into
the room wherethe sick G8 lived.
"Thank you for coming so quickly" she murmured.
"You mustbe verv busv,"
"I have a fair bit to do" I admitted,looking at her long
dark hair. She said the set had made a sparkingnoiseand
the screenhad thenflashedup bright green.Whilst I moved
the set out and removed the rear cover. she sat in an
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armchair opposite and presented a very pretty picture
herself.
Switching on the set produced a heavy spark acrossthe
focus spark gap on the tube basesocket,heavierthan 5kV
could have done. A new tripler yesterday, intermittently
excessivefocus potential today. There was no more
dischargehowever,so for the momentwe concentatedon
the green screenwhich the beam limiter was trying to cope
with.
As expected,voltagetestsrevealeda very low voltageat
the collectorofthe greenoutput transistor,only about 50V
instead of well over 100V as on the red and blue output
transistors.We concluded(wrongly) that the spark had
damagedthe greenoutput transistor, and to huny things up
a bit we whipped out the signal panel and slipped in the
replacement.This was the third mistake in as many
minutes,surelyour darkesthour,
Switching ori again I raised my head over the top and
lookedat Mrs. Smallpiece(legsfirst frankly)."Betternow?"
"No dear,it's still green."
So was I. Head down, no more would our concentration
wander. Green collector just as low as before. Remove
green flylead from panel, voltage much higher. Oh dear,
what could be pulling the voltagedown on the tube base
socket. . . or in the tube?
With the greenlead reconnected
but the tube basesocket
off the tube the voltageremainedhigher,but still not ashigh
as red and blue. With the tube baseon, the voltageon the
green cathode fell dramatically. Clearly the tube had
sufferedas the result ofthe dischargeacrossthe focus gap,
or acrossthe tube basesocket.
Green gun, grid-to-cathodeor heater-to-cathode.
Gridto-cathodeleakagedidn't bear thinking about. We could
copewith a heater-to-cathode
leakhowever.
Switch off set, take off tube base socket.No readable
leakson tube pins.Think carefully.Heateris suppliedby a
transformer, and the supply is not earthed at the transformer end (seeFig. l). Check tube baseprint. One heater
pin print goesto chassis.Cut through print, leaving heater
connectionsintact but not earthed.
Right leg getting cramped.Move leg out and tread on
removedsignalpanel.Crunch.Try not to panic.Will repair
panellater. Fit tube basesocket.Checkleads.O.K. Switch
on.
"How's that?"
"Still green."
Anguish. Panic. No, wait. Wait just a second.Look at
screen.Greenyes,but not briliant. Checkoutputtransistor

SYNC PULSE
GENERATOR
Parts List
CounterChain and Logic:

t c 1- t c 4

l c s , l c 6 ,t c 1 4
tc7
lc8
l c g .l c 11 ,r c 1 5

1C10
t c 1 2t,c 1 3

R 1_ R 4
Cl - C4

7490
7404
7445
7420
7400
7410
7430
4.7kO

33OpF
c e r a m i cp l a t e
d i s cc e r a m i c
16 offO.O1pF
decouplingcapacitors
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PowerSupply:
T1
tc1
tc2
D1,D2
c1
c2,c3,c4
c5

:fl,
{:
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Fig. l: Dealingwith a heater-cathodeshort on the PhilipsG8
cDassrir.
collector voltages. Green lower than the other two.
Remember.The panel we picked up was the one which
hadn't beenchecked.The only one not checked,you fool.
Why did you haveto go and tread on the one you took out?
Checkingshowedonly a crumpledpreset.Delve in tool
box. Got one.Plugin solderinggun.Out preset,in newone.
Changepanels.All cathodesnow at samepotential. Plug in
aerial. [.ovely, but hang on. The new but suspecttripler is
still in and the tube heateris still floating. Staggerout to car.
"Having troublelove?"
"Won't be long now. Once more into the breach dear
friends."
In went anothertripler. In went a l00kQ resistorfrom
the heaterto the nearby red cathodeto keep the potentials
just abouteven.
Clear up and engagein small talk with Mrs. Smallpiece.
Just getting down to the nitty gritty when a large young
manenters.Must be six feetfour, abouttwenty I'd say.
"Everything all right mum?" "Yes love", says Mrs. S.
"Lrs saysit wasn'tmuchreally". "Made him sweattlough,
didn't it?" It did, it did.
So this is a clearexampleof blunderinginefficiency.My
inefficiency. Item one: The spare panel should not have
been taken out unlessit had been proved good.Item two:
The fact that the greenoutput transistor'scollectorvoltage
was low did not necessarilymeanthat the transistoror its
operating conditions were wrong. The first move should
have beento removethe flylead from the panelto the c.r.t.
base and if the voltages on the panel returned to normal
there would have beenno needto let loose wild geese.^Irem
three: Concentrateon what you are doing, not on what you
mightbe doing.

l24l2Vsemndaryat 1A.
Marcfiall's
MX213
7812 regulator
7805 regulator
1N4001
pF 2 5V electrolytic
2,OOO
0.1pF polyester
25OpF25V electrolytic

R 1 ,R 2
470r)
F1
1 A p l u sh o l d e r
LP1
Mainsneon
S1
Mainsswitchd.p.d.t,
Two five-pin DIN sockets

Monostable Oscillator:
74123
lC16
4.7kn
R 1 ,R 2
10O0pFceramicplate
C 1, C 2
lOkOtrimpot
VR1

Mains Locked Oscillator:
R l , R 2 ,R 7 ,R 8
3.3kO
R3
5.6kO

R4,R9
R5,R6
R 1 0R
, 13
R l 1 ,R 1 2
R14
R15
VR1

c1
c2,c3
c4,c5
c6,c7,c8
c9,cl 0
c11,C12
Tr1.Tr3-T16
T12
D 1- 4

1oko

3300
1000
5600
1.8kO

100n
1kOtrimpot
0.1pF polyester
0.01pF polyester
O.47 1tFpolyester
221tF/ 16V electrolytic
4,7OOpFceramicplate
100pF/16V electrolytlc
B C 1 0 7e t c .

2N3702etc.
1N 4 1 4 8
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Hot Pyes
LesLawryJohns
Tlvs after time we'venoticedthat if you get one awkward
onein ofone typeyou'reboundto gethalfa dozenofthem
in a row. A little while ago we were plaguedwith Thorn
3500 chassis,one after the other, all awkward, nothing
easy.Then camethe Philips G8s, one after the other again
until we cried out in anguish,enough,enough,let's havean
end to it. The other day though it was the turn of the Pye
group hybrid models- 691, 693 and 697 chassis,Pyes,
Ekcos, Invictas,etc. Normally thesesetsare no trouble to
us at all: one can usually put a coupleof itemsin one coat
pocket, a coupleof tools in anotherand carry a soldering
iron etc. to the sceneof the crime in full knowledgethat if
the customerhas describedthe symptomscorrecflythe job
will be donein minutes.You know the sort of thing: picture
went off, soundstill o.k., a smellof burning(or sawsmoke)
and switchedoff (or the set went off completelyas the fuse
failed).The one or two itemsin this casewould be a 100kQ
lW resistor,an 0.lpF lkV capacitorand the usualfuses
normallyin the trouserpocketsanyway.
The StockTroubles
Avid readers will have no trouble in identifying this
commonfault. The 0.lpF capacitor(C224)decouples
the
boost line feed to the c.r.t. first anodepresets,comingvia
the l00kA resistor (R227). The capacitor shorts, the
resistorcooks and the fault then becomesthe sameas if the
0.47pF boost capacitor has shorted,the differencebeing
given in the description,i.e. smoke or a smell of burning
which doesn'toccur when the boost capacitorgoesshortcircuit because the PY500 immediately passesexcess
currentandthe fusefails.
For the benefitof less avid readers,or if the symptoms
havenot first beenproperlydescribed,the way to tacklethe
condition is as follows. Check the fuse. Connect an
ohmmeterfrom the top cap of the PY500 (or PL509) to
chassis.If thereis a low reading(shouldbe about lMQ,
give or take a few hundredthousand- let's not be mean
about this, say the needlemoveson the x 1 scaleor more
likely swingsover to give a definitereading)thereis a short
on the boost line. There are two likely conditions(lots of
others, but two likely). One is that the 0.47pF boost
capacitor C218 on the line output transformerassembly
has shorted,the other that R227 has becomea charred
image of its former self due to C224 shorting,the l00k9
now being more like sornethingunder 100Q (hencethe
unspecifiedmovementor deflectionon thelow ohmsrange).
The clue is in the appearanceof the 100kQresistor.If it's
clean and brightly showingits brown-black-yellowbands,
suspectit not. NeithersuspectC224of course.Sniponeend
of C2 l8 (thefat capacitor)and readagain.
Ah, you may say. This is all very well, but wheredo we
look for the l00kQ resistor,to seeif it is feelingpoorly?Ah,
we reply. It all depends.If the right sidesectionis mainly a
metal box, look underneathon a tag panelabout half way
betweenthe PL509 and the PCF802 valve bases.with the
0.lpF capacitor Iaying along toward the shift controls
(early models),or smack in the middle on later models
(691).Ifthe right sideis occupiedby a verticalprintedpanel
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(later697 chassis),notethe top centrered box with the fuse
inside. Look down the centre about a third of the way
down,just abovethe transformer,and thereitis,with C224
leadingoffto the right. All right?
Unstable Sound
Well now, none of this appliedto our row of Pyes,and
more'sthe pity. The first one seemedsimpleenoughto start
with. No valvesglowing.Early model,metal box on right
side. Move it out to check the supply line. O.K. Check
PY500 and PL509 heaters.O.K. Move the box unit back
but fail to notice that the rubber sleevehas slippeddown
from the end of the focusunit (the e.h.t.end).Find breakin
heatercircuit on left sidecolour-difference
amplifierpanelcrack in track to one of the PCL84 heaterpins. Repair
track. Valves light up. Lovely picture and sound. Sharp
panel.Picturestill
crack as e.h.t.dischargesto convergence
o.k. Soundgoesfunny. Very slow motorboating,low sound
clear, loud sound increasesthe rate of motorboatingto
makethe effectgarbled.
This could be due to an open-circuitelectrolyticin the
powerunit or a fault in the audiomodule,possiblya faulty
transistor. Check the easy thing first. Clip a high
capacitanceelectrolyticacrossthe supply to the module.
No improvement.Fault mustbe in module.
Now the module in theseearlier models is a Mullard
LPll62. The most common complaint is failure of the
output transistors.This cooks up the 2.2Q resistorswhich
are connectedbetweenthe emitters for bias purposes.
Replacementis no joke, as we'vementionedbefore.Rush
down to van and say unkind things to sleepingguard dog
who continuessleeping.Rummagein spares box. Two
modules.One used,one new. Rush up with both. Fit new
one. Similar symptomsas before.What now? Don't know.
Checkthis, that and the other.Removefront control panel
again. Removemodule again. Fit used one. Lovely clear
sound.I hate modules.Make sure e.h.t. cannot discharge
again.Carefullymarkmodulesu/s.
No Signals
Carry on to next setnot too far away.Ekco with the 697
chassis.
Varicaptuner.Rasterandnoiseon screen,justasif
aerialis disconnected.
Aerial is disconnected.
Plug in aerial.
No change.Check tuning. Suspectloss of h.t. to the two
9.lkQ resistorson top of the tuningpanel(Fig. 1). H.T.
present,and just over 30V at the TAA550 zener. Now
what?
Removetuner panel and checkvoltages.A.G.C. o.k. at
A. +l2V at B, nothing at C. This is where the tuning
voltage should be. Check again and hold tuner steady.
Tuning voltage o.k. at around 10V and lots more noise.
Reachround and tune in soundand vision.I.F. unit on one
knee,tuner on other, very uncomfortable.Let go of tuner.
No tuning voltage,no sound only hiss. Move legs.Sharp
point on i.f. panelpenetratestrousers,Has to be 200V h.t.
Move more quickly and wish I were dog in van. Examine
tuner morecarefully.Intermittentshort to earthfrom tuner
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voltagepoint C when tuner is moved.Take off cover and
find tiny pieceof wire which had no right to be there.
This was a bit of a relief actually,becausewe'vehad our
fair shareof trouble with varicap tuners of various types.
It's usually a faulty transistor or wires touching(iust) the
sidewall, but we had one wherethe tuningvoltagewaslost
dueto a coil insidethe screenedcompartmentintermittently
touchingthe wall of the compartment(lid solderedon).

oscillator,line hold control etc. are at the bottom and are
most inaccessible.
So we don't usenormal methodsof fault
tracingon thesesetswhensuchline troublesraisetheir ugly
heads.
Remove the side and top edge connectors, partly
withdrawingthe unit. Removethe cover of the line output
transformer and the clip earth connectors.Remove the
front PK headed4BA screwwhich securesthe e.h.t.tripler.
Lower the panel.Componentscan now be seen.First check
the 47kQ flywheel sync circuit flyback pulse integrating
lntermittent Blue
resistorR203. If it looks discolouredor readsless than
So havingrestorednormal signalsand replacedthe tuner 47kQ on the meter,changeit. If it's muchlessthan 47kQ,
and i.f. panel we thought we'd finished. No such luck. check the discriminatordiodesD40 and D4l which can
"While you're here," said the gaunt Mr. Moneypenny, sufferif R203 goeslow. Removeone endof R2l0 (in series
"perhapsyou'll clear a minor thing. The bluekeepsgoing." with the line hold control) and checkits value (100k4). If
I like this "minor" business.It impliesthat it won't take a much lessthan l00kQ, replaceit. Even if it's not at fault
moment,any fool could do it if he wasn't so busy, and of
now it soon will be and can causeother troubles.Then
courseit won't be worth chargingfor.
checkthe large l6pF electrolyticand the smallerlprF and
Anyway, the blue did drop out as we watchedthe test 4,aFones.Theseare C215,C2l3 and C2l0 respectively,
in
card, and promptly droppedback in again.We diagnoseda the line oscillatorcircuit. If thesechecksare inconclusive,
poor contact under the blue PCL84 on the CDA panel. changethe PCF802 and the feedbackcapacitorC2ll
Invertingthis, we were surprisedto find hardly any signof
(320pF).This completesthe normalchecks.
deterioration.All was bright and clean.No poor solder,no
Swing up the panel, refit the tripler screw,line output
cracks,nothing.Tapping around abovethe panelproduced transformercover, not forgetting the grommetsat either
blue drop out all around the area however.More gentle end,and the earthingclips,especiallythat of the focusunit.
disturbancefinally seemedto cast suspicionon RV27, the Replacethe edge connectorsand refit the unit. If the
B-Y drive control which is part of t}te blue preamplifier convergence
is wrongor there'ssomethingelsenot working,
transistorVT3 I's load, as the collectorvoltage of this recheckthe edge connectors.This method of attack has
transistorcameand went as the presetwas movedone way provedits worth over and over again.lndeed,after this the
and then the other. Fitting anotherpresetseemedto clear Dynatrondynedvery well.
the condition, but on checkingthe control later nothing
seemed
to be wrong with it at all.
Explosions
We havealwayshad difficulty in identifyingwhich Dawe
Dealing with Weak Line Hold
brotheris which.JackDawehad boughta26in.Invicta set
Back on the benchsat yet anotherspecimen,this time a from us somefour yearsago (697 chassis),whilst his twin,
Dynatron set resplendentwith a black front control panel Oven,had more recently(about two years)bought a 2oin.
with lots of litfle chrome knobs, but still a Pye at heart. Thorn set (9000 chassis).We had not heard a word from
Again the 697 chassis(glad of this really,becausewe'restill eitherby way of trouble,which is not bad when you think
not completelyat home with the later solid-state725 etc. of it, althoughwe havehad a drink with them from time to
with vertical swing panels).The note read "loses line hold time.
afteronehour, alsopoor brightnessandcolour." Cowardto
Anyway, in walkedMr. Dawe."Hallo Oven,"we greeted
the last, we tackledthe poor colour and brightnessfirst. A
him.
new PL802 worked wonders for the brightness and
"I'm Jack" he correctedme. "Where's the complaints
definition. Soldering suspectjoints under the panel and department?That rotten set you sold me's gone wrong. I
improving the earth contactsto the rear edgeclips seemed boughtit only four yearsago.Frightenedthe life out of our
to clearup the colour.
dog whenit wentbang.He hasn'tbeenthe samesince.And
Now for the line hold.Always tricky on thesesets,purely therewasa flashon the wall at the back,or so the wife says.
becauseof the vertical right side panel.The PCF802 line I wasn'tlookingat it at the time myself."
"How's the wife Jack?" I enquired."Shelaghisn't it?
Lovely girl! Went bangeh?I wonderwhy?"
1g0V HI lia lF panel
"I'm on my way homenow," saidJack,"You coming?"
"Rightho Jack,I'll follow you up just as soonas I've put
a new mains dropper in this brand new set that I've just
unpacked."
So off we went up the hill. Pity his wife's namewasn't
Jill, but we mustn'tinventnamesjust for effect,mustwe?
When we got there the poodle was running round in
circles,apparentlychasinghis tail.
"Beendoingthat eversincethe setwentbang" saidJack.
"Probably checkingup to seethat he's still all there" I
helpfully,beingan experton dogs.
suggested
Taking the back off the Invicta we werenot surprisedto
find a nastymesson the top centreof the right sidevertical
panel.The mains input is taken directly to the 2.5A fuse,
with tracks leadingto the edgeconnectorswhich leadback
Fig. 1: Varicap tuner supplies, Pye 693/697 chassis.There to the on/off switch.The supplythen comesback againto
are six channelselector switchesltuning potentiometers.
the panel to the rectifiers etc. This meansthat the supply
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fuse and its connectionsare alive when the set is off. a
point well worth bearingin mind.
When there'sbeena minor explosion,it's difficult to say
exactlywhat the chain of eventswere.There'ssomemolten
copper and a blackenedarea.The idea is to clean up the
panel,acceptingthe fact that there'sbeenconductionacross
the panelbetweenthe tracks, the causeof the troublein the
first place rather than the failure of a component.First
establishwhich tracks did whichjob (whenthey werethere)
and carefully wire up as neatly as possibly,cutting away
any remaining sections of conductive panel. Some
confusionis possible,so the original circuitry must be kept
cleadyin mind.
There's another and very important factor. Somelong
thin tracks run down from the top edgeconnectors,nearthe
arealikely to havebeendamaged.Althoughthey may have
been intact at the time of the original trouble, subsequent
handling of the panel may have extendedany fine cracks
farther acrossthe paxolin,fracturingthesetracks.This can
lead for exampleto field collapsedue to the 20V supplyto
the heightcontrol suddenlybeinglost. Carefulexamination
can savean awful lot oftrouble later.
Having patchedthe patient up nicely, the set was tried
out. Picture rather dark at maximum brilliance.Fit new
PL802. Plenty of brilliance. Convergencehad wandered
over the years,but respondedto a few minor adjustments,
All in all, not bad for four years'service.
Incidentally,the audio moduleis replacedby an i.c. on
someof these697 chassis,and there'sa separate1N4002
diode to supplythe i.c. insteadof the supplybeingderived
from the bridgerectifier.
A further note may be necessary.We've outlinedwhat
happenswhen there'sa breakdownof the panelinsulation
itself. This condition shouldnot be confusedwith the type
of blow out that occurs when the mains filter capacitor,
wired across the on/off switch, goes short-circuit.This
shattersthe fuse of course,but can also damagethe print
beneath,discolouringa small areaof the panel.If the panel
itself isn't damagedbut the tracks are, checkthe capacitor
which will almostcertainlybe found shorted.
The nextjob was to seatthe poodlein front of the setso
that it could seethat it wasn'tgoingto go bangagain.Being
satisfied on this point, it no longer chased its tail or
whatever it was. With the poodle straightenedout we
thought that a quiet five minutes would be in order. It
wasn't.
No Raster
A Pye 691 was apparently no longer entertainingits
elderly owner. Off we went armed to the teeth,to wrestle
with the final electroniccock up of the day. We won't bore
you with the old girl: sufficeit to say that shedidn't stop
natteringfrom the time we enteredto the time we exited.
The sethoweverwas a differentmatter.
The fuse had failed and therewas a short from the top
cap of the PY500to chassis.Oh well we thought(asbestwe
could againstthe old girl's incessantchatter),back to the
old routine.
Turn up the unit to have a look at the resistors.We
expectedR227 (100kQ) to be charred - as mentioned
earlier.It wasn't.Or rather they weren't.In fact the l00kQ
resistorhad beenreplacedby two 56kQ resistorsin series,
and these were obviously in the best of health. Looking
aroundhoweverwe found the 100kQresistor(R210)to the
line hold control burnt out instead.This made the look
under the unit worthwhile after all.
Now whilst this could affect the h.t. supply to the line
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oscillator,it wouldn't explainthe boostline short which we
foolishly attributedto the 0.47pF boost capacitoron the
line output transformer.Having fitted a new 100kQresistor
to the hold control, we werethen stupid enoughto remove
the sidepanelof the transformerhousingto exposethe said
capacitor,insteadof checkingsomethingelsefirst. Needless
to say the 0.41pF capacitor proved innocent when
disconnected
at oneend.Thenthe pennydropped.
Take out the PY500. No short then present.Heatercathodeshortin the PY500you stupidclot. Why didn't you
checkthat first?
Well, if we had we wouldn't havefound the duff 100k4
resistorto the hold control.All right then,makeexcusesfor
yourself,after all it is gettinglate and the old girl is still on
abouther sisterwho diedthreeyearsback.
Right then.New PY500,new fuse,no shorts.Switchon,
lovely sound,real nice that sound.Wonderwhy the valves
aren'tlightingup? The soundwhich soundedso nice by the
way wasn't really sound,just a'nice loud hiss sincethe
aerialwasnot in. Put the aerialin. No difference.
Wait a minute.Evenif the valveswerenot lighting,that's
nothing to do with the sound.It's not a 69Mt's got a
varicaptuner that needsh.t. droppedto supplythe 30V for
tuning. Quick check.No h.t. Now the old girl is on about
her schooldays.Wish she'dstopfor a momentso that I can
think. Turn the powerunit round.A.C. supplyo.k. at one
endof the surgelimiterresistor,not at the otherend.5.6Q
wirewound.Fit another.Try again.Soundo.k., newsreader
now competingwith old girl.
Right. Why don't the valveslight up? PY500 is getting
heatersupply and is new. What about the PL509? Opencircuit heater.
Oh dear,where'sit all going to end? Fit new PL509.
Heaterslight. Allow time for setto warm up. Rustleof e.h.t.
Can now seenews reader.Not bad. Squareup all round
and wonderwhat the sequenceof eventsmust have been.
Switch set off and wait for lady to stop going on about
presentday schoolstandards.At last we manageto get our
bit in and escape.Name on the cheque,Nightingale.Not
very clever and logical was it? We do try to be but
confusionusually setsin toward the end of the afternoon.
Gettingold.
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Bubble,Bubble,Audio Trouble
LesLawr yJo hns
WHEN Mr Fortune smiled at me I knew I was in for an
awkward one. He's an engaging Scot with a very dry sense
of humour that leaves you wondering where the leg pull
ends and the fact begins. You may remember his brother
Dick (the Scot from New Zealand) who did so well at last
year's sheepdog trials.
Anyway, Mr Fortune had a friend who had a Decca
colour set which had been giving trouble with the sound,
first going faint and then disappearing altogether.
"No bother" we said. "Bring it in and you'll be taking it
out before you can say Hootsman".

A Decca 20 Series
It came in all right. But it wasn't at all what we thought it
would be. In the first place the model number didn't ring
any bells. It was a C52227 and was the first of these fairly
old sets to come our way. We were quite unprepared for the
audio output stage - a small panel up on the left side,
containing the driver and output pair oftransistors.
As there was no response at all from the loudspeaker we
checked this first since it was freely accessible. A meter
across the tags on the low ohms range showed no reading.
With a smile matching that of Mr Fortune we removed the
tags and connectedthem to a test speakerofsome l5A. Still
nothing, and the smile faded.
Recheck the speaker in the set. It now read 25e. Oh
dear, I couldn't have connected the prods properly in the
first place. Reconnecting the clips to their original place we
turned our attention to the audio panel (Fig. l).
It was easily removed. Still with the meter on the low
ohms range we checked the npn output transistor Tr25l.
Base to collector about 30Q, base to emitter the same. This
one was o.k. then (bad mistake).The pnp transistor TrZ52
was open-circuit base to emitter. This was it then.

Fig. | : The audio circuit used in some early Decca singlestandard colour sets (2O series chassis). Most of the rest of
the circuitry is similar to later versions of the Decca CTV25
series, though a different set of component reference
numbers was used. Sets usrng thrs chassrs are the C52225,
C52227 and CS2520. Another difference is the use of an
MC1351P intercarrier sound i.c.
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Removeit from its heatsinkand look up a likely replacement, which appearedto be a BCl43. Fit this and switch
on, having replacedthe plug and flylead. Low, distorted
sound.BC143gettinghot.
Check voltages.Full supply acrossBCl43, no drop
acrossthe npn transistorTr25l. Penny dropped.Idiot.
Failedto checkit for shorts.Dead shortemitterto collector.
Removeand fit BCl42. Checkcarefully,driver and diodes,
small presetetc. All o.k. Refit and switch on. Burst of
sound,thennothing.Oh dear(again).
Check voltages,all o.k. Still no sound. Connect test
speaker.Lovely sound.Recheckset'sspeaker.Reads50Q
and needlewanders up to infinity. Fit new speakerin
cabinet.Soundnow perfect."All right?" we enquired.
Mr Fortune's friend shook his head sadly and said
"Grrulley brunnesalyigglefrungle".
Mr Fortuneinterpretedfor his friend."The soundsounds
fine but if you were round here you would appreciatethat
it's also helpfulto have a pictureto go with it. It was there
but wentwhenthe soundcameback,I supposewe mustn't
expecttoo much.. . ."
With a heavyheart I becameawareof a smellfrom the
right sideof the set.Tripler. Oh no.
"We'll leave it with you and call back later" said Mr
Fortune."My friendis gettingimpatient."
So saying,off went the jovial Scot with his friend now
happilywagginghis tail, leavingme with a smokingtripler
whichdid little to sweetenthe atmosphere
of the shop.
A Music Centre
Having finally cleared up the Decca, we thought we
would tackle what appearedto be a straightforwardjob on
a Fergusonmusiccentrefittedwith a Thorn T8Smain deck.
The complaintwas no soundfrom either channel,though
one sidefailedbeforethe other.True to form. we did all the
wrong things and reached(umped to) conclusionsand
whathaveyou which we hadno right to reachor jump to.
Standingthe thing up on its end,we releasedthe necessary screwsto enablethe main panelto be removedfor a
quick look. Seeinga coupleof burnt out resistorsin one of
the output stageswe removedthe supply plug and strip
connector,plus the f.m. aerialplug to enablethe unit to be
separated
completely.
The 3l5mA mains fuse had of coursefailed,and the
burnt out resistorswere the usual 2.2Q (or thereabouts)
oneswhich in this casejoin the collectors(seeFig. 2) of the
output pair ofpnp and npn transistorsin one channel(four
separateheatsinks).We assumcdthat therewas a collector
to emitter short and confirmedthis with a meter check.
Stupid to the last, and being distractedby thb phone and
enquiriesaboutotherjobs, we studiouslyfitted anotherpair
of output transistorsand collectorresistors,stuck in a new
fuse and coupledup. Smokefrom the resistors,pop went
the fuse."You bloody fool, you forgot to checkthe drivers
etc.tt

The samecollectorto emittershortwas still there,but on
removingthe associateddriver the short had gone and in
fact the output transistorswerenot at fault, neitherwerethe
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two previouslyremoVed.Looking at the circuit didn't really
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Back to More Familiar Ground
You wouldthink that afterthat repairingan Ultra colour
set with a Thorn 3500 chassisin it would be a picnic. I
thoughtsotoo, so I am barmy aswell.Not half as barmy as
the chapwho introducedmeto it however.
He camein and said "would you havetime to comeout
to the car andhavea look at my setsothat you can giveme
an estimatefor its repair?"
I repliedof course"what sort of car radio is it?"
"It's not a car radio, it's an Ultra Bermudacolour televisionand it only wantsan aerialsocket.I've just broughtit
and don't want to spendtoo much on it. ThepeopleI got it
from saidit only wanteda socket,you see."
Herewe go again,herewe go again.
Reasonprevailedand he and his dad got the set out of
the car and on to the benchit went. It appearedto be in
good conditiongenerally,but I was not inclinedto believe
that the original owner would have parted with it simply
becausethe aerial socket had broken. This however
precludedit beingdemonstrated.
So while they stood there I fitted the required aerial
socket.We then tried the set. Somewhatto my surprise,a
pictureof sorts appeared,but with very poor convergence.
This partially respondedto adjustment,but I was awareof
someoverheatingfrom the convergence
board. This sort of
thing is usually associatedwith defectivediodes, and it
didn't take long to find that W571 was short-circuit.With
this replacedand the controlsreset,the picture was very
reasonable
and the tubeseemedto haveplentyof emission.
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We then went in searchof the sound,of which therewas
provedto be in order,but the
no trace.The loudspeaker
voltagesin the output stagewereway out, as werethosein
the driver and audio amplifier stages(seeFig. 3). All four
transistors
appeared
to readright in situ,butjust to be sure
eachwasremovedandtested.The only one at all suspicious
was the pnp output one VT404 which seemedto havevery
slight base to collector leakagethough hardly enough to
causethe wild voltageinaccuracy.To be certain this was
replaced,but nothingseemedto change.
The trouble seemedto be that there was no turn-on
voltageat the collectorof VT40l. This shouldbe 0.5V in
order to coax the driver VT402 into passingcurrent. This
meant that VT40l was shut off, either becauseits base
voltagewas too high or its emittervoltagewas too low. We
pointedan accusingfingerat C402, which could havebeen
short-circuit.
It wasn't.Thebasecircuitcomponents
seemed
to be in order. so we concentratedon the emitter circuit.
T E L E V I S I OANU G U S T1 9 7 8

We wearily turned our attentionto this new problem.It
turned out to be nothing more than a poor contacton the
on/off switch, where the live mains lead had never been
properlysolderedto its tag.
Now the thing functionedproperly.Now we knew why
the sethad beensold.All it wantedwas an aerialsocket.
Phones.LS,

A Visit to Oaktrde Drive

Fig. 2: Some contrastingaudio circuitry,used in a Thorn
music centre.One channelonly of this stereounit shown.
Both channelswere dead,for differentreasons.
The voltage here wasn't too far out but on close
inspection was somewhat lower than it should have
been.This could havebeendueto leakagethroughC407.It
wasn't.
Now stop and think. If VT40l wasn't passingcurrent,
thereshouldbe no voltageacrossR409 and thereshouldbe
the samevoltageat the emitterof VT401 as at the emitters
of the output transistors.This latter voltage was not the
correct26V but more like 60V sinceVT404 wasturnedoff.
So the voltage at the emitter of VT40l shouldhave been
60V insteadof the nearly correct 26V or so! This could be
explainedif R409 was way up from its rated value of
4.7kQ:it wasn't.
Panic started to creepin. The voltage at both ends of
R409 was only about 26V and was varying slowly. Now
this resistoris near the top of the board and quite suddenly
the meterjumped and the soundreturnedonly to fail as the
prods were removed. Belatedly the penny dropped and
panic was replaced by bitter hatred. Once again we'd
missedthe obvious. Very careful examinationrevealeda
hair crack on the panelpassingthroughtwo tracks.Scrape,
clean and bridge with wire. Normal sound and correct
voltages.At lhst.
The Lot Went Off
Moving the setto makea final checkon the picturethere
was a sparking noise and the lot went off, only to come
back on immediately.What next?

Fig. 3: Another collection of d.c.-coupled audio stages, this
time the circuit used in the Thorn 3OOO/350O colour chassis.
Odd voltages were caused by printed panel defects rather
than component failures.
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"Would you call to look at my set, it's the HMV, the
picture's gone fuzzy? You know where we are, Oaktree
Drive. Anytime". It was Dr Elmtree.So we wrote in the
book Dr Oaktree,Elmtree Drive. Another 3500 chassis.
Fuzzy picture.Probablymeansit's out of focus.Make sure
we have a tripler in the outside servicebox. Yes. After
tidying up a coupleof looseendswe set off to attendto Dr
er-who?
Now oncethe old computerhas an addressfed into it we
arenot really consciousof wherewe auedrivinguntil we get
there,becausethinking (asyou may havegatheredby now)
is not one of our strongpoints.Arriving at our destination
we were quite surprisedto find it marked OaktreeDrive.
Must havechangedthe name,we thought.Bashingon the
solid oak door we were vaguelyawarethat therewere too
manyoaksaroundto be true.
I was usheredinto the room wherethe TV set lived by
the elderly lady who had answeredthe door, but when I
looked round she had vanishedand in her place stood a
stockyman who seemedto frnd somethinginterestingin the
ceiling. I thought I'd better attract his attention. "Dr
Oaktree,I presume?"
He spoke."Dr Elmtree is not here at present,I'm Dr
Sideshaw".
He saidthis still lookingupward.I too lookedup, in case
therewas somethingI was missing.He swivelledhis eyes
downto look at me,with his chin still heldhigh.
"There's nothing to look at up there.I've only got my
headup like this becausetherearetwo pointsstickingout of
my collar which impalethemselves
in my neckif I lowcr my
head.My wife has a habit of not takingthe bonesout uf my
collars beforethey're washedand ironed. Then when she
finds the bonesin a messshe takes them out and puts in
cherry sticks.I wouldn't mind this but sheforgetsto break
thepointsoff and throughthe collar they go you see."
And offhe went,strugglingto undo the collar.What was
that he'd said, Dr Elmtree? Could have sworn it was
Oaktree.PerhapsI'm in the wrong house.No, there'sthe
HMV. Oh well, there are somefunny peopleabout.Better
havea look at the TV set.
Picture o.k. Suddenlybright blue and hazy. Not the
tripler then. Just anotherone of those"reliable" thick-film
resistorunits crumblingup again(RGB output stageload
resistors).Rummagein sparesbox and find three 8.2k4
7W wirewoundswhich are near enough.Use with three
47kQ carbon resistors(to chassis)to replacethe thick-film
colour drive output load resistiveunit. Removepanel and
spread out nearby Girlie magazineto catch any drops of
solder.Easyjob really,but somecareis neededto insertthe
newresistorsinto thecorrectpositions.
Ten minutes on panel, another ten studying Girlie
magazine.
Not a bit like Homesand Gardens.
Wrap up job. No one at all aroundnow. Let myselfout
havingcalledout a few "hallos" up the stairs and into the
kitchen.All the sameif I'd beentaken bad or electrocuted
myselfor something.Don't forget to sendbill in, and try to
getnameand addressright, Sideshaw,eh?
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OddsandEnds
LesLawryJohns
Qulre often we come acrossslightly unusualfaults during
the servicingday (the nightsare for sleepingthesedays,er,
oh nevermind). Thesesnippetsoften go unrecorded,which
is a pity becausethey could be of valueto someoneor other
or could be of generalinterest.
No Picture, Buzz on Sound
When Mr Dumpling brought in his Philips 210 we
thought it would be anotherfaulty line output transformer
or shortedboostcapacitor.
"There'sno picture.The soundis o.k. exceptfor abuzz."
And offhe wentwith Mrs Dumplingto get someshopping.
Taking the rear coveroff and switchingon, our attention
was directed to the right side line output section and,
allowingtime for the set to warm up, we insertedout trusty
neon through one of the holes in the screeningcover
betweenthe two valvesand were mildly surprisedto seeit
light up to proclaim an operative line output section.
Peepingthrough we could also seethe glow of the DY802
e.h.t.rectifier.This meantthat full e.h.t.- barring accidents
- wasbeingappliedto the tube'sfinal anode.
We then lookedat the end of the tube,beforetakingtube
basevoltages,expectingthat the first anodevoltageat pin 3
would turn out to be absent.We didn't get that far however
becausethe tube heater wasn't glowing. Since the tube
heateris the final onein the chain,this couldmeanonly that
therewas a short to chassisbeforethe heatercurrentcould
reach the tube. The alternativewould be that the tube
vacuumwas lost. but if this had beenthe casetherewould
havebeenfireworksfrom the final anodeetc..and sincethe
e.h.t.appeared
to be o.k.thiswasnot thecase.
Which heater precededthat of the tube? The PCL82
audiooutput valve's.Of course,hencethe buzzor hum.Out
PCL82: you standaccusedofhaving a heater-cathode
short
and probably damaging your cathode electrolytic if not
your biasresistor.How sayyou?
The PCL82 admittedfull guilt, and was sentenced
to be
detainedin the wastebin awaitingthe pleasureof the refuse
collector (dustman).A check upon its bias resistor and
capacitorshowedno damage,so all that wasrequiredwas a
new valve and on camethe tube heaterwith a good picture
and hum-freesound.
Lucky Mr Dumpling.

"That set I bought from you, the damnedthing's gone
wrong."
My brows were just starting to knit togethertrying to
think whenwe had soldhim a setwhenhis facebrokeinto a
smile.
"Fifteen years ago that was, my boy. Shouldn't have
gonewrong asquick asthat surely?"
It wastrue. Fifteenyearsagowe had sold him an Invicta
7007 as a secondset."We do apologiseMr Charge.Fancy
it letting you down like that. Can't rely on anything, can
you?"
Now the 7007 was one of the first dual-standardsetsto
emergefrom the Pye group,beinga Pye V700D in a white
ivory plastic case.By and large thesenice little setshave
had their fair crop of troubles,mainly droppers,valvesand
the like, but this one had neverrequiredattention,probably
due to only occasionaluse. Apparently Mr Charge now
wantedto giveit to a maidenaunt but foundthat on trying it
out there was severelack of height etc. The weak link on
thesesets,developingas the years go by, is leakagein the
waxedpaper capacitors,mainly in the field timebase.This
could possiblybe aggravatedby their closeproximity to the
e.h.t.cap. Longer capacitorscannotbe usedas they would
actuallytouch the cap.As it was,thosefittedlookeda sorry
sight,the brown wax severelyblackened,with spikesof goo
stickingtowardthe e.h.t.cap.
In the eventevery one of the capacitorsof this type, of
which thereare about sevenin the field timebase,recorded
leakage.They are not particularlyeasy to replace.Whilst
this tediousjob restorednormal field scan, the sync was
very poor, both field andline,leadingus up to the top centre
panelwherethe 0.lpF synccouplerC89,of the sametype,
was alsoleaky.This clearedup the poor sync,but for good
measurewe checkedup on other capacitorsof the same
construction.Every one showedleakageto somedegree.It
was well worth the effort however,as the tube was as good
asnew.

Tuning Troubles
We've had a fair numberof the nice little ITT portables
(VC300 chassis)in for serviceand few have causedus
muchheartache.Onedid however.
Normally the complaint is that the picture is distorted,
with a severehum bar, or that this developsafter a short
time. The bridge rectifier is usually responsible and
Gooey Capacitors
replacementwith a more reliable type presents little
difficulty.
One thing aboutthis place.We do havepeoplecomingin
Sometime ago howeverone camein with the complaint
with lovely names.Like Mr Chargefor example,Just close
your eyes and you can see six hundredbrave horsemen that the signalswould be intermittentlylost, leavingplenty
rushing into the valley of death.Guns to the right of 'em, ofnoiseon the screenand sound.
It didn't takelong to find that the tuningvoltage(Mullard
guns to the left of 'em, on they chargedto their doom and
ELC1043 varicap tuner) at the 32V end of the 8.2kQ
everlastingglory.
Mr Chargehad the voiceto go with it. Loud andincisive, supply resistor R3 (seeFig. l) was varying, althoughthe
90V end (derivedfrom the line output stage)was steady.
no messing.
The
resistorappearedto be o.k., so we suspectedthe zener
make,"
he
boomed.
complaint
to
have
a
"I
This provedto be correct,a TAA550
"Hallo Mr Charge" I greeted him, resisting the ICI of not zenering.
temptation to call his Dis. "Haven't seenyou for a long sorting that one out. Upon inspectionhowever the 12V
mixer supply resistor R28A seemedto be in danger of
time. Still rushingaroundI see."
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comingapart, so this was replacedfor good measure.On
testthe set behaveditself for a coupleof hours.It wasduly
wrappedup thereforeand later collected.
After a weekit wasback."Samething," he said.
We checkedon what we had donebut foundno fault. On
testthe little fellow behavedfaultlesslyfor hours on end.
Again it was collected,and we explainedthat we could
not fault it. A week later, back it came."Same thing," he
said.
On test it worked all right for sometime, then suddenly
the picture became very grainy and faint and the sound
hissy.
This was not the sameat all. So we turnedour attention
to the main board, wherethe tuner lived (the tuner voltage
selectorsetc. are on a separatepanel with the bridge
rectifier,fusesetc.). The slightesttouch on the panelin the
vicinity of the tuner restorednormalreception,and at first it
appearedasthoughthe aerialinput cableto the tunerwasat
fault.Not so.
The voltages applied to the tuner were correct and
remainedso. We've known similar symptomsto be caused
by faulty panelconnectionsto the first i.f. stage:this avenue
was explored since although the tuner was suspectthe
customerwould probably not expectany further chargeas
he consideredthat the originalfault was still present- and a
new tuner would have to be chargeable.As the probing
continuedit becamepossibleto bring on the fault condition
almost at will, now by applying pressureto the tuner
althoughthis had not beenthe caseearlier.
We removedthe tuner from the panel and inspectedit
closelyon the bench.This failedto showup any shorts,and
the transistorsread right. This time we fitted the tunerback
minusits sidepanelsand took voltagereadings.
When the fault was presenttherewas no voltagesupply
to the r.f. amplifier sectionof the tuner. The track which
feedsthis sectionruns alongthe top of the tuner panelfrom
the mixer stage,wherethe voltagewas present.Whilst there
wasno visiblebreakin the track, a wire connectedaloneits
lengthrestoredpermanentoperation.Due to the proxiiitt
of the peripheralcomponents,the tuner had to be removed
oncemore to fit its sidecovers.
Mishetsfautty
Deeply sun tanned, he carried the ITT CVC8 in as
thoughit was a toy.
"Just got back from the Gulf and the telly's poppedoff.
Can I pick it up later on?"
"Certainly Percy" we assuredhim. "Leave it a coupleof
hoursand we'll havea quick shufti."
"KataKerrack mate," he thanked me. "Shufti inter
bardine."
I didn't know then that whenI did seehim later he would
be considerablythe worsefor wear.
The set itself was no trouble.Blown line timebasesupply
fusedue to a shorted0.47pF lkV boostcapacitor.In they
went and the set was as right as ninepencein no time at all.

Fig. 1: Varicap tuner supplies, ITT VC3OOchassrb.
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Which is morethan we can say about Percywhenhe came
back.
"Ish my shetready?" he enquiredboozily."I've beenup
the club wish my mates.Haven'thad a gooddrinkinmumfs.
Goinbacktherinaminit." He sawthe worried look upon my
face.
"fm all right" he proclaimed."fll jush puththesetinthecar."
"I'll put it in for you and I'll drive you home" I said
firmly.
He held up a large hand. "Stannaswire,my friend. I'm
not drunk." Whereuponhe pickedup the set and staggered
to the door.
"Don't worry about me mate" he bawled."f'm as sure
footedasa mountaingoat."
Funny sort of goat.More like a beserkbearI would have
said,as he fell on to one kneeand the setwent crashon its
end.
"Oh dear, oh dear," mumbled Percy. "I've gone and
droppedit."
So back on the benchwent the set and Percy ambledoff,
promisingto returnlater whenhe felt better.
When the set was tried it appearedto function all right
exceptthat the sync was lost. Bearingin mind the sudden
blow it had been dealt, we concentratedon connections
rather than components.Nothing appearedto be adrift
betweenthe large left side and smallerlower centrepanels
however.
Much time was lost until we tried a lead madeup with a
crocodileclip at eachend, connectingone end to the main
frame and the other to an earthybit of the print aroundthe
centre of the lower centre panel. This restored normal
working, so we then had to follow the tracks around,
remakinganythingsuspiciousand for good measureusing
the heavyWelleriron to remakethe main frametabs to the
board. After this everythingwas straightenedout and on
test the set performedwell until we helped a sober and
subduedPercyto put it into his car.
Another ITT Hybrid
After this it was inevitablethat the next set would be
anotherITT oneof the sameilk (hybrid CVC5 variety).
In waltzed this pretty little thing, smallishwith all the
curvesin the right placesfor a_fewshort years,depending
on the diet later. For now she was a picture. Lots of
personality,bubblingoverwith fun and confidence.
"My boyfriend said you would take care of me" she
bubblid coquettishly."Our TV won't go and mum and I do
dependon it whenwe haven'tmuchon in the evening."
Seniledecay droppedfrom me like a cloak falling from
an unveiledstatue,revealingthe droolingwolf that lurks in
all of us.
"I'll pop round to havea look at it, say ten or eleventhis
evening?"
She gurgled with laughter. "Isn't that nice of you.
Actually it's in the car though. Gerald put it in beforehe
wentto work this morning."
This stumpedme for a duck. She must have a very
modernmother.I whippedover the pad""Could I havethe
name,addressand telephonenumberplease,"I asked."For
the recordsyou know."
"The nameis Take." "Mum and I live at 29 SpringLane,
but the 'phonehasn'tbeenconnectedyet as we'veonly just
movedin."
So I wroteon my job pad: Miss Take Ifi.
I'll spareyou the rest of the dialogue.Anyway, Gerald
would collect it later. Off shetrotted, taking her sparkling
eyes,teethand hair with her. Oh what it is to be young and
surethat the world is your oyster.
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So to the set. What a mess.Again no sync and the
convergencewas so far out that it didn't needa pictureto
tell you so. With the previousset in mind we checkedthe
earthing on the lower centrepanel etc. Nothing doing. It
was evident however that this panel had suffered some
damagein the past and had been patchedup. Carefully
checking around the sync separator section seemedto
produce one or two things that didn't add up, so we
removed the sync separator transistor to enable us to
measurethe associated
componentsmoreaccurately.
The transistortaken out shouldhave been a BFll?. It
was a BCl42, which has a much lower voltagerating, but
was perfectlyin order. With this out howeverwe wereable
to measurethe 3.3MQ collector-to-base
bias resistorwhich
proved to be high. Replacingthis and the BFllT restored
some semblanceof lock, althoughboth the line and field
timebasestook time to settledown.To curethis necessitated
a new PCL805 and PCF802,and we werethenleft with the
severemisconvergence.
Viewingthe threeseparaterasterswith sometrepidation,

Letters
LACK OF HEIGHT
In Your ProblemsSolvedin the July issuethe problemof
lack of height with the Thorn l590lU3 series of
monochrome portables came up. I've had considerable
experienceof dealingwith thesesets,and have found that
the usual cause of this condition in practice is either
variation in the value of R86 which is in serieswith the
height confol, or the flyback diodeW5 becomingleaky.P. F. Bardsley,Stalybridge,Cheshire.
C O M M O N - E M I T T E RV A R I A N T
I've found the serieson Transistorsin TV Circuits very
interesting but would like to query the account of the
bootstrap arrangementin the field driver/classB output
stage given in the June issue,where it's stated that both
stagesare common-emittercircuits.Oneof the propertiesof
a common-emittercircuit is that there is a l80o phase
reversalbetweenthe input and output.But in this case- see
Fie. 1(a) - the a.c. voltagesat the inputs (bases)of the
complementaryoutput transistorsTR2l3 are in phasewith
the output which is taken from the emitters, with the
collectorsgrounded,i.e.the circuit is an emitter-follower.
S. W. Amos goeson to say that if this were so "a very
large voltageswing" would be requiredto drive the bases.
Surely this is in fact the case, since bootstrappingthe
driver's collector load (R1) meansthat the a.c. voltageat
the top of this resistoris in phasewith that at its lower end
so that the driver "sees" a much higher load impedance
than the actual resistorvalue,thus allowinga largevoltage
gainto be obtained.
The two output transistors then match this high
impedanceto the low impedanceof the scancoils,providing
current gain with negligiblevoltageloss,which of courseis
of usingan emitter-follower.
oneof the advantages
The output transistorscould in fact be consideredto be
voltage driven. If they were mainly current driven as
suggested,
the biasresistorR3/4 might needto be bypassed
to a.c. sincetherewould otherwisebe a considerable
voltage
drop across it due to the potential-dividereffect of the
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we first set the static magnetsto get them somewhere.
near
correct. In secondsthe convergencewas perfect all over,
only the static needingadjustment.Lucky me. But why? I
wonderif PercyknowsMiss Take?
Pye 725/731 Chassis
Just for the record(again),the Pye 725 chassisseemsto
be showingits weaknesses.
One or two are: the focus unit,
whichgoesup in flames;the 0.lg.F l.25kV capacitorC563
acrosswhich the c.r.t. first anodesupplyis developed- it's
abovethe line outputtransformerand behindthe focusunit;
and of coursethe inevitablemainsfilter capacitor(0.221"rF,
C9l5) which shattersthe 3.15AT mainsfuse.By the way,
wasit reallynecessary
to insertthe two screwswhich secure
the front endof the line output transformercoverso tightly,
and couldn't the cover have had the screwsat the rear and
the clips at the front,just to makethingsa bit easier?C563
goesshort-circuit, overloadingthe line output stagewith the
resultthat the h.t. fuseF97l (lA) blows.
resistoritself and the input impedanceof the upper, npn
transistorin parallelwith the load resistor.The high input
impedanceof an emitter-followerplus the apparently high
value of the driver's collectorload resistormeansthat this
voltageis negligiblehoweverso that a bypasscapacitoris
- R. WallacerTeignmouth,
unnecessary.
Devon.
S. W. Amos comments:R. Wallaceis correctin sayingthat
the input and output signalsof a common-emitteramplifier
are in antiphase- but only whentlte output is taken from the
collectorcircuit as shownin Fig. l(b). If the output is taken
from the emitter circuit as in Fig. l(a) and (c) the output
signalis in phasewith the input signal.Fig. 1(c)is probably
a betterway of showinga common-emitter
circuit than the
usualway - Fig. l(b) - becauseit's so clearthat the emitter
terminal is common to the input and output circuits.
Perhapsmy explanationof the circuit's behaviourwould
havebeenclearerhad I said'if TR2 and TR3 wereemitterfollowers their high input resistancewould have made it
difficult for TRI to drive adequatecurrentinto them.In fact
the voltagedrop acrossRl would probably have equalled
the supplyvoltagebeforefull output was obtainedfrom the
amplifier. But by making TR2 and TR3 into commonemitterstagestheir input resistanceis reducedto a value at
which TRI can supplythe,inputcurrent with easeand the
voltagedevelopedacrossRl and the input of TR2 and TR3
would be only a fraction of the supply voltageevenwhen
the amplffieris deliveringmaximumoutput."

{al

{cl

tEYdsl

Fig. l: Common-emitteror emitter-follower circuit?
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Never KnockaNeck
I didn't like the look of them from the momentthey walked
in. She was short and fat and an ignoramousto boot. He
was short and lean with a pinched look and another
ignoramousto completethe pair.
The Saga of Grace and Sid
"If we bring our set in and tell you whai's wrong with it,
will you put a picture valve in?" she demanded.BeforeI
could think up a telling reply, he staggeredin with an ageing
dual-standardBush.
Breaking off the conversationI'd been having with the
cat, I surveyedthe wreck with a pessimisticeye."Getting
on a bit, isn't it? Think it's worth doing?"
female
"That's a good set that is," said the self-elected
spokesperson.
"It only wantsa picturevalve."
Having been a coward all my life, particularly when
faced with a loud mouthedwoman, I connectedthe set to
the mains and stuck an aerialin the socket.
The sound came on reasonablywell, but after a long
delay all that appearedon the screenwas a very very dim
ragter which did not respondto the brightness.Obviously
thC tube. Just to confirm this I took the back off and
checkedthe tube basevoltages.All correct, grid swinging
with the brightnesscontrol setting,but with no effecton the
dim raster.
I told them that all the valvesin the world wouldn't help
and that the tube was at fault.
"How can it be the tube?" said the brain of Britain.
"There was a lovely picture on it last night, wasn't there
sid?"
"I can't seeit beingthe tube," Sid saiddutifully. "Lovely
picturelast night,just like Gracesaid."
"Well there aint no picture on it now," I bawled."The
tube'sclapped.Finished.Buggeredit is." So sayingI tapped
the neckof the tubewith the handleof a screwdriver.
A nice flash of black and white picture appearedfor a
split second,thenrelapsedback to the dim rasterasbefore.
"Do that again," said Sid. "I saw somethingcome on
there,theremust be somethingloose."
"Loose, loose, of courseit's loose.It's loose insidethe
tube you twit. Look." I gave the neck anotherclout. On
camethe picturein a brief flash,thenoff it went again.
"Well," said Grace."That won't cost much to put right,
a little thing like that. We'll go up to two pound but no
hore."
"Oh yes,two poundsall right," pronouncedSid.
That was enoughfor me.On wentthe back,out camethe
aerial,off went the mains."Sorry, perhapsyou oughtto get
a secondopinion.It's beyondme."
"You mean you're not going to do it?" Grace quivered
with indignation.
"No I'm not and that's that."
So off they went with lots of uncomplimentaryremarks
cloudingthe air asthey left.
Later that day they stalkedin again.
"We came back to tefl you you don't know anything
about televisionsets.There'snothing wrong with that tube.
Tell him Sid."
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"You nearlymademe throw that setaway," moanedSid.
"But I took the back offandjust cleanedthe dust offfrom
under that rubber cap on the side of the the tube and the
pictureis perfect.And I don't know anythingabout'em."
"I do," said Grace."I usedto work in a TV factory and
I'm telling you the tube ain't gone.You didn't ought to be
'ereyou didn't."
Lots morewas saidbeforethey went.
My fault of course.I shouldn'thaveknockedthe neck.
I wonder what they said later when it revertedto the
open-circuitconditionagainand therewas no more dust to
wipe off. I'll neverknow.
Troubles with a VCSOO
Kevin camein. He's donequite a few good turns for me
in the past, so when he broughtin a small ITT Featherlite
VC300 which wasworrying him I didn't hesitateto take the
repair off his hands.The first symptomwas field collapse,
but the resultant white line was wriggling a bit. So we
attackedthe field circuit first, and quickly found one ofthe
output transistors (T11, TIS9I) open-circuit. In went
another and the scan opened up, but with an undulating
rasterwhich proclaimeda nasty hum on the main l lV line.
This was due to the mains bridge rectifier of course,and
anotherwentin without muchado.
This left a clearpictureexceptfor a few randomffyback
lines which appearedto move about the screenas though
the sync was about to be lost and the picture about to roll,
which it didn't and the fieldlock wasvery firm.
Flyback suppression,I mumbled to myself. Now
althoughwe've servicedthesesetstime and again,we were
not familiarwith the flyback suppression
circuit and it was a
bit irritating to observethat the lines would vanish for
minutes at a time and then reappear,particularly if the
panel was disturbed. This prompted us to diagnose
(wrongly) a dry-joint or the like. Some time was spent
chasing around from the field timebaseto the blanking
transistorT5.
At last we changedthis (usinga 8F337 as a substitute),
and were rewardedwith a clear picture which lasted for
about fifteen minutesbefore the picture becameimpossibly
grainy with hissy sound. Back on familiar ground
unfortunately.Check aerial socket,cableto tuner, remove
tuner from panel.Take off covers.Put tuner back, check
voltages.First stagetransistoremitter voltage wrong and
varying. Trace to wherethe emitter resistoris returnedto
earth via a screeningpeg.Nice crack aroundpeg.Resolder.

o.K.

Removetuner,refit coversand put tuner back. No more
trouble. Thanks Kev. With friends like vou I don't need
enemies.

Taffy's Turntahle
We thought you might like to hear this one. We were
asked to call to attend to a radiogram which had the
complaint that although the radio section worked the
turntablewould not turn. We left it until therewas another
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call in the area and then popped in to seeold Taffy.
"What's wrong Ta{T?" Taffy growled and gurgled as was
his wont (he'd had a few during the lunch hour) so we
decidedto find out ourselves.
Usually this type of BSR changer grinds to a halt due to
old, thick grease on the centre spindle. This stops the motor
rotating, which it doesn't like and is thereafter reluctant to
spin again even when completely free. It has to be spun a
few times with perhaps a spot of oil on the top bearing until
it gets its magnetism sorted out when it will then staft up on
its own. The turntable did indeed seem to be stuck fast on
the centre spindle. Having freed it and lifted it off we were
prepared to clean the centre spindle and the turntable bush,
and lightly oil them. We were not prepared for what we
found however. There was no motor fitted.
"Taff, Taff Are you there Taff?"
"Whassermatchure,woswrong?"
l'There's no motor in your radiogram TafL"
"No motor, no motor. Wodyoumean no motor?
Theremusbeone. The radio's been going all morning. Matter
of fact" - as his head cleared he climbed on his dignity "matter of fact the thing's been working for six months on
Radio Two. Never shift it."
"You don't need the motor to work the radio TafT. It only
turns the records round."
"You'll have to ask the wife about that. She looks after
all that sort of thing. She fixed it some time ago when the
music was going slow. The music has been all right since but
I haven't played any recordsyou see."
"Is the wife around Taff?"
"No, she's in Finland. She sent me this greetings record
but I can't play it because it won't go round. That's why I
askedyou to call."
Back to squareone.
Feeling somewhat baffled, I went back to the radiogram
and Taff wandered off to another room, grumbling to
himself. Removing the rear cover of the gram, we found the
motor on the floor of the cabinet. still with its leads
connected. Switching on the juice made the motor buzz, but
it wouldn't go round. Applying a drop of oil to the top
bearing and raising the spindle up and down a few times
seemedto free it off Spinning it by hand helped it to start
and away it went after that on its own. A careful search also
located the three circlips which hold the motor fixings on
top of the rubber bushes, so back the lot went and having
cleaned off the centre spindle and bush the turntable spun
freely.
"O.K. now Taff. Where's the record the wife sent you?"
In came Taff Mumble, mumble. Eventually he found it.
His wife's message was loud and clear. After the first
greeting, she said. "You'll have to get the gram done before
you can play this. Tell the man that the motor is underneath
becauseI couldn't get the clips back and it won't go round
anyway."
Taff gave me a baleful look. "If you'd played that before
you started, you'd have known where the motor was." I
quit.
Distorted

Picture

The next call was nearby. I wish I hadn't bothered. It was
yet another Pye 691 hybrid colour set.
The complaint was a distorted picture. Folded up from
the bottom, then widespaced lines up to two thirds, then a
bright kink, then severecompression up to the top.
The owner sat at the table and gave me his advice.
"It won't take long to do. The last chap fixed it in a
couple of rninutes with a screwdriver. I supposeit'll take
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you longerif you'renot usedto the set."
"Why didn't you gethim to comeback and do it again?"
"He doesn't do them now. He gave me your phone
number,so I thought I'd give you a chanceif you're just
startingup."
Off came the back cover. The field output transistors
were the older BDl24 types on the horizontal heatsink.
,Checkthese.Apparentlyin order.Check the AC 128 driver
transistor. Again o.k. Check resistors, o.k. Check
electrolytics in turn, disconnectingeach first. All had
capacitance,none showed any significant leakage.Legs
aching,panic settingin. No sparepanel,no servicemanual.
Check diodes,o.k. All supply voltagespresentand mid
readingon BDl24s not far out. Try presets.Produceweird
effectsbut nothing of any value.Could be on convergence
panel?Somemessywork had beendonehere,Give up.
"Sorry, it'll haveto go back to the workshop."
He sat at the tableand drummedit with his fingers."The
last chap said it would needa panelbeforelong. Have you
got one?"
"Yes,but I'm not surethat'sthe answer."
"Can I have it back for tonight? - it's not much fun
lookingat theportable."
"It's not muchfunsortingthisout either!"
So load the thing into the waggonand take it back to the
shop. Back at the ranch there were lots of other things to
sort out but we finally got on to the Pye. Try anotherfield
panel. No joy. Open up the convergencepanel and make
goodscorchedconnections,
poor potsanddryjoints.Check
No joy.
electrolytics.
Check continuity of circuit from field panel to
convergenceand to scanning assembly. All o.k.
Scanningassembly. .. Oh no! Try to checkwindingsand
thermistor.Not conclusive,only confusing.
Lady wants leadssolderedon to transistorradio battery
box which is falling to piecesanyway. Fit new box and
Backto Pye.
connectors.
Have we got a sparescanningassembly?Yes. Strip off
tube base, blue lateral, convergenceassemblyand scan
coils. Fit new coils, connect up but can't find one lead.
Finally find it jammed up behind front of new assembly.
bluelateralassembly
Checkconnections,refit convergence,
and basesocket.Won't go on properly.One tube pin bent.
Get it on.
Make sure all is in order. Switch on. Joy at last. Set up
andconverge.Returnsetto owner.
"Picture'snot as bright as it was beforeyou took it." Fit
new PL802. No picture at all. RemoveCDA panel and
make good deterioratedsolderingand small cracks around
PL802.Nicebrightpicture.
"How much?! You blokesmust be making a fortune at
thisjob."
No Signals
I thoughtI'd makean early start the followingafternoon,
as I'd an uneasyfeelingthat things were not going to be
plain sailing. Four colour setsand one mono, no two the
same(for a change).
We madethe nearestonethe first call. This turnedout to
be Mr. Peacock'sDynatron.The Pye group chassisfitted
was a 697.No picture,no soundexcepta loud hissingnoise.
That was Mr. Peacock'sdescription.Bright as a newpin we
first madesurethat the aerialplug wasin. It was.
Take the back off. Wave a neon over the line output
section.Lights up, plenty of juice over that side.Check h.t.
on CDA panel.None exceptat supply plug and socketon
the right sideof panel.Easy.Removepaneland note nasty
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black mark round track from socket.Cleanup andjump a
lead from the socket to the nearestrelevant solder blob.
Assembleand clip up. Switchon.
Sound o.k. Picture arrives after a time. Tune in after
battle with remotecontrol and receiverbuttons.No colour.
Checkhere,there and everywhere(Mr. Peacockwatching).
Find plug out of decoder panel, probably caused by
upendingCDA panel.Refit plug. Colour returnsto screen
and to my cheeks.Mr. Peacockwaslooking mystified.
"I thoughtthe soundsidewas all transistor"he said.
"It is."
' "Well, whenyou werecheckingwith your meter,why did
you mutter to yourself about no h.t. I always thought
transistorscould work on low voltage."
Oh Gowd, I thought.Here we go again.
"The transistorswere being supplied.That's why they
werehissingat us. But the tunerwasn'ttuningyou see."
"Oh I see.The tuner needsh.t. Fancy that."
I was in a hurry so I didn't go on any further and left him
thinking that tuner transistorsmust be pretty hefty devices.
Very Dark Picture
The next call wasn'tfar away.This wasto a Fergusonset
with a 3500 chassis.I was only praying that the tripler
hadn't gone and buggeredup the e.h.t. transformer,which
appearsto be our lot of late. Mrs. Dewdrop answeredthe
door.
"Hallo L,es,"shegreetedme.
"Hallo Dorothy, doingsomedecoratingI see."
"Yes, I hang one strip of paper per day so I don't get
bored with it." It takesall sortsto make a world, but that's
about the daftestthing I've heard for a long time. It's not
my businesshoweverand I wasn'tgoingto askwhat shedid
the rest of the day.
So we attackedthe TV. In fact there was a very dark
picturein the background,so the trippler waso,k. after all.
A dark picture on a 3500 meansthat the beam limiter
should be the first item to receiveattention.R907 (1.54)
shouldhave about l.5V acrossit (manualstatesl.3V). If
the voltageis higher,the brightnessis backedoff. The line
timebasecurrent flows through this resistorto earth so the
resistor monitors the line output stagecurrent and, if the
circuit is not defective,it limits the beamcurrent.
The voltage across R90? read over 3V, so there was
eitherexcesscurrentflowing due to a fault in the line output
stageor the resistorwas not all that it shouldbe. The dark
picture seemedto be of the right size, and the c.r.t. first
anodevoltageson the convergence
boardwerewell up.
So we switchedoff and measuredthe l.5Q resistorwhich
read 34. We'd thoughtfully put a packet of 1.54
wirewoundsin the box (sparesbox, not the TV) so it didn't
take long to put a new one in. The voltagewas now nearly
2V, which was still high. Checking around showed no
faults, and the picture was good with plenty of brightness.
So we didn't arguewith it. By this time Dorothy had hung
her daily strip, so all work wasnow complete.

that the short was on the receiverunit. So we disconnected
the systemswitch and swungdown the chassisin order to
peerbehindit with the aid of our little torch.The trackslead
off here and there,but a closelook on the componentside
revealeda blackeneddisc ceramic. Soip, snip and out it
came.No short.In went anotherdisc with the right voltage
on it but the capacitancesomewhatsmudged.Swing up
chassis.Make sure plugs are in and system switch is in
625-lineposition.
Switch on. Nice noisy raster, lovely rushing noise on
sound.Plug in aerial.Pushin buttons.Nothing to speakof
at all. Check that aerialis in u.h.f. socket,ignorethe tlree
buttonswhichgivewhistle(who wants405?).Finally tunein
terriblepicture.Oh dear.Surelythe smudgydisc capacitor
couldn'tdo this?
Call Mr. Latterly who assuresme tlat the picture was
good beforethe smoke.Then he noticedwhat I was trying
to tunein. It was a BBC-2testcard.
'oWenevergetBBC-2."
Wearily I pluggedthe aerial into the v.h.f. socket and
selected
the other buttonsfor 405. Bright BBC-I, not bad
ITV.
"That's more like it. Did vou think we had a BBC-2
aerial?"
lntermittent

Colour

Feelinga little tatteredwe movedon to the next casualty,
which we confidentlythought to be a 3000 chassisHMV.
On turning it round and seeingthe row of knobs on the left
siderealisationburst. It was a 2000 chassis.and sincethe
complaintwas no colour I was frightened.This was mainly
becausewe don't meetmany 2000 chassis,and thosewe do
meetgenerallyneedonly power components- zeners,wire
woundsetc.
The lady of the house refreshedmy memory of the
complaint. No colour for some time and then it tries to
comein and sometimesdoes,but neverright away.
"Is thereanythingI can get you?" sheaskedsolicitously.
"Do you think I couldhavea mirror and a hairdryer?"
She looked at me and my hair. "It does look a little
rough, but do you think this is the right time to do
somethingaboutit?" sheventured.
I combedmy hair viciously."I needthem for the set,not
for me. The dryer to warm thingsup a bit and the mirror to
seewhenthe colourcomesin."
Shewent out and I remembered
that I had a dryer in the
sparesbox in the van. This was just as well becausewhen
shecameback shewaswheelingan enormoushoodedaffair
on a stand.
She did however have a suitable mirror, so with this
proppedup in the right positionand my dryer blowingaway
like madewe werereadyto attackthe enemv.
The decoder board is at the bottom centre and we
carefully covered the suspect areas with hot heat.
Chrominance amplifiers, colour killer and reference
oscillator, nothing escapedour ruthless scorched earth
policy. It didn't do much good though, except for
occasionalhalf-heartedburstsnow and again.
Smoking Bush
I tried to be clinical, thoughthis neverreally comesoff.
Offwe wentto the next set,a Bushmonochromeonethat
Removepanel in its entirity and examineclosely. So we
had smoked.It was an elderly dual-standard23in. receiver unpluggedthe plugsand removedthe board.We lookedand
(TVl48 series).
looked,checkedhere and there and finally pronouncedour
judgement:"buggered
Investigationshowedthat one of the h.t. feedresistorson
if I know."
the left sidelower electrolyticblock had beencooking.This
So back went the panel,in went the plugs and on went
was 3R59, 3.3k4. It feedsone lead over to the timebase the set.Glorious colour. Consideringthe ageof the tube,it
panel, another over to the receiverunit. There was a low
was well nigh perfect.A tweek up on the gray scaleand
resistancereadingto earth,and unpluggingthe leadsproved nothingwasleft to be desired.
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"Aren't you clever,"saidMrs, Post.
"I supposeI am really" I admitted.
"What waswrong then?"
"Er, there was apparently an intermittency in the
chrominanceinterconnectingconnectionsyou see."
"You meana poor connection,"
"Yes, I supposeyou could say t}tat."
"And the hairdryerfound it?"
"Er, no. It might have done but it didn't. Perhapsit will
next time." So off we went again. So much for the 2000.
Kids' stulTreally.Setslike that don't frightenme.
Ah Doric, I Knew Him Well
Which left one.Ah Doric,I knewhim well.
As a matter of fact it was the first time one of thesesets
had comemy way. I'd no servicinginformationon it, which
doesn't make a lot of difference becauseI have great
fficulty in readinganything anyway.I alwaysseemto try
to do things first and then have a go at reading the
instructionsafterwards.The ownerhoweverhad a complete
manual,which was presentedto him when he retiredfrom
his firm a couple of years ago - togetherwith the set of
course.
I was amazedto find the imposinglooking setin front of
the window, with the coaxial cable connectedto a small
set-topaerial which was perchedin the centreof the carpet.
"Do you alwayshavethe aerialthere?"I asked.
"Most of the time," he said."Exceptwhenwe want BBC2 whenwe put it on top of the set."
The receptionarea wasn't all that good,and it seemeda
clearcut caseof spoilingthe shipfor a hap'th of tar. Our's is
not to reasonwhy however.
Apparentlythe picturewould completelyloseit's "body"
after an unspecifiedperiod,becominga sort of plasticnear
negativewith only somecolour noisein the background.
Without consultingthe manual,this suggestedan i.c. or
transistor failure somewherebetweenthe detectorand the
splitting point of the luminanceand chrominancesignals.
Whereverthat was.
So we consultedthe manual and got involved with an
"SF" panelwhich we eventuallyfound wasn'tthere(only on
cable receiversit said).We had anothergo and found the
relevantpanelfor "aerial" receivers,endingup on the top of
the decoderpanelaroundsomelikely lookingBC 148s.
Since the picture was acceptableat that moment, the
voltagestallied with thosegiven in the manual.When the
"plastic" condition occurred, the voltages on one went
haywire.
Consultingthe circuit againwe found that this was d.c.
coupledto the precedingone which was readingright. So
the d.c. couplingwasn't.
In fact the coupling agent was the luminance delay
line so we hadn't got our diagnosisright in the first place.
The one thing we didn't havewith us was a luminancedelay
line, but to prove the point we jumped a lead acrossthe
suspectone and the picture stayed on and the voltage
remainedright. We expecteda degradedcolour picture,but
it was as good as it had ever beenwith the aerial in the
centre of the carpet (what's a ghost or two when you
alreadyhad three!)
We told Mr. Spareribthat we would be backwith a delay
line later, but that he wouldn't noticethe differenceuntil he
had a betteraerial.

O ELIMINATING
GHOSTS
One of the most trying reception problems is
ghosting,the receptionof reflectedsignalsthat don't
coincide with the direct one. Apart from giving an .
unacceptablepicture, ghosts play havoc with teletext signals.Thereare variousways of alleviatingthe
problem, but a certain amount of experiment is
usually necess6ry.The best solution is the use of
adjustablestackedarrays.Bill Wright explainshow to
go aboutthis.

O V E R S A T I L ER E M O T EC O N T R O L
SYSTEM
Plessey'slatest remote control system is claimedto
be the most versatile yet, using two purposedesignedi.c.s. Pulse-positionmodulation is used to
provide high reiection of spurious signals and thus
error-freeoperation.The signals can be transmitted
via either an ultraviolet or an infra-red link. The
systemcan be adoptedfor other purposesas well.

O FAULTSON THE 9OOOCHASSIS
In 1975 Thorn once again startled the TV industry
with the introductionof the 9OOOcolourchassiswith
its Syclops combined chopper regulator/lineoutput
stage. John Coombesprovidesa summary of faults
and servicinghints basedon threeyears'experience
of the chassis.

O V A R I C A PT U N E RC H A N N E L
DISPLAY
Alan Damperdescribesa novel circuit using LEDSto
show which channelhas been selectedby a varicap
tuner. An incidental advantage is that maximum
brightnesscorrespondsto correcttuning.The system
is useful mainly as an aid to DX-W reception.The
prototypecatersfor twelve channels,but the number
can be reducedor increasedas required.
P L U SA L L T H E R E G U L A RF E A T U R E S
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Please reseweldeliver the NOVEMBER r3sae of
TELEVISION (5Op), on sale October l6th, and continue
every month until further notice.
NAME...........
ADDRESS

So back to the workshop,to the turntablesthat won't
turn, the auto-ejectsthat won't eject, the cartridgeplayer
that went bangand the telly's whichwon't tell.
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TwistedTails
LesLawryJohns
WE vE had hot Pyes and burning Bushes,but the one we
came across the other day takes the cake (Alfred's). You
could call it a cookedup cake.
A nice young lady came in to pick up a few bits and
piecesand casuallymentionedthat the next time shepassed
shewould pop in a portable TV set which had beeninvolved
in a fire and could possiblybe of someusefor spares.
Sureenough,a coupleofdays later shepoppedin and left
a twisted mass of plastic with us. Unfortunately, we didnt
know her name or addressand just acceptedthe mangled
mass as a kind of burnt offering. When time permitted, we
did a cut away job to seewhat was left inside.Much to our
surprise the inside was practically untouched and was
obviously almost new. If the on/off knob had not been
weldedto the front panelit could havebeenused.
Carefully arranglng the componentpieceson the bench
we switchedit on and everythingfunctionedas it should,so
we thought it worthwhile ordering a new cabinet from the
makers.
On the phone this proved to be somewhatmore diffrcult
than we had anticipated.We explainedthat the sethad been
in a fire not of its own making, and that the complete
outsideshellwas required.
A verbal tussle then ensued.We would have to specify
exactly which parts were to be ordered. I never, in my
ignorance,realisedhow many bits and piecesgo to making
up the cabinet of a portable TV set. Each piece was the
subject of earnest discussion and apparently would be
dispatchedseparately.So far four pieceshave arrived, and
by the time the rest have been aciounted for the postage
and packing will have cost more than the new one of the
same type we have for sale. It would also appear that
somehowwe haveorderedtwo of eachpiece!
Anyone want a f,70 portablefor f,140?
We are never without a hybrid Pye colour receiver for
very long. The report on this one said that for sometime
there had been a sparking noise from the back, the picture
had been blurred and that finally there was lots of smoke
and offit went.
Inspection showedthat the long gondola type focus unit
(697 chassis)wasjust a massof twistedplasticwhich could
not be separatedfrom the VDR rod inside.This had broken
anyway (hencethe sparking frorn the rear, as the excessive
voltage hopped across the focus spark gap with the slider
wire contactingthe rod abovethe break ... I think). The
final demise came when the first anode supply O.lpF
decoupling capacitor shorted and the associated l00kQ
resistorcooked,as usual.
accessto the comReplacingthese items necessitates
ponent sideofthe panel,and a glancedown inboardofthe
line output transformer showed R203 (the 4?kQ reference
pulseintegrating resistor) to be in no fit stateto be left in. In
fact it just crumbled to dust when touched,so how the line
hold had beenlocked we'll neverknow.
With theseitmes in we were ready to check through the
rest of the supply lines. Theseseemedto be in order. We
could not check the thing howeverbecausewe were out of
the long VDR focus units. Phoning around proved that
Don, Ray, Fred and Harry didn't have one either, which
meant a delay.
Ever the impulsivetype, we decidedto hook up one of the
square,thick-filn types to a point of lower potential.
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Now I don't know if you've ever looked at thc tripler
units usedin thesePye group hybrids, but one of the three
outlets is marked "focus" and connects to C226 on the
transformer.Connectingthe high end of the thick-film focus
unit to this point the centre to the focus lead and then
earthing the low end producedjust the right potential. The
setwas back in action and fit to fight anotherday.
Nothing to do with TV (as usual),but what is the answer
to this one?
We ordered and receivedfrom a wholesalersomeclock
radios (UK made).One when unpackedwas obvious$ not
new, and on close inspectionthe guaranteecard had been
filled in and dated December 1977. We contacted the
wholesalers(and their rep) who said they would collect it.
Some time later they did. Some further time later a
replacementwas received.When unpacked,it proved to be
the samesetwith the samefilled in guaranteecard.
We again contactedthe wholesalers."Good Lord" they
said."Fancy that!"
Will you collect it and supply us with a new one or grve
us a creditnotefor it?" we asked.
"Well, it's not really our pigeon.It's really betweenyou
and the makers you know. We have a directive from our
head office that our responsibility ends when we have
suppliedgoodsto the dealer."
goods?"we queried.
"Second-hand
"As far as werewere concerned,all goodssuppliedby us
arenew."
So we thought about this and taxed the rep on his next
visit. He said he knew how it had happened.When his
branch were out of stock on someitems they obtainedthem
from another.It was obviously not intentional on their part,
but they had sentonewhich had previously beenreturnedto
the makersfor serviceby them insteadof by the dealerwho
had given the customer e new set instead of loaning them
oneuntil their own was returned.
This left one usedset which was now with us, and still is.
The makers say they have dischargedtheir obligations and
have servicedthe set, and that it is up to the wholesalersto
put things right.
Back on the phone to the wholesalerswho have now
closed the branch where we obtained the set and are no
longer trading in this part of the country. . . . Anyone want
a new-usedclockradio?
We called upon somefriends to put their set right - an
ageingITT/KB VC4 used as a secondset but still in mint
condition except that the picture was dark and lacking
width. Whilst we worked on the set the lady of the house(a
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Fig. 1: Boost supply feeds in the ITT/KB VC4 and similar
dual-stan dard monochrome chassr's,
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formidable character henceforward referred to as "our
Glad') worked on tlre dog, an inoffensive black spaniel
namedSoot. In fact the set respondedto our labours quite
well,which was a good dealmore than Soot did a short time
later.
The lack of width turned out to be due to no more than a
high-valueresistor(R152, 560kQ,seeFig. l) in serieswith
the625-linewidth control, while the dark aspectwas due to
low voltage on the tube's first anode(pin 3 - there was also
low voltage on the focus pin 4 with the control fully up).
Followingthe supply leadback, we cameto Rl56 which is
a 680kQ resistor going to the boost line. This had also gone
high,and being in serieswith the focus control (to chassis)
the result was that the voltage available at the top of the
focuscontrol had got lower and lower as R156 went higher
andthe focus control's value remainedthe same.So in went
another680k4 resistor and the set then gave a full-width
picturewith plenty of brightnessto spare.
While all this was going on, our Glad labouredwith Soot.
The idea was to comb out the tangledfur and clip offthe
surplus.Soot was becoming more and more anxious as
Gladapproachedhis rear end, and when Glad picked up the
scissorshis nerve snapped. It's one thing to have your
sensitiveareas combed, but when they are in danger of
beingclipp€dit is time to take action.
Giving a yelp of protest, Soot made for the door but
foundit closed.With his back to the door he preparedto do
battle.He was not going to grveup his vital organswithout
s fight. Glad was not used to dissention in the ranks
however.
"Come here you stupid hound" she bawled in a voice
whichnearly shatteredthe windows. At the sound of that
faniliar trumpet Sootrs courage desertedhim. He slunk
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back to the spread newspapersand Glad's clutches. Just
then Glad realisedthat I was ready to go.
"Sorry ks" she hollered. "This dozy dog made me
forgetyou. How muchdo I owe you?"
I told her, but apparentlyher pursewas in the kitchen.
*Hold on to him for a minute love shesaid more quietly.
"Comb his ears or do somethingto keep him happy. They
needclippingtoo."
So offwent Glad and I soothedSoot.
"Has he got beautiful ears then?" I murmured, combing
the long silky ears."Does he want the naughty fur cut off?
Yes, 'course he does." Being an expert on dogs, I grabbed
the scissorsand snippedat the long fur.
Soot gave an almighty scream and belted off dripping
blood all over tlre carpet. At the sametime I was surprised
to find that as well as the fur I was also holding about half
an inch of Soot'sleft ear in my hand.
Glad grabbed Soot as he shot through the kitchen and
her screamrent the afternoonair.
"Ahhhh, Ahhhh, look at his bleedingear. You've cut the
end off."
I stood struck dumb for a moment,desperatelysearching
for words.
"Er, well, you have to clip their ears Glad. Otherwise
they danglein the dirt and pick up all sorts of things: a vet
told me."
Glad glared at me in disbelief."You're supposedto clip
the fur, not the ear, you bloody fool. Poor old Soot's going
to look lop sidednow until his fur grows."
"Sorry Glad, sorry Soot." And with the score at one TV
set repaired and one dog with a clipped ear (neither
chargeable)we beat a hasty retreat. Anybody want their
dog groomed?
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Frustrating
Follies
LesLawryJohns

Soue very funiry things have beenhappeningaround here
lately.Take the other morning for instance. In came this
fellow,well turned out and apparentlyfriendly.
"Fark you" he said,and held out his hand.
Not wishing to return such offensiveness,I took his hand
andmerelysaid"Good morning."
Peacock Tala - Start
"I havea Peacock"he confided."It's got a bit missing.I
knowwhat it is but it gets red hot when I put it in and I
wondered
if you have a biggerone that won't get so hot."
Now I'm very easily confused.Most peopleget muddled
whenunder stress.I start off muddled and when the stress
startsI just go to pieces.My only salvation then is pure
habit So I reachedfor thejob pad and startedthe routine.
"Could I havethe nameplease?"
"I've alreadytold you" he saidimpatiently."Farqueue.'n
Hespeltit out, to my relief.
"What type of set are we on about?"
"A Finlux Peacockofcourse."
Thepenny beganto drop, and the panic subsided.
"What valuedid you put in that got so hot?"
"I don't know much about these things, but my friend
told me that I neededa 47Q wirewound resistor an{ I got a
l7W onebut it got red hot. So I thoughtif you coulb let me
havesay a 30W one it would do thejob."
This soundedreasonableenough,so I managedto find a
47Qdropper of adequatewattage and offhe went, leaving
meto tackle an Llltra 6816 (1590 chassis)portablewhich
hadthecomplaint'not working".
A White Ultra
Lifting offthe shell, a meter appliedto the regulatorbody
0.1.rail) showed about 7V, varying slightly. This proved a
coupleof things: the l.L fuse was intact, and the current
beingdrawn was not enoughto blow it - providedit was of
the correct rating. To check the latter point it has to be
removed,due to its awkward position. So out camethe fuse.
It wascorrectat 2.5A. The next stepwasto checkjust what
the current being drawn was. If it was low, the regulator
itself could be faulty, if it was higher than normal the
regulator was probably o.k. but was being overloaded.It
was high, at about 2A, and varying. The 10Q resistor in
parallelwith the regulator transistor (on the front lef$ was
also getting hot. On switching on and moving the volume
control however someslight audio noise could be heard, so
it wasunlikely that the fault would be in this area.
Attention was thereforedirected to the line ouput stage,
whereour old adversarythe AU113 line output transistor
was getting quite warm. This meant that it was unlikely to
be at fault, since there are no half measureswith this: if it
shorts,it blows the fuse with none of your 25A niceties.
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Sinceit was warm it was being driven by the line oscillator
and driver. There was an overload on the line output stage
therefore,and the first stepwas to unload whatevercould be
unloaded.
We didn't actually have to get that far. A finger on the
95V supply rectifier Wl4 was hastily withdrawn. The fact
that the diode was hot meant that it was either shorted
or had a short across it, probably its reservoir capacitor
C I 11. Whicheverit was disconnectingthe diode at one end
would removethe overload,so offit came.
There was an immediateresponse.The soundhissedinto
life, frightening the dog out of his life, the tube heaterlit up,
and we smiled. For a moment that is. There was a funny
crackling noise, and we were back to squareone. Voltage
low, no hiss, tube heaterout. Oh dear. Check this, that and
the other to no avail.r Precisely the same symptoms as
before,exceptthat there was no overheateddiode to blame.
Scan coils? Unhook the scan-correctioncapacitor C 108 to
check this possibility'.No diffOrence..Withall elseunloaded,
only the line output transformer was left. What will Mrs.
Carp say?Ring Mrs. Carp.
"Hello Mrs. Carp. Your little white portable needs a
transformerand a coupleof bits: it'll cost a bob or two,"
"Never rhind, it's all ['ve got so you do it and ['ll be in at
the end of the week."
"Righto Mrs. Carp,bye."
So in went the transformer and a diode. Check the
regulator and solder up the bar of tlre tuner unit (it was
practically off at one end).That was that.
PeacockTale- Resumed
Enter Mr. Farqueue.
"ft's no good, that thing you gaveme. It still getshot and
the set doesn't work properly with it. WiU you have a look
atit?"
So we got the Peacockon the operatingtable.The item in
questionwas on the left side,or rather therewas a spacefor
it with two leadsdangling nearby with clips on. There was
already a dropper or large wirewound next to the empty
space,and this wasmarked4?Q.
"f took out the one you gave me, as it was obviously
wrong."
"It was your idea that it was 4752,not mine' I protested
stoutly.
"Well, what the dickensshouldit be?"
"I'll have to look it up." So saying I rummagedthrough
my servicesheetsand wishedI'd left them in the right order.
Therethey were.Threeseparatesheets.Check on the layout
diagram.The resistorin questionwasgivenasRl11. Check
the valueof R 111.On the powersupplylist this was shown
as 390Q! I whippedthe sheetunder Mr. Farqueue'snose.
*Look. 390 bloody
ohms. Not 47, 390. Would you
believeit?' Privately I was thinking to myself what funny
thingsthesePeacocksare.Who wasI to argue?
Rake out a 390Q wirewound.Fix clips and switch on.
Funny noise and the resistor smoked, but the Peacock
didn't really respond.Apart from the noise, not much else
happened,though the resistorwas obviously uncomfortable.
Switch off and see what the circuit had to say about
Rlll. Across the degaussingcoils! Were the coils opencircuit? In any case the current should have fallen away
quickly. And why didn't the set work without it? Panic set
in and reasonwent out of the window.
Look more carefully l.told myself. Recheck and be
methodical, like wot you always tell other people to be.
Checkthe degaussing
circuil The 3904 resistoris thereon
the board on the left side.If it's there,it can't be somewhere
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Fig. | (left): Since all the stagesin the lndesit Tl 2LGB monochrome portable are powered from supplies obtained from the
line output stage, a start-up system is required.At switch on diode D9O3 feeds a reduced (5.3V) vottage to the boost rail to
get the line oscillator. which is powered from the stabilised 12V rail, to start.Once the tine output stagecomes into operation,
the | 7V boost supply is developedand DSOS switches off. With no link between connections 96/97 to the mains plug, the
line oscillator can't start.Hence no results.
Fig. 2 (right): Luminance drive to the c.r.t. cathodes,Bush CTV25/CTVI62 series,An intermittent heater-cathode short in the
green gun led to the demise of 9RV24, leaving the green cathode without drive.

else,can it?
So we havetwo itemsmarkedRll1 on the sheets.Oneis
obviouslyright. So what shouldthe otheronebe?Checkthe
power supply layout shown against the circuit and check
the values.The large 47Q wirewoundis shown as Rll5.
Its listed value is lkQ! Is there a 4?Q resistoron the list?
Yes,R104.Ah.
If that's marked wrong, what else?The one item not in
the setis R102, 4.7Q. It's alsonot shownon the layout.
It's a good bet thereforethat if Rll5 is actually R104,
Rlll shouldreally be markedR102. Proceedingon this
tack, we fitted a large4.7Q resistorand checkedthe flyleads
back, just to be sure. Yes, a bullseye! Connect up and
switchon.
O.K. sound.O.K. vision, R102 normally hot only. Mr.
Farqueue departed with his Peacock, having witnesseda
triumph of mind over wrongly marked service sheets.
Trader servicesheet 3154/T4l l. Horizontalchassislayout.
ChangeRl15 to R104,Rl I I to R102.

An Orange lndesit
An orangeIndesit.No not colour,just one of thoselittle
Tl2LGBs. We've had our shareof tlresein for repair, as
most have I suppose.Usually they're not a lot of trouble,
neither would this one havebeenif . . . .
Chap by the name of Beaton brought it in with just the
message
that "it doesn'tgo."
When its turn came we plugged it in. Sure enough,
nothing. Off camethe shell and we checkedthe supply from
the socket up to the on-off switch. Everything in order so
far. The fuses were intact and our tiny mind started saying
"pump circuit, start-up supply to the line oscillator," and
funny things like that
We had full h.t. at the collector of the pump transistor
TR902 (seeFig. 1), but this was not switchingon. We had
very nearly 300V in fact" instead of about 220V. Reaching
for the circuit and looking at the line output and power
circuit, we missed what was right under our nose and
continued the search, moving on to the start-up supply
diode D903. This should have 5.3V at its anode,but the
readingwas only 2.5V. We then startedto panic. Check
here, tlere and almost everywhere.Everything read right,
transistors, electrolytics- nothing escapedexamination.At
last my spirit broke.
I turned tlte convergencemirror and looked at my
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ravagedface, careworn and despairwritten on every line. I
let out a despairingcry and buried my headin my hands.
At this, my little honeybeecameon the scene.
"Now what" sheasked."What's all the noiseabout?"
"I'm finished, that's what. I'm going to do away with
myself and end all this suffering."
"You said that last week" she said sympathetically."I
sawthe insuranceman, but you didn't do anything."
"Well I'm going to, you'll see. You'll miss me. At the
going down of the sun and in the morning, you'll remember
me. You'll be sorry when I've gone to New Zealand and
walked into the water at somelonely beach,neverto be seen
again."
"New Zealand?Why all that way when the river's only a
few hundredyards off."
"The water'scpld,that'swhy."
"What's it all about. Can't you find out what's wrong
with that little set?"
"No I can'f and I've checkedever5rthing."
"Probably the plug. Anyway I've got a lot of things to
do."
So offshe went. The selfishness
of womenneverceasesto
appalme. Wearily I turned back to the horror.
Glancing down at the circuit again, I saw some.funny
drawingsof the mains input and battery input plugs.As well
as the actual mains input connections,there'salso a link on
the mains plug connectingpins 97 and 96 to feed the l2V
shunt regulator. On reversing the small input panel, and
with the plug in but not connectedto the mains, we found
that there was no continuity betweenthe two pins. Slapping
a shorting link between them and applymg the mains
brought on full soundand a raster.
All that suffering for nothing. I should have tried it on
battery first. Removingthe link and examiningthe moulded
mains input plug (socket)showedthat it had beentampered
with, so that the connectorson the link side could'not ntake
proper contacl When will I learn?
And a Mauve Bush
Someyears ago we had sold a Bush CTVI62 (a l9in.
developmentof the CTV25). It came in the other day with
the complaintthat the picture had gonemauve.
As far as we could see (not very far), it was simply a
matter of finding out where the green had gone.The best
place to start is at the tube bape,to seeif the green first
anode is low or the grid-cathode voltages too close
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perfect grey scale.Turning up the colour presontCda very
comparedto the red and blue guns.The fnst anodeofthe
gre€ngun was about tlte samevoltage as the red and blue creditablepicture indeed.
first anodes,so we checkedthe greencathode.This seemed
Nothing untoward happenedfor quite sometime, and we
muchthe same as the other two cathodes,but dherewas a
werebeginningto think that our fearsweregroundlesswhen
suddensurgeof greenillumination when the meter touched there was a sharp metallic click and off went the picture.
thepin.
Scramblingfor the meterwas renderedunnecessarybecause
Noting this fact we checkedthe three grids, which were
the greenpresetsmokedup and the PL80?s anoderesistor
all 100V give or take a volt or two. So we went back to the
6Rl2 becamered hot" Heater-cathodeshort in the green
greencathode and checkedagain. The meter swung up to
gun.
the 200V mark (approximately) and the screen glowed
Look at circuit. The tube heater was not alone on the
geen. When tfie meter was applied to the red or blue
6.3V winding, so we couldn't play tricks with it. We had an
cathodethere was no increaseof either colour, which was
RS heaterisolatingtransformeron the shelfhowever,so this
queersinceall three voltagesare obtainedfrom the PL802'b was pressedinto seryice- screwedon the centrewoodwork
anode,the blue and green via two presets (see Fig. 2).
under the tube. Connectingthe primary of this to the mains
Presets,
that's it.
5A fuseholderand chassis,with the secondaryto the tube to
Sureenoughthe greenpreset9RV24 rcad open-circuit, replacethe original heater leads,resultedin normal results
and in fact was found to be burned out. Mirst have been a
once the preset had again been replaced and the PL802's
nasty flashover, we stupidly thought. To see what would 'loadresistorchecked.We addeda l00kQ resistorfrom the
greencathodeto the heater to remove any potential stress
happenwe fitted a new presetand set it up. This resultedin
fuliy adjustablegreen,and after a bit of fiddling a well nigh
however,and it's beenasright as ninepenceeversince.

SeriesVoltage
Stabilisers
S. W. Amos, C. Eng., B.Sc,, M.I.E.E.
of transistorswhen usedin anaONe of the disadvantages
logueequipment is that their performancevaries with the
supplyvoltage - usersof battery-driven transr,storrecievers
are well aware ot' this. For consistent performance tlte
supplyvoltagemust be constant,and it's normal practicein
television receivers and hi-fi sound equipment to
incorporatea voltage stabiliserin the power supply circuits.
ln portable televisionreceiversdesignedto operatefrom car
batteriesor the mains supply, the stabiliser circuit must be
capableof working with an input voltageas low as 12V.
The stabiliser has two distinct functions. First, to
maintain a constant output voltage (which can be
predetermined)despitevariations in input voltage, whether
from the mains or batteries. Secondly to maintain a
constant output voltage despite variations in the current
drawn by the receiver. This latter quality is often termed
"good regulation", and is achievedby giving the stabiliser
circuit a low output resistance.This also has the advantage
of minimising any tendencyto instability in the receiverdue
to the common impedanceof the power supply circuit.
Most of the circuits used to grve a constant supply
voltageare seriesstabilisers,which can take many forms
although using a common principle. A number of these
circuits are analysed in this article to demonstratetheir
advantagesand disadvantages.But first it's useful to
consider series stabilisersin general, so as to identify the
functionswhich are necessaryfor their proper operation.
The block diagram shown in Fig. 1 showsthe essential
features of a series stabiliser. The stabilised supply is
derivedfrom an unstabilisedsupply (e.g.a mainsrectifier or
a car battery) via a seriesstabiliserstagewhich is controlled
so that it maintains a constant output voltage.The control
signalis derivedfrom a compa^ratorstagewhich comparesa
sample of the stabilised voltage output with a constant
referencevoltage. If the sample of the stabilisedvoltage is
obtainedfrom a potential divider as suggestedin Fig. 1, this
divider can be adjustedto give a desiredvalue of stabilised
voltage. The constant reference voltage can be obtained
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from a zener diode which can be fed via a seriesresistor
from the stabilisedor the unstabilisedsupply.
The Classic Circuit - and Variants
The comparator stage can for examplebe a single npn
transistor (seeFig. 2) with the samplevoltage appliedto the
base and the constant reference voltage applied to the
emitter.The zenerdiodethen effectivelyfresents the emitter
with a very low impedance, so that the full gain of a
common-emitteramplifier is availablefrom the comparator
transistor.Ifthere's a suddenincreasein the currentdrawn
from the stabilisedsupply there's a tendencyfor the output
voltage to fdl. This causesa fall in the basevoltage of the
comparator transistor, and its collector voltage therefore
rises.This positive voltage step is appliedto the baseof the
stabiliser transistor and, to supply the additional current
required, the stabiliser transistor must be made more
conductive by this positive step in the control signal. The
stabiliser transistor must therefore be an npn type. A
secondrequirementof the stabilisertransistoris that it must
not introduce phase inversion: the positive step applied to
the base must cause a positive step in stabilised output
voltage so as to offset the fall in stabilisedvoltage assumed
initially. An emitter-followeris thereforethe obvious choice
S t a b i l i s e ds u p p l y

Constant
refetence
vollage

attSr
Fig. | : Easic features of a seriesstabiliser circuit.
U n s t a b i l i s esdu p p l y

S t a b i l i s e ds u p p l y

Fig. 2: The "classic" series stabilisercircuit, reguiring an npn
emitter-follower as the seriesstabiliserelement.

Daymares
LesLawryJohns
Nrce chap he was. Not at all the type who would string you
a line. So when he brought in his ITT CVC5 for repair and
said the picture was narTow and bright we just jotted this
down on the job sheet and suggested he called in the
following day. When its turn came to be placed on the
operating table, we switched it on and allowed it to warm
up. Sound OK; narrow, bright, defocusedraster with barely
a glimpse of modulation on it. Where to start? Lack of
width. Right.
Timebase

Troubles

We didn't really suspect valves but, just to be sure, we
put in a new PL509 and PY500. Result, no line output at
all, with the valves overheating. Queer. Put original valves
back in. Still overheating. Very queer. Check, check and
check. Finally find we had put the top cap leads on wrong.
They should cross over. Idiot. Try new valves again. No
better.
Check line drive. High. Check values of width circuit
resistors.R41l (560k4) very high. Ah, ha!
Fit new 560k4 resistor. No different. Remember past
experience and check R403 which turns out to be OK.
Boost line voltage high.
Let's have another look at whatever picture there is.
Can't really see much. Switch off green and blue guns,
leaving just red. Some sort of picture could now be seen,
just.
This showed that the line timebase was running at the
wrong speed, although this was very difficult to see as the
field was rolling like mad. Resetting the field hold control
slowed the roll and then sent it tumbling the other way.
Careful setting left it rotating slowly and also showed that a
dark hum bar was travelling slowly upwards (our troubles
were multiplying by the minute). The hum bar and rolling
were put aside mentally'as minor things, the multiple line
images looming larger.
It was reasonable after the checks so far to assume that
the lack of width was the result of grossly incorrect line
speed.Since we'd had a similar tussle with a single-standard
Bush receiver the previous day, checking all the usual things
(capacitors etc.) and finally finding the flywheel line sync
discriminator diodes way out of balance, our first onslaught
was on these. They were perfect of course. Having tried a
new PCF802, we next changed the polystyrene capacitors
in the line oscillator circuit. No luck here.
At this poini we noticed a tiny piece of white wool
sticking out of the oscillator coil. The core turned out to be
stuck fast. and it was evident that it had received attention.
It was also evident that it would have to be drilled out.
At this point we started to get a little irritated, since there
had been no suggestion that the set had received previous
and unsuccessful attention. We would definitely have to
have words with Mr. Fieldhouse upon his return.
We decided to press on however. Now the proper way to
drill out a core in one of these angled chassis jobs is to
remove the coil completely and put it in a vice. Being
impatient types we did no such thing. Taking the angle into
consideration, we first attempted to put through a pilot hole
with a small drill. The angle was wrong of course, and when
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the drill came out it had little bits of copper on it to
announcethe fact that we had ruined the coil which would
have to come out anyway. We just happenedto have a
replacementcoil, so out camethe damagedone and in went
the replacement.
The coreof the old coil wasthe wrong type
anyway, being much too short to tune down to 15kHz.
Someonereally had had a go Mr. Fieldhouse.
With the new coil and the right core,no adjustmentwas
necessary.
The rolling red picturehad a singleimageof full
width, but of coursestil with the hum bar. Switchingon the
- and no
blue and greengunsshowedterribleconvergence
sign of a colour signal.To boot the picture,such as it was,
was very noisy,which could accountfor the lack of colour
signal.Hope springseternalin the human breast.At this
point we decidedto consultMr. Fieldhouse.
"No onehasbeenat it sinceit
"No" saidMr. Fieldhouse.
was last repaireda coupleof yearsago, but I must admit
the colour has beenfunny and we havehad that bar going
up the picture."
"Sorry Mr. Fieldhouse,but the set could not have
workedsincethe lasttime someone
had a dabble."
Mr. Fieldhouselooked puzzled."Well we've beenaway
for ninemonths,but it definitelyworkedwhenwe left."
Thencomprehension
dawned."Can I useyour phone?"
He rang a numberand the conversationgot heated.He
rang off andturnedto me.
"Sorry old chap" he said."You're quite right, someone
hasbeenat it while we'vebeenawayand my relativesknow
morethan they'relettingon."
Having clearedup that point,it wasa matterof whetherI
could do it, how long it would take and how much. I didn't
relishthejob, but we decidedto presson.
Rolling responded
to a new PCL805,with a checkon the
interlacediodeand the sync separatorcircuit. The hum bar
was banishedby fitting a new l.t. bridge rectifier,and the
nearbyfusewasreplacedbecauseit wasbridgedby a length
of fusewire and dobsof solder.The line output stagesupply
fuse was also too heavy,which explainedwhy it didn't fail
whenwe got theleadsmixedup.
The convergenceand grey scale were painstakingly
broughtinto line, and the grainy picturerespondedto a.g.c.
settingup.
And a Got at Decoder
Faint colour bars were seenrunning through what was
now a reasonableblack and white picture, and it was
noticed that the subcarrieroscillator presetR3 I I on the
edgeof the panel was actually touchingthe metalwork.It
was movedand adjusted.Thebarsnow resolvedinto a cyan
picture,with no red in sight.Voltagechecksnext revealed
that the bistable(seeFig. 1) was inoperative,one transistor
beinghard on, with practically no collectorvoltage,while
the otherwasturnedoff.
Sometime was spentlookingfor an explanationfor this.
Then the phone rang and the high priest of Television
himself enquiredabout our health and about an article
recently submitted.I poured out my heart to this kindly
(occasionally- edilor) soul who listenedfor a while and
thensaid:
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Positive-going line pulses

Negalive- going line pulses
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Fig. l: The ident amplifier (735), bistable (736/37) and colour-killer arrangements in the ITT CVCS chassis. On colour, the
squarewave produced at the collector of 737 is smoothed bV R2OS/C|62 and used as a turn-on bias for the delay line driver
transistor in the chrominance channel, with the positive-going line pulses triggering the bistable. This means that on
monochrome the bistable circuit has to be stopped. This is done by applying negative-going line pulses, clipped by D39, to the
base of 736 via C223 and D38 to ensure that it remains cut-off.737 will then be petmanently on, and there'll be no colour turnon bias. On colour, D37 rectifies the ident signal produced by L75, and the positive bias developed across its reservoir capacitor
C2l 8 cuts D38 off so that the negative-going pulses no longer reach 736's base. D4O provides the ident action on colour to
ensure that 736/7 switch in synchronism with the V signal line-by-line polarity inversions.

"But there shouldn't be any colour at all on the CVC5
if the bistable isn't working. You must have ditched the
colour killer." I hadn't.
He then suggestedthat all I had to do was to unditch the
killer and find out why the bistable wasn't switching. All the
agony would then be over.
I thanked him humbly and rang off. Just who does he
think he is? "All I had to do" was find out why the bistable
wasn't working . . . SupposeI'd better do as he says . . . .
Examining the panel on the print side, I found a nice little
l2kQ resistor wired from the 20V Lt. line to the junction of
R204, R205 (TPl8), thus over-riding the colour-killer ...
Someone had left it in, having failed to sort out the bistable.
Mr. Fieldhouse had said that "the colour had been
funny". He wasn't kidding. So we removed the 12kA
resistor and sure enough the green faces became white. We
next found that there was no 7.8kHz output at the collector
of the ident transistor T35. At that moment the whole
horrible truth burst upon me. There was another tuft of
white wool, this time just protruding from the ident coil
(L75). Oh no, not again. Investigating the core showed that
it could be easily moved, but that it was nowhere near long
enough to tune the coil to half line frequency. Wearily we
sorted out the right type of core and screwed it in. The
bistable started flip-flopping, and lots of lovely colour
flooded the screen, the right ones at that. A final trim up
was all that was left to do.
Mr. Fieldhouse called and declared he'd never seen such
lovely colours since he'd had the set. He also confided that
he'd found out who'd had a go.
Woodman Spare thatTree
Now you're not going to believe this but, on a stack of
bibles, it's true so help me. Mr. Wood is a regular customer
and is a very nice jovial sort of man, which is just as well
since he appears to be a very strong fellow indeed. You
should seethe way he carries his old Philips G6 (26in.) solid
teak monster from his Range Rover into the shop, and then
lifts it on to the bench as though it were a portable, Iaughing
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like mad at the thought of the money it is going to cost
him for its repair. They don't come like him very often. By
profession he's a woodsman, or tree surgeon, and a very
good one at that.
His set doesn't really come into this, but in fact it took a
little while to knock into shape. The complaint was "no
picture" which we confidently thought would turn out to be
an inoperative line output stage. With the top cage off the
line output section, we waited for the thing to warm up. A
neon waved near the PL509 glowed healthily enough.
"Is there a tingle when you put the back of your hand on
the screenMr. Wood?" we enquired.
"No, not a sign" said Mr. Wood.
Now I know what you're thinking. These names he keeps
on drumming up: surely he could do better than this? I'll
have you know that his name is definitely Wood however,
so there, and just to brighten your day a little more I'll also
acquaint you with the fact that our butcher's name is Reg
Butcher, while the name over the baker's shop down the
road is Baker.
Now. Ah yes, no e.h.t.,line output OK.
Take cover off to reveal the PD500 shunt stabiliser and
GY501 e.h.t. rectifier valves, and risk instant sterilisation by
X rays ... There was plenty of life at the bottom, er, top
cap (it's mounted upsidedown, as you know) of the GY501,
i.e. the output of the transformer, but little else. No visible
heater glow. The PD500 looked OK, but there was no life
on its glass. Open-circuit GY50l heater? Slacken screws
and lift PD500 (set off, of course); free off plastic shroud
and remove. Lift out GY50l. Check heater. OK. Check
continuity of heater winding. OK. Check continuity of
resistive element on valve base. Open-circuit. Should be
2.7Q. Remove resistor and fit replacement. Reassemble
while listening to the fascinating story being related by Mr.
Wood. E.h.t. now OK. Nice picture. Tweek up convergence
and set up grey scale.Set wrapped up. Now to the story.
A certain gentleman had some land that verged on a
fairly well used road. On his land was a large elm tree which
had escaped disease. A large bough overhung the road
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however, and the local council decreedthat it must be
removed. Mr. Wood had been called in to advise and
estimate.This he did.
The estimatedid not pleasethe gentleman,who said he
could do thejob himself- with the helpof his wife.
' With stout ropesto lift and guidethe bough, long
a
rope
was passedup through a pulley and back down and tied to
the back of a vehicle.His wife was entrustedto keep the
rope taut with the vehiclein first gear and pulling.Told to
moveforward wheninstructed.You see?
So therewas hubby up the treesawingaway at the hefty
bough. "Stand by," "Right." "Take the strain." "OK."
"Here shegoes.""Right."
Crack wentthe bough.The vehiclestrainedforward.
Then down came the bough and up in the air went the
Mini.

business).
Lifting the line output transistor'scollectorleadfrom the
Eansformerstoppedthe cuttingout, so we wereback to the
old routine again. Checking the transistor (BDX32)
confirmedthat it was in no fit state to operate,with an
emitterto collectorleak.All the feedswerechecked,and to
be on the safesidea newe.h.t.unit washookedup.
Switch on. For a secondall was well, then there was a
nasty flashoverfrom the e.h.t.connectorto earth. The cut
out openedand anotherBDX32 bit the dust.
The one thing I hadn't done was to clean off round the
e.h.t. connector on the tube. Now this I'd done most
thoroughly quite recently,which I supposewas a partial
excuse.
Re-examiningthe connectorof the e.h.t.unit previously
in the set showedthat the "claws" wererustedto the point
where they just broke off when touched.But the thing
hadn't beenin all that long. The bitter truth now dawned.
Even the connectionsto the recentlyfitted focus unit were
green.What sort of conditions,had
the setbeenliving in?
In the event we fitted another BDX32, another e.h.t.
connector, thoroughly cleaned off the tube area with
siliconeand polishedup the focusconnections.The setthen
functionedquitewell.
Mention has been made in past Televisionsabout the
adverseconditionsmany setsoperatein or are expectedto
operatein. Kitchensareobviouslynot the idealplace.Many
peopleleavea paraffinstoveworking all day however,and
thesegiveout asmuchwaterasthe oil they consume.
When Mr. Doubledayreturnedwe laid it on the line for
him in no uncertainterms.It transpiredthat he was out all
day, and usedthe setfor only a few minutesin the evening.
All the rest of the time the set was gathering all the
dampnessit could from a paraffinheater.Thesebachelors!

Return of Mr. Doubleday
I was busy trying hard to understanda little book which
a young boy had left on the counter, called "How
TransistorsWork", and had almost got to the third page
when an estatecar drew up outside.Oh dear, it was Mr.
Doubledayfrom BluebellHill, HiU.
"It's gone again, again" he moaned."f swearit spends
moretime in your shopthan it doesin my househouse."
My heart sankand I offeredhim f l0 to takeit awayasit
had costme twicethat in transistorsthe last time.
"No" he said."I'll haveit doneoncemoreandthenout it
goesgoes,"
"But it costsme morethan it doesyou" I protested.
"Just thislasttime."
So off he went and I got down to the 8500 Thorn again
again.
The cut out was cutting out (it gets you, this repetitive
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WgpN you first comefaceto facewith a sharkor perhapsa
crocodile,what is your first reaction?Fear? Flight? This
would havebeenmine I must admit. Until last week,that is.
Now it would be infinitecompassion,sympathyand sorrow
for the poor beast, cursedwith so many teeth to give it
trouble.
Nobody knows the agony I've suffered of late, and
apparently nobody cares- except to fall about laughing
when I tell them of my plight. I shall neverknow why it is
that when others are in trouble I'm all ears.attentiveand
grave,listeningto their tale of woe and makingsympathetic
clucking noises.Yet when I'm in the mire, I might just as
well be alonein the middleof the desertfor all the sympathy
I get.PerhapsI getin the mire too often.
You'll listenthough,won't you?
For sometime I'd been awareof a naggingacheup on
the top left side.I concludedthat it was due to an infected
gum, and thereforewashedit regularly with brandy. The
ache came and went without giving too much trouble, and
althoughI toyed with the idea of phoningMr. Pullit for an
appointmentI kept putting it off as I am a fully paid up
memberof the CowardsUnion.
I was tackling a hybrid GEC colour set which had the
complaint of no colour however.I must admit that the
decoderpanelon thesesetsis not one ofmy favourites,and
I always end up in a muddle.I tried to be logical,but kept
going round in circles becausethe gated burst amplifier
transistor TR325 wasn't being turned on. This was
apparentlydue to the gating diodesD303 and D304 (see
Fig. l) not beingswitchedon by the line pulseswhich were
there but not very strong. The questionwas, why? I kept
going round and round from the line output transformerto
the decoder,and the dull ache was rapidly becominga
naggingpain. Aspirin, aspirin, that's the stuff. Enter wife
carrying aspirin and ice cold water. Exit wife carrying ice
cold water.
"The pain will go as soon as you get that set right. If it
doesn't,phonethe dentistfor an appointmentand don't be a
coward."
"f can't get the set right, there'sno colour signal.I know
why, but I don't know why."
"You meanthat that's supposedto be a black and white
picture?"
"The fact that the grey scaleis a mile out isn't what is
causingme the trouble.I can put that right in no time.Once
I get the colour signalsthroughI can turn themoffand sort
out the black and white.All right?"
She ponderedthis for a moment."No it's not. You
always tell other peopleto get it right in black and white
first.Why don't you do it if it's suchgoodadvice?"
"Oh all right. Just to proveit to you. If the tube'sO.K.,
I'll presentyou with a beautiful black and white picture
insideten minutes.But that's not goingto help my colour
problem."
It was a bit of a relief to get away from the decoderand
the poor gating pulses, so the tube base voltageswere
examined.The first anodeswere aboutequal,but the blue
grid was a fair bit out. In went a replacement
PCL84.On
camea BBC-I testcard.In full colour. . . .
The gating pulseswere now at full strength.Colour
184
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turneddown producedfair black and white. Looking again
at the circuit showedthat tag 4 on the line output transformer also suppliespulsesto the grids of the three PCL84
triode clampsin the colour-difference
output stages.So a
faulty triode can manglethe gatingpulsesto the decoderas
well asmessup the grey scale.
Enterwife. "How's your face?"
ttRed."

"You've got the setright in black and whitethen."
"Yes, and I've solvedthe colourproblemas well."
"Who's a cleverboy then?"
Just to proveit, I turnedup the colour and thereit was as
goodasnew.
Which all goes to show how little women know about
anything,becausemy jaw achewas now worse,not better.
So with a fantasticdisplayof courageI phonedthe dentist,
expectingto be bookedin a few dayslater.
t'Comeroundnow.t'
"Er, you don't meanright now, do you?"
"Yes."
Sitting back in the chair with a bib under my chin I
indicatedto Mr. Pullit whichtooth had the abscessover it.
"Ah yes, there's someinfection over it." So saying, he
did whateverdentistsdo with a needleandthen left me there
to mull over my fate. Would it break on the way out?
Would there be complicationswith ambulancesscreaming
all over the place,collectingblood to replacethat which I
would probably lose as Mr. Pullit fought to remove my
mightymolar?
After a while Mr. Pullit returnedfrom his ablutions,tilted
my headback and inserteda pair of insulatedpliersinto my
openmouth.My jaw crackedopenand the world exploded.
"You can stop screamingnow, and wash out your
mouth.It's not a bad tooth really.Pity aboutthe infection."
"Make anotherappointmenton the way out and I'll clean
up the rest."
Gorn Green
With grave doubts I arrangedfor another visit in ten
days,thencontinuedto a coupleofservicecalls.
The first was to a PhilipsG8 which lookedgreenerthan I
did. The c.r.t.'s green cathodevoltage was low, directing
attentionto the relevantBF337 output transistor.Its base
voltagewas higher than that of the other two. Switch off
and checkthe transistor.Readsright. Switch on again and
note that the screendidn't go greenfor quite a few seconds.
Grab the freezer and prepare to spray. Probably the
precedingi.c. No. Next spray the BF337. Instant results,
with normal screenillumination.ChangeBF33? after all.
Nice lady thanks me for prompt attentionand asksme if I
am well. I tell her about my tooth. Shetells me about all of
hers(oneby one),whichtakeslongerthan therepairofthe
setdid.
Gert Knot.ted
Mrs. Knotted is a well known local characterand there
was little needfor formalitv.
"Wotcha Gert!"
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"You're O.K. now Gert, must get going."
"Thanks Lawry. lilas it valve troublc?"
"Not really Gert. Your thingamy bobshad dried up."
"Don't you believeit love" said Gcrt.
Thc Second One

I

i'

I

So off we went with the ache getting wonlc. Back at
headquartersthere were many things to do and by the time
they were all sortcd out it was too late to check with Mr.
Pullit.
"Didn't you go to the dentist after all? Lost your nctrve?"
Fig. l: Burst gating circuit used in the hybrid GECcotour
askedmy everconsideratespousc.
chassr's.Positive-going pulses from the linc output
*I did go and he took one out,
transformer,
delayedandshapedby R3l8/C32O,foruvardbhs
but it's aching just as
the gating diodes D3O3/D3O4to let thc burst signel only
bad."
through to TR325. With no burstgctting through therc'gno
"Did you tell him which one?"
colour of courso,sincethe ident amplffierand colour-killar
"CourseI did.'
rectifier stages don't operate. Tag 4 of the line output
you told him to take out the wrong one, didn't
"Then
transformeralso feeds pulsesto the triode clamp clrcuitsln
you? Trust you to muck things up." Now you won't bclicvc
the colour-differenccoutput rtagas.A dcfectivcclamp trlodc
can reduce the amplitude of the burst gating pulscs, thus this, but sheactually startedto laugh. Laugh, I ask you. So
did Harold when I later tried to kill the ache with brrndy.
removingthe colourfrom the picture as well as upsettingthe
Funny how landlords of pubs find other people'smistahes
greyscale.
funny. Like wives I suppose.Under thc shcer wcight of
"Wotcha Lawry!"
spirit consumed, I had about four hours' slccp bcfore
"How do you like your new house,G€rt?'
'rn*trr house
cramming
aspirin or somethingdown my throat. Soon after
"The
is all right Lawry. I don't feel so
nine o'clock I was back in the torture chamber.
good though, it's that bum of a landlord along the road,
"You pulled out the wrong one."
selling gin that's been .r.frr about with. Makes me sick it
no I didn't, that one had to comeout. So will all the
"Oh
f'rti'rtr
does.He must be
barmy trying that one on me. I
rest in time."
ask you, twenty five yearsup the high streetand he thinks I
"The rest don't ache,only that oneup there."
don't know gin. I'll get the git I wiU.Hell be sorry.',
So out it camewith a sickeningcrunch.
I lapsedinto sympatheticsilence,and startedwork on the
tooth that. It's a pity you dallied so long with the
"G@d
set. After all, how could anyone hope to get away with
other one and let the infection spread.Nip in and have a
selling dud gin to Gert? I knew the chap in question.Into
look at my telly when you're passing,will you? PeoplCs
every shady deal you could think of. But I didnt think he
faceslook like yours does.Sort of grecn."
was that daft.
However, the set was a Thorn 3500, with very queer
symptoms indeed. There was some sound, but the scnsen
illumination was dull and grey with occasional bursts of
lines of colour in vertical bands - green,red and yellow which came and went, leaving again the dull grey rastcr
which undulatedto baray heavy hum.
Switching off, we unplugged the power panel and
K E E PY O U RC O P I E SO F
persuadedit offits top clips.Turningthe unit round showed
the main smoothing block to be in a very sorry state.The
negative tag was a good half inch away from the unit"
leaving a gaping hole through which the connection still
CLEANAND TIDY
protruded.
"Picture valve gone has it Lawry?,, asked Gcrt. ..Stan
I N T H ET v E A S I - B I N D E R
saidthat's what it'll be."
"Must have done Gert'i I muttered. ..Can't find onc
The Easi-Binder holds twelve icsuer and ir
anywhere."
attractivsly bound in black with tho titlc blocked in
gold on the spine together with the current {or lartl
So in went a new smoothing block, and back wcnt the
volume numbsr and year. For any previour volume
power unit. The only changewas that the blank raster no
a s€t of gold transfer figures will be supplied.
longer undulated.I then found that the contrast at the back
Due to the change in size during Vol. 25 a lrrge
had beenturned right down: turning it up produccda nicelot
capacity binder ig available to take 16 copiet from
of lines across the screcn.These couldnt be resolvedwith
July 1975 ro Ocrober1978 (Votg.25and 26) gnd
the line hold control. With a bit of luck, this turned out to be
a separate bindsr is required for the eight rmaller
the first capacitortested,namelythe electrolytic(Csll) in
copies of Vol. 25. latsr volumes ruvert to 12
the reactancetransistor's emitter circuit. The line hold was
magazinesper binder.
now good, and the colour could be tuned in. I was about to
Whon ordering please steto th€ ycar and volumc
make some witty remark to Gert when there was a funny
required,and your name end addre$ in BLOCK
noise,the scre€ncentre appearedto be occupiedby an hour
LETTERS.
glass and I was aware that the side of my iace was
Priced at f2.85 including UK port and VAT,
beginningto throb.
TEtEVISION Easi-Bindersare svaihble ftom rhc
Now wait. Hang on. Don't panic. Could it be my rottur
Post Sales Dept., IPC MAGAZINES LIMITEO,
lavington Hougo, 25 Lavington Strect, [ondon
solderingon the main elecrolytic? Could it be the 1,0OOpF
reservoir capacitor in the supply to the 30V regulator?Siap
SEI OPF.Overgeaspoet OOpextra.
anotherone acrossit. Bingol
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ItWentBang!
LesLawry-Johns

WE1REgetting quite a few Pye group setsin lately, of the
725 seriesilk * CT223,225,etc.From a practicalservicing
point of viewthere'snot muchto separate
the 73l, 725 and
741 series.All havethe verticalpanelsin mouldedframes,
two on the left of the tube,oneon the right.
Dependingupon the symptomsreported,oneeitherleaps
for the left side signalpanelwhich housesthe tuner,the i.f.
strip etc. on the lower part, and the decoderand colour
drive circuits at the top; the more central line timebase
panel; or the right side field timebase,power supply and
panel.
convergence
One gave us a distinct shock the other day howeveronewhich is worth bearingin mind. It happenedlike this . . .
A Woman of Distinction
The momentMrs I. Glasswalkedin I couldtell that she
was a woman of distinction.A real big spender.Good
looking,so refined. . .
"My name'sGlass,Ida Glass.My husbandput it in
beforehe left for work. Perhapsyou could get it out for me
to save me straining." She had deliberatelyleft out the
wordscar and TV, but I couldseethroughher.I nevermix
businesswith pleasure.For one thing, it makes giving
estimates
difficult,if oneis askedfor.
"No troublemadam,"I gavequitea bow,thus allowing
full vertical scan. With a huff and a puff the CT223 was
whiskedfrom the rear seatandinto the shop.
I rememberedher now. Shewas the one who broughtan
amplifierin and saidshewasdeadon oneside,andI'd said
it wasprobablydue to lack of drive,not beingturnedon or
somesuchrubbish.Oh yes,cheekytype.Thinktheycanget
awaywith murder.Usuallycan.
"lt's the onloff switch"
"It's the on/off switch," she proclaimedwith certainty.
"It blewthe fuseover on the other side."
My eyebrowsshotup. Whilstthe centreh.t.fuseis in full
view with the rear coverremoved,the 3.15A mainsfuseis
partially concealedoveron the right, behinda verticalstrut.
"How do you know all this?'I asked."Mind you, you've
got it roundyour neck,but that'snot a badplaceto be."
With a quick nod and smile,she acknowledged
the import ofthe latterpart but took up thechallenge.
"We took the back off and followedthe mainsleadto the
switchand thenoverto the othersidewherewe sawthe fuse
was all black, and sincethe switchis the only thing between
the mainsandthefuse,we knewit hadto bethe switch."
Amazing,isn'tit? Suchlogic.Nicebut sowrong.
I didn'ttakethe troubleto explainthat the causemustbe
after the fuse in order to blow it, but sincethe mainsfilter
capacitoris only a smallitem it wasn'tworth an argument.
"Never mind dear. You've got it a little bit wrong, but
only a little bit, and we don't want to quibbleover a little bit,
do we? You pop off and do your shoppingor something
andI'll haveit sortedout by thetimeyou comeback."
256

So she started up her motor, and with hips swinging went
out to her car. Nice movement.Nice class.Cut glass.
Now the set. Sure enough the fuse was shatteredand the
filter capacitor was a dead short, with a bit of the plastic
blown off the side to show its innards. In went a new
capacitor and a new 3.15A anti-surgefuse. Apply mains,
and all hell broke loose,
There was an ear-splitting howl from the loudspeaker,
which soundedlike a beserkfoghorn, and funny noisesfrom
the back ofthe set.The dog fled in one direction and the cat
in another.I punchedin the on/off switch but it didn't function. The racket continued until I switched off at the mains.
At the same time I caught a glimpse of the tube heaters. Like
three l00W bulbs.
With shaking hands,I rolled myself a cigarette.The dog's
headpeepedround one corner and the cat's round another.
"Cowards" I accusedthem.
I reviewed the situation. Obviously the voltages were sky
high everywhere. But why all this, after a simple blow out of
the mains filter capacitor? And what damage had been
done?
Let's have a look at the print around the capacitor.
Nothing wrong, and we would have seen it anyway when
the new one was fitted. Have a look on the component side.
This preset control looks a bit queer. The wiper's not contacting the track. There isn't any track. It's gone. And it's
RV9l7, the coarseset h.t. control.
Of course! The side of the filter capacitor had blown off,
and had sliced off the track of the control on it's way into
orbit. Ah well.
New 4.TkOcontrol fitted and set midway. Stand back.
Switch on. Normal sound hiss. tube heatersnormal. Check
h.t. l70V at centrefuse.Dead on. Well, well.
Picture on, but only a few incheshigh. Not much voltage
on the field output transistor VT688. Peer over the back of
the line output section.Thermal resistorR686 in the feed to
VT688's collector unsprung. Solder up to restore 25V
supply line.
Looks good, except for the on/off switch that is. She did
mention that. Nickers.
Bang, bang. Wallop!
Having had my nerves strained already, I didn't deserve
the next one. Mr. Crabtree said on the phone that his Bush
colour set had gone pop and he was bringing it in. I
assumedthat it would be a dear old A823 chassiswith a
shortedBT106 thyristor h.t. rectifier or something.No such
luck. It was one of these new-fangledBC somethingor the
other models fitted with the Z7l8 chassis.You know the
one. L,ongthin panel,which swingsdown, acrossthe rear.
With this down one can seethe power unit, supported by
a strut on the left and a clip over the main electrolytic on the
right. It has two fuses,a 2.5A anti-surgeone on the right of
the panel and a 5A HRC type on the left. The former was
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Fig. 1: Mains input circuit, Rank 27 l8 chassrs. Note that the
chassr's is live whichever way round the mains plug is
connected.
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blown and blackened,which tended to direct suspicionon
the 0.471rF lkV mains filter capacitor'7C'l (seeFig. l). The
capacitor was not at fault however.
A meter check next showed that one of the bridge rectifier diodes was shorted, the others being OK. So full of
confidence we replaced the offending BYl26, made sure
there were no more shorts, fitted a new 2.5A fuse and
switched on. On came the sound and up rustled the e.h.t.,
but with a spitting noise.BANG! There was a blinding flash
of sheetlightning generallyfrom the centreofthe set.
The dog took off as usual, but the cat had known
something was afoot and had left as soon as we switched
on. How do they know? How much more of this can one be
expectedto stand?
Shaking from head to foot, I waited for my eyes to
recover from the flash. Both fuses had shatteredthis time.
Two BYl26s had bit the dust. Don't panic I told myself.
But I just can't help it.
"Can I have two HP7 batteries",askedthe dear old lady
handing me a pound note. I gave her change for 50p, and
the dear old lady turned into a spitting and snarling Gorgon.
Oh dear. Can't I do anything right?
Now what about that spitting noise just before the explosion? With recent experiencesin mind, I investigated the
e.h.t. surround on the tube. Whatever it was, it wasn't nice
and clean. So we made it so and cleaned off the lead and
rectifier(no tripler, the transformer has an overwinding).
Out came the power panel and in went the BYl26
replacementsand fuses.Check to make sure that the diodes
are the right way round - I'd fitted them and don't trust
myself. I then disconnectedthe mains supply at source,
switched everything else on, and retreated to the hideout
where the mains supply control switch is. With the cat and
dog. I next restoredthe mains supply, shutting my eyesand
covering my ears.
The sound hissed on and a nice noisy raster appeared.
No spitting noise,no lightning. Incidentally, I'm not kidding
about the blinding white flash. That the air betweenthe e.h.t.
and the power panel can ionise to this extent is somewhat
alarming, but I've seen such flashes before, even where
there's been no e.h.t. to trigger it off, merely mains and h.t.
Any comments?
We told Mr. Crabtree to move the set away from the window to avoid condensation (central heating, no paraffin
stoves this time), and hope there will be no repetition of this
unpleasant experience.
Help!
We wanted something easy after this, so we startecl on a
Thorn 3500 chassiswhich neededattention.The complaint
was no results, funny whistle. Being of unsound mind, I
decided that the power pack was at fault. But the spare was
still awaiting attention with a queer fault around the
monostable(I think) so I couldn't changeit.
On switching on, the whistle started and so did I, taking
voltageson the power pack. The 30V line was OK, but the
60V chopper line was down to 20V. I then wasted a lot of
time as I wasn't thinking straight at all. There were lots of
other things happening by now, and time was pressing' I
decided to consult my friend Ray who has this irritating
habit of being able to think straight.
"Hallo uncle Les" he said when I phoned him. "You in
trouble?"
"Yes I am. I've got a 3500 that whistlesat me."
"Does it? The line oscillator must be running at the
wrong speedthen, mustn't it? But you've checked that of
course,"
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Drive putses
to monostable
in switch mode
power supply

Fig. 2: Line oscillator circuit, Thorn 3OOO/35OO chassis. The
output goes to the driver stage and also triggers the
monostable multivibrator in the switch-mode power supply
circuit. The trouble was no results, with a funny whistle. As a
result of the tuning capacitor C5l 2 going short-circuit, WSO2
was excessively biased with about I OV at each of its electrodes.

"Er, well I was just going to Ray, but I thought I'd ring
you to seeif you're all right."
"Of course.Thank you Les. Oh, while you're there, Don
wants to know the the value of the resistor across the line
linearity coil on an old Philips 210 chassis.Have you got
the circuit?"
"Don't needthe circuit Ray. It's a lkQ. Bung_in a 2W one
and keepit clear of the line output transformer winding."
"Thanks Les, bye."
"Thanks Ray, bye."
Line oscillator. Why didn't I think of that? It's so obvious. It's just that you get used to the power pack making
funny noises.
Voltage checks showed that although the 30V line was
OK, the line oscillator transistor's collector voltage wasn't
l8V as it shouldbe (seeFig.2). The transistorwas OK, but
the tuning capacitor C5l2 proved to be a dead short. In
went a replacement,and everythingcame back to normal as
correct line pulses were now being fed back to the power
pack. Easy. When you've got friends.
And More Help . , .
We had recently repaired an ITT CVC5 chassis,fitting a
new boost capacitor, a PY500 and a PL5l9, to cure (a) fuse
failure when the boost capacitor shorted and (b) failing
width after some hours' use. Now Mrs. Twintub had
reported something very funny happening. Everything
would be perfect for hours, then the sound and vision would
go off leaving only a couple of vertical spikesin green and
red, roughly in the centre and to the right ofthe screen.The
fault would clear after a few moments, returning later.
Investigation showed that the condition could only occasionally be promoted by disturbanceof the main panel but not in any particular spot.
So we spent some time resoldering the main frame tags to
the panel at all likely places,on the assumptionthat it was
bad earth returns that were causing the weird effect. This
appearedto be successful,as disturbancefailed to promote
the condition. Severalhours later however we were back to
square one, with the condition never staying long enough
for us to get any useful voltage readings anywhere.
Once more I felt panic gnawing away at my vitals.
The phone rang. It was our very own editor. What a nice
man he can be.
"Hallo Les. Everything all right down there?"
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"Well not really John, but I,ll say it is just to be brave.,'
"Getting a nice lot of material to rave on about then, are
1orr'1"
"Yes but I don't know the answer
to someof them and I
dtlr't like ITT any more." And beforeyou could say knife I
harl poured out the whole sorry tale.
"Well now Les, we can't have you getting upset,can we?
Spikes in green with red edges? Weil, Gil, sounds like
you're scopinga waveform,doesn'tit?,,
"That's it John, just like a waveform. But I'd rather have
a picture."
"Don't worry Les, I'll phone you back later.,' And he did.
Late in the evening,would you believeit? He,s ever such a
nice chao.

ServiceNotebook
George Wilding
EW Tinting
There are times when it's difficult to know what it is vou,ve
done that's cured a fault! Take the case of a pye irybrid
colour chassiswe had in recently. The complaint was that
the picture was severely tinted towards blui in a sradual
iranner from left to right, and it was mentioned tlhat the
iault had got worse over a period of weeks. On switching
ihe set on, the fault was just as describedand remained s6
even when the colour control was set at minimum. We
switched off all guns to black out the screen,then checked
cach individually on the test card then being transmitted.
:iwitching.on the red gun gave perfectlyevenreproduction_
and likewise with green and blue! Switching-them all on
then gave a perfectly good picture which iequired only
slight adjustment to the first anode presets and the focui
control for optimum results. Even after a prolonged soak
test and repeatedswitching on and off there was no sisn of
the fault. Each first anode is decoupled by an O.d24f
capacitor, so we're wondering whether the action'of
switching the guns off and on produced a spark that sealed
one ofthem up.
The same fault, though not with the same severitv.was
presenton another of thesesetsthat came our wav reientlv.
This time our gun switching tests showed that the B*y
output was not being properly clamped _ the chassisuses
colour-differencedrive. The most common causeof this is a
marked change in the value of the clamp triode's g.2MS)
anode load resistor, or alternatively a defect in the
associated680pF coupling capacitor. The resistor seemed
to measure about right, but replacing it along with the
capacitor completelycured the EW colour drift.

Line Freguency Shift
A suddenchangein the line frequency does not necessarily
imply the sudden breakdown or change in value of a
componentin a time-constantnetwork. A defectivediode or
other component in the flywheel sync discriminator circuit,
or in the foliowing d.c. amplifier where one is incorporated,
can produce similar symptoms.
We recently came across a dual-standardmonochrome
ITT set with a variety of line generatorfaults. The picture
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"Put the lights out Les, and when the fault occurs. look at
the baseof the line output transformer where the tags come
thro.ugh to the sub panel. you,ll see a little spaik, th"n
you'll know what to do."
I did put the lights out, I did seea spark, and I did make
good,thesolderingof the transformer'searthing tags, which
are also usedto earth the winding which providesihe gating
pulses.I did say "thank you,, as well!
I get by, with a little help from my friends.
(The editor's face is red, and his legs are twisted like
barley sugar. What an embarrassmentthis fellow Les is! It's
our old friend E. Trundle who must take the credit here
however, putting his finger on the cause of the trouble
belbre I'd evenfinisheddescribingit. Thanks Trudge!)

would sometimes lock correctly, but would neecl hold
control adjustment following channel change; sometimes
line lock would be very critical; while on other occasions
there would be such a marked change in the oscillator
frequency that the hold control becami useless.Changing
the PCF802 line oscillator valve producedno improv.,ri.ntl
so the two flywheel sync discriminator diodes *"." n.ri
checked.Both seemedto be o.k., but on repeatingthe test,
since prod connection wasnot all that good, one of them
appearedto be open-circuit. Inspection then showed that
one end of it, also the lead of an associatedresistor, were
just twisted around a soldering tag, having
apparently
missed being soldered during assembly. On ioldering ui
and readjusting the line oscillator coil, perfect line synCwai
obtained.
It was then found that the top push-button needed
retuning after each operation, while thC bottom one was so
stiff to turn that optimum adjustment couldn,t be obtained.
These ITT u.h.f. tuners are far from ideal, the threeJegged
aluminium castings associated with each push-bution
plunger often developing cracks, causing misiuning after
each channel change.Replacementscan be obtained from
ITT, but are tedious to fit. The castings were all right in this
case, but only one spring was fitted to the catchplate. A
similar but longer spring was found in our,,nuts and bolts"
box, and when this was cut down and fitted the mistuning of
the top push-button was cured. The bottom push-button's
stiffnesswas apparently due to it never having been used:
normal operation was obtained on appl-vinga little thin oil
to the threaded push rod and then gradually turning the
button in both directions.
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Width Variations

S

The trouble with a monochrome GEC set fitted with the
SeriesOne chassiswas spasmodicslight but annoying width
variations. Valve replacements made no difference, so
attention was turned to the resistorsin the width circuit as
the next most likely possibility.The first suspectwas R228
(l0Mg) from the boost line to the width circuit, but the
spasmodicrvidth variationscontinuedafter replacingit. The
next suspect was the 2.2MSl resistor R226 between the
width circuit and the line output valve's control grid, and
this turned out to be the culprit.

t
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Contrast and Sound Level Variations

t

The trouble with a Decca hybrid colour set was that the
picture contrast and, to a lesser extent, the sound level
spasmodicallyvaried. The odds were against a tuner fault,
since there \.r'asno increasein background grain when the
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Sendin the Clowns
Les LawryJohns
You'vn probably gatheredthat we havesomecomicaland
sometimesstrangecharactersin our neck of the woods.
They keep on coming. Take Mr. Black for instance.Just
aboutkneehigh to a grasshopper,
but oh so aggressive.
"I want to see you" was his friendly greetingalmost
beforehe camethroughthe door. "You know who I am."
"Of courseMr. Grey, I rememberyou well. How's your
wife?"
"My nameis Black and my wife is hoppingmad,just like
I am. I wouldn't like to be in your shoesif she cops
alongsideyou."
So I had two hopping mad peopleon my hands and
wonderedwhy. I didn't haveto wonderlong.
"You repairedour set a few monthsago and chargedus
through the nose just like all you peopledo and now its
goneagain.Didn't makea very goodjob of it, did you?"
So saying he thrust a bill under my nose.It was dated
eight months earlier and stated that a 8T106 had been
replacedalongwith a 3.15A fuse,convergence
setup, etc.
Charge,f,5.60plus 70pVAT.
"Six poundsthirty chuckeddown the drain. My missus
went throughthe roof when it went off last night, and I got
the blame.She'sdown the town now. Shouldn'tbe surprised
if shehasn't goneto the advicebrewrow like shedid when
the kettleblew up."
'Did they adviseher to put water in it next time?" I asked,
with genuineconcern.
"Never mind about the kettle.What are you goingto do
aboutour telly?"
"Nothing. It's your set,not mine.It's up to you what you
do. If you think it's so unreliable,what about a nice new
one?"
We had a few words after that. Somethingabout fifteen
rounds and a duel at dawn. but it didn't amountto much.
When he saw that I was not impressedwith his aggression
he droppedit like a cloak and the true reasonfor it emerged.
He was scaredstiff of his wife and would be glad of my cooperationto gether off his back.
Oncethis wasobviousI wason his side.After all, whena
bloke'swife is on the war path he needsall the help he can
get.Don't we?
So we got the setin and had a look. BushA823 or oneof
that ilk. Anyway, it was one of thosewith thermal cutout
wirewoundsas the load resistorsof the threecolour output
transistorson the top of the decoderpanel. I wasn't interestedin the exact type, more in the fact that all three
wirewoundsweresprungopen.
"What haveyou doneMr. Black?" I accusedhim.
"Me? I ain't done nothing. What's happened?Is it
finished?She'lldo her nut. Oh my gowd." Mr. Black looked
bleak.
I wasn't feelingall that happy either.If all threeresistors
had overheatedat the sametime, all threemust havebeen
takendown to chassisat the sametime. All three8F337
amplifiersbottomedat the sametime?What was common?
Well, one possibility was absenceof pulsesto operatethe
feedbackclamps,sincewith no clampactionthe threeRGB
amplifiersare biasedhard on. The pulsesdo sometimesget
lost due to a faulty connectionin plug 32. The pulseswere
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therehowever.So what then?The tube?Oh no! Black day
at bad rock, or bad day at black rock. More like picnic at
hangingrock.
"All three Mr. Black. Not just one,not just two, but all
three."Let him suffertoo. I reachedfor the solderingiron.
"What are you goingto do Les?" querieda now friendly
Mr. Black.
"I'm going to solder them up and see what happens,
'causeI can't see why
they all went togetherunlessthe
tube'sbuggered
or just messed
abouta bit."
On wentthe setandon camethe picture.No trouble.
"Looks all right to me" said Mr. Black, his face still
white.
I refittedthe back coverand reflectedupon the situation.
"Leave the set herefor a few hoursMr. Black. and if it's
all right it will prove my theory that there'sa disturbinginfluencein your housecausingpeaksin the mains voltage
and making things go wrong. Like the kettle and this, you
see?"
"Must be my missus.I'11tell her that thingswill go better
if no onegetsexcited."
So far so good. It hasn't happenedsince.If it was the
tube, I wonder what would have happend if the earth
returnsand tbe sparkgapshad not be in placeand in order.
A little morethan sprungspringsI fancy.

Mr. Bakewell's Pye
We had to do someservicecallson peoplewho for some
reasonor the other were unableto bring their setsin. Mr.
Bakewellwas the first, and of courseit just had to be a Pye
691 which had given long and valiant servicebut which is
now nearingretirementage.The list of complaintsaboutthe
set looked a bit formidable,but we ploddedon through.
First it didn't work at all. Blown fuse.Shortfrom top cap
of PY500 to chassis.Shorted0.47pF boostcapacitoron
line outputtransformer.No trouble.PY500worsefor wear.
With both replaced,picturecameon but with fault number
two. Picture going yellow intermittently,which was blue
drop out.
Checkblue PCL84 basecontactsand print. Solderup all
suspectjoints and rock valve. No results.Blue drive plug
not makinggoodcontactin socket?Plugo.k. Tap tubebase
socket.Blue dropsout with eachtap. Cleanup tube socket
andpins.No morebluedrop out.
Fault numberthree.Poor line hold. Turn up power unit.
ReferencepulseintegratingresistorR203 (47k4) turnedto
powder.Makes one wonder how there had been any line
hold at all. Lucky this time: it often goes very low and
blows the discriminatordiodes.Everythingo.k. Goodbye
Mr. Bakewell. The next one was Mr. Winder the
clockmaker.

Another Oldie
Another agedset,but good. An ITT CVC2. Dead. Not
really, as the valve heaterswere glowing merrily enough.
T E L E V I S I OANP R I L1 9 7 9

Up on the top left there'sa group of four fuses,and nearby
is a wirewoundsurgelimiter to the h.t. rectjfier. Resistor
open-circuit.We just happenedto have a 6.8Q lOW with
us, so in it went. The grey scalelookeda bit dicey,and Mr.
Winder said it varied over the evening.The red PCL84
seemedcooler than the other two, so we put in another and
thisseemedto do the trick. Not beingsure,we saidwe'd call
backlaterto confirmthat it had. It had.
Two down, one to go. We thought.It didn't work out like
that.
Mrs. Liquorish
Go on. Laugh. There's more than one in the book. As
true as I'm standinghere waiting for this bus.Anyway . . .
some weeks previously we had fitted a new line output
transformer to the lady's Bush TV1813, due to a
breakdownof insulationbetweenthe overwindand the yoke
- not the DY802 heaterwindingthis time.Now she'dphoned
to say there was some sparking on tle sameside.In the
eventthe transformer was not at fault. It was no more than
a defectiveprint contact to the PY88 base.Clean up, tidy
up, no trouble. "I wonder if you could find time to call
next door as they axe new in this area and their set has
brokendown." Time was pressingbut beinga kind hearted
coveI graciouslyconsentedto take a quick look.

Help from Wellington
She was a pretty little thing but her set was a brute. A
sloppy great red setterdog didn't help much either.With
one foot in my tool box and another in the sparesbox he
just stood there, tail waggrngand barking his stupidhead
offas I struggledwith the rear coverof the DeccaBradford.
"Push off you daft bugger" I bawled."You're mucking
up my whatsits." Kneelingdown, I tuggedat his feet and
receiveda Breatwet tongueall over my face.Mrs. Lightfoot
cameto my aid and draggedWellingtonout to the kitchen.
When shecameback shetold me that the cutout had cut
out. or that waswhat her husbandhad said.
Armed with this information we checkedfor shorts and
scoreda bull's-eyestraight away with a short from the top
cap of the PY50Oto chassis.Just like the Pye we thought.
In this casethe suspectcapacitoris on the panelunderthe
line output section, and is O.22pF lkV. Sure enough,a
deadshort.Our glory was shortlivedhowever.
Make sure there were no more shorts and switch on,
pressingin the cutout which was still cut out you see.The
valves lit up brightly and settled down. After a while the
soundstartedto appear(sound)andthe e.h.t.hissedawaybut with sparksfrom the PY500. All off. Only one PY500
in box. Fit it and try again.
Up came the e.h.t., but with spitting around the e.h.t.
connectorcap. All off again.Cleanarounde.h.t.connector
with silly stuff and try again. More hissing,this time from
leadsfrom top capsof PL509 and PY500 as they go down
to the transformer.Not nice,ratherbrittle.Take all off, rake
newleadsfrom box and fit. E.H.T. now o.k.,no hissing.
I was just leaning round to have a look at the screen
whenWellingtonescapedfrom the kitchenand camelolloping straightacrossto me. Bash.I put my handout to steady
myselfand touchedthe top capsof the PL509 and PY500.
Ahhhhh! I toppled over and landed on the dog, who
naturally didn't take kindly to my weight. He struggled,I
struggled.Mrs. Lightfoot dashed forward to save the set
topplingover as I got offthe dog who cannonedinto Mrs. L
who bit the dust. Chaosand confusioncontinuedfor a few
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seconds,but orderwasquickly restoredand Wellingtonwas
put out to grazein the garden.I found two white burns on
my hands,but otherwiseno harm had beendone.
We could now seewhat the screenlookedlike. Decidedly
green.It then becamenormal, before revertingto green.
Surelynot a poor tube basecontact again?No, this time it
was the greenpresetcontrol VR296: faint sparkingcould
be seenunderthe wiper.I searchedthroughthe sparesbox,
but nowherecouldI find a 2kQ preset.
Not wishingto make a return visit, I decidedto wire in
two lkQ |W resistorsto simulatethe presetset halfway,
which waswhereit had beenanyway.A slighttouch up and
Mrs. Lightfoot was satisfied.Er, that's to say she was
satisfiedwith the picture, but if it was all the sameto me
couldshehavesomesound?
I turnedup the volume,but therewasno traceof noiseat
dl. My heart sank.Working on the timebasesis one thing,
accessto the PCL82 audio output valveis another.Laying
underneaththe thing I could just about take somevoltage
readings- if I could rememberthe pin connectionsthat is. I
could rememberthat pin 7 is the screengrid and that this
shouldhavesomeh.t. on it. It didn't, althoughpin 6 (anode)
did. My mind was by now becomingsomewhatmuddled.I
could rememberthat it was a fairly high-valueresistor,and
I could seeby the print whereit lived. Did it die or was it
killed?
"Mrs. Lightfoot.Would you turn the setoffplease?"She
did. Therewereno shortsto chassis,so in went a lOkQ lW
resistor(shouldhavebeenl2kQ but nevermind).
With the set back on therewas plenty of soundwith no
distortionand the cathodereadingon pin 2 seemednormal.
Sowe concludedthat the resistorhadjust died after all.
Time to tidy up and bid farewellto Mrs. Liquorish,Mrs.
Lightfoot and Wellington.
Back at the Ranch
After that lot you wouldthink a little peaceand quiethad
beenearned.Well maybeit had beenearned,but we didn't
getit. Mr. Gooseywaswaitingfor me.
Now hang on just a second.This was not the Mr. Gmsey
that someyearsago kept a pub calledthe Darnley Arms at
Cobham (Kent). Oh no. You see,that Mr. Gooseyhad a
next door neighbourcalledMr. Gander.And what's more,
Mr. Ganderis still there.
Anyway, Mr. Gooseywaswaitingfor me with his Philips
G8.
"It's gone again. Same as it did before.What do you
repairthesesetswith, dynamite?"
I manageda ghostof a smileat this dazzlingdisplay of
wit. We had fitted a new tripler somemonths earlier, but
doubtedwhetherthis wasthe causeof the troublethis time.
Anyway,off camethe rear cover.The 3.15A mainsinput fusewas o.k., so the troublewas unlikely to be on the
left side.Over to the right the 80OmAfusein the supplyto
the linetimebasehad gone.
Check for obvious shorts. None. Could be the tripler.
Unhook it from the line output transformer. Hopefully
stick in another fuse and switch on. Bonk. Not an immediatebonk, but a slightly delayedone. Leavethe tripler
offjust in case,and removethe fusesfrom the suppliesobtainedfrom secondarywindingson the transformer(saves
checkingthe diodesetc.).Stick an ammeteracrossthe fuse
to seejust what the overloadis. 1.5A. Line output transistors warm when meter removed. Check transistor
readingswith baseand emitterleadsoff. No leaks.Feeling
sadnow.Transistorscouldbe breakingdown underload, or
- continued on page 3O5
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andagainthis is doneby buildinga rechargeable
batteryinto
thedecoderboard.
A specialtunerwith a local oscillatorsamplefeedoutletis
needed,andthecurrentU321 hasbeenadaptedto becomethe
U32I-LO. This has a coaxial supply outlet (at the top)
which deliversa typical 33mV of local oscillatoroutput at
75Qimpedance.
Althoughdesignedasa completepackage,this systemwill
interfacewith the Mullard remotely controlled teletext
system.This too is a flexiblesystemwhich has many extra
featuresoptionally availableto setmakersby havingthem
built in - to be discardedas desired.The handsetkeyboard
can be madeto operatein any of four modes- TV, teletext,
PrestelandDICS.
PlesseyTuning

System

ocal oscillator

Error amgllfier

Fig. l4: Block diagram showing the basic principle of the
Plessey direct channel tuning system. The local oscillator
frequency is compared with the selected channel presented
in digital form by the ROM, the difference signal being
amplified and used to pull the local oscillator into lock.

Like the Mullard DICS system,the PlesseyDirect
ChannelTuning system(seeFig. 14) is a frequency-synthesis
systemto dispensewith the tuning resistorbank. Again, a
stable4MHz crystal controlsa ROM programmedwith the the chargefor at least28 hours,andin practiceconsiderably
longer.To erasethememory,thepolarityof thegateto source
local oscillator frequenciesof 70 TV channels.Again, by
anddrain voltageis reversed.This avalances
comparisonwith the varicaptuner a voltageis producedto
"hot" electrons
correct any error and to pull the local oscillatoron to the into the oxide-nitride interface, neutralising the previously
selectedROM frequency.Six i.c.s form the complete trappedcharge.The methodis known as "punch-through
package,to which can be addedthe two remote control erasure".To read off the storedchargewithout erasingit
requiresan appliedvoltagewhich is midway betweenthe
devicespreviouslydescribed.
negativechargeandpositivedischargepotentials.
A novelfeatureisthe
absence
of a batteryto keeptheRAM
information permanentlystored. The memory chip is a
CTI I16, non-volatile
MNOS memory(metal-nitride-oxide- Conclusion
silicon)which hasgatesmadeof verythin layersof oxideand
We'vecomea long way sincedescribingthe adventof the
nitride.If the gateis madenegativewith respectto thesource
varicap
tuner.The TV setfront end is gettingsteadilymore
and drain, a positivechargetunnelsthroughthe thin oxide
complex.l
layer and is trappedin the oxide-nitridedielectric.This stores
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they couldbe on too long.CheckR52l (4.7k4 resistorin
series with 0.0012pF capacitor C522 across driver
transformer'sprimary winding - they are essentialfor
correctdrive pulsetiming, asthey dampthe primary).R52l
o.k. Suspectflyback tuning capacitorson top left of board,
but seeingtype fitted not really convincedthat replacement
would at this stagehelp.As the leadswereoffthe BU205sit
didn't takelong to whip them offthe heatsinksand plonk in
pair - without much convictionthat this was
a replacement
it. It wasn't.
"What is it?" queriedMr. Goosey.
"I'm not sure, but I think you need a new line output
transformeryou poor soul."
"Haveyou got one?"
ttYes.tt

"How longto makesure?"
"Ten minutes."
"I'll wait if you don't mind."
"I don't mind if you want to watcha right cock up".
Make a little sketch,just in case,and note direction of
turns on 7 and 8. New transformerthe sameso proceedunsolderingetc.
"I wouldn'tlike yourjob."
"Neither do I at times."
In went the new tranny, back went the panel. Check
current.Nicely low. Fit fuses.Nice hisson sound.Fit tripler
cap.Nice rustleup of e.h.t.
"O.K. Mr. Goosev.Now. aboutthe bill."
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Come backrcome back.oo
Les LawryJ ohns
WE VE just had the roughestpatch for a very long time. I
now realisethat as a serviceengineerI'm a pretty good
cowboy.Even so, most of it wasn't my fault . . . but some
was.

ped out again. Frantic investigation showed that both
R2009lineoutputtransistorshadgoneshort-circuit.
"Surely nothing elsecould have gonewrong?" said Mr.
Middlestumpa trifle irritably.
"It could,it hasand I don't like it any morethan you do"
I said.
An Ageing Ultra
We wearily fitted anotherpair of line output transistors
When Mr. Middlestump(initials L.B.W.) brought in his and carefullycheckedaroundto make surethat everything
somewhat ageing Ultra 3000 becauseit didn't go, we was in order. Back came the picture but the height was
thought it was going to be anotherquick job. It wasn'ttoo anything but right - and fluctuatingin time with a queer
easy,but then againit wasn't too bad - at the start that is. hum which came and went. Voltageswere varying on the
The tube heater was glowing, or rather tlre tube heaters field panel,and muchtime was wastedin this area.We then
found that the 30V line was fluctuatingbetween40V and
were glowing, and there was plenty of h.t. on the body of
the choppertransistor(VT604). Other than tlfs, therewere 45V.
no signsof life.
Panic stricken,we turnedto the 30V stabilisertransistor
Checkingthe 30V line provedthat F602 was intact, the VT601 and accused it of having emitter-to-collector
30V was presentand was being passedon to the line os- leakage.So we changedit: the variation continuedapace.
cillator. R607 in the feed to the chopperdriver transistor Unhooking its emitter lead should have killed the lot. It
VT605 seemedto be warmer than usual however,so the didn't. In fact the voltagewent up. Therewas obviouslya
voltageat its "low" endwas checkedandfoundto be 5V in- leak from the h.t. line, but where?Unhook this, unhook
steadof 12V. Funny, we thought.Until this was clearedup that. Red herringscame and went. Many were the bitter
there was'no chanceof the chopperbeing driven. So out tearsthat fell.
camethe powerpack, after the usualstrugglewith the front
Blearyeyesscannedthe circuit diagramand focusedon
hooks.
the powerunit. I had lookedat the links from the h.t. rail to
An ohmmeter check on the 12V line showed a low the feedbackamplifierVT608 severaltimes,but had stupidreading one way but a higher one the other. This didn't ly not seenthe relationshipbetweenW6l9 and W620 (see
Fig. l). If W619 goesshort-circuitthe 30V rail will be conseemstrange,but in view of the low voltagewe thought it
nectedto h.t. via W620. Fool. A quick checkon W619
worth investigating.Moving the test prod from chassisto
the emitter of VT605 showeda deadshort whicheverway provedthat it was indeedshort-circuit.Out it cameand in
the leadswere connected,and in no time at all VT605 was went a replacement.30V line steady.Height stabilised.Picture quitegood.
out and another81222 wasfitted.
With the power unit back in the set the chopper started
I think."
"It's O.K. now Mr. Middlestump.
choppingor whateverchoppersdo, and all serviceswere
"I wouldn't Iike your job" he said."Fancy all that just
restored. A fair picture was displayed, and Mr.
becauseyou left a leadoff."
Middlestumpwas happy when he took his set away. He
"I, I, er, oh well nevermind." I gaveup.
wasn't happy for long. He was back the next day. Sound,no
I thought (hoped)that that was the end of that one. It
picture:screenlighting up, purple.Examiningthe latter first, wasn't.However.. .
with the set on its side, we found the greenoutput transistor'scollectorvoltagehigh and this transistorprovedto No Colour
be open-circuit.In went another and the grey scalewas
His nameisn't Mr. Hoo actually,but he camefrom Hoo
restored,but of coursestill no picture.
which is a fair distancefrom us and is on the Medway.His
namewasso unusualhoweverthat I just can't spellit.
So back along the line we went and finally endedup on
the i.f. strip, set now the right way up. The final i.f. amplifier
Anyway, it wasan ITT CVC5 or somethinglike that and
transistor VTl04 turned out to be open-circuit.Replace- it had no colour. Ah ha, thoughtI, not goingto get caught
mentrestoredthe pictureand madethe sounda lot stronger this time. So off camethe back and up the top we went to
(it would have been much simpler had the sound signals ensurethat the flip-flop was flip flopping(T36, T37). Sure
gone right off, as they shouldhave done,but they didn't). enought,it wasn't.So backto the identtransistorT35 to see
Sotherewe were,all systemsgo. For a whilethat is.
how this was faring. "Nice colour" said Mr. Hoo as I
We showedthe picture to Mr. Middlestumpand were touchedthe test prod on the baseofT35. So I took it off.
just saying"nice, isn't it?" when the picture went completely The colour stayed."Very good" he said."How did you do
blurred. Surely not the tripler? Removingthe rear cover it?"
showedthe focus lead from the tube away from its pin on
thinking to myselfthat I
"Blowed if I know" I confessed,
the top right side.I was aboutto plonk it on whentherewas must have prodded T35 into life thus starting up the
a sharp crack in the tube (I think) and the set went dead. 7.8kHz generator.This suggested
that T35 was sluggish,
The cutout had cut out. Putting the focus lead on firmly,I
soI changedit. Result:no colour.
pressedin the cutout button. Therewas a hum and it popAll associatedcomponentswere painstakinglychecked,
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andMr. Hoo departedbecausehe had a lot to do.
wasvery nicetoo. Funny aboutthat soundoutputthough.
We then found that an electrolyticbridgedacrossC205
@'7 pF) in the burst amplifier'scollector circuit restored
Back they Come
colour signals.That's it! It wasn't.
The temptationto rush round the decoderin a blind panic
The phonerang. Mr. Middlestump,and I felt my nerves
was resisted since the trouble was right there up on the
cracking.
top right side and was probably a dry-joint of somekind.
"We're havingto watch this rotten set in black and white.
But where?The burst amplifiertransistorT34 nextreceived After it's beenon about an hour the colour starts flickering
attention. The voltages were slightly wrong, so the
in andout andwe'refed up with it."
associatedcomponentswere checked and the transistor
"So am L Why don't you find a goodengineer?"
changed.Full colour! Nothing would shift it. I thought
"I'll bring it in tomorrow. Perhapsit's only a little thing
(hoped)that that wasthat. It wasn't.
causedby that wire comingoff. Cheers."
When Mr. Hoo cameback we proudly showedhim his
So we had a lovely day to look forward to. The ITT with
glorious colour and off he went with many a yelp of
intermittentcolour and the 3000. Quite apart from the usual
pleasure.One hour later he phonedto say that he had no
run of the mill heartache.Was tomorrow going to be the
colour.He yelpedwith displeasure
and saidhe would return
day whentheywould finally cart me offto the funny farm?
the followingday. I cried.
When it was time to get up in the morning I didn't want
to. I wantedto stay there nice and warm and go back to
sleepandnot facethesecoloudesscolour sets.
The cat insistedthat I got up however,so down we went
Enter a Jolly River Pilot
to feedher, take the dog for his sniff aroundand generally
"Mr. Lolly-Jonesis it?" rubbingme up the wrongway to
do all the thingseveryonedoesat the staft of the day.
start with. "Harold said I'd find you here.Frankly I didn't
know you existedtill he told me over a pint. Anyway, I've a
Bushcolour setand it keepsgoingdown to a thin whiteline
Easy Ones
or two acrossthe screenevery weekor so and the buggers
The first set to be tackledwas of all things an ITT. No
can't find out why. Harold saidto take it to you and you'd
signals.No transistorsupplyvoltage.O.K. at the l.t. bridge.
sort it out in no time. SpeedyGonzaleshe calledyou. Ha
Ha!" Buliy for Harold. With friendslike him you don't need Not passingthroughthe ADl6l regulatortransistoras its
base voltage very low. This comes from T45 (BCl70)
enemies.
Soin camethe BushCTV1226(A823Bchassis).
which was also not being turned on. Check the reference
Prodding around the field timebasecausedthe fault to
voltage.Very low. Suspectthe zeneri.c. Dll. Changeto
comeand go, but it wasn't till we openedup the paneland
playedwith the pincushionphasecoil 6L20 that the cause TAA550. All voltagesnow back to normal.Picturerolling,
was evident.Resolderingthe coil pegsclearedthe trouble so changePCL805. Width in each side,so check drive to
PL509.O.K. ChangePL509.Done.
permanently.
Bring on the next one.Thorn 8500,picturevery blurred,
"Well I never.Perhapsit'll be all right for a weekor so,
suspectfocus unit. Focus unit O.K. Low voltageat focus
eh?"
pin on tube, so check l00kQ seriesresistorwhich turns out
"Bet you a pint to a brandyit'll staylongerthan that."
to be virtually open-circuit.Fit newresistor.O.K.
quite
It wasnot
the endof the sagathough.
*Oh, by the way, last night we kept getting a sort of
morse code coming through on the sound. Perhapsyou
The lntermittents
couldhavea quick look at the soundsidewhileit's here?"
now
I'd
kept
down.
Turning
it
Until
the sound
up
EnterMr. Middlestump.Spiritsfall.
producedquite reasonablequality but with an edgyedgeto
On the benchtherewas very little colour signaland what
it. After a shorttime the quality becameworseand the thing there was was varying. We startedon the decoderpanel,
startedto motor boat. I touchedthe audio transistorsand which really was not a good placeto start.
burnt my fingers. Spraying the BCl26 driver transistor
There was quite a bit of variation going on. We finally
2VTll with freezerstoppedthe motor boating,but for a
endedup at R306 (seeFig. 2), wheretherewasquite a bit of
short time only. So I stuckin an equivalentand this got hot
variation.Now this is the a.c.c.line, so it seemedlogical to
too. The voltages were haywire, and how, it produced check the associatedpresetR308 which could have been
reasonablesound beatsme. Checkingthe output pair cold playing about. It wasn't, and the voltageat its slider was
showedthat they gave perfectly good readings,provided steady.
they wereboth npn types that is. BOTH npn?
So back to the i.f. panelwherethe first chromaamplifier
Grabbingthe circuit confirmedthat the lower one should transistorVTll0 lives.This provedto havebase-to-emitter
be a BCl39 pnp transistor.The one fitted was an npn field leakage,and oncea new8F224 wasfitted the colour signal
ou@uttype 16039.My mind went numb. How long had this was steadyand the picture could not be faulted. Our spirits
beenin? Perhapsthis is what is meantby bipolar. . . Now I
rose.To be quite honestwe had spent sometime chasing
knew.
red herrings on the decoderpanel, but we are learning, bit
Anyway, we stuck in a BD204 and everythingran nice by bit, not to leapbeforeyou jump or something.
and cool and therewas no moremorsecode.
It appearedthat Mr. Middlestumphad finally beensorted
Looking back at the screenand changingchannels,the out soit wasonedown,oneto go - with Mr. Hoo.
faceswent green.
The latter gentlemanfinally arrived, and we set to to son
"Oh that happensquite often.We just pressthe buttons out his intermittenttrouble.
in a coupleof timesand it goesright again."
It neededonly a finger on the baseofthe identtransistor
Getting the faces to go green again, we reset the ident T35 to causesome sort of colour bars to appearon the
preset3RV4 and ried it a few times.Now O.K.
screen,so we had to concludethat the trouble was still in
Wrap it up and chat. "Thanks very much. Nice to have the circuit precedingthis - the burst detectorcircuit. The
met you. Seeyou soon.Goodbye."Very nicechap.His wife coil, diodesetc. are in the top left can, and althoughwe had
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Links to be added

Fig. | (left): Power supply eror amplifier circuit, Thorn 3OOO
chassis. W62O clamps the emitter of W6O8 to the 3OV rail.
The time-constant of R633-C623 ensures that VT6O8 is cut
off when the set is switched on, giving a slow-start action.
W6l9 is included to discharge C623 rapidly when the set is
switched off.
Fig. 2 (right): A.C.C. detector and first chroma amplifier circuits. Thorn 3OOO chassis.

already had this off oncc - to check the diodes- we hadn't
really attacked it head on. Now seemedthe time to do so.
Every connection on this small subpanelwas checkedand
resoldered.
Upon reassemblywe had the bistablehappily sharingthe
voltages and the colour on the screenwarmed our hearts.
It didn't go off any more, so we had to concludethat no
componenthad actually been at fault and that all along it
had been a dry-joint in the phasedetector even though all
the connectionshad lookedgood.It was a goodjob the cat
had got me up, or I'd have still beenworrying about them.
Now we have only the changingcolour on that Decca to
worryabout...
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The above layout should help those carrying out the off-tape
monitoring modification suggested last month.
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The BestLaidSchemes
LesLawryJohns

record?Is that all? Well I'm goingto the recordshopso I'll
pick up oneof theseaswell. A lot of fussovernothing.You
oughtto be ashamedof yourself."
"Either that cat goesor I do."
"Wait until I get back from the town and then I'll help
you to pack. Don't you dare kick her while I'm gone. I
know you, you'reevil." There'sno justicein this world.
C o m m u n i cati o n s P ro blem s
Actually she did get a new record, and track three
I didn't like him very much. Intelligencewise,he was a
soundedjust as good as the others.Did he have only one
cross between a cretin and a moron. His distinguishing record?She'sa goodcat really.
characteristicwas that he didn't bother to open his mouth
whenhe spoke,which on the one hand showeddecidedlack
The Fool on the Hill
of considerationfor thoseexpectedto listen to him but on
I had a coupleof outsidejobs to do, so I packedmy bags
the other was of little consequence
becausewhat he did say
with care,slightlyhamperedby knowingonly the makebut
didn't amount to much anyway. Added to this I did have
not the model of the sets to be dealt with. One was a
the headphones
on.
Murphy, the other a Pye,so thereare no prizesfor guessing
Ignoring the fact that I wastotally engrossed
with thejob
the
main content of my bags.Both calls were in the vicinity
I was doing,he launchedinto a tiradeof his troubles,at the
of TelegraphHill, oneactuallyon it.
sametime keepingtime with the index finger of his right
The Murphy was the first one. It turned out to be the
hand"I didnt hear a thing, sojust to be awkwardI pointedto
I
10o
remotecontrolZ 179chassis,not oneof my favourites
the headphonesand then removedthe jack plug from the
so.
far.
The complainthad beenreportedas "no soundor
deck. I showedhim the plug, whereuponhe took it and picture."
Quite so, but the glassof the tube face was very
bawledinto it asthoughit werea microphone.
much alive,and the tubeheaterswereglowing,plus the fact
Now that the music was off, I could vaguelyhear bits
that there were very faint traces of shortwave stations
and pieces of the gabble since now he thought he was
issuingfrom the speaker.Therewas not the hiss that there
talking into a microphonehe was speakingfar more (for
would have been if the i.f. stageswere working however.
him) carefully.Apparently he had brought this herestereo
The left-handsignalpanel can be releasedon the bottom
thing into us for repair some time ago, and now when he
catch and slid out to allow better accessto the plug-in i.f.
plays his record it sounds funny half way through. It's
strip.
outsideand he'll bring it in. He broughtit in completewith
Playing with this revealedplenty of life at the output of
his record,by which time I'd removedthe headphones.
video processing
i.c. (SC9503Por TDAI330) but no
the
"Can you hear me without your hearing aid?" he
responsefrom the input. Our sparesbox containedjust
shouted.
about every i.c. exceptthis one, so we promisedto "pop
"Yes thank you, I needit only now and again,"
back
laterwith the bit you want."
"I'll leaveit with you and call back at the endof the week
Up
the hill to the Pye. This turned out to be one of the
then."
725 series,solid-statewith verticalpanels.
That isn't exactly what he said, but that's what it
The bottom centre800mA h.t. fusehad failed.This is in
amountedto. After he had gone,I riggedit up with a couple
the feed to the line output stage.With the stupidity that
of speakersand put the record on at the far end of the
seemsto characterise
my everymovelately (seniledecay),I
bench so that I could get on with the cassettedeck at the
thought I'd take a short cut and unhook the tripler. Sure
sametime.
enoughthe current droppedto about 50OmA and a new
fuseheld.Our box containedalmosteverytripler exceptone
Cat's Paw
for the 731-125series.So we madethe samepromiseand
It played away quite nicely, and I could hear no
departed.Oh well, it was worth it just for the view from the
hill overthe estuary.
distortion at all - until it reached track three when the
soundwas decidedlydistorted.Apparentlythe cat thought
A quick nip back to baseto pick up the (a) necessaryand
parts, delayedby peoplewanting to know
so as well. In onemovementsheleapedup on the benchand (b) unnecessary
this, that and the other. Eventuallywe were on our way
swipedthe pick up arm with her paw.Zip.
back.
"Spock,you horriblecat, clearoff' I bawled.
Whip out the Murphy's i.f. panel,suck up the solderon
Spockfled, leavingme to examinethe recordwhich was
well and truly scratchedfrom track threeto the centre.My
the chip, and stick in the replacement1330.Lots of lovely
fault of course,but it was the first time the cat had takena
soundandvisionsignals.
handin the benchwork for a long time.Enterthe wife.
Up the hill to the Pye. Removesuspecttripler, fit new
one.Switchon. No e.h.t.Fuseslowly getsred hot, curls up
"What are you shoutingat the cat for? Honestly,you
make her life a misery.What's shedone now? Damageda
and dies.Realisationhit me. ldiot. Too stupid to take my

I wAStrying to find an irritating fault on a cassettedeckand
was engrossedin watching the busy little VU meter needles
flickering up and down in time with the music coming
through the headphones,which were keeping my ears
warm, whenthis fellow camein.
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own advice(thesepagessomemonths ago, suspectC563
0.1 pF l.2kV underthe focusunit, c.r.t.first anodesupply
reservoir,off the tripler). This capacitorwas short-circuitof
course,and had beenisolatedby disconnectingthe tripler
(it's at the earthy end of the line output transformer
overwinding).Better by far to have removedthe two-pin
plug rather than the input to the tripler. Next time, next
time.
Having restoredwhat appearedto be normal reception
by replacingthe capacitorand refitting the originaltripler,
we stoodback to admirethe picture.
Tap and Tap Again
"Oh, there'sone thing you might seeto whileyou'rehere.
The picture goesoff every now and again and we haveto
tap the top to get it back again."so we tappedthe top of the
cabinet and off went the picture (leaving the sound).
Anothertap broughtit back.Herewe go again.
Having slid out the left-sidesignal panel, every touch
anywherecausedthe picture signalsto come and go. It
appearedto be plug and socket connections,so each
relevantone(and others)werecheckedwith fairy fingers.
In view of the symptoms - sound unaffected but
completeloss of luminance- we were inclined to dally
aroundthe delay line area.But as we proddedand probed,
the fault becamelessand lesseasyto provoke.In short we
were improving the contact without locating it, and time
was a hurrying by.
A purposehad beenservedhowever,sinceonly oneitem
would now respondto light treatment.This provedto be the
i.c. nearthe delayline(IC348,TBA560CQ)- it clipsinto a
socketratherthan beingsolderedto the print.
Out came the wee beastie(thus slightly alteringthe leg
formation) and back in againhe went. Inspectingthe print
sideshowedno signof dry-jointsor what haveyou, and no
amountof vibrationnow seemedto disturbthe picture.
Out againto admirethe view,andthenback to the traffic
andthe noiseand the shopand thejobs.

the prods to the heaterposts.Full 6'3V. The tube heaters
wereglowing.Ah! A dry-joint on the tubebase.
There weren't any. The clicks started again (from the
speaker).Again the heatersdulled, and now the 6.3V
readingwas swinging.I fairly leapt over to the powerpanel
to the tube heater supply plug. Moving it producedthe
clicks and the variation.Tighteningup the socketstopped
the hankypankycompletely.
I now felt full of guilt. Had I put in a new tube
unnecessarily?The old one was still in the basement.
Checkingit with the tube testershowedvery low emission
on all threeguns.The poor heatersupplycontactmusthave
occurredafterthe new tubewas fitted.I wasnot guilty but I
couldhavebeen,easily.
By the time Mr. Creaky came to collect I had also
paintedthe Forth Bridge. I cannot understandthesedull
peoplewho haveno confidencein themselves.
The phonerang.It wasMr. Hoo.
"A coupleof weeksago you had a lot of troublewith my'
Ifi becausethe colour kept going off. Well, it's gone off
again."
Help!
Anyway we had the setin again,and this time had a look
at the referenceoscillator control loop's filter circuit.
There'sa 6.8pF electrolytichere(C208),and replacingthis
seemsto havedonethe trick at last. I'm still nervouswhen
the phonegoesthough.

Ghost Train
Nothing to do with defectiveTVs, but it's worth telling.
Now it's part of a river pilot's job to get up at unearthly
hoursin order to be at a certainplaceat a certaintime - to
pick up his ship.So our friend Clifford left home at 03.30,
down to the pier wherethe cuttertook him acrossto Tilbury
wherehe intendedto catchthe 4.30first train. At the station
therewasonly a sleepyticket collector.
"Purfleet train, platform 4" he yawned.Ciifford looked
over to platform 4. Therewas no train at platform 4 or for
that matterat any otherplatform.In otherwords,the whole
placewasbareof trains.
Tube Trouble
"[ thoughtit startedfrom here"saidClifford.
"Mr. Creaky hasleft his sethere.He saysthat sinceyou
"It does.It comesin last thing at night and it's the first
put the new tube in the pictureis worsethan ever.He'll be oneout in the morning."
back at five o'clock to collectit." It wasfour thirty.
"I can'tseeit".
"You wouldn't like me to paint the Forth Bridgebefore
The collector turned his head toward platform 4. He
five o'clock as well wouldyou?" I complained.
wokeup with a jerk.
"Well he did bring it in as soonas you went out, andyou
"Where'sit gone?"hedemanded.
havebeengonea long time.Mr. Creakyis very nicelooking
"I haven'ttakenit" Clifford assuredhim.
The collectorhot footedit over to a phone.Whoeverwas
too,"
I gaveup and hoistedthe G8 on to the bench.
on the other end of the phone seemedas disturbedas the
collector,and apparentlyaccusedhim of losing the train.
The picture looked fine to me, for a while anyway,and
then sometling funny happened.The whitesstartedto have He bangedthe phonedown muttering"It ain't my fault."
long pennantsof orangestreakingout to the right, which is
Just thentwo lonelyfigurescameon the scene.It wasthe
typical of a failing tube. Off camethe rear cover,back in
driver and guard,who wereto take thetrain out.
went the aerial, and in the mirror the picture looked
"Whereis it?" askedone.
perfect. Whites were white with no streaks. Bitterly I
"Don't you start. How do I know whereit is?" said the
wished I knew my job better than I did. Why can't I be
unhappycollector."It musthavecomein last night."
quick witted and cleverlike most chapsI know? All I can
"It's bloody Fred, that's who it is. He just won't walk
everdo is plod on following dull routinesthat may or may
home last thing." Whereuponthe driver and guard walked
not resultin eventualsuccess.
down the platformandinto the darkness.
That'sthe thing.I'll tell myselfI'm clever.
Self-hypnosis.
"Where'vethey gone?"askedClifford, by now prepared
It didn't work however,and I had only a few minutesleft.
to believeanything.
As I watchedthe crisp picture it startedto play about
"Over to the sidings I suppose.Fred lives over there
again.This time it faded, becomingbluish in the process, somewhere."
Sureenough,ten minuteslater therewas a rumblingon
and I heard a very faint clicking noise.The tube heaters
wereout.
thetracksandthe 4.30slid into platform4.
Clifford swearsit's true,but you neverknow with him.
Quickly (for me) I switchedthe meterto a.c.and applied
T E L E V I S I JOUNN E1 9 7 9
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Only in Dreams ooo
LesLawryJohns
WEARILYIclamberedup thegracefulcurveof theSpit'sport
mainplane,onceagainto wedgemyselfin the tiny cockpit,to
clunk-clickthe straps,andto preparefor theordealto come.I
lookeddown on the strainedand anxiousfacesof my faithful
fitter and rigger,Fred and Reg, who had kept the Spit serviceablethrough the long monthsto enablethis one plane,
with its onepilot,to holdoffthe entireenemyair forceby night
and by day. I was feeling a bit groggy, after six months
without sleep . . Alone to keep the skies clear until
replacementscould be built and pilots trained to take my
place.
"Be carefulsir" shoutedFred."They'll be comingat you
out of the moon." My haggardface manageda ghostof a
smile as I pulled up the side of the cockpit cover and
pressedthe starter. The sharp bark of the Koffman cartridge precededthe clatter of the Merlin as it burst into life
in the early morning air, and the March Hares sat up in
silencearound the airfieldperimeter,solewitnessesto what
could well be the last act of the drama,their earsproviding
V signsof encourangement.
"Chocksawaychaps."
"Chocks away slr, and goodhunting.Oh God. He cant he
just can't.But of course. . . . . hemust".
My headphonescrackledinto life. Dorniers over Dover,
Junkersover Jarrow. Messerschmitts
over Manchester.I
pushedthethrottleforward andthetiny aircraftracedacross
the grass.Make surethe gunsare working.I gavethe eight
Browningsa quick burst, and the Vs disappearedfrom the
MarchHares'heads.No morefor themthebattle'snoise.The
enginescreamedandthetail lifted. . . . . Screamed.
"Wake up, wakeup. You'retearingthe bedto bits.What
dreamis it thistime?"
This wasto be my rewardthen.To be rudelyawakenedby
an unsympatheticspousewho knewandcarednothingabout
my valianteffortsto saveour blessedislandhome.
I lay there reflectingfor a while, the battle of the skies
recedingas I remembered
what I'd donethe previousday to
my precioustest cassettes,all carefullyrecorded.Correction.
They had been carefully recordeduntil I'd left that openwound transformernext to them while testingsomeaudio
stuff.For thelife of meI couldn'tfind thereasorlforthelossof
playbackon the next cassetteto betested.I reallymustlearn
to be carefuland logicallike all thoseotherchapsare. . . . .

and then the final sevenstepswhich seemedlike seventy.It
was worsethan this whenwe climbedEverestthe first time
though.But not a lot worse.At leastwe(theboxesandI) arrived
at No. 49.
Mrs. Acorn wasthechatty,worryingtype,alwaysthinking
up reasonsfor doomanddisasteranddiscussing
themat great
lengthto no realpurpose.
"The set'sin here.Do you think it's finished?I've had it
only a couple of years. It should last longer than that,
shouldn'tit? Doesn'tseemfair. The vacuumcleanerwasthe
same.It all happensat once,andI do missthetelly. Half way
through Cross Roads. I'm frightenedto touch it myself.
Always havebeenafraid of electricity,but I don't suppose
youare.Neitherwasmy husband,
andhe'sdead."
By thistimeI'd reachedthe set.A 20in.monochrome
one
with a solidwoodcase.Unfamiliar.Unitra. Oh dear.
Back off, juice on and presentat h.t. points.No heaters
alight.Where'sthedropper?Swingdownchassis.Thermistor
and large wirewoundbehindthe e.h.t.compartment,upper
rightside.
Wirewoundintact.Chasealongto PY800.Open-circuit.
Shouldhave beena PY88 (PY800 l9V heater,PY88 30V
heater).Fit newPY88.
Heatersnow alight,hissysound.Aerial out of wall socket.
Insert plug. No better.Redressplugs at both ends.Sound
clear,butnorasteryet.
Narrow picture slowly expandingafter extendedwait.
Lazy PL5O4.Fit newone. Full picturenow, but expanding
whenbrillianceadvanced.DY802 e.h.t.rectifierglowingo.k.,
but suspectlow emission.DY802 not a DY802 but an
EY86, with four turns on the heaterwinding.Look in vain
for an EY86. Refit old one and promiseto return later with
replacement.
"Can I useit? It won't blow up, will it? PerhapsI'd better
not have it on, but it's all I have and I do want to seethe
Worldat One."
"It's all right Mrs. Acorn. It's just that the picturegets
biggerwhenit's bright, and I'll be backlater anywayto stop
thatcaper."
"All right,I'll getmy littleradioout,andyou cando that for
me,aswellryhen,you
comeback,andperhapsyou couldhave
a quicklook at thecleaneraswell."
i
Ifled.

Came the Day

Ekco, Ekco

Someoutsidecallsto make.Mrs. Acorn wasfirst.
"I'm on thethird floor.thisend.Thelift's at thefar end."
Might just as well nip up the stairsat this endratherthan
dragall theway alongto thelift carryingthislot andthendrag
all the way back again once I get up there and repeatthe
/
processonthewayback.
So we dancedup the first flight andthenup thenextto the
first floor. Nip smartlyup thenextflightandroundup thenext
to thesecondfloor. Funny,it saysfirst floor on theboard.The
first two flightshadbeenup to thegroundfloor . . . Plodup the
nexttwo flightsto the secondfloor. The boxesnowweigheda
ton and my legsfelt a bit rubbery.Staggerup the next flight

They nevercomein singles,and it's a constantsourceof
surprisethat ifyou geta faulton onetypeofset thenextone
will be identical.After this you may go monthsbeforeencounteringthesamefault again,eventhoughthesametype of
setis metregularlybut with differentdefects.
Next we had a 26in. Ekco colour set (Pye group hybrid
chassis)whichwasa littletoo big for thecustomerto bring in.
Symptom:sound,no picture.No valvesheating.Whip out the
PY500: open-circuitheater.Whip out the PL509: opencircuitheater.Checkfor shorts,noneuntil PY500refitted- it
hada heater-cathode
shortofcourse.andsincethePY5O0is
the secondvalvein theheaterchainthefirst heater(PL509)is
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alsodealta mortal blow.Extractnewvalvesfrom sparesbox,
fit, and ensurethat all is well beforedeparting.Thefollowing
call requiredexactly the sameperformance,with the result
thatwearenowoutofPL504sandPY500s.

'''
ijgff"-."
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A quick burst from the Brownings . . .

And of Course
The last call was a little way out in the sticks.Ringingthe
door bell produceda loud barking by way ofresponse.The
door was openedby a friendly lady and the largestOld
I haveeverseen.As far ashisfacewasconEnglishSheepdog
cerned,all that couldbe seenotherthanfur wasa blacknose.
His feetwerethe sizeof dinnerplates.More like a Yeti than a
dog. He was friendly though.Eventhoughhe had no tail to
wag,his rear end sort of undulatedto showhis pleasure.
"Get out of the way Saxon,you big slob" saidMrs. Norman.
We made our way to wherethe sick set stood.A large
Philips G6. I was suddenlyaware of what was not in the
spares
box.
I put thetool boxdownandgrappledwith theG6 to moveit
out. At the sametime Saxondecidedto sit on thetool box and
I think helookedat mealthoughI couldn'tbesure.I thenhad
to grapplewith him to gethim offthe box,andhethoughtthis
was greatfun and wasin no hurry to giveup his seat.Eventually I grabbedthe box and got out the 4BA nut spinnerto
removethe rear coverofthe set.Saxonwasa greathelp,and
did his bestto distributeall thetoolson thefloorjust in caseI
neededthem.
With the seton, all the valvesglowedandtherewash.t. to
the
thetop capsofthePL509andPY500butnopulsevoltage,
PL509 remainingcool.Checkits screenfeedresistor.Easier
saidthan doneon thesesets.It provedto beopen-circuit.The
spareswereout in thevan.
"I'm goingout to geta coupleof bitsandpieces.Are you
coming?"I askedSaxon.He didn'tneedsecondaskingand
was aheadof me to the front door. Out we went to get the
wirewound and the iron. Saxonjumped into the van and
settleddown comfortably.
"Come out you daft bugger,we haven'trepairedthe set
yet." He didn't argue,and amiablyfollowedmebackinto the
house.
Now putting a new wirewound under the PL509 and
PY500valvebasesis nojoke, and asI wasn'tinclinedto put
the set on its side I had to adopt a rather uncomfortable
posturein order to solderthe thing in. The troublewas that
Saxonwantedto seewhat wasgoingon aswell,whichmade
our headstoo closefor comfort, particularlysincehis was
twice the sizeof mine and took up far too muchspace.Mrs.
Normancameto my aid anddraggedawaymy helper.
Eventuallythe resistorwasin, andastherewereno shorts
presentwetriedtheset,desperately
hopingthePL509wasnot
goingto play tricks.The resultantpicturewasquitepleasant,
but rathersoft andtinteddueto theageofthe tubeprecluding
an accurategrey scale.I preparedto depart and the final
pleasantries
werebeingexchanged.
"The picture'sgoneofl saidMrs. Norman.Back to square
one, with the wirewoundoverheatingsufficientto melt the
solder.ThePL509wasfaulty afterall.
"Sorry Mrs. Norman,I'll haveto pop backlater.It needs
sometingI had when I startedout but haven'tgot now. See
youlaterSaxon."
Visitfrom

a Reader

Back at the ranch we had a few bits and piecesto clear up
beforewecouldreturntothesceneoftheuncompletedjobs.
I'd just accidentally managed to short the base and collector
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of a regulator transistor in a reel-to-reeltape recorder, thereby
returning us to exactly the same condition as when we had
started(worse,as we now had no MJE3055: the last one had
beenthe last one), when a couple of very nice peoplecame into
the shop to make themselvesknown as regular readers(sheas
well as he). As I say they were very nice people,but there was
oneodd thing: he was wearinga fur collar,not her.
"We thought we'd pop in to say hullo and just to make sure
that you really do have a dog and a cat that do funny things."
"Oh yes. They're hereall right. There's Spock, and the nose
round the corneris Ben."
At that moment I took another look at the fur collar and it
yawned at me. It was a dog. "She was getting tired you see."
The dog was elegantly draped around his neck and for all the
world looked like a fur collar. What a lovely lot of daft
readerswe do have.
Came the Night
We had discharged our responsibilities to the letter, and
had recharged our batteries at Harold's hostelry before retiring for the night, the better to slumber rather than lie fretting
into the early hours . . .
It was a freezing cold morning as day dawned. The lone
Swordfish stood, ungainly as ever, freshly loaded with its
singletorpedo,and only oneoccupantinsteadofthree.
Lt.-Commander Prangham-Wright nodded to me briefly
as I clambered up the lower port mainplane, the starting
handle in my icy hand.
"The entire enemy fleet is proceedingup through the straits
- two carriers, two battleships, four cruisers and ten
destroyers.They must not be allowed to get through, or all is
lost. Not one. I must press home my attack with the utmost
despatch."
"But this is our last aircraft sir, and that's the last torpedo"
I stammered,at a loss to seehow he could sink the lot in one go.
"No one knows that better than I" said the intrepid naval
officer. "I've had the armourers up all night specially hardening the warhead so that it'll penetrate anything up to nineteen
ships and explodeon impact with the last - just in casethey
havea supply ship tucked away. All I've got to do is to get'em
in line and dive the old stringbag at 100 knots at the first one
and the lot will go down whamt" What a wonderful man.
What ingenuity.What courage.No wonderhe had the D.S.O.
and scar.
"Right Les,wind her up and we'll get going."
Standing on the leading edge of the mainplane, I inserted
the handle into the socket behind the engine and commenced
the winding up process.Slowly my frozen hands rotated the
handle to get the flywheel moving, then faster and ever faster
until the flywheelwas up to speed."Switches on." "Switches
on." I removed the handle and pulled the ring which would
bring the spinning flywheel into marriage with the engine.
Clatter, clatter, clatter. The big three-bladed airscrew turned
and stoppedas the enginecoughed and died.
"You bloody fool, you didn't get her up to speed. Do it
again" bawled Prangham-Wright. "And this time put some
backboneinto it."
Wearily I reinserted the handle, and with aching muscles
started to wind her up again. Faster and faster, faster and
faster.The flywheel was screaming,screaming. . .

Midsummer
Madness
Les LawryJohns
I w.e,sbusy makingout a list of sparesneededto top up the
shelves,making sure to get the order code right for Cach
item and frighteningmyself thinking of the probablecost,
whenthis younglady walkedin.
"We're doing a survey of small radio, televisionand
electricalbusinesses,
and I wonderedwhetheryoud mind
answeringa few questions?"
"Not at all my dear.Fire away.I bet a pretty girl like you
hasto answera few questionsherselfin the courseof a day
or, er, oh well, carry on,"
So the questionscame thick and fast. What type of
appliancesdo we sell?What brands?Which sellbest?What
percentageof our turnoveris the resultof salesas opposed
to service, and so on. Then came the question which
stoppedme deadin my tracks.
"Would you say you're slackin the summer?"
I lookedat her for quite sometime,gravelyponderingthe
questionand a suitableanswer,during which time her face
becamebright pink.
"I wouldn't say we are more slackin the summerthan in
the winter, but. . . . ." At that momentmy beloved'svoice
floateddown the stairs.
"He's slackall the year round,don't let him fool you.',
Seeingthat shehad an ally, the young lady regainedher
composureand put a tick againstNo SlackPeriod.
The rest of the questions were dealt with without
embarrassment,
and shedepartedin goodspirits.
Hardly had she gone when another female appeared,
carrying an orange Indesit TI2LBG, orange apparently
beingthe favouredcolour for thesepopularportables.
Apparently it had failed altogether, but prior to this it
had sufferedfrom intermittent loss of signals,t}te screen
remainingbright but blank. The causeof the non-operation
wasn'ttoo dilficult to trace,sincethe voltagesappearedlow
(not absent)- the l5V line was only about 7V. Sincethere
was no sign of overheatingwe suspectedan open-circuit
electrolyticand were inclinedto pounceon C902 (seeFig.
l). It wasn't until R908 was bridged however that the
wholething camealive(thelow voltageshad beendueto the
start-upcircuit).A new 620Q, 18W resistorwasfitted and a
Pump
trahsastot

Start-up
supply

ffi

Fig. 1: Mains input/h.t. rectifier circuit used in the lndesit
Tl2LGB portable. R9O9 is a fusible type in later production.
A problem we've had on occasion is the h.t. filter capacitor
C9O4 going open-circuit: the symptoms are a small picture
after a slow tube warm up, with the l.t. line low at about
7'5V. R9O6/7 provide a 5.8V start-up supply to get the
line oscillatorgoing.
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nice picture was obtained with a pieceof wire stuck in the
300Qaerialinput (too lazy to fit the 75Qadaptor).
This didn't last long however.The sound and vision
signalsthen suddenlycut out, leavinga bright screen,We
spent some time checkingthrough the i.f. stages,getting
nowherebecausewe hadn't studiedthe circuit of this and
had assumedthat the collectorsare fed from a positiverail
with the emitters returned to chassis. Close inspection
revealedthat thereshouldbe a -llV negativerail as well,
for the emitters,and that this was absent.Switchingthe set
off and then on again after a brief period restored the
signals, and the negative voltages were present. These
vanishedquickly, so we were left to find out where they
went.
Their sourceproved to be the line output transformer,
negative-going
pulsesbeingrectifiedby D909 to providethe
negativeline. When D909 was sprayed with freezer it
obliginglycameto life, as did the i.f. strip. A new diodeput
a stop to thesepranks and the Indesit settleddown nicelv.
For a while.
It then again cut out completely, and investigation
showed that the voltage on C904 was sky high, with
nothingon the collectorof the pump transistorTR902. This
time R909 (274, 5W) had becomeopen-circuit.R909 and
R908 (on the lowercentreheatsink)areboth suspecton this
chassis,and evenif they are not faulty it's prudentto check
their contactsasthesetendto corrodeover a period.
Double Filter
We'vehad a few all solid-stateBushmonochromesetsin
lately (Model TV309 etc., A816 chassis)with varying
troubles.One in particular is worth mentioning,to savea
few minutesfor our all too busyreaders.
Dick Dix brought one in the other day with a shattered
supplyfuse.
"Won't take a minute Dick, it's bound to be the mains
filter capacitor."
The fuse is on the control panel, togetherwith a hefty
O,47pF lkV filter capacitor.Therewas a deadshort across
the capacitor, so out came the panel and off came the
capacitor - only to find that the capacitor was in mint
condition and that the short was still across where the
capacitorhad been.
The mainsleadsgo from this panelover to the right side
of the main board, and thereof courseresides3C67 which
is an 0.lpF 600V type of the more suspectkind. This was
the culprit, and it was speedilyreplacedwith a morereliable
oneof lkV working.
It was then necessaryto refit the front control panel
which needn'thave beenremovedin the first place. Next
time we'll swing out the main panel first and check the
0.1pF capacitor instead of wasting time on the control
panel.If I remember,that is.
While this was going on, Dick was practicing his
deplorableFrench on the cat. "Ze cat sat on ze mat,' he
pronouncedslowly and with perfect diction. Spock was
clearly not impressed.She stretched out one teg and
yawned.
"Wait a minute Dick" I said helpfully.,.Shouldn'tit be
Ze cat zat on ze mat2" Dick looked thoughtful and was
aboutto try againwhenmy belovedcameon the scene(she
nevermissesany conversationthat's goingon, evenif she's
ten milesawayandit's whispered).
"Neither of you have the slightestidea of you,re own
languagenever mind French. Anyone knows it's, La cad,
sadon la mad."
We both lookedat her with renewedrespect.
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"Tray bong" shesaid and vanishedas quickly as shehad
come.
"Well I never" saidDick. *Well I never".
Seeing me refitting the rear cover of the Bush, his
thoughtscamebackto thejob in hand.
"Was it what you thoughtit was?"
"Well, yes and no really. About six monthsago, a chap
brought one of thesein for the samething. I thoughtit was
on the control paneland took it out only to find it was over
the other sideafter all, and I've just donethe samething."
Dick shookhis headin awe.
"You must have a mind like a computer.It's a pity you
can't put it down on paperlike somepeopledo."

story. Suffice it to say that the job was completedto
everyone'ssatisfaction.)

Meanwhile
I was feelinga little fragilewhen I got back to base,and
was not at all in the mood to tackleMr. Gagg'sG8 which,
accordingto him, had nothing wrong with it really. It was
just that it kept jittering from time to time, changedcolour
once or twice an hour, while the picture would become
grainyon theodd occasion.
"It's four o'clock now" said Mr. Gagg."Shall I call back
at 5?"
"Make it 5.30 and bring twenty quid with you. You
might get somechange,but don't bank on it".
Laura Lovett's Dicey Decca
"What couldbe wrongto cost all that moneythis time?"
When Laura phonedto say shehad frame collapseI was
"I'm not sure,but thejittering couldbe a faulty thyristor,
ringing her bell before she had put the phonedown. After
the changingcolour a duff BF337 transistor,andthe grainy
all, Laura's frame was not a thing to be takenlightly and if
picture could be a tuner unit fault which could mean an
aid was needed mine would be first. As soon as she exchangetuner unit as they are difficult to repair - for me
answeredthe door I could seethat it wasnot her framethat
anyway."
had collapsed.It was just as I rememberedit from last
"Good Lord, I didn't think it wouldcometo all that. Last
week,whenshekept goingred.
time when it packedup altogetherit cost me only a few
"Sorry to bother you againso soon.It's gettingnaughty pounds,yet this time whenit's still workingit's goingto cost
latelyisn'tit?"
a lot more.Funny."
"The neighbourswill start talking if I keepon poppingin
"Not really funny Mr, Gagg. Last time it was just that
likethis" I suggested.
....
long black thing with tags on it, and they don't cost very
"Oh, I don't think there's much fear of that. Not with
much.Anyway, I might not haveto replacethe tuner unit,
you anyway.Now if it was that young telephoneengineer, but if you definitelywant it readyby 5.30the chancesare I
they'dhavegroundsto talk."
wilf'.
I neverdid like Laura very much really, and I could feel
"Well that bit of it's not too bad. Just do the jittery
in my bones that this was going to be a more expensive picture and the changeof colour, That'll make it easyfor
repair than when she went red which was only a faulty
you won't it?"
green output transistor.Thesewomen needn't think they
"Thanks Mr. Gagg,we'll do just thosebits then. Seeyou
can twist me round their little finger like they can someof
later."
thesetelephonelouts.
As soon as he had gone,the landlord from one of the
It was a Bradford chassiswith valved timebases.I
local pubs poppedin carrying a radio-cassette
deck (Sony
switchedit on and within a short time the picturecameup
stereo)which had apparentlydrunk (unwillingly)a pint of
asright as ninepence.
bitter and a glass of sherry. By its appearance,it had
"Oh dear" said Mrs. Lovitt, and went red. "I hope I
absorbedconsiderablymorethan this.
haven'tgot you hereon a wild goosechase.It really did go
"Don't you keepit covered?"
down to somelinesacrossthe middle,honestlyit did."
"Are you supposed
to?"
"It's probably a touch of the tantrums" I diagnosedwith
Believeit or not, he wantedit for six o'clock that evening.
knowingnod.
As he wasgoing,in camea lady from overthe way.
"I think it's wonderful the way you engineerscan put
"I'am fed up with buying two 996 batteriesat a time, at
your fingeron it right away."
over a pound, for this radio. Can you fix me up with a
"Some of us are better at it than others" I admitted.So mains adaptor? I1l be back when I've done some
offcamethebackcover.Tap the PL508.
shopping."
"That's it" shesaidexcitedly.
Incredibly, she was followed by a chap with a Philips
Offset, out PL508,in with another,switchon.
batteryoperatedrecordplayer.
"Still the same."
"Can you fix me up with a mainsunit? I'm fed up with
"You have to give it time to warm up, it's no good buyingsix SP2cellsat 17pa time."
rushingthings." We gaveit time but it didn't open up so I
Oh dear,I thought. I wish I hadn't lingeredat Laura's.
tappedit and it did. Moving the PL508 producedthe same After all it wasonly a dry-joint that had beentroublingher.
performance,so I had to concludethat we had a poor
I really was out of favour with the Gods that day,
contacton the print sideof the panel.Setoff, removepanel because
the'phoneranganditjust hadto be her.
plugs,releasethe top threeclipsand removepanel.
"My frame'sall wobbly and I'm afraid it will fall. you
Taking my glassesoff so that I could seeproperly, I
must haveleft it loose."I swearI hadn't touchedthe frame
peeredat the panel in the vicinity of the PL508's baseand on which the set stood. It just rolled out and back on its
immediatelyspottedthe poor contact.
castersand seemedfirm enough.Can't arguethough.
I rememberedfrom last time that the nearestmains
"O.K. I1l shootoveras soonasI shutthe shop."
socket was nowhere near the set. Actuaily the nearest
"What was that all about?" askedmy little sun flower
socket was in the bedroom (believeit or not), through a
who hadjust finishedputtinglittle crossesall over a picture
sliding door in the wall where the TV lived. "Can I go
of a footballpitch.
throughand plug the iron in?"
"I've got to go out againwhenwe shut the shop.Laura
"I'll put it in for you, you had trouble finding it last L,ovitt'slegsare loose.Er, I meanher framefeelsfragile.Er,
time."
oh I don't know,I'm properfed up. I wish I was a telephone
(Editor's note. We had better condensethe rest of this engineer."
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AIIStog andNo Grog. oo
LesLawryJohns
THERE'Sabsolutelyno rest for us busy boys lately. Even
when we finish you can bet your life somejoker will spoil
your pint with "I don't want to bother you, but . . .". You
escapefrom that and settledown at homewith a bite to eat
and a quick glimseof the telly beforebedtimeand the thing
changeschannelsall on its own. So you give up and go to
bed and dreamabout setsthat won't go right or womenthat
won't go wrong or something.Look at yesterday for
instance..Itstartedwith colourlesssets.
First an 8500 (Ferguson)with the complaint that the
colour had been intermittent but had now gone beyond
recall.
Dealing with Lack of Colour
I supposewe all haveour own pet waysof makinga start
whentackling faults that can havevariouspossiblecauses.I
alwayslike to staft on this one by proving t}te presenceof
timing pulsesfrom the line output stage.Theseare applied
to connection312 on the decoderpanelon the 8000 series
chassis,and can be measuredat TP9 in the burst gate
circuit. Finding little activity herewe nippedsmartlyoverto
the timebasepanel and had a look at TP28, which again
was lifeless.[t was a short stepfrom hereto R404 (33k4)
which wasfound to be open-circuit.
Nice going we thought.Keep it up and we might regain
some of our lost confidencewhich has taken a bashing
lately due to persistentwrong diagnoses,er diagnostics,er,
jumping to the wrong conclusions,with the consequent
hourslost ploddingtowardthe right conclusions.
And the Next Gent Please
Of course the next casejust had to be loss of colour
again.Apparently Mr. Earlybirth had had a spotof trouble
with his Philips G8 of late, and was dissatisfiedwith the
servicehe had receivedfrom tlte originalsuppliersofthe set.
He producedmassiverepairbills to proveit. Horrific would
perhapsbe a betterword. Sincethe last onewasvery recent
and was incurred in the questfor lost colour, I suggested
that he returnedthe set to the repairersfor their approbation
"I'm too scared"he said."It'll probablybe a hundredquid
this time." I couldn't quite seehow this couldhappen,but as
he wasclearlyadamantaboutnot goingback with it I didnt
pressthe point further.
"O.K. Mr. Earlybirth, leave your phone number and
we'll ring you whenit's sortedout."
Clearly this was oneto approachwith caution.It wasone
of the separatepanel type, and it was obvious that some
work had been done on both the signal and the decoder
panels.
So we decidedto cut acrossthe usual routine and fit a
known good decoderpanelwhich wejust happenedto have
lying around. With this in there was still no colour, so we
did somethingdaft. We refittedthe original paneland then
checkedfor the positiveand negativepulsesat pins 8 and I
respectivelyat the rear edgeconnector.The negativepulses
weretherebut therewas no joy at pin 8 (TP39).So over we
went to the timebase(line scan)unit and checkedat pin I of
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plug U. Nothing here so follow the track along to R576
(4.1Q,or 4R7 if you like that better).It didn't look well, and
indeedprovedto be open-circuit.A replacement
of the same
smallwattagedid not overheat,and the positivepulseswere
now presenton my little diodeprobe.
Sadlyhowevertherewas still no colour (and I hadn't left
the colour control turned down like I did on that one some
time ago,chasingall overthe placebeforeI realizedit).
So out camethe decoderpanelagainand in went the test
one. Full colour. Suspectinghanky-panky,we looked with
care at the removed panel. The core of the reference
oscillatorcoil looked decidedlyout of place,whilst all the
other cores were still sealed.So back went the panel and
careful adjustmentto the suspect core restored almost
normal resultsexceptthat the grey scalewas out and the
picturewastoo bright with the brightnessright down.
Resetting the blue d.c. level control R297 restored
normal brightness,and a touch up on the green and red
level controlsrestoredthe grey scaleto very nearlyperfect.
All that remainedwas to convergethe set.This was easier
panelhad
said than done,sinceR1933 on the convergence
seenbetter days. A new lOQ potentiometerput this right,
andwe werequitepleasedwith the result.
"Mr. Eadybirth. Your set's ready. Bring a couple of
hundredquid with you, ha,ha."
It was a bit prematurereally becauseI suddenlybecame
awarethat therewas no soundwhen I turned it up to hear
what the tennisscoreswere(I can't read).
The rear cover had to come off again, and the sound
returnedon its own. This provedto be nothingmorethan a
poor contacton the audioplug,so we wern't all that upset.
Put the back on again, having wangled the control
knobs through, and that was that. We didn't really sting
him. He got changefrom threefivers,andwashappy.
Only No Sound
"Not a lot wrong" he said."Not a lot. Justno sound."As
this was an ITT CVC5, it cameasno surpriseand of course
we made straight for the PCL86. Giving it a quick clout
with a screwdriverhandlerestoredthe soundwith a sharp
crack. In went a new valve and we waitedfor the soundto
burst forth. It didn't. Applying the voltmeter, we found
rather more h.t. than we expected.Not too much voltage
you understand,but what there was was in too many
places.
As usual, my mind went completelyblank. I knew I
shouldhave h.t. on pin 6, the output pentodeanode,but I
couldn't rememberwhat pin the screengrid voltageshould
be on. So we had 200Von pins6,8 and 3, and l00V on pin
9. Lookingit up, we shouldhavehad 20OV on pins 6 and 3,
but pin 8 was the control grid. Not to be botheredwith
niceties,the valvewaswhippedout and the voltageon pin 8
vanished.Another duff new valve,but what had happened
to the cathodebias resistor?Nothing apparently.It still
read l20Q and the 50pF decouplerwas also in one piece.
Anothernewvalverestoredthe sound.
"While you're at it" said Mr. Ratchet(christiannameI
presumedwas Paul, as it said P on the job sheet),"you
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only slightly fast on t}re strobe (as usual).Switch to 33.
Turntablestops.Do it again.O.K. on 45, stopson 33.
Take off turntable and check on idler wheel. Clunks
nicely on to the drive spindleon 45, doesn't want to be
pulled acrossfully on 33. Concludethat there'sfriction on
swing spindle in the 33 position. Oil and try again. No
F l y b a c kp u l s e s
better. Take out unit and check on nylon assemblyand,
noticethat swing arm has to comedown a shadeout of its
true positionwhich would makethe idler contactthe motor
spindle.Why? Don't know.
Note that there's movementto spare on the assembly
Fig. l: The width controlcircuit usedin the ITT CVCSand
when
in the 45 position, but none in the 33 position
subseguent
hybridcolourchassis.Thedesignis conventional,
(determined
by a nylon ratchetrotatingthe cog teethof the
but care has been taken over its implementation.Pairs of
nylon
speed
selectordrum).Think. "If the ratchetis pushing
resistorsare usedto reducethe voltagest/essacrossthe individual rcsistors,and the O.O022pFdecouplingcapacitors the cog drum too far round, why not move it back one
tooth?" Easeout the ratchetand allowthe drum to advance
are includedto protect the factoryand dealerpresetwidth
controlsagainsthighpulsevoltages.
onetooth,Instantsuccess.
Now plays33 aswell as45.
Question:how did the ratchetand cog get out of sync in
the first place?Nevermind,plod on.
might havea quick look at the pictureasthere'sa line down
Think aboutcallingit a day and cashingup. Not difficult
the left side." There was indeed.It looked like brushingof
as
thereis no cashin till other than that wrestedfrom Mr.
somesort, and the width only just madeit. Justto put us on
Earlybirth
and Mr. Pawl, sorry Mr. Ratchet.Will have to
the wrong track (tracking?) there was a sharp crack of
reducefluid intakeuntil our monetaryaffairsimprove.
dischargefrom insidethe line output section.
Off camethe screeningand we peeredsuspiciouslyat the
Later
tripler and focus assembly.Nothing seemedout of place,
and the dischargedid not recur. Bearingin mind Eugene's
We had only a coupleof halves,and that was spoilt by
good advicefrom earlierin the year, we lookedhard at the
someone wanting to know something I didn't know
line output transformersubpanelfor signsof dry-jointsetc.
anythingabout.And so to bed.
Everythingseemedin order.
Funny it keepschangingchannelslike that. I'll have to
Looking again at the picture,the line scandid not seem see if it's the i.c. Never mind. Think about it tomorrow.
all that even.We concludedhoweverthat oncethe left side Wonder what I can chat about in the next article?Twenty
dribble was cured everythingelsewould fall into line as it
five yearswith the September
issue,seemsonly yesterday.
were.For want of somethingbetter to do, we changedthe
Thirty yearsago: wresflingwith old prewarCossorl2l0
PL509. This made matters a damn sight worse, so we
with the funny sync separator.Two top capsat 90 degrees,
changedthe PY500 aswell.This didn't alterthingsat all.
one for line, the other for frame (not field then). Bloody
Since the width was only just making it, we reset the
greatl5in. tube.
"dealer width" control R408 (seeFig. 1) which didn't do
Thirty five years,thirty six or so . .. I can still hear the
anything. Neither did the "factory width" control R412,
boyssingingLily Marlene.
which seemedmost peculiar. A meter applied to the
PL509'scontrol grid showedthat therewas adequatedrive,
"There'sa desertsquadron
and incidentallyshot out the width. "Ah ha" we said (not
in the blue.
Somewhere
beingableto think of anythingbetter).
No onetherethat matters
So off went the supply and we got down to checkingthe
To tell'emwhatto do.
resistorsin the width circuit. All seemedin order until we
cameto the seriesresistorsR4l8 and R419. They should
About nine miles this side of Alexandria,well past the
havebeensomethingfte l50kQ each.R4l9 reado.k.,but
stinkingtannery,is a smallvillagecalledFayid.
R4l8 didn't read at all. A new resistorin this position
We had an airfieldthere,right on the Med, only the coast
enabledus to set up the width correctly,with a nice even road between.Our main war efflort was making sailing
line scanand no dribble.
dinghiesto play with out in the bay on our makeand mends
"Took a long time to find that, didn't it?" commented (afternoonsoff). Fleet requirementunit they calledus, 7?5
Mr. Ratchet."My name'snot Trundle" I protested(sorry
squadron.
Eugene)."My nameis the oneoverthe door and I am a well
known ditherer. Always have been and it's a bit late to
And so to Sleep
changenow. If I was any good at this job I wouldn't be
Therewas a panic on. The skipperwas goingbarmy. He
doing it." Now there's a profound thought. I must think
calledSub-Lt.Thompsonin at the double.
aboutthat.
"Listen Thompson. Something'sup, Jerries are flying
52s acrossto Benghazicarrying secretloads of I don't
Ju
So the DayWore On
know what, but the army's goingmad and the Admiral has
Just for a change we thought we'd have a go at a
beenon the blower. He wants 'em shot down. Trouble is
Fergusonaudio effort. "Won't play the recordsit won't."
they'renot ordinaryJu 52s,they'reJu 52Ms.The M is for
metal.Bloody greatlengthsof corrugatediron right the way
This was a relief,aswe'd had a bit of troubleof late with the
cassettesideofone ofone oftheseanddidn'trelishanother along'em.
Machine guns are no good, 20mm. cannon shells are
bout for a time. BSR deck,funny noise,and deadslow on
45 r.p.m.
deflectedback and shoot down or own Seafires- deflected
Take off the turntableand cleanup the centrepost and back by the groovesof the corrugatediron. Only onething
bush.Rough up the idler wheel,and a drop of oil into the
to do. We've had a 70mm. gun mountedon a Hurricane
top motor bearing.Reassemble
and check.Nice, quiet and
and that'll knock a hole in anything.The recoil when the
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thing goesoff will knock you back a hundredknots,so you
mustgo in at two hundredto avoidstalling.
We know your reputation for missingthe target every
time Thompson, but this time you mustn't miss. All the
otherpilots haveshotthemselves
down."
Sub-Lt.Thompson,
Secondin command,
Couldn't find the target,
Too much bloody sand.
He droppedall his bombsout in the blue,
Too bloody true, and so would you.
Ifyou had seenBenghazi,
If you had seenB.G.
So off went our hero, out into the blue, flying the
Hurricaneburdenedwith the enormousgun.
ApproachingBenghazi,he could seethe distantspeckof
the three-enginedJu 52 out over the Med. He could see
other flying things as well. Large birds calledShiteHawks,
wheelingaboutthe sky, hungryfor prey. Peculiarbirds.The
only onesthat fly in herds.Lots of cows and only one big
bull. He was so wrappedup in what was beforehim that he
didn't see what was behind. An ltalian Macchi 42 was
slowlycomingup astern.
The Ju 52 camelumberingin over the coastline as our
Subby closed in to attack. He could plainly see the
corrugatedsideof thebig jerry transportloominglarge.
Before he could get into the firing position,he saw the
transport dropping its secret cargo. Hundreds of cones
falling, each with their little parachute.Cornets from the
toe of ltaly. So that was it. cornettoes. what a devilish
scheme,seeing that allied troops held Benghazi at the
moment.
They bomb Benghazieverynight,
And whenthey'renot,
They'regettingtight.
He fired his mighty gun. Crash it went. Bash camethe
recoil, and the Hurricane practically stood still.
Unfortunately,the Macchi had closedup for the kill and
couldn't avoid hitting the Hurrjcane.Bang,they went.
The impact shot Subby Thompson clean out of his
cockpit, and he'd forgottenhis parachute.Whizz he went,
through the crisp North African air. The big Shite Hawk
saw his chanceand movedin, graspingSubbyfirmly in his
enormoustalons. The ?Omm.shelltore into the Ju 52 and
down it went. Boom. The tangledmass of the Hurricane
and the Macchi spiralledinto the seaoff the coast.Leaving
our hero suspendedas usualby Bull Shite.

O GOLOUR RECEIVER OPTIOilS
Most constructorswho embarkedon the colour receiver
project we started a year ago should by now either be
receiving pictures on their set or be very close to
finishingconstruction
of the basicreceiver.
Next month we start on the variousoptions mentioned earlierin the series,starting with the addition of
teletext receptionfacilities. For this purpose the Texas
InstrumentsXM11 teletext decoder module is used,
togetherwith a very simple interfaceboard and an inexpensivecable linkedkeypad.This approachprovidesthe
simplest possiblesolution to the provision of teletext,
and the whole thing can be built and workingwithin a
matterof hours.
In subsequentissueswe will describehow to add
remotecontrolto the basicreceiver:this will be followed
by the ultimate option, the addition of teletext and
remote control - the remote control system operating
both the receivercontrolsand the teletextfunctions.This
last ootion will enable constructorsto build a receiver
which comparesfavourablywith up-marketcommercial
sets.
O SECAMGOLOUR
Followingour featureon receivingFrenchTV this month,
we thought it would be a good idea to take a look at the
way in which the Frenchcoloursystem(SECAM)works.
Keith Cumminsdescribesthe system,its pros and cons,
and reportson his observationsof the resultsoff-screen.
O TACKLIilG MAITTS/BATTERY
PORTAEtES
With their needto be abli to operatefrom a 12V supply
as well as the mains, portablespresent their own
problems.A dead set can be a very dead one indeed- no
signsof life at all. John Law describeshow to tacklethis
sort of problem,with particularreference1o the Thorn
1590/1591 chassis.

PLUS ALL THE BEGUTAR
FEATURES

Footnote to a Previous Epic
Footnoteto the sagaof Lt-CommanderPragham-Wright
who attacked the whole Italian ?th fleet in the Straits of
Messina(seeJuly issue).
Nineteenshipswere sunk that day by one torpedo.The
twentieth ship was rammedby the lone Swordfish,whose
pilot was heard to shoutjust beforeimpact "one more for
the pot."
We'vehad severalenquiries,you see.

TO
( N a m eo f N e w s a g e n t )
Plaase reserue/deliver the OCTOBER rbsue of
TELEVISION (55p), on sale September l7th, and
continue evdry month until furthar notica.
NAME

N E W T E L E P A R TC A T A L O G U E
The new 152-pageTeleparttrade catalogue,listing over
5,000items,is now availablefrom Willow Vale Electronics
Ltd., Old Hall Works, Arborfield Road,Shinfield,Reading,
Berks.(Telephone:
Readine(0?34)884444.)
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By using this circuit, the sizeof the completereactivator
can be reducedquite considerably- the one I've built fits
into a plastic box measuringonly 2 x 3 x 3{in. A pieceof
equipmentthis sizewill fit easilyinto a standardtool box of
course.
C.S. Wood,Ossett,WestYorkshire.
AMATEUR TV
Perhapsyou would bring to the notice of your readersthe
amateurTV fraternity in Britain, represented
by the British
AmateurTV Club?
Amateur TV pictures are transmitted on 436.5MH2,
usingmainly 625line negativemodulation.For reception,a
fairly commonsystemis to usean ELC 1043tunerwith 2pF
.capacitorsaddedacrossthe varicap diodesand the tuning
lines pressedcloser together to increasethe sensitivity,
feedingthe output to the Band I tuner of a dud-standard
set. Using 10V of peak r.f. power, TV pictures can be
receivedat l0-15 mileswith this receiversvstem.

If any of your readersin the Reading,Berks area are
interestedin amateurTV, a demonstrationcould be given.
I wonder whetherany readersknow of any circuits for
improving the line sync with weak signals,as this seemsto
be a major causeof picturedegradation?
Amateur TV picturescan be transmittedusing a class
"B" amateurradio licence.For further details,write to the
Radio Societyof GreatBritain, Gt. Doughty St.,London.
SteveJames (G8LCL), 2l Lind Close,Earley, Reading,
Berks.
Editorial commentiWe're only too pleasedto draw readers'
attention to the BATC. For membershipdetails, write
(enclosings.a.e.)to Brian Summers(G8GQS), 13 Church
St., Gainsborough,Lincs. TelephoneGainsborough3940.
Severalof our regular contributors are membersof the
BATC incidentally. We don't generallygive rnuch attention
to amateurTV activitiesin this magazinefor the simple
reasonthat the BATC has its own quarterlyjournal which
coversthe field thoroughly.

Up the FamilyTree
LesLawryJohns
I wAs busy wonderingwhat to do when a vaguelyfamiliar
figure walked through the front door (shedidn't bother to
openit). "Hallo Leslie" sheboomed.It was auntieTessa.A
formidablefigure and an ex-hospitalmatron, so you didn't
fool around with Tessa."Hallo Tessa,how nice to seeyou
afterall this time. You do look well. How is uncleBen?"
"Oh dear" said Tessa. "I thought we'd informed
everyone.He passedon in June.Fancy you not knowing."
"I am sorry Tessa,you mustmisshim terribly. Mind you
he'd done well. Must havebeenabout eightyor so I'd have
thought."
"He was eightyfour, and ['m seventynow you know."
"Well I never,I would neverhad thoughtit" I ventured.
"What about you? Must be knocking on a bit yourself,
though you don't look it. How do you manageto stay the
same?"
"Well, it's easyreally" I saidmodestly."I alwaysput my
socks on standing up you see." (The magazinecannot
acceptresponsibilityfor the consequences
of following this
advice.I tried it - Editor.)
So we exchangedother pleasantriesand Tessadeparted,
beingonly on a flying visit and havingto seeother relatives
beforebouncingoffback to Barnstable.
When she had gone, I ponderedupon the passingof
uncle Ben. He was the last of four sonsand one daughter
(my mum). All had beencharactersin tleir own right. For
example,uncleJeff had no time for dentists.He would have
his tooth achelike most other folk, but his solutionwas to
havea drink (morethan usual)and pull the molar out with a
pair of pliers, swearing and cussing everything and
everybodyin the painful process.Uncle Fred solved his
problemswith an open razor, whilst Uncle John was the
bravestof all. He marriedaunt Lil.
It was Grandad who towered over all though. Albeit
smallin stature,his heavyblack beardand uniform stamped
him as the pirate he was at heart. Earlier he'd been first
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mate of a two-funnelledwinkle barge;later he becamethe
skipper of a ferry boat, and for many years had criss
crossed the Thames on the ferryboat Rose. He was
sometimeson Edith, to the intenseannoymentof his wife
Matilda.
Navigating Techniques
His one deepsecretwas his failing eyesight.In short, he
couldn't see,which was somewhatof a drawbacksincethe
Thamesat that time was an extremelybusy waterway.We
concluded however that he had his own method of
navigationwhich did not requiregood sight,becausehe had
a wonderful record of accident free crossings.This he
sharedwith his oppositenumberskipper,old Jewiss,who by
chancewas the Grandadof my friend Ernie (landlordof a
pub if you rememberfrom a previous artic$. Accident free
that is until one night Grandadhit the Tilbury landingstage
an almighty thump which shook the Rose from stem to
sternand didn't do the landingstagemuch good either,not
to mention the passengerswho were convincedthat they
were about to meet their maker while most were totally
unpreparedto do so.
Grandad said it was foggy at the time, which seemsa
pretty poor excuseif you can't seeanyway.The upshotwas
that he had to have a medical and parted company with
Rose(and Edith).
Uncle Jeff said it was a pretty poor show, and it was
obviousthat the medicalexaminerdidn't know what he was
talking about as none of them did. Grandad retired, and
mum had to go acrossthe road to get his beer for him
becauseit was dangerousfor him to cross the road, not
beingableto seeand all that.
All this was a few yearsago now so I don't supposeit's
of any real interestto you. Ijust thoughtI'd let you know I
had a grandad(two as a matter of fact) that I can still brag
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about, even if Ernie reckons his grandad was a better
ferryboat man than mine.
From Russia with Love
We are getting a bit choosy in our old age about which
sets we take on for repair. For example, we are not keen on
tackling Rigonda portables. So when one is brought in we
immediately think who we can unload it on to.
Two came in last week, and we suggestedto both owners
that they should take them to someone who kept the spares.
For example our friend Geoff who has a shop in Moon
Lane.
Within the hour Geoffwas on the phone.
"Do you happen to have service sheets on these little
Rigonda portables Les? Some rotten bugger told them to
'em to me".
bring
The penny dropped. "It wasn't you was
it?"
"No Geoff. I wouldn't do that to you, you know that. As
it happens I do have the sheets.Funny regulator in them
Geoff, sort of like an AD 149 with three legs. Seeyou when
you pop down old mate".
I mean, what are friends for? What's the point in getting
older if you don't get crafty with it.
Another

Portable

I got my come uppance with the next portable though. It
was a Ferguson 3840, with the 1690 chassis, and was
wanted for five o'clock that afternoon as it was shared by
the crew of a tug and they were going on at six and expected
a quiet night.
The regulated line was a bit high, becausethe line output
stage wasn't drawing any current. The efficiency diode was
intact and read right. The supply was present at the
collector of the line output transistor, and this made us feel
uncomfortable. Not becausethe voltage was there and the
transistor wasn't functioning, but becauseit was a T6006V
(BU407) and we didn't have one.
We consoled ourselvesby thinking that maybe it wasn't
being turned on by the preceding driver or oscillator. With
the solder removed from the base and emitter it seemed
perfectly good on the ohmmeter. So we checked for line
drive when it was resoldered. There wasn't any (should be
-0.3V base to emitter). Checks showed that the line
oscillator was functioning and that line drive was present at
the collector of the driver transistor, though damped. "Ah
ha" we exclaimed as we leapt to the wrong conclusiononce
again. C86 could be leaky (0.01prF damping capacitor in
series with the 82Q resistor R89 from the collector to
chassis).It wasn't.
"Oh dear, not the transformer" we panicked.
"Don't be daft, it can't be the driver transformer because
we haven't got one." The logic of this was beyond question,
but. "We haven't got a BU40? either."
What are friends for? Frantic phone round. "Sorry Les."
"Sorry uncle Les," "Sorry Lawry."
Alone again. Up the creek without a whore, er oar, er,
paddle. Are we to be defeated?Don't answer that.
Make a conclusive test. That's it. What have we got?
Lot's of line output transistors for the bigger stuff.
Disconnect the BU407 and hook up an R2008A. Why not?
Instant success.Nice raster and the right sized picture
with the aerial in. No heatsink though, and the R2008 was
running pretty warm. Decide to improvise one rather than
drill the existing one which also carries the regulator
transistor. The correct transistor can then be fitted as soon
as we get it.
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So thereit was with two heatsinksfor the next coupleof
days.It workedwell. I wonderif the new BU407 will last as
long as the R2008 would have done if we had left it in?
We'lllet you know in duecourse.
A Lesson Here Somewhere
Enter a local engineer."Hey Les, you don't happento
havean IndesitT24line outputtransformerdo you?"
I had one."I've got oneleft. Let me havethe replacement
assoonasyou getit will you?"
"I'd ratherpay for thisoneif you don't mind."
"Oh, all rightthen."
Onehour later."Can you fix our Indesit?There'ssmoke
coming from wherethe metal box is." Frantic phonecalls.
"Sorry Les." "Sorry uncle Les." Phone suppliers.
"Certainly, we'll put a couplein the post for you. You
shouldgetthemin a coupleofdays".
Enter an Anxious Man

I

"I borrowed this set from my sister because our colour
set went up in smoke. The picture went off after a few
minutes however. She says it's down to me because she
spent twenty odd quid on it only a couple of months ago, so
it shouldn't have gone wrong again and it must be me."
I had a sinking feeling that this was going to be awkward.
It was a Philips G24T300 or something. You know the one,
single-standardversion ofthe 210 serieschassis.
"It could be the line output transformer."
"That's what shehad replaced."
"Oh well, it shouldn't be that then, should it?"
It shouldn't have been, but it was. The line output
transformer was obviously fairly new, but a bit more than a
couple of months I would have thought.
I told him that these things are guaranteed and that he
should get his sister to contact the person who had fitted it.
He looked scared."Can I use your phone?"
Although I was six feet away I heard the reason why he
looked scared.He put the phone down with a shaking hand.
"My sister wants her set back tonight and it had better
be in going order." It was a shame to see such a big man
reducedto jelly.
So I put him in my last 210 line output transformer and
charged him only what it cost me. Away he went,
confidence restored, fit to fight another day. Funny how
women frighten us isn't it?
Of course,only two secondslater in comes a Philips 210
which wanted a line output transformer and no one around
had one. This sort of thing used to happen with triplers
until those darling people at Anglia Components brought
out their universal tripler unit which has made life a lot
easier. Now that we are well armedotripler trouble seemsto
be less frequent than it was . . . Wouldn't it be nice if there
was a universal line output transformer?

A LovelyOne
The next set to come our way was yet another Philips
one. a 24in. monochrome set fitted with the 320 chassis. It
had a really lovely (?) fault. Now as you know this is the all
solid-state chassis,with a bridge rectifier feeding a thyristor
which provides a regulated h.t. supply of about l60V for the
line timebase and the video output stage. As you probably
also know, the regulated power supply doesn't deliver its full
output until the line timebase starts up and in consquence
the 34V line appears. If the line output stage is not working
T E L E V I S I OONC T O B E1R9 7 9
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to interchange the strips and render all latches fully
operative and tunable.

A Bout with the Baron

D5608

I do wish people would keep their mouths shut. They've
only to mention something to me and I'm blowed if I don't
go and dream about it. Someone was having a go at me
recently becauseI wrote about my dreams of World War II.
"Well I never" they said, sarky like. "I'd have thought at
your age the first World War would have been nearer the
mark". Not being quick thinking, I couldn't conjure up a
suitably cutting reply. So I just drunk my beer and said
nowt. But come night time I had a very queer dream.
There we were on an advanced airfield in France,
lovingly tending my Sopwith Camel. Fred, Reg and me.
And while we worked we sang our favourite song:

FiS. | : Simplified circuitry showing the interconnections
betweenthe power suppliesand the line output stage in the
Philips32O solid-state monochrome chassrs.

Four and twenty virgins
Came down from Inverness
And when the ball was over
There were four and twenty less.

or the 34V line is not intact, the h.t. line drops to below
100V(seeFig. l).
We found the h,t. line was at 100V, with the lOQ surge
limiting resistor R4639 and the 33Q smoothing resistor
R4644 running too warm for comfort. The 34V supply was
practically non-eistant at the fuse for that line - fuse was
intact, with virtually no current passing - and we thought
that the line output stage was inoperative. In fact it was
operating however, and a spark could be drawn from the
exposed cone of the e.h.t. stick. This meant that the stick
itself was o.k. and the line output stage functioning, but not
well enough to produce the 34V line. Together with the
excessh.t. current (overheating R4639 and R4644) this
suggestedan ovedoad on the line output stage,but not one
sufficiently severe to open the 56Q spring resistor R4465
which suppliesit.
We spent some while bumbling around until we finally
unhooked the line scan coils. Immediately there was a
vicious spark from the d.c. end of the e.h.t. stick, through
the plastic housing. Off went the set, and we turned our
attention to the scan coils - to be immediately burnt by the
small spark gap (l105) wired acrossthe line tags. Removing
this and reconnecting the coils, we set the h.t. regulator to
minimum and then turned on again. Everything now
functioned, but not very well of course as the supply was low.
Turning up the control with a meter on the h.t. test point,
we achieved l55V before the e.h.t. cracked over from the
stick base. Inserting another layer of plastic solved this one,
and we were then able to get full size and enough heater
glow to provide a respectablepicture.
Another spark gap was fitted across the coils, and the set
seemed to function well enough except for a rather
subdued tube heater glow which resulted in a slightly
extended warm up time. The series resistor R2435 was
correct at 2.7Q, and since the heater supply winding is on
the line output transformer and the rest of the line timebase
functioned well we did not pursue the point, having already
spent a lot of time chasing the shorted spark gap.
It was not the end of the story though, since we'd been
testing on one channel selector only. When the others were
checked, we found that three of the six were inoperative.
Since these were the top three we opened up the unit
(Philips sixlatch type, as used on the G8) and found the top
plastic broken away on three of the selector strips. The top
latches act on the top loop of each strip only, the lower
three engaging in the loop half way down. So it was possible

Suddenly our song was cut short, as a speck in the sky
grew larger and zoomed over our field. It was a red Fokker
D8 triplane, almost certainly flown by the dreaded Prussian
aristocrat Baron Von Poorhoven. He seemedto throw his
hand down at us before roaring away - not even attempting
to shoot us up.
We ran over to the hand and found it to be a gauntlet
with a note attached. It read: "up your soppy Camel." It
was a challenge not to be ignored. So we prepared our
trusty aeroplane and filled it full of this that and the other,
singing away with renewed vigour:
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The village butcher he was there
Chopper in his hand
He swung his chopper round and round
And circumscribedthe band.
Fred fitted and Reg rigged. Fred finely fiddled the engine
until it sung a sweet song, and Reg rigged the airframe until
the flying wires could be played like a harp. Perfection was
the aim and perfection we achieved that day in Flanders. I
donned my Didcot and helmet and wrote my note with care.
"Up your Fokker triplane" on one side, "0500 Somme"
on the other.
I took off and skimmed across the trenches, ignoring the
ground fire, but was slightly worried about Big Bertha
lobbing shells toward Paris as I gained height for my run in
at high speed across the Baron's field. I saw him standing
there, looking upwards as I zoomed in, a mocking look
upon his face. His scarf billowed out in the breeze,the red a
bright contrast to the green field and perhaps an omen of
what was to come . . . Blood.
Red and green, red and green. The blue was missing. I
had to find why the blue was absent and it had to be done
by five o'clock or Mr. Forth would make me paint his
bridge again.I leapt out of bed. It was 4.30.
"What on earth are you up to now?" enquired my ever
considerateprairie cactus.
"I've got to fight the Red Baron at 0500 and the blue's
missingand, and . . ."
"What did I ever do to deserve you? It must have been
something bad. Fight the Red Baron! He'd have to catch
you first. Get back in bed and try not to snore and jump
about."
I crept back in bed and lay there quietly while she snored
and jumped about. Probably dreaming about mixing up two
Yorkshiresat once.Thesewomen have no imagination . . .
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flywheel sync/line oscillator circuits were replaced,but the
fault persisted.I then decided to take a look at the sync
separatorcircuit, which is on the i.f. panel.It turned out that
the high-value(a.7MA) bias resistor R33 betweenthe base
of the sync separatortransistor and the 205V line had gone
open-circuit.
The other fault was on a Thorn l5O0 chassiswhich displayed a perfect picture except that approximately two
inchesfrom the bottom of the raster two or three lines were
paired, with a peculiar small kink which looked like a
triangular pulse about three-quartersof the way along the
paired lines (see Fig. 4). The culprit turned out to be C37
(6apF) which couples the video signal to the base of the
video output transistor. It seemedall right on test however,
chargingup perfectly via an Avo 8 on the times 100 rangea nice, smooth steady climb to l0MS2or thereabouts.
D. Hewitt.
Havant, Hants.
Editorial note: The high-value resistor is included in the
sync separator's base circuit to ensure that it's driven to
saturation by the sync pulses. The trouble given by the
video coupling electrolytic capacitor could possibly be due

Fig. 4: Unusual f ault
condition experienced on
the Thorn | 5OO chassis.
Linearity
otherwise
perfect.

v

to its inductance - or has anvone anv other ideas on this
one?

P Y ES O L I D - S T A T E
C O L O U RC H A S S I S
Further to Mike Phelan'scommentson the Pye large-screen
solid-statecolour chassis(731 etc.),I've found that a leaky
field output transistor (VT688) can cause a very rapid
reductionof the scandown to two-threeinches,with a linear
scan. If the field scan reducesin this way, check the field
output transistor's heatsink: if the temperatureis high, the
transistoris suspect.
S. J. Humphreys,
Welwvn.Herts.

Don'tAsk Why
Les LawryJohns
W HENwomen start asking questions,they never stop. Take
the other night for instance.
"Why is it warmer in the summer than in the winter?"
Now I'm not going to be taken in by a simple question
like that. There just has to be something behind it. But I
thought I'd play along.
"Because the earth tilts and we see more of the sun up
this end. In other words, it comes up earlier and goesdown
later and they see less of it down South America way, until
it's our winter and then it's their turn to seemore of it and
we seeless,you see."
"When do we start seeinglessof it?"
"Oh about the middle of June or something- you know,
the longestday."
"Well, if we see less of it after that, why does it always
seemwarmer two months later, in August?"
"Er. well, you see, by then the sun has warmed up the
places which were cold when it arrived. So whichever way
the wind blows, it's always warm until these places start
cooling down again.Say in September,when it starts getting
a bit nippy. Somethingto do with Arctic Terns so they say."
"So the best time to buy a new coat is in the Autumn
then, say about now?" I might have known. So I thought it
was my turn to ask silly questionsand during the day, instead of concentrating on the work, I was trying to dream
up somethingdaft.
It's AllYellow
It was a Thorn 8500 chassis with the complaint of
"previously changing colours, now all yellow" (i.e. no blue).
So naturally we leapt at the blue output stageto seewhether
the voltagesthere could tell us anything. They couldn't. The
base,emitter and collector readingswere more like those in
T E L E V I S I ONNO V E M B E R
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the red and greenstagesthan they were themselves. . . well,
you know what I mean. They couldn't be faulted. So we
leapt where we should have leapt in the first place, to the
tube base,and checkedthe first anodes.If anything, the blue
first anodewas slightly higher than the other two. Check the
cathodeswe said, and did. Instead of being high, the blue
cathodevoltage was slightly low, which should have meant
more blue on the screen.
My mistake of coursewas not looking in the mirror when
I took the readings.But I had my glassesoff to peer closely
at the meter, and when I put them back on to look up the
test prod was no longer on the blue cathode.
To my befuddled mind it now seemedthat the tube had
lost emissionon the blue gun, so I bungedon the tube tester.
Not too good it said,but not too bad either.About the same
as the greenand red guns.What more do you want?
I was rapidly getting fed up, and when my honey bunny
asked what I wanted for lunch I snappednastily "a turkey
egg".
This was it, the daft questionI'd wanted sincelast night.
"Don't be silly" she said. "Whoever heard of a turkey egg
for lunch?"
"I'll have it tonight then."
"Don't be stupid, you can't buy turkey eggs."
"Why not? There are millions of turkeys around doing
nothing until some bank holiday - exceptgobbling food and
making funny noises."
"Well I've never seenthem for sale. You deservebeans
on toast."
So back we went to the 8500 and its missing blue. This
time I happenedto look in the mirror as I took the voltage
readingson the cathodes.Red o.k., green o.k., blue slightly
low and the screenbecame blue and remained so until the
meter prod was removed.
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Moving back to the output transistors,the blue collector
was correct and the meter made no difference.Obviously
the choke betweenthe collector and the tube's cathode was
open-circuit.It wasn't. But there was no continuity from the
choke to connector 7/3 which takes the blue drive to the
tube. My bleary eyes couldn't seeany crack in the print, but
a jump lead restorednormal working.
Voltage readings can be misleadingif you don't look in
the mirror at the same time to seethe effect of the meter on
the circuit. The trouble with looking in the mirror of course
is that you stand a chance of seeingyourself peering over
the top of the set. Then you know just how dozy you look
when you're trying to concentrate.Not a pretty sight.

go to the top and the green would go to the bottom, so
you'd have a two toned door."
"That sounds a bit daft to me" said Mrs. Allnutty. "I
painted the door and skirting in the other room with it
yesterday,and it's still all right."
"It might be all right now Mrs. A" I explained,being an
expert on telling my wife how she should decorateour own
place."You wait until er, well, you wait. They don't call me
Lowery for nothing you know."
"Well I'm going to mix it, and I'm going to paint the
woodwork in here with it like I did in the other room,
whateveryou say."
Shedid. And it looks all rieht.

More on the Pye Hybrids

A New Seruicing Hazard

Every time we look round there seemsto be a Pye 691,
693 or 697 needing attention. One caught me nicely the
other day. It came in for "wrong colour". This was putting
it mildly. The grey scale seemed reasonableenough, but
when the colour was turned on it was horrible beyond
description.
Checking the PCL84 colour-difference output valves
didn't produce much joy, although one was definitely lowemission- and leaky to boot. A check on the l2kQ pentode
anode load resistorsthen revealedthat two ofthe three were
open-circuit, which was a promising start. We were out of
| 2kQ wirewounds of course as I'd forgotten to order any,
but as we seemedto have plenty of other valueswe decided
to fit three l0kQ resistors and see what the picture then
looked like.
At first sight it didn't seemtoo bad, but when the colour
was turned up much the newsreader'sface turned greenand
looked decidedly sick due to a horrible hum bar. So we
checked the earthing of the panel, screeningof leads, and
everything except the right thing of course.We had already
checked for the presenceof clamp pulsesat the yellow plug
on the CDA panel - only briefly, in view of the fair grey
scale.In the end we took a closer look at the d.c. clamping,
and found that although the pulses were arriving at the
yellow plug there was a poor contact between the socket
and the seriescapacitor C372, thus leaving the triodes virtually unclamped. With the clamping restored, we could
turn up the colour and only maximum contrast would
produce hum bars of any mention.

Jeff phoned the other day to acquaint me with a hideous
new aspect that's entered upon the servicing scene. You
know how touch tuner channel selectorsand their attendant
circuitry can often presentproblemsdue in some part to the
high impedancesinvolved? Obviously any additional conductive material will do the circuitry no good at all.
Apparently Jeff had a Thorn 9000 in for service which
included fitting a new tube. The job finished, the set was
placed on the lowest storage rack to await collection. His
dog inspectedthe various sets and finding that the 9000
carried a challengingsmell he naturally cocked his leg and
sprayedthe touch tuner, then with a sniff trotted off without
telling Jeff.
Some time later the set was put on the bench for a
predelivery check. The full horror of what had happened
burst on Jeff as soon as he saw the front of the tuner selectors. Needlessto say they were totally inoperative.Thinking
that it was just a matter of cleaningthe sensorsand drying
out, Jeff merely kicked the dog and told him not to hiss over
the sets anymore or he would be seento. Alas a thorough
cleaning of the touch tuner panel resulted in no improvement at all. The internal works had receiveda lethal dose of
whatever it is that spells doom to touchy components and
printed panels. No amount of cleaning and drying out
restored reliable selection,and Jeff had no option but to
replaceall affectedparts.
Particularly beware of ladies with two small dogs on
leads. We know only too well that they attempt to outdo
each other against any vertical surface in a strange place,
and our shop is certainly a strangeplace.Fortunately there
were no touch tuners around at the time. The fact that she
had recently purchaseda new unit audio and a colour set
from us savedthe dogs from our wrath. When I had occasion to call at their home recently I resistedthe temptation
to...

Another

Silly Auestion

We had to call on Mrs. Allnutty whose Doric was dicey
(no raster). The line output stagewas overheating,and this
proved to be a faulty tripler. Whilst we were struggling to fit
thc new one, Mrs. Allnutty carried on with her decorating
and was engagedin mixing paint, or rather was preparingto
mix some. She had a fine tin of white satin gloss which she
tipped into alarge tin. As shedid this, she chatted.
"I'm not keen on brilliant white paint. I much prefer a
touch ofcolour, and I do like a very delicategreentint in the
white to contrast with the Avacado. Trouble is, I'm right
out of greenpaint. Do you think this emulsionwill mix in all
right?"
You could have knocked me down with a feather. Mix
emulsionwith paint?
"You can't do that Mrs. Allnutty. They just won't mix,
and if they do they'll separateafterwards.Oil and water you
see."
"What do you mean, separate afterwards?" Mrs.
Allnutty askedin a worried voice.
"Well, if you painted that door with it, the white would
16
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Too Fast, too Slow
A Ferguson studio something or the other music centre
came in with the complaint that the records played too fast
and the tapes too slow, with the weird result that records
could be taped reasonably but the radio recordings were
hopelesslywrong, records soundedlike the Chipmunks and
prerecorded cassettesof Maria Callas sounded like Paul
Robeson.
Being used to funny things and people,we were not disturbed and immediatelydealt with the record fault by clearing off the rubber deposit on the motor spindle. This
restoredits original diameter.The cassettesection however
was a different kettle of fish (why fish?).
We noticed that when fast forward or rewind was
selected, it started at high speed and'then slowed and
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stopped. A meter showed that the motor voltage fell to zero,
although the input to the motor control board remainei
constant. So we attacked the control board, in the wrong
way of course as is our wont or natural bent you might say.
Hang on a second. We are not naturally bent, t didJt mean
that of course, I mean we usually do things wrong
because logic is not one of our strong points. dur stron-g
points are muddle, chaos and panic, in that order.
So we checked the three transistors cold and of course
they read right. We then did it right and set the thing going.
When it slowed we sprayed each transistor with freeiei, and
when one received a cooling draft the speedimmediately increased.Replacingthis restorednormal operation.
In other words, a job which should have been done in ten
minutes took an hour. Maria Callas now sounded like
Maria Callas and on record Jim Reeves sounded like, well,
Jim Reeves. I'm not keen on servicing these things: TVs
seemso straightforward from a handling point of view.

the 60V line which read more like 70V. Before we could do
anything else, several things seemedto happen at once, with
some smoke and the cut-out coming to the rescue as my
reactions are so slow that they cannot be relied on to switci.l
a set off quickly.
The l5Q resistor in serieswith the chopper looked sick,
while the chopper transistor itself was short-circuit. These
items were replacedand the supply lines checkedfor shorts.
The line output transistor was a dead short. and was also
replaced.Just to be sure, we wound back the set e.h.t. con_
trol so that the 60V line would be under this. The set then
functioned up to a point, but the line timebase was still
taking too much current - measured by checking the
voltage acrossthe beam limiter sensingresistorR9O7 which
was very hot though of the right value.
We eventuallychangedthe e.h.t. transformer. which had
shorted turns, only to find that the restoration of full
timebase working resulted in severe arcing in the field
timebasepanel at C434 which is in the c.r.t. grid bias circuit. This resulted in the loss of three transistors and one
Bearwith Us
diode. To cut a very long story short, this transpired to be
One of the nice things about running a personalbusiness dueto our accidentallymoving a capacitor in theline output
is that you deal directly with the customerand the customer
section up against a tag on the e.h.t. transformer when the
deals directly with you (never mind about Laura Lovitt.
latter was replaced.
we're not going into that . . . I mean, we need not discuss
After this harrowing and self-inflictedexperience,we set
our flights of imagination just now). Although this is not
up. the supply lines correctly, noting that the original
always a good thing, in the main it is.
twittery whistle had returned. We then consideredconnec_
One unexpected facet is that we often receive small gifts
ting the original tripler, but decidedto do this with caution.
as tokens of appreciation- bunchesof flowers, pot plants,
Rather than clipping the pulselead on, we left the set on and
vegetablesin season,the odd bottle of Bell's and lots of
advanced the clip to it. There was a vicious arc of ffame
other nice things, quite often from people we thought we
when it got near. So out went the tripler.
had upset or who had upset us, which all goes.toprove that
With a new one fitted we had a fair picture, but it was
the milk of human kindness should be spreab out even to
marred by the corrugated effect whenever the brightness
those you can't stand the sight of at first. However, we
was turned down. We also noted that it got worse when the
receivedsomething recently which really shook us, and not
60V line was reduced, and faded away when the 60V line was
only us, but the dog and cat as well.
increasedto an unacceptablelevel.This then was how it had
To be honest I must say that this was from someonein
been"cured" by the someonewho advertisedhis servicesby
the family, so perhaps it doesn't qualify as from a
only a phone number - by setting the 60V line too high.
"customer". It was an enormous teddy bear, over 4ft. tall
Apart from my bungling with the capacitor against ihe
and 3ft wide (paw to paw), with a head perhapstoo large for
transformer tags, the "cure" had resultedin the lois of a lot
the body - the sort of thing most people like and host
ofexpensivebits and pieces.
femaleslove (why?). This could not be said for our cat and
So now we had to find the causeof the twitter and silence
dog however. The cat took one look, arched her back with
it. Somethingnaggedin the back of my atrocious memory.
every hair extended,spat in defianceand then fled for dear
This was a known fault. Surely not the core of a coil? Nolt
life. Ben came in to seewhat all the fuss was about and was wasn't. Check here, there and
almost evervwhere.
confronted with an enormous head a few inches away from
Something-started saying 0.01, 0.01 in the bac[ of my
him as he skidded to a halt. He looked away as if the bear
mind. C63l in the chopper driver transistor's collector
wasn't there, which we took to be a gestureof submission, damping network was changed and
the twitter stopped.Of
and slowly slunk away.
course! We'd had the same trouble some years ago, but I'd
Thus our brave animals proved their worth when conloreottel it so easily. Why don,t I jot these things down?
fronted by Ted, and insteadof threateningthem with the vet
Even if I did, I'd probably lose the thing I jotted them down
we've now only to say the magic word Ted to obtain instant
on.
obedienceor at least their temporary absence.Which brings
us back to our daily work.
And Yet Again
Caught Again
We had a Thorn 3500 that lead us a merry dance the
other day. The report was that it had suffered from the
"twitters" for some time, the twittering being audible while
visually the effect was of corrugated verticals. Someonehad
been in to fix it and had left it free from the twitters, but
within a day or two the whole thing had gone off, the cut_
out popping out as soon as the set was switched on. So we
collected it and started.
There were no apparent shorts, so we started by unhook_
.
ing the tripler. The set then came on and stopped on for a
while, during which time we checkedthe 30\Lline and then
T E L E V I S I ONNO V E M d E R
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It was inevitable that the next set would be a similar
model (3000 chassis)with corrugated verticals that came
and went. A fool to the last, we immediately whipped out
the power pack and in a trice had fitted i n.rv 0.0laF
capacitor in the C63l position. With a leer of sLlf_
confidence,the power pack was replaced in another trice
and the set switched on . . . the raster was still rippled of
course. We shone a light on the decoder board and there
was the core from L502 (h.t. supply choke in the line
timebase)just lying there doing nothing - not even shorting
anything out. A dab of adhesiveand back it went and awav
went the ripple, hopefully never to return. Whv didn,t I do
that first?
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Tapez-Les*
LesLawryJohns
FtRSt we have to apologise for the error of location, or
more exactly name, of the place mentioned in the unlikely
tale related in the Septemberissue. For those of you who
spotted it (and several did) I merely claim a lapse of
memory occasioned by old age, plus a little bit of a
coincidence.For those of you who didn't spot the mistake,
it doesn't really matter that Fayid is actually down in the
canal zone. The rest of the story was true or nearly true.
Well, not really, but it could have been . . . I think.
A Flight

to the East
I mean, look at the time we went well east of Suez.so far
east in fact that we nearly went west, Fred flying the
Tomahawk, Reg the Kittyhawk and me the Shitehawk.We
didn't know where we were in fact, because we'd been
troubled by wind of late. Fred thought we were somewhere
in Burma, Reg reckoned we were in Rangoon, and I
thought they were both right but we were still troubled by
the wind which was ruining our war effort.
Fred said that he'd heard of a wall up north which would
give us protection, and as soon as he'd said this a little man
appeared with a little round hat which had a length of
plaited rope hanging from the back of it. His hands were
tucked up his sleeves.
"Ah . . ." he said. "My name is . . . ah .. . Sung Set
Song." There was something in the way he hesitatedwith
the "ah" that made me feel evenmore uneasy,what with the
wind and all. If he could help us however it would do no
harm to listen.
"Centuries ago, ah, my people built great wall to keep
out the wind. We came acrossit some time ago during our
long march south, and as soon as we crossedit the wind
troubled us no more."
Fred did not doubt him as I did. "Tell us where it is, and
Reg will write it down on rice paper."
Sung Set Song said "Go north young man. Fly fast over
the flied lice fields until you cross the boulder where you will
find many more boulders and this is the great wall that the
north wind cannot pass.You will be safethere and the wind
will wane".
Reg wrote rapidly on the rice paper so that the precious
directions would not be lost. Little did he know then that it
wasn't rice paper he was writing on.
I'd heard rumours in Rangoon that a Japanese ex
kamikaze pilot who couldn't be killed even by himself was
posing as a charming Chinese, luring our lads and their
Hawks to destruction.
This wasn't Sung Set Song. This was Muchashita the
gentlemanJap. He was after my Shitehawk and that was
why the paper was perforated. I didn't hesitate.I whipped
out my weapon and shook it violently at him.
"You're not Sung Set Song," I screamed. "You are
Muchashita the kamikaze killer and I claim the f,5 prize for
having unmaskedyou." I hit him with my Hampton and he
crumbled to the ground with a faint "Ha" as his cranium
cracked under the mighty blow.
tWhich is French for hit 'em, in case like me you didn't know
- Editor.
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Fred hit him with his rhythm stick for good measure,
while Reg was rummaging around for his rifle.
"Good God" said Fred. "How did vou rumble the
rascal?"
"Elementary. Had we flown fast to the wall we would
have beenwhipped away by the wild wind. If you'd looked
carefully at the paper Reg was writing on, you would have
seen that the wall was full of holes. Please pay more
attention in future and do not be fooled by funny fakirs."
This was the end of our far eastern adventures,and if
anyone wants to write in and correct the facts they are a
better man than I am. Oh yes, we also sung a song on the
way home.
In the streetof a thousand"Ah so's."
By the sign of the swingingtwit
Lived a slant eyed chinesemaiden
By the name of Hu Flung Slit.
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Enter Dennis
This should really be entitled "let the heartache begin",
becauseuntil Dennis brought in that GEC 2l2l I didn't
know what heartache was. On a Saturday, just to make
things worse. Well it looked innocent enough at first: a
blown 3.15A mains supply fuse. Naturally we checkedthe
filter capacitors and then headed straight for the thyristor
rectifier.No joy. "We're not to blame" they shouted.
With some trepidation, we took the top screenoff the line
output stage.Both the small 4.7k4 resistorsR609/R6ll
(see Fig. l) were blackened, and at the same time we
noticed that the rear wirewound spring resistorwas sprung
- R60l to the l2V line. Now the fact that one or the other
of these thermal cutouts is found sprung does not
necessarily mean that there is a short in the circuit it
supplies. More often it means that the associated zener
diode has beenaskedto zenertoo much (you see).
This can happen in particular if the 40V supply rises
much above the correct 40V. This supply is provided by
D60l/C601, and a small 47V zener diode (D5l) is

tl

L i n e o u t p u t: l
transformer;i

I

I
Fig. | : Line output transistor circuit,'GEC C2l I O series. The
transistor sits on a 4OV line produced by D60l /C6Ol. | 2 and
24V supplies are derived from the 4OV line via droppers and
zener diodes. D6O3 is often responsible for no sound or distorted sound.
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connectedacross the supply to prevent it rising above 47V
- it's designedto short out, which is why it is not of a more
manly type. When it's found shorted (as we found it) one
tiptoes around a bit. Whilst the makers say that failure of
D5 I can be due to C60l becomingopen-circuit,we're more
inclined to look closely at the line output transistor since a
collector to emitter short here will slap a sizeablechunk of
h.t. straight on to the poor little zener. Sure enough, the
BU 108 was short-circuit.
A new one was fitted, after a struggle, at which point
Dennis departed to do some shopping: he said he'd call
back in an hour or so. The agony then started.
We thought we were being careful, unhitching the tripler
and checking the lines before chancing mains application.
All seemedwell, so we connected a meter across the fuse
holder and switched on. The meter swung across to over
3A, and instead of falling started to rise. We hurriedly
removed the prod and carefully rechecked the h.t. line and
the line output stage.The new little zener was short-circuit,
but the new BUl08 seemedo.k.
We next decided to chase the cause of the burnt 4'7kA
resistors on the top of the transformer, though we were
inclined to think that this was a legacy from some previous
incident. The resistors read right, but we thought we'd
change them and check the circuit with them out. There
appearedto be a resistancereadingwherethere shouldn't be
one, and step by faltering step took us to the line output
transformer winding - which had a leak to the core. "Oh
dear" we said, "fancy that. Dennis will be pleased."
We had a replacementtransformer in stock, and after a
tussleit went in. I still don't like double-sidedprint, and will
,f:
tell Arnold one of thesedays when and if I tie up alongside
:1
him. So the transformer was fitted and we decided that it
't would be better to fit a 3.154 supply fuse and stick a
voltmeter on the emitter of the BUl08 instead of a new
li
zener. We crossed our fingers and eyes and switched on.
The meter said 40V, and the sound came up normally. "Oh
goody" we said. "Now we can hook up the tripler."
So we did that and fitted a little zener. This was a bad
mistake. There was a hum and the zener burnt out. The
tripler was faulty after all, the new BU108 was no longer
if new.
Dennis appeared with his shopping and his wife. "Not
finishedit yet?"
I looked sick. "I hope you've got plenty of money left
after your shopping." He looked sick.
I told him the sorry tale. The tripler felt sick and this
made the output transformer and the output transistor feel
sick which made the zener and fuse fail and now I'd just lost
another transistor and zener so I felt sick. While this was
happening other sick sets were coming in, and I felt like
volunteeringto become a kamikaze pilot and end it all in
one recklessdive. Actually I didn't, which is why I'm sitting
heretapping away on this typewriter. We'll draw a veil over
the rest ofthat day's happenings.
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Female Logic
Monday dawned dull and drizzly, and whatever good
spiritswe startedwith swiftly vanished.
"Our set is too big to bring in. Can you call? It's
probably only a fuse." Since they also said it was a 26in.
Philips colour set (G8) I was inclined to believethis, but it
still seemeda long way to go (several miles) to replace a
fuse- at my age. Anyway we set out with our box of fuses
etc.
On the way we had to negotiatea roundabout. As there
was nothing coming from the right I proceededaround it. A
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car appearedfrom an entry on the left, straight across my
path. I had to brake hard and so did the other vehicle- a
car driven by a middle aged lady. She looked at me
indignantly.
"I nearly hit you. Why can't you drive more carefully?" I
thought this a little bit much, since she should have given
way.
"It was your place to give way - to traffic coming from
the right" I pointed out.
"Normally yes" she snapped."But certainly not to an
old vehiclelike yours. Mine is much newer and you should
have given way to me."
I'm always defeated by feminine logic, and this was.
about the most logical thing I'd ever heard.
"Very sorry ma'am" I said, touching my forehead as I
didn't have a hat to raise."It won't happen again.I'll smash
straight into you next timel"
So on we went, bawling and shouting obscenitiesat all
and sundry until we finally arrived at Lower Higham.
I rang the bell of number nineteen and waited . . . and
waited.
Finally a cheerful lady appearedfrom around the side of
the house."I'm round the back dear, so I didn't hear you
round the front."
That's the secondone I thought, but meekly followed her
around the back and through the kitchen.
The set was in a room leading off the hall, and the hall
was cluttered up with bits of central heating gear. This
meant I'd be hard put to it to take the set away if I had to.
The sizeofthe set was anothergood reason.
Off came the back and we went straight behind the left
side plug cover to the 3.15A fuse. It was intact, and our
spirits sank a bit. With the mains switched on the tube
heaterslit up and the voltage appearedat the fuses on the
power board. This meant that in all probability the 800mA
fuse on the right side line scan board was open-circuit. It
was.
I removed the screening cover from the line output
transformer and put the ammeter acrossthe fuse holder. It
read 2A and there was a spark inside the transformer
winding. This was as expected and feared, since the one
thing I hadn't brought along was a line output transformer.
Fool.
I weighed up the alternatives and made the wrong
decision."You need a transformer. I'll have to go back to
the shop to get one. Won't be long - I hope."
I was. All sorts of things neededsorting out, but I finally
arrived back at Upper Lowham or somewhere,anyway at
number nineteen.Round the back and through the kitchen.
Hubby had arrived home by this time.
"Transformer eh? Thought it might be. Mind if I watch
you fit it?" So we settleddown to replacethe transformer.
Out with the panel and lay it on a newspaperto save the
carpet from the droppings of my soldering gun. Make a
note of the connectionsas my memory is feeble.I can still
remembersomethings though. Like it's 1969.
It didn't take long to fit the new transformer, but it was
one of those without the tripler nipple. The nipple is easy to
remove from the original, so off it came and was swiftly
plonked on with no trouble (I thought) and securely
solderedinto place. Refit the panel, check that all plugs are
in position except the tripler (oh no, not again), stick in the
800mA fuse and switch on. The sound came on for a split
secondand then plonk, the fuseblew. Once again I felt sick.
The tripler wasn't connected so that was out. I'd also
checkedthe line output transistors,the transductor etc.
Investigation showed that one of the line output
transistorswas short-circuit but not the other. Rummage in
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box to find another BU205, thinking why, why, why? Out
came the faulty transistor and in went the new one. Check
around with the ohmmeter,and get some funny readingsas
the emitter of the other transistor was correctly connected
to chassisbut so was its collector, which suggestedthat it
was short-circuit. I'd only just checked it when the
heatsinkswere off however and it read right then. A shorted
tuning capacitor? No.
Just as I was about to die, I looked at the top line drive
panel and there on the top right was a thin sliver of solder
from the chassisscrew to the lQ base resistor. I felt a bit
awkward.
"Some clumsy bugger has let some solder fall on the
panel where it shouldn't be."
"Yes, I saw it drop when you were soldering on that
nipple. I thought you saw it too and it didn't matter."
Funny how some people are good at things and others
never quite get the hang of it.
With the short cleared,the tripler could be connectedand
a picture displayed.A pretty grim picture it was too.
"We've never had good colour on this set. The other
peoplesaid there was nothing that could be done."
I couldn't quite understand this, since the tube seemed
quite good. Resetting the drive controls and the first anode
presetsrestored a very reasonablegrey scale,and a touch
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on the convergencemade an immenseimprovement.When
the colour was turned up, faces looked like faces and not
like burnt toast.
So the job was wrapped up, and we regained a little of
our shattered confidence * until we looked at the picture
again and found that the red had dropped out. Out tools, off
back (again), and check the colour drives. Horrible dryjoint on the red amplifier base.Resolderand recheck.Wrap
up (again) and get out quick.
Back at the Ranch
"You've been a long time. I don't know: it seemsto take
you longer and longer to do these outsidejobs lately. Are
they all that hard to sort out?"
"I don't know either. I never seem to do anything right
first time."
"Perhaps it's your age.Can't you take some of that stuff
that fortifies the over fifties?"
"I do. SometimesI take whisky, sometimesbrandy. Both
fortify me. What does fortify mean anyway?"
"How do I know? You'd better get on with mum's set
though. If she doesn't have her telly tonight she'll go
barmy."
Oh! I do love my mother in law . . .
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There'sa MooseLoose
Les LawryJohns

How I got the name confusedI don't know. She phoned to
say that her Bush had lost its sound and picture. She also
seemedto know us well, which was a mystery to me as I
couldn't recall her or the set. She said her name was Loose.
which I took to be the surname,and when I soundedvague
she gave the other name, which was Pretty. So I wrote
down Pretty Loose.
In fact it turned out to be Lucy Pretty, but I couldn't be
expected to know that at the time. When I got there it all
becameclear, becauseI'd known Lucy from way back. But
she'd married again, and now had the name Pretty and a
TV which we didn't know.
The set turned out to be a Bush model fitted with the
Zl79 chassis.This is one I've yet to get on really familiar
terms with. There was a raster on the screen,but precious
little else. With the rear cover off we pondered upon the
possibilities.With the voltage suppliesintact but no sound
or vision signals,it seemedlikely that the fault would be in
the i.f. strip. This is a plug-in panel on the left side main
frame, which can be withdrawn when the bottom runner is
pulled round.
The TBA750 intercarrier sound i.c. is at the top, and
using a finger as a test probe we found plenty of life at the
input to this, with some fellow talking to me in a languageI
didn't understand.This i.c. is fed from the SC9503P video
detector i.c., and the fellow chatted away when we touched
its output but had nothing to say at the input. So it seemed
likely that this i.c. could be the culprit. Did we have one?
No, but we did have an MC 1330Pwhich doesthe samejob.
Take out the i.f. unit, whip off the little chip with a wave of
the desoldering braid, and plonk in the MCI330P with
eight deft dobs. Slide the i.f. unit back in and check. Now it
talks in my own languageand there'sa picture.
Now there's a bit of lrtck we thought, viewing the rest of
the chassiswith sometrepidation.
"Done it already?" cooed Mrs. Pretty. "It must be a
much easier set than the one we had years ago that you
took so long to get right. You must remember.The Philips
with the big flat screen."
I remembered.Well. As a matter of fact. I still have the
projection unit, slightly rusted,to remind me.
Mind you, Lucy was a cracker in those days. Still quite
nice, albeit a little weatherbeatenyou might say. Who isn't?
With a short exchangeof pleasantriesI preparedto leave,
but at the moment of departure Mrs. Pretty remembered
that her neighbour had askedher if her man would pop in to
have a look at their set?
"Would you pop next door to look at Mrs. Moose before
you go? Their set is playing about."
A Visit to Mrs. Moose
So that is how I came to be ringing the bell next door. A
pleasant woman opened the door, and I heard a voice call
from insidethe house"who is it?"
"It's the telly man dear."
"The tally man? Oh my Gawd." There was a sound of
someonebeating a rapid retreat.
"Not the tally man, the television man, stupid. Come
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back." I never did find out why Mr. Moose didn't want to
meet the tally man.
The set was a Thorn 3000 which couldn't be tuned. The
push bar and spring from the tuner were at the bottom of
the cabinet. It didn't take long to reassembleit and solder
up.
The programme could then be tuned in, but apaft from a
few faint bars the colour was absent.This respondedto a
tweek of L302 (referenceoscillator output coil) and the
colour apeared to be fine through a mirror - until the
snookertable came on that is.
It was red. I thought snookertableswere all green,except
when they are blue. Then I noticed the player's face. He
didn't look at all well. Someone'schanged over the tube
leadsI musedquietly to myself.They hadn't. and for the life
of me I couldn't think of a reason for this reversal. As I
crouched behind the set, crying my heart out so that the
bitter tears hissedon to the hot dropper at the rear of the
power board, I heard Mrs. Moose mumbling something
about lovely colour.
I looked up and the table was green, with faces a nice
bright orange. It transpired that the normal sequenceof
eventswas that the picture would come on with no colour,
then some bars would appear for about five minutes, then
the colour would come on with reversedreds and greens,
and then all would be well. What I'd done was to tune in
the referenceoscillator so that the colour would be there
from switch on, but the reversalremained,for a few minutes
only, after which normal servicewould resume.
"We only wanted you to get the tuning right. The colour
doesn't worry us. We thought it was supposedto be like
that until it warmed up. I hope the bill is not going to be too
much, only my husbandis a little short this week so we can
afford only bare essentials."
Which is why I didn't find out what really was
happening,and I still don't know. I've seenplenty of out-ofphase conditions which usually respond to adjustment,but
not a complete reversal that rectifies itself so suddenly
(rvhich showsjust how ignorant I am).
Returning to the pad, footsore and weary, I was greeted
with the usual smarty pants remark.
"Where have you been? Playing fast and loose no
doubt."
"Fast and moose you mean," and I related the sorry tale
to the disbelief of her highnesswho flounced off upstairs
and shortly began to sing her bitter song of hatred and
resentment.
"I'm a little prarie ffower
Growing wilder by the hour.
No one caresto cultivateme,
So I'm as wild as wild can be."
I could tell she u'as a bit mad by tbe way she banged
things about. tr don't know why, but then I never could
understandthe wonderful workings of a woman's mind. trt's
a good job we are so logical and placid, so understanding
and reasonable. No one can accuse us of doing
unreasonable things, even when we are faced with
insurmountabieobstaclesand impossible tasks (as we are
r:very da],, as you ki:ow only too well). I sometimesfeel we
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are not given the credit that is ourjust due.
Trouble rarely comes singly. If you get one horror there's
bound to be another close behind.
A Erace of Bushes
I was just finishing off a Pye 697 which had had just
about everything wrong with it, including an open-circuit
reservoir electrolytic, an open-circuit l0MQ resistor in the
width circuit, an open-circuit l2kQ red output pentode load
resistor, open-circuit print to the blue ditto, open-circuit line
sync discriminator diodes due to the 47kQ reference pulse
feed/integrating resistor going low before disintegrating,
plus a few less trying teasers, when a couple popped in to
ask if they could bring in their 22in. Bush colour set which
had popped off. I said they could, so offthey went to get it.
In the tussle with the Pye the enthralled owner had been
watching each and every move. He'd come from way out of
town, and was quite happy to wait for it. For my part I
don't mind people watching me suffer provided it's a set I
know. If it's a set I don't know. I don't like it at all as I
wallow around trying to find where to start, conscious of the
pitying glances.
"Wouldn't be so bad if he knew his job, would it?"
For the Pyes and the Philips etc. we don't mind an
audience, provided they applaud every time we pull a rabbit
out of the hat, and gasp with sheer admiration at the
wonderful works taking place under their very eyes.
So offwent the owner ofthe Pye, back to the back woods
from whencehe came. And in came the Bush.
"Our son had someone in to look at it while we were
away, but as the chappie said it was going to cost quite a bit
to repair he left it until we came back. So we thought we'd
seewhat you had to say about it."
Fortunately is wasn't one of those Z 179 ones, but one of
the more familiar A823 type. The h.t. line fuse at the top of
the power panel was a nasty black colour, denoting that it
had died a violent death, probably due to something over on
the line output side. We checked the resistance to chassis.
The needleflicked over and climbed back towards infinity.
What devil's work was this? Infinity meant no circuit
through the smoothing resistorsetc. Both the 68Q and 56Q
wire-woundsin the h.t. circuit were open-circuit(seeFig. l).
Killed no doubt by someone bunging in a heavy fuse or
some other blunt instrument. Check at the other end of the
56Q resistor. Still no reading, except for a faint suspicion of
a movement. Look over to the scan panel. All three plugs
out.
Put them back in and now record the low resistance
readingexpected.So we pronouncedour verdict.
"This is a clear cut case of the Howling Heebie Jeebies.
It's never an easy thing to cure, and it'll have to stay
overnight."
Left alone it didn't take us long to establish that the line
output transistors were short-circuit. So some patience
and a fair bit of time were going to be needed,as replacing
these in this set is not our favourite occupation.

Fig. | : H.T. feed circuit, Rank,4823 chassris. The h.t. fuse 8F3
and the two resistors 8Rl5 (smoothing) and ?Rl7 (antibreathing) were all open-circuit.
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I'd just removed the right side assembly from the main
frame when a mini drew up outside. Incredibly, there was a
26in. colour set strapped on top of it, giving the little car a
decidely top heavy apperance.How it had stayed put Ijust
don't know.
"Hallo" said Mr. Sparks. "It wouldn't go inside. Could
you give me a hand to lift it off?"
The spindly luggage rack groaned as we unstrapped the
set, and I'm sure the little car rose a foot when we lifted the
big Bush free.
"One thing's for sure Mr. Sparks.It won't go back home
like that. I'll deliverit for you."
"Don't worry" said the indomitable Mr. Sparks. "I had
one arm out of the window supporting it when we went
round corners."
So now we had two.
Back at the bench we wrestled with the first one. In went
the transistors, back went the tripler (leaving the input out,
just in case this was the original cause of the trouble) and
the unit was reassembled. Both the wire-wound resistors
were replaced and all seemed ready. We wound down the
"set H.T." control and connected a meter switched to the
lA range in place ofthe h.t. fuse.
On switching the set on, the meter hardly moved. This
was not encouraging, so we put a 630mA fuse in and
checked the h.t. voltage. It was under 200V, and this was
also presentat the line output unit.
We next checked the line driver transistor and found it
had no 20V supply. Back to the power unit, where the 6.8Q
resistor (8R2) was found to be open-circuit. In went another
resistor and the timebasenow started working.
We next had to check the tripler, so out came the h.t. fuse
and the meter was again connected in its place. It read
under 400mA, so the tripler was reconnectedand the e.h.t.
rustled up nicely and the meter showed only a small
increase.Back went the fuse and all was well.
There were a few questions for which there seemed no
answers.If the 6.8Q resistor supplying the 20V line went
first, the line timebasewould have beeninoperative,drawing
no current. Could the line output transistors short under
these conditions- h.t. high maybe? How come the two h.t.
wire-wound resistors were both open-circuit if the correct
fuse was fitted? Why were the plugs left out on the scan
panel? Could it be that the two black ones had been
interchanged by the first intrepid explorer? The answers to
these and many other questions will not be revealed in the
next instalment.

Mr. Sparks'Bush
Up on the bench Mr. Sparks' Bush was coaxed into
giving up it's secrets.You'll never guess,but the 600mA h.t.
was blown. Oh no, not again.Pleasenot again.
I raised the convergence panel to check the condition of
the front smoothing resistors, and was immediately
confronted with a nice big hole where 7RV3 (74 R/G
horizontal tilt control) had been. The remains of 7RV3 were
found laying at the bottom ofthe cabinet.
Did it die or was it kill€d? Hope it died, but proceed as
though it has beenkilled. Fit a new control of a more robust
type. Check for shorts at the fuse holder and at the h.t.
resistors, which both seemed intact. Connect the meter
across the fuse holder and switch on. Two amps. Switch off
quick.
Disconnect the input to the tripler. Switch on. Now
400mA. Fit another tripler and 630mA fuse.Check h.t. and
reduce to 200V. Tidy up convergence and prepare report
for Mr. Sparks.
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Oh DearWhat Canthe Matter Be?
LesLawryJohns
ONce upon a time there was a chap who was quite good at
his job. When sets came in for repair he would have bets
with himself that he could not only diagnosethe cause of
the trouble from the customer's description of the
symptoms, he could also rectify the fault before the set was
switched on for test. No longer. Now he has a furtive air
about him, and is evasive and wary, hedging his bets with
"ifs" and "buts". Now and again someof his old confidence
returns, after a day of bull's-eyes or near misses, but it
doesn't last long and the next day brings the usual catalogue
of minor disasters,wrong conclusionsand generalcock ups.

WidelyVarying Colours
- solidFor example.
A PyeCT222.The '125chassis
state with vertical panels. Customer's complaint: widely
varying colours. Sometimes red, sometimes green,
sometimesblue, with combinations of each. Diagnosis: a
faulty thick-film unit (R428 etc). Voltage testsrevealedwide
variations at the collectors and bases of the three RGB
output transistors.
We turned to the pile of thick-film units, only to find that
they all had five legs (Thorn 3500 type). We then
rememberedthat all recent invoices have said that the Pye
units are out of stock. The fool is nothing if not stubborn,
and decidedto make up the unit himself with wire wounds
and carbon resistors- patiently and with infinite care. In
they went, one after the other, until the circuit was
complete.But the colour variations continued.
It was mainly red now and checks directed suspicionto
the TBA530Q matrixing i.c. In went another. Now mainly
green. In went another. Perfect colour. The first two i.c.s
went into the bin. Tap the panel to make sure. Colour
mainly blue, then a combination of variations. Retrieved
i.c.s from bin. Carefully tapping around brought us to the
TBA990. Remove it from its holder and refit it. Trouble
cleared and no amount of tapping would bring back the
variations.Why didn't we do this in the first place?
LoudArcing

and Spitting Noises

Next a GEC C21l l. Customer's complaint: loud arcing
and spitting noises. Diagnosis: excessivee.h.t. due to high
h.t. Probably a faulty thyristor. In fact the h.t. was high at
the top right side droppers- 230V insteadof 190V. Change

SCR70l (seeFig. l). No difference.Check settingof P701.
Little variation. Cannot leave set on with high h.t. as there's
a risk to the tripler, line output transformer, transistor etc.
(rememberingrecentexpensivelosses).
Check components cold. All read right, including all
resistors.Change diac D701, BCl47 and 7'5V zener (iust
in case).Fit 334 dropper sectionin place of fuse FS l. H.T.
now below 180V, as expected,but P70l still not producing
the variation it should. Experiment with values of resistors
in serieswith P701. Find single820Q resistor works better.
Remove 33Q resistor and fit fuse. H.T. can now be set
correctly, and there's no discharge.Check grey scale and
suddenlye.h.t. starts to spit viciously. Excessivewidth and
h.t. up to 240V. Back to square one, and P70l now has
minimal effect.
Squirt P70l with freezer. No effect. Squirt R706. No
effect. Squirt R709 and h.t. drops to correct figure. R709
(270k4) going high when mains applied,had read correctly
when checkedcold. Replacewith lW type to be sure.Panic
over and now remember that we had had similar trouble,
with an open-circuit R709, a couple of years previously.
Had forgottenof course.
N o R esults with P lasticy S m el I
Next a Bush T20A. This is the current Bush chassis,with
the centre field timebase etc. swing-down panel. Set only
just out of guarantee,but not one we'd sold. Customer's
complaint: no results with plasticy smell. Diagnosis: faulty
tripler. The warm line output transformer overwinding
seemedto confirm this. Fit new tripler. No change.Fit new
line output transformer and all is well. Faulty line output
transformers not uncommon on this chassis.Ponder. The
earlier 4,823 series used a lovely transformer, never any
trouble. The monochrome TV16l, TVl8l etc. series
transformer,murder.
Shoppinglist for line output transformers.Monochrome:
Bush-Murphy all modelsTVl6l on; Philips 210, 300 series;
Indesit T24. Colour: Philips G8; Thorn 3000/3500 e.h.t.
transformer T503 (usually killed by tripler); now add Bush
T20.

Varying Focus
Nexta BushZ718chassis.
in our bumbling
Continue
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Fig. | : H.T. supply circuit, GEC C2 | | O series. Early versions differ in several ways.
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way. Customer's complaint: very poor focus for the first
half hour, gradually improving; no variation in picture size.
Diagnosis: faulty thick-film focus unit.
Now it should be pointed out that there's no tripler in this
chassis. Instead, a large overwinding feeds a single stick
rectifier (see Fig. 2). The full e.h.t. is applied to the focus
unit, which reduces it to the 4-5kV required at pin 9 of the
tube. There are two 100k4 resistors in the circuit, but both
seemed to be in order. A meter check confirmed that the
voltage at pin 9 of the c.r.t. was low, while fully advancing
the focus knob produced little improvement. So a new focus
unit was fitted. No improvement.
We wept bitter tears until we recalled our friend Ray
moaning and groaning about the type of tube base socket
used in these sets. "Makes you think the bloody tube has
clappedout" he'd said, "until you take the tube baseoffand
find the tube's pins pitted and corroded." So we removed
the base socket and found pin 9 pitted. The quick meter
check had not taken into consideration the very high
resistance of the thick-film unit. and the 3kV in fact was
some5kV.
Carefully cleaning the pin and fitting a new tube base
socket restored normal focus, and we resolved to write it
down so that others would not be similarly fooled.

A Thorn | 59Owith No Results
A Thorn 1590.Now any fool can diagnosethe faults that
occur on these well known portables. Only an idiot could
get mixed up. We did.
"It doesn't come on" said the customer,
"Blown l.t. fuse" we correctly diagnosed,in a blinding
glimpse of the obvious.
Cold checks on the line output transistor and the
associated diodes and electrolytics revealed nothing amiss,
and we didn't even notice the spidery black lines across the
top of the line output transformer. A meter in place of the
fuse read 3A when the set was switched on, with pretty blue
ariing across the top of said transformer. Now we didn't
immediately condemn the transformer to the rubbish bin: it
occurred to us that the set was probably used in the kitchen,
and that the top insulating material had probably suffered as
a result. The conductivepaths were scrapedaway therefore,
and the fresh surface treated to a dose of silicone.A 2.5A
fuse was fitted, and the set switchedon. Pop went the fuse,
after only a very brief period. The meter was brought back
and showed 3A as before, but there was no sign of life
around the line output transformer.
"It must be buggered after all" we thought. It wasn't of
course, but we touched it to see if it was warm and were
struck by the warmth coming from the e.h.t. stick. "Well I
never" we said. "Either the stick is faulty or the lkpF disc
1590
e.h.t. reservoir capacitor is short-circuit (Cll5,
chassisonly). So we disconnectedthe capacitor and found it
short-circuit."Oh well" we said, "if it's left out of the l59l
it can be left out of this one too."
In went another fuse, and we switched on. Pop went the
fuse,just as before."Goodness graciousme" we murmured,
"the stick is still sick." So we changed this and the 1590
lived happily ever after, becausebefore we wrapped it up we
checked the supply line and found it a little high, resetting
the regulator to reducethe supply to I 1.5V.
VHF OK, NoAM
A Fidelity radio, type 23. Just for a change we thought
we'd tackle a radio. "V.H.F. o.k., no a.m." said the
customer. The diagnosiswas swift and wrong: faulty a.m.
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Fig. 2: Focus circuit, RankT2O chassis.

mixer-oscillatortransistor(BF I 94).
The back was off in a trice, but the panel took a little
longer becausewhen we took out all the screwsthe tuning
dial fell off. Eventually the panel was in one piece and out.
Sure enough, touching the base of the BFl94 restored
medium and long wave reception, so the suspect was
removed and a new one fitted - without melting the dial
cord (our usual forte). The a.m. receptionwas now good, so
the panel was manfully refitted and secured,together with
the rear cover. Recheck to be sure. No a.m. Remove rear
cover and explore area of the BFl94. The 4.7kpF
capacitor at the top ofthe panel was tapped and the signals
returned. As we fitted a new capacitor the cat watched
intently, probably wondering why we seem to have to do
everythingtwice.
TheDaytheVAT

man Came

On the morning the VAT man came to check the books
and figures the daily comedy was already in progress.We
were on the phone trying to find out if there should be some
form of tube guarantee form with the new Pye/Philips
colour portables (KT3 series)with the l4in. tube. As the
l6in. version comes complete with said form or card, it
seemedreasonablethat there should also be one with the
l4in. version- at leastit did to our befuddledmind.
We were put through to one department after another of
the mighty Philips organisation.
Service:"We don't know. Try new sales."
New sales:"We don't know. Do you want a card sentto
you?"
"No, I only want to know if there should be one or not."
"We don't know. Hang on, we'1l put you through to
P.R." (I think that's what he said).
On it went, from pillar to post, all for the want of a yes or
no. Finally it must have been the managing director who
said "we'll ring you back." But he never did. We now know
that there's no separate guarantee card with the l4in.
version,simply becausenone have had one.
The Vatman sat with the books and found all the
mistakeswe've made over the past couple of years, whilst
we attendedto the customers.
Small boy. "Can you mend my torch?"
Tall man with pointed teeth. "I put the battery you sold
me in my clock but it doesn't work, so I've brought the
clock in for you to look at."
Local vet. "The auto-pilot on my boat keepssendingme
round in circles.I think it's this 12 to 24Y power unit. Can
you check it at l00mA?"
Local vicar. "This slide projector isn't working properly.
Just have a quick look will you?"
And so the morning passed.o'Can you come and look at
the telly, all the buttons get ITV." The frustration built up
and the Vatman looked on pityingly. "No wonder you
make mistakesin the books. If I'd to contend with that lot
I'd be barmy too. When are you going to put some money
in the till?"
Smarting under this, we decided to vent our spite on a
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dear little old lady who crept quietly in and stood hesitantly,
looking from me to the Vatman.
"Television" she said in a very small voice. Thinking
she'd come to ask daft questions about her no doubt
clapped out old set, we started an imitation John Cleese/
Basil Fawlty tirade.
"Television, television. Of course television. No doubt
you want to buy a nice new one. How about a splendidnew
22in. colour set with all the trimmings?"
"Yes please" she murmoured. "How did you know what
I wanted?"

The Vatman collapsed with laughter, while we were
made to look dafter than ever.
Solly,VellySolly
Finally an apology. Apparently one or two readers wrote
to say they found our far eastern adventures (December
issue) vulgar and offensive (and probably dull too). We're
sorry, and to prove it we cut out the succeedingaccount of
our adventures in the frozen north, where we travelled to
meet Solo Joe and Eskimo Nell. We try to have our bit of
fun, but apparently it doesn't always come off.

ComputerisedTV
Part I
MICRopRocESSoR and microcomputer i.c.s seem to be
cropping up everywhere nowadays. It's hardly surprising
thereforethat TV manufacturershave found usesfor them.
First, what's the difference?Well, they both enablea greal
deal of digital signal processingto be carried out in a single
chip. The differences relate to the internal memory
arrangements.Clearly the chips require memories so that
they can rememberwhat they're supposedto do and how to
do it, and to store data as necessaryduring the processing
operations. A microprocessor's memory is of the ROM
(read-only memory) type, i.e. it providesoutputs as required
but you can't feed data in and get it back later. Typical
examples of ROMs are the character and graphics
generator i.c.s used in VDUs and teletext decoders. A
microcomputer is more flexible becauseit also incorporates
a RAM (random-access memory) which will hold and
releasedata as instructed.The data store in a VDU and the
page memory device in a teletext decoder are of the RAM
variety.
The use of digital techniquesin domesticTV setsstarted
a few years back - with a rather expensive,up-market
Barco colour receiver.This had an automatic tuning system
- similar to the arrangement used in the Grundig SVR
videocassetterecorder, described in these pages last July.
Digital tuning and remote control systems are becoming
increasinglycommon in TV sets,and are also found in the
latest VCRs. Once you start using digital control systems,
it's logical to employ a microcomputer i.c. to control the
system. Both Philips and ITT have published details of
microcomputer TV receiver control systemsrecently, and
we shall doubtlessfind these in the more complex TV sets
featuringteletext'andviewdatafacilitiesbeforelong.
One of the first items of domesticTV equipmentI've had
an opportunity to examine using a microcomputer chip is
the Sanyo VTC9300P, a Beta format VCR. This uses a
microcomputer to act as an off-air timer and tape counter.
In other VCRs these functions are carried out by a mixture
of special-purpose i.c.s, standard TTL i.c.s and
electromechanicaldevices.
It's worth taking a look at the techniques used in the
VTC9300P, since the microcomputer system Sanyo use is
fairly simple yet has all the featuresfound in more complex
systems. In fact it provides a good introduction to the
microcomputer.
The microcomputer chip itself is the Texas TMS1070, a
variant of the TMSI000. Before delving into it however,
let's briefly outline what a microcomputeris and can do. It's
a simple computer of course, and has been describedas a
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very large-scale integrated circuit (VLSIC) which, by
performing a sequenceof programmable (in manufacture)
operations, can fulfil a wide range of different electronic
functions.The advantagesof using a microcomputer are its
low cost (lessthan f5), the low component count achieved,
and the ease with which the instructions (and thus the
functionsthe devicewill perform) can be changedby the i.c.
manufacturerto cater for different applications.

TheTMSIOTO
Like the other microcomputers in the TMSI000 series,the
TMSI070 is basically intended for calculator applications, use
in cash registers, and to control microwave ovens and
simple industrial processes.The TMS1070 contains all the
essentialelementsof a microcomputer in a single 28-pin
package. Fig. I shows the basic elements of a
microcomputer. The data enters via the input/output
interface, is modified or acted upon in the central processing
unit in accordancewith the programme held in the memory
(ROM), and is then fed out. The microprocessoris basically
the same, with the omission of the store (RAM) which
increases the flexibility of the processing system. The
TMSI070 is a p-channel MOS device and is equivalentto
some 125-150TTL i.c.s.
A block diagram of the TMS1070 is shown in Fig. 2. The
following is a simplifiedaccount of what goeson in it.

ProgrammeMemory
The ROM holds the basic programme material, i.e. the
operating instructions. It's constructedin accordancewith
the basic specificationfor the device, using a single-level
masking technique. Once programmed therefore the
TMSI070 cannot be altered. In other microprocessor/
microcomputer systems an external instruction ROM can
be used to increasesystem flexibility.
The ROM in the TMSI070 can contain up to one
thousand and twenty four instructions, arranged in eighteen
pages, i.e. sixty four instructions per page. The
microcomputer can taken any one of these instructions
from the ROM and carry it out in twice ten to the minus six
seconds- pretty fast!
Each instruction consistsof eight bits (binary digits). So
the ROM contains eight thousand one hundred and ninety
two bits. Why these rather odd numbers especially as, in
Fig. 2, the ROM is labelledone k but contains one thousand
and twenty four instructions?The answer is that since this
T E L E V I S I OFNE B R U A R1Y9 8 O

fil SeeYou Again
Les LawryJohns
I was singingaway to myselfand to (the annoyanceof) the
cat and dog when a rather familiar car drew up outside.It
was the car of the scatterbrainedblonde from one of the
shopsin the town (I can't be more explicitfor fear of libel).
Shecamecrashingin throughthe door.
"Oh dear,you'll neverguess.It's goneagain,right in the
middle of the film last night. Isn't it terrible?Just about
everythingthat can go wrong has done. Now this. I was
only saying to my daughter last night, the sooneryour
father comeshome the better. He's only beenaway three
months,and literally everything'sgonewrong.If it isn't the
car it's the centralheating,and if it isn't that it's something
else.Now the telly. My dear you'd neverbelieveit. Men
haveno right to leaveus for more than a few hours.It's all
left to me. My daughterput her coat on and went out as
soon as I started to tell her about the freezergoing soft
becausethe vacuumcleanerhad knockedthe switchup the
day before."
I reeled before the onslaught as she pausedto draw
breath,and was relievedto seemy wife appearon the scene
to find out what all the fuss was about. She had to listen
whileI escaped
to getthe setout ofthe car.
Mrs. Brashleygot her secondwind, and continuedher
tale of woe. Apparently she'dknockedthe wing of her car,
and whilst it was beingrepairedshe'dgot her husband'scar
out in orderto keepit in goodrunningorderandjust asshe
was in a streamof cars approachingsometraffic lights she
happenedto glancedown at the birthday card her husband
had senther and consequentlyshedidn't noticethe cars in
front slowingdown as the lights changedand this was how
her husband'scar had a nasty dentin the front. It was all
purebad luck and thereseemedno endto it.
It'd Gone Pop
By this time I had the set up on the benchand the rear
coveroff. It was a26in. Pye of the 741 ilk (725-?31,with
verticalpanelsand all that). By the time Mrs. Brashleyhad
relatedthe sad tale about the water dripping through the
bedroomceiling,I had the filter capacitorreplaced,a new
fusefitted, the set testedand had put it back in the car. She
hadn't noticedany of this and finally remembered
why she's
come.
"Would you be kind enoughto get the setout of the car
for me?I'll call for it later."
"It was your set I was doing while you were chatting
dear.I put it backin the car so you won't haveto call back
later."I waswrong,sowrong,
An Elusive Hum
Although this next one concernsa unit audio, it could
well concerna TV set - and not only from an audio hum
point of view.It was a Fergusonunit, usingthe 78Schassis.
The complaintwas severehum on one channelonly. This
was confirmedon test, and the hum remainedsevereat
minimumvolumesetting.
Since the other channel was not affected,the power
supply and smoothingwere assumedto be in order. Some
time was spentidentifyingthe relevantcomponents
etc.in
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the defectivechannel,and it was found that the hum was
getting in at the base of the preamplffier transistor
immediatelyfollowing the volumecontrol. This was rather
disconcerting,since the control was at minimum and the
only componentsbetweenit and the transistor'sbaseare an
0.lpF capacitorin serieswith a lkQ resistor.The baseis
biasedby a coupleof resistorsbetweenthe negativesupply
and the positivereturn, the supplylines being common to
the otherchannel.
A test electrolytic from the transistor's base to the
positiveline removedthe hum, thus proving that it was not
enteringthe circuit later. The transistorwas removedand
provedfaultless.The resistorswereunhookedfrom the base
contact and proved correct, as were the small correction
capacitorsin the circuit. Whentheseitemswererefittedand
the unit was switchedon again the hum could hardly be
heard.This seemedstrange,sincenothing had beenfound
at fault.
Not wishing to quarrel with our luck, the unit was
reassembled
and when the last screw had been refitted it
was tried again.The hum was there,buzzingaway like an
angry bee on one side while the other side maintaineda
discreetsilenceuntil the volume was advancedwhen it
relatedhow it spenta lovelyday at Bangor.
Out camethe screws,out camethe unit, and we started
all over again. Voltagestested,capacitorschecked,even
whenthey couldn't be at fault. At last we removedall the
componentsfrom the base circuit of the suspect
preamplifiertransistor.It was only thenthat we sawit. The
endof oneresistor(the lkA onefrom thebaseto the0. lpF
capacitor)had a greenishtinge,with moregreenon the lead
out. It wascloseup on the panelto the main smoother,and
a bright light directedon to the componentsideof the panel
showeda damp area. It was only when the electrolytic
smoothingcapacitorwas removedthat we wereableto see
whereit hadbeenleaking.
A clean up and a new capacitor restored hum-free
operation,but we were not quite ableto seewhy the hum
had been so severe,with the voltages apparently not
affected. But then there are many things we don't
understand.
For example. . ,
ThisTime itwent Bang
Mrs. Brashleyphonedlater to say that the set had
functionedbeautifullyfor a coupleof hours and then gone
bang (not pop). Back it came,and when we looked at the
print sideof the powerboardtherewas a blackenedareaon
the lower right side whereone tag of the input choke had
beendry-jointedand had beensparking.The glassof the
3.15A mainsfusewas missing,leavingonly the end caps,
so as shesaidit musthavebeena pretty hefty bang.
With the connectionsproperly made and the panel
cleanedup, it remainedto find out what elsehad suffered.
The items next to the explosionarea provideover-voltage
protection(seeFig. 1): the BC14? transistorVT881 was
shorted,also the 7.5V emitterzener(D884).Thesewere
replacedand the settried, but the h.t. wouldn't cometo life.
Checkingthe circuitshowedthat the collectorof VT88l is
connecteddirectly to the trigger diac D892 and diode
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D901. The latter was short-circuit,replacementbringing
thingsto life.
The picture was now horribly grainy however, and
althoughthe tuner could have beenat fault we were more
inclined to suspect the i.f. filter and gain module. We
normallyplod throughthesewith a solderingiron, but one,s
always left with the feeling that the repair may be only
temporary.As it happenedwe had one of the replacement
units especiallydesignedby LEDCo and suppliedat a very
reasonableprice. It lookedgood and whenfitted performed
very well indeed,so we had the comfortablefeelingthat at
leastthe setwouldn't comebackto us on this score.
Mrs. Brashleycameto collecther set,and told us about
her freezer,vacuum cleaner,her husband'scar and her
gardenfencewhich had fallenon to her neighbour'sprize
flower bed. When she'dgoneI told my wife how lucky she
was to have a husbandaround,and shesaid shewasn't so
surebecausewhen I wasn't around shegot an awful lot of
interestingthings saidto her by the malecustomers.Things
they didn't say when I was around.So I thoughtI'd better
not take so long to do those outsidejobs in future, even
though that would mean I wouldn't have so many
interestingthingsto report to readers,like Mrs. Smallpiece,
Laura Lovitt, Pretty Looseand all.
Back to Back or Front
As it happened,I did haveto nip out to havea look at a
set which was too big to be brought in. It lived at my
bookmakerfriend's home,which as you may rememberis
back to front (the house,not my friend).you stop on the
forecourt, go through the garageand ring the back door
bell, becausethere'sno path round to the front of the house
(actuallythereis, but I think it's secretand there,sno point
in looking for it anyway and everyoneuses the back,
especiallystrangers,becausethere'sa deepswimmingpool
round the front and thereisn't any waterin it you see).
Well, in we went to seethe non-workingset. Actually
they have two Dynatrons, both 26in., one with a
videocassette
recorderbuilt into the top. This was the one
that wasn'tfunctioning.
It just had to be fitted with a Pye 741 chassisjust like
Mrs. Brashley's(actuallya 733).So without much ado I
removedthe two hundredand fifty screwsthat securethe
rear cover and leapt straightat the right sidepower panel.
The mains fuse was intact, and as there was no sign of
distressI pluggedin and saw the neon on the front panel
light. Therewas also an initial buzz from the set,indicating
that power had come in but had gone somewhereor the
other.Otherwise,nothing.
I wonderwhat'sat the centreh.t. fuseFgTl (seeFig. l)?
Nothing. I wonderwhat'son the 3.3Q wirewoundwhich
sitson top of the centrehousing(R978).About 35V at each
end! Ridiculous,I thought.You just can,thavesucha silly
figure.But it was there.I switchedto a.c. and checkedon
the body of the thyristor. 240Y.
It was at this point that I rememberedId forgottento
bring the servicemanual.I startedto panic as I crouched
behindthe set with my nice new shoesand all creasedup.
Stop it, I told myselfsternly.Think logically.If there,s35V
at the 3.3Q surgelimiterresistor,why isn'tit on theh.t.fuse
which is only two sections(R97213)of the dropperaway?
One sectionmust be open-circuit.
It was: R973 (56e) was
indeedopen-circuit.This wasn't of much comfort however
becausethere should have been over l80V on R978 since this was intact and charges the main reservoir
electrolyticC880, yet there was definitelyonly about 35V
whentested.
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Fig. l: Simplified circuit showing the trigger pulse charging
and overvoltageprotection arrangementsused in tne eye ZSI
series chassis'power supply. CSOOcharges via Rggg/ggg to
produce the pulse that fires the diac and hence the thyristor,
D9Ol being included to remove the negative-goingexcursion
of the mains waveform. The charging of CSOOis controltedby
VTgO2. The overvoltage protection transistor VTggi
supplements this action in the event of excessiveh.t. voltage
- it conducts should the voltage at its baseexceed the
7.SV
at its emitter set by D884, thus further delaying the charging
of C9OOand the pulse provided by D892. The result is very
obtrusive variationsin picture size as the h.t. risesand falts.A
very similar circuit is used in the philips G8 chassis(early ver_
sions of the 731 chassrsuse a crowbar type overvoltage trip
circuit).
When the dropper had been replaced we tried again.
Now there was no voltage at all, so the 35V had merely
been the charge left on the reservoir capacitor when R9?3
had gone open-circuit the previous day. But why no h.t.
now? Clearly the thyristor wasn't firing, since it had the full
a.c. on its anode.
So we prodded around with the voltmeter, suspectingan
open-circuit resistor or diac or something. All checked out
o.k., and much time was spent trying to find the missing
link. Due to the absenceof the circuit however I couldnt
put together one or two vague bits of uneasinesswhich were
dogging the search.
By this time the panel was flat down and every suspect
had been checked. My knees and legs were aching, and I
just had to get up and stretch.My bleary eyes then caught
sight of a rectangular box lying free on top of the iet
betweenthe photographs. The sickening realisation dawned.
I slappedthe panel back in, pluggedin again and rocked the
standby switch on the remote control unit. The set burst
into life as the thyristor was triggered, and I made a mental
note to look up the remote control circuitry when I got back
to the ranch.
The proud owner appearedand commented that he'd just
come to tell me that the remote unit was on the top of the
set where I might not see it. Oh yes, and while I'm here
would I have a look at the other set as the picture was
intermittently grainy. It was the i.f. filter and gain module of
course, which had to be removed and resolderedhere, there
and everywhere. We didn't have another LEDCo
replacement with us, so we just had to persevere with the
coils and capacitor legs, finally achieving satisfactory
results and replacing the three thousand screws on the back
cover. Footsore and weary we beat a hasty retreat through
the kitchen and out to the front, er back, and roared off
down the drive.
Jacko

and the Wee Lass

No sooner had I got back than the phone rang and I was
scared stiff in case it was Mrs. Brashley. It wain't. It was
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Mr. Jacksonwho had bought a22l.l:'.Pyehybrid setfrom us
someyearsago.
"Can I bringthe setup Lawry?" he enquired.
"Certainly Mr. Jackson.At your convenience,
so long as
it's at mineaswell."
"O.K. Lawry" said the bonny Scots laddie. "See you
soon.And by the way, give that wife of yours a kiss and
cuddlefor me will ye?"
"Do your own dirty work" I retorted,mortally offended.
I put thephonedown and turnedto Delilah.
"It makes me sick the way you flirt with all the
customers"I complained."And under my very eyestoo.
No one seemsto be afraidof me any more You just wait till
Jackocomesin."
Well Jackocame.Broughtthe setin. Put it down and by
chancemy honeybunny happenedto be passingthroughat
that moment and received the kiss and hug he had
threatened.It's a goodjob I was busy at the time I can tell
you. Therearegoingto be somechangesaroundhere.
"Mr. Jackson" I said icily. "Now that we have
exchangedgreetingsperhaps you can tell me what you
want."
Actually it turned out to be nothing more than the line
sync,whichwasput right by fittinga new4.?MQ basebias
resistor(R33) in the sync separatorstageon the i.f. unit.
He wasreadyto go andlookedround.
"I'd bettersaygoodbyeto the weelassy."
"Oh no you don't" I said,fed up with this hanky-panky.
"You just put your set in your car and hop it. All you
Scotsmenarethe same.Every day is newyear'seve."
So off wentJackoand the wife camein throughthe front
door.

O W I D E B A N DR F P R E A M P L I F I E R
The readily available Mullard thin-film hybrid r.f.
amplifier i.c. enables an extremely simple but effective r.f. amolifier to be constructed. All that's required in addition to the i.c. is a power supply and a
PCB. The device covers the v.h.f. and u.h.f. bands,
with a typical gain of 27dB and typical noise figure
of 5.5d8. Full constructionad
l e t a i l sw i l l b e g i v e n ,
including a suitable PCB and power supply, so that
a first class preamplifier can be built for use as a
mast-head booster, a preamplifier for MATV
systems, or a general purpose wideband amplifier.

O TELETEXTTHE PHILIPS WAY
The Mullard/Philips range of teletext decoder i.c.s
is used in the current Pye and Philips rnages of
teletext receivers.Harold Peters describes how the
Philipstype teletext decoder is arranged and works,
and the way in which it's incorporated in the
Pye/Philipsteletext models. Servicing notes will be
included.

Guess Who Popped Back?
"I said cheerioto Mr. Jackson"she said."But I was
speakingto that nice artist fellow who lives up the road. I
thoughtit would be niceif he could paint a pictureof Pekey
for us."
We have an elderly Pekinesein the family. He's not
expectedto be with us for much longer,but the thoughtof
retaining an artist to paint the irritable little blighter (he
bites me) seemeda little lavish, particularly sincewe had
just paidour incometax, VAT , rates,etc.
"Oh well.We'd betterthink aboutthat" I demurred.
"Well you'd better think of something,Mrs. Brashley's
coming."
Oh no. What a day. What a terribleday. In dancedMrs.
Brashley.
"Isn't it incredible?Justtoo incredible."
"Too incredible"I echoed.
"The sound'sgone off. One minute it was there, next
minutepuff!" So while sherelatedthe restof the day's good
newsto my honeypot, I onceagaintook the back coveroff
the hatedPye. Goodjob it had only four turn keys and not
ten thousandscrewsason the Dvnatron.
The audio output circuit is on the left sidei.f. panel,and
the supplyto it comesvia an 18Qresistor(R249).This is a
small wirewoundon the upper corner. It was open-circuit
throughno fault of the BDl3l output transistors,a new
resistorrestoringnormaloperation.

O T H E V I D E O D I S GS C E N E
Several video disc systems have been announced
and are due to arrive on the domestic market in the
next year or so. There's likely to be a major battle to
decide which system gets accepted as the standard
for the home user. David Matthewson outlines the
oresent situation.

. S E R V I C I N GF E A T U R E S
Steve Beeching with some more VCR troubles,
more on the Zanussi BR1026, and all the usual
servicingfeatures.

P L U SA L L T H E R E G U L A R
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Ask a Silly Question
"What canwe do with this terribleset?"enquiredMr. B.
"Why don't you leaveit hereand pop up everytime you
want to seesomething"I suggested,
receivinga kick on the
anklefrom my lotusblossom.
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more sophisticatedof the two. The smoothdiscsallow the
pickup headto movefreely acrossthe surface,makingstill
frame, fast and slow motion etc. facilities possible.The
technicaldetailsare as yet somewhatobscure- evento
JVC in the UK! It's knownhoweverthat eachframecanbe
individually located,as with the Philips VLP system,and
that stereosound is available.The disc itself has been
refined,and now lives in a caddy which is postedinto the
player. JVC claim that conventionaldisc pressing
techniquescan be usedto producethe discs,andthis should
helpto keepthe costdown.No datefor a UK launchhasso
far beenset,nor hasany pricebeensuggested.
Summary
The presentposition then seemsto be that Philips are
aheadwith their high-technologyVLP system,and having
joined forceswith Grundig and Sonycould seetheir system
adopted as an internationalstandard.I recently had an
in
opportunityto examinea Philips/MCAplayerpurchased
the US, and was interestedto note that many of the
componentsare marked"made in Holland". It seemsthat

Magnavox (Philips' US subsidiary) are assemblingthe
players from kits of parts shippedin from Holland. It's
rumouredincidentallythat the relativelyexpensiveheliumneon laser may in future VLP players be replacedby a
solid-stateversion.This would help in bringing the price
down and makethe playermorerobust.
No definitedate for the launch of the Philips systemin
the UK has beendecidedupon, but Philipsare considering
the useof the Mullard Blackburnfactory as a disc pressing
plant - it's expectedto be broughtinto operationlater this
year.So VLP couldwell be in the shopsherelatenext year.
Selectavisionis scheduledfor nationwidedistributionin
the USA next year, and RCA hopeto sell around200,000
players at about f250 each during the first year. An
impressivenumber of deals with software houses have
alreadybeensigned,including Disney, 2fth Century Fox,
MGM, Rank andParamount.No datefor a UK launchhas
been suggested,and there are no plans yet for a PAL
versionofthe player.
Detailed accounts of the Teldec and VLP systems
appearedin the Decemberl97l and June 1974issuesof
Televisi on respectively.l

)

The Gypsy'sWarning
LesLawryJohns
Sonae years ago we were at the seaside.I think it was
Margate, but then again it could have been Ramsgate. Since
it was drizzling with rain or something,we couldn't stay on
the beach.So we went into the amusementarcade,where we
rolled pennies down pieces of wood on to a flat surface
where they were collected by a nice lady who smiled. She
seemedto collect a lot more penniesthan she handedback,
so I supposethat's why she smiled.
A Visit to Madame

Martine

Having lost all our pennies we ambled around until we
came to a hut which had a big notice outside reading:
"Clairvoyant. Madame Martine can look into your past and
foretell your future." Amazing. Why live in doubt?
Well, I was only forty or so at the time but I seemedto
have been in doubt for most of my life and what with all the
funny things that were happening it seemedlikely that I
would remain so. Funny things like dual-standardTVs and
radio sets that didn't need to warm up. Things that took a
lot of thinking about. So I thought it was time I got myself
straightened out by an expert. I'd tried self hypnosis, but
every time I told myself to relax I went to sleep. So that
was no good.
It wasn't easy to enter the dim interior of the hut and face
a woman who not only knew all about my past but also
knew what I was going to get up to in the future. But I did,
and there she was sitting at a small table which had some
playing cards and a pieceofround glasson it. I supposeshe
played patience while waiting for uncertain people like me
to pluck up courage and come in. She had a scarfround her
head, so presumably she'djust washedher hair - but there
was plenty of it hanging down and it looked dry enough.
She fixed me with a piercing look from her black eyes.
Perhaps she'd told someone something they didn't want to
hear.
"Sit down my dear. You have a lucky face so you'll want
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the full readingwhich is an extra two and six pence.It'll be
well worth your while hearingabout all the nice thingsthat
aregoingto happento you."
"Do you know the lady on the pennyroll stall?"I asked
cautiously.
"Of course I do my dear. But do you want the full'
reading?"
"Not really. Don't bother about my past. Just give me a
quick look into the future."
She didn't look very pleased to give me only the basic
reading, and grabbed my left hand, opening it out and
tracing lines upon it. Suddenly her eyes widened and she
looked confused.
"What is it?" I askedin fear and trepidation.
"You're not sure of yourself, are you? In fact you're
nervousof what might come." This was hardly astounding,
since my hand was shaking like a jellyfish.
"What's to come?" I quavered."Is it bad?"
"I can't reveal all" said the secretivebitch. "But beware."
"Beware?" I whispered."Beware of what?"
"Beware the blue tants" she said mysteriously. "And
that's all."

t(
I
I
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Years Later
Bob was an insurance broker whom I'd known for years.
A very conservative type, rarely ready to make any sort of
change to his well ordered life. Until last week that is. He
came into the shop and gave one of his rare smiles.
"Leslie" he said firmly. "I've decided to bring a bit of
colour into my life. To make the golf more interesting, you
see."
T'he upshot was that we unpacked a nice new Ultra 22in.
colour set. fitted with the Thorn 9600 chassis, checked it
and delivered it to Bob that same evening.
Now we've sold lots of these sets, and have rarely had
cause to complain. Of course it had to be the one that
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played about a bit we took out to Bob, and ofcourse
he had
to live way out in the country up a dark lane and
it had to
beraining.
We found our way up the drive and installed the
set
ytlqn !!91 worked perfectly. As it happened, and much to
Bob's delight, golf was in progress.So'we had a
couple of
glassesand dallied a while. It was as well we
did, because
after about fifteen minutes the colour gently faded
out to
leave a beautiful.black and white pictire with
admirable
grey.scale.Believeit,or not, Bob didnt even
notice. His hero
was in a bunker.
"Look at that" he said. ,,No trouble at all. I wish I could
get out oftrouble that easv.,,
"So do I" I concurred, with conviction, having lost
all
interest in golf.
I couldnt do anything until Bob had seenhis fill.
I then
^
tound that.switching off, waiting for a few moments
and
tnen swtchlng on again produced normal colour for
a very
short period.
Access is really good on these models. The left side
i.f.
panel can be
-swung up, allowing the decoder panel to be
swung out. The print is beautifully marked (otirer
makers
.
pleasecopy), and components can be located
and identified
without hesitation.
The decoder panel is a direct descendant of the one
.
used
in the 8000, 8500 and 9000 series, so we were on
familiar
ClolJtd. A quick check on voltages showed that rhe g.gv
which should have been_present
at pin 2 (supply pin) ofthe
TBA395 referenceoscillitor i.c. (IC5) qui"ffy iell
to 3V oi
r^o:^!hg9directing suspicion to the decoupiing capacitor
Cl86 (6.8pF). Unhooking one end immeaiatety ristored
the correct voltage and thc colour (thus proving
that its
value is hardly critical). The nearest value we
had was
10pF, so in this went and harmony was restored.
"Part of the installationprocedure,,I explained.
Checked on a meter Cl86 gave no sign of leakage,but it
was most definitely at fault. Oh yes: it was a blue tant.
We also found a blue tantalum responsiblefor low tuner
selectorvoltages on another model, ciusing the programme
numbers to flicker from one to another lit e a dimented
MOSFETi.c. would.
.So remember, when you're up a dark lane and it,s
raining, beware the blue tant.

Socket to me Baby
This chappie came in to buy a radio. After a bit
.
of
lumming and hahing he decidid upon one. Mains
and
battery.

v_t!!)

{a)

(bl

Fig. l: Triode audio amplifier stage used in the
Rank 4774
chassrs la). A difficult case of hum-on sound could
be cured by
decoupling the triode's control grid (pin | ). The only
workabte
cure we could find was to introduce selective negiative
feed_
back in the triode's cathode circuit (b). The
| 1tF cathode
byplss capacitor provides negtigible dec:oupling
at SOHz. ln_
troducing the 2.2ke cathode-bias resistor makJs
it necessary
to reduce the value of the grid leak resistor to
about 47OkA.
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. "Would you like me to put a plug on the lead for you
sir?"
"No no, we've plenty of plugs in the house,but pleaseput
a socketon it for me."
So we put a plug on and away he went quite happily.

It's Gorn Again
Whenthe 24in.Bushmonochrome
setcamein (A774

chassis) we thought it would be another line output
,
transformer job. It wasn,t. The tube was flat _ just a
dim
grey, with silver highlights.
"Is it the picture valve?,'
"No. It's the tube and that costs a little more.,'
you put one in?" So we did, and the picture was
. "9lovely. Until the next day that is.
"It's gorn again. That new tube couldn,t have beenmuch
good."
A new PL504 line output valve restored normal
conditionsand betterrelations.Until two davs later.
About a year earlier we,d fitted a nL* fine output
transformer.This had now chosento developshortedturns.
Fit new transformer. Nice picture. ,,Hope it lasts a bit
longer this time."
It didn't. Back it came with overloaded video. A.G.C.
checked, and. suspect preset control plus suspect i.f.
amplifi er transistor replaced.
fed up with carting this thing down every few days.
___"f'm
Willyou come up to us if it gives an/more trouble?,,
"Certainly. But I shouldn,t thinl it'll play around any
more." It did, and I went. Nasty hum on the sound.
Change PCL86 audio valve. No difference. Check
electrolytics as hum worse with the volume turned down.
Electrolytics not at fault. Hum vanisheswhen triode's grid
is shunted to earth. Check volume control, wiing,
screening,plug and socket, valveholder,and finally ,urp"ii
panel insulation.Cut away here and there but hurnremains.
Desperate.Fit 2.2kA resistor in serieswith triode cathode,
shuntedby small electrolytic, and reduce value of grid leak
resistorfrom IOMQ to 470ke (seeFig. l). Hum now faint
buzz, hardly discernible,but I know it's there and I don,t
know why. Could it be panel leakage,or is there a more
subtlereasonfor the hum (and instaUility)t
Anyway, there'vebeenno mo.e co-piaints regardingthe
tgyqd. Two days later however there was a calfbecau-seit
didn't work at all. Back again to find the on/off switch
inoperative.Replace this and cross fingers,legs and eyes_
becausethat was only a couple of days-ago.

Overheard in the Pub
The chap who was talking was getting on a bit and had
been interested in radio years ago. ttre coupte tistening were
of
lych the sameage and greatly impressed.
last
.'jT*r.my
-telly for instance^.Kept having trouble
wrth the bottom of the picture coming up, leaving
a black
band at the bottom. If they
onc-ethey came a dozen
"um"
times.
just put
a new picture valve in and
_Eachtime they
pushedoff So next time I knew what tb do
myself. Had to
keep on though. Eventually the socket becameso loose
the
valve wouldn't stay in. Got round that one! Glued it in
firm.
.I-ugtraa[ right for a time, then the pins went all funny. Set
had had it by then though.',
shows.you, doesn't it?', said the lady. ..They
,_*l.t,just
do.n
job properly. Take our set. Keeis getting
.t.lmoy their
twinkling dots acrossthe top,-right at the top they ire.,,
The adhesivesman gave hiJ diagnosis.i.It,s-the picture
valve'sgrid that's loose.you just tefthem to fit a new
one.,,
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A SguareDeal for LOPTs
Les LawryJohns
Now as you all know I'm secondto none in my admiration
for the line output transformers used by Thorn: jelly pots
are tops as far as I'm concerned. I ask you: how many
times have you had to replacethe line output transformer in
one of the 1500 seriessets for example, or for that matter
the preceding 1400 or even earlier?Ah, you may say. What
about the e.h.t. transformer in the 3000/3500 series?Not
guilty we say: blame the tripler. Hissing Sid is guilty of
knockingthejelly pot over.
In short (sorry!) we may say that the e.h.t. rectifier is
more often the faulty item and that the transformer rarely is.
If we accept this proposition, who was the bright boy
who, some years ago now, decidedto incorporatethe singlestick e.h.t. rectifier inside the line output transformer's
overwinding? We are not referring to split diodes and
windings, simply to an item which is at the end of the
overwinding and could easily have been left outside for
replacement. If one sticks to the letter of the BEAB
regulations one has to replace the relatively expensive
transformer simply becauseit has a defective inexpensive
item buried insidethe plastic housing.
If the rectifier has gone short-circuit, so that removal of
the e.h.t. cap and any associatedcapacitor (which could
have causedthe trouble in the first place and would have to
be disconnectedanyway to prove the point) restoresnormal
timebaseworking and the capacitor (if present)is in order,
it seems reasonable to fit a new stick rectifier in a fully
insulated housing on top of the line output transformer
assembly,thus restoring the set to normal working without
replacing the transformer itself. Such fully shrouded units
are readily available,and come completewith e.h.t. cap and
lead.So why not use them? We do.
The objection of course is that the defective rectifier may
have a high-resistanceleak, which would causesizzling and
varying e.h.t. on bright scenesor when the brilliance is
advanced. So far however we've not found this to be the
case. Apparently when they short they short - and good.
This of course is not what we're on about: why put the stick
inside in the first place? Greater reliability? Safety?I doubt
it.
More Moans
Having groaned about the Thorn 1690/1691 series
portables (oh, that's what he was on about), let's have a
groan about the cheaper imported portables which keep
coming in because the stores that sell them are loath to
repair them. They appear with the most unlikely names
adorning the front fascia, but are usually much of a
muchness.
There seemto be two common failings.One is causedby
the use of underrated diodes in the mains bridge rectifier
circuit. Even if all four diodes haven't cooked up and taken
the supply leads with them (due sometimes to incorrect
battery connections)it's still essentialto turf out the lot and
fit more robust diodes and preferably a seriesfuse if one
isn't fitted.
The other common failing is caused by the use of
unreliable transistors in the a.g.c. circuit. The customer's
complaint will be that the screenlights up but there are no
vision or sound signals. Oddly enough, the transistor
usually responsiblestandsup on long legs somewhereat the
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front of the panel,like a sore thumb. A quick check with an
ohmmeter will establish whether or not this is the guilty
party. Probably in the set you next get for repair the guilty
transistor will not be so obvious, but it doesn't take long to
check each suspect,and hopefully the print will be marked
B, C and E to enableyou to use a transistor ofthe type you
havein stock,say a BC 108 or a BC 148.with the basein the
middle, assumingit's an npn transistor of course.There's a
fair amount of designvariation so we can't be too explicit.
Having said that, we must now confess it wasn't all
that long ago that much time was spent in checking the
a.g.c. and the i.f. stagesof one particular portable only to
find that the tuner was responsibleafter all, and we've yet to
find out how this could have rendered the i.f. staees well
nigh inoperative.
Mrs. Ferguson's

HMV

Have you noticed the number of complaints of late about
turntables not playing new records properly? I rather
suspectthat this is really down to the record makers, but
not being an expert on anything I'm not able to say for sure.
We're expected to cure all the ills that afflict the home
entertainmentscenehowever, and a pick-up arm bouncing
around on a new record is not conduciveto harmony in the
home. Hence the arrival of Mrs. Ferguson, with her HMV
stereo,an Indesit Tl2 portable and a son who was a Hi-Fi
expert.
Ernest (the son) immediately launched into an
explanation of what was wrong with the stereo unit and
what was neededto put it right.
"It obviously needs a better cartridge, one with better
tracking capability - say a ShureVl5 type IV - but I doubt
if my mother will spend eighty quid or so on a decent
cartridge and anyway I don't supposeyou would keep such
good, er . . ." He didn't completethe sentence,but I guessed
he was casting aspersionsupon my what's-its-name.
"If the cartridge is not at fault, which it isn't, she would
be wasting her money if she followed your advice" I
mumbled. "Why don't we find out what the trouble really is,
if there is any?" Mrs. Fergusonthen got her bit in.
"Shut up Ernie," which was a good start I thought. "If we
leave it with you" perhaps you can sort it out and ring us
when it's ready and perhapshave a look at our portable telly
- everythinglooks long."
And off they went, Ernie still on about the stereoneeding
equalisation to prevent cross-talk between the tracks or
somethingtechnicallike that.
As it used a Garrard deck, we immediately removed the
turntable and checked on the free movement of the
changing cycle actuating plates.These as usual were a little
stiff, but not as tight as we have known them. Sometimes
we've found the plates completely immovable, which must
have meant intense discomfort to the end tracks of the
recordsplayed under theseconditions.
So off next came the changing wheel (I know it has a
proper name, but I can't recall it at the moment) and off
came the upper and lower platesto enablethe spindleto be
freed off in its bush, which is where the trouble originates.
Having ensured that they could freely flop about, we
reassembledthe unit and tried severalrecords. All played
through to the very end without incident, including my all359

time favourite "Night in a Turkish
." (censoredby the
editor).
I still had doubts about the performanceof new records
on it, in view of Ernie's commentsabout tracking capability,
but I had shot my bolt and could do no more sincethe arm
was as free as a bird and the weight was right.
The lndesit was where I really came unstuck. The
complaintwas excessiveheight,which was obviousas soon
as the set was switched on. Since accessto the height and
linearity presets is through holes in the aerial input
moulding, I assumed that no one had been at them and
immediatelystartedcheckingcomponentsin the heightand
tinearity circuits, removing the tuner unit in order to gain
easieraccess.
Everything appeared to be in order - capacitors had
capacitanceand didn't leak (even the tant), resistorshad the
correct resistance,the presetswere intact, and the driver
transistor was in order. I didn't suspect the output
transistorsin view ofthe natureofthe fault.
It wasn't until I reduced the height control setting that I
discovered that the bottom came up but the top didn't
reduce at the same rate. Adjusting the linearity didn't have
much effect, so now we had a much more familiar symptom
which directed attention to where it should have been
directed in the first place (and would have been if we'd
thought about the possibility of Ernie twiddling with a fine
screwdriverthroughthe plasticmouldingof the earialpanel).
A quick check on the output transistorsrevealedthat one
had an open-circuitjunction and the other a slight leak on a
reversereading. So out they came and in went a new pair.
All that messingabout could have beensavedif I'd followed
my own advice: always check first the things that run warm,
or where there's heat there's a probable trouble spot. This
was the first time I'd found the output transistors at fault
when the complaintwas excessive
height.

however, so it was time to take a closer look at the
luminanceoutput stage.
With the chassislet down to the extent of the knot in the
retaining cord, we chasedthe white luminancelead from the
tube base to the prinr near the PL802. The anode load
resistorwas found to be a hefty 5.6k!l wirewoundtype,
and there was only about 20V across it - so clearly the
PL802 wasn't passing much current. Its cathode voltage
was about 2V, and there was a slight negativevoltage on its
control grid. With a knowing wink, we decided to get a
more healthv current flow: with the meter still connectedto
the anode, and recording 24OY, we shorted the control grid
to chassisto removethe negativebias. To our astonishment,
the meter'sreadingdidn't budgefrom 240V.
Measurethe negativevoltageon the grid more carefully just a little over 2V. Now I'm no mathematician,but the
removal of a 2Y negativebias on the grid should have
produced a marked increaseof anode current. The fact that
it didn't suggestedthat the new PL802 was not up to
scratch. Fit another. Resultsidentical, so I bashedmy head
on the benchjust for fun.
All right I thought, if removing the grid bias doesn't do
anything, let's remove the cathode bias instead.Connecting
the cathode to chassisresulted in the anode voltage falling
to 70V and to my mind becominga completeblank. Daft as
a brush, I checkedthe continuity of the grid socket of the
valve base to the print, and of course it was o.k. I then
checked the continuity of the cathode socket to the print.
A g a i no . k .
Just for fun, check from the cathode pin to chassis.
Somethinglike 4005). 400 ohms2It shouldhave been27tJ.
I then rememberedthe spark in the original PL802. With
the damaged 2752 resistor replaced, the anode voltage
dropped quite nicely and there appearedto be somethingon
the screen. which was mainly green, but what was there
kept changingaround so much that I concentratedmore on
what the voltages were at the tube cathodes.These were
A Philips KBO
fluctuating around pretty wildly, though the voltage at the
A friend (?) askedme if I'd tackle a set that had really got
white lead input remainedsteady.
him losing sleep.It was a Philips S26K414 (K80 chassis)
We then took a closer look at the tube base panel, and
and I hadn't seenone before, so they can't be all that thick
wishedwe hadn't. On the bottom of the panel is a olastic
on the ground. I'd had many a battle with the earlier K70
h o u s i n gw h i c h c o n t a i n sl o u r s l i d e r st o e n a b l et h e h i g ' h l i g h t s
however,so I thought I'd stand a sporting chance.Having a
to be set slightly differently for monochrome and col<,rur.
I l0o tube it's not as bulky as the K70, but at first glance The selector switch is on the right side, operated by a
with the rear cover off it has the same unnervingeffect,due
solenoid powered by the colour-killer - which confusedme
t o t h e s h e e rm a s so f c i r c u i t r y .
all over again.
The problem, which I got second-hand,was that the
It was clear that the sliders were not contacting the
present "no raster" condition had been preceded by
resistive element properly, and furthermore couldn't be
incorrectgrey scaleand no propercolour signals.
made to do so, hence the varying tube cathode voltages.
Screwingup courage,we made a tentativestart.Switching Having failed to improve the contact we decidedto bypass
on produced an initial bright glow in the valve heaters, the presets and switches, applying the luminance signal
particularlythe PL802 luminanceoutput valve. I was also directly to the cathode resistors.The result was a weird
pretty sure I saw a spark insidethis valve. The top right line
but fairly steady picture, which should have been in
output sectionhousesthe two PL509 valvesand a PY500. monochrome but was so badly convergedand generallyset
Under these is the line output transformer, and under this
up that we had to start from the very beginningwith purity.
again is the tripler.
grey scaleetc.
convergence,
I heard the e.h.t. rustle up, so this was one relief. Another
The convergencepanel pulls out from the front once the
was that the sound was presentand of the expectedhigh
two rear fixings have been released.At last a reasonable
quality - the set has a tweeterand woofer.
monochrome picture was resolved,but the contrast control
Since the e.h.t. was present,the obvious coursewas to
was inoperative.So we wearily set about finding the reason
check the c.r.t. base voltages.The first anodeswere at just
for this. Since the contrast control operateson the control
over 500V, so no problem here.The grids were also about grid of a PCF80 valve (triode section)on the top centre
right at a little under l00V (the grids are driven by three
panel, we thought we would find the source of the trouble
PCF200 colour-difference output valves). Next, as
here. Not so! The PCF80 triode cathodevoltagewas too
expected,the cathode voltageswere high - about 240V. So
high (about 7V insteadof I .9V), but to find the causeof this
there didn't seemto be too much of a problem after all - fit
we had to trace back down on the main signal board - to
a new PL802 we thought and all would be well. A new
the secondchroma amplifiertransistor(BFl95),-which had
PL802 producedno voltagedrop at all at the c.r.t.cathodes a basecollectorshort.Ah we thought,we can kill two birds
JOU
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with one stone. Replace this and we'll not only regain
control of the contrast but we'll also restore the colour. We
regained control of the contrast all right, but of colour
there was no trace.
Since signals were now passing through the chroma
amplifier, but nothing worth mentioning was coming from
the detectors,it seemedthat we next had to lean heavily on
the referenceoscillator. We were about to do this when Mrs.
Crooke burst in.
Negative

Picture
Mrs. Crooke was in such an agitatedstatethat I had to
forget about the K80 for a while. It was put down and Mrs.
Crooke's Bush was put up in it's place. She was a small
woman who seemednever to stop talking (shouting)- even
to draw breath. I wonderedif she knew Mrs. Brashley,but
couldn't get a word in edgewiseto find out. The torrent
continued while I was trying to find out what was wrong,
and I didn't really pay much attention to what she was
saying except to the bit where she said that the reason she
had brought the set in was that her husband worked all
hours at the office and rarely arrived home until late at night
and then went straightto bed.I wonderedwhy.
The Bush A823 was not functioningbecausethe l.t. line
was very low, though the a.c. input to the bridge was
normal. Since the fuse was intact there were clearly no
shorts, so it was pretty obvious that the bridge rectifier was
at fault. It read all right on an ohms test,but it was a green
one and greenis not my favouritecolour.We had the option
thereforeof putting in four diodesor a black BY 164.
The never ending chatter was putting me off my game,so
I suggestedthat Mrs. Crooke should pop off round the
shops for half an hour or so. Mrs. Crooke scratched the

cat's head (Spock had beenlisteningimpassivelyduring the
tirade, and it was about time she came in for some
attention).
"Your dad's fed up with my chatter darling. He wants to
get rid of me so he can do his work properly. I do talk too
much I suppose.Everyonetells me so. But you don't mind
do you my sweet? Cats are much better than people,
especially men." And off she went, leaving Spock and I
leeling sort of drained.
Not feeling energeticenough to fit four diodes, I popped
in a nice new BY 164 and was comfortedto hear the e.h.t.
come to life and the sound come on - even if it was two
women chattering. The comfort didn't last long when I
looked at the screen.The picture was completely black and
white but reversed,i.e. negative.
I was fairly sure that the SL90lB i.c. in the decoderwas
responsiblefor this condition but couldn't figure out how
the lossof the l.t. line could havecausedit to go. Mine's not
to reason why however, and fitting another chip restored
normal operation.
I'd just finished writing out the bill when Mrs. Crooke
returned, presumably from a brief encounter with the hind
legsof a donkey.making a bee-linefor the cat. Off shewent,
nattering away ten to the dozen - until I handed her the bill
that is. There was a deathly hush. Unearthly it was. You
would havethoughtit was a ransomnote.
The wife ran in to seewhat all the quiet was about. "you
take the money from Mrs. Crooke dear" I whispered,
coward to the last, "and I'll put her set in the car for her".
When I got back Mrs. Crooke had regainedher composure
and was talking about the cost of living,havinghandedover
three fivers and receivedher change.
The K80? Well, the abovetook place only an hour ago,
a n dI h a v e n ' g
t o t b a c kt o i r v e t .

SurplusTuner Control lJnit
Hugh Cocks
DuRtNc a recentvisit to SendzComponentsI came across R l8 on the control unit via pin 5 - the idea was to prevenr
an interestingvaricap tuner control unit that could prove the TAA550 overheatingwhen its loading(the tuner control
usefulto TV set constructors.The unit was made by GEC
unit) was disconnected.
It's a simplejob to add a TAA550
and has eight channel selectorswitches.Only a very light and bypasscapacitor(say 0.0054F) on the PCB sideof the
touch is neededto change channels.A large nixie tube control unit - positiveside to pin 5, negativeside to pin 3,
displaysthe selectedchannel.
with pins 4 and 5 linked. There are four i.c.s on board
The unit is designedto be mountedin the set vertically. P C 6 7 7 .
by means of the bracket on its left-handside. When the
The unit is currently availablefrom SendzComponents
whole unit is depressed,the innards spring forward giving at f5.00 plus 30p postageand l5o/oVAT. A full circuit is
a c c e s st o t h e t u n i n gp o t e n t i o m e t e r s .
supplied.I
Fig. I shows the panel arrangement and the inputs/
E76O
outputs, which are straightforward. When one of the
selectorbuttonsis depressed,
a feedto mute the a.f.c.circuit
to facilitatechannelselectionis obtainedar,pin l0 of the l4pin connector(note that pin 1 of the connectoris towards
HT Lnll90V)
NC
the centreof the board edge,pin 14 towardsthe corner).Pin
Chassis
I I is connectedto a switching transistor and can be used to
3.lV trom TAA550
Feed 10 TAA550
adjustthe time-constantof the flywheelline sync circuit for
Tunlngrollage output
VCR use (the original model used a TBA920 sync/line
NC
NC
oscillatori.c., the switchingtransistorbeing usedto shortl2V input
pin
circuit
10 of this i.c.). The transistorswitcheson when
P C6 7 6
AFC mule
P us h b u t t o n
VCRsync swltchrng
channel8 is selected.Pins 12, l3 and 14 are connectedto a
unil
UHF
Band Ii IIIiUHF selector switch associatedwith each
Bar,dII I
Band I
channel.This can be ignoredfor ordinary UK use.though
someDXers might wish to make useof it.
'
Fig / The panel arrangenent used in the surplus varicap
In the original design the TAA550 tuning voltage tuner control unit. and the connections to the fourteen-pin
stabiliseri.c. was mounted on the i.f. panel and fed from
con nector.
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white polythene box. The aerial input connection is via a
standard, good quality 75Q coaxial socket while the output
is via a flying coaxial lead approximately l5in. long
terminated with a reasonablequality coaxial plug. There's a
substantial SPST toggle on/off switch. The PP3 "floats"
within the box, the snap-on lid holding things stable.
At f7'70 plus 30p postageI call it very good value, and
I'd certainly recommend it to anyone wanting a high-gain,
single-channelu.h.f. preamplifier.
The BFl83 is a comparatively old device.The use of a
8F362 or BF4?9 in the first stage would give even better
performance. With a 8F362 you could probably increase
the voltage gain by 3dB and, more importantly, reduce the
noise from around ?dB to 5dB. With a 8F479 an even

better noise performance - perhaps 3.5-4dB - could
probably be achieved. These figures apply at 800MHz. An
experienced constructor might also consider adding an
input tuned circuit to achievegreater selectivity.A 8F362
or 8F479 would require little or no alteration to the biasing
when trying the change out to see what improvement in
system performance could be achieved. Personally I prefer
to use a diecast box, in the interests of screening and
rigidity.
The points made in the previous paragraph are
suggestionsfor getting even better performance from the
unit. The amplifier in the form supplied does however give
excellent results and is wholly adequate for normal
domesticuse.l

Tubes

trouble is experienced. If it's not done and the tube is left
working the resulting picture will be inferior and will remain
so, i.e. it will not "bed itself in" or "age" itself.
You may say that this is becausewe have employed
rebuilt tubes from one source and that this source has not
used hot pumping or has not aged the cathodesfor a long
enough period. This, as far as the first two points are
concerned, is not so. We have used tubes from several
sources.Hot pumping is definitely used at least at one of
thesesources,which we've visited.
It's the ageing process about which we're in doubt. How
long should this be if the cathode material is not to revert
towards its inert state when not put into immediate use?
These notes are not the result of a few isolated instances.
They are based on experience over several years, and we
now always check the emission of rebuilt tubes which have
been held in stock for any period before using them.
There now. I've already beengiven ten thousandreasons
why all this can't be, and if you want to add to this by all
means do so. But just check that tube before you fit it if it's
been laying around for a while.

LesLawryJohns
TUsns are the subject exercising our little minds this month.
They are of all sorts. Most are alive, like trees, snakes and
people. Take people for example. Long tubes with a hole at
the top equipped with a mincing machine to break down
bits of other tubes. And with two sticks at the same end to
grasp the food and two at the other end to enable the food
to be sought and collected. Trees are much more efficient,
staying in the same place while sending down their lower
sticks in search of sustenance.Also they don't need all the
bits and pieces people, and other animals, require around
their tube - pipes, pumps and filters, with a central control
system at the top. Trees don't need such paraphernalia and
therefore live a lot longer. Snakes are also more advanced
than people:no sticks,just a basic tube, having taken a leaf
out of their lowly cousin, the earthworm's, book. We seem
to have a long evolutionary path aheadofus before we can
stand still like trees. I've probably got it all wrong however,
which leads me to the next bit which I've also probably got
wrong but has beencausingsome concernlately.

Rebuilt colour tubes
It's our customto keepin stocka fewrebuiltcolourtubes
of the more common sizes, so that customers aren't kept
waiting for more than a few hours and the cash flow is
maintained. There seems to be an unexpected snag in this
desirable state of affairs however.
It would appear, and we stand to be corrected, that if a
tube is taken fresh from the ageing process (the final part of
the rebuilding procedure) and installed, tested, converged,
etc. there's very little trouble. If the tube is held in stock
however, say for only a few days, when it's fitted the
emission is below standard and shows symptoms of muddy
colours, flaring etc. When placed on test the guns show
poor emission which can be restored only by reageing, i.e.
overrunning the heater and applying the standard positive
potential to the grid in relation to the cathode, measuring
the resulting current flow in milliamps. Some 15 minutes or
so may have to elapse before the accepted 60-70 milliamps
can be achieved - and maintained when the heater voltage
is returnedto 6.3V.
If this is done and the tube is put into use, no further
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It keeps going dark
When Mr. Bristol brought his set into the shop we didn't
expect to have the trouble we ended up having. It was a
Bush colour set fitted with the ,4823 chassis.He said the
picture kept going dark and off tune. So we checked the
tuner and found the nylon collars on the threaded rods in
various stagesof decomposition. To save time, we stuck on
our spare assembly and refitted the tuner. It stayed in tune
and the picture remainedbright.
Back he came the next day to say that it still went dark.
So we put it on a soak test. It remainedbright until it was
moved, after which the picture could be seenonly with the
brilliance control fully advanced - and even then only the
highlights were in evidence. When the set was moved to
gain access normal brightness returned and of course
remained despite persistentprodding etc.
When at last the screendid darken, the cathode voltages
were found to be correct and we were just in time to record
a first anode voltage of about 250V on the blue gun before it
shot up to about 500V and the brightness returned. "Ah
ha" we said, but it didn't do us much good. Over a period
the first anode voltages varied, and we leapt from the
convergencepanel where the presets are mounted across to
the scan control panel where the supply comes from several
times, each time becoming more frustrated.
There was no leakage on the convergencepanel, and
indeed the voltage was coaxed to vary with the supply
removed from this panel. So we were back with the 2.7kQ
resistor 6R7, the rectifier 6D2 and the reservoir capacitor
T E L E V I S I OJN
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6C l3 (seeFig. l). We preparedto replacethe latter, only to
find a dry--joint at one end. Not leakage after all, simply the
intermittent lack of a reservoir.
As soon as the joint was remade the first anode voltages
returned to normal and stayed there. It's one thing to know
you've definitely cleared a fault, another thing to convince
the customer. Two days later however Mr. Bristol popped
in to say that everything in the garden was bright and
cheerful.

*
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In the meantime we'd encountered another mystery. A
bulky brute with folding doors, an HMV label and a Thorn
3000 chassis. It seemed to have just about everything
wrong that this type of set can have. The main trouble
however was that an initially indifferent picture would
slowly go out of focus, become a bright blur, then
disappear.
More in hope than conviction we changed the tripler. No
difference. The old tripler felt quite warm however so the
tube must have been drawing a fair amount of current. We
next noticed that when the picture became a blur the tube
neck became blue. So we immediately accusedthe tube of
becoming soft - a severe cold was playing havoc with our
reasoning (which is not very evident at the best of times).
After an all round general panic, during which measures
were taken that I'm ashamed to relate, we started to behave
more rationally. We unhooked the tripler and took voltage
readings at the tube base. Previously these hadn't made a
great deal of sense.We now found that the cathode and grid
voltages remained reasonable, but the first anode voltages
(yes again) on all three guns increasedto over lkV - in fact
were probably higher than this, allowing for the effect of the
m€ter. My nose blowing assumedforce nine proportions.
We eventually discovered that the first anode supply
earth return resistor R727 (see Fig. 2) read right when cold
but became open-circuit when heated. After replacing this
the picture remained in focus and we were able to clear the
hundred and one other faults which could now be seen.
again

Having made a complete mess of a simple repair on an
HMV set we next proceeded to butcher an innocent
Dynatron set fitted with the Pye 691 chassis.The complaint
was that it went out of focus after ten minutes or so,
becoming a complete blur with the width coming in to
denote overload conditions.
Our ice cool reasoning was impeccable and, of course,
wrong: either the cathode voltages are dropping due to a
fault in the PL802 luminance output stage (not so - the
cathode voltages were fairly steady at about 200V), or the
tripler is faulty - in which case it will be hot. The tripler was
indeed hot, so we proceeded to replace it - which is easier
said than done in the 691. Manfully we tackled the job, and
finally had the lot back together.
i
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Fig. | : A dry-joint on the c.r.t first anode supply reservoir
capacitor6C13 causedintermittent loss of brightnessin Mr.
Bristol'sBush colour set(A823 chassis).
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Fig. 2: A particularly nasty one this, on the Thorn 3OOO
chassrc.When warm, R727 would go open-circuit, with the
result that the c.r.t.'s first anode voltagesbecameexcessive.
The symptoms were loss of focus, the picture becoming a
bright blur then disappearing.
We switched on and started to write out the bill. As we
did so we became aware that something was wrong. We
heard the e.h.t.rustle up but no picture appeared.Hurriedly
we checked the tube base voltages again. Cathodes o.k.
First anodeso.k. But whilst there should have been about
l00V on the grids there was a heavy negative voltage
instead.
I was well aware that we'd had this trouble more than
once before, but what with a thick head and old age I
couldn't remember what had caused it. "Clamp pulses,
clamp pulses" I thought blearily and checkedthem and the
clamp triode grids and cathodes. Not at fault. Faulty
PCL84? Not so. Oscillation due to lack of decoupling?
Then the penny dropped. Sure enough, an electrolytic on
the h.t. supply line to the CDA panel restored normal
conditions, and of course the main smoothing capacitor was
open-circuit.
A replacement was fitted and the picture appeared quite
good for about five minutes. It then started to go out of
focus. . . . Back to squareone. Why wasn't I born a cat or a
dog? All they have to do is watch me making a fool of
myself.I'm not very good at being a human.
I rested my hand on top of the cabinet and hung my head
in despair. The cabinet was warm over the top of the long
focus unit. Touch the focus unit. Hot and getting hotter.
The plastic was melting before my very eyes! Off off, switch
the thing off. The focus unit continued to bubble and no
wonder, since the VDR was acting more like a fire bar
elementthan a focus rod.
Once again I remembered.Pity I couldn't have managed
to do so before fitting the tripler. I'd even written about it a
couple of years ago. A new focus unit restored reliable
operation, but I didn't feel so good.

The K8O
Oh yes,I nearlyforgot.Therearethreechromaamplifier
in the PhilipsK80 chassis.
I had replaced
stages
two of
them and finally reached the third which is way down on
the panel where the print side is obscured by the power unit.
The latter had to be removed to gain access.All three
transistors had apparently been blown, presumably by an
accidental short on the tube base holder where a solenoid is
activated when the colour-killer circuit supplies 25V to it
and the chroma amplifiers. I supposethe sudden application
of 200V from an adjacent cathode connection would upset
things a bit.
Have you ever tried to converge a l10o delta-gun tube
when there's an unsuspected dry-joint on one of the
controls?
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One DamnThingAfterAnother
LesLawryJohns
I must confess to feeling very sad occasionally of late. Little
seems to buck me up very much, and I seem to make so
many daft mistakes. Look at what happened yesterday for
example. The phone rang, as phones do.
"Hallo. Hoodo Yoovue" I said, trying to cheer myself up.
"Don't muck about. I know it's you" said a voice I knew
fairly well.
Then I remembered.It was Mr. Gay, the funeral director.
"Hallo Mr. Gay. How's business?"
"Not bad. Could do with a good epidemic though.
Anyway I called you about our set. Can I bring it round?"
And that's how it came about that a damn great hearse
drew up outside the shop and two men clad in black
solemnly opened the back and carried in a set with all due
ceremony. It needed only an organ and some lilies to
complete the picture.
In those brief moments my mind filled with all sorts of
ceremonies that could be carried out on TV sets, including
cremation. But I never said a word out of place.
The set was a Thorn 8800, and the complaint was that
the sound was there all the time but the picture kept going.

panel(8000on up to 9600).
Havingcleanedthe contacts,normalservicewasresumed
for about five minutes.Then the sound failed completely.
This time it wasthe MJE340soundoutput transistorwhich
had departedthis life. A BD4l0 was fitted in its placeand
all now seemedwell. So the setwaswrappedup to awaitthe
undertakers'
return.

asking just the same.They didn't come to measureanyone
up, only to bring a set in."
The old girl wandered off disappointed, muttering
something about people didn't ought to be allowed to make
other people think that someonehad died when they hadn't.

see.tt

Return of the Little old Lady
Some time ago we related how we were made to feel
decidedlyuncomfortablewhen we had hystericsin front of
the Vatmanafter a dearold girl suddenlyappearedto buy a
new Pye CT450 (Gll chassis).Well, she appearedagain
the other morning. There she stood in the middle of the
shop,lookingjustashesitantasbefore.
cometo buy anothernew set?"I
"Hallo Mrs. Wandless,
enquiredcheerfully.
"I didn't want to" shesaidquietly,"but the one I bought
seemsto haveworn out. The one you sold Mrs. Powetwo
years ago still seemsto be going all right. Why has mine
worn out so quickly?"
it's just a little thing
"It hasn'tworn out Mrs. Wandless,
A Solicitous Enquiry
that's stoppingit comingon. I'll pop out this afternoonto
promising
Off wenttheundertakers,
to returnlaterin the makesureit's still connectedup properly."
day. They had hardly departedwhen the inevitable
"I don't think you'll be ableto. The man next door came
happened. One of the local old girls popped her head in the
in andhecouldn'tmakeit work."
door.
We let that onepassand arrangeda time to call.
"Has she gorn then?"
So during the afternoonwe arrived at her housewith
"Has who gorn?" I asked, quite unnecessarilysince I
somefusesin onepocketand somediodesin the other.
knew perfectly well the old ghoul was hoping that someone
Just to be sure,we checkedthe 5A plug fuse first and
had passed under or over or whatever people do when they
then insertedthe plug and switchedon. The set burst into
pass on, and since I was in evidenceshe must have thought
life and I looked askance at Mrs. Wandlesswho was
that honey bunch was deceased.
standingin themiddleof theroomlookinglost.
"The missus" she said. "I saw the undertakers and I
"It didn'ttakeyou longto mendit, but I hopeyou won't
thought they'd come to straighten someone up. My
haveto comeall this way everytime I want the seton."
daughtercan come in and clean for you if you like."
"Oh no" I saidwithoutconviction."It'll comeon when
you do it." So sayingI switchedthe setoff and removedthe
"There are still a few more years of cleaning left in the
missus" I said, "she hasn't shuffled off, but thank you for
mainsplug (which was her habit)."Now you do it and youll

Now to the Set
So we turned to the Marconiphone (and we won't seethat
name again on a new set, at least not from Thorn), and
switched it on to seewhat all the fuss was about. There was
a loud pop as the mains filter capacitor threw in its hand
and the fuse disintegrated.
Having made good that diversion,we tried again.All now
seemedwell, with a fair picture and sound. This continued
for some time, then the picture becamea mass of noise and
the sound became hissy. It looked like a tuner fault, but as
we were not born yesterday we decided to take a look at the
lower left side of the signal panel. A slight touch on the i.f.
input plug from the tuner confirmed that this was indeed
making poor contact, as it so often does on this type of
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"I don't think it will" shesaid.
"Try it and see" I encouragedher.
So shedid and it didn't.
Swallowing hard, I removed the rear cover and checked
around with the meter. Mains o.k. at the fuses on the input
panel. H.T. o.k. at the power panel. H.T. at the line output
transistor and the line driver, but no drive at the base ofthe
driver. Move over to the timebasepanel.
As soon as I touched this panel the set burst into life and
no amount of prodding would turn it off. So it seemedthat
the start-up circuit was at fault. Close inspection revealed a
dry-joint on the print to R2010, the 5.6kQ wirewound startup resistor. Resoldering this restored normal working each
time the set was tried, but it took a little time to persuade
Mrs. Wandless that the set would work after I'd eone.

A Handsome Amplifier
A chappie brought in a rather handsome Rotel amplifier
the other day. "I wonder if you'll have a look at this. It
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seemsto be dead."I acceptedthejob thinkingit would turn
out to be somesort of shortthat had blown a supplyfuse.
When I got round to it, I removedthe caseand found an
envelopeinsidecontainingsometen or twelvetransistorsoutputs, drivers and preamplifiers.All had been neatly
removed from the panel and the heatsinks.That was
enough.From bitter experiencewe know all too well that
this would be only the tip of the iceberg.Oncea job like this
is started, it inevitably leads from one minor disasterto
anotheruntil the repairbill assumesmassiveproportionsthe
owner will not accept.The fact that he (or someoneelse)
had alreadybeenat it showedthat economyhad probably
played a part in the tragedy,and we'd no wish to join the
cast.Sorry old chap.It needsto be takento an expert.

contacts on the edge connectors (intermittent loss of
oscillator bias to the record head). Having cleared that
headache up we thought we'd better check the radio and the
record player sections.The radio was o.k., but when our
test record was put on it sounded most peculiar.
Now whatever may be on a test record, if you've played
it hundreds of times you know every tiny piece on it and can
immediately spot a difference. This particular one was a
vocal, and a solo vocal at that. There were two voices
however, one preceding the other by exactly one line ofthe
song - as though it had been arranged that way, but I knew
it hadn't.
All sorts of possible gimmicks presented tlemselves to
my mind and were promptly dismissed.I then took a look at
the stylus and found it twisted so that both the tip and one
edge were riding in the grooves at the same time, the sound
from the edge not being very inferior to that from the tip.
The customer hadn't mentioned this added facility, but I
wondered whether his records had appreciated it. My test
record seemsnot to have noticed, but it doesn't sing a duet
now. I'm expecting the owner to ring up and complain that
he no longer has a double tracking capability.

Unit Audio Wouldn't Go
I neverreally got to gripswith the next one.Perhapsyou
can.
A lady sent her unit audio in becauseit wouldn't go.
There was an additionalnote that when it did it was too
loud, so would it be all right to work it without the
loudspeakers
connected?
Only the unit had beensent(no speakers),
so we put it on
M r. Pinchpenny's
Ponable
the benchand connectedour test speakers.Continuingwith
When Mr. Pinchpenny popped his Ifi
Featherlite
our boobswe put on a record,got nothingand proceeded
to
remove the bottom cover in order to find a possible portable in, he popped the inevitablequestion."How much
amplifier supply fuse blown - the turntable was working will it cost?" Since at the last count he was worth about ten
million we didn't actually give him an estimate, merely
fine.
All the supplieswere in order, so we suspecteda faulty saying that it would probably break him. This provoked no
headphonesocket.Pluggingthe headphones
in provedthat more than a wintry smile, and he left promising to return on
the unit was working well, and it was only then that we the morrow. He gave a quick look at our colour portables
realisedthere was a headphonebutton on the front panel. on the way out, and visibly shudderedat the price.
The complaint was that the picture would become very
When this was actuatedthe soundcamenormally from the
speakers,and we were again wastingour time sincethere grainy on occasions, while on others it would distort and
was nothing wrong with the unit at all. Rememberingthe lose hold. The first complaint we attributed to a dry-joint in
note that it was "too loud" we checkedthe volumecontrols the varicap tuner (right), the second to faulty bridge
rectification (wrong).
and found that theseworkedperfectlydown to zero.
When the lady camein to seeif we had repairedthe unit
we told her that there was nothing wrong exceptthat the The Graininess Came and Went
headphonebutton had beendepressed.
Thenit started.
We found that by giving the tuner an affectionate squeeze
What was the headphonebutton? Where was it? What
graininesswould come and go. We usually take the
the
was it therefor if shedidn't haveheadphones
to use,and if
tuner
out and go over the solderedjoints around the input
shedid have them wherewerethey and what did they look
stage,
also any others that may look a trifle suspect, then
like?
refit
the
tuner for test. If there's any further trouble we fit a
I could hear my lotus blossomgigglinglike a loon as she
new
one.
In fact the soldering proved effective on this
pretendedto rearrangethe windowdisplay.
occasion, so Mr. Tightfist was saved a few bob on this
The lady then informedme that shehad had the unit for
five yearsand the button had neverbeenpressedin before. score.
So why shouldit have beenpressedin now? By accidentI
suggested,
but now sheknew what it did shecouldcheckon
Supply Line Trouble
it herself.
Too Loud
Then she wanted to know if she could leave the
loudspeakers
off sinceit wenttoo loud.
We explainedthat all she had to do was to slide the
controlsto reducethe soundto the requiredleveland,if she
wanted the speakers off altogether, to push in the
headphonebutton.
"Which is theheadphone
button?. . ."
Perhapsshe preferredthe soundcomingfrom the stylus
only.Whichbringsus to thenextfunnything.

Music Centre Problems
A music centre came in with a complaint about the
cassette section. This was eventually traced to poor
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The bridge rectifier proved to consistoffour hefty diodes
which didn't respond to hair drying or freezing. Evidence of
poor smoothing came and went at random however, and
was unaffected by shunting each diode in turn with a
1N5408. We then turned our attention to the main
smoother,clipping another in its place. The curvy verticals
etc. still came and went, but now at about half-hour
intervals. Initially it seemed as if the electrolytic had
done the trick. But no. We eventually turned our attention
to where it should have been turned when doubt first arose to the seriesregulator transistor, which in this model is in
the negativereturn from chassis.
We replacedthe regulator transistor, using a BD203, and
had no further trouble. We'd wasted a lot of time however
through not suspecting a regulator fault as a result of
doubts about the bridge and the smoother.
We'll doubtlessbe chatting about bigger boobs next time.
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The Magic Sef
Les LawryJ ohns
ONp of our problems recently has been a running battle
with the GEC C2l2l (and others of that ilk). I'm dreading
the next one in caseit's anything like the last few.
Take Mr. Rockbottom for example. Some time ago we
had cleared a simple case of "stuck on 3" by thoroughly
cleaning the touch sensors.When he appeared the other
morning we thought it would be a repeatperformance,since
he does have this habit of gnawing chicken legs whilst
watching TV and does occasionally forget to keep one
finger clean for touching the sensors when a change of
channelis required.
"It's not muck in the buttons this time Les" he puffed.
"I've cleanedthem out thoroughly with the wife's gin."
"Pity she's not a meths drinker Mr. Rockbottom, but
let's have a look at it."
So up on the bench it went, where the sensorsproved to
be as clean as a new pin. On switching on neon 3 lit up as it
should do, but on touching sensor 2 neon I came on and
whateveryou did it went back to l.
To my unscientific mind it seemedthat the ETTR60I6
i.c. on the preset control panel was faulty, so we earthed
ourself with a length of braid under our metal watch strap
sincewe can't afford an ankle chain.
We carefully took a new chip out of its foil, and noted
that it was the last of the quil type. When we'd fitted it we
had a completely different set of conditions. It no longer
lingeredon l. The two right side neonsflickered on and off
all the time, though the left side channelscould be selectedbut not reliably.
"Faulty chip" I thought.
Since the other chips in stock were of the inline rather
than the quil type I decided to fit a quil-to-dil holder to
facilitate further mucking about. This done, I fitted the first
one. This gave totally different results, but anything other
than those required, and I was becoming slightly confused
sinceneon 3 wouldn't light up at all.
I next declaredwar upon the neons.First I changedneon
3. This then lit up at switch on, but when I touched sensor2
neons 5 and 6 flickered and neon 2 refused to light. So I
changed neons 5 and 6 and everything worked beautifully.
A1l channelscould be selectedand would stay selected.
Later that day Mr. Rockbottom returned.We put the set
on the counter to show him how clever we'd been.Hooked
it up and invited him to changechannels.
"It won't change" he said in a rather flat voice.
"Of course it will" I assured him cheerfully, but with a
cold chill creeping up my spine. I leaned over and touched
the sensors.Every channelselectedimpeccably."There you
are."
"It won't changefor me,"
I impatiently charged round to the front of the counter
and ran my finger along the sensors.Nothing happened.It
remainedon 3. I charged back to the rear ofthe counter to
look for the large scissorsso that I could snip my arteries
and put and end to it all, but decidedto give it one more go.
I leanedover and touched the sensors.It changedperfectly.
Then the light dawned. The only thing different was the
mat in front of the counter. It had been changed that
morning, and was one of those rented things that are
changedevery two weeks.They are damp when laid, being
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impregnated with all sorts of odd chemicals to absorb the
dirt etc. from customer'sshoes.
"Wait just a secondMr. Rockbottom. It's the mat you're
standingon. It's robbing you of your vital energy.Get off it
quick." Mr. Rockbottom leapt off the mat like a scalded
cat.
"Has it damagedme?"
"I don't think so. We can soon test you though." So I
rolled the mat up and we now stood on the lino tiles which
cover the wood floor (ust in caseyou asked).
"Now we can changechannelswith impunity, you s€€."
Mr. Rockbottom was torn betweena desireto seehis set
working properly and fear that his vital energy had been
sapped, never to return. He plucked up courage and
cautiously touched the sensors.They all worked, and his
confidencereturned.
"Will it work all right when I get it home?"
"Provided your wife hasn't just shampooedthe carpet,
Mr. Rockbottom."
There's a Hole in my Bucket
The next nightmare came in with the complaint that it
was making a noise but preciouslittle else.On test it almost
came on, with a sizzle and then a bonk, a sizzle and then
bonk again, repeatedly.A meter check showedthat the h.t.
was building up to about 80V and then collapsing.
My diagnosis was a faulty zener diode on the power
board, and proved that my ability to get things wrong every
time was still holding. When the power board was removed
from the centre section (complete with main electrolytics)
my eagleeye spottedwhat anyone elsewould have spotted
before taking it out: it was damp, as though it had been
sprayed.
It had been sprayed,and there was a hole in the centreof
the reservoir electrolytic to show who had sprayed it.
Normally a hole in the reservoir is enough to set the local
populace panicking for the hills. Anyway, changing the
electrolytic was no trouble, but getting rid of the electrolyte
was anothermatter.
Lifting the components from the print and cleaning
around them took no great effort, but PLIT (multi-way
plug) proved more difficult: the nylon spacerhad to be lifted
and carefully cleaned, as did the socket, since these two
items, situated where they are, took the full brunt of the
attack.
When all was done the power unit was refitted and
functioned well. The same could not be said of the sync
however,sincethe picture rolled and pulled on every change
of scene.This had not beenreported,but couldn't have been
caused by the leaky reservoir since replacement of the
TBA920Q (IC40l) was necessaryto restoreorder.
The Hatchet Man
The next one to come along seemed straightforward
enough at first. The tube had simply lost emission, and
flared all over the place as soon as the brightness was
advanced to anything like a viewing level. The tube base
voltageswere all correct, with about 20V on the grids, l20V
on the cathodesand 400V on the first anodes.
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Since the owner (Bert) was well known to us, we thought
we would try reactivating the tube before taking it out.
Much to our surprise however the reactivator showed that
all three guns were fully up to normal emitting standard
without applying boost to the heaters.
"How long has it beenlike this Bert?" we asked.
"Soon after I hit the glass with an axe."
"Why did you hit it with an axe Bert? Was the
programme that bad?"
Bert explained that he'd been playing cowboys and
indians with his kids, and had been about to dismemberone
of them when the head flew offthe axe and hit the front of
the TV, actually at the bottom right side of the tube, slicing
a chunk of glass off. Just what this had done to the tube's
vacuum or the shadowmaskI'm not quite sure,but most of
the electrons leaving the cathodes didn't seem to be
reachingthe screen.
This posed something of a problem, since the tube now
had no exchange value and couldn't be rebuilt. We had a
tube in stock however, and it didn't take long to fit.
"There we are Bert. Cover it up next time you play
indians."
The next day Bert was back. The screenhad gone dark
during the evening, and couldn't be brightened. So we
checked the tube base voltages, but couldn't fault them
becausethe picture was quite bright and remained so. We
left it on test for a few hours and still it couldn't be faulted.
Bert took it home. Bert brought it back. This time the
picture was dark and remained so. The cathode voltages
were o.k., as were the first anode voltages,but the grids
showed a negativevoltage instead of the 20V or so positive
that they had previously. The negative voltage was due to
faulty beam limiter action as a result of R70l (180k A seeFig. l, page 443, June issue)increasingin value to some
5MQ or so.
I've a feeling Bert thought we should have attendedto
this before changing the tube, even though we explainedto
him that he could previously turn up the brightness but it
produced only flaring on a dull picture whereas when the
resistor had gone high you couldn't turn the brightnessup
at all. Oh well.
Return

of Mr. Charge

We'd not seen Mr. Charge for some time, so when he
turned up the other afternoon we had quite a chat. I wasn't
so pleasedto see what he had with him though. It was his
daughter'sGEC. Funny how you can go off peopleever so
quickly. We didn't let is show however,and as it turned out
it wasn't so bad.
"She let her nibbo tip a cup of somethingin the back. We
let it dry out, but clouds of white smokecome out of it when
you turn it on."
This turned out to be somethingof an exaggeration,but
there was a wisp of smoke from the right side.After a tussle
we removedthe right sideline output panel,and found signs
of burning around the interconnectingplug and the socket
on the front edge. Once again we had to lift the nylon
spacer and carefully clean the panel. Cut away the affected
bit of the panel and nylon and it seemedready for use again.
While we had the panel out it seemedprudent to check
for shorts. We found one from the emitter of the line output
transistor to chassis,so without hesitation we clipped one
end of the 47V zener diode D5l which is in serieswith the
BUl08. D5 I didn't read short-circuit of course. and the
original short was still present. After a little swearing it
proved to be the 24V rectifier D601 (BYX70) that was
responsible.
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Upon reassembly everything seemed to work all right
and I thought Mr. Charge would be on his way again.
"I'11put this one in the boot" he said, "and get the other
one out of the back of the car."
"What other one?" I asked. It was late and I felt a bit
jaded.
"Our own main set. I think the tube's at fault - it eoes
out of focus about every ten minutesor so."
Not anotherGEC, pleasenot anotherone!
It turned out to be a Thorn 3500, so at leastit would be a
change.Switchingon revealedthat the grey scalewas a mile
out, with practically no blue. This proved to be nothing
more than slight leakagethrough the first anodeswitch, and
we soon had a normal picture except for some slight
misconvergence.It was while I was attending to this that
the focus went out and quickly reverted again. All I really
saw was the screenbecominga blur, then before I could say
cut offmy tools and call me Mabel it was back again.
"There you are" said Mr. Charge, "what more do you
want?"
I grinnedback weakly at his grinning face.
So I changed the tripler and it did it again five minutes
later. I changed the focus unit and it did it four minutes
after. I left metersconnectedall over the place, and all I saw
was a slight flick of the first anode voltageswhen the fault
next tried to occur but didn't. Why didn't it? Becausethe
meterswere doing something.
So I changedR790 (l.2MQ, in serieswith the first anode
controls, on the earthy side) on the convergencepanel, for
no better reasonthan the flick on the meters,backed by the
thought that perhaps the leakage through the blue gun
switch hadn't been continuous - because if it had been
continuous the present fault (R790 going intermittently
open-circuit) couldn't have had the effect it did since the
leak would have taken the place of R790. Be that as it may.
the variation was no longer present. We had a similar
problem with a 3000 not so long since (it's R727 on the
3000 chassis).didn't we . . .?

Book Review
TelevisionPrinciplesand Practice,by J. S. Zarach and Noel
M. Morris, published by The Macmillan Press Ltd., at
f, 12.50 (hardback),f,5.95 (paperback).
There is no doubt that a handy referencebook to which you
can turn when in doubt about something or when you need
to refreshyour mind on some perhapsobscure aspect of a
subject is a great help. Books that provide a reasonably
thorough reference source on domestic TV receiver
techniques are none too common, though there have been
several good ones over the years. One of the first was
Cocking's famed Television Receiving Equipmenl, which
ran for some twenty years starting in 1940. There is sadly
little it can tell us nowadays, so much has the subject
changed over the years. Wharton and Howorth's Principles
of Television Reception came along to fill the need very
usefully in 1967. Geoffrey Hutson's books have been
helpful indeed, and now as the latest in the line comes
TelevisionPrinciples and Practice by J. S. Zarach and Noel
M. Morris (publishedlate last year).
The price is a bit daunting, at f 12.50 for some 300 pages
(hardback edition), but the production is excellent, with
colour diagrams to illustrate convergence and a large
number of clearly drawn circuits. We hope it says
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Fig.3: The lpsalo arrangement in greater detail, showing the mains barrier system and the start-up feeds.

The sample pulse for regulation purposes comes from
winding 5-17 on the combined power supply/line output
transformer. If the amplitude on the sample pulse rises,the
switch-on time of the regulator thyristor THB 1 is delayed,
thus stabilisingthe width, the e.h.t. voltage and the various
d.c. suppliesobtained from the transformer.

The drive to THB2 is removed should the voltage on the
20V or 28V rails rise excessively,thus shutting down the
receiver'ssupply. If the over-voltagecondition is transient,
the circuit starts up again quickly, restoring normal
operation. If there's a definite fault condition however
THB2 remainscut-off.I

SufferLittle Children
Les LawryJohns
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I'naoften accusedof being hard on old ladies.This isn't true.
The reason I seem to come into contact with so many of
them is that I'm soft when it comes to charging them a
realistic amount for the job. This is fatal, becausethe word
gets around and before you can say Jack the Ripper you
have a whole host of elderly female customers and
preciouslittle in the bank. It's children that have beengiving
me a hard time lately however.
I was feeling rather shatteredthe other afternoon,having
left a housewhere they kept a horse in the sameroom as the
TV . . . Arriving at the vicarage I thought I'd be in for a
quiet few minutes at least.No such luck.
The vicar's wife opened the door. "It's the black and
white set in the kitchen. It blew up at lunchtime."
In the kitchen stood a good old, reliable 20in. Philips
G20T300. "It keeps the children quiet at mealtimes" she
said.
I supposethe fact that it was out of action explainswhy
all hell was breaking loose as the two young children
fought, with earsplitting screams,to get their hands in my
toolbox. The little girl was about two and was the younger.
This may have accounted for her ability to scream far
louder than her brother who, being a year older, would have
been the boss if his sister hadn't been gifted with a
tremendous pair of lungs to offset the age difference. I
immediately joined battle with the little girl and attempted
to wrest the 4BA nutspinner from her. Both of them
objected to this, and the screaming assumed l00dB
Rroportions.
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During this time their mother calmly stood and explained
somethingto me. I haven't the faintest idea what it was, as
all I could see was her mouth opening and closing. In the
end I gainedcontrol of the nutspinnerby giving the little girl
my penlighttorch. Her brother then wanted it.
I looked round for aid. There wasn't any. The vicar's wife
had left me to it and was busy answeringthe phone. How
shecould hear anything abovethe tumult I just don't know.
I removed ,the set's back cover and put the screws on
the table next to it. The little girl grabbedthe screwsand ran
off. hotly pursued by her brother, to where their mother still
chatted on the phone despitethe screamsas the girl tripped
over and her brother tumbled on top of her. I decided to
take a leaf out of the mother's book and ignoredthe noise.
The PCL82's cathode decoupler had exploded and
depositedits innards all over the place.I presumedthat this
was due to the usual PCL82 trouble - it runs into grid
current, burns out its cathode bias resistor and leavesthe
decouplingcapacitor to take the strain of the high cathode
voltage. So I carefully brushed out the area, fitted a new
PCL82, and laid underneaththe set to unsolderthe resistor
and capacitor. It was while I was in this vulnerabieposition
that the little angels returned to look at the funny man
stretchedout under their set.
"Wha dat?" enquiredthe boy.
"I'm trying to mend your TV set" I confided.
"Wha dat?" he repeated."When BANG!"
At this the little girl burst out crying and ran screaming
to her mother. "Man make telly go bang." By this time I'd
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fitted the 470Q resistor and was about to fit the electrolytic
when the boy again said "when BANG". So I decidednot
to fit the capacitor until I'd checked the cathode voltage. I
switched the set on and waited for the sound to come
through, but the bias resistor started to smoke as the
voltage across it soared over the 40V mark.
Scramble out to turn the set off. "Wha dat?" enquired
the infant.
"Be quiet" I bullied as panic took over. The type of
control grid coupling capacitor fitted in this chassisdoesn't
leak, so what else?I connectedthe meter to the control grid
and switched on. Nothing till the PCL82 warmed up, then a
very slight reading which vanished when I took out the
valve. Faulty PCL82?
I just happened to have another, so in it went. The
cathoderesistor startedto smoke again, sornethingit hadn't
done when the meter had been connected to the control
grid. Wait a minute.
It was difficult to wait a minute. becauseboth kids were
now kicking up merry hell quarrelling about who was going
to stand on my meter. I snatchedup the meter and the tears
flowed again. The vicar's wife picked up the little girl and
her screamstook on a new urgency. She didn't want to lose
sight of the meter.
I gave up the battle and brought the set back to the peace
and quiet of the shop where only grown ups shout and bawl
about. In two minutes I'd found the causeof the trouble - a
crack across the track from the control grid to the ferrite
bead. This left the control grid floating. Having repaired this
and fitted an electrolyic the cathode voltage remainedjust
under 20V. We returned the set to the vicarage."Wha dat"
said the little boy . . .

Blue Angel
I love little girls. Well most of them. Except one that is.
She was six years old and sat as quiet as a mouse.Good as
gold she was. Sitting there whilst I repairedthe Philips GI L
It only wanted a new 0.9lplF scan-correctioncapacitor.We
always carry these with us and it was no trouble to fit.
Before refitting the back cover I leaned over and switched
the set on. Not a lot happened so I switched it off and it
burst into life. A nice bright picture appeared, with normal
sound. I reached for the back cover and the sound faded
out. Put the back cover down and prepare to do battle.
The sound then came up normal and stayed there. Glance
over the top and find the brightnesswell down. As I looked
on it came up brighter and brighter. Then the colour
practically faded away to give a black and white picture.
Suddenly I knew it was time to finish with the whole
game. It was all too much for a simple soul like me. I
walked round to the front of the set and it was then that I
saw the red light come on at the top right corner. The penny
dropped, and I pointed a finger at the little angel who, to her
credit, had sat there the whole time without appearing to
move a muscleor even smile.
"You" I said. And she burst out laughing."Wait till I tell
dad. He said you were clever but I knew I could floolyou."
She had the remote control unit tucked up beside her and
had moved only one finger to operatethe brightness,colour
and sound. It had mergedperfectly with her dark blue dress.
Horror.

Out of the Mouths . . .
I'd just finished the Pye hybrid set, after spendingmany
hours patiently putting right a seeminglyendlessnumber of
minor faults, most of which appeared to have resulted from
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eager little fingers rather than component failure, when this
very small boy came in. He looked at a point about two feet
over my head and addressedme.
"Have you done our telly?"
"Which one?"
"This one."
"Yes, I've just finishedit. Are you going to take it?"
"My uncle will come for it when the little hand is on the
six and the big hand is on the three. Have you done it
properly this time?"
"If you didn't fiddle around with it so much it wouldn't
need resetting every few months."
"I don't fiddle. My uncle fiddles when we go to bed at
night, and when we wake up the telly doesn't work."
"I'll talk to your uncle when he comesfor it."
I did, but it didn't do much good becausehe'd also been
up on the roofand moved the aerial around. So when he got
the set home he still couldn't get a clear picture. The result
of this was that the small boy turned up next morning and
looked at my left ear.
"You didn't do our set nicely."
"Yes I did. I did it very nicely."
"You come to our houseand do it again becausewhen I
woke up this morning it wasn't very nice and my mother is
not pleased."Eventually I did go to their house.The aerial
was the only one in the road pointing north-west, where
there'sno transmitter.

Fooled Again
"Our set's gone wrong again" said the woman on the
phone. "My husband brought it down to you a couple of
months ago and the samething's happenedagain. He can't
bring it down this time. You'll have to come up." Roughly
translated,this meant that the set had gone wrong, they
wanted it repaired for nothing and they also wanted a house
call for which they didn't want to pay.
For the life of me I couldn't remember a thing about the
set. So I called at the house on the way back from another
job. The set was a Decca l0 series one (hybrid colour
chassis),so I could have done it. But I'd looked through the
records for the last few months and couldn't find any
mention of a Mr. Twister. I conserved my ammunition
howeveruntil I'd found out just what was wrong.
The set appeared to be dead except for the tube heaters.
This to me meant that the supply was present and there
was probably an open-circuit in the heater chain. Checks
showedthat there was no h.t. either however.As a matter of
fact there were no signs oflife at all in the set - except at the
on/offswitch, and those tube heaters.
My mind went blank when I checked again at the mains
transformer and found no life there at all. I was about to
commit hari-kari when I noticed the heater isolating
transformer, fitted so neatly that it escaped attention - so
neatly fitted by me some two years earlier. So this was the
"recent" repair.
I checked for h.t. shorts and couldn't find any, so I
pressed in the thermal cut-out button. The valves then
started to warm up. The sound hissed into life, and a nasty
fizzing sound came from the right-hand side. I was just in
time to see the tripler case arcing to chassis before the
thermal trip cut out and the set went dead . . . except ior
the tube heatersof course.
I'd just finished fitting a new tripler unit when Mr.
Twister arrived. I showed him the faulty unit.
"Ah yes, that's what you fitted last time."
"Oh no it bloodly wasn't."
I'd rather deal with kids.
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AIIon a auiet Afternoon
LesLawryJohns
WE'vr beena bit slacklately,and business
hasn'tbeentoo
good either.I'm alwaysa bit suspiciouswhenit's too quiet
though. It always seems to herald the approach of a
hurricane.This startedon the strokeof midday,whenMiss
Pocock phoned to say that her colour set was changing
colour,Miss Fox phonedto saythat her black and whiteset
was going grey, and Anna Logg poppedin to say that her
father'sset was all green."All right" I said to one and all.
"I'll call this afternoonand vou'll all be o.k. bv teatime."
A Jowett

Van
At ten past twelve there was a clatteringnoise outside
and a 1934Jowett van (two cylinder horizontallyopposed
engine)pulledon to the forecourt,attractingmore attention
than our windowhasfor the last ten years.
I helpedthe ownerextractthe largeDynatron(still on it's
legs) from the rear of the van after he'd unropedit. The
castorsrolled quite easily on the wood plank floor, and it
was soon in the shop where it was found to be suffering
from the usual Pye hybrid ailments too mundane to
mention.
It was not the set which causedthe trouble. It was the
little van with its large wire spokedwheelsattracting so
many people that other vehicles could not get on the
forecourt.I hurriedly completedthe repair to the Dynatron
and back it went into the little squarevan with its number
plateon the top.
of the crowdwhich
Off it clattered,to the disappointment
quickly dispersedto allow Derekto bring in his 3500Ultra,
Mr. Deadmanto bring in his 24in. monochromeset which
neededa new tube, and Geoffreyto bring in his Telpro. I
told them all to come back at five o'clock, as the repairs
would all be doneby teatime.
I was aboutto start on the first onewhen a lady camein
with a Deccaportable(MSl212).
"I want you to tell me how much it will cost and what is
wrong beforeyou do it."
So I whippedout the eight screwsand loweredthe back.
When I pluggedthe set in the screenlit up and therewas a
faint hum from the speaker.It was a fair bet that the
MC 1330detectorchipwasat fault.
Talking Chip
"If this thing with eight legs talks to you in foreign
languageswhen you touch it, the voiceswill be sayingthat
the repair will cost about eight quid give or take a bit
allowingfor the exchangeratein Tokyo."
"You meanthe set will tell us how much the repair will
cost?"
"trt's the latest thing in silicon chips,but it talks in every
language
otherthanEnglishyou see."
"Lets seewhat it saysthen." I could seeshewasdubious.
So I touched the output pin with the tweezersand the
speakerburst into life with variousvoicesas predictedbut
unfortunatelysomeonewas also readingthe world newsin
English,which upsetmy little game.Just to be sureof the
diagnosisI touchedthe input pin. It was dead,thoughmy
claim that it could also estimateits own repair didn't hold
water.
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"How muchthen?"
"Eight poundstwentyoneincludingVAT."
Enter the Audiophiles
So we replaced the chip and started to put the new tube
in the monochrome Ferguson set, or rather to take the old
tube out. Just as all the bits were cluttering up the bench the
audiophiles arrived.
"Have you a lead with a 5-pin plug at one end and four
plugs at the other?"
I showed him a 5-pin DIN to 4 phonos.
"No it's not like that. Look, I'll draw it for you."
"Sorry sir, they don't make them with wander plugs on
the ends."
"Can you make one up for me?"
"Which pins do you want the plugs to connect to, apart
from pin 2?"
"All of them."

"Sorry sir.Try theshopdowntheroad."
The nextoneto comealongput me right off
"Are you Mr. Littlejohn?"
I knewat onceI didn't like him.
"You couldsaythat.What canI do for you?"
"I've this FergusonStudio 6 music centre. There's
nothingwrong with it andit won't takeyou a jiffy to fix. It's
just that the v.h.f.wandersoff afterabouthalf an hour and
there's some distortion on one channelafter about two
hours. I don't mind paying a couple of quid for your
trouble."
"Thirty."
"How much?You mustbejoking."
"Thirty, and if you like to bring it back this time next
monthI'll seeif I canfit it in."
"t*'tt you. I'll take it somewhereelseor do it myself."
And off he went whilst we concentrated on the tube
change.
The job completed we then polished off the Telpro which
wanted only a new boost reservoir capacitor and a fuse.
The 3500 proved to be more of a headache,requiring a
tripler and an e.h.t. transformer. The rippled picture then
obtained and the squeaking noise proclaimed that the core
had dropped out of L502 during the tussle, suspicion
centring upon the cat who had been heard playing with
something that rolled. It was finally found under the Telpro.
I suddenly rememberedMiss Pocock etc. Time was slipping
by. Teatime I'd promised.
Out Amongst

the Femmes

Now think. Anna Logg's father had gone green. We'd
sold him a new Ultra three years back. An 8800. Probably
a shorted green output transistor. Make sure we've some
BF337s in the box. Miss Pocock had merely said changing
colour. Pye hybrid, probably the CDA panel. Take a
spare one just in case. Miss Fox was going grey. Decca
monochrome set. Probably the tube, possibly the PFL200,
so check to seethat we have one.
Off we drove, glad of the chance to get some fresh air.
Bowling along with the window down. Who wants to
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smoke?Throw cigaretteend out of windowandwind blows
it back in again.Where has it gone?Can't stop here.Pull
over when we can. Feel a pleasantwarmth on insideof
thigh, suddenlybecomingan agony. Hole in trousersand
blister on thigh. Seat covering singed. Press on, the
customersawait your expertise.
Miss Fox had left the door open, as she was largely
confinedto a chair with arthritis (shehad arthritis,not the
chair). Having exchangedpleasantrieswe got down to
work. Off came the rear cover whilst we waited for the
valvesto warm up. On camea gtey picture,but the raster
was bright enough.Not the tube. Note the effect of the
contrastcontrol. Working, but it couldn't put much black
andwhiteinto the picture.
Pull out the PFL200. Didn't seemto want to comeout.
Eventuallyit did, but beingin two halvesthe new onewent
in to stay.
"How's that Miss Fox?"
"There'sa nicewhiteline down the middle."
Now if there's one thing thesesetssuffer from it's dryjoints under the line output stage,leadingto the scancoils.
What with all the pulling that had beenrequiredto remove
the PFL200, it was hardly surprisingthat one (dry-joint)
should show up. So out came the main panel and sure
enoughthere was a hole where a lead connectionshould
havebeen.This done,we put the panelback andrefittedthe
rear clips. The picture was now quite nice, so we put the
backon - with all the screwsalongthe top, at the sidesand
acrossthe bottom.
"Nice andquietaroundhereMissFox."
"Have you turnedthe volumedown thenMr. Johns?"
"No er.I don't think . . ."
Out cameall the screws.
"What'sthat you'resayingMr. Johns?"
"Not a lot Miss Fox."
Naturally when I'd upendedthe panel to solder the
undersideI'd pulledoff a speakerleadandhadn'tnoticedit.
"Oh that's better Mr. Johns,I'm so pleasedto haveit
goingagain.Do I oweyou anything?"
"Not a lot Miss Fox."
Rush off to next call, as it was now past four o'clock.
Drive straightacrosscrossroadsas I wason the main road,
only to realisethat the vehiclecomingfrom the right wasn't
stoppingeither.Somefool had beenup all night paintinga
roundaboutwhich of coursegavethe other fellow priority.
You just can't rely on anything being the samefor two
minutesnowadays.
Changing Colours
Miss Pocockthrew the key out of the window as shehas
arthritis almostasbad asMiss Fox.
"Hallo Miss Pocock,how'sthelegstoday?"
Fancy me askingLaura Lovitt a questionlike that . . .
"The colour keeps changing.One minute it's a nice
colour,thenit goesall red."
The CDA panelwas the obviousplaceat which to start.
We turned it over, expectingto find somenice cracksthat
could be bridged with nice bits of wire. There were no
cracks,the supplyto theredoutputstagebeingintact.
Back went the CDA panel.We watchedthe picture for
some time. Then suddenlyit went red, in a way which
meantthat there was a high voltageon the grid of the red
gun.This in turn meantthat the triode of the PCL84 wasn't
passingcurrent.A newPCL84 seemed
to restoreorder,and
anothersimplejob was done.Refit back coverand.prepare
to leave.Screenwentred.
Removerear cover.Check valvebase,but all contacts
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seemed good. Rocking the valve produced the fault
however, so it appearedthat thgre was an intermittent opencircuit insidethe base.
I didn't feel inclined to change the valve base at this time
of the afternoon, so I fitted the solid-statereplacement panel
and promised to return with the original the following day.
A Question of Ethics
Anna Logg's father (I always forget his name but I can't
forget hers) lives on the fourth floor of a large block offlats.
It's no joke collecting or delivering a set there becauseof the
large number of twin doors - quite apart from the lift. When
I arrived Anna let me in. Her father was having one of his
bad turns, with his distressing lung condition which makes
you feel bad just to look at him fighting for breath. He has
oxygen equipment by his chair, and that's all that can be
done.
The set was on when I got there, and seemedperfectly
alright for a time. Then the screen flashed bright green. I
immediately accused the green output transistor at the top
of the signals panel of playing about. A meter check showed
that the output voltage occasionally dropped to a low
figure.
To clear the tube of suspicion I removed the fly lead. The
voltage at the signals panel them remained steady, falling
only when the tube lead was reconnected. Oh dear. A
heater-cathode short in the tube was all we needed.
Although the tube was insured for four years, it isn't funny
having to implement this. I toyed with the alternatives.
Disconnect the heater from earth and tie it to the green
cathode instead via a suitable resistor? But if the short still
occurs the green will smear across the screen. Fitting an
isolating transformer would restore almost normal working,
and this is what we do if the tube is not insured. This tube
was insured however, and the old boy was entitled to a new
one.
"The tube's at fault and will have to be replaced" I told
them. "I'll bring over a loan set while we're waiting for the
replacement."
"I don't want a loan set. I've never borrowed anything in
my life."
Anna looked resigned."He's like that. He dependson the
TV as he can't get out, but he won't accept one which isn't
his - even from us. He's a cantankerous old bugger, aren't
you dad?"
This was an unexpectedsnag. Since Thorn take at least a
month to replace a faulty tube (counting the transport there
and back, which accounts for a few days), the stubborn old
chap was going to be lonely for severalweeks unless we told
a white lie. So we luggedour test gear down to the van, then
came back for the set - fortunately having Anna to open
the doors for us. Back at the shop we whipped out the tube,
and within half an hour it was on its way to Edmonton via
UK roadlines(carriagef5.38), albeit in a Mullard box since
we didn't have a Thorn one. We then nipped back to the
shop and fitted a Thorn New Life tube which we had in
stock, and decided to take the set back to hirn the next day
in case he disbelieved that the correct replacement could
have been obtained so quickly.
When we took the set back the old chap was very
pleased.
"They're very good at implementing their guarantees,
aren't they? I think I'll write and thank them."
I charged him a fiver and he said I'd earnt that for all the
lugging about.
I wonder what would have happened it he'd been one of
those clever people who buy their sets from a discount
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warehouse?No doubt he would still have found a kindly
soul who would have done exactly the same as I had.
Note for Thorn. Isn't it possible to speedthings up a bit?
Say by having spare tubes at local branches so that they
can be dispatched the same day. After all a dealer isn't
going to go to all the trouble of taking a tube out and

Letters
R E B U I L TT U B E S
In talking about rebuilt tubes(Juneissue)Les Lawry-Johns
commentsthat he's "probably got it all wrong", which
invitesreplies.May I thereforesay that the symptomsLes
has beenunfortunateenoughto experienceare typical of
tubes that haven't beenproperly evacuated.Les mentions
that at leastoneof the sourceshe'strieduseshot pumping.
But this isn't the whole secret.In my experience,
excellence
of the pumping system,combinedwith high temperature,
arethe essentials
for propertubeevacuation.
Les questionsthe ageingprocess.I can say without fe4r
of correctionthat a cathodeproperly convertedfrom the
metalliccarbonateswith which it is initially coatedbecomes
a metallic oxide coating which, in a vacuum.will remain
stable.The oxide coatedcathodewill changeonly if there's
someother factor at work - and in the tubeshe describes
this other factor is almost certainly gas presentdue to
inadequatepumping.The measuresLes hasbeenobligedto
adopt are in fact not reageingbut accelerationof the gas
absorptionby the getter.
The{e are approximatelyseventycompaniesengagedin
the business
of tuberebuildingin theUK, and I'm surethat
the reputablemajority of them will agreethat Les hasbeen
singularly unfortunate. Anyone experiencingthe sort of
problems that Les describesshould return the tube as
unsatisfactoryand askfor his moneyback.
T.l4t.Smith,C.Eng,M.I.E.R.E.,
ManagingDirector,
DisplayElectronics,
%-100 WaterlooRoad, UxbridgeMiddx.
V C R S P E E DC O N V E R S I O N
G. Beard'sarticle on VCR speedconversionin the July
issue was excellent.For those who wish to doublethe
playingtime but don't requirethe machineto be compatible
with the N1700 standard however there's a simpler
approach.The only part that has to be purchasedis an
N1700 headdrum - the extraservohead,new audio/sync
head and centrelessgrinding of the capstan are oot
required.This is how I modifiedmy N1500 machine- the
job took a coupleof hoursand waswell worth while.
The N1700 head drum was first fitted, giving a
tremendousimprovementin picturequality and muchmore
positive adjustmentof the tracking control (due to the
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sendingit back if it isn't faulty. And again,we do go to a lot
of inconvenience in implementing your set guarantees
without recourse to you at all. Do you want a list?
Your good name is being upheld by our unpaid efforts.
What about a bit of cooperation in keeping the customers
happy?

slanted heads). The motor pulley was then removed, and a
gaugewas turned up to fit the groove(seeFig. l). A pieceof
quarter-inch mild steel was then chucked up, projecting fin.
from the chuck, and carefully turned down until the motor
pulley was a tight fit (this is essentialif it's to run true). The
pulley was next clamped on tight and turned down to
0.505in. (Fig. 2). You'll find that the cone-shapedend of the
pulley is just under 0.5in., which is a useful guide. With
alternate use of a 90o V tool and a narrow parting tool
made from a hacksaw blade, the groove was turned until
the gauge fitted perfectly (see Fig. 3). The pulley was then
replaced and all the drives cleaned. No adjustment was
necessary,but an 0.lp F capacitor was connectedacross
SK401 3-5 to correct for loss of audio h.f.
The timer was modified as suggestedin the October 1978
issue, page 646 (not page 64 as stated). Another way of
doing this is to fit a switch above SK12, which closeswhen
the machinelacesup, shorting out the timer switch SK6, so
that when the latter opens after an hour the tape runs to the
end, the auto-stop then operating. For short-period
recording, this can be disabled by using the CK switch,
which is not used usually, so that the timer's switch off
facility is used(seeFig. 4).
So there you are: if you don't want to be able to replay
prerecorded tapes or tapes from Nl?00 machines the
modificationfor double playing time is quite simple.
Mike Phelan,
Holmfirth,14. Yorks.

V I D E OP O L A R I T Y
Other readers may be interested in the problem that
confronted us recently and the way in which we managed to
resolve it. The set, a "Continental Edison" monochrome
'eceiver, was brought to us with the complaint that "it
wasn't working". The symptoms however were a negative
picture and loss of both line and field sync, with normal
sound.
After some investigation, we found that the set was
intended for use with positive instead of negative vision
modulation. The video channel consists (see Fig. 5) of a
detector diode followed by a couple of emitter-followers and
then the output transistor. The second emitter-follower
provides two outputs, one to the output stage and the other,
from its collector, to the sync circuit. Our first thought was
simply to reverse the detector diode, but this was not
successfulas the video signal'sd.c. component cut off the
first transistor. Our second approach to the problem,
transposing the video and sync outputs from the second
stage, was more successful.This produced a normal,
positivepicture, but the sync locking was still unstable.We
tried to improve the sync by taking the sync feed from the
output stage instead of the second stage, but while this
improved the sync locking it made the picture worse - the
distortedfrequencyresponseproduced smearyvision.
We finally decided to try to get the signal polarity right
by modifying the first video stage - by taking the output
from the collector instead of the emitter of the first
transistor(seeFig. 6). This was most successful,and gave a
better quality picture than some comparable, unmodified
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Ben'sWaterloo
LesLawry-lohns
I HAVE to record an event which no doubt has a moral to it.
I don't know what the moral is mind you, but it must have
one somewhere.
As you probably know, we have a dog named Ben, who
is a rough coated collie. Some of the kids who do not know
us well call him Lassie,but Ben is not too keen on this.
Again, as you probably know, we have a cat named
Spock, who is of dubious parentage but somewhereway
back a Siamese must have had a hand in it because
although she looks a typical tabby her paws seem to be
more cushioned than most and she never seemsto stop
talking. If no one elseis around shewill talk to Ben, and use
his extremelylong nose as a rubbing post to give herselfthe
comfort she seemsto regard as her right at all times.
Now Ben has had an upset stomach for some time, so I
supposehe wasn't feeling too good. Anyway after putting
up with all this purring and rubbing at his expense he
suddenly snapped at Spock who gave a yell and vanished
from sight. I witnessedthis almost unprovoked assaultand
lost my temper with Ben. I threw the front door open and
threw Ben out on to the street. "Go and don't return" I
bawled. Ben slunk away, and I slammed the door and
locked it - it being early eveningand the businessofthe day
over.
"What was all that about?" askedhoney bunch, making
a belatedappearanceon the scene.
"Ben attacked Spock. She's gone and so is he. I will not
tolerateviolence. . . er, in animalsthat is."
She immediately opened the door of course and looked
up and down for Ben who was nowhere to be seen.By this
time I was feeling sorry for what I had done and a bit
ashamed.So we got the car out and went in search.We
sought him here, we sought him there, up hill and down
dale, only pausing to take brief refreshmentfrom time to
time. At last, footsore and weary, we made tracks for home.
At I lpm, as we slowed at the final corner, the local pub
called the Waterloo was turning out. And there, coming out
of the saloon bar and exchanging goodnights with the
regulars, was Ben. We stopped and opened the rear door for
Ben to jump in, as though we were a taxi he'd ordered.
When Ben enteredthe shop, Spock rubbed her nose round
his [ace.Peacewas restored.
The Heavy Portable
A couple of years (or so) back we sold a small portable to
a middle aged couple.It was a Marconi Model 4816 (Thorn
1590 chassis),so it weighed only a few pounds. The other
day the husband popped in to say that it had gone wrong
and would I call to fix it. I suggestedhe brought it in, but
he said that as they hadn't a car it would be far too heavy
to carry.
So I called at their houseand inspectedthe set,which had
blown its Lt. fuse. There was some discolouration around
the sound output stage, and the wiper of the small preset
that setsthe output stagebias was missing.I askedif the set
had been dropped? "Well not exactly, my brother-in-law
caught his foot in the mains lead and pulled it off the table."
I didn't have with me the transistors required or the
preset,so I picked the set up and was about to depart when
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his wife returned from the town carrying the shopping. A
very small slight woman, she was carrying two enormous
bags that were crammed full. They must have weighed at
least twice as much as the portable. "I normally go
shopping with her to carry the bags, but as you were
coming I stayedin" he explained.
Incidentally, if you have a battle with the audio output
transistorsand are not sure of the settingof the bias preset
(R70, sets with silicon audio transistors), turn it
anticlockwiseto drive the associatedbias transistor (VT27)
fully on, thus decreasingthe resistancebetweenthe basesof
the two output transistors- or hook a fixed resistor of 22Q
betweenthe basesuntil the bias transistor has been sorted
out. The fixed resistor may save another pair of output
transistors if there's something wrong with the preset or
the bias transistor.
The French Connection
Having picked up the portable, I had to make another
visit in responseto a phone call I had had from a female
with a delicious French accent. "My television he has
gone." So we arrived at the houseand the accent proved to
be matchedby its owner. Long dark hair, dancing blue eyes
and a figure that a man he could enjoy.
"You have come to bring my television back, no? I am so
lonely without it. My husband he is away on the North Sea
looking after Scottish fishermenas none of them can swim,
no?"
I didn't quite understandthis, but who was I to argue?
The set was a Decca Bradford (30 series)with the PL509
line output valve running red hot. I thought you'd rather
hear about the set than the French lady, no?
There was at least 40V negative drive at the PL509's
control grid, so the oscillator was clearly o.k. We next
unhooked the tripler but the overheatingcontinued apace.
The capacitors proved to be innocent, but the transformer
was warm to touch.
"Come and feel this" I invited her. and shedid. "Ooh La
La, it is a hot one is it not?" "You needa new one. This one
is worn out" I told her convincingly. "You can put one in
for me, yes?"
As it happened I was able to do so. For once I was
carrying a Bradford line output transformer.

Troubles with a Deccola
There was only one outside call the next day - to see a
set that was far too heavy to move unless it was really
necessary.Again it was a Decca, but this time an audio
suiteabout the sizeof a large sideboard- with a bow front.
Some years ago I'd replaced the original Garrard idlerwheel playing deck with a belt driven unit to bring it up to
date, but I'd kept the amplifiersetc. just as they were - the
responsewas really good and a joy to listen to. And so it
should have been with its four EL34 output valves and
fourteen loudspeakers(two woofers and the rest small units
in rows at either sideto get the maximum distribution).
The complaint was that radio was low on one channel
but normal on the other, whilst on records there was
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nothing on one channel with the output low on the same
channel as the radio. We decided to concentrate on the
good channel on radio first, and find out where the gram
input went. It didn't take long to find that both channels
where normal up to the ADC cartridge head, and that this
was simply not contacting on one pair of the bow springs.
This was put right quickly enough,and the full splendourof
the record playing side then burst out from the same side
that was normal on radio.
The low output on the other channel finally proved to be
a high resistor on an 8D8 valve base, and both channels
now rocked the house. The final complaint was that the
green area of the tuning indicator could not be seen
properly. We thought that this would be due to another high
resistor, to the target of the "magic eye", but when we
removed the tuner unit from its shelf we found that the
resistorswere of the correct value, the generalillumination
being poor due to the EM80 feeling its age and the fact that
the window was murky. Cleaning the glass on the inside
made quite a difference, and replacement of the indicator
was delayed for another time (when I find one).
Incidentally the owner ofthis large, ornate bungalow had
had some trouble with the flat roof a while back. He was
advised that the complete answer was to cover it with
copper sheeting,which he had done at no small expense.
"Les. There seemsto be something wrong with our radio
reception."

Don't Panic: Run for your Life
It was an ordinaryThorn 3500,nothingto worry about.
After all, if you don't know 3500sby now what do you
know?One of the thingsI knewwasthat it wastoo big for
one personto handle,and that the owner had fallen off his
mopedand injuredhis back so he couldn'thelp lift it. His
wifehasnastyarthritisso shecouldn'thelpeither.Sotheset
had to be done on the spot,and therewas no reasonwhy it
shouldn't.
"It went bang and smokecameup." Inspectionof the
power unit showedthat F603 had blown and that C6l8
(l00pF) in the over-voltagecrowbartrip circuit (seeFig. l)
had exploded.R626 wasalsoblackened
andmeasured
only
30Q insteadof the l00Q shown in our manual,which
happened
to be for the 3000 chassisbecause
we'd lent our
3500 manualto someonea few days earlierand it hadn't
beenreturned(it still hasn't) and we'd forgottento whom
we'd lent it. For some reason or another, the crowbar
thyristoritself(W621)hadnot beenfitted.
The fact that a high voltage had appeared across
C6l8/R626 meanteitherthat the 72V voltagesensingzener
diode W6l7 was short-circuit or that the chopper
transistor'soutput voltagehad risen above72V. A meter
check showed that W6l ? was short-circuit.Time to
considerfitting the sparepanel.Sparepanelawaitingrepair
followingpreviousday'spanic.
Presson, it can't be that bad: we'veall the necessary
bits
in the box, and with our brilliant diagnosticability have
nothingto fear. First checkthe choppertransistorVT604,
just in case.Chopperdeadshort.Our eyesnarrowed,and
as theywerealreadysquintingwe couldn'tseeat all . . .
Fit new choppertransistor, new 72Y zener diode, new
electrolyticand . . . no l00Q resistor.Fit nvo 220Q resistors
in paralleland blow the consequences.
Wind presetsdown
just in caseandswitchon.
The set came on and looked good. But the chopper's
output was 70V with the presetswound down, and any
movementof them only sentthe voltagehigher(not by a
lot, or the 72V zenerwould have startedzenering).My
TELEVISION
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Fig. | : Features of the power supply used in the Thorn
3OOO/35OOehassrs.(a) The chopper and over-voltage crowbar trip circuit. lf the chopper's output risesabove 72V, zener
diode W6l7 conducts, firing W62l which in turn operates
the cut-out or mains fuse (early models), For some reason the
crowbar thyristor was missing in the set that blew C6le. b)
The 3OV stabiliser circuit. The 3OV reference zener diode
W6O5 is connected to the baseof the delay switch transistor
VT6O2 instead of directly to chassrS.The idea is that W6O2
remains off until the 3OV supply has been established. Since
W6O2 is in serieswith the emitter of one of the transistorsin
the monostable circuit that provides the drive to the chopper,
the chopper doesn't come into operation either until the 3OV
supply has appeared.lt W602 goes short-circuit or leaky, the
delay feature will be overridden. lf W6O5 goes open-circuit,
the seriesstabiliser transistor W6Ol will be biased hard on
by the | 2kQ reslstorconnectedbetween its baseand the
24OV line. The stabiliser won't stabilise therefore, and the
3OV rail will be at something like4OV.

mind startedto go completelyblank, and the brilliant
diagnosticability waned - as it always does when
challenged.
Decideto checkthe 30V rail - seeFig. t(b). Over 40V.
Switchoff and check30V stabilisertransistorVT60l. In
order as far as an npn transistorshouldbe. Check 30V
reference
zenerW605.Open-circuit.
At this point I becamea blubberingwreck.With W605
open-circuit,VT6O2 shouldbe switchedoff, making the
monostable
circuitinoperative.
So thechoppershouldn'tbe
choppingsinceit shouldn'thaveanydrive.
Steadyon. The chopperis chopping,though VT602 is
not being switchedon. It must be leaky or something.
Searchfor a BCl84. Find a BCl48. It'll haveto do. Fit it
and new 30V zener.30V line now 30V and 60V line 50V.
Wind it up to 60V and checkpicture.O.K. exceptfor the
needto makea few routineadjustments.
Rushhomeand tell honeydew aboutthe awfultime I've
had.
"The radioin thekitchenkeepsgoingoff. Eitheryou fix it
or I takeoneout of the window."
TenrecElectronicEngineersLtd
502 BearwoodRoad
Warley,WestMidlands
0 2 t 4 2 98 1 5 0
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Plenty of usedcolour panelsworking. S.A.E. for
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Trade enquirieswelcome
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Quatermassand
the Navvy
LesLawryJohns
Ir all started reasonably enough. "Have you a large
cardboard box?" asked the young lady who was moving.
Moving house that is.
So I toddled off downstairs to the basement,which is
used only for storage purposes.You know what basement
areas used for keeping odd things in look like. A bit of a
jumble with only a narrow track for the chappie to get to
and read the meters.
Somewhere over in a little used section was a large
empty cardboard box, among many others that were filled
with this that and the other. I made my way over to the
box, and noticed a certain give in the floorboards. This
became morb alarming as I reached the box.
. I attempted to lift the box, and was surprisedto find it
stuck fast. "We have ways of making you move" I snarled.
My mighty musclesheaved,and up came the box complete
with a large section of the floor. I stood there and stared
stupidly at the hole in the floor. It was not a black hole. It
was a white one. Hideous white fungus was everywhere.It
had come through the floor boards and had been busily
engaged in eating the box when I had surprised it. I
remembered the girl waiting above. Should I invite her
down? Better not.
I managedto find a box in the next basementroom, and
hurried up so that I could bid her farewell and hurry down
again. I was then able to take a more objective look at the
situation. So I peered,and whilst doing so realisedthat the
world was relying upon me (though it was blissfully
ignorant ofthe fact) to take decisiveaction to put an end to
this menacethat had starteddown in my cellar. I thought I
could see the mass moving toward me, angry that I had
robbed it of the box. I circled the hole warily. It suddenly
made its move, and my foot went through the floorboards.
"Help" I screamed."It's got me."
Honey bunch came to the top of the stairs.
"What are you on about now?"
"This plant from another world. It's grabbed my foot
and I've got only one left."
It was a relief to hear her clattering down the stairs to
my rescue."Pull your foot up you idiot" was her helpful
suggestion.So I pulled up my foot and another large area
of the floor came up with it. "We can't fight it" I told her.
"Better by far to burn the whole place down than to let it
spread."
"Let what spread?"
"This evil fungus that grows larger by the second."
It's only cellar fungus. You always get it where there's
dampness and no proper damp course.It's becausewe're on
the side of a hill and the sand and gravel...."
I cut her short. "That's right. Ruin the only chance I'll
ever have of being a hero. If that's only cellar fungus, how
come it whipped the floor away from under my feet and left
me only one?"
"Becausethere'swood worm everywhere,and what with
that and the fungus this whole place will have to be cleared.
It's even older than you are and either can be expectedto
fall to pieces at any moment."
I stood there in stunned silence.So this was my reward
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for all I'd done. I'd even sorted out a Christmas card for
her from last year's box.
At that moment someonecame into the shop carrying
something heavy.
"You start moving the stuff into the next room. I'll be
down to help you as soon as I can" I told her.
A Green Screen
The heavy object turned out to be an ITT colour set with
the complaint that the picture - what there was of it - was
green.
"Call back at five o'clock, I'll have it done by then" I
promised. So off he went, leaving me with the set which had
a bow front and a single sliding door. Vaguely familiar, but
not the cvc5 I'd expected. As I took the back off I
realisedit was a CVC2, with three PCL84 valves for the
colour-difference output stages.
I immediatelymade the first mistake.Insteadof studying
the displayedover bright, green screento note that the field
scan was shrunken and rolling like mad (which I assumed
to be maladjustment), I started to take voltage readings on
the PCL84 valve bases (with the set upended and the
bottom cover ofl). The readings were queer, with negative
voltages at the blue and red triode anodes while the green
one was positive.
New PCL84 valves didn't help. Disconnecting the tube
leads didn't help. All the resistors read right, and the
capacitors were in order. Time slipped by, with the noises
from below getting louder. Clearly honey bunch was
getting agitated, moving things from one room to the other
including colour tubes and old chassis which would have
come in handy fifteen years ago. She was muttering
something as she puffed and huffed, but nobody can accuse
me of being an idle layabout.
"I'll be down just as soon as I get this set out of the way"
I called, to give her heart. I could do the job in half the time
but I can't be in two places at once.
I tried to get back to thinking straight about the CVC2.
The three triodes act as identical clamps, and if all the
circuitry checked out correctly how come the voltages were
different? The penny dropped as I reached once again for
an eiectrolytic to decouple the supply line. Sure enough,
the voltagesevenedup and the grey scalewas restored,as
was the full scan.
I looked at the circuit diagram to identify the faulty
electrolyticand found that the supply to the PCL84s comes
straight from the main 700 pr F h.t. smoothing capacitor.
This is in the very large can along with the 300 pr F
reservoir capacitor. It was replaced in no time while I
kicked myself for repeating the mistake I'd made quite
recently with a Pye hybrid colour set. Will I never learn?
The h.t. ripple gets rectified by the clamps you see. Or
something like that.
Having restored the grey scale and set it up for nice
viewing, noting that as ever on these sets the tube was as
good as new, I then turned the colour up and found that it
was already at maximum. Adjusting the tuning showed up
the subcarrier dot pattern, so the tuning was near enough
and we turned to the vertical left side decoder panel, which
like the rest of the set is hand wired. I'd no sooner settled
down to check the burst gate etc. than the colour flooded
back, only to go again as the panel was touched. After
some jiggery pokery the contacts on the bottom plug and
socket were found to be quite loose, harmony being
restored when they were tightened.
Which is more than I can say when honey pot came up
from the cellar. I thought it was Al Jolson, about to sing
Mammy. She didn't sing that.
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"I've cleared that whole room without one bit of help
from you and all that junk is going over the tip whether you
like it or not."
"I'd better nip down to see that you've done it properly
sweetheart."
She'd cleared it quite well really, for a woman that is, and
now the full extent of the disaster was revealed. I was no
longer afraid ofthe fungus.Just a bit ofcellar fungus plus a
spot of wood worm I thought. I'll see how far it's gone.
So I lifted the nearest floorboard to the hole and it came
up quite easily. So easily that it pulled up the skirting board
eight feet away and this caused the plaster wall to bow out
and collapse in a cloud of dust on to what was left of the
floor which gave way to leave me face down in the fungus.
At this moment honey bunch called down the stairs.
"You're wanted in the shop. Hurry up."
I picked myself up, brushedmyself down, and startedup
the stairs.
"What on earth have you been doing to my nice clear
room. You look terrible, and what was all that noise?"
"The wall's collapsed on me and the rest of the floor
gave way. We'd better declare this a disaster area."
"You're the disaster.Now help this gentleman,he's been
waiting to see you."
The gentleman had a dark blue Philips 550 field service
manual in his hand and immediatelylaunchedinto his tale
of woe.
"I always keep my set in good order myself, but there's
something that's eluding me this time . . . ." And he went on
and on about the steps that he had taken over the past two
weeks. Two weeks!
I began to get impatient as he related how he had
changed the 8T106 thyristor and both BCl47 transistors
on the power panel despitethe fact that he had about 200V
on the h.t. supply fuses.So I turned the pagesof his manual
to the line output stagesectionand stubbeda dirty finger at
the 80OmA fuse."Have you got 200V there,at both endsof
this fuse?"
"Yes I think so. I can remember you telling me about a
year ago to check here and at both ends of the 47 Q
resistor over at the front end, so I'm sure it's there all right."
"If it's there, why bugger about with the power panel?"
"Well, I thought the waveform might be distorted by the
trigger pulse circuit."
My cool was rapidly deserting me. Here was I at the
cross roads of my life, with my world tumbling around me,
and all this fool could think of was his trigger pulses. I
made a last attempt at sanity.
"See that lOk Q wirewound, start-up supply resistor on
the timebase panel just there. Check that you've h.t. at
one end and l8V at the other. If the l8V is absent,check
the resistor by putting your finger on it. If it burns you it's
all right, if it's cold it's not. If it's hotcheck for shorts.If the
voltage is low check for leaks, here, here and there."
So off he went to check his voltages.
My friend surveyed the stricken cellar room.
"All this plaster has got to come off the walls. We've got
to get down to brick. Every bit of wood has got to go, so
we'd better start movinq it." So we started.

No Sound
I had to go up because someone wanted me, and as I
didn't like the idea of him heaving all that heavy stuff up
the stairs and out the back I asked honey bunch to give him
a hand. Up and down they huffed and puffed with loads of
rotting wood and buckets of plaster and brick until there
was a huge load near the back gate. Whilst I got on with
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the difficult job of finding what had happenedto the sound
on a Kcirting.
It was a hybrid of the 52665 variety, with a solid-state
audio circuit. The speaker is fed from a small, separate
panel on the top left side.This is coupledto the audio panel
farther in. The speakerclicked nicely when checked at the
plug and socket on the small panel, so we turned our
attention to the output transistors.The voltageswere there
and were all correct, so we injecteda signal at the input and
received nothing. We injected a signal at the output and
received nothing. We went back to the small panel and
injected a signal at one end of the 470 prF output coupling
capacitor.Nothing. We injected a signal at the speakerside
of the capacitor, sound loud and clear. We fitted a new
capacitor and the sound was restored.
I then turned to seehow they were getting on with their
clearing up job. They'd cleared up the wood and rubble
very well, and it was all out the back together with all my
preciousold chassisand sparebits and pieceswhich would
have come in handy some day. Even my 1938 service
manuals had been crammed into boxes and taken out, the
HMVs, Marconiphones,Ekcos and Cossors.All consigned
to the rubbish tip.
The next job was to get someoneto take the lot away. I
contactedthe local contractor who said he would call late
in the afternoon. When he came he was on his own as he
was sort of doing me a favour and it wouldn't cost me very
much.
He backed the lorry up to the rear gate, and we found
that we would have to shovel all the plaster and stuff into a
dustbin and then tip the dustbin into the lorry. The rest of
the stuff could be carried the few feet.
As we were about to start, a set came in which needed
urgent repair. So I nipped into the shop to seewhat it was
all about and told honey bunny that the man out the back
neededa hand but if she could do the repair I would go
back out. This is how she becamea nawy for half an hour
or so.
The chap with the lorry said she was much better than
the averageworkman he had with him during the day, and
I said I didn't mind her working so hard if it helpedhim. So
to the sound of much shovellingand heaving about (I had
said they might as well shift all the old sets out in the shed
while they were about it) I set about doing the urgent
repair.
Line Output Transistor Trouble
With all this going on I wasn't thinking too well when I
tackled the 8500. It didn't take long to find that the excess
current being drawn was due to the line output transistor
being short-circuit. I fitted a new BDX32 and checked
around for any other shorts. Finding none I switched on.
There was a funny buzz and the cut-out cut out. The new
line output transistor was short-circuit.
It then dawned on me that I hadn't disconnectedthe
e.h.t. rectifier,which is the easiestthing in the world to do
since you just pull the plug out of the overwinding. It
occurred to me that I'd done this sort of thing before. If
only I'd the patienceto insert a nice wirewound resistor in
the h.t. feed to the line output stagelike I tell everyoneelse
to do I might have saved a few bob and quite a bit of
aggravation. So we had to fit another BDX32 and then
changethe e.h.t. unit in order to restore normal working.
Talking about normal working, when I went out the back
to see how the work was progressingI found it was all
clear. Honey pot looked just like a red Indian. All red she
wasoand sort of puffing. She even forgot my name. Potter
she called me.
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for use with sets featuring remote control - it's worth
testing the batteries in the transmitter unit before getting
involved in fault-finding in the remote-control circuitry.
So much for tools. What about components?Contrary
to the belief in some quarters, the valve is very much alive
so far as the field service engineeris concerned- a fact that
Philips seem to have overlooked in their latest toolcase.I
bought one of their cases some years ago. It had special
plastic clips to hold valves and was an excellent case,
though after several years of heavy use the outer case fell
apart. So I bought an executive briefcase made by Custom
- they do a deep one, 19 x 14 x l6in., which is ideal - and
glued the valve clips in the lid (see photo). The folder
provided is useful for circuits, and the little pockets intended
for pens can be used for trimmers, tweezers, etc. It's
obviously not feasible to carry a full set of manuals, but the

circuits for the popular chassisyou're likely to meet should
fit in the folder.
At the rear of the case I've made a small compartment
about 2fin. wide and the full width of the case.This takes
all the small tools. In front of this I have four Raaco plastic
boxes (10| x 6 x lf,in.) for components. These can be
stackedtwo high. It's prudent to have a stout rubber band
round each. There's still room for the multimeters I carry,
the soldering iron and gun and one or two other items. A
piece of plastic foam about fin. thick covers the lower
compartment and doubles as a kneelingmat. As mentioned
before, don't overstock with components.Throw the used
onesin a box, and replenishdaily.
In addition to making life a lot easier, the toolcase
impresses the customer, giving him confidence in your
technicalability.l

The Exorcismof Fred
Les LawryJohns
WHEN I heard all the shouting and cursing coming from the
bathroom I had an uneasy feeling that something was
wrong. Only that morning the gas fitter had been to repair
the multipoint so that honey bunch could have her bath and
splash around happily. Now it seemed that she wasn't
splashingaround, and it appearedthat a bath was out oftha
question as the gas was again not flowing. It was all my
fault of course.
I did my best. I took an electric kettle up and plugged it in
for her so that she could splash around in the sink, but she
still wasn't happy. So the next day I phoned the gas board
and told them that as far as gas goes, it had gone again.
Another and much nicer chap came and said that the
faulty unit couldn't be repaired and that he would bring a
new one as soon as possible. The next day brought two
messagesfrom the gas board: one was a bill for the repair of
the old unit, the other was a note to say that a new unit
would be fitted in two days' time.
Smack on time the ne.wunit arrived, and was fitted by the
fitter who had brought his stereo cassettedeck with him to
be repaired. Apparently, all the time it was playing there
was an intermittent crack from one speaker,accompanied
by a distinct jump on the right-hand VU meter.The left did
not appear to be affected.
It was a Marantz 1820 Mk II. Quite a nice job if you
understand these things, but normally I'm a little shy and
confessto a total ignoranceof them. If he was good enough
to get my honey bunny into hot water however,I was going
to sort this thing out however much I suffered. And suffer I
did.
Off screws, off cover. Identify the right-hand and lefthand amplifiers and concentrate on the right-hand one.
Without a cassettein, but with the thing playing away like
mad, there shouldn't have been much noise in the
headphones nor any movement of the meters. Every now
and again however there was this distinct click in the righthand headphoneand a small jump on the meter.
So I shorted the base and emitter of what appearedto be
the final amplifier and the noise vanished. Good, we're
making progress. Ignore the fact that a slight click could
now be heard in the left-hand headphone, about every
fifteen seconds.
Proceed down the right-hand channel to the input,
shorting the baseto emitter of eachtransistorin turn, and at
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no point did the click reappearon that side. It reappeared
only when the amplifier was left working normally and then far louder on the right-hand side.So we listened for
the background hiss, and this too was louder on the righthand side. When the two sides were equalised,the clicks
soundedthe same and both metersrespondedto them. I sat
there encasedin my headphonesand pondered.
The regularity of the clicks suggestedthat the cause was
nothing irregular. Therefore it was somethingbuilding up a
static charge due to regular movement.
"You're the only moving thing" I said to the cassette
motor, prodding it with my meter and leavingit there.What
a masterstroke!What genius resides here! Removing the
prod and allowing fifteen seconds on my dad's old watch
brought back the clicks. The cassettemotor is cushionedon
rubber grommets, and has no bond to earth. It has now.
The gas man was awfully pleased.Then I gave him the bill.
Enter Mr. Slaughter
Mr. Slaughter'sa jolly fellow. Must be somethingto do
with his living. I don't mean thefact that he's living, I mean
what he does for a living. He's a butcher of course.What a
way to get rid of your inhibitions! Chop up a leg here or
there. Nice piece of breast madam? - certainly. Slice, slice.
Anyway,I helpedMr. Slaughterin with his Bush CTVll22
(Rank A823A chassis)."Picture's sort of faded. As though
the entrails have been taken out, ha, ha." "O.K. Mr.
Slaughter,call back this afternoon.I may have managedto
stuff them back by then."
When Mr. Slaughterhad departedI was alone again. As
all geniuseswho can earth the casing of aMarantz cassette
motor must be. I would again try my diagnostic ability.
The picture certainly lacked entrails- we don't say guts
in this magazine, we leave that sort of thing to Wireless
World. Plenty of foreground but no background. Our
diagnosis was immediate.
Faulty
SL90l
demodulator/matrixingchip. Just to be sure,I clipped in the
test panel. Lovely picture. "When the chips arp down, you
know who the men are" I muttered.With two deft sweepsof
the desolderingbraid the SL90l was free. Pop in the new
one and Bob's your auntie.
In went the new chip and back went the panel, not
forgetting to put the black plug back in the power unit.
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When I switched on I noticed a flash fiom the surgeJimiting
thermistor, and resolvedto changeit before completingthi
job.
The picture was still the same and all my cheer departed.
The sound was o.k. and the colour was there, so I made
another guess.The luminance emitter-followertransistor where was it? I grabbed the circuit and took offmy glasses
so that I could seeit. There it was,3VT3 (BCl48). Coupled
to the luminance delay line via that electrolytic . . . that
electrolytic (3C43). Then I remembered.I always do when
I've wasted quite a bit of time.
The capacitor is of the type (you know the ones) that
when frightened by the meter reads about 500kQ and
steady.The circuit said 6.5pF, the faulty one was lOpF, so
I put in an 8pF type becauseone was looking at me out of
the box. In it went (round the right way for a change) and
harmony was restored- until I switched on and the surgelimiting thermistor flashed and fell to bits. Why didn't I
change it the first time I noticed?

The Card Game
We labour for six days without complaint. Almost
without complaint. On Sunday morning we tidy up a bit,
sort out the books etc., and at twelve o'clock get ready for
the big event of the week. At one o'clock the card game
starts at "The Call Girl" which, if you remember,is a pub in
Harper St. where Ernie presidesover the taking of our hard
earned cash.
All week long honey bunch and I are on the best of terms.
Most of the time. But at one o'clock on Sundays we are
bitter enemies, no quarter asked or given. She's Sean's
partner, and I have either Mick or Dick dependingupon
who's helping Ernie behind the bar.
The game is whist, and therefore partners are not always
on the best of terms, or let's say don't always seeeye to eye,
though I must say that honey bunch and Seanrarely fall out
and are most polite to each other. This is in distinct contrast
to my partner and I, who scream and shout abuse at each
other at the slightestsuggestionof one trumping the other's
trick. Despite this we are usually handomely in the lead
after a hard fought battle, and honey bunch has many
theoriesas to why this should be, none of which holds water
as far as I'm concerned.
If there's one topic I hate during all this it's TV sets,and
if anyone broachesthe subject to me at Sunday lunch time
they usually get short shrift. When Sean was dealing this
week however (he deals hearts as trumps) he started telling
me about his TV set that had gone wrong the previous day.
I didn't hear a word of it becauseI've got a lot of wax in the
ear nearestto him. The fact that I didn't hear what he said
upset honey bunch who immediately accued me of not
taking any notice of what Sean was saying.
"I can't hear through this ear" I explained.I'djust about
got the gist of it however. ITV keepsdropping out, but the
other two channels are fine. "The greasein the tuner unit
wants cleaning out" I said. This seemedto me a perfectly
valid explanation, since the set was a Thorn 1500. Sean
muttered somethinglike the greasein his tuner being about
as troublesome as the wax in my ear.
But we got back to playing cards, and Dick and I won
the hand by two tricks. It was then Dick's turn to deal and
he dealsclubs. "My set'splaying about as well. Keeps going
green it does." His set was a Thorn 9000, which we'd sold
him some four years earlier. I was busy collecting all my
trumps and putting them in order when Sean stirred it up.
"He doesn't hear out of that there, but I can tell you
what's wrong. You've got wax in your tuner unit."
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I shot Sean a baleful look. "He hasn't got greasein his
tuner, but you have and when I clean it out tomorrow the
ITV will be as good as the other two, however daft that
seems,and what's more I doubt whether you'll get one trick
in this hand."
That concentrated everyone's attention on their cards
wonderfully. Honey bunch whispered "I bet he's got a
handfull of trumps."
"Too true I have" I sneered,and then realisedthat I'd
heard her whisper very well. "I haven't any wax in this ear,
so there."

A Ghost Story
I supposethat at this time of the year a ghost story's in
order. This one I've known about for sometime, so it's not a
tale that someone has just made up. Maybe there's an
explanation,but I can't see it.
Our local newsagentand his wife and family live in a
house at the top of the road, adjacentto an old church that
was pulled down someyears ago, the site being grassedover
and preserved. Some years ago they realised that some
peculiar,things were happening,like rings vanishing from
the dressingtable in the bedroom and appearingon top of
the TV set. Silly things, but irritating when you put a thing
down in one place and then find it somewhereelse.Hardly a
ghost however. Then one day on arriving home in the
eveningthey found a quaint looking old man in a funny hat
sitting in a chair in the lounge.When they came in he got up
and walked through the wall (the peoplenext door also see
him passingthrough apparently). He didn't seem to harm
anyone, so they acceptedhim as an occasionalvisitor and
called him Fred.
They saw a lot of him after that, coming and going at odd
times, and he seemedto have a liking for that particular
chair. Their teenagedaughter was not so keen however,
since she swears that he laid on her bed one night and
wouldn't get off for some considerabletime, during which
she was unableto move. They also have two sonswho were
well acquaintedwith Fred, and a black and white spanielby
the name of Toby who was scared stiff of him. On one
occasionwhen Fred appearedand walked toward Toby, the
poor dog becamealmost hystericaland backed up the stairs
with every hair on his body standing on end. In short
therefore everyone in the house had seen him.
When I heard about all this I was convinced that one
of the younger members of the family was responsiblefor
the manifestation,as young people often are without being
aware of this peculiar ability. As they get older they seemto
lose the ability, and many a good ghost has gone west
merely becausethe children have grown up. In this case
however the children were not particularly young, and the
one most affected by Fred appearedto be the dog.
As I say all this was well establishedand caused little
concern. Some time later however the family acquired
another dog, this time a golden spaniel by the name of
Copper. Now Copper is one of the most extraverted and
joyous dogs I've ever known. Always chasing around and
barking for the sheer fun of it.
Copper hadn't met Fred who poppedin only from time to
time. One eveninghowever Fred appearedin the loungejust
as Copper came hurtling through the front door and into the
lounge. Copper saw Fred and made straight for him. Fred
took one look at the barking dog and promptly vanished.
He hasn't been seen since. Or so I'm told.
So now you know what to do if you want to exorcisea
ghost. Any ideas about the different effects on the two
dogs?
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I WishI Had Your lob
Les LawryJ ohns
You'vE noticed of course that once one horrific,
heartbreaking job has been cleared up another immediately
follows. Then, as though Satan himself was directing things,
yet another comes along. That's how it's been recently.
"These things are sent to try us" said honey bunch
consolingly.
"Try us indeed. What you mean is try me. It's me that's
being tried and found wanting, and the chances are that
someone up there doesn't like me and never will. I'm fed up
with it all. Mix me an overdose and let me be free."
"How you do go on. Just becauseyou're mucking up one
job after another we all have to suffer. Now if you'd taken
that panel out properly instead of wrenching it out like a
maniac it wouldn't be cracked risht across."
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Picture
Fluctuating
So saying she wandered off and left me trying to think up
a suitably cutting reply, something I found difficult since I
was still trying to work out why the picture on this Bush
Model CTVll22 (A823A chassis),which had come in to
have a new tripler fitted, was fluctuating so wildly. They had
mentioned that the picture occasionally "jumped on
changesof scene", and I'd said it was only a small thing
that wouldn't take a minute once the new tripler was in . . .
I examined the picture carefully. On a bright scene, or
when the contrast was advanced, some lines appeared
horizontally, the picture fluctuated wildly in size, and there
was evidence of a hum bar. A meter across the h.t. line
showed a corresponding voltage fluctuation before the
picture quickly settled down. I pointed an accusing finger at
the thyristor, but noticed that it was new - as was the
trigger diac. To be sure, I fitted a known good spare panel,
but there was no difference.
With the hum bar in mind, I turned my attention to the
h.t. smoothing and reservoir capacitors. Both had small
bubbles at the end, so out they came. At the same time I
noticed that there was some corrosion at the tags of the
centre l.t. smoothing capacitor, and one tag fell off when it
was touched. So out it came and we ended up with a shining
new set of electrolytics. No difference, except that the hum
bar, which hadn't been very evident anyway, now wasn't
evident at all. But the picture still showed lines and
fluctuated from time to time, particularly when the contrast
was advanced.
Since the field scan seemed to be affected most, I
replaced the right-hand side timebase panel - without much
hope of success.It must be the new tripler then. It wasn't.
Neither was it anything to do with the line output stage nor
ttre convergencepanel. I examined my head carefully in the
mirror. Definitely greyer, and there was this kind of glazed
look...
It must be a poor earth return. The term has a likely ring
to it. Crocodile clips and leads all over the place, and whilst
wasting all this time I noticed that a new tube had been
fitted recently. This was the last place left to check. It just
had to be here.
All the earthing connections seemed to be loose, as
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though whoever had fitted the tube had been so exhausted
by the effort of securing it that they hadn't the strength to
finish off the job. The thick sleevedstrap really seemedto be
the one that was slopping about, and when this and the
other contacts were tightened we couldn't make the fault
reappear. We still can't quite see how this could have been
responsiblefor such a drastic h.t. voltage variation.
"Did you find out what was giving you so much
trouble?"
"There was a screwloose."
"Quite common around here."
No wonder I hate women.
AII that Glistens . . .
A familiar car drew up outside. It had drawn up only
yesterday. The nice man with the 26in. Philips G8. We
fitted a nice new line output transformer for him, and he'd
paid in nice new fivers.
The 800mA fuse on the line timebase panel had failed
again however. There were no shorts, and the output
transistors appeared to be in order, but when we connected
the meter across the fuseholder and switched on we got a
reading of well over lA, while the 47Q anti-breathing
resistor in the h.t. feed to the line output stage started to
overheat.Pop went the fuse on the power supply panel.
Once more my hawk like eyes narrowed. Once more I
couldn't seea bloody thing. But I was called upon to make
a decision. The glistening new transformer was unsoldered
and removed. A dull brown FAT 035 G8 replacementwas
fitted. The tripler was left disconnected, a new fuse was
fitted over on the power supply panel, and the meter was
linked across the fuseholderon the line scan panel. Switch
on and a reading of some 400mA showed that the right
decision had been made, difficult though it had been.
Connect the tripler and the readingroseto about 500mA.
"Sorry sir, very sorry. Your new transformer had rather
a short life."
"I hope this one fares a bit better."
"It will sir, and a happy new year. Mine's started off
interestinglyenough."
How fortunate that we keep a good stock of G8 line
output transformers.
How prudent that we keep a good stock of . . . if there's a
competitor, it must be the Rank T20 chassis.Having said
that however I must add that I find the G8 the easiest set to
work on. It's causedme few real problems.
Which Reminds Me
One that raised my eyebrows came in the other day
however.It came in becausethe picture was over large, and
becausethe customer was fed up with the service he'd been
getting from a nation-wide group. The over large picture
was due to low e.h.t.,one of the line output transistorsbeing
short-circuit.We also found that the h.t. was 240V instead
of 205V. Having replaced the short-circuit transistor, we
wound the h.t. preset down and checked again. Still 240V.
So we checked the preset in the over-voltage protection
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Fig. 1: Simplified circuit showing the power supply arrangements used in the Thorn 98OO chassis. Because the low-voltage
supplies are derived from the line output stage, a start-up circuit is reguired. This consists of WSlO and the associated
components. When the set is first switched on, mains-derived gate pulses are fed to W7O3 via W810, C8l O, R8l4 and W8l 1.
Once the h.t. supplies have been established, the line output stage will come into operation, producing the 48V and stabilised
25V rails. The thyristor will then be triggered in the normal way. When the 25V supply appears, W8l2 charges C8l I and W8l O
switches on, shorting out the start-up circuit. Should the over-voltage trip operate, the h"t. and l.t. supplies will decay. W8l2 will
be reverse biased and the time-constant of C81 l/R813 will hold VTSIO on for a while. This prevents the thyristor being
triggered until the h.t. supply has been discharged.

circuit. Adjusting this reduced the h.t. all right, but of
course the picture was then fluctuating. This suggestedthat
the thyristor was not well. It was new however,as was the
BR 100 trigger diac. This was presumablywhy the previous
repairer had left the h.t. at 240Y, with a steadypicture, and
had beat a hasty retreat.
I pondered.The protection circuit wasn't operatingwhen
the h.t. was high, presumably becauseit was not set up
correctly, but was able to reduce the h.t. voltage when
adjusted,the h.t. presetdoing nothing at all. It seemedlikely
that somethingwas wrong with the regulator action. R1368
(470k4), which is in series with the h.t. preset, and the
feedbackresistorR1372 (390kS)) were both found to be
out of tolerance - with R1368 really high. Replacing both
resistors restored normal operation, a 205Y stabilisedh.t.
supply and a happy customer.

The Thorn 9800 C/lassis
We've sold quite a few Thorn 9800s - along with 9000s,
9600s and 8800s. While the 9600 is a larger-screenversion
of the 9000, with the Syclops systembut with quite a lot of
differences,the 9800 is a descendantof the 8000 series
chassis,being a variant of the 8800. This meansthat it uses
a thyristor regulatedpower supply with an over-voltagetrip
and, in addition, an inertia start-up circuit. The latter is
required becauseof the subtle changesintroduced with the
9800 chassis.Out went the mains transformer, all the lowvoltage supplies in the set being obtained from the line
output stage,which incidentally employs a diode-splitline
output transformer. So with only the h.t. supply mains
derived, and the thyristor's trigger circuit poweredfrom the
scan-derived48/25V rails, a start-up circuit (see Fig. l) is
necessary. All this is rather complicated and serves to
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Fig. 2: 48/47V supply circuit, Thorn 98OO chassrs.
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explain why a simple soul like me gets confused for a little
while. . . sometimeslonger.
Anyway, the fault reported was intermittent field collapse
and hissing,and like a loon I headedstraight for the power
supply panel, expectingto find a dry-joint in the supply to
the field timebase- as you might with the 8000-8800 series.
I removedthe panel and checkedit over thoroughly. Apart
from one in another circuit, there were no suspect
connections.So I replaced the panel and then found that
there was no supply of any sort worth mentioning, except
that the power supply was tripping slowly. The slow tick
irritated me intensely, since we were now in another ball
game and one that always confuses me. Old dogs don't
easilylearn new tricks.
A meter connectedto the 50Q h.t. filter resistor R709
confirmed that the h.t. supply was rising slowly to about
50V, then ticking back to zero. This meant that the start-up
circuit at least was functioning. Just then my friend Geoff
from Moon Lane poppedin to say hello, and askedwhether
I was in trouble. I explainedthat the field collapseproblem
had resultedin me buggering about with the power supply
panel, and that I was now in it up to my neck. He said he'd
had the same trouble a little while ago and had done much
the same thing before realisingthat the 47V field timebase
supply comes from the line output stage.That cheeredme
up enormously, since now I had a slowly tripping supply
and hadn't even startedto clear the original faults.
The manual suggestedthat providing an external 24V
supply would help. It didn't seemto make much difference
however, so I lost my cool and decided to supply the set
with some h.t. whether the set liked it or not. I grabbed a
150Q, l7W resistor and slapped it straight across the
thyristor - the thyristor is precededby an h.t. diode (W704)
which can do the rectifying bit. This started the set up with
no trouble at all, and on removing the 150Q resistorthe set
remainedon, albeit with a small picture and low h.t. I then
noticed that the set h.t. preset control appeared to be
at minimum, and on turning it to about midway the h.t.
voltage was correct and the picture full size.Switch off and
check how the set behavesfrom cold. Switch qn, hear the
e.h.t.,then find a bright line acrossthe centre ofthe screen.
At leastthe h.t. was correct.
So I decided to tackle the original problem of field
collapse. We now know that the field timebase supply
comesfrom the centreline output stagepanel.This can't be
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reachedfrom below, so the set had to go off again.Release
and slide out panel, then upend it. The 47/48V supply
circuit is shown in Fig. 2, and what we discoveredwas that
the 470 p F reservoircapacitor C86l was loosein its solder
while the filter resistor R857 (6.8 Q) was dry-jointed. The
dry-joint on R857 would explain the field collapseof course,
but would the loose reservoircapacitor explain the tripping?
All I can report is that no further trouble of this sort has
been experienced,but a few minutes after sorting out these
connections the hissing initially mentioned put in an

appearance.This turned out to be due to a kink in the e.h.t.
cable as it left the top of the line output transformer socket.
A new cable with a long-reach nipple was fitted and this
trouble was over.
The fact that there was intermitent colour after an hour's
use meant that the set came back in again for an i.c. change,
but no one had mentionedthat so how was I to know?
"I wish I had your job" said Dick as he dealt out the
cards."You never seemto have any worries."
I didn't hear him properly becauseof the wax in my ears.

TestReport: TheNLSLM353
Disital Multimeter

Eugene Trundle

THEnE's a wide range of digital multimeters on the market
at present.Some still use an LED display, but theseare now
in the minority. The more recent LCD system has many
advantages (unless you're working in the dark!), mainly
the lower battery consumption. From the many meters
available.we chose the NLS manufacturedLM353. It's
about the smallestDMM we've seen,and is a good example
of the current trend towards the miniaturisationof test gear.
The instrument is one of a range of several DMMs
produced by this manufacturer.They share a common case
size, offer a choice of LED or LCD displays, and vary in
pricefrom f 69 to f 195 ex VAT.
The LM353 is about the sizeof a PP9 radio battery and,
being housed in a plastic case,can very often be sat inside
the equipmentunder test. It's a 3{ digit type, which means
that "full-scale deflection" is l'999 and decadesthereof.
Since a digital display cannot go backwards or "off the
end", polarity and overload indicators are required. These
take the form of a + or - sign before the readout, and a
steady I display in the event of overloading.There are a.c.
and d.c. voltage and current ranges- four, from 2V to lkV
and 2mA to lA. The resistanceranges are from 200Q to
IOMQ. Power is provided by four AAA size cells.the battery
life being quoted as 100 hours. Inside, the instrument
consists of four i.c.s and a fair number of discrete
components, arranged on three small, parallel-mounted
glassfibreboards.

changingprocedure.This involvesremoving the whole outer
case, exposing the delicate circuit boards etc. Finally, the
front panel printing around the range switch is spaced in
such a way that the click stops of the switch get "out of
phase" with the panel legend. In the extreme case, on the
direct current range,the knob tendsto point more to "AC
rnA" than"DC rnA".
On the credit side. the main case and back cover are
rnade of a tough, flexible material, and a useful
multiposition prop/hook/handle is provided - I slipped
some sleevingover this during the time that I had the meter
for test, so that the instrument could be laid in a working
TV set without the risk of the metal prop causingfireworks.

Conclusion
If your requirementis for a DMM of minimum size for
generalpurposeuse, you won't find one smallerthan this! It
works well, but is certainly not under priced at f75 plus
VAT.
One of my TV servicing colleagues long years ago
regularly usedto carry out his field servicingon a company
Larnbretta motor scooter. If the current depressionbites
much deeper,maybe we shall all have to return to this
economicbut hazardousmode of transport.Just right for
the super technician who never has to bring a TV set back
to the workshop (does anyone know any?). If this comesto
pass, test equipment such as this meter and the baby
oscilloscoperecentlyreviewedwill be much in demand!
The LM353 is availablefrom LawtronicsLtd.. 139 Hieh
Street,Edenbridge,Kent TN8 5AX.

On the Bench
During the two weeks I had the meter for test, it was
being constantly used for TV servicing. I found that the
calibration accuracy was within specificationon all ranges,
and that the a.c. ranges were average-sensing/r.m.s.
calibrated for a sinewaveinput, as is usual with this type of
instrument. On the resistance ranges. I found that the
kilohms range had the ability to forward bias a
semiconductordevice(test voltage2V), whereasthe kQ/10
range, with applied voltage of 200mV, was not sufficientto
switch on a semiconductorjunction. This has the advantage
that many components mounted around a silicon
semiconductor device can be checked in situ - a useful
point, and one which may not be immediatelyapparent.The
current ranges require the meter to drop lV at f.s.d. on all
ranges:this seemsrather a lot!
I was not so happy with the LM353 mechanically.The
front panel is made of wafer thin plastic material which
looks vulnerable to damage, and I'm wary of the battery
The NLS LM353 "babV" digital multimeter.
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TheShootingof
Sam Magrew
LesLawryJohns
HE was a funny sort of fellow. Sort of round, if you know
what I mean - five foot tall, five foot wide and five foot
deep, with a face proclaiming that the Lord had not been
too generous when dishing out the intelligence quota. He
had to screw up his watery blue eyes to protect them from
the smoke that forever issued from the fag that stuck out of
his mouth - it was there the whole time he spoke, which he
did incessantly while never really saying anything. He
probably kept it there whilst eating as well. I vaguely
recognised him as a labourer for a local builder, which
perhaps explains why the local pub keepsfalling to pieces.
Anyway, he came into the shop one morning, talking
before he even got through the door and expecting me to
understandexactly what he meant though I'd heard only the
half of it. I can't possibly record his exact words, only the
gist of it.
Apparently his old TV had finally given up the ghost
and had been dispatched to the graveyard. As a
replacement, his sister had given him a "new" Bush set
which had gone wrong a couple of years previously and had
been stored in her loft. He would like it got going again. No,
he couldn't bring it in as he didn't have a car. And he'd like
it done today otherwise his old mum, who was a cripple,
wouldn't have anything to watch. Which is why I nipped up
there to seeifI could sort things out.
It was a hybrid monochrome set - A774 chassis. Its
on/off switch was faulty for a start, and as it had been
stored for a couple of years I thought it would be prudent to
take it back to the shop. As I preparedto put it in the car,
he cheered me up by telling me that I'd been the last one to
repair it, and that although his sister thought I was all right
her husband hadn't liked me. I thanked him for this
interesting bit of information and departed, promising to
return before evening so that the old girl could see the
night's programmes. Before I left he shouted out that he
wanted his name put on the set, becausehe didn't want it
changed over for one that was no good.
"Magrew. Sam Magrew. Anyone round here will tell
you." I drove off wishing I hadn't got involved to start with.
I couldn't really spare the time away from the shop, and I
had this funny feeling . . .
There were several otherjobs that had to be done before I
could attend to Sam's set, but when I got to it I fitted a new
volume control-on/off switch and checked for any obvious
shorts. Switch on and the valves lit up, but as soon as the
line timebasegot going the e.h.t. rectifier's heater winding
on the output transformer started arcing. This wasn't
surprising,in view of the fact that it had been stored. So I
pondered upon the wisdom of either fitting a new
transformer or simply replacing the heater winding and
keeping my fingers crossed.Totting up the cost of a new
transformer, plus the on/off switch etc., I came to the
conclusion that the total would be no mean factor to Sam,
who'd had the set given to him anyway. So out came the
DY802's holder, and some e.h.t. cable in sleevingprovided
the winding. I knew this was a mistake, but like a fool kept
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on. The e.h.t. now came on nicely, and there was good
sound. But sync was nowhere in sight. The sync separator
transistor is tucked away on the left centre, near the vertical
strut. It proved to be open-circuit. On replacing this the
picture locked and looked good. So I stuck the set in the car
and nippedit back smartly.
"Fifteen quid" bawled Sam, "I could have got a new one
for that." The old girl tutted in agreement.Sam pulled out a
wad of tenners and fivers and peeledoff the fifteen.
"I hope it ain't going to give no more trouble after all
this."
I began to loose my cool. "If the set'sbeen stored in the
loft for a couple of years, I'm responsibleonly for what I've
just done, not the rest ofthe bloody thing."

AnotherVisit
Next morning Sam reappeared."We saw the telly for just
four hours, then it went off again. My mum's not very
pleasedI can tell you."
So we popped up and found that the line output
transformer had given up the struggle. I put a new one in,
with a stick rectifier, and carefully checked the drive and
operating conditions, shutting my ears to the
uncomplimentary conversation that was going on in the
background about my abilities as a repairer of tellys. I'd
intended to waive the charge on the transformer for the sake
of customer relations, but as I could hear that these were
already at a low ebb I cheered Sam up by asking for
another tenner. This wouldn't put the balance right, but
would help a bit. There was immediate uproar, and I think
he said something about going to the race relations. This
seemeda bit queer,but I eventuallygot out and beat a hasty
retreat.
The Final Visit
You'll never guess who turned up next morning. Hard
things were said. Suitably translated, the gist of his
comments were to the effect that when he'd paid through
the nose for ajob he expectedit to have beendone, not half
done. "What about the pub that keeps falling to pieces" I
asked? "That's nothing to do with me, I only mix the
cement."
So up we went again, and I was shockedto find that the
new transformer had a short betweenwindings, as a result
of which the smoothing resistor lit up like a firebar. I told
him I'd take it down to the shop to check it thoroughly, but
he didn't listen because he was moaning about the money
he'd already spent.So I countedout the exact sum he'd paid
and put it on the table. Like a flash he grabbedit.
"You had the set given to you, and now you've grabbed
that you haven't paid a bean.The only looser around here is
me." That was my swan-song,
"Leave the set alone" he said unnecessarily."I'll get
Dave around the corner to fix it. He'll do it in no time and
won't chargeeither."
On leaving,I felt I'd done somethingwrong somewhere.
I've shortened the story so as not to bore you - in fact two
new line output transformers had had to be fitted, and both
had shorted to earth through the windings after some five
hours' use. The line drive waveform appeared to be
perfectly correct.
It was probably all my fault, but Sam's attitude was less
than constructive so it was possibly six of one and half a
dozen of the other. If you happento meet a Bush set with an
A774 chassis and a new line output transformer with a
short, be careful.
I had a dream that night. Sam Magrew was at the bar
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telling everyone that Long John Lawry was a bum. As I
entered through the swing doors, Sam went for his gun and
I went for mine . . .
It Never Rains
After that awkward epic, we just had to have another.
Nothing complicated, just a Bush colour set fitted with the
A823 chassis.No field scan after working normally for a
few minutes. So we checked the vertical scan balance
control 6RV2 and resoldered the pegs of the pincushion
correction phase coil 6L20. No trouble at all, no more field
collapse. Run the set for twenty minutes or so, then await
collection.
Half an hour later there was a phone call to say that the
colour had gone. Back it came. Change decoderpanel: still
no colour. Change i.f. panel: colour restored. Attack
chroma amplifier and change little round transistors, fitting
better known ones. Lovely colour. Check for thirty minutes.
No loss of colour, no field collapse.
Next day there was a phone call to say that there was
now no sound or raster and would I call as they thought
that carting the set around was having a bad effect on it . . .
So off I went. Blown 1.t.fuse due to the BYl64 l.t. rectifier
being short-circuit. Fit more manly 8Y225 bridge and new
fuse. Sound o.k., picture o.k., colour o.k. Would I mind if
they gave the set a few days'trial before popping the money
in?

Colour Faults
in rapid
appeared
ThreeThorncoloursets(3500chassis)
All with colourfaultsthatmaybeof interest.
succession.
The first gave a nice monochrome display, but when the
colour control was turned up only blue and green were in
evidence. This ruled out a good 80 per cent of the decoder
circuitry, so we settled down to check the R - Y channel,
from the bridge demodulator onwards. Our first suspectwas
the small electrolytic which couples the signal to the base of
the R - Y preamplifier transistor on the video panel. This
turned out to be all right however, so we moved back to the
decoder panel. The filter choke L304 between the bridge
and the output connection was open-circuit. Repair the
choke and full colour is restored.
Feeliirg pleased about this quick one, we turned to the
next. No colour. Check for presenceof gating/blanking
pulse from line output stage at l2/9. Present. Check at
other side of pulse coupling resistor R351. Pulse still there.
Check presenceof chroma signal from i.f. panel at l2/4.
Present and correct. Check for presence of colour turn-on
voltage at base of chrominanceamplifier transistor VT309.
Nothing - there should be l7V atTPz. Check back through
the circuit and find that the emitter-follower transistor
VT305 is open-circuit, preventing the 4.43MHz reference
signal going any place. Replace VT305. Nice colour.
Another quicky! Could our luck last? No it couldn't.
The next one was a bitch. It needn't have been, since we'd
had the same thing a couple of years previously. But
suffering from seniledecay as I am, I can never remember
these things until I've spent a lot of time rediscovering them.
So round and round the decoder we went, looking for the
causeof the loss of colour. The basic problem was that the
ident signal was missing. Think carefully about the ident
stage.The 330O emitter resistoris decoupledby an 0.22pF
electrolytic.Maybe this had dried up, killing the ident signal
through negative feedback action? Bridging it seemedto
restore everything to normal, but a replacement failed to
make any difference. Tap the stage and the colour came
back. Turn the set back upright and the colour went. Then it
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dawned on me. Removing the 7.8kHz coil's can revealeda
sliver of solder which had obviously fallen into it during the
course of a previous line timebase repair. Just as in the case
two or three years back.
Why my brilliant, retentive memory keeps failing me like
this I don't know. Honey Bunney says it's all these sex
books her cousin brings in for me. He has lots of technical
books given to him as surplus by someone who collects
them from newsagents, and scattered amongst them are
these naughty books I find of some small interest. But I
don't really think they causeloss of memory.
No Field Scan
A Philips colour set (G8 chassis)was a little too large for
its owner to bring in, so we had to pay it a call. The fault
reported was no field scan, and as this can be a little
awkward at times we took a spare timebase panel with us.
This was as well, since on checkingthe voltagesaround the
two BDl3l output transistors everything seemed to be
about right. So we fitted the spare panel, then spent some
time on other little jobs that neededsorting out - grey scale,
convergence,etc. Having satisfiedthe lady ofthe housethat
the set was now in 100 per cent condition (even though the
original complaint had simply beenabout the field collapse),
we took the faulty panel and ourselvesback to the shop.
On the bench, the panel was checked.The transistors and
the BRY56 s.c.s. all appearedto be in order, but the field
charging capacitors C4451 and C4452 were virtually opencircuit. Replacing these electrolytics and applying about
30V to the supply connectionsFl and F2 proved that the
panel was now working - becauseof the buzz from the
loudspeakerof the signal tracer - but as we didn't have a
G8 around we couldn't tell exactly how well the panel was
performing. When one did come in, for a new line output
transformer, we took the opportunity to check the panel.
The height and linearity were not up to standard, and
although the BDl3l output transistors read all right on a
meter new ones had to be fitted to restore some range to the
operation of the presets.

Dog Attacks Vicar
Ben is fairly large as rough coated collies go. Placid too,
as far as people are concerned. When it comes to territory
and other dogs however, it's a different story. His pet hate is
a black dog which comespast with its owner and marks his
patch as it were..If he could get out when that dog passes
there'd be an awful reckoning. The problem now is that
Ben's dislike of that dog appears to have turned into a
pathologicalhatred for all things black. For example,there's
a lady who passeswith a black shoppingbasket on wheels.
This makesBen go berserk.
Well the other Sunday morning we'd just returned from
our walk and I'd slippedBen'schain off prior to openingthe
door when I caught sight of the vicar toddling down the
road, supportedin the main by his rolled umbrella.
"Morning vicar." I'd hardly got the words out when Ben
rushedstraight at him, with every hair standingon end. Not
a pretty sight. Ben's teeth fastenedon the black umbrella,
and the vicar was robbed of his support. Fortunately Ben
realised his mistake at once, and looked rather sheepish
even before I cuffed him round the ear. But the vicar was
going round in circles trying to stay on an even keel. I tried
to help, with the resultthat we both gyrated around a couple
of times. Profuse apologieswere offered and accepted."It's
your umbrella" I explained,"it's black you see."
Needlessto say, Ben's beenin the dog houseever since.
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It Started to SaySomething . oo
Les LawryJ ohns
I wAS busy sitting at the typewriter wondering what on
earth to write about when this young lady came in canying a
small colour portable. A corker and no doubt about it: a
vision of lovelinesswith that elusivequality called style. As
she approached I suddenly rememberedwhat life was all
about. None of that twaddle about what we are here for and
the hiddenmeaningof life.
"l wonder if you can help me?" she asked quite
unnecessarily.
"This is our secondset,but when we switch
it on it starts to say somethingthen stops.We switch it off
and on and it just about comes out with another word then
packs up again. I know that soundssilly, but I'd be very
grateful if you could get it to say a sentenceat least." Plus a
senseof humour . . . "It's a Philips.K9 I think."
I looked at her carefully. It was a KT2 actually, which is
not far removed from the current KT3. Not at all like a
robot dog. All good fun, so I grabbedthe pad.
"Could I have the name, addressand telephonenumber
please?"
"My name's Knell. E. Knell." The pen nearly fell from
my hand. Could this be the legendary. . .Had shecome all
thesethousandsof milesto test me? But I kept my cool.
"Could you call back in a coupleof hours,please.We'll
haveit done to your completesatisfactioner . . . well, done.
Neverfear..."
"All right then. I'll get my husbandto pop in later to
collectit."
After she'd gone I pulled myself together.What a fool I'd
been. What rot to think . . . Anyway, I'd rather rashly
promised to have it ready in a couple of hours, talking
normally and hopefully showing a picture as well. So off
came the back cover. Plug in aerial and select BBC-I.
Switch on. It came on, said "well", then lapsedinto silence.
Obviously the protection circuit was protecting something
or other againstsomethingor other . . .
So I turned it on its face and switched it on again,
noticingthis time that with the volumeturneddown so that
it couldn't speaktherewas a hiss and a subduedcrack from
the top of the cabinet around the e.h.t.connector.Switch
off. removee.h.t.connectorand suspendit well clear,then
switch on again.This time it continuedto function,evento
talk whenthe volumecontrol was turnedup.
There was no deterioration on the e.h.t. cap, and
thorough cleaning of the top of the tube (very little
clearance)showed no muck that might have promoted a
discharge.So we put the cap back and tried again.The set
remainedon, but a hiss could be heard and with the lights
out a faint blue haze could be seenfrom the top ofthe tube
to the Rimband. Off came the connector again, and we
renewed our efforts around said area with silicone. This
time there was hardly any hiss when we refitted the
connector, and what there was stopped when we reduced
the chopper-regulated
h.t. supply from l3lV to just under
l30V with R405. We now had a set that talked and
produceda splendidpictureas well.
You won't believe this. but an hour or so later a little
grey-faced man crept into the shop and enquired as to
whetherhis setwas ready.
"What namesir?"
"Knell. My wife broughtit in earlier."
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So there you are. Here am I, a fine strapping figure of a
man bursting with health,and hereis he, an empty shell of a
man, sapped of his manhood, old before his time. Lucky
man.
Enter Jacko
You may recall Jacko. I have great difficulty keepinghim
away from Honey Bunch becausehe always thinks it's New
Year's Eve, even in the middle of May, and Honey Bunch
thinks it's great fun to hop around keeping at arm's length
but always managesto get caught before Jacko gets puffed
out. Anyway Jacko turned up with his Pye 697 (hybrid
colour chassis) complaining that all he could get was a
whiteline.
"Good" I said, "it shows what perfect convergenceyou
have."
"Let's not talk about me" said Jacko,"it's the set I'm on
about." Which spoilt my little joke.
Now field collapseon a Pye hybrid colour set doesn't
necessarily mean that the field timebase has ceased to
function, i.e. the trouble need not be on the field timebase
subpanelat all but in the long interconnectionsvia which
the suppliesand the field drive come and go. Our first step
was to ensure that the positive and negative 20V supplies
were present at the output transistors. Yes. So we
connectedan audio signaltracer to the field output tag D in
order to hear the field buzz. Loud and clear. The separate
20V supply to the height control is not important in casesof
field collapseincidentally,sinceif it's absent- as it often is
when the zener diode D52 on the main panel goes shortcircuit - the effect will be lack of height rather than
completeloss of scan.Complete collapsemore often means
an open-circuitsomewherein the long path from output tag
D to chassis.This embracesmany connections,tracks and
leads.
Sincethere was a nice healthy buzz at tag D, we followed
the green lead up to the top right edge connector on the
power board, then down and across to the side edge
connector.This is fairly easyifyou know thesesets,but is a
bit tricky for those who don't becauseof the jump leads on
the componentside of the board - theseare not marked on
the print side. The circuit is then from the side edge
connectorto the scan coils. back to the edge connector and
up to the convergencepanel edge connector, with a link
lrom here to the shift control on the power board. All this
givesplenty of scopefor poor contacts or hair cracks in the
print runs.
By the time we'd proved the continuity to and from the
scan coils the scan had openedup and no amount of pulling
or pushing, tapping or bending would make it collapse
again.
Whilst I was thus engaged,Jacko informed me that two
(of the six) buttons were unusable.I told him he still had
four, but he took the view that if two were gone the others
would not be far behind. So out came the tuner head or
selectorunit (or whatever you like to call it), and we settled
down to fit the replacementwhich had been up on the shelf
for some time, together with ten million other bits and
pieces which we order just in case they might be needed
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(this is the reason for our destitution, and why H.B. and I
have great difficulty in getting our ends to meet). Fit
selectorunit and switch on to align buttons.
Therewas a white line acrossthe screenof course.
"We haven'tgot very far, havewe?" commentedJacko.
I decided on another line of attack, since the first effort
didn't seemto have been very rewarding.Switch the set off
and make continuity checksfrom tag D through to the edge
connectors. through the scan coils, then up to the
convergencepanel. Here my eyescrossedand I got mixed
up a bit, but the reading down to the slider of the shift
control seemedpretty lorv. The field coupling capacitor
C455 on the convergence
panellookedall right and anyway
doesn't give trouble. All in all then a pretty fruitless
exercise.
I made an unkind comment about the parentageof the
Pye 697 range in general,and Jacko remindedme that I'd
recommendedand sold him the set in the first place. So we
switchedit on again and of coursetherewas a full scan.It
was Jacko's turn to query the set'sparentage.
By now I'd convincedmyself that on this occasionthe
trouble was not to do with the print or connectionson the

il
Ec

power board, and that as the field coils are in parallel the
most likely suspect was the convergencepanel. Further
checks here revealed that the slider of the field R/G
symmetry control RV40, which is in serieswith the scan
coils,was dry-jointed.When this was made good harmony
was restoredall round.
"Took you a long time" saidJacko unkindly.
"That's true" said Honey Bunch, appearingbriefly on the
scene."Most things seem to take him longer lately." So
sayingshevanishedas quickly as she'dcome.
"That'll cost you fifteen quid" I snarled at Jacko. "Pay
up and clear off."
"You blokes must be making a fortune.I'll do it myself
nexttime." Exit Jacko.
lnterlude
E n t e rs m a l lb o y .
"Have you any plugsmister?"
"Lots son."
"Stick 'em up your socketthen!"
Bring back the stocksI say.
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Knowing One's [ob. oo
LesLawryJohns
EncH day that passesconvincesme more that I don't know
my job and never will. The fact that we successfullyservice
thousandsof sets is pure luck, backed by a little knowledge
of some basic facts and polished by our experiencegained
over the years. Look at what happened yesterday for
example.
A chappie, with some help, brought in a large Baird
console that had a Thorn 3500 chassislurking somewhere
within. "Smoke" he said. "Lots of grey smoke every time
we switch on." This to me meant that the fault was not a
serious one, since there was not enough current passingto
operate the trip - assuming that the trip was intact, and that
it hadn't been shunted with 30A fuse wire. So I took a look
inside and was surprised to find a strange small panel lying
on the bottom left video board, connected by wires to the
convergenceassembly.It consistedof a couple of coils on
magnets, with a knob for adjustment. Realisation burst
upon me that it was the blue radial convergence assembly,
snappedoffthe main block - probably by a heavy hand.
"The smoke comes from up here" he said, indicating the
top right line timebase and beam limiter department.
"How long sincethis bit was snappedoff?" I enquired.
"Oh that's not importantl it was like that when I got the
set a couple ofyears ago."
"That's not possible" I said with authority. "You just
couldn't watch the picture with that off."
I removed the line timebase panel however, and found
that C514 (4.7pF), which decouplesthe h.t. supply on the
panel, was looking decidedly distressed.So I replaced it,
refitted the panel, and switched on: first to prove that the
smoke no longer issued and that the set worked, and
secondly to show that you just can't do without blue
convergence.
The picture took some time to appear, due to the age of
the tube, but when it did become watchable fiust about) it
had only slight misconvergence.No doubt if the blue gun
had been up to scratch the misconvergence would have
been more noticeable, but there we were and I couldn't
argue.
"That'll do me Lawry, at least until I start work and can
afford one of those things you say I need." And off he went,
after I'd securedthe loose convergenceassemblyto prevent
it shorting anything out. I was afraid to try fixing it back
into its approximateposition you see,becauseit might have
messedup the convergence... Who needsblue correction
anyway?
Another

Failure

After this queer one, another one just had to follow. It
was a Bush set, fitted with the Z7l8 chassis.I'd recently
replaced the e.h.t. stick, as the original one had been
causing the set to trip. So naturally the owner brought it
back saying that the new stick was defective as the set was
still tripping. It continued to do this with the stick
disconnected,so even the owner had to admit that it must
be somethingelse.But what?
Tests proved that the line oscillator was working, and
that line drive was reaching the output stage. To my
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befuddled mind it seemed likely that if the line output
transistors were o.k., the line output transformer had
probably taken exception to the load presentedto it by the
faulty stick, but I was loath to acceptthis diagnosis,mainly
becauseI didn't have a transformer in stock. If it had been
the T20 chassis, I'd have fitted a new line output
transformer without hesitation, but the Z7l8 chassis is a
different proposition altogether in this respect.
So I checked the line output transistors and found slight
leakage in both. Two new ones went in and made no
difference at all. "I must have the set today, because I'm
going abroad on Monday and I must leave it working for
the family." More frantic checks,all to no avail.
"I think it's the line output transformer" I confessed,"but
I'm not sure. Nip it up to Geoffin Moon Lane and seewhat
he and Eddy think. Two headsare betterthan one, and they
probably have a transformer they can fit today." So off he
went, leaving me with a severe dose of lost confidence,
somethingthat always makesme mean to the cat.
Some time later Geoff phoned to say that it hadn't been
the transformer, and that Eddy had met this one before.
After some preliminary checking, he'd diagnosed a faulty
potentiometer- the NS pincushion phase control 5RV2.
Later I had a look at the circuit. The defective
potentiometer was presumably loading the field output
stage, and as this obtains its 32V supply from the line
output stagethere would be an excessiveload here as well.

Every One's a Killer
"Before you go" Geoff continued, "there's a little story
you might like to hear." Apparently an engineerfriend of
his had been attempting to deliver a set to a customer, but
couldn't get in through the front gate because of the
ferociousdog that was barring his way, barking its head off.
The lady ofthe houselooked out ofthe window and gave
him instructions. "Kick his balls and he'll be friendly" meaning the small balls it played with in the garden of
course.
"If you'll turn him round I will" bawled the frustrated
engineer.
"You horrid man. I'll report you for this."
Thank you Geoff. Every one's a killer. "You haven't
heard anything yet" continued Geoff, warming to his task.
"You remember Sam Magrew whom you described with
such loving detail in the April Television?" As if I could
forget him.
"He's on our back now. Came in for the cheapestcolour
set we could offer him, which also turned out to be the
heaviest,a Thorn 3000 with sliding doors and all mod cons.
Bloody great thing. Delivered it to his house and left it
working fine. Next day he came in to say the set wasn't
right and what were we going to do about it? Went up there
and found that his crippled old mum had luggedit round to
the other side of the room and mucked about with the aerial
plug etc.
So we put that right and left it working again.We've been
up there half a dozen times since to sort it out. She (or is it
he?) can't leave it alone for more than a couple of hours.
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I wish we'd never set eyeson him."
"What a shame Geoff' I tittered. "If there's anything I
can do to help, like pushing him off the end of the pier, just
let me know."
No onloff
A common complaint in recent years is that "the on/off
isn't working." This is the customer'scomplaint, or rather
statement, based on the fact that when they switch on
nothing happens. Once in a while, usually after a lengthy
eiplanation has been given as to why the switch need not be
at fault, it turns out that they are right and the customer
looks at you pityingly and says "what else could it have
been?"
In the majority of cases however they're wrong and you
could be on to a merry chase, especially if the fault is
intermittent and the set comes on when you are about to
make a key measurementthat would solvethe problem.The
Philips Gl I chassisis a particularly apt example:the upper
right line output board can cunningly conceal dry-joints
that contact at the slightestvibration. How you tackle this
sort of thing is a matter for personalpreference:resoldering
every joint on the board may seem silly and time wasting,
but it's often the only long term remedy if call-backsare to
be avoided.
A Tedious

G9

A recent time waster was a Philips set fitted with the G9
chassis.It turned out to have two intermittent faults, one
producing the "dead set" symptom and the other an audible
tripping as the h.t. line rose to 125V and then collapsedto
zero, rising and collapsingcyclically. The faults would then
clear and the set would behave impeccably for the rest of the
day. We eventually managed to make some brief
measurementsat one or two points on the power supply
panel, and discovered lOV across a 7.5Y zener diode.
When we replacedthe diode the faults seemedto clear, but
on switching on next day the h.t. was haywire again with a
narrow, fluctuating picture.
We spent much time on the power supply panel,sincethe
fault would clear for long periods. Whilst making a couple
of adjustments on the line scan panel however we
accidentally found that the fault could be provoked by

applying pressure around the centre electrolytic Cl38
(2,200pF), which decouples the emitter of the line output
transistor and acts as a reservoir for the 45V supply
obtained from the EW diode modulator. Thinking that we
were on to a dry-joint, much time was spent in the happy
pursuit of resoldering,to no end of course. We then did
what we should have done initially: we removed Cl38 and
found that its end tags had deteriorated. A new electrolytic
restoredreliable operation, once the beam limiter had been
,setup correctly.
Enter the Flower Seller
A gypsy lady then came in and offered either to sell me
someflowers or tell me my fortune. She seemedremarkably
like the fortune teller I'd encountered at the seasideon that
rainy summerday all thoseyears ago - the one who warned
me about the blue tants in Bob's TV set twenty years later.
Not a person to be trifled with, even though it had cost me
two and sixpenceat the time. Seeingthat I wasn't going to
buy any flowers, she gave me a sample of her psychic
power.
"You're not appreciated"she said. "People take you for
grantedand don't reward you enoughfor what you do."
"That's true" I agreedimmediately."Television setscost
no more now than they did ten years ago, so people don't
want to pay any more for the repair than they did then, but
everythingelsehas gone up ten times. That's why I'm poor
while everybodyelseis gettingricher."
"You'd be better off emptying dustbins" she
sympathized."You need one of my lucky charms, then
you'll be ableto get away with chargingmore."
"Our dustbins aren't emptied" I protested."We have to
put our rubbish in theseblack plastic bags which they throw
into the back of a big lorry thing with a big screw that goes
round and chews everything up, and the dustmen tell me
that if I don't give them a bigger tip this Christmas they'll
throw me in and I'll be screwed."
"You'll get screwedif you don't stop talking rubbish and
get on with some work" said Honey Bunch, trotting down
stairs."Oh what lovely flowers! Can I have some?"
So she and the flower seller lady engagedin some hard
bargaining,whilst I was left out in the cold as usual without
finding out whether red tants are any more reliable than
blue ones.

SERVICENOTESFROM PHILIPS
Gll chassis: Due to spreads in the characteristicsof the
TDA259lQ line oscillator/sync separatori.c., line jitter can
be experienced.To overcome this problem, a 27kQ resistor
has been added in parallel with C2029 (0. I pF).
In models with full infra-red remote control, the
SAA5000 i.c. (IC3606) used in the hand-held remote
control unit has been supersededby the SAA5000A i.c.,
which has a lower power consumption. Along with this
change, the values of R3601-5 and R3609 have been
increasedfrom 33kQ to l00kQ.
KT3 chassis: In sets that include teletext facilities, the
value of C2l6O in the i.f. module is 33pF - it's l20pF in
non-teletextsets. A few cases of poor data capture have
beenreporteddue to C2160 not being ofthe correct value.
K30 chassis: To prevent power supply shut down when
tuning, the value of F.7322on the U I I supply drive/control
panelhas beenreducedfrom 3 .9kO to 2.2kQ.
To increasethe field flyback blanking period and prevent
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the vertical interval test signalscausing interferenceat the
top of the screen,a l5pF ceramic plate capacitor has been
addedbetweenthe collector and emitter of transistorT1535,
mountedon the print sideof the panel.
TX chassis: On some sets a light vertical line may be
present near the left-hand edge of the screen, more
noticeable on dark scenes. The following modification
should clear the trouble. Add a 8Y207 diode and a 10kC),
fW resistorin seriesbetweenthe anode of the 95V rectifier
diode D453 and the emitter of the video output transistor
T5560. The anode of the added diode is connectedto the
anodeof D453, i.e. the junction of R450/D453. Cover the
diode and resistor with PVC sleeving,and connect a 7in.
(l8cm) length of wire to the free end of the resistor. The
wire is taken to the video transistor: position the
componentsin the sleevingalong the near edgeof the panel,
away from the line output transformer, and keep the length
of wire away from any componentsthat generateheat.
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TheEndisNigh
LesLawryJohns
I can't help feeling that the end is near. For years I've been
kidding people that I know my job and have some sort of
crystal ball I look into and immediately know what's wrong
with every piece of equipment that comes in, be it a telly,
radio, cassette,record deck, depth sounder,automatic pilot,
diathermy unit (flesh cutter with a high-frequencyprobe I
think) or what have you. Now I don't seemto be able to get
anything right, be it a bread and butter TV set or the
decoder in the Mitsubishi CT200. As for theseswitch-mode
power suppliesthat shut down at the drop of a hat, what's
wrong with fuses for heaven's sake? They're not wholly
electronicI suppose.
Say for example that an e.h.t.tripler plays up. Once upon
a time a fuse in the supply would fail. So you unhooked the
tripler, checkedthe h.t. current with a meter to ensurethat it
was normal, fitted a new tripler and went to bed. Now when
a tripler plays up the power supply sensesthe overload,
shuts down, starts up and shuts down a couple of times and
then lapsesinto sullen silence.In the meantimethis huffing
and puffing deals the bloody line output transformer a
mortal blow, and if it continues to function for the present
it'll certainly fail next week, with more huffing and puffing
from the power supply. They even shut down when there's
nothing wrong, adding chaos to the mayhem.
No, it's all too much for me. Human Rights have been a
great benefit to suffering humanity. We never get a second
thought. Even when you're having a quiet kip on a Bank
Holiday afternoon. the editor rings up and says "don't just
sit there, do something".(May Day wasn't intended for the
rich owners of department stores- one department for the
customers, one for the stock and another for the staff,
including cat and dog - editor.)
So I'm busy carving my headstone.I don't trust these
stonemasons.So far I've managedto chip out:
Here lies the body of LLJ,
He twisted and turned but couldn't get away.

The Thorn 85OO
All this is leading up to the saga (amongstothers) of Mr.
Piddlewell and his Thorn 8500 colour set. He plonked it
down and said it didn't go except for a faint buzz when it
was first switched on. "It must be the on-off switch" he
informed me. "Rubbish" I replied, "if it was the on-off
switch it wouldn't even buzz. Hang on and I'll take a quick
look."
With the back off, we could clearly hear the degaussing
coils doing their bit when we switched on. There was
precious little else however. Unfortunately it wasn't an
8000A, which has a l2o. dropper instead of a mains iuput
choke. That would have been easy, as the fault would
probably have simply been an open-circuit dropper.
Anyway, in addition to th.e choke there's a thermistor
(usually), so a quick check was made to ensurethat it was
intact. We next moved the probe to the thyristor's anode and the set immediately sprang to life, frightening Mr.
Piddlewellout of his senses.He jumped back like a scalded
cat. "Don't do that when I'm not ready!"
"Sorry" I said. "I didn't know the prod was going to prod
it into action. Let's try it again." So we switchedoff, waited
a while, then switched on again. Nothing happened apart
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from the buzz. "We've got to creep up on it" I told Mr.
Piddlewell.
"You creep up on it" he said."I'm standingwell back this
time."
So we tried to be methodical. We first checked for the
presenceof the mains-derived25V regulated supply, since
this providesthe power for the thyristor's triggering circuit.
The 25V was present and correct, but it was difficult to
make senseof the other voltages becausethe h.t. voltage
hadn't been established.So we checked for voltage at the
anode of the thyristor, and the whole thing immediately
sprang to life again. In fact anything metal touching the
thyristor's heatsink or the diode in serieswith the thyristor
on the input side started the damn thing up. So for want of
anything better to do, we changed the diode and the
thyristor. The thing then started up without any prodding.
We hastily put the back on and started to prepare Mr.
Piddlewell'sbill.
"It's gorn off' he said.
I stopped writing, closed my eyes, gritted my teeth and
rocked back and forth slowly. Off came the back and the
testing (me or the set?) started again. Nothing made sensetill
we touched the input to the thyristor. All serviceswere then
restored.
"It's a loose wire" said Mr. Piddlewellhelpfully.
..,r:**:***'rI replied,
I then started mumbling to myself about trigger pulses
arriving too late or not at all, and again removed the panel. I
changed the three transistors in the trigger circuit, all
suspectresistors,the relevantcapacitorsand the two diodes.
The set then worked faultlessly,and off went Mr. Piddlewell
without his bill - just in case.The next day he came back.
"It went off half way through the football" he gritted.
"Leave it with me for a few hours" I sobbed.
Alone again, I crept up on it. The 25V line was o.k., and
any attempt to check on the a.c. side restoredthe set to life.
Out came the panel and, with it suspendedby the wiring, I
tried to take some readingswithout touching any point that
would prod it back to life. Unfortunately I was stupid
enough to allow the 25V regulator'sheatsink to touch one
of the a.c. mains tags on the input choke. There was a flash
and the fuse blew.
With a heavy heart, I checked the 25V regulator
transistor. It was short-circuit of course. I replaced it, but
there was obviously some sort of short somewherealong the
line as the 5lO resistor in series with the transistor was
overheating. Disconnect the 25V output plug l0/5 to the
decoder/i.f.panel and the short clears. So we set about the
tedious task of checkingfor shorts on this panel, and finally
found it on the small a.f.c. subpanel,where a disc capacitor
had gone short-circuit.
This was replaced, and on refitting the plug the BBC
World Servicecommencedto read us the news. I'd met this
one before and immediatelyaccusedthe small eight-pinchip
(MCl330 or equivalent,video detector) of playing about.
Replacing it rewarded us with more normal sound, but
not a sign of a picture as the MC 1327 chroma
demodulator/matrixing i.c. had also been dealt a mortal
blow. With this replaced we had a picture and everything
seemedto be in order. It then dawned on me that the power
supply still had an intermittent fault, and sure enough the
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next time we tried to start it nothing happened until we
touched the input to the thyristor.
At this I lost my cool. I took out the 4443 thyristor,
replacedit with a 4444, and shorted out the seriesdiode so
that the full a.c. was applied to the thyristor. "If you need a
prod" I said, "have one!" No further trouble has been
experiencedsince then, and if the trigger circuit really was
at fault it hasn't said so. Mr. Piddlewellhas his set back, and
will pay (I hope) when it has worked for a week without
fault. So sorry you've beeninconveniencedsir.

Since the chroma demodulator i.c. drives the three
colour-differenceoutput transistors, this seemeda logical
place to start. Injecting signalsat its outputs got the output
transistorsgoing and produced pretty coloured patterns,but
it was hardly surprisingto find that this was as far as we got
since there was no voltage supply to the i.c. The rectifier
(D605) which provides this was open-circuit- it's right over
on the far side of the panel. Replacing this restoredcorrect
voltages around the i.c., but precious little else. So we
plodded backwards and found that the final chroma
amplifier Q607 was open-circuit.Replacing this didn't help
much either, so we went back and found (cutting a very
More Black Comedy
long story short) several bipolar transistors and one f.e.t.
Following that LIJ have liked to have had a nervous defective.
Rotating the colour-killer control now gave us some
breakdown. There wasn't time however. An ITT CVC32
bars of colour which couldn't be locked. This was not
came in with the power unit tripping.
Removing the line oscillator panel stopped the tripping,
surprising, because there were hardly any burst gating
so we checked everything in the line output stage,noticing pulses reaching the two referenceoscillator control loops
(it's one of those non-PAL decoders).They were present at
that a new tripler had recently been fitted (not by us). Now
if all the diodes are o;k., together with the line output the input to the decoderpanel,but got lost on the way to the
gating transistors. We finally found that the choke (L608)
transistor and the scan-correctioncapacitor etc., one has to
look askance at the line output transformer. Upon fitting a
across which they are supposedto be developedapparently
new one normal operation was restored. The moral here had shorting turns - it never gave the same reading twice.
seems to be that if the tripler fails the transformer is also Replacing this with a coil (complete with core and shunt
suspect,which pleasesthe customerno end.
capacitor) from another decoder sent gating pulses where
When the second CVC32 came along therefore you
they should go, and we had colour which locked once we
could say I'd been brainwashed.When it was switchedon it
had realignedthe coils (thesehad beendisturbed,along with
tripped a few times and then went quiet. So I took out the everypreseton the board).
oscillator panel and the set stayed on with a whistle to say
We could now rotate the colour-killer control to its
proper setting, and decided to change channels to see
that it was unloaded. I checked the line output stage whether lock was maintained. The button we pressedhad
transistor, diodes,etc. - having already unhookedthe tripler
to no avail. "The transformer'sgone" I thought.
not been set to a channel,so we got only a hiss on the sound
So I fitted another and left the tripler disconnected.The
and no picture. There was also another hiss apparent
set behaved exactly as before. A couple of humps, then however,coming from the vicinity of the tripler. Before we
back to silence.It then occurred to me that I hadn't checked could switch off there was a loud splash, and something
the overvoltage preset (the bottom one). A slight touch on
appeared to be aflame somewhere down in a covered
this restored the supply line and enabledus to set the thing
section.
up according to the book. Caught again. Back went the old
Once the immediatepanic was over, we found that there's
transformer (sorry to have bothered you), on went the
a 200MO bleed resistor housed in a long vertical tube of
tripler (sorry to have suspectedyou), and the set was left on
heavy insulating material at the e.h.t. tripler's output. The
test for some hours just to be sure.
insulation had broken down, and there'd been arcing across
In passing, the model had full remote control. This
to the nearest earthed point. There was also a mound of
functioned very well, but the off button didn't seem to be silicone "putty" around the top of the tripler, so it would
very positive in its action on the switch relay, or rather the seem that a discharge had occurred earlier in the set's
relay seemedto be sluggish in its action upon the on-off
history. Perhaps this was the reason for the multi-faulted
switch. We didn't pursue this as something else was decoderboard.
occupying our innermost thoughts - the previously
With the dischargeproblem overcome, we turned to the
mentionedMitsubishi set.
tuner again and tuned it in. Sound o.k., picture o.k., no
colour. Gating pulseswere still getting through, and we then
found yet another 2SC7l0 transistor open-circuit, making
Decoding a Decoder
four of this type we'd replaced. Is there something about
Surely for sheer complexity the decoder used 'in the this type of transistor that makes them hypersensitive?We
Mitsubishi CT200 must take the cake. Not, I hasten to
fit BC l08s and get no more trouble.
explain, that I'm an expert on decoders,and I rarely tackle
We again had colour, but it still seemedto lock weakly on
any kind of imported colour sets apart from those we've channel change. After that brief second of hesitation
sold ourselves.The reasons for our reluctance to become howeverit couldn't be faulted so we called it a day.
involved with all the Sonys and other far easternsolid-state
Many, many hours had been spent on this hideous
colour sets around are first becausewe don't feel inclined to
decoder, much of the time finding our way around it and
stock up with spareswhich we may or may not needto use, trying to understandthe meaningof some of the terms used.
and secondly becauseI'm a coward and hesitateto tackle With thirty odd transistors including the colour-difference
anything I'm not familiar with.
output ones, four f.e.t.s, an i.c. plus another half a dozen
A friend had had a great deal of trouble trying to get his transistors on the same board for the luminance channel
CT200 fixed however, and had been without it for months. etc., this must be something of a record. Mind you, time
So in a weak moment I said I'd have a go at it, as nothing could have been saved if I hadn't inadvertently consulted
should take that long to sort out. The complaint was simply the CPl40 decoder circuit instead of the CT200 half way
no colour. We looked up the circuit and receivedour first through the proceedings.
shock - all those f.e.t.sand other transistorsdotted all over
If I worked for anyone other than myself, I'd be sacked
the place,in addition to one i.c. and two crystals . . .
on the first day.
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with each other of course.
The Philips system is the most sophisticatedone (and
thereforethe most expensive).A high-powerlaser is usedto
cut the master disc, from which copies are pressed.The
player uses a low-power laser, currently gas but eventually
semiconductor,to read the vision and sound signalson the
disc. A servo system keeps the laser beam centrdd on the
information track as the laser scans the disc. This totally
contactlesssystem has a number of advantages.No wear of
course,while fast forward or reversewith picture,jumping
from frame to frame by number and freeze frame are
features easy to incorporate. The wide optical bandwidth
gives excellentpicture quality, and dual-languageor stereo
sound has been possiblefrom the start. Thesefeatureshave
made it a natural choice for educationaluse,and the system
has recently gained the backing of a company called IBM
lor just that purpose.
The RCA CED system was second on the sceneearlier
this year but is number one so far as the publicity is
concerned. The information is stored in the form of'
capacitancevariations betweena metalisedlayer within the
disc and the metalisedstylus usedto track it. The conceptis
far simpler than the Philips one in terms of the electronics
required,but offers far fewer features,stereosound being a
notable absenteeat present. An estimated$20 million has
beenearmarkedfor publicity this year alone.Zenith are also
backing the system, and since the two companiescontrol
50o/oof the US colour TV market it stands a good chance.
This is something it will need - RCA admit that it took l7
years and $150 million to develop(some industry sources
put the figure at double that).
The US colour TV market is remarkably buoyant at
presentdespite the 85% saturation and the recession,and
manufacturers are looking to video to give them a boost.
RCA expect to sell around 200,000 CED players this year,
so the publicity alone works out at nearly $1,000 a player,

which is not shown up in the selling price. Hitachi, Sanyo
and Toshiba have also introduced CED players.
Due next year is the JVC VHD (Video High Density)
disc system. JVC's parent company Matsushita is the
world's largest consumer electronicscompany, and in the
US the system is being backed by General Electric, which
has the fourth largest share of the US TV market.
Technically the VHD system sits between the other two,
offering more featuresthan CED but lessthan LaserVision
(as Philips now call their system), at intermediate
sophistication and end price. The information is again
capacitively stored, and the metallised stylus is in contact
with the disc. It doesn't ride in a shallow groove as in the
CED system, being servo controlled instead.
The pricing of the LaserVision and CED systems is
known, but that of the VHD system has yet to be
announced.The published prices for the Philips and RCA
players are $700 and $550 respectively,though I've seen
them both at under $400 in specialsales- and there seems
to be one of these everv week of the vear here.
Video Separates
Something that seems to be popular here is "video
separates"- a no frills, portable VCR with another module
that provides the tuner and timer functions. Portable
sound/colour video cameras are starting to sell well as a
better alternative to cine - no processing delays, longer
recording time (if you can afford the batteries) and easy
sound editing. For the future, the talk is of thinner and thus
longer playing tape and of small cassettes,possibly using
metal particle tape, for combined camera/cassettesystems.
The latter could really upset the 8mm. film market, so the
cine camera firms are beginning to participate actively in
video developments.Be preparedfor more developmentsto
come: the video ase is here!

There's a Funny Smell o . o
Les LawryJohns
THev say that lightning never strikes twice in the same
place.This isn't true. I don't mean that lightning has struck
me - it's about the only thing that hasn't, and perhaps a
quick ffash might buck me up a bit. No, you know what I
mean. Unusual things that anyone else would remember
happen to me, but on the second occasion I find myself
muddling through as usual until it suddenly dawns on me
that I've had it all before and that I've spent severalhours
beavering away quite unnecessarily. There's probably
something wrong with my prostate gland because. . . oh
well.nevermind.
I was trying to work out why this Bush colour set (4823
chassis)wouldn't start. A.C. was presentat both endsof the
surge-limiting thermistor and up to the anode of the
thyristor h.t. rectifier/regulator,but I couldn't establishthe
h.t. supply. Anyway, someonecame in with an urgent job
and all the a.c. outlets were full up with soak test items that
were happily doing whatever they were supposed to be
doing. So I disconnectedthe Bush set and put it to one side,
plugging in the Minivox portable that this chap who was
going on holiday in an hour or two and wanted to take with
him had brought in. Now l'm not all that familiar with these
small YugoslavianTV sets.having had only a singletussle
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with one of them before
Sincetime was limited, I did it all wrong from the start. I
plugged it in and there was a hum and some noise on the
sound side with the tube's heaterlighting up. So I concluded
that the l.t. line was o.k. and that the fuse on the top right
rectifier/srnoothingpanel was intact, as it appearedto be. I
removedthe tube basesocketto allow the panel to be swung
open, and started to check the supplies around the line
output transistor.The result was that I becameconfusedby
a collection of negativereadingsof a low order and in the
wrong places,though I didn't have the circuit to see what
the readingsshouldhavebeen.
After much shilly shallying,I found a supply on a socket
but nothing on the next pin which should have fed the line
output stage. So I chased the plug wires back. and gueis
where they went? All the way back to the fuseholderon the
top right supply panel.The fuse was open-circuit,though
the springwas clearly intact. It wasn't the l.t. fuse at all of
course: it was in serieswith the supply to the line output
stage. A meter across it gave a normal reading, i.e. no
excessivecurrent, so a new fuse was fitted and a job that
should have taken minuteshad, once again,taken half an
hour.
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"Never mind" said the owner, Basil, "We all make
mistakesand I supposesome take longer to do things than
others.Don't blame yourself."
"Take it back to Yugoslavia next time if you want it done
quickly" I growled petulantly.
So off he went on his holiday. Who wants a holiday
anyway? Peopleget hurt on those things. You should hear
them moaning when they get back. This was wrong, that
was wrong. Good job I can't afford one really. We may
have a half day at the seasidelater in the year, to find out
what Madam Martine has to say about the problems the
flutureholds for us.
The Smell
Honey Bunch then popped in to see if any money had
gone in the till. "You haven't done much today - what's
that funny smell?"
"Must be the dog" I suggested.
"It's not Ben. He's out here with me and doesn't smell
any differently from usual. It's a smell like you make - I
mean it's a smell like a set cooking up."
"I can't smell anything unusual" - and in truth I couldn't.
So off she went to set her hair or whatever women do all
day long, and I put the Bush set up again to renew the
battle. This time I didn't use the isolating transformer
socket,plugging it into a direct mains outlet instead- more
for conveniencethan for anything else. The set came on
straight away, so I plugged it back into the isolatedbench
supply and it didn't.
Like a flash my lightning quick mind graspedthe reason
for all this. As it had done not all that long ago when
precisely the same thing happened - the mains isolating
transformer had developed shorting turns, with the result
that it wouldn't start up a thyristor power supply. I too
could smell the smell. Anyone with half a nose could smell
it. The transformer was hot to the touch when I touched it,
so I didn't touch it any more. I gave it to the dustman,who
apparently does a bit of totting on the side to bring his
salary up to that of the prime minister.
Return of Beardy and Non-beardy
I hadn't seenBeardy and Non-beardy for some time. On
the last occasion they brought in a Bush monochrome set
(TVl6l I think) whosemain electrolytichissedall over me,
which made them laugh no end until they got the bill. "Oh
dear oh dear, such a lot of money." This time they brought
in a 26in. Ferguson colour set - one fitted with the 9800
chassis.
"The picture keepsgoing down to a line you see,and I hit
it bang on the top like that and it comes back again. My
friend says it's a loose wire. We'll come back to collect it
later."
When I got around to it I put the set up on the bench,
with just a raster showing, and noted that the volume
control slider shaft (and thus the knob as well) was missing,
necessitatinga finger nail to obtain adjustment.Child-proof
provision I thought. Vibration causedthe raster to collapse,
and we were soon under the line output stage panel at
socket PL85l looking for dry-joints. A couple of likely
contenders (the 47V supply to the field timebase comes
from the line output stage)were found and dealt with, and
just for luck we checked the plug as we've found poor
contacts here in the past. Replacepanel and screws,plug in
aerial,everythingfine. So I wrapped it up and wrote out my
chargefor service.
When they returned, Beardy immediately looked at the
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set and said"where is the knob which is missing?"
"The knob was missing when you brought it in, so don't
try pulling that one on me."
"No no, the knob was there earlieryou see."
"You probably knocked it off in the car then, when you
put it in or got it out. It's probably still there,but it won't do
you much good if you find it becausethe shaft has snapped
off as well."
Non-beardy went to look in the car but couldn't find it.
Beardy started "you will put on a new knob, and find the
old one herein the shop later perhaps."
"It doesn't needjust a new knob, it needsa new control
since you snapped off the shaflt getting the set out of the
car."
This exchangecontinuedfor some little time, then lapsed.
"Let us see the set working" said Beardy. I sighed and
wishedthem gone, but heavedthe set back up to show them
my fine work. The raster came up nicely and remained
steady,but there was no picture on it.
"Where is the picture?" askedNon-beardy.
"Buggered if I know. It was there a minute ago" I
grunted.removingthe rear coveragain.
"The pictureis on" said Beardy."You haven'tput the set
right becausethis is why we broughtit to you."
"Oh no it wasn't. You brought it in becausethe picture
collapsedto a line and came back when you bashedthe set.
which was probably when you knocked the volume control
off."
"No no, the picture never comes on straight away. How
much have you chargedus for not doing the TV?"
I whipped the bill into my pocket. "If I haven't done the
job, as you say, I can't give you the bill." Obviously while
tackling the field collapsefault somethinghad had time to
warm up and start working, which it didn't want to do when
cold. The signals panel (i.f. strip, decoder etc.) varied
slightly over the years,with the 8000, 8500 and 8800 series,
but retained the basic arrangernent with transistors to
provide i.f. amplification followed by a chip or two. So I
tried the freezer, but the thing wouldn't stop working.
Eventually I found that, paradoxically,from cold there were
no signals until the upper left TCA270SQ video detector
etc. i.c. was sprayed with freezer, when signals burst
through - not by heatingit as I'd thought.
"What is that stuff?" demandedBeardy.
"Hold your hand up" I suggested.
Beardy half held his hand up and I gave it a blast of
freezer. Beardy howled with surprise more than anything
else, and Non-beardy fell about laughing, just as he did
when the capacitor sprayedall over me.
"Right" I said firmly. "We've had our little laugh, let's get
down to it. If you want the set to start straight away, we've
got to put one of these funny black things in and however
much you shout and bawl you'll have to pay for it."
"How much will you allow us off for the volume knob
you broke?"
I'll draw a veil over what followed. Suffice it to say that
Beardy and Non-beardy will not be seekingour help in
future. and will not therefore adorn these pages again,
despite the fact that the editor seems to find them very
entertainingand appearsto have an affectionateregard for
everyonewho gives us a lot of trouble. Funny that ...
(Bring back Grace and Sid I say - editor.)
Woman's lnstinct
A Pye hybrid set (697 chassis)was brought in with the
complaint no sync. Since the picture was there, though the
colour was intermittent, my amazing powers of deduction
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led to an instant diagnosis.The reasoning went along the
following lines. Since the sound is o.k. and the picture is
present,the fault must lie in the very small area betweenthe
secondvideo transistor VT6 and the sync separator VT7
(seeFig. l). The sound and the chrominance signals are
tappedoff at an earlier point, and the fact that the colour is
touchy must be due to the fact that in thesechassisthe burst
gating pulse is derived from the sync pulse. So the sync
separatorjust had to be at fault, probably becauseits base
bias resistorR33 had increasedin value. Without a second's
hesitation,I swung open the i.f. panel and deftly removed
the resistor. Didn't even bother to check it, just fitted a
replacement and quickly checked the sync separator
transistorVT7.
Full of confidence we switched on, and got exactly the
samesymptoms - no sync and no colour. Things were no
betterafter I'd been around the sync separatorstagewith a
finetooth comb.
By now Honey Bunch had done her hair or whateverit is
that women do all day long, and was standingin front of the
Pye,fiddling as usual.
"It's the contrast control" shepronounced.
"Oh yes?" I said. "What leads you to this clever
diagnosis when I've been sweating here for an hour or
more?"
"The picture steadiesand the colour comes on when I
movethe contrast control sideways."
I was about to make somesmart remark when realisation
burst upon me. The 697 has a printed panel to which the
controls are directly connected(no leads).If the earthy end
of the contrast control was dry-jointed at the panel, picture
information would still get through since there'd be circuit
continuity, albeit at high impedance,via the colour control,
but VT6's collector would not have much to offer the sync
s€paratorby way of a signal. Out came the panel and the
diagnosiswas proved. All systemswere restoredwith a dab
of the solderingiron.
"Now that I've sorted that one out for you, I'll go and get
supperready" she said. How I hate self-satisfiedwomen.

A Visit to Mr. Nasty
I thought I was selfish till the other day. I can now tell
you that you and I are absoluteangels,full ofconsideration
and compassion for our wives and families, who should
think far more of us than they do. Our wives should
treasureus indeed.But for the wheelsoffate, they too could
be married to a chap like Mr. Nasty.
I called at his house becausehe couldn't possibly bring
his set in. In fact he had to be taken everywhereby relatives
in their cars, becausehe had difficulty walking. Except to
the pub and back, which didn't seemto be any effort at all
to him. As a matter of fact he was down at the pub when I
called.and his wife seemedvery agitated.
"Do you think you could repair the set before he gets
back? Otherwise he'll say he doesn't want it done and can
make do with the little portable, which he won't let me
watch. He says there's only room for him to watch it, but I
can listen if I sit back out of the way."
I listenedto this affront to the rights of women with some
doubt, but agreedto hurry up if I could. She dashedoff to
the kitchen, saying that she had to put the oven up high
again becausehe wouldn't eat his dinner unlessit was piping
hot.
I took the back off the set: it was a Thorn 3000, with a
blank raster and faint sound. A quick check on the i.f. panel
showed that all the i.f. transistors except the final one
(BFl97) were functioning. I'd just finished fitting a
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Fig. l: Video and sync separator circuits used in Pye hybrid
colour chassis.The detected video is fed to VTS,which drives
W6 from its collector and provides feeds to the decoder and
a.g.c. circuits from its emitter - a separate detector is used
for sound. VTOin turn drives the luminance output stage from
its emitter, via the contrast control, and the sync separator
transistor VT7 from its collector. R33 provides VT7 with base
bias so that it saturateswhen a sync pulse affives.
replacement when there were signs of Mr. Nasty's
approach. His wife became even more agitated, and
snatchedhis dinner from the oven.
A small man came in, looked at the table for his dinner,
and then looked at me.
"How much is that going to cost? Becauseif it's too
much don't bother - I'll watch my portable."
"You haven't much option" I told him. "I've already
done it and don't propose to undo it." The change was
remarkable. "'Course not old chap. You've done it and
want paying.Why not?"
At this he sat down at the table and surveyedhis steak
and kidney pie. "Muuum" he bawled,"you can come and
cut the pie up now."
I couldn't believeit. His wife came back from the kitchen,
leant over, and cut up the pie on his plate.
"Well put some sauce on it then" he commanded.And
shedid.
"Good darts match we had" he commented, dispelling
any fears of mine that he'd had a stroke or somethingthat
stoppedhim using his hands."Oh yes, nip next door and tell
that bloke not to mow his lawn this afternoon.I want some
sleep."
"Can't seem to sleep properly at night" he confided in
me.
"Perhaps it's becauseyou sleepin the afternoon" I said
shortly. By now there was a fair picture on the 3000.
"How much is that little job going to cost?" he asked,his
mouth full of hot pie and sauce.I quoted what I thought
was a very reasonablefigure (too reasonableto tell you),
whereuponhe stoppedchewingand startedto choke.
Recovering.he told me he'd phone his son who would
call round to the shop and pay me. At the same time his
wife reappearedand continued the conversation about his
ina.bilityto sleepat night.
"He doesn't get his rest. Every hour he tells me to get up
and open the window becausehe can't breatheproperly, or
closeit becausehe'stoo cold."
It was all too much for me. I just had to rush home to tell
monsteris aliveand well.
Honey Bunchthat Frankenstein's
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CrossedLines
LesLawryJohns
Sour time ago I reported on the condition of Laura
Lovitt's loose legs. On her dicey Decca of course.Also her
collapsed frame which was restored to full working order
after a quick visit to the bedroom - to plug in the iron as
there isn't a plug point in the adjoining lounge, which
surprisedme.
I'm easily surprised, and my eyebrows seem to be
permanently arched over something or the other, usually
the latter but sometimesthe former. I mustn't chatter on
however or the editor may edit. Look what he did to my
gravestone:he cut out "he he". If there's one thing that
should be seenmore on headstonesit's more he he and less
poor buggers.Never mind, one day he'll realisehe's erasing
some of the world's finest literary efforts, and without a
passingthought at that.
Anyway, Laura had phoned to say that her set wasn't
working, and I'd said I would call during the afternoon if
she'd nothing on. So I nipped up to the bathroom for a
quick shave,shower and shampoowhile my wife looked on
in amazement. This annoyed me for three reasons. First
because she seemedto think it unusual for me to have a
clean up. Now I'm not the scruffy type. It's just that I don't
like wasting water and razor blades,so I normally clean up
in the eveningafter the toil ofthe day. Secondlybecauseshe
was also laughing. I haven't been too good lately and I've
been under the doctor for a funny thing and the pills haven't
done much good either. And finally because she wasn't
annoyed.
"Give my love to Laura" she said. "After you've fixed
her set I hope she'll find somethingworth looking at."
I ignored that remark. "I wonder whether she'sstill keen
on that telephonechappie" I mused.
"Oh, you mean Eric. He's thirty years younger than you
and he's coming here this afternoonto run an extensioninto
the bedroom."
It was my turn to be amazed. "You Jezabel" I bawled
with righteous indignation. "Planning to get me out of the
way when that fancy fellow calls. No wonder you were
laughing at me when I was having a shower."
"I wasn't laughing. It's just that I don't like to seedead
horses being flogged. Laura said that Eric is an up and
coming young man." It was all too much.
"Right. I'm going to nip down to Laura's to fix her set
before you can say knife, then bring the knife back here to
cut the telephonecommunicationsin the bud."
"All right love. Don't rush about though. You know it's
bad for you."
It was under this cloud of torment and suspicionthat I
called to put Laura back into working order. Knowing these
Decca hybrids fairly well, I'd packed into my case
everything I thought I might need.Except one thing that is.
The yellow van just had to be outsidewhen I arrived.

remedy would really shake him. And give him an object
lesson on the advantagesof private enterpriseover these
top-heavy nationalised industries with their multilayer
layers of layabouts all passingthe buck to one another and
gettingnothing done. So I whipped the back offthe Decca.
"Can you make it snappy Les?" asked Laura. "I've got
a lot to do today."
The h.t. fuse had failed, and a test between the top cap
of the PY500 and chassisrevealedan almost dead short.
"Nothing to it Laura. Just a shorted capacitor. I'll just
check the suspects and stick another one in." So I
bonfidently clipped the boost capacitor on the lower panel
and connectedthe meter acrossit. No short.
"Bloody disc on the tranny" I thought out loud. The
harmonic tuning disc ceramic was also blamelesshowever,
and it then dawned on me that there was a real possibility of
the line output transformer having a short between its
windings.This was the item I'd not brought along of course.
'oSorry Laura, I'11have to run it
back to the shop to fit a
new transformer.Should have it back by five o'clock with a
bit of luck." Laura looked at Eric and then said it would be
fine.
"Aren't you coming to our place this afternoon Eric," I
asked.
"No. The new fellow Desmond's doing that one.
Probably done it by now. Fast worker. We don't waste
much time on this job - we carry all the gear we need with
us you see."
So I shovedthe Decca in the van and hot-footed it back
to the shop. That little demonstration of l00o/o efficiency
hadn't quite worked out as intended.
Back at the ranch, Honey Bunch was looking as bright as
a new pin. .The nice chappie had called, done the job and
departed."Quite a dishy young man" she said. "In and out
before you could say stud." The torture continuedwithout a
pause."You didn't have much luck with Laura then?"

The Dicey

85OO Focus Fautt "

Decca

There they were laughing and chatting away.
Blockheads.What thesewomen seein Eric escapesme. He
must keep it hidden. I decided to give him a lesson in
advanced technology. Instant diagnosis and immediate
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Bush Rangers
We seem to have quite a few of the little white Bush
monochrome portablescoming in - the ones fitted with the
T164' chassis.The common failing is that the 8F257
(8F337 or whatever) video output transistor has a high
casualty rate, leading to a picture with an empty plastic
look or no picture at all. The answer is to fit a ngw output
transistor plus a heatsink - one of those nice round ones
with fins is ideal. If you can't put your hands on a heatsink
of the approved variety you can use the shell of a coaxial
plug, clipping the side to make it fit if necessary.We refer to
the metal type of plug of course,not to the part plastic ones,
some imported examples of which don't even fit our
standardcoaxial socketslet alone a transistor . . .

We often have trouble with the thinner, square type of
thick-film focus unit used in the Thorn 8500 etc. chassis.So
it came as no surprisewhen Mr. Piddlewellturned up again
with his set. You will remember that we had a certain
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amount of trouble with its start-up problems a little while
ago. "Tube's gone" he announcedflatly.
"No it hasn't" I announced, having had a look. "It's
eithet the focus unit or the l00kO resistor on the tube
base."
"I knew it was somethingto do with the tube" he said.
So we checked the l00kO resistor (in series with the
focus electrode). Nothing wrong here. While next removing
the focus unit screws I explained what happens when the
thick-film track in the unit becomespractically open-circuit.
I showed him the effect of having no focus voltage by
removing the lead from the unit to the c.r.t. base panel. To
my amazement the focus improved enormously - the
picture was quite watchable, though we watched it for only
a very short time.
To cover my confusion I switched the set off and
proceeded to fit a new unit, mumbling something about the
focus electrode borrowing some potential from the final
anode for a short time. When the new unit was fitted I
switched,the set on and found the picture back in the
grossly out offocus condition (at all settingsofthe control).
"It's better off without the bloody thing" said Mr.
Piddlewell.
"That's silly" I said, "everyone knows you've got to have
a high focus voltage with this type of tube."
"I don't. All I know is you've got to have a little
adjustmentto get good focus" said Mr. Piddlewell.
"How can we adjust something that's not there?" I
argued reasonably. Having almost made my point I made
the final diagnosis."The e.h.t. rectifier unit must be up the
creek."
"What's that got to do with the focus?" asked Mr.
Piddlewell, sipping his coffee which No. I suppliesfor all
potentially awkward customers.
"The focus unit receivesits supply from the rectifier unit
- this lead here" I said. "The rectifier's not providing
sufficientoutput you see."
"How come it's better with none at all then?"
"Ah, that's the rub you see.If the focus electrodeis not
connected at all it floats, taking up a potential somewhere
betweenthat ofthe first and the final anode" I said.
"Sounds like a load of old bull to me" said Mr. Piddlewell
unkindly.
"All right then, wait and see what it's like with a new
rectifier." I was hoping I hadn't got one, but there it was on
the shelf.In it went and I crossedmy fingers,legs and eyes.
Perfect."There you are you see.Faultlessdiagnosis."
"No it's not. You said it was the focus unit or that
resistor thing on the tube base. I bet the thing you've just
put in is dearer than those." Mr. Piddlewell'sthoughts were
becoming wonderously concentrated as he sorted out his
priorities. "With the troubles I've had with this set la.telyI
don't think I should pay anything at all."
"Don't then. Go somewhereelse and see if they'll give
you coffee while they sort out your clapped out old set."
"What do you mean, clapped out?" demanded Mr.
Piddlewellindignantly.
"Well, the tube's going for a start.o'
"Right then. Now I'm not going to pay, and what's more
you won't get your milk tomorrow morning."
The sooner the common market does awav with our
milkmen the better I say.

Anne's Troubles
Anne is a local character who can't see why the world
should be a different place from what it was fifty years or so
ago. Her age is a secret,and she'sa little woman with a loud
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voice, very fond of a flutter on the horses. She goes into the
bookies and puts sixpence each way on this horse and
sixpenceeach way on that. The bookies don't hesitate to
accept her money, even though she moans about two bob
being a lot to pay out. Anyway, she poppedinto tell me that
her sound had gone off.
"I'll be up this afternoon,Anne."
"You can't come this afternoonmate, I'm having my haig
permed. I'll borrow a set from the pub tonight. You
can come tomorrow. Make it two o'clock. Don't be late: I
go down to the bookies at half past."
So next afternoon at preciselytwo o'clock we pulled up
outside. The set needed a new PCL82 and a couple of
resistors.
"I supposeyou're glad of the work, the way things are"
said Anne.
"Yes thank you Anne."
"That's all right mate. Now what do I owe you?"
"Seventy five pencepleaseAnne."
"Here's a pound. Keep the change- I believein paying a
man his worth. You can put the plug back on the set I
borrowed from the pub before you go, it'll savethem having
to do it later."

Test Report
We'vejust takenin our firstbatchof FidelityCTVI4R

colour sets- and very nice little setsthey are. British made
and fitted with a 14in. Toshiba black-stripe tube. The
picture strikes us as being exceptionally bright and well
defined.
The hand-heldinfra-red remote control unit changesthe
six selectedchannelspositively, and the off button switches
the set off when depressedfor a few seconds.Removal of
the rear cover (sensiblescrews for a change) exposesthe
well laid out horizontal panel,with everythingeasy to get at
and the presetsclearly marked. If servicing is required, it
looks as if this is not going to presentany problems.One of
the setshad a tendencyto jitter vertically, but only when the
tuning cover was up to close the a.f.c. switch. The a.f.c.
coil was clearly marked on the front right-hand side, and a
slight turn of the core of this instantly clearedthe instability.
Full marks Fidelity. This set looks a winner, and has a
very reasonableprice.

{t{
\

The main panel and c.r.t. base panel used in the Fidelity
CTVI4R l4in. colour transportable. The low component
count and neat layout should make any servicing reguired
easY.
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A white "AFN" symbol is superimposedfrom time to time,
presumablyto prevent unauthorisedcopying (similar to the
Italian RAI practice).The only vision identificationis at the
start of programmes (see accompanying photo), though
there are audio identifications - "you're watching AFN,
Shape" - during many breaks betweenprogrammes.
Alan uses a Grundig TV set which switches
automatically between the 4.5/5.5MHz sound signals

(Grundighavedual-standardsoundi.f. modulesfor systems
B/M and B/I). He mentions that the pull-in range of the
TDAI170 field timebasei.c. usedin his set is such that the
field frequency control can be set for perfect sync with both
50 and 60Hz signals.With the height control set for a 625line picture however the height will be about 2oo/oshort on
525lines. To overcome this problem it's necessary to
reducethe resistancebetweenpin 7 ofthe i.c. and chassis.
seemedpleasedwith the performance (the set's,not mine).
So another sale was made and another triumph was
notched up by my screwdriver.

RtdreyRelents
LesLawryJohns

More Puffing

Back at the ranch Honey Bunch told me that another old
friend had phoned to say that his set was playing about. So
RIoley's been a valued customer of mine for many years, I rang him to ask what was up.
and a friend to be even more valued when the wind has
"Hallo Len. What are you moaning about now?"
blown againstus which, fingers crossed,it hasn't done for a
"It's this set of mine Les. It comes on and then goes
considerable time. Throughout the colour boom Ridley hrrump and goes off and won't come on again till I press
stuck to his monochrome set, saying that colour had no the red button at the back. It'll go for some time and then
fascination for him at all. Anyway, I'd just sold a 22in. Pye starts to bugger about all over again. You know it's too
colour set (K30 chassis)to a chap rvho'd come to buy a pair bloody big to put in the car, so you'll have to stir yourself
of headphoneswhen Ridley came in.
and come down. Oh yes, and bring one of those colour
portables with you. Dot wants one for the kitchen so she
"You'll never guesswhat I want" he said.
"I think," I said carefully, "you've decidedit's about time doesn'thave to watch football."
you had a colour set.Why?"
So we prepared to do battle with Len's 26in. Ferguson
"I was out at Bob's place last night and he put his set on (3500 chassis).Pile in everythingjust in case, including a
to catch the golf highlights and you know, Leslie, it does spare power panel, and don't forget the portable and the
look better in colour after ail. So I thought I'd pop in and battery for the remote control unit. Off we s€t, wondering
give old ks a shock, and hereI am."
whether the portable would show symptoms of jet lag when
"You certainly have Ridley. If you can do a U-turn we arrived.
First we demonstrated the portable. which performed
anything can happen."
"Well what do you suggest? It's got to be British of perfectly. So Dot (Len's wife) took it off to the kitchen,
proclaiming that Len wasn't going to watch it evenif the big
course."
"Of course.What about a nice 22in. Pye set like the one set did huff and puff.
that chap'sjust chosen- with a bit of help of course."
The 3500 wouldn't play up when we wanted it to. So we
"Is it British? I thought they were part of that Dutch lot."
switched it off and tried again after taking some liquid
"Well yes. European co-operationand all that. The tube's refreshment.This time it did play about, and as the red
French, but we'll insure it for four years so you've nothing button cut out seemed to restore normal operation we
to worry about. Have a look and seewhat you think" I said, changedthis frrst. No differenceof course.
busy unpacking one from its box. Up on the bench the
As there was plenty of voltage on the body of the
picture appeared in a matter of seconds and Ridley was chopper transistor when the set went off we turned our
clearly impressedwith the clarity of the picture and sound.
attention to the 30V line. There was only 30V instead of
So we piled it into the van and installedit in its appointed about 45V at the l,000pF reservoir capacitor, i.e. at the
place in Ridley's lounge. Switching on didn't produce the input to the 30V regulator, but the voltage increased to
fine picture we expectedhowever.It immediately started to normal when we prodded the capacitor, the set coming to
trip. Hrrrump bonk it went.
life again. The electrolytic usually dries up, preventing the
"Oh dear" said Ridley. "It doesn't like living here". set working altogether,but on this occasionthere seemedto
"'Course it does" I said. "Probably didn't like the journey. be a poor leadout contact. A replacementcapacitor cured
Jet lag or something."
the huffing and pul"fing- presumablythe act of pressingthe
"That's just fine" said Ridley. "Can't travel half a mile red button had momentarily interrupted the supply and
before it starts huffing and puffing. My old set could travel sealedthe poor contact.
to Cornwall and back without turning a hair."
I knew I had to do something,so I took the back off and
stared at the large panel. Employing the latest of servicing I've been Struck
techniques. I gave it a sharp tap with the end of the
We've had some pretty severestorms of late, so it was no
screwdriver, somewhere around the centre section. The set surprisewhen Mr. Allen phoned to say he'd been struck by
stopped huffing and puffing, produced a perfect picture and lightning. Not really him you understand but his set,
another large Ferguson- this time with the more up-to-date
talked to us niceiy enough."There you are. You just have to
show them who's boss." I tapped it some more, thinking
9800 chassis.
that the something or other that was playing about wouid
When I arrived he pointed to a heavy chrome
play about some more, but it didn't. The set continued to ornament. "That was on top of the cabinet. Must have
behaveimpeccably,which was just as well sinceI've not yet attractedthe lightning to the set" he proclaimed.I've found
becomean expert on the K30.
it best over the years not to disagreeunlessit's absolutely
If Ridley had any doubts he kept them well hidden and necessary,since I don't know all that much about these
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things. So I nodded my head and then shook it in sympathy.
"Funny thing lightning. Scaresme stiff. Never know what
it's going to get up to next." "It struck my umbrella once"
said Mr. Allen. "There was nothing left but the wood. Made
me feel quite funny at the time." I tut-tutted as I removed
the set'srear cover.
It seemed to be perfectly all right until I took a closer
look at the upper left mains input subpanel.A diode here
was in two halves, while a resistor was a small, charred
mass. I thought at first that the diode was the one in series
with the thyristor h.t. rectifier/regulator,and then realised
that this is on the lower power board. The damaged diode
was the first one (W810) in the start-up circuit, the resistor
being the following 470Q one (R814). The path appearedto
have been via W810, C810, R8l4 and VT8l0, which
appearedonly as three small wires with no transistor body
to contain them.
A small voice inside my head told me not to muck about
with the set there and then, but to take it back to the shop as
it was going to be a long story. The voice was right, because
when I ignored it and replaced the damaged components
the set immediatelybeganto trip like mad.
So we hauled the monster into the van and subsequently
spent several unhappy hours on the bench. A replacement
power panel was eventuallyfitted. This stabilisedthe supply
lines (the line output transistor had been replacedearlier in
the proceedings, along with quite a few associated
componentswhich had been dealt a deadly blow). We then
had a raster but no signals,and naturally thought that the
tuner must have been the first casualty. In the event, the
tuner seemed to be about the only item completely
unharmed. This is not quite true of course, but we had to
replace two i.c.s on the signals board before normal
reception was restored, suggesting that there'd been a
suddenand drastic increasein the supply voltage.
Mr. Allen also appearedto have been struck by lightning
when I presentedhim with the bill. When he recovered,he
told me that lots of funny ihings had happened up and
down his road as a result of the storm - and not only to TV
sets. Cookers wouldn't cook, freezerswouldn't freeze,and
one house will have to be completely rewired becausethe
wiring vanished,leaving only trails of dust where the cables
had been.
"All the copper just vapourised - puff' said Mr. Allen
impressively.
"You were lucky it only got to your TV set then Mr.
Allen, very lucky."

Who Needs Friends?
You may recall that one of our customerslives in a backto-front house in a quiet and selectarea. He's a bookie or
turf accountant rather, and seems to travel around the
world a lot. So we go for some time without hearing from
him. He turned up the other day however. Strode in
demandingto seethe books and claiming to be the Vatman
- to the consternationof a couple of customerswho were in
the shop at the time. I explained to them that he wasn't
really an angry Vatman but only a friend having his little
joke. This seemedto amuse them as one was actually a
Customs and Excise man on his day off
It appeared that his old Dynatron was giving trouble
again, so I promised to visit him later. For his part he
promised to remove the twenty thousand screws that hold
the back on before I arrived. The set's a CTV25. with a
VCR in the top, the chassisbeinga 733 or 743 (I can never
remember, they all look like the 725 to me). It has the
vertical panelsand centre power resistorand fuse in the h.t.
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line, and it appeared that the 56Q section of the power
resistor was open-circuit.There was a fairly low resistance
reading at the end of this that feeds the line timebase, so
suspicioncentredon the line output transistorwhich proved
to be short-circuit.
After a struggle we removed the timebase panel
completely and then attempted to remove the transistor.
Attempted is the operative word. The screws were stuck
fast and no amount of heating, twisting or turning would
shift them, and time was slipping by. At last I gave up and
took the panel back to the shop (not having the courage to
removethe set itselfl.
On the bench the comedy continued, until the screws
were just bits of metal with holes in the top and there
seemedno possibility of cutting a slot with a hacksaw. At
this point son-in-lawDouggie appeared.
"No problem" said Douggie, who although Greek claims
to have mastery over every language including ancient
Chinese."Wait while I get my socketset."
He returned with a tool box and his brother Soffie. With
a socket under each screw to support the panel, Soffie held
a screwdriver(standard blade) on the screw and Douggie
dealt it severalalmighty blows with a hammer to cut a slot
in the top. The process was repeated,before my horrified
but lascinated gaze,on the secondscrew. The screws then
offered no further resistance, and the transistor was
changedin a trice.
As I soldered the base and emitter contacts, my eyes
were attracted to the myriad of fine lines fanning out from
the source of the operation. Many tracks were in need of
repair, and the panel presented a somewhat different
appearancewhen it was at last ready for operation.
"Thanks Doug. I wouldn't have thought of doing that
myself. Glad you poppedin."
"No problem" said Doug.
In fact the set worked quite well when the panel was
refitted and thc power resistor was replaced. Once I'd
locatedthe remote control unit that is.

STATION

OPENINGS

The foliowing relay transmitters are now in operation:
Backbarrow (South Cumbria) TV4 (future) ch. 50, BBC-l
ch. 57, Granada Televisionch. 60, BBC-2 ch. 63.
Beer (Devon)
BBC- I ch. 55, Westward
Television/Television
South West ch. 59, BBC-? ch. 62.
TV4 (future) ch. 65.
Belper (Derbyshire)BBC-2 ch. 56, TV4 (future) ch. 62,
BBC-I ch. 66, ATV ch. 68.
Collafirth Hill (Shetlands) Grampian Television ch. 41,
B B C - 2 c h . 4 4 . T V 4 ( f u t u r e )c h . 4 7 . B B C - I c h . 5 1 .
Fetlar (Shetlands)BBC-l ch. 40, Grampian Television ch.
43, BBC-2 ch. 46, TV4 (future) ch. 50.
Fintry (Scotland)ScottishTelevision ch. 24. BBC-2 ch.27.
TV4 (future) ch. 31, BBC I ch. 34.
Fishguard (Dyfeci) Sianel 4 Cymru (future) ch. 54, BBCW a l e sc h . 5 8 . H T V W a l e s c h . 6 1 , B B C - 2 c h . 6 4 .
Kirkfieldbank (near Lanark) TV4 (future) ch. 53. BBC-l
ch. 57, ScottishTelevisionch. 60, BBC-2 ch. 63.
Methven (near Perth) BBC-l ch.22, Grampian Television
ch. 25, BBC-2 ch. 28, TV4 (future) ch. 32.
Millbrook (Southarnpton) Southern Television/Television
S o u t hc h . 4 1 , B B C ' 2 c h . 4 4 , T V 4 ( f u t u r e )c h . 4 1 . B B C - l
nh

( I

Penny Bridge (South Cumbria) Granada Televisionch. 23,
BBC-2 ch. 26, TV4 (future) ch" 29, BBC-I ch. 33.
Strathallan (Scotiand) BBC-l ch. 39, TV4 (future) ch. 42,
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Fig. 3: Comparison
between
NTSC (a) and PAL
signal spectra in the vicinity of the colour subcarrier.
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Now you'll probably be asking why not apply the idea to
the PAL system to get an even better picture? The answer
unfortunatelyis that it won't work, not easilyanyway. The
problemis that when Dr. W. Bruch developedPAL he put a
quarter-line offset on the subcarrier frequency (seeFig. 3).
This means that the 180' relationship between the

Desolate Dan
Les LawryJohns
WE get a strange assortmentof customershere. One of the
strangestis probably Dan, whose vocation in life is the
cleaningof outsidepub toilets- which is why he'sknown as
Dan the lavatory man. During his off-duty periods he goes
around with an odd charactercalledNo Nose, who pushes
a barrow around for a living. What's in the barrow no one
seemsto know, since he keeps it covered up. The two are
probably friends because No Nose has difficulty smelling
anything,and if there'sone thing Dan has it's a smell.The
principle is akin to working in a fish and chip shop - the
smell follows you home. The aroma around Dan is a trifle
offensiveunfortunately.Even the cat, tolerantthough sheis
about most things, beats a hasty retreat whenever Dan
comes in. I can't beat a hasty retreat, so I keep a fixed smile
on my face while I shake my head at whatever he asks for
in the hope that he'll beat it quicker than if I nod. Honey
Bunch does her disappearingact even quicker than usual
when Dan is about.
Anyway. Dan brought his old Bush CTVI84 (A823
chassis)in the other day with the complaintthat the sound
was o.k. but therewas no picture.
"I've a coupleof jobs to do" said Dan, "so I'll be back in
about half an hour. You might havefound out what'swrong
by then".
"I might" I agreed,"but on the other hand I might not.
But do call back. We're alwayspleasedto seeyou Dan."
So off he went to slosh his toilets around a bit or
whateverit is he does with them, and I turned to the set to
check whether the top h.t. fuse was intact. It was. and a
quick check at the tube base socketrevealedthat the first
anode voltages were also present.The cathode voltages
were a bit high, so attentionwas turned to the RGB output
transistorswhich were found to be without any forward
base bias. The precedingdriver transistorshad a negative
voltageat their bases.
"Clamp pulses"I muttered,as though I knew what I was
on about. There's a feedbackclamp system you see,the
clamp pulsescoming frorn the line output transformer.Oh
dear.all this complication.I looked at the circuit for a bit of
help. Ah yes, the pulsescome via the power supply panel.
Let's take a look here.Two diodesnear the h.t. smoothing
resistorsprovide pulse clipping, so the bench lamp was
directed on them. Glory be, one was away from its tag.
Checksprovedthat the diodeswerein order,so we soldered
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luminance and chrominance signals doesn't hold, making
life difficult to say the least. You can still do this type of
filtering, and in fact an allied techniqueis used in the latest
digital standardsconverter units, but you need at least one
frame in store and a lot of computing powei, which is not
economical for the domestic telly! TV is going digital
however, and memory is dropping in price, so who knows
what may be possiblein a few years'time?
Well that about wraps it up for now. All I've got to do is
to think up a subject for my next report! Maybe you'd like
to make some suggestionson what you'd like to know
about the US TV scene?Just drop a line, care of the editor.
Finally a tip for drinkers who are "Hitch Hicker" fans:
the pangalacticgargleblasteris alive and well and living in
the USA under the name of Lone Island Iced Tea. . .
Freeow!

the diode back on and the voltagesreturnedto normal.
Which is more than the picturedid. It was plain red. The
greenand bluetube basevoltageswere right, so we thought
we'd check the tube's emission.Red good, nothing on the
blue, nothing on the green. Patient reactivation brought
them up to scratch,but it took a time and Dan's return
would not be delayedmuch longer.Now that the emission
of the three guns was about equal, we could set up the
picture for natural colours. I was quite pleasedwith the
result.
Dan came back, accompaniedby No Nose. I turned the
set round so that Dan could see the results of my good
work. The reaction was not what I expected.
"What have you done to my picture?It was a lovely red.
now it looks like anyoneelse's."
"It looks all right to me" saidNo Nose.
"Yes. but you didn't seeit the way it was" said Dan. "It
was a sort of cosy colour. Made you feel comfortable just
looking at it. Now it looks . . . ordinary."
"Don't worry Dan" I said."It'll soon be all nice and red
again. If not this week then next, or possiblynext month.
It'll go back to red sooneror later,and then you'll be happy
and it'll be worth waitingfor."
Dan looked dubious, but I had to get rid of him somehow
as it was getting a bit thick and I didn't care to think what
other customerswould say when they came in and sniffed
the local air.
So Dan and No Nose carried the set out. leaving us to
coax somebreezethroughthe shop.
Teleton

Touch Tuner

We then turned our attention to a Teleton set which had
been waiting for us to summon up enough patienceto find
r80\
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Fig. | : Tuning voltage selection arrangement
Teleton Model C188S.
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out why the tuner wasn't tuning.A touch-tunertype, Model
Cl8BS. We locatedthe lead which shouldhave carriedthe
tuning voltage to the varicap tuner, but there was nothing
there at all. Over to the selectors. The situation that
confrontedus here was as follows: about 30V at the supply
end of the tuning potentiometers,but no tuning voltage
output to the tuner unit - if anything there was a slight
negative voltage, which was rather upsetting. We then
received a distinct h.t. kick on the hand, which we'd
carelesslyrested on the end of the panel. Fancy that we
thought, and decided to check the voltage. 180V. It feeds a
coupleof resistors,one of which (R1030) has the fairly high
value of 820k. It seemedreasonableto seewhat the voltage
at the other end of this resistor was. Nothing, becausethe
resistor was open-circuit. Correct tuning was restored on
fitting a replacement.
Fancy that we thought, Mrs. Crabbe will be pleased.
We then took a closer look at the circuit (seeFig. l) to
see what had been going on. As usual, there's an isolating
diode in series with the slider of each of the tuning
potentiometers.The idea is that only the diode connectedto
the selected potentiometer conducts, the others being
reversebiased by the 30V supply. For the selecteddiode to
be held conductive, there has to be a hold-on current path.
This is provided by TRl007 and R1030, the transistor
acting as a shunt stabiliser to hold the voltage at the
junction of R1029/R 1030constantat some l.2V abovethe
voltage at the slider of the selectedtuning potentiometer.So
with R1030 open-circuit, the diode in serieswith the slider
of the selectedpotentiometerwon't conduct and there will
be no tuning voltage output.
What does the rest of the circuit do? X1020 provides
temperature compensation for Xl0l6-9 (whichever is
conductive). It too requires a hold-on current path, which
this time is provided by TR1008 and R1034. The fact that
the emitter of TRl008 is returned to a -145V rail explains
the slight negativevoltage we found on the tuning line.

And Then
Our peace was shattered by the arrival of Mr. BoreCrashing, who claims to be an authority on all matters
electrical. We'd crossed swords over his hi-fi equipment in
the past, and he still claims that i[ he recordsa cassettehere
and sends it to a relative in the USA it will play at a
different speeddue to their 60Hz mains supply. This time he
brought in his Ferguson colour receiver (Thorn 9600
chassis) and announced that the h.t. was low. As he was
busy, he didn't feel like tracing the circuit through to find
out where the h.t. was being dropped. I've learnt not to ask
questionsof him, becauseyou get only a load of "I think"
and "I know" but no description of the fault. So I plugged
the thing in and connected it to an aerial. A picture
appeared,with a gap at each side and a bit of a kink right
down the centre.
"There you are" said Mr. Bore. "Not enough h.t. to fill
the pictureout. Now tell me I'm wrong!"
"You're wrong" I said. having had a similar case the
previousweek."Your E-W modulatorisn't modulating."
"There you are" he said, "it's not modulating becauseit's
not got enoughh.t. to modulateit." Too late, I realisedI'd
given him a new term to play with. He caught sight of
Honey Bunch mucking about with the window display.
"My modulator'snot working properly" he confidedto
her.
"You poor man" she replied,"l do hope it gets better
soon."
So he gave that up and returned to watch me shining a
T E L E V I S I ODNE C E M B E 1R9 8 1

light into the right side of the main panel to see whether
W8l0 - one of the modulator diodes- was feeling sorry for
itself. It was a bit charred, and came out in pieces. It's a
BY298, but I generallyfit a BYXTI as a replacementsince
these seem to last longer and anyway I keep these and
BY223sin stock for usein this position.
"Ah, the h.t. rectifier"proclaimedMr. Bore.
"You could call it that, but it isn't" I said wearily, not
wishingto go into the nicetiesof I l0o scanningas I lazily
solderedthe replacment on the undersideof the panel and
checked with an ohmmeter to see that I'd got it the right
way round.
"We'll soon seeif it works" said the impossibleMr. Bore.
It did, for about a minute or so. The picture then sort of
shudderedin and out and a cloud of grey smoke came from
the approximate area of the tripler. Triplers don't give off
grey smoke however, and they don't smell like that. It was
like what you get from a hybrid ITT set when the mains
filter capacitor starts steaming off whilst leaving the set
working, thereby spreading consternation throughout the
household(you know what I mean- thoseyellow ones).So
it appeared to be a defective capacitor, and the circuit
suggestedthat it might be c8l5 (lpF) which provides
filtering between the driver transistor and the two
modulator diodes.It didn't look an easy matter to get at it,
so I suggestedto Mr. Bore that he might like to call back
later.
He seemedto hesitate,as though loath to leavethe set-in
the hands of an incompetentidiot who couldn't evenreplace
an h.t. rectifier without blowing up something else, but he
eventually wanderedoff. So I called for coffee and had to
make it myself as Honey Bunch was busy playing with a
radio which was getting CB, with an interesting
conversationabout a Teddy Bear or something.
When I'd got up enough courage to tackle the suspect,
which was hiding away at the front of the scan panel. I had
to remove the tripler to reach it. I then found that I didn't
have a lpF capacitor with the correct voltage rating, so I
endedup with two 2pF capacitorsin series.This seemedto
work all right, and I'd hardly replaced the back when the
horror returned. Not the smoke or anything wrong with the
set,but Mr. Bore himself.
"I though I'd better not stay away too long in case you
might needa bit of help."

Repeat Pertormance
Hardly had he gone than a Rank Z'718 was brought in
with a no-go symptom. The h.t. feed was o.k., but
something was preventing the line output stage from
working. Unhooking the top retainers enabled us to get at
the front of the right side panel, where just for fun we
checkedthe same circuit (the EW modulator - not quite the
same,but you know what I mean).The two diodeshereare
5D5 and 5D6. 5D6 was faulty, and turned out to be an
SKE somethingor other. Anyway we stuck in a BYX7l,
which is what the circuit actually said, and order was
restored.Funny how thingsseemto go in cycles,isn't it?
If you get one Thorn 1500in with poor sync for example,
you can bet your life that there'll be at leasttwo others close
behind waiting to have their 47kO sync separatorscreen
grid feed resistorsreplaced.
We've also had a run of solid-stateGEC colour sets in
recently (C2100 series),all with line output stage trouble
wherethe 40V rectifierdiode D60l (fed from a winding on
the line output transflormer)goes short-circuit.In goes
another BYX7I, underneathinsteadof on top. I wonder
what it'll be next?
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The Flyingscotsman
LesLawryJohns
ABoUT a month ago we sold a Fidelity colour portable
(Model CTVI4R) to one of our regular customers who
frequents our local pub. This means that we see him pretty
regularly. He was delighted with his new colour portable,
being able to lay in bed with the remote control unit and
thus able to switch the set off without getting up as his eyes
grew heavy. The other day he popped in to say that it had
developed a mind of its own however. Just as he got
interested in an ITV programme, the set would change to
BBC- I and wouldn't go to any other setting no matter how
many times he pressedthe channel change button.
"Bring it in Jock" we advised him. "We have ways of
making them change their minds."
Jock McStrap is a fast mover, and while I was pondering
on the possibilitieshe had gone and come back again. He
plonked the set on the counter and launched into his theory.
"Say I've got it on channel 3, like this. It'll be all right for
some time, then the channel I indicator will start to glow
and get brighter and then clonk, it changes to I and the
channel 3 light goes out." Without a pausehe continued"I
think it's a little somethingtouching where it shouldn't when
it gets warm you see . . . Whatever it is, it won't take you a
minute to find so I'll call back later."
"O.k. Jock, we'll do our best to make it behave itself."
So off went Mr. McStrap, leaving us to consider the
situation and decide on a course of action. He hadn't
brought the remote control unit with him, so we watched for
the fault to develop and it did. As a matter of fact the
channel I LED (seeFig. l) glowed faintly from switch on,
even though another channel had been selected and the
appropriate LED lit up fully. Within a short time the
channel I indicator got brighter and the set switched to
channel l, just as Jock said it did. Like a flash I reacheda
decision - which turned out to be the wrong one of course.
"It must be a faulty chip - the ML232B channel selector" I
thought.
Bearing in mind what sort of a device it is, I took all the
usual precautions,earthing everythingto make sure that no
static charges could ruin the new chip. We then set about
removing the front control panel where the chip lives. After

a bit of swearingand cussingat everything and everybody,
the new chip was installed and we were ready for testing.
The channel I LED still glowed faintly when another
channelwas selected,so we knew we'd dropped yet another
clanger.
I then did what I should have done in the first place and
studiedthe circuit. Transistor TR3 is linked to the channel I
indicator, and it seemedlikely that if slightly leaky it could
be responsiblefor the symptoms. A new BCl57 was fitted
and proved to be the answer - to the defective channel
changethat is. (Note that the provisional circuit shows the
type incorrectly as BC548, which is an npn device: the full
manual gives the correct pnp type, BCl57 or 8C557.)
Having refitted the panel and wrapped the set up we felt
satisfied that the job was done. Jock came back and
satisfiedhimself that the channels changed as they should
do.
"Was it a wee something touching, Lawry?"
"Leaking, Jock. It was a wee leak after all."
So off went Jock, only to return next day.
"It's doing it again Lawry, but it's now worse. It won't
even stay on channel 1."
My heart sank. What now?
Investigation proved that over a period all signals were
lost and that the tuning voltage to the tuner fell to zero
intermittently. The supply to the TAA550 30V stabiliseron
the front panel remained steady, and seemedto be present
at the ML232B i.c., though it was difficult to tell becausethe
fault was coming and going rapidly. Like the fool I am I
again accusedthe chip, and went through the rigmarole of
changing it - only to find that the fault was still present.I
then found that movementof the panel prompted or cleared
the fault, suggestingthat we had either a poor connectionor
perhapsa crack somewhere.I eventuallyfound the crack through three tracks - though it was almost too fine to see.
It had apparently occurred when I'd refitted the panel on the
first occasion and had difficulty aligning it with the fixing
holes. Having repaired the panel we put the set on a
prolonged soak test and experienced no further trouble.
We've sold dozens of these nice little sets, and this was

t Salety .esistol

Fig. | : Channel selection circuit, Fidelity ModelCTVl 4R.
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the first bit of trouble we've had, so we mustn't complain.
Jock seemedhappy enough anyway, and his friend Chip
Fryer has come in to buy one as a presentfor his wife. All
quiet on that front.

vapour trail that seemedto skirt around it. "Oh look" said
the old girl, "if he hadn't seen it in time he'd have flown
straight into it." Honest.
Late Night Final

TheWalthamWl2S
I'd sold this 24in. Waltham monochrome set some five
years ago to an elderly lady who'd brought it back and
made me an offer I couldn't refuse:if she had it back before
evening,I could live. This precludedsendingoff for spares,
and it was an unfortunate fact that the e.h.t.overwindingon
the line output transformer was running warm evenwith the
stick rectifier disconnected.The spark at the overwinding
output was less intense than the one at the top cap of the
PL504 line output valve, so whether I liked it or not the
transformer was faulty and my time was running out.
I searchedthrough my stock of transformers,but I knew
I didn't have one. The only alternativewas to remove the
faulty winding and fit a tripler, or to strip down the
transformer and fit another overwinding. Being a lazy cove
I chose to cut away the faulty winding and fit a tripler using one of the Thorn five-stick replacementswith a short
connection to the PL504 anode connection point on the
transflormer(with a PP3 battery stud to fit to the tripler). As
expected, the resultant picture was lacking in width: the
correct tuning capacitor turned out to be a 35pF 8kV
working disc type, from the anode connection to chassis.
This low value was in fact a surprise,as I'd expectedto use
a value more like l00pF - but the width was then excessive.
So we made the tripler secureand checkedthe rest of the
set before returning it to the old dear. It was late afternoon
and already dark when I arrived at her house.The full moon
shone brightly in the clear sky, and an aircraft had left a

I arrived back at the shop expectingit to be closed.The
lights were on however and there was a car outside.A lady
had brought in a large,26in. ITT set (FTll0 chassis)with
the help of her son and daughter.We'd last repairedit about
a year ago, when her husband had brought it in. This time
he had electedto stay at home watching the portable rather
than risk having to listen to me moaning about the dimculty
of diagnosing the cause of the trip circuit tripping. And
tripping it was. Not the full-bodiedhrrrump-bonk some sets
produce, but more a sort of soft tick tick.
I disconnectedthe tripler as a start. That didn't make any
difference,so I set off on a wild goosechasetrying to find a
shorted diode. "Perhaps it's the transformer" said Honey
Bunch helpfully, thinking of the long line of transformer
failures we've had of late. This jolted me into thinking a little
more rationally: I hadn't checkedthe line output transistor,
which turned out to be dead short collector-to-emitter.We
removed the BU208 with some difficulty, and with much
cussing and blinding about accessibilityfitted a new one
togetherwith two new 0.005pF (to make up 0.0lpF) pulse
type flyback tuning capacitorsjust in case.
Knowing my luck when performing before an audience,I
switched on with fingers,iegs and eyes crossed.It worked,
and worked well enough apart from a little misconvergence
on the left-handside.This seemsto be a common feature of
these sets however, and by this time it was getting late and
the family were only to pleasedto cart the set off back to
dad.

An extremely light, compact and durable instrument, designed for mobile Colour T.V. Maintenance in the customers home. The basic
model includes a built-in rechargeable battery plus a Power UniVCharger.{A fully charged battery gives 1O hours continuous use).
All patterns and sync. pulses are derived from a single crystal controlled oscillator, producing extremely accurate, stable displays. The
patterns available are: Standard Colour Bars, Red Raster. Linearised Grey Scale Step Wedge, Crosshatch and Peak White Raster.

A CoaxialSocket on the rear panel providesa modulatedUHF or VHF (pleasespecify)signal of approx. 1mV for direct connection
Receiver Aerial Socket. An (optionall integral Sound board is available, producing a Sound Carrier (6MHz or 5.5MHz),
modulated by a lKHz Sinewave. The N71 18will also house a third
board that provides a 1 Volt p to p, 75 ohm Video Signal to a rear
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How to be Tetchy
LesLawryJohns
I AM one of the most pleasantof people- easy to get along
with, understandingand tolerant, helpful and constructive,
with never a nasty thought in my head except on rare
occasions. It's worrying therefore to find these occasions
becoming less rare and my toleranceincreasinglystrained.
I'm aware that I'm not as young as I once was, and that to
the above list could perhaps be added doddery. But I don't
somehowthink that age has too much to do with this subtle
change of character, which has me contemplatingbashing
people over the head with a blunt instrument and then
dancing at their funerals.
You see what I mean. It is rather worrying - especially
since I don't seemto worry about it all that much. Our dog
Ben and I seem to share one trait in common: we snap at
people even though they appear to be kindly souls,just in
casethey're not I suppose.Take the other day for example.
Plug Ploy
A chap brought his set in for repair just as we were
closing. I had a quick look, but as it was a case of
intermittent field collapse and it wouldn't collapsefor me I
suggestedthat he leave it and take one of our loan sets
home with him so that his wife wouldn't miss Crossroads
and he the football.
When he came back the following day to collect his own
set he brought ours back and dumped it down. He surveyed
it for a moment and then came out with "did it have a plug
on it when I took it?" This annoyed me and I snapped"yes
it did and you're not having that one." He'd had his set
repaired at a very reasonableprice, he'd beenlent a set for
nothing, and here he was scaredstiffor loosing a plug, even
though a moment's thought would have confirmed that it
did have a plug when he took it away the night before.Only
a little thing, but it did get me going for a moment.
Enter Mr. Doubleday
We hadn't seen Mr. Doubleday for quite some time. He
showed up the other day and neededa bit ofhelp in getting
the big Ultra colour set out of the back of his estate car.
"This is a 26in. set" he panted quite unnecessarily."It
belongsto my neighbour,my neighbour." To cut the story
short and avoid all the repetitionto which Mr. Doubleday is
prone, it seemsthat the neighbours were watching the set
when it suddenly went off. And now here it was waiting for
the little thing that would start it up again.
Quite unsuspectingly,I took the back offthe Thorn 3500
and immediately started to check the usual things in the
power supply before applying thejuice - the rectifier diodes,
the cut-out, etc. Thesewere all intact, so we pluggedthe set
in. The degaussingbuzz occurred and the tube heaterslit.
There was a hefty h.t. present at the body of the chopper
transistor (see Fig. l) and the 30V supply was present.
There was no 60V h.t. supply at the centre fuse (F603)
however, i.e. no output from the chopper. When the meter
was applied to the end, right-sidetag of the dropper resistor
to see whether the l2V supply to the chopper driver
transistor was present,we found only about 3V.
This was obviously a starting point. We lifted up the
power unit to start checking - and found the timebase plug
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hanging free. Incredibly, I didn't immediatelynotice that all
the other plugs and leads from the field and line timebase
panels were also hanging free - [ suppose becauseI was
concentrating on the power supply panel. Taking this out
(having plugged the timebase plug in and got no results)
we followed up the low voltage. Was the chopper driver
transistor short-circuit or permanentlyon? Check the drive
from the monostablecircuit. Whilst we were attendingto this
our eyes were attracted to R620 in the monostablecircuit.
The resistorlooked a bit sick, and measuredonly a couple
of hundred ohms insteadof 2. 7kO. So we replacedit and on
putting the power supply panel back we found we had the
correct l2Y at the end of the dropper and 60V at the centre
fuse. So the power supply and the line oscillator were
working (the trigger pulses for the monostablecome from
the line oscillator). There was no sign of line output stage
operation however,and no voltage acrossR907 in the beam
limiter circuit (this resistor is betweenthe line output stage
earth line and the rest ofthe chassis).
It was then that I turned to the line output stage and
found all the leads off and the tripler disconnected.
"Someone'sbeen at this" I growled at Mr. Doubleday. "Oh
no, it just went off, went off" he protested. By this time I'd
removed the line timebase panel and looked at it a little
more closely. The R2008 line output transistor was
completely disconnected, leads were off the two
transformers and, looking just a bit more closely, the line
driver transistor was seento be missing along with several
capacitorsand diodes.
"Look at this" I bawled, making the cat beat a hasty
retreat.
"I don't undertand these things, these things" said Mr.
Doubleday.
"Perhaps you don't, but see all these leads hanging free
and these empty spaces. It means someone's been here
before us, and a bloody fine mess they've made of it too.
Your neighboursare having you on. Sorry Mr. Doubleday,
but I don't want the job putting this lot right."
"They wouldn't mind spendinga tenner on it, a tenner on
it" bumbled Mr. D. "I shouldn't think it would cost much
more than that."
I finally lost my cool at this and slappedthe bits together
and the back on. Before he could say another word, I'd the
set outside and in the back of his car. "Cheerio Mr.
Doubleday, it's beennice knowing you, knowing you."
When I got back into the shop Honey Bunch was giving
me that look. "I don't know what's got into you lately. Mr.
Doubleday was quite upset when he left. You won't have
any customers left if you carry on like this, carry on like
this."
(.{.****,'
I said nastily.
They'll Never Believe

Me

Hardly had we had time to drink a cup of coffee than a
young fellow struggled in with another 3500 - a 22in.
Fergusonsetthis time. "What's wrong?" I askedcarefully.
"We were watching it and it suddenlywent off."
I took the back off and carefully checked all the plugs
and sockets. They were all connected and hadn't been
disturbed. so we started the routine. 30V line o.k. 240V at
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Fig. | : Quick checks on the Thorn SOOO/35OO
chassispower supply module lsimplified circuit). H.T. at the body of the chopper
transistor but no 6OV supply at F6O3 means that either the fuse or the transistor is open-circuit or the transistor is without
drive. lf the fuse and chopper transistor are o.k., check the 12V supply to the driver transistor,the 3OV supply to the monostable
circuit etc., and for the presenceof trigger pulses at connector3/2 and drive to W6O5.
the body of the chopper transistor, nothing at the 60V fuse.
Also nothing at the extreme right-hand tag of the dropper
resistor though there was 45V at the next tag. Like a fool I
started to try to find out what was pulling the voltage down
and had got to the point oftaking out the power pack when
a voice inside my head said "why isn't the dropper section
hot if you think it's overloaded?" I suppose I was still
thinking of the previous disaster. So I checked the
continuity of the l00Q section with the ohmmeter and of
courseit was open-circuit.
Back went the power unit and in went a new dropper
section. On went the set and up came a pink picture (no
green).A quick check revealedthat there was no supply to
the tube's green first anode, due as usual to leakagein the
beam switch. This was soon dealt with and everything
seemed fine except for an intermittent flash of bright blue.
Moving the thick-film video load unit proved that it was at
fault since the picture remained bright blue now that the
intermittent open-circuit had become a permanent one. A
new thick-film unit was put in and everything was now fine.
"Lucky you had those parts" said the young man.
"Luck had very little to do with it" I said. "I have to
order them and about ten million other parts at a cost of
billions of pounds so that you and those like you don't have
to be kept waiting."
"Thanks" said the young man. "Would you mind if I
took the set and paid you at the weekend,becauseI'm a bit
short at the moment?"

"Oh yes, it is for about five minutesor so" said Frank. So
we waited a bit while he filled in all the details of what had
been happeningto him workwise and homewiseand I tried
to serve customers with their odd bits and pieces,
attempting to listen to them as they explained what they
wanted.
"There you are" Frank suddenlyshouted,scaring me out
of my wits. The picture had gone off, leaving a very dull
raster which looked ominously familiar to me. I turned the
brightnesscontrol and the dull raster didn't vary one iota
whether it was turned up or down. "You just push the aerial
plug" said Frank.
Without much hope I pulled the plug out and pushed it
back in again.No change.
"Not like that. Like this" said Frank, grabbing the aerial
plug and wrenching it out and in so that the whole set
vibrated. The picture appeared with a flash and went off
again.
"You can get the same effect by tapping the cabinet" I
said wearily.
"No you can't" said Frank, gently touching the cabinet.
I started to lose my cool again and whipped the back off.
"This is where you tap if you really want to see what's
wrong" I said, tapping the neck of the tube with a
screwdriver handle. The picture flashed on and off as I
tapped.
"You can't mean it's the tube" said Frank. "You put a
new one in only a little while ago." I looked at the label on
the tube.It said 1975."Over six yearsago to be exact."
"Well it shouldn't go so soon" he moaned. "What's my
Furious Frank
sister going to say? She'll have to go without her gin for a
Frank is (or was) a regular customer of ours. For more
week, and shewon't like that."
years than I care to remember. He'd bought a colour set
So I put the set to one side as Frank slid offto consult his
from us several years ago, and it had proved to be very
sister. He phoned later to say that they were still thinking.
reliable. He often pops in with various bits and pieces
The next day he came back and purchaseda 24in. Philips
however and waits whilst I fix them for him. During this
monochrome set we'd taken in part exchange- the cost was
process he talks incessantly about things which are of
lessthan installinga new tube in the ITT set.
interest to himself only, smokes incessantly, and incessantly
flicks the ash on the shop floor despite the fact that I put an
ash tray under his nose. This time he brought in his sister's ln the Meantime
old ITT monochrome set (VC200 chassis).
Meanwhile two sets fitted with the Thorn 850O chassis
"It's the aerial socket ks" he told me. "The picture goes had come in. One had a blown fuse, and before that had
off and when you pull out the aerial plug and push it back exhibited colour bars, i.e. no colour lock. The other was
in the picture comes on again." So we switched the set on working but again with no colour lock. The blown fuse was
and in due course quite a good picture appearedand didn't no more than a short-circuit mains filter capacitor, but the
vary however much I messed about with the aerial plug. unlocked colour was a rather more stubborn problem that
"Seemsall right to me" I said.
couldn't be resolved until the 4.43lN,{Hzreference oscillator
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crystal had been replaced.We checkedthe decoderpresets
on the second set without result, and again had to replace
the crystal in order to get the colour to lock. Funny how this
decoder seemsto need crystal replacementso often - the
crystals seldom seemto fail in other chassis.

time, as we'd now got a couple of spare transformers in
stock. Once again she wasn't without her set for long:
there'sa moral here somewhere.if onlv I could think of it.

A Bouncer

Finally this month those Philips black box
"entertainment centres", with TV, radio, cassetterecorder
plus clock, all in a compact square (Model 9TC2l00).
We've had a couple in with field collapse.If you trace the
leads from the field scan coils down to the right-hand side,
you'll find that they terminate in a plug and socket. Nearby
are the two field output transistors.In both casesthe 8C338
(TS560) had gone short-circuit.

Last month I mentionedthe lady whose Waltham Wl25
had given her trouble - she'd wanted it fixed in a hurry. So
we'd snipped off the line output transformer's e.h.t.
overwinding and fitted a tripler to get the e.h.t.back quick. I
had another call from her the other day. The other windings
on the transformer now had shortedturns. No problem this

SimpleVariac
Victor Rizzo
IN these days of semiconductordevicesthat go dead at the
drop of a hat, a variac is one of the most desirableitems of
equipmenteither for servicingor for experimentalpurposes.
Many are deterredfrom buying one however becauseof the
cost. The present article describesa very good one which,
given a little patience,can be constructedat a fraction ofthe
cost of a commercial variac. The one I made may not be a
beauty, but is safe and servesits purpose admirably. It uses
tappings to enable all the decadesexcept three in the range
lOV to 24OY Io be obtained. Voltage selectionis done by
plugging two flying leads into a robust octal valve base
socket.
The first step is to find a serviceabledouble-woundmains
transformer, i.e. not an auto-transformer,from an old TV
set. Many an old set is rated at 200W, with all the power

al

Philips

Cube

used provided by the mains transformer. This should be
more than adequatefor our purposes.
Next try the transformer and check the turns/volt ratio.
This is very important, and can be done by noting the
heater voltage provided by one of the windings and seeing
the number of turns this winding consistsof, then dividing
the number of turns by the voltage. In the transformer I
used the ratio was two.
Remove the laminations and the secondary windings
from the transformer. Don't disturb the primary winding,
and don't remove the insulation which separatesit from the
secondaries.Sand the laminations very lightly, wipe them
clean and smear lightly with greaseto facilitate reinsertion.
Now make up a new secondary,using wire of the same
guage as the primary winding - the wire must be new. In
the arrangementI used (seeFig. l) this winding consistsof
seven sections (A-B, B-C etc.) with eight terminals. The
number of turns in each section dependson the turns/volt
ratio: multiply the voltage requiredby the ratio and you get
the number of turns required for each section.The tappings
should be well sleevedand left long enough to be soldered
directly to the voltage selectionsocket. Letter the tappings
to avoid confusion later on.
When the new secondary winding has been finished,
replace the laminations and tighten them up. The whole
transformer can be impregnated with wax.
How you arrange the rest of the devicedependson what
you have availablefor the purpose- Fig. 2 is included as a
general guide. If the transformer chosen has its own fuse
and mains tappings, these can be retained. I housed the
transformer in a biscuit tin that happenedto be around. A
hole was cut in one side for the voltage selectionsocket, the
connector for the flying leads being fixed to the lid. Glue a
table showingthe voltagesavailablein a convenientplace.
Inciude a mains on-off switch if you want, but do make sure
that the whole thing is well earthed.
On completion of the device, try it out to check on the
voltagesavailable.It's thesereadingsthat should be written
down on the voltage table of course.Due to mains voltage
variations, the voltageswill never be spot on. There are so
many possibilitiesto choose from however that this will
present no problems in practice.
T

Table 1 :Voltages available.

ozddl
Connector
Output

I

a

I

rig. Z: C;-saectional
180

Leads to oclal socket

view of the prototype.

l O VG - H
20V A-B or C-D
3 O VE . F
4OVB-Cor F-G
s O VF - H
6OVA-C or B-D
7OVE-G

8OVA-D.D-Eor E-H
1OOVC-E
1 1 O VD - F
130V C-F
1 4 O VB - E
150V D-c
160V A-E or D-H

170VB-For C-G
180V C-H
1gOVA-F
2 1 O VB - G
220V B-H
23OVA-G
24OVA-H

'l
The voltages not availableare 9OV, 2OV and 2OOV.
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best I could do rryasto dangle a short length of wire from
the r.f. output socket.of a Secamtest generatornear the
CX610GB'swhip aerial.Under theseconditionsthe setwas
found to be able to discriminatebetweenPAL and Secam
signalsadequately,though weak signalscould confuseit.
SystemL test signalscouldn't be detectedof course.
With a video ratherthan an off-air input, PAL and Secam
signals were both well displayed with the auto switching
working excellent$ The audio and video outputs from the
setwere clean and recordedwell on a dual-standardVCR.
Incidentally,when switchingbetweenoff-air and external
inputs with the same signal source applied to both, the
impairmentof the signalat r.f. wasquite evident- soif your
set and VCR have video/audioconnectors,use them in
preferenceto routing the signalsvia the u.h.f. modulator.

The audio srgnal,either internal or external, is fed to a
simple resistivevolume control and then to an i.c. audio
section driving an 8O loudspeaker. There's also an
earphonesocket.
The video sigrals are fed to a combined video
amplifier/syncseparator/pedestal
clamp i.c., then passto
separatePAL and Secamdecoders.The rest of the RGB
and timebasecircuitry is conventional.
Summary

In conclusion,the CX610GB is unique in the low-cost,
small-set market. In fact if you need a mains/battery
portable colour receiver/monitoryou don't have much
choice! If you add in the multistandardsound and colow
facilitieshoweverthe set is a winner. Itb a shamethat the
battery capability adds so much to the basic price, but
The lnnards
probably most userswon't find this essential.From the
The interior is neatly arranged.A combinedu.h.f./v.h.f. technicalpoint of view the set is well designedand easyto
tuner drives a conventionali.f. chip via a SAW filter. The
senrice,though as one would expect with such a small
demodulatedsignalsare filtered by 5.5, 6 and 6.5MHz
chassisthere are a few tricky bits.
ceramicfilters to remqve/extractthe soundcomponent,the
All in all however I'd thoroughly recommend the
latter going to a standard intercarrier sound chip. The
CX610GB. It would seem to set a trend that other
signalsare then passedto the audio/video input/output manufacturerswith domestic video interests will surelv
board, the outputsbeing a.c.coupledvia suitableswitches. follow.
I

While the BlizzardsBIew
LesLawry-Johns
We've had one or two unusualfaults of late, also one or
two unusualcustomers.This is not so surprisingperhaps,
becausethe world sometimesseemsto be populated by
weird people.I havea messagefor you from one of them.
"Repent now.This is the last year.There won't be another
Christmas.The year will seea seriesof disastersunlike any
before,culminatingin the final catastrophe.You had better
be preparedl In view of all this I wonderedwhy he found it
so important to have his little Indesit Tl2SGB portable
repaired. He did however,so I tried to oblige.
Loss of Signals
The one concernedis the one with push-buttonsat the
top rather than a rotary tuner at the side(Model T12LGB).
The symptomwas that the screenlit up, with a trace of
grain to show that the i.f. stageswere active,but with no
signals.So we turned our attention to the tuner, which
seemedto be getting its supply voltage but not much by
way of a tuning voltage.At the top push-buttonpanelwe
found we could get only about 2'5V insteadof the 30V
expected.The suspectcomponentsare on the main panel,
and we thought we would find that the TAA550 tuning
voltage stabiliseri.c. was leaky.It's fed from a line output
stagederived125V rail via an 18kO,2W resistor(R103),
and we were surprisedto find that the voltage at the h.t.
end of this resistorwas also very low.
The relevant circuitry is shown in Fig. 1, and what
particularly surprisedus was that the supply to the video
output stagewascorrect -I25V acrossC91.4.As you'll see,
two diodesin seriesrectify the pulsesat the collectorof the
line output transistorto produce the h.t. suppliesfor the
video output stage and the tuning voltage source (the
TAA550). If the video output supplywaso,k., why wasnt
250

the supplyto the tuning circuit?Then the penny dropped.
Not somethingshort+ircuit,rather somethingopen-circuit.
Like the first diodebreservoircapacitorC911.Slapanother
0.1pcFcapacitorfrom the cathodeof D910 to chassisand
back comesthe voltageand the ability to tune. An unusual
one I thought.
The Next Oddity
The next odd one was a colour set with Baird on the
front, though it was actually a K<irting 51763. The
complaint was severe interferenceon the picture. This
turned out to be sound on vision, the picture being
completelyclear when the volume was turned down. At
fust we thought the cause might be vibration, but
disconnectingthe internal speakerand using an external
one left the trouble just the same - and it really was
intolerable.
As a next step we checkedthe 470p"Felectrolyticthat
decouplesthe l.t. supplyto the audiooutput stage.This was
o.k., but at last we were on the right lines, sincethe Lt.
voltage was higher than specified- and varied with the
vroeo

Fig. l: Method of obtaining the h.t. supplies in the lndesit
T| 2SGB monochrome poftable.
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volume. The audio circuit is fed from the l.t. bridge
rectifiel which also feeds a 24V series regulator circuit.
Something must be wrong here we thought, and we
proceeded to check the transistors. What we discovered
was that the BC178 driver transistor was short-circuit. A
replacement restored correct working with an interference
free picture - another one we've not had before.

Don's Diagnosis
Don is anotherof our localcharacters.
Retirednowbut
aslively and cheerfulasever.Except that is on the occasion
when his daughtergot manied. The shockof the expense
made him look miserablefor a month either side of the
event."You saveup all your life to make sure you'll be all
right when you retire, and what happens?Your gid gets
married and expects a royal wedding. Don't you worry
Dad, just sign eachcheque in the book and I'll fill in the
rest. Murder it is. Extortion. Robbery.I hope the divorce
won't cost as muchl'
"What divorce,Don. Yours?"
"No. Hers. They demandall theseposhweddingsand six
months later they blame you for helpingthem get married
and want your help with the separation.Mad they are.
Mad. And we're just as madl
"Never mind Don. It'll teach you not have girls late in
life next timel
"Next time? You mean we've got to go through this
aga:n?"
"So they tell me Don. When you die and think you're
going to have a nice long sleep,they add up you're score
sheetand sendyou in to bat againl
"Bloody hell. I hope not" said Don mournfully.
But the months passedand Don now seemsas cheerful
as eve! threateningto sue all and sundry."Sue you later3
"I'll be sueingyou3 "Sue you in court" and many more in
like vein. The other day he came to see us, carrying his
Thorn 3500 colour set as though it weigheda few ounces.
He exerciseswith weightseach morning you see,which I
supposeis why he kept on having daughtersuntil late in
life.Maybeifl...
My thoughtswere cut short by Don'srapid diagnosisof
the set3 ailment. "It doesn't go Les. Probably a small
resistorgone3
"You'll be lucky" I said."Had one in the other day and it
cost the owner a small fortune to put it right. Broke his
heart havingto spendall that money he'd been savingfor
his retirement.It looks asif I'll be all right though,with all
thesesetsneedinglots of moneyspenton them:
Don blew on his pipe, and ash scatteredall over the
place.
Tust have a look Les and see what the time isl
So I took the back off and whilst Don talked to the cat I
tried to find out why the chopper wasn't chopping.Now
you'll rememberthe drill. Plentyof h.t. on the body of the
choppertransistor,but no 60V supply.30V supplyo.k. So I
took the power unit off and turned it up. The chopper
transistor read all risht. but the diode in serieswith its
Driver
t ransformer

L i n €o s l p u t
traosislor

Fig. 2: Line output transistor base drive circuit, Rank 720
chassr's. The 36V supply comes from the EW modulator.
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emitter wasopen<ircuit (W609 - we didn't show it in our
simplified circuit last month). Out came the TRC100P
diode and in went a pair of 1N4002diodestwistedtogether
in parallel.When the unit was refitted the set functioned
quite nicely,needingonly a few adjustmentsto make it 100
per cent.
"What wasit? I knew it wouldnt be muchl
lust this little thing Don. You were dead right as usuall
"Thanks a million. Better whip it back home. I'll be
sueingyou3
Don's wife popped in later. "Don forgot to pay you. I
don't know what'swrong with him lately.He'snot been the
samesincethe weddins3

Resistors
As a matter of fact Don could well havebeen right in his
diagnosisof a faulty resistor,sinceit seemsthat everyother
set that'scome in recentlyhasneededa low-valueresistor
to put it right. For example,at least three Bush sets(T20
chassis)camein during the last week requiring a new line
output transistorbasecurrent stabilisingresistor(5R8, 1O)
to get them going.The first time this happenedwe spenta
lot of time checkingover thingsbefore we got to the real
causeof the trouble. It went like this.
Setdeadexceptfor h.t. at the collectorof the line output
transistor.Check the driver transistor'scollector voltage.
High, showingthat it's not being driven. Shunt a resistor
acrossthe line oscillatorstart-upcapacitorto keep the line
oscillatorgoingdespitethe absenceof the line output stage
derived 12V line. \,bltageat the collector of the driver
transistorfalls to 125Y thus proving that the line oscillator
and driver stagesare o.k. Check the EW modulatordiodes
5D617becauseone of them is nearly alwaysat fault under
theseconditions.This time they were all right, so we made
checkson the line output transistor.Surprisedto find that
the reversebase-emitterresistanceis 22o,, which is high
consideringthat the base and emitter are linked via the
secondarywindingof the driver transformerand 5R8 (see
Fig. 2). 5R8 was open-circuit of course, so that the
transistorwasreceivingno drive. Needlessto say,the next
one didn't take us nearly so long to find.
As another example, a couple of Thorn sets (9000
chassis)camein with R726 (2.2O) in piecesbut with no
apparentcause.This resistoris in the collectorcircuit of the
diode modulatordriver transistorW702.
'Sno

Joke

We'vehad somepretty cold weatherlately,with the cold
intenseenoughto . . . well, you know what. There was a
bhzzardwhen friend Ridley poppedhis headinto the shop.
"If we keep burning fossil fuels at this rate Leslie, the
greenhouseeffectwill becomeso seriouswe'll all be dying
with the heatl So sayinghe retreated into the snow and
fought his way homewards.I went out later to take the dog
for his walk. On the way back we had to crossa car park
that was a sheet of ice. I slipped and crashed down
painfully. It was a few secondsbefore I was able to
scramblebackto my unsteadyfeet. The dog just carriedon
sniffing,not caringwhat had befallenme. Two buttons had
been torn off the front of my sheepskin, and I managedto
find only one of them. I then picked my way painfully
homewardsto tell Honey Bunch of my misfortune. I'd
hardly got the words out when she hit me. "That'll teach
you not to fall over and get your coat dirtf Is there no
justice at all in this world?
ZS1

where one is attempting to resolve a signalof only a few
g,V - often adjacent to the signal from a local 500kW
e.r.p. transmitter - this bandwidth reduction is essential.
Once the alignment of the U800 module has been
completed, the gain preset can be readjusted to get the
correct i.f. levels with the two settingsof Sl. It is essential to avoid any retuning of the tuner unit during alignment.
The use of the i.f. processor and pre-processorgives
three i.f. bandwidths - 6MHz,3MHz and 2MHz. We
thus have a system that will receive the weakest signals
at reduced bandwidth and strong signals at the full
bandwidth, i.e. at optimum picture quality. The processor and pre-processorcan be housed in matching diecast

boxes (three of each in my own installation, with three
preset gain, attenuation level and wide/narrow controls,
feeding three Thorn portables).
Some final notes. First, respect the 240V a.c. mains
input! Secondly,dependingon the tuner in use it may be
found that patterning occurswhen both tuners - the one
in the DX unit and the one in the receiver - are operating at the same frequency. In this event, first check the
continuity of all coaxial screens. If the problem persists,
insert an inline notch filter at the output from the DX
tuner. U800 selectivity modules can be obtained from
Hugh Cocks Television Services, Cripps Corner,
Staplecross,Robertsbridge, E. Sussex TN32 5RY at
f 1'80 each including VAT and postage.

No Mend NordMende
Les Lawry-Johns
Ir all started innocently enough. A middle aged man
came in and asked us whether we would repair his
daughter's Ferguson colour portable. It had been going
all right, but now there was only a white line across the
centre of the screen.
"Certainly sir. Just pop it in and pop back later. No
trouble."
So off he went and about an hour later a young fellow
came in to enquire whether we would handle a Ferguson
colour portable which had a white line acrossthe centre.
"Certainly sir. Just pop it in. By the way, are you any
relation of the chappie who came in a while ago and
asked about serVicing his daughter's Ferguson colour
portable?"
"Probably my father-in-law. He's going to buy the set
from us when we go to Australia in the spring."
It was the young chap who brought the set in later, and
my heart sank just a little when I noticed that it was a
3787 - the 14in. colour portable made in W. Germany
by NordMende. We'd had heartacheswith these before,
but after all the trouble was only field collapse, and a
new i.c. and a fuse were probably all that was needed. So
we put on a cheerful face and asked him to collect it later
in the day.
A little later we turned our attention to the 3787. The
rear cover was removed, the wing nuts slackened,and
the chassislet down. The far right side fuse (there's one
nearer) had gone open-circuit, and sure enough it was
VU09 (630mA) in the 22V supply line (U3) to the
TDA1170 field timebase chip and a couple of other circuits. Not wishing to waste time, we removed the bottom
centre field timebase panel and set about removing the
TDA1170 chip with its screeningheatsink. A new chip
was speedily fitted and the heatsink soldered in place.
The blown fuse was replaced with an 800mA one, which
we understand is the correct and proper thing to do.
Switching the set on produced a lovely picture, and we
left it on for about an hour just to be sure.
The owners collected it later, and were quite pleased
that the job hadn't been a cbmplicated one. Some time
later however they phoned to say that the set had
worked for about half an hour and had then gone off
with a display of coloured splashesand noises.The net
result was a white line across the screen again. They
brought it in next morning, and said they'd leave it for a
314

couple of days so that I could make sure.
Investigation showed that the fuse had failed again, so
as a start I thought I'd better check out the other lines
supplied from the 22V source. Everything o.k., so the
next step was a check on the current, which was not at all
excessive.Another fuse was fitted (reverting to 630mA
just in case) and the set was kept running while I got on
with another awkward job that had been bugging me for
some time - an amplifier which kept blowing its output
transistors every few hours or so.
Whilst engrossed in taking voltage readings in the
amplifier, I heard a funny noise coming from the portable - sort of plasticy clicks, as though the line output
transformer was breaking down. Before I could do anything there was a shower of colours on the screen,with
drastic picture size variations - both width and height. It
then went off with a dying croak.
Sure enough the same fuse had failed, but this time
the difference was that the set was completely out of
action and my attention was caught by the rearmost
thermal wirewound resistor which had "thermalled".
This was RU05 (680'f), 11W) in the soft-startcircuit (see
Fig. 1). Resoldering this resistor's contacts brought it
back into circuit, but it was overheating and would have
opened again had I left the set on.
My ice cold logical mind told me that something was
wrong. It didn't suggesta solution however. So I checked
across the output from the resistor, and there didn't appear to be any shorts. I then started to think. Painfully.
The 22Y supply is obtained from a winding on the line
output transformer. The line output stage had probably
suffered when the short (blowing the fuse) had occurred.
It was probably still suffering. It's a thyristor line output
stage,with the usual flyback and scanthyristors.Hmmm.
We disconnectedthe h.t. feed to the nearest thyristor,
the flyback one, and the start-up feed resistor RU05 no
longer overheated. Ha we thought, these thyristors are
not as tough as they're reputed to be. So I put another
one in and switched on. Bang! The mains fuse had
blown. I stared at the set and it stared back. With a blank
look on its face.
"Now what are you doing?" I asked it desperately.
The only difference this time, apart from any accidental
wrong connections or maybe another fault developing,
was the new thyristor. For want of other inspiration I
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refitted the original thyristor and another mains fuse. It
didn't go bang, which was something anyway, but the set
remained dead and RU05 got hotter and hotter. Here I
committed my first error, which was to move on in the
search for the fault with the original thyristor still fitted.
It was to prove costly in time.
To cut a long story short, it was not until both line
output stage thyristors had been replaced, with a different type and encapsulation,that we returned to something approaching sanity. The original conditions were
then restored, which meant that we were no nearer to
solving the field collapse problem, or rather the firework
display which preceded it and could happen at any
moment.
I decided to check the voltage rails. I'd already
checked the 22Y supply, just to make sure that it was
there, but a more careful check revealed that it was over
22Y. In fact all the rails were high. So I looked around
for a preset voltage control and the only one I could find
was the e.h.t. control RZ13 on the line oscillator panel.
Adjusting this reduced the voltages to those specified,
and I was glad to note that the intermittent plasticy ticking or stress noise had now stopped.
Three days on test seemed to prove that the problems
were over, so the set was returned to its owners. I still
feel that it could bounce back at anv time thoueh - NotMended?

No Colour
Then on to the afternoon's outside calls. The first one

was to a 26in. Bush colour set fitted with the 4823
chassis.It lived in a flat over a bank in a neighbouring
town, so the journey involved several miles and much
lugging from the van to the flat once we'd got there. I
eventually managed to puff up to the front door to be
admitted to the colourlessset.
I'd brought a decoder panel with me just in case I got
into trouble, but it was the early one (as I'd thought the
set was) with no provision for the flyleads. I'd no alternative to repairing the set's own panel therefore assumingthat the fault was not in the chroma amplifier
section on the i.f. panel. We managed to fit some extension leads to enable the panel to work outside the set,
and a couple of checks brought us to the fact that there
was no voltage at the emitter of the 11V regulator transistor 3VT2 (BC148). A cold check on this showed that it
was open-circuit.It didn't take long to fit a new 8C148,
when back came the colour and my confidence. The
panel was back in a jiffy, and we didn't forget to put the
black plug back in to complete the degaussingcircuit (we
still forget now and again, producing clouds of smoke
from 8R5 on the power supply panel). So the job had
been wrapped up and the young man came over to
enquire how much he owed us,
"Twelve please."
He was gone for a few minutes and returned with a
pound note. "Keep the change" he said.
I looked at him carefully and decided to laugh and join
in the fun. "My fault I suppose. Should have said twelve
pounds. That'll teach me to be more explicit."
The young man apologised and said he'd thought
twelve pence was a call out charge since the repair had
been done so quickly. . . .

Femme Fatale

..
.thyflstor
Lrne dilve

Fig. l: Soft-start system used in the Ferguson Model 3787
colour portable. When the set is switched on, the reservoir
capacitors CA06/7 are charged slowly via DR03 and RU05.
As the h.t. voltage rises, the line timebase will come into
operation, the pulses at the anode of the flyback thyristor
being fed back to the gate of DU04 via CUl7. During the
soft-start period the voltage at the base of transistor TU07
will exceed that at its emitter: as a result, the pulses are
shorted out by TU07 and da not fire DU04. Once the h.t.
line has risen to its normal voltage, TU07 will be cut off
and DU04 will be triggered, passing the | 00Hz pulses f rom
the bridge rectifier to CA06/7. Diodes DU05 and DU07 provide junction protection for TU07. CU08/RU08 ensure that
the soft-start action occurs when the set is switched off
and on quickly.
The circuit also provides protection in the event of a
short-circuit across the h.t. line - say the flyback thyristor
going shon-circuit. ln this event TU07's emitter voltage
will fall below its base voltage and thyristor DU04 will
switch off - as during the soft-start cycle. DR03 will try to
supply the h.t., but the fusible resistor RU05 will go opencircu it.
TELEVISIOA
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Sneezing and coughing, I made my way to the next
call. The young lady who opened the door was passing
fair in more ways than one. Her blonde hair was plaited
and piled up on top, and her smile was welcoming as she
lead me to the lounge where the set lived. It was a Thorn
9000 which didn't appear to do anything.
I immediately got to work and found that there was
plenty of h.t. up to the chopper/lineoutput transistorbut
not much else.Tapping the panel causedthe set to burst
into life, and it didn't take long to find a dry-joint which
was speedily put right. Panic over, I put the set back on
its frame, replaced the back cover, and suddenly became
aware that the young lady was reclining on the settee
with her long blonde hair released,flowing down to her
waist. . . .
"Some people are troubled by conscience" she was
saving, and I was also aware that she'd been talking for
some time though I'd not been listening. "Conscience
has never bothered me" she continued. "I always do
what I want when I want and it seems to work out all
right."
"Quite so" I stammered, blowing my nose violently.
"This dose of flu I've got is deadly."
"What you need is a large scotch and some sympathy.
Would you like me to get you a drink?"
"No thanks" I said, "I really must get back to the
shop. Must take a powder." In fact I didn't have the flu,
it was a cold. Plus cold feet. After all, what if there'd
been some of those video cameras hidden? We've read
about these things, haven't we? And anyway I don't like
drinking scotch during the day.
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tuning operates, as shown by the indicating digit on the
display, but the tuning voltage flattens out at some
15-20V instead of rising to just above 30V), or if the leak
is severe the station going off when the store button is
depressed. Otherwise these machines are very good: the
picture is excellent, there's noise-free fast searchand stop
frame, and the simple mechanism that provides cassette
loading and tape threading with a single motor is a masterpiece of ingenuity.
M.P.

Sony C7
The problem we had with a Sony C7 was that the tape
would thread but would not play. Fast forward would not
operate either. If the end alarm switch was on, it would
sound and the tape would rewind. Having had the problem of auto-stop on the Bush BV6900, I went immediately to the forward oscillator circuit, hoping to find an
adjustment. There isn't one on this machine however.
Circuit checks were then made and we discovered that
the voltage coming from pin 8 of the sensor oscillator i.c.
(IC8 on the SY11 system control board) was incorrect at
10V. The circuit is basically a metal detector, so I checked
the sensing coil. The resistance was the same in both
cases, but when checked back to the board was 35O
instead of 2.5O. This turned out to be due to a build up of
oxide deposit on connector CN4013. All was restored to
normal after cleanins.
M.S.

Sony C5
The fault with a Sony C5 was a line drifting down the
screen, on record only. Playback with a test tape was o.k.,
and on looking at the fault it was clearly due to the head
switching point shifting. RV3 on the ,4'56 board was
found to work but was not able to compensate for the
problem.
While making a recording and checking with a scope I
changed channels. The servo reference pulse didn't
attempt to lock in at all, and on tracing the pulse back
towards the video signal I found some minor discrepancies between the board diagram and the circuit diagram,
in the sync switching between record and playback. It

appears that the block diagram had been taken from the
C7 manual. On checking around this section I found that
D27 was connected to C403, but neither were connected
to pin 4 of ICl2 (internal switch for record/playback
reference). Making this connection removed the fault.
There was also a voltage discrepancyat Q69. Perhaps a
corrected diagram should be issued.
M.S.

PhilipsVR2020
Here are a couple of symptoms we've had with Philips
VR2020 head faults. The first was playback of prerecorded tapes o.k. but a tracking error on record. One of
the actuators that moves the heads up and down had
failed. The other symptom looked very much like open
chicken netting, affecting the chrominance only. A new
head drum cured the problem.
M.S.

Ferguson3V30
A Ferguson 3V30 we had in recently would thread up
and produce a static picture but wouldn't run. Rewind
and fast forward were o.k., but once the tape threaded up
the usual clunk, i.e. the pinch roller engaging, was not
heard. On removing the cover we saw that the pinch
roller was indeed disengaged.I then threaded up the tape
and found that the roller would hold in if pushed towards
the capstan. There are two transistors in the control circuit, Q4 and Q5. The latter is fed with a pulse at the end
of threading up, to supply enough power to pull the solenoid in, and was open-circuit base-to-collector.
M.S.

PhilipsNl700
The fault we had on a Philips N1700 looked like the line
hold being out on playback only. The servos were all
locked rock solid to the reference signal, and after changing the servo panels the fault was still present. I was wondering what to do next when I noticed that the 50Hz
reference signal was not synchronisedto the 5OHz mains
(generated from my hands holding the scope lead). The
cause of the trouble was a break in the wire that carries
the 50Hz mains sisnal to the servo board.
M.S.

Raisingthe Dead
Les Lawry-Johns
A lrrrlE while ago a chappie came into the shop and
asked whether we'd be interested in buying a colour set
for which he'd no further use. We cautiously asked what
make of set it was? Philips was the reply. "Does the
sound come on as soon as you switch the set on?" "Yes."
So it was probably a G8 and thus a viable proposition to
fill the role of a loan set, of which we had a need. A deal
was struck, and later that afternoon I climbed six flights of
stairs to the top flat, where the set lived. Narrow stairs I
noted.
He showed me the set working, and whilst the cabinet
was in good condition the picture appeared to be a bright
cyan, with not a trace of red in sight. Even so I thought it
was worth taking a chance, so I paid him and removed the
screws which secured the set to its stand. Then came the
task of carrying the set down to ground level. He offered
to do this for me, but seeing that the set was now my
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property I declined the offer and asked if he'd be kind
enough to bring the stand down for me?

Return to the Ranch
SoI pickedmywaydownthe stairs,carryingthe22in.
set at an awkward angle. Now I'm well aware of what
you're hoping or at least expecting me to tell you next.
Well, there were a few moments when I thought it might
happen - the set tumbling down with me tumbling after it
- but don't forget that I always put my socks on standing
up. I was as sure footed as a mountain goat on those
difficult bends where the right foot had plenty of space
but the left foot had only an inch to feel for. Huffing and
puffing, we eventually made it out to the front of the
house, just in time to see a traffic warden taking notes just
because there were these double yellow lines.
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"Oh it's you" she said,putting her pad away.
"Don't just standthere" I wailed, "open the back up
before I drop this thing."
Shedid asshewastold, as all women should,and muttered in my ear "one of these days I'll catch you when
there are lines on the pavementas well."
"One of thesedaysI'll catchyou when you haven'tthat
uniform on" I said,"then I'll have my wicked way."
"Who would help you then?" she said.
At this point I rememberedthe stand."Keep an eyeon
the van love, something'smissing."
I nipped back in to find him laying at the foot of the
stairswith the stand around his neck, mumbling something to the effect that the stairswould one day be the
death of him. Apparently he'd stoppedto have a word
with someoneon the first floor, and by the time he started
down againI wasout at the van. Which waswhy I hadn't
heard the crash.What a good job he'd not been carrying
the set. Oh yes: was he hurt? Well I don't think he suffered any lasting injury, and the stand was still in one
piece. So, wishing everyone the best of good luck, I
departedfor the shopto make surethat everythingthere
wasgoingaccordingto plan. I found Honey Bunchlistening patientlyto a customerwho wasdescribingwhat was
wrong with his set.
It was a portable, and apparentlywouldn't go unless
turned over and slappedon the bottom. Honey Bunch
seemedto find this very interesting."I see. It won't go
until you smackits bottom. Fancythat! Well I never!"
It transpiredthat the line output transistorwas bolted
to the bottom panel on a heatsinkand that the nut was
loose.A jolt was necessaryto completethe path to the
collector of the transistor.A turn with the pliers was all
that was required. This made the customerhappy, but
Honey Bunch kept on about it. Her commentswere
interruptedby a loud noiseoutside.

"Something must have happened on the way" he
moaned."Anyway, here'sthe valveI paid you for. If you
give us the money back me and the boy will go and get
ourselvesa cup of tea while you do the set." I wondered
aboutthe import of this statement,but gavehim his one
sixty five and off they went.
backI wasableto reachthe h.t. fuse
Pullingthe chassis
which had failed.With a new fusefitted the e.h.t.rustled
up once the valveshad warmed,but there wasno sound.
The 1.8kO resistorthat suppliesthe h.t. supply to the
PCL82 audio amplifier/output valve was open-circuit. It
had died a naturaldeath rather than being killed by the
PCL82,so we wrappedthe job up and found a nice piece
of packingfor the set to travel on more comfortably.
A little later the ownersreturned from their refreshment. They didn't argueabout the servicecharge(much
to my surprise),so apparentlythey hadn'tneededthe one
sixty five to pay for the tea.
Red is Dead
At lastI could investigatethe newly acquiredG8. Voltagecheckson the baserevealedthat all three gunswere
receivingequalvoltages,but there wasno signof red. So
we askedthe tube testerfor help. It saidblue gun good,
greengun good,red gun nothing.We then employedthe
tester'sreactivationsection.Still nothing.
So we brought into action the reactivatorwe built from
the Televisiondesignpublishedbackin April 1978.With
a meter in serieswith the red cathodeand boostapplied
to the heaterswe got a readingof only a few microamps.
Left for a bit the needleclimbeda coupleof microamps
and then fell back again.Clearly the red gun was buggered.We would have to fit a new tube, but meanwhile
we couldhardlyhurt thisone so we decidedto carryout a
couple of experiments.The normal heater supply from
the tester is 6.3V, the boostedsupply 8V. How about
some more? We've a bench supply for checking car
radios, cassetterecorders,etc. This normally supplies
l2Y at 1A, but can providemore - up to about 15V.
With nothing to lose we applied t2Y to the heater
pins,with the red grid and cathodestill connectedto the
reactivatorvia the meter.After a few secondsthe heaters
glowedvery brightly.A few secondslater a nice spluttering came from the red cathodeand the meter's needle
swungover to 60mA, with the lamp lightingjust to add
fun to the proceedings.We immediatelyremoved the
12V supply and reconnectedthe reactivator'sheater
supply.The heatersdimmed nicely, but the needle still
maintainedthe full readingand the lamp remainedalight
to show that the red cathodewas alive indeed. as were
our hopes.The set is still giving a reasonablepicture in
fact, and we hope it will continueto do so for a while.
Thus encouraged,
we decidedto try the processout on
anotherduff tube - one whosegreen and blue gunshad
both gone.This time the resultswere not as hoped for,
and we realisedthat our first experiment had been a
lucky one.
Finally, if you try this excessheater volts lark don't
blame us if the heatersfail on vou. Do it onlv if vou've
nothingto lose.

The Wheelbanow
We were somewhat surprised to see a large iron
wheelbarrowbeing humped up on to the pavementby
two chaps.In the barrowwasan objectcoveredby a piece
of black plasticsheetingthat wassecuredby a numberof
housebricks.They brought the barrow over to the shop
door and proceededto removethe bricks,droppingthem
on the ground.Eventuallythe object was uncovered.It
was a Decca30 seriesset (Bradford chassis)which they
then carried into the shop.They were apparentlyfather
and son, and father did the talking.
"I came in last Saturdayand told you the sound had
gone off on my TV. I askedyou which valve it was and
you saidit could be the PCL82 or somethingthat carried
the juice to it - perhapsboth." He talked on without a
pause."The valve I paid you one pound sixty five for
hasn't done the job so we've brought the set along.We
live at Meopham(aboutsix milesaway)and I know you'd
chargeif you cameout. Can't seeme payingthroughthe
nose if I can bring the thing in myself, so here it is. Picture's lovely - isn't it son?Sound'sgoneoff, that's all."
Six miles.Throughrain and wind. What courage!What
fortitude!What an idiot! The poor old setmusthavebeen
shakenout of its life after all that way on an uncushioned
metal barrow.
Footnote (ha ha!)
With somemisgivingsI took the backoff and pluggedit
in. The valveswarmedup but therewaslittle other signof
Oh yes,and Honey Bunchsaysif he'sassurefooted as
life.
a mountaingoathow comehe fallsover a snowflake and
"Where'sthat lovelypictureyou mentioned?"I asked.
rips his sheepskin?
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Mr. Daines'Dynatton
LesLawry-Johns
BY and largeDynatronsare not setsthat lend themselves
to being carried about, at least not far. So when Mrs
Daines phonedto say that her fairly new Dynatron was
givingtrouble I packedmy bag carefullyso as not to get
caught short as it were. The initial complaint was of
intermittent sound,so we were fairly confidentthat we
wouldn't have to hump the set about too much.
We arrived at the house and exchangedpleasantries
with Mrs Daines,her small daughterand her large red
setterwhich appearedto me to be the largestof its breed
I'd ever seen,height and lengthwisethat is as they are
pretty lean dogs. Suffice it to say that when I bent to
remove the screwsfrom the back of the set his head and
mine were aboutlevel- so I wasgladhis tail waswagging.
Sincethe set usedthe PhilipsGl L chassisthe numberof
screwsthat had to be removed was limited (unlike the
twenty million that securethe backsof earlier models).
As I removedthe rear cover Jason'stail stoppedwagging and he startedto bark angrily in my ear. I moved
smartly to one side to allow him full territorial rights. I
wasn't quite sure what was upsettinghim, but in retrospect I can understand:he knew what I wasletting myself
in for and waswarningme off.
"Shut up Jason"I askedhim nicely.Bark, bark, bark.
"Sod off then" I saidnot so nicely.Bark, bark, bark.
Mrs Dainesappearedand draggedthe irate Jasonoff.
Shethen shuthim in the kitchenand returnedto find out
what all the fusshad been about.
"What did you do to him?" she demanded.
"I didn't do anything.I just took the back off the set
and he startedup."
"You didn't kick him or anything?"
"Nope. It was somethingin your set that upset him.
Probably that diode stickingout up there - some lazy
bugger'sstuckit on the wrong sideof the paneland used
the wrong type into the bargain."
"You're the first one who's taken the back off: it's
practicallynew and we boughtit in the West End, from a
very well known store."
"In the sale?"I queried.
"Yes. What differencedoesit make?"

Audio Output lransistors
"None really I suppose"I saiddoubtfully."Anyway it's
nothingto do with the sound."So sayingI shonemy little
torch on the lower left centre where the audio output
-the
transistorslive' and there, on the base of one of
BDl31s, wasa classicdry-joint. I solderedit up properly
and tried the set.The soundcameon loud and clear.My
job wasdone - so I thought.We let Jasonbackin and his
tail waggedto seethe backon again."Funny dog that" I
confidedas I took my leave.

A Funnyl\loise
I'd hardly got back to the shop when she rang again.
"There's a funny noise on the sound, a loud rustling
noise."
So back we went and having ensured that Jason was
safe in the kitchen we took the back off to trv to locate
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the sourceof the noise.
It was a remote control model, so there was a small
extra panelfitting into a socketwhich in ordinary models
hastwo of the pinsshortedacross.When this smallpanel
was removed the noise stopped,so we were sure the
troublewasn'tanythingto do with the BD131sthat had
received attention earlier. The noise was also absent
when we shortedout the two end pins,so it seemedlikely
that the trouble wason the panelwe'd removed.We put
it backand the noisereturned,stoppingwhen we shorted
the base and emitter of the 8C158 on the panel. I
searchedthroughmy untidy sparesbox and at last found
the requiredtransistor.In it went and the soundwas no
longer disturbed.

It's Gone Right Otf
I wasjust gettinginto the car when Mrs Dainescalled
out.
"It's gone right off now, picture and all."
Heavinga sigh,I carriedmy little boxesback in again.
This time one of the 3.154 mains fuseshad blown.
Now this normallymeansthat one of the bridgerectifier
diodeson the bottom right power supplypanel hasgone
short-circuit.Remove panel and check diodes.As they
seemedto be all right I then had a quick run over the
thyristorsetc. No joy. Changediodes4nywaysincethey
are suspectand if the fault lies elsewhere,say on the
upper line output panel, the 1A, h.t. fuse would have
blown.Sowith four nicenew diodesfitted we switchedon
confidently.Hrrump bonk it went. Now this is not the
soundof a directshort- you just get bangin that case.My
decisionwas lightningfast. "Fetch Jasonin."
Mrs Daines shook her head in resignationbut still
fetched Jason.In he came, tail wagging and friendly.
Until he saw the back of the set exposed."Bark, bark,
bark. Bark, bark, bark."
My eyesnarrowedat this fresh evidence.So out came
the supplypaneland we examinedthe h.t. fuseclosely.It
wasa 3.15A type.Swine!In a triceI'd slappedthe meter
acrossthe protrudingdiode. Dead short.Now it's one of
the EW modulatordiodesand althoughit had no marking
it closely resembleda BYl27. It should have been a
By223.I showedJasonthe shorteddiodeand he barked
at it. "Good boy" I said. "Clever boy - you knew it
shouldn'thave been there."
Sowith highhopeswe fitted the required8Y223, a tA
fuse and two new 3.15A fuses.On camethe set as sood
as gold. Or so it looked to me.

Bowed Sides
Later that eveningMr. Dainesphoned."Thank you for
doingour set.But shouldthe sidesbow in so much?- the
snookertable looks like an hour-glass."
"See you tomorrow Mr. Daines." Why hadn't Jason
noticedthe concavesides?
Mr. Daines was there when we arrived. He said his
wife hadpoppedout just beforeI wasdue to arriveasher
nerves weren't too good lately. He would watch how
Jasonbehaved.
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I took the backoff with Jasonsittingbesideme. His tail
wagged all the time, seeing that nice smooth vista of
panels.Not one bark passedhis lips. When an ordinary
picturewasexaminedthe edgescouldbe seento be bowing in, but it was when verticalswere displayedthat the
fault was most obvious.
The EW centre shapingcontrol is on the top left side,
just inboard of the width control. Neither control had any
effect, so we checkedthe following transistorsand found
that the extremeleft sideone, T150 on the heatsink,was
open-circuit.We raked around in the sparesbox but
couldn'tfind a BD238 and had to settlefor a BD428. It
seemedto be quite happyin this position,and the width
and EW shapingcontrolsnow functionedas they should.
We askedJasonif he washappy,and ashe saidhe waswe
had a quick check up for dry-jointson the line output
panel (a happy hunting ground for poor connectionson
this chassis)and at last wrappedup the job.
We haven't heard from the Daines' since,so we must
concludethat all is well. The moral of this story seemsto
be that if you have to go out to a GLl., take a red setter
with you.

The Phtllps IX Chassis
We now haveto relatethe sadstoryof a setwe couldn't
do. It was a Pye monochromeportableusingthe Philips
TX chassis.We've servicedlots of these, all with no
trouble at all. Most of them have suffered from poor
smoothing,which has been put right by replacingthe
8D434 seriesregulatortransistoror an associatedcomponent.When we were presentedwith this one we were
informedthat it had beenobtainedfrom a club and that it
was still under guarantee.We were not wholly enthusiasticabouttaking it on therefore,but as it wassuffering
from what seemedto be poor smoothingwe thoughtwe
might be able to help out with a quick job.
"Call back in an hour or so" we said recklessly.
The heartachethen started.We checkedthe regulator.
No fault here but changethe transistorjust in case.Check
the reservoirelectrolytic.No fault but changeit just the
same.Checkthe voltagesand note that the 10'5V preset
R113 has no effect at all. Also find that the input to the
regulatoris little morethan 11V insteadof 15.3V.Ah ha!
A regulatorcannotperform its regulatingand electronic
smoothingfunctionswhen the input is low. So why is it
low? Check the bridge diodes and changethem just in
case.Still a horrible hum bar.
Check carefully through the regulator'scontrol circuitry. Everything in order. Note that the 47Q resistor
(Rl10) in parallelwith the regulatortransistoris not fitted as the set has remote control. Check the 100pF
10.5V line decoupler(C113) and find it o.k. Begin to
sweat. Check everythingagain. Start to swear. Owner
returnsand note that he's driving a Deccavan. "Sorry" I
say."Can't find the trouble."
"Don't worry. I'll get the chapsat work to sort it out for
me. They told me to bring it to you first."
"When they do sort it out" I saidhumbly,"would you
ask them to let me know what it was?"
About a week later they did ring. After much toil and
sweatgoing over the sameground they chasedthe grey
lead up to the remotecontrolreceiverpanel- not part of
the main deck, but on the upper left behind the tuner
selectors.There they found an open-circuitresistor.They
were quite pleasedto let me know. Well done RacalDecca.Bad show Uncle Les. Clot!
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. THE REDIFFUSION MK.4 CHASSIS
Rediffusion chassis always have something a bit differentin them. This latestone, which is found in Doric,
Murphy and Ambassadorsets as well as Rediffusion
models,is no exception.lt's designedto drive either90'
or 110 tubes with only minor changes,and incorporates an audio/videointerfacepanel as standard.The
parallelchoppercircuitis controlledby a TDA1060i.c.,
and a single40-pinchip is used as the colour decodertype TDA3300.A feature of this chip is the use of negative feedback to provide automatic black-levelcorrection.
O SERVICING FEATURES
S. Simon on testsfor common faults in the GECC2110
seriessolid-statecolour chassisand Tony Thompson
on the Luxor 90" hybrid colour chassisused in many
ex-rentalRediffusioncolour sets.

O VIDEOSYNTHESIZER
REVIEW
And now for something different. Eugene Trundle
decided to see what the Chromascopevideo synthesizercould do and subjectedit to a number of tests.
O EXTRAS FOR THE HITACHI VTSOOO
Derek Snelling found that the basic VT8000 machine
could be easilyadaptedto get half speed,doublespeed
and tape indexing.The latterputs a signal on the tape
so that it stopsat the beginningof eachrecordingin the
fast forward and rewind modes.

O COLOUR
PORTABLE
UP.DATE
Some minor modifications and a new line drive
arrangement.Also the latest on the BTW58 GCS and
using the TDA3561in place of the T043560.

FEATURES
PLUSALL.I'HEREGULAR

TO
( N a m eo f N e w s a g e n t )

Prease reserveldeliverthe July issue of TELEVIS,ON
(80p),on sale June 23rd, and contlnue every month
untll further notice.
NAME
ADDRESS
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N, For
Yestetday!
Les-LawryJohns
We seem to be losing our touch. Sets keep coming in that
I haven't the parts for or the problem is one that can't be
dealt with in the time available. Like the Bush T20 which
wouldn't start until I disconnected the left-side signals
panel. I thought that would be easy. Just connect each
plug in turn until the one with the short is identified, then
check the relevant circuitry through. I subsequentlyfound
that the set shut down whenever the signals panel earth
connection was made. This was so even with all the other
connections except those to the tube base removed. The
fault remained when the tube base was disconnected, so
what was causing the overload? At this point the owner
returned. I tried to explain to him what was happening,
but he looked as blank as I did.
"If it's going to be trouble, I'll take it back where I got
it. It's still under guarantee you know."
It's a fact that a lot of people think that the four year
tube insurance is a four year guarantee on the set, but I
kept quiet.
"Oh well, if that's the case I'll put it back together so
that you can take it" said this coward. Which I did, and he
took it. If the person who finally did the job and located
the fault reads this, perhaps he'd let us know what it was
all about.
Like the Garrard hi-fi music centre with both loudspeakers faulty and the fuses blown. One output pair of
transistors was shorted, and I thought they'd be of the
ordinary 8D2031204 variety. When I looked up the
BDX53/54 devices fitted I found that they were Darlingtons. So I did a quick phone around. Not in stock. Sorry
don't keep them. I eventually got the npn half, but
nowhere could I find the pnp half (TIP135 etc.).
In the meantime I thought I'd check up on the good
side with a new speaker fitted. Someone had been there
before me, and although the circuit was working from the
output stage back to the audio input there were no signals
from the radio or gramophone sectionsdue to a mix up of
the many interconnecting leads. I surveyed the whole
thing and decided to remove the new loudspeaker,
replace the old one and call it a day (to be fair, after a few
hours of torment and making up a pnp Darlington pair,
then finding that this side wasn't working either). I
decided to spend the rest of the day sulking, and immediately got into trouble with Honey Bunch. She put her
hands on her hips and launched into a bitter tirade.

Onslaught
"I don't know what's got into you lately. You don't do
anything properly. Most people wash their hands after
they've been to the loo. Not you. Oh! no. You have to
wash your hands before. How vain can you get? And do
you have to put the lead round your own neck when you
take the dog for a walk? If you don't pull up those socks
you keep mentioning there'll be a change here all right
and yori'll be sorry."
Well. What an outburst. And so unjustified. Of course I
wash my hands before going to the loo. You can't be too
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careful.What with all this infectionabout.And asfor the
dog'slead, he doesn'twant it on and the chain makesit
heavyso I put it aroundmy neck to leaveboth handsfree
to waive to everyone- and to carry the bottlesfrom the
off-licence.
But it was the first bit of the onslaughtthat gave me
pausefor thought.Was it a fact that I wasn'tdoing things
properly?I thoughtit wasjust a coincidentalrun of uselessjobs that would not have been profitableanywayand one can hardly be expectedto tackleeverythingthat
comesalong,can one? A tiny voice at the back of my
mind said"you usedto".
Yes,that'strue. I usedto work all hours,doingthe jobs
that didn't pay as well as thosethat did. Vanity, that was
it. I'm not so vain any more, and I'd ratherput my feet up
for a coupleof hours in the evening- and watch television!When I think of all the runningaroundwe did in the
fifties, working round the clock and actuallyenjoying it
(thoughwe never let on)! We were youngerof course,
full of vitality and virility. Things were also a lot more
straightforward:there was nothing like the almost evil
complexitythat seemsto permeateeverythingthesedays.
I feel I'm not alone in this wearinessof never ending
complication,but if anyonefeelsinclinedto disagreeI ask
one questionfirst - what age are you old chap?

Mr. Frishy's Murphy
Anyway, that's quite enoughof this depressingclaptrap. Let's get on with somework done properly - this
time. Mr. Frisby sailed in carrying, with some difficulty,
his 26in. Murphy (Rank ,4,823chassis).He put it down,
againwith difficulty, and his trouserssplit at the rear.
"I thoughtthat only happenedto me" I consoledhim.
"Bloody heavyset that" moanedMr. Frisby.Ben, our
collie, came round to see what was going on and Mr.
Frisbywent to pat his head.Ben snappedat his hand and
Mr. Frisbyjumped back in alarm.
"He only bites men" I explained,havingordered Ben
out of the shopin disgrace.
"Do you get many customersin here?" asked Mr.
Frisby.
"Not many."
"I'm not surprisedif you keep a viciousdog that bites
everybody."
"He's gettingold and grumpy,and it's taken me a long
time to teachhim to bite men and not women.Now I've
got to teachhim not to bite anyoneduringthe day,but it's
taking a long time."
Mr. Frisbygaveup on that one and explainedabouthis
set,Apparentlythe soundwaso.k. but there wasno picture (raster).With it up on the benchwe found that there
was h.t. at the top fuse so we moved acrossto checkthe
c.r.t. basevoltages.Plentyof voltageat the first anodes,
cathode voltages slightly high, grids slightly negative.
Shorting the common grid point to chassisproduced a
pale rasterwith no modulation.
"How much are you going to chargeme?" askedthe
anxiousMr. Frisby.
"You'll get aboutfifty pencechangeout of fifteen quid,
countingthe VAT" I estimated,bearingin mind the cost
of the SL901Bdecoderi.c.
"You chargedme only a fiver last year."
"This time it looks like a rather expensivechip, but you
can hangaroundif you like while I make sure."
So he hung around whilst I checked the other possibilities,but as I wasgettingnowhereI startedto unsolTELEVISION
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der the SL901B. He watchedthis operation,fascinated.
"Those pins are close, aren't they? You'll have to be
careful when you put another one in. Have you got
anotherone?"
I stoppedoperations."If you sayanotherword I'll call
the dog in." He startedto say something,then shut up.
The new chip was fitted and the decoder panel
replaced.I was fully prepared to be proved wrong by a
blank screen,but the picture appeared,albeit with the
greenmissing.Fortunately the green output stageis the
firstone in on the top of the panel,so it wasno greattask
to take voltage readingswith the panel in place and
wedgedopen with half a reel of used tape. Collector
voltagehigh,basevoltagehigherthan normal,nothingon
the emitter. So in went a new BF337 and the picture
lookedmore normal.As I wasputtingon the backcover,
Mr. Frisbystartedto get his money out.
"Changeout of fifteen quid you said."
"That wasfor supplyingand fitting the chip.Not for the
extra transistor,and fitting it."
"Just thought I'd try it on" he smiled."I calledin one
of thosechapswho advertisein the paper. You know, no
call out chargeand free estimate.He wanted thirty five
quid for a new decoderpanel and said that was cheap."
So Mr. Frisby parted with half of that and went away
quite happily.

The Vet's G9
Although we've sold more G8s and Gl1s, plus KT3s
andK30s, than I can remember,we've sold only one G9
so far as I can recall. That was to our local vet, and of
coursewe have to keep on the right side of him and his
partners.So when he arrived with the set in the back of
hiscar we assuredhim that he'd be kept waitingno time
at all. His descriptionof the fault (sidescoming in and
goingout, then no pictureat all) suggested
that it wasthe
trouble common to all G9s - the Z,200pF electrolytic on
the line scanpanel.It did look a bit sick,so we changedit.
The no picture condition.remainedhowever,and there
wasa familiar acrid smell . . . Surelynot. But it was.The
line output transformerwas hot to touch, and remained
deadwith the tripler disconnected.
We had lots of G8 transformers.but not a G9. None of
our localfriendshad one, so all we could do wasto order
one by phone and wait. The best laid schemes.. . I've
sincelearnt that a new wholesalerhasopenedup not far
away,and that I couldhaveobtainedone within the hour,
but I didn't think. Isn't that where we camein?
Mistaken ldentity
I wasin this queueof traffic waitingto leavea car park
and we didn't seemto be getting very far. I noticedthe
woman in the car in front looking in her mirror - and not
at herself.She seemedto be looking at me.
I sawthe driving door open, and a pair of shapelylegs
swungout. An equally shapelylady followed and came
straightback towardsme - smiling,I was glad to note.
"Hallo darling.How lovely to seeyou. Justaspretty as
ever" she gushed.
"Evergreen" I admitted.The cars aheadthen started
to move and off she dashed,callingout somethingabout
phoning.
I'd never seen her before and can only think I must
have a double.Handsomeperhaps,on a very dark night,
but pretty?!
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O SERVICING THE RANK 2718 CHASSIS
TheZT'18followed the famed A823 series,being the first
Rankchassisto use an in-linegun tube.Largequantities
were produced over several years, many being distributed by Comet Radio. Part 1 of a detailed servicing
guide.

. SATELLITE
Tv INSTALLATION
Earlierthis year SteveBirkillinstalleda demonstration
4GHzsatellitereceivingterminalat Sonic Sound Audio
Holdings.In describingwhat this involved,Steve provides much insight into the present possibilitiesand
state of the art.

O VCRMATTERS
Part4 of our serieson the PhilipsVR2020describesthe
elaboratemotor control system- the machine uses five
separate motors. Also the article on modifying the
HitachiVT8000originallyscheduledfor publicationlast
month.

O ROUTINE TV SERVICING
S. Simon outlinesbasicservicingproceduresto adopt
when confrontedwith an ailing lfi hybrid colour receiver (CVCS-CVC9
chassis).

O WIDEBAND UHF AERIALS
Thereare two basicways of obtainingwide bandwidth
with a u.h.f.array- the long Yagi and the stackedbowtie. Roger Bunneydiscussestheir relativeperformance
characteristics.

PLUSALLTHEREGULAR
FEATURES

(Nameof Newsagent)

Please reserve/deliver the August issue of
TELEVISION (80p), on sale July 2lst and continue
every month until further notica.
NAME

ADDRESS
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AII GoodCleanFun
Les LawryJohns
Ftnst a story about Mr. Bee, a busy little fellow who likes
to know how everything works. In other words he pokes
his nose into everything, and has a go even at complicated
things that frighten lesser mortals (like you and me). His
TV set is a 14in. colour portable fitted with the Philips
KT3 chassis,and is of adequate size for the small room he
occupies. When it went wrong he took it to his friend
Raymondo, an experienced engineer who spendshis days
in a fully equipped workshop surrounded by thousandsof
TV sets and VCRs that await his expert attention. Mr.
Bee complained that the picture had shifted across and
couldn't be centred. He then left as quickly as he'd come.
Raymondo spent many hours checking likely suspects,
then many more checking unlikely ones. Eventually he
cried "enough, enough!", and phoned Philips Service
who advised him to check all the things he'd already
checked and then suggested he let them know what it
turned out to be.
So, lonely and dispirited, he turned once more to the
off-centre picture. Quite by chance there was a degaussing coil on the bench, and Raymondo picked it up and
shook it at the set in anger, switching it on by habit. To his
amazement the set's screen became blotched, with wrong
colours. He waved the coil at it again, and the screen
became even more impure. This was the last straw, and
Raymondo shouted 'lyou're not supposed to do that.
When I degaussyou you're supposedto become pure, not
impure".
Next he turned to the task of purifying the screen, and
as he did so the picture shifted over to its correct position.
During all the hours he'd spent he'd not thought of the
purity magnets. Why should he? Who'd shifted them in
the first place and why?
Mr. Bee should clearly be questioned. So when he
came back Raymondo pounced. "Why did you alter the
purity magnets you silly bugger?"
"I had to. The purity was atrocious after we changed
the room around."
"Where did you stand the set?" asked Raymondo
carefully.
"On top of one of the hi-fi speakers . . ."

Fancy Falling for That One
I should laugh at others. Look at the one I fell for the
other day. My face is still red.
In came this Pye colour set fitted with the 725 chassisthe one with the vertical boards that always seem to stick
in the runners when you're sliding them out or sliding
them back in again. It's worse when you take the panel
out altogether, because when it comes to replacing the
panel you just can't seem to get the angle of the top bit of
the jigsaw right to permit entry. I've just about got it
worked out now after some four or five years. A bright
young lad who had nothing to do with TV work showed
me how to do it in thirty seconds a long time ago, but I
still had difficulty long after he'd departed. We've
handled so many now however that they no longer give us
heartaches, and this one wouldn't either if only I'd stopped to think and remember for a moment. But I didn't.
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The 800mA h.t. tuse (F971) had failed and I immediately suspectedthe 8U208 line output transistor. A quick
check showed that it was indeed short-circuit. I don't like
replacing line output transistorsin this chassisbecausethe
fixing screwsare often stubborn and I certainly won't ask
son-in-law Douggie to help with their removal again
(remember his "no problem" when he hit the screws an
almighty bang and bloody nigh shattered the panel?).
This time the screws didn't offer too much resistance
however, and a new BU208 was soon fitted. There didn't
seem to be any shorts, so we fitted a new fuse and
switched on. The fuse glowed a pretty red and the new
BU208 gave up the ghost.
"Fool" I said, taking the panel out again. In went my
Iast BU208, then I unhooked the tripler and fitted a 150O
wirewound resistor across the fuse holder to limit the
current in case it was still excessive.It wasn't, so like an
absolirte idiot I fitted a new tripler and connected the
meter across the fuse holder, switched to the 500mA
range. Switch on and the needle goes right over - I
removed the meter probe just in time to save the BU208.
So I started talking to myself. "Disconnect the tripler
and we're laughing. Connect it up again and we're crying.
There must be a short in the tripler or something it supplies. We?vechanged the tripler so that's out. What else is
there?" Fool, idiot, maniac. The c.r.t. first anode supply
reservoir capacitor C563 (0.lg,F, or 100nF if you preier it
that way), which is charged by the clipper diode in the
tripler. Fancy forgetting a simple thing like that. Easy to
do however as C563 hides under the top of the line output stage screeningbox. It was short<ircuit of course, and
a 1.25kV replacement put things to rights and allowed us
to refit the old tripler - with apologies to it of course.

Even Dafter
I then went on to commit another howler. On a simple
Pye 163 chassis- the large-screen hybrid monochrome
one, not the portable. A development of the 169 if you
remember. It came in because of intermittent loss of
signals, both sound and vision, the screen going completely blank when the fault occurred, leaving a clean
raster.
I immediately assumedthat the fault was late in the i.f.
strip, first because the sound also went, and secondly
becausethere was no noise on the screen as there should
be if the i.f. stageswere working. So I patiently plodded
through the i.f. strges and they all seemed to be in order,
confusing me no end. Next I injected signals from my
trusty (and old) Advance signal generator. The bars
proved that the i.f. stageswere in fact working, and that
the a.g.c. circuit was incorrectly set up - hence the
absenceof the expected noise. So I accusedthe tuner and
fitted a new one.
On came the picture and sound. For ten minutes. They
then went off again, and a meter check showed that there
was no tuning voltage. Shouldn't this have left the tuner
operative, albeit without programmes? At last we consulted the circuit, and realisation hit us. The 11V supply
for the tuner is also obtained via the 22kA,2W resistor at
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the top of the chassis.Once again I'd overlooked a simple
and extremely common fault - common because the
resistor originally fitted is not man enough for the job.
Perhaps the intermittency had led me astray. Perhaps the
lack of noise on the screen. Perhaps,perhaps. But the fact
is that I should have waited for the signals to disappear
and then checked the tuner unit voltages in the first place,
not jumped to hasty and wrong conclusions.

E. Knell and the Bush Ranger
Mrs.Knell paidus anothervisit recently.This time I
wasn't frightened of her because I'd found out that her
real name was Elaine Knell, not Eskimo Knell as I'd so
foolishly thought those few months back. She had with
her a small, white Bush Ranger portable, and gave me a
radiant smile. "I hope you're feeling better now. You
looked a little groggy last time I called" she said in her
soft, seductive voice. I looked at her perfect, rather
pointed teeth.
"To tell you the truth I thought you were a man eater"
I confessed.
"Opportunity would be a fine thing" she said. "I
couldn't have frightened you that much surely?"
"Well you see it was the name. I thought it was that
lady who lives in the Yukon and eats men for breakfast,
and Dead Eye Dick and Mexican Pete rode down to the
Rio Grande to get away from her."
"Oh, I see!Those old rugby songsmy dad used to sing.
Beautiful songs - filthy songs. But haven't you got it
mixed up? They didn't ride away from her, they found
her near a big wheel that went round and round."
Now she was getting mixed up, so I thought we'd better
get down to business.
"When are you - I mean what's wrong with the little
white set?"
"Oh, nothing much. It's just that the sound comes on
for a second or two and then goes off. Probably something loose."
"O.k. Mrs. Knell. Leave it with us till about five. We'll

Leftels
NEONTESTERS
It is not true that with a neon tester "the only insulation
between you and the live test point is the neon itself'
(letters,June).When a neon strikesit becomesa virtual
short+ircuit, the only limit on the current flowing through
the user'sbody being the high-value(1MO) seriesresistor in the body of the screwdriver. Without this series
resistor,the user could experiencea severeif not fatal
shockdependingon the voltagebeing tested.The series
resistor will provide protection should the type of neon
your correspondentregards as unsafe go short-circuit. I
feel that thesepoints shouldbe made in the interestsof
safety.
K. C. Duncan,F.S.E.R.T.,
Bolton, Lancs.
LUXOR AND PHILIPS
Reference was made in the Teletopicscolumn in your
May and June issuesto relationsbetweenthis company
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make it talk by then."
I could hear Honey Bunch singing softly in the background."I tort I sawa pussytat a cweepingup on me." So
Mrs. Knell madeher gracefulexit and I had to explain the
whole thingto H.B. "I thoughtshewasEskimoKnell, but
she'sonly a vampire after blood."
"Don't you worry. The only femalethat'sgoingto have
your blood is me, and if you don't get crackingI'll haveit
right now."
"You're so sweet" I murmured.
And so I startedthe long drawn out battle with the
Ranger.I removedthe rear cover and the aerial panel,
slackenedthe top fixingsand the tube basesocket,stood
the set on its side and gained accessto the plug-in i.f.
panel- thinkingtherewasa poor edgeconnectorcontact.
Switchon and the soundcomesup loud and clear.Then
stops.
I located the intercarriersound i.c.'s output pin and
applieda hum test with my test prod. A loud, clear hum.
Sothe audiooutputstagewasintact.I applieda testsignal
to the i.c.'sinput pin and there wasno response.So a new
chip wasfitted. Not all that simpleasthere are variantsof
the TBA120 and the only one I had in stock was of the
wrong type. Raymondowaseventuallyable to supplythe
correctversion(I thought).Still no sound.
I heaveda sighand startedon the tediousbusinessof
removingthe capacitorsaroundthe chip and testingthem
separately.Two of the 0.02pF disc ceramicsshowed
leakage,one associated
with the input and the other with
the d.c.volumecontrol.Fit rwo new capacitorsand again
switch on. There didn't appear to be any sound until I
rotated the tuner slightly.The soundthen came in on a
knife edge, with a cracked quality suggestingthat the
quadraturecoil L15 needed readjustment.Doing this
didn't make any difference.I never thoughtit would.
So I gaveup and refitted the originalchip. The sound
burst through loud and clear and stayed on. I hate disc
capacitorsmarked 0.02.
Mr. Knell came in at five o'clock. A little grey man.
Looked as though he needed a transfusion.
and Philips. The discussionto which you refer in your
June issuetook placemany monthsago,and I would like
to emphasizethat the two companiesare no longer talking aboutmergersor takeoversor, asthey sayin Sweden,
"any kind of fusion".
Dennis Swannack.
ManagingDirector, Luxor (UK) Ltd.,
Slough,Berks.

WHEREDIDWE GO WRONG?
Your leader "Backing and not backingwinners" (June)
brought back severalrecollections.In the late 50s and
early 60s for exampleEMI producedsome of the best
early computers- I maintainedone of them, a hybrid
valve/transistordevicecode named CP407, for two years
at British Leyland.We had somefunniesdue to heatercathode shortsin the double triodes etc., but the germaniumtransistorsusedin the card readingbuffer stages
behaved wonderfully. The clock frequency was only
1.00kH2,and the printersand tape deckswere weird and
wonderful - fin. tapes and printers run on a systemof
Bowden cables.We neverthelessmanaged to do the
wholepayrollfor BL on the machinein the early60s.The
machinewasthen improved,with muchfastercard read529

R749 to 680kO and the balance potentiometer R752 to
220kO, results in solid, stable line sync.
Now for some general comments. First, although I
agree that a smoothing electrolytic can should be
replaced complete I have on numerous occasionsfitted
separate 33p,F, 470V electrolytic capacitorsto decouple
the 220Y supply to the luminance output valve on the
CDA panel and the 240V supply to the PCF802 line
oscillator on the timebase panel without any problems.
Secondly, taking the earth off test equipment is not
the answer to workshop safety - the aerials and many
other things are earthed. All workshop benches, or at
least the set being worked on, should be fed via an
isolating transformer to remove any risk.

Thirdly, I've been covering these sets successfully for
many years. If a few rules are followed the results are
excellent. First remove all old polish using a foam
cleanser, then give all the edges a thin coat of Evostik
contact adhesive and allow it to go off - this will ensure
no curling at the back and front. There's a contact
material available that matches the wood perfectly.
A last but most important point. Many of these sets
have been used on stands with the feet removed. If the
set is then put on a flat surface without some type of
replacementfeet being fitted the result will be overheating due to poor ventilation.
Steven Howard,
Ashford. Middlesex.

Rippleson the Mill Pond
LesLawry-Johns
Ils been very quiet around here lately. Not many laughs,
but quite a few headacheswith some of the sets that have
come in. The chief trouble maker at present seems to be
the Rank Z7L8 chassis (Bush Model BC6100 etc.),
closely followed by the Philips Gl1.

Mr Nosegrinder's Z7l8
Take for example the Z7l8 Mr Nosegrinder brought
along.
"There's not much wrong" he said helpfully. "You're
watching a good picture, when all of a sudden it goes
down to a short, dark picture - mainly blue."
I closed my eyes in apprehension. Whenever someone
tells you not much is wrong, you can bet your life you're
in for a nightmare - albeit one probably helped by you
not thinking carefully enough about the symptoms. This
was a classiccase, and I never seem to learn since I made
the same mistake later with a Gll.
I hooked up the Z7l8 and studied the picture it displayed. Not much to complain about. Ten minutes later it
suddenly went dark and the height shrank to a little over
half. My reaction was to assume(wrongly) that there was
a fault in the field timebase, and that this was pulling
down a supply line going to other sections of the set. The
obvious step to take was to check out the field timebase
circuit, preferably with a can of freezer since the fault
seemed to be heat sensitive.
So I squirted away with the aerosol, first at this, then at
that. Output transistors, drivers, amplifiers and oscillator
transistors were all subjected to the freezing blast, until I
began to feel cold myself. Needless to say it made no
difference, so I started to make voltage checks on the
output and driver transistors.The voltages didn't seem to
be far from what was to be expected, so we moved over
to the field scan generator department (another five
transistors).The voltages here seemed to be a little on the
low side, but the relationships between the base and
emitter readings were right. I then switched off and
checked every transistor, each one proclaiming its
innocence. Switch on again and everything's back to
normal, so the transistor checks had been inconclusive.
Again the height shrank and the brightness went down.
In desperation I checked the voltages on everything in
586

sight on the timebase panel - and found a wildly incorrect
reading between the base and emitter of 4W21. Take a
look at the circuit and find that this transistor is part of the
12V regulator circuit. Bloody fool! All that mucking
about and you didn't stop to think of a possible common
cause for all the symptoms. Check both transistors in the
circuit and find them to be o.k.. though the reverse reading between the base and collector of the regulator transistor 4VT20 wasn't the expected 910C)(4R77). The reading was very high in fact, gradually falling to something
like 2kO as the set cooled. So out came 4R77 and as the
nearest value we had was either 8200 or 1kf,), in went
820C1.The set then worked very well, and continued to
work for as long as it was left on.
I made a mental note of that one, but later discovered
that everyone else in the world already knows about
4R77 going high in value. Funny that.

And the Next Gent Please!
A PhilipsGl1 wasnext.Mr Dry Jointhimself.Theset,
not the owner. The symptoms were that the picture
would come on all right for about five minutes, then fade
- at the same time losing colour. On the bench this was
indeed what happened, and we noticed with our eagle
eye that the picture also became grainy and the sound
went down slightly. "Tuner or early in the i.f. strip" I said,
so I checked the operating voltages in the i.f. unit and
went over the joints carefully. No joy. Next fit a new
tuner. The picture seemed to stay on longer, but faded
nevertheless.
I looked hard at the suspectlower panel, and noted the
sound output transistors on their heatsinks and the single
power transistor below them. "I wonder what you do?" I
thought. So I checked the voltages around it and found
that they were wrong. Better look into this. It's not a
transistor!It's an i.c., type TDA1412-the 12V regulator.
Oh no, not again.
Look around for a replacement, but none in stock. The
stock book said no, but it sometimes lies. Anyway we
didn't have one, so I carried out a check by bridging it
with a 120C)resistor and connecting a 12V zener diode
from the low voltage end to chassis.The picture remained
perfect, and the rail remained at less than 12V- so the
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zener diode wasn't being asked to do anything much, but
it was comforting to have it there just in case of a sudden
rise. It would have to remain there for only a couple of
hours, until I could con someone into nipping out to the
wholesalers for me - my friends didn't seem to have one
either.
"Hallo Geoff. Have you a l4L2?"
"A what?"
"You know. l4l2 as in the French retreat from Moscow overture."
"That's 1812 you nuthead."
"Sorry Geoff. What I want is aTDAl4l2."
"Well I haven't got one and if I had you wouldn't get it.
Not after telling that pretty redhead I was queer."
"I meant you were unwell, Geoff, honest."
The phone went down so I tried Raymondo who didn't
have one either, which is why we have to go to the
wholesalers. O.K., so what have we learnt from this time
wasting exercise? Simply that to check voltages approximately is not enough. A fall of something like 2V on a
12V line is enough to affect the whole set badly. A drop
of 2Y in one stage would perhaps not be noticed, but
when all the l.t. fed stagesare affected equally a far more
dramatic effect is to be expected.
In future I'll pay more attention to the exact readings,
even if it means putting on my glassesand taking them off
again more often than I do now. We don't want to make
any more boobs, do we? Which reminds me that a pretty
little redhead is expecting me to call and check her
remote control.

The Pub in a Field
When Mr Piddlewell popped in we thought it was his
Thorn 8000 that was giving trouble again.
"Has it gorn again?" we asked, with bitter memories of
the set's history of intermittent starting.
"Na. It ain't mine this time. It's a customer of mine out
in the sticks." He gave me directions on how to get there,
"so that even a fool like you can't get lost." Nice fellow,
Mr Piddlewell.
It turned out that our destination was a pub, and the
directions sounded weird to me though I kniw the locality well enough. It was just that I'd never seen a pub
there.
I decided to make an evening call of it (for once), and
since it was a pub several miles out H.B. said I wasn't
going on my own or heaven knows what time I'd get back
home. The truth is of course that she likes a drink and a
natter in a strange pub once in a while. So that evening
we loaded the van, taking everything we could think of
since Mr Piddlewell hadn't bothered to ask his friend
what sort of set it was. In went triplers and transformers,
transistors and transductors, my case of "get you home"
i.c.s,droppers, the lot.
Then down the yellow brick road we went, heading for
the rainbow. Down the lower road, through the
countryside, skirting the marshes, shouting obscenities a
the cows and sheep, scattering the crows and rooks in the
road, mile after mile. Over the bridge and straight down
the road that doesn't go anywhere. Turn left at the end,
down the lane that comes to an abrupt end in a field, or
rather thick countryside where horses grazed and ducks
splashed about on a reed filled pond, quacking at each
other and I think at us.
There was no sign of a pub such as you might expect.
Just a sort of outhouse - in the final throws of decay. A
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board on the front had been weathered away, but we
could just make out some words, or part of them, that said
"free house",
"Just look at that" I said to Honey Bunch. "They're so
glad to see anyone here they give the booze away."
"You daft bugger" said H.B. shortly. "Free house
means they can sell any brand they like - and charge what
they like. Anyway, I'll have a Vat 19 and coke to start
with."
So in we went and found a rather bare room with one
customer at the bar or counter. It just had to be one of
our own well known customers. He looked startled to see
us.
"Hello Bert" I said. He didn't look happy.
"Of all the bars in all the woild, you had to pick this
one."
A door opened and closed and who should walk in and
up to Bert but the pretty little redhead whose controls I'd
played with earlier. I now appreciated Bert's discomfort.
His wife is a rather handsome fifty or so. At the same
time I had to play my cards right, so I turned my attention
to the bar.
"Vat 1.9please" I asked the robust landlady.
"Ain't no Vat 19. Only Bacardi. That do?"
O.K. love. With a coke and half a bitter please. And
could you put some ice and a slice of lemon in the
Bacardi?"
"Ain't got no ice yet. No lemon either."
"All right love. Just as it comes then. By the way, I've
come to fix the TV, so I'll have a quick swig and then pop
through to where it lives."
"He's watching it at the moment. Smoke and all.
Mustn't miss his football."
I could see whisps of smoke coming from the back
room, and there was a familiar smell. I went through, half
expecting to see a hybrid ITT colour set - the ones that
emit lots of smoke from the mains filter capacitor occasionally, whilst still working normally in all other respects.
I was surprised to see a Philips G8 however, sitting in the
corner emitting smoke from the rear while the landlord
sat in front wearing a World War two gas mask.
"Switch the bloody thing off' I bawled.
"Any minute now. Wait for the whistle."
Much to my relief the whistle sounded and I knocked
the switch off, at the same time trying to wave away the
choking smoke. When I'd taken the back off I immediately saw a black hole in the top winding of the line
output transformer, with whisps of smoke still issuing
from it.
By this time the old boy (I should talk) had taken his
mask off and started on about how quickly the job could
be done. "About half an hour at normal rate plus fifteen
mintes at double time" I told him. "Don't hurry" he said,
"I've some cellar work to do before the next match comes
on."
He didn't look much like a publican, any more than his
wife did, so I asked him how long he'd had the place? The
answer was "four hundred years", which surprised me
since I'd have thought three hundred a more realistic
estimate. I nipped back to the bar to finish off my bitter
before getting the transformer, and found Bert long gone.
"His niece seemed a nice girl" said Honey Bunch.
"Er yes, very nice" I replied, wondering whether I'd
misjudged poor old Bert. "I thought it was his daughter."
The landlady put me right. "He came in with his daughter last week. A pretty blond girl."
How does he do it?
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Big BoysDon't Cry
Les Lawry-Johns
"Will you pop down and have a quick look at my set? It's
fairly new, so there won't be much wrong with it. As you
did my sister's the other week and were there only a
couple of minutes I thought I'd ask you rather than take it
back to where I bought it. I was watching that John
Wayne film last night and was just beginning to enjoy it
when the set went off."
I scowledat the phone. What she really meant was that
I hadn't charged her sister very much since she was getting on a bit, and now she wanted the sametreatment. Oh
well. So I agreed to call as she had no transport and later
that afternoon I arrived at her flat. As she let me in she
started off again.
"Just as I was enjoying that John Wayne film, off it
went. Makes you sick the way these things let you down
just when you're enjoying a film. It's as though they
know. Ha, ha."

Battle with a Pye 184
I made my way to the set, which was a Pye Model 184 solid-statemonochrome 176 chassiswith 24in. c.r.t. A set
in fact with which I'd rarely tussled.It was on a stand,and
had about twenty thousand ornaments and photographs
on top. She collapsed into an armchair and fanned herself
with a book. I wasn't going to get any help with the clearance then. I started to remove the paraphernalia,and in
doing so accidentallydropped an ornament that wouldn't
be damaged by the fall.
"Oh dear!" She shot out of the chair and the top of the
set was clear in no time. "You really must be more careful
- these things are precious to me."
"I never could be trusted to clear the top of a telly" I
admitted.
"I hope you're more careful with the inside" she commented.
"I usually muck up more setsthan I mend" I cheerfully
assured her. I then removed the rear cover (sliding a
screwdriver into each slot fastening)and peered into the
interior. A vertical printed panel surrounded the tube,
held vertically by two side plasticclips.The panel flopped
down when the clips were released, revealing two
wirewounds (lower centre) that had sprung their thermal
springs. Without the circuit I assumedthey were in the
feed to the line output stage.My spiritssank: no quick job
here.
"Have you done it?" the lady enquired.
"No I bloody haven't" I muttered. I hooked up the
soldering gun and repaired the two springs, then on
second thoughts unsoldered them to check for shorts.
There didn't appear to be any, and as the BU205 line
output transistorseemed to be o.k. I once more soldered
up the springs and applied the mains. The sound came
through and the lady beamed. I waved my neon over the
line output transformer and it glowed - but only just.
I looked at the screen with the brightnessturned up
and there was just a dull glow there also. The e.h.t.
rectifier is of the stick type, so I switched off, removed the
end cap and tried again. The neon didn't respond any
better, and I was aware of heat coming from the line
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output transformer's overwinding, accompanied by the
smell one gets from overheated plastic. The lady must
have been watching my face rather than the set, because
she knew the news would be bad.
"Will you have to take it away?"
I nodded. "It wants a new transformer and I haven't
one with me. There isn't one at the shop either, so I'll
have to send off to Philips for one. That means it may be
away for quite a few days."
"Oh. Then I'll have to watch my sister's.It was a good
job you were able to do her's, wasn't it?"

Back on the Bench
So I hauled the set back to the shop, where I stupidly
had another go at it instead of leaving it till the transformer came. I had Sam Magrew's Bush in mind, the
occasion when we lost three transformers in a row, and
didn't want a repeat performance. Also upon looking at
the circuit I couldn't quite see why the second wirewound
resistor should have gone open-circuit - it was in the feed
to the line driver stage,the other one being in the feed to
the line output stage. R615 (6.8kO) and R631 (82O)
respectively. So I checked the line driver stage carefully,
but couldn't find anything amisshere. Whilst in the area I
again checked the line output transistor, and was amazed
to find that it was now short-circuit.It certainly wasn't so
in the ladv's flat, so why now? Had the hot line output
transformer administered one parting slap in the face
before R631 sprang open again, or was there something
more sinister here? How could I check without the new
transformer?
So I disconnectedthe overwinding at both ends and
made a note of the line output transistor connections -'
white to the collector, grey to base, red to emitter. With
some difficulty I removed the faulty transistor and fitted a
new one - leaving three on the shelf with a similar
number of BU208As. After making sure that there were
no leaks,I switchedon and checked the supply voltage at
R631: 70V where there should have been 200V or more.
I switchedoff before R631 could spring, and checked the
line output transistor.It was short-circuit and the overwinding was still hot, even though disconnected.It would
have to come off.
Removing the transformer was easy, removing the
overwinding was not. Eventually, by fair rneans or foul,
the winding was rendered impotent (which makes two of
us, though I have high hopesof these heart pills I've been
swallowing of late). Again with difficulty I fitted another
line output transistor, and just to be on the safe side I
clipped a wirewound of some 300O in serieswith R631.
Everything was in place,includingthe bare looking transformer, and with some optimism I switched on. Clonk.
Another dead line output transistor.
Panic set in. Obviously someone up there didn't like
me. So I put the set to one side and repaired a couple of
sets that had been waiting patiently for attention. They
were both despatchedin minutes,which meant that in no
time I was back to the horrible Pve. I thoueht I'd better
think.
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I thought long and hard but I couldn't make any sense
of it, partly because I find it hard to think straight and
partly becauseI haven't much senseanyway.So I wearily
swung down the panel and looked at the shorted line
output transistor.I looked again and then shone my little
torch on it. What was that grey lead doing on the collector, and more ominously what was that white lead (h.t.)
doing on the base? Surely I couldn't have been such a
fool? Yes I could, and heaven only knows what might be
wrong now.
I decided to adopt a different approach.The line output stagecircuit is shown in Fig. 1, and as can be seen the
line output transistor'semitter is connected to the 35V
rail. This supply is provided by rectifier diode D631,
which rectifies the voltage developed acrosswinding 6-7
on the line output transformer to produce 35V acrossits
reservoir capacitor C626. 12V and 22Y supply lines are
derived from the 35V supply, the former being stabilised
by transistorTS301. If something linked to the 35V line
was the causeof the trouble, we could apply an external
25V supply and monitor the current without the need for
the line output transistor to be connected.This we did,
and after a lot of unhooking this circuit and that we discovered that the 12V regulator transistorTS301 (BC328)
was playing about.
A replacementwas fitted and the circuit was deemed to
be in full working order. Another line output transistor
was put in and correctly wired. Some 600O worth of
wirewounds were inserted in the h.t. feed to the line
output stageand the set was switchedon. The tube heater
Iit up (much to my surprise),indicatingthat the line output stage was at last functioning correctly, even at this
reduced power. So we took out some of the wirewounds,
leaving about 200O in just in case.The line output stage
continued to work, so we took out the rest and soldered
the spring of R631. We were still left with no e.h.t. of
course, so we tried a couple of experimentswith a fivestick tripler. As the results were disappointing, we
resolved to await the arrival of the new line output transformer from Philips.
There is one point not so far mentioned. When we
applied the 25V to the 35V line for test purposeswe also
loaded the h.t. supply to the line output stage (with the
transistor disconnected),using a 40W light bulb to simu-

ll Line o0tp0t
lltransformer

Sync reference and
AGC gating pulse

Flyback
blanking pulse

Fig. l: Line output stage circuit used in the Pye 176 solidstate monochrome chassrs lversion with 46l-520W c.r.t.).
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late the line timebase load. We did this so that we could
monitor the h.t. voltage, which was high and not adjustable (R312, labelled width) until the I 2V regulator transistor had been replaced - the 12V regulator, the 35V
supply and the h.t. regulator circuit are linked. Once
the 12V regulator transistorhad been replaced we were
able to adjust the h.t., thus making our little light get
brighter or darker as the voltage varied between 180V
and 240V. We set it for the correct 220V.
When the transformer arrived we fitted it and the set
performed quite nicely. We returned it to the lady who
had broken quite a large number of the china ornaments
that had previously adorned the top of the TV set. This
was a blessingin disguisewe said, since a lot of bits and
pieces on the top of a TV set tend to make it go wrong
moreoften...
I've condensedthis little story into a few words, but in
reality it caused me any amount of heartache and a fair
amount of expense - I lost more line output transistors
t h a n a c t u a l l y m e n t i o n e d .I f e l t l i k e c r y i n g .

Errant Chips
Hard on the heels of the Pye came a Bush set fitted
with the T22A chassis- the one with the surface-wave
filter and TDA2540 i.f. chip. The complaint was that
reception would be perfectly acceptablefor some time,
after which the picture would fade with loss of colour.
The sound and vision would then be completely lost for a
period which varied. On test the fault didn't show up for
quite a time. The symptomswere then as clescribed- first
loss of contrast, then excessivenoise followed by complete loss of signals.
I first suspectedthe l2V regulator, since we've had
trouble with the 910C)resistorin this circuit, but a quick
check revealed that all was well here. So we checked the
voltagesaround the TDA2540, and found a wild variation
at pin 4 (tuner a.g.c.output) where the voltage rose to 8V
as the signalsfaded out. We had one TDA2540 on the
shelf, and this was fitted after removing the signalspanel
and inspectingit closely for any dry-joints etc.
The board was replaced,and we confidentlyviewed the
picture. Like a rock it was, perfect. For a time that is.
Then it started to fade again to suggestthat we'd made
another hastyand inaccuratediagnosis.The voltage at pin
4 was still varying - probably trying to make up for the
lack of signalsdue to a fault in an earlier stageI thought.
What precedes it? The tuner, a two-transistorpreamplifier, then the SWAF. The two transistorschecked out
o.k. and I was not inclined (didn't want) to suspectthe
filter. So the tuner was the obvious suspect(to me). Out
again came the panel, and in went another tuner. Again
we had high hopes: again they were dashed after two
hours.
I then grabbedthe hairdryer and freezer and played for
ten minutes. The conclusion was beyond doubt.
Everytime the TDA254O was sprayed, the signals
returned as good as gold. I searchedthe shelf but there
was no sign of a TDA2540. So I phoned my friend Geoff
of Moon Lane and he said "rest in peace my son, for I
have two." Off I went on my little roller skate (Renault 5)
to see him. When I got there he was in trouble with an
ITT CVC30. He was still in trouble when I left, because
he said my remarks added to the confusion.I had my chip
however, and lost no time in fitting it. This timc we were
rewarded and the gain stayed steady despite lots of heat
and cold.
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Hev
Cohstahlel
LesLawry-Johns
WE were snoozingpeacefullyat 04.15 the other morning.
Our dreams were then interrupted by this earsplitting
crash of broken glass. A horrible noise, difficult to
describe and a bit frightening. "That bloody cat" I
moaned.
"It's not the cat, it's the shop window" H.B. bawled,
reacting quicker than me.
Rush down the stairs and switch on window lights. Just
reaching the front door when I realise I'm stark naked
(hot night). H.B. now at bottom of stairs with towel wrapped round her. Grab it - quicker than you could unveil a
statue of Venus - and wrap it round lower regions. Open
shop door and peep outside. No one to be seen. Whoever
had smashedthe window hadn't hung around for long and
was nowhere in sight. Look at main window. Large hole
on left side and scene of utter devastation inside. Large
double housebrick lying amidst pile of broken glass and
shattered display stands. It appeared that a portable TV
set was missing.
"What did they get" asked H.B., now decently done up
in her dressing gown.
"The daft buggers have only taken a monochrome
portable. Hardly worth the effort" I said, checking to see
that the remote control colour portable and the other
more important items were still there.
H.B. went to phone the police whilst I dressed and got
out the car to take a quick tour round, looking for any
likely suspectson foot. Not a soul of course, so back to the
shop to find that the police had arrived and were taking
notes.

Getting the Facfs
"Thirty eight,twentyfour,thirty eight"HoneyBunch
volunteered. That got me a bit as I couldn't quite see
what her vital statistics had to do with it.
"They grabbed a portable TV, not my wife" I told the
young officer.
"We have to have all the facts sir. Er, how old was the
set?"
"How old! It'd only just been born, that's how old it
was,"
"Oh I see. It was new then?"
"It was new till that bloody brick hit it. I don't suppose
it looks all that new right now. I've the make, model and
serial number if that helps."
"Ah yes. Of course. Now how old are you sir?"
"Ninety four. What's that got to do with it?"
"Must keep a complete record sir. Now, do you keep a
dog?"
"Yes, but he's not all that brave. Hides away if there's a
loud noise. Only thing that upsets him is when someone
stands on his mat. He bites them."
"Which mat is that sir?"
"The one you're standing on. I'll call him so that you
can take a look."
"Please don't bother. Well, that's about all. If you find
out who did it, let us know." And off he went.
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Left alone we cleared out the window, swept up the
debris and tidied up generally, waiting to get in touch with
the glaziers who, bless them, had a new window fitted by
mid-day.

ftalian lnterlude
My friend Geoff sold a TV set to an Italian family that
lived nearby. They saw it working and paid the money,
then popped it into the car and took it home. That same
afternoon the lady returned waving her arms in the air.
"Set no gooda. No goodatall. You owe me twelve pounds
fifty. I take it now."
Well. Why twelve fifty? The set had cost a lot more
than that. When the lady stopped bawling, Geoff ventured to ask.
"Becauser the set no go I kick electric fire. Now he no
go. Cost twelve pound fifty to repair. Hur?"
"You kicked the fire, you pay for it. We'll pop round
and fix the set for nothing, all right?" bargained Geoff.
Eddy looked up from the workbench and Geoff
nodded to him. Eddy takes over. Soothing Eddy. Smarmy
sod. Had the woman eating out of his hand in half a
minute. Whipped her round to her house, retuned the set
from London to Bluebell Hill in thirty secondsand stayed
for two hours. No more mention of the fire. I could do
with a bloke like that. On second thoughts, perhaps not.

A Coupleof Deccas
I'm not well acquaintedwith the Deccacolour portable
(70 serieschassis),so when Len broughthis in for me to
look at I wasa bit wary. He's one of our local characters,
an electricianby trade. So I guessedhe'd alreadybeen
havingsomesort of a go at it. I normallyonly seehim in
the local when we (me and the dog) pop in for a quick
one after our walk. This is early on in the evening,about
six thirty, but by that time Len is usuallysloshed.It was
fairly early in the morning when Len arrived, sober (I
think).
"It used to go when I hit it. Now it doesn't.There's
obviouslya dry-joint" diagnosedLen.
"What did you do to it?" I askedcarefully.
"Well, asthe picturewent off but the soundwould stay
on till I hit it to bring the picture back, I thought the
trouble must be in the tuner."
"Well I never. Brilliant. What did you do next?"
"Took the tuner out. When I put it back there wasn't
any soundeither."
The chassis
swingsup. Sowe did this and took a look at
the tuner. It plugsinto the panel,and it's possibleto plug
it in wrong.Not easymind you, but Len had managedit.
So we took it out and had anothergo, finally refitting
the clip to hold it in position.We now had soundbut no
raster,due to the line output stagenot working. Slight
pressureon the line output transistorsubpanelrestored
normal operation,and inspectionrevealedthat the panel
could move independentlyof the transistorwhich was
solderedto it. Resolderthe baseand emitter legsto the
panel and there we are.
"Wife will be pleased"saidLen. "She goesto bed early
and this keepsher company."
"You don't get home till late then?" I said by way of
conversation.
"Most often don't get home at all" saidLen. "IJsually
sort of fall asleepin funny places."
So Len wanderedoff, leavingme to reflect on the odd
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lives some people live. I couldn't ponder long because
this young chap brought another colour portable in. Just
had to be a Decca 70.
"It sort of went off' he explained."Mum said if you
hummed and harred about doing it, take no notice,just
leave it for you to play with."
"I'll play with her if she talks like that" I threatened.
"That's what mum said you'd say. Mum's name is
Joyce."
"I see.Yes well leave it for a coupleof hoursand I'll
see what I can do. Give your mum my regards."
FancyJoycetalkingto her sonlike that.Let's see.How
old would he be now? Well, musttry to help the lad. Nice
looking boy that.
So we looked at the Deccaand didn't haveto look far.
The focus lead from the tripler was welded to a 27{L
wirewoundwhichdidn't look too happywith the wedding.
It was just a matter of re-insulatingthe focus lead, dressing it away from any warm parts and replacing the 27o"
resistor,hoping that no other damagehad been done.

Fortunatelynothing else had been affected,and a nice
picturewasproduced.

Another Constabulary Visit
In comes this good looking fellow. Introduces himself
as Don Clark, Inspector (technical) with the county
police.
"Calling about the smash and grab?" I asked.
"Heavens no. Don't deal with that sort of thing. Technical, electronics and all that stuff. You must come and
see our headquarters.Think you'd find some of the things
we've got interesting."
"I'd like that" I said, wondering what might happen if I
paid a visit to the police headquarters.
"Just passing by and thought I'd pop in to say how
much I enjoy reading that magazine of yours. That chap
Chas E. Miller kills me. Really does."
"He and his friend Ike Hodge kill me too" I said. "Pop
in again next time you're passing Don."

Focuson Portables
l: lF and AGC Circuits
Mouocgnoue portablesfrom manycountrieshavebeen
imported into the UK over the past decade,and there is
greatdiversityin the circuitrythey employ.To startwith,
the tuner units:thoughthe varicaptype is now the norm there are still some current modelsthat use mechanical
tuners- quite a variety of different typesof mechanical
tuners are to be found in earlier models. Many use a
diodemixer for example,while the simpletuner unit used
in the Sony TV144UK dispensedwith an r.f. amplifier
stage, incorporating just a diode mixer and a transistor
oscillator.This wasfollowedby a two-stage,widebandi.f.
preamplifier.
The i.f. circuitry employedis also diverse.You may
find a couple of chips precededby a bandpassfilter, a
singlechip precededby a SAWF and its driver, a discrete
componenti.f. stripor, aspreviouslymentioned,a transistor i.f. strip precededby a preamplifier.Whilst the conventionaldiode is the usualtype of vision detector employed in discretecomponenti.f. strips,it's not uncommon to find that a transistoris used for this purpose.

George Wilding
closely the tapping point approaches the live end of the
coil. By the latter we mean the collector end, since the
other end is decoupled by C3. Because of the latter condition, identical results would be obtained by connecting
the capacitorsbetween the collector of the transistor and
chassis.
When only one capacitor is used to couple the signal to
the following transistor, the latter's input capacitancemay
act as the second capacitor in the coupling/matching
arrangement. Transformers and coils are commonly
damped with a resistor to broaden the bandwidth - on
occasionyou may even find that RC coupling is used.

Neutralisation
Whateveris done earlier in a discretecomponenti.f.
strip,the final stageis usuallytransformercoupledto the
detector.Neutralisationis also commonly employed in
the final i.f. stage.The reasonfor this is that the typesof
transistorusedin the final i.f. stagetend to have a larger
feedbackcapacitance,
whilst as the signalis at maximum

InterstageCoupling
Where discretecomponentcircuitryis employed,many
different collector load/interstagecoupling arrangements
are to be found. Coupling involves providing a good
matchbetweenthe comparativelyhigh output impedance
Maiched input lo
of one stageand the much lower input impedanceof the
following stage.Tuned transformersemployinga suitable
step-downratio will meet this requirement,but tuned
coils with impedancematchingby meansof a coupleof
capacitorsor evenjust one capacitorare equallypopular.
Alternatively the coil may be tapped.
Fig. 1 showsthe basic idea of capacitiveimpedance
matching:the coil is tuned by C1 and C2 in series,the
ratio of CZ to Cl determiningthe degreeof couplingto
the followingstage- the largerthe value of C2, and thus
the lower its reactanceat the signalfrequency,the more Fig. l: Capacitive impedance matching between sfages.
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SpiderWalk
LesLawry-Johns
ONce upon a time we would carefully unpack new sets,
run them up and align the channelsas soon as they were
delivered. Having satisfiedourselvesthat all was well we
would return them to their boxes until needed. Until
recently, that is. Of late we've become lax and left them
in their boxes - simply because their track record has
been so good.
So in came a couple we knew quite well. They wanted
to buy a new set but hadn't quite made up their minds.
They said a plain 22in. set would do. So I showed them a
Pye set fitted with the K30 chassisand they were quite
happy with it. I then put my foot in it by suggestingone
with remote control, to save them jumping up every time
they wanted a different channel or wanted to alter the
volume etc.
They said this was a good idea so I unpackeda nice new
1042T and put it up on the bench.The little light came on
to say that all was ready, but when I pressedchannelone
the light went out and the set was stubbornly dead. It
remained so even after I'd switched off and on again.
Even the little light now remained out.
That's funny I thought, and then noticed that the front
panel was loose. Off with the back cover, revealing little
bits of plasticon the floor of the cabinet.It had apparently
sustaineda mortal blow somewhere along the line, and I
cursed myself for not having checked it earlier. The couple settled for the one without remote control however,
and departed quitely happily whilst I repacked the damaged set for return to the wholesalers.During this procedure H.B. came downstairsand stood beside me.
"I think you should go to the bathroom" she said.
I sniffed but found that I was still my usual pleasant
self. H.B. sighed. "I don't mean you need a wash you
fool. There's an enormous spider in the bath and I can't
get it out."
So after I'd packed the set I went up to the bathroom to
carry out a rescue operation. The usual process is to
drape a towel over the side so that the spider can climb
out. Must help them otherwise we'd be knee-deep in
other insects.When I saw the size of this one however I
was quite amazed: it's body was the sizeof a peanut, with
legs stickingout three incheson either side. When I say a
peanut I mean a pair in the shell,not one of your shucked
variety. No indeed there was nothing small about this
fellow (or girl) and it refused the invitation when I slid a
towel down towards it. So I moved the towel round to the
other side and tried to drive the ungrateful beast on to it.
It didn't want to know, so I left it too take its time. A
while later I found that it was still there. Maybe it was
tired out after trying to climb the sides of the bath
unaided. I pondered: should I insist on it going up the
towel and possiblyhurt it. pick it up and risk it hurting me,
or feed it some dead flies to give it strength?I decided to
pick it up and risk instant death. Up by the legs and out on
to the window sill. It would have to take its chance,jumping or climbing down the wall. Shut window and put towel
back.
What's this? Three tiny specksscurryingaround in the
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bath. Looking for mother?Now what had I done?Somethinghad to be done aboutthisand quickly.Fortunately
motherspiderhadn'tmadeher departure,and with the
aid of a pieceof toilet paperI wasable to get her back
into the bath.
I expectedthe little onesto rush towardstheir mum,
but they didn't. In fact they scootedas far away as they
could get. Then anotherthoughthit me. Maybe it was
dad.Do the fatherseattheir young?Were thesethe final
survivors?There wasonly one solution,to rescuethem all
but separately.
This was easyenoughwith the big one,
but the othersscamperedabouteverywhere.I eventually
got themall out,but whatsubsequently
befellthemI shall
neverknow.

The White GEC
After this harrowing encounter with the animal world I
staggered down to the shop to harrow with humanity
again. I didn't have long to wait. In came a young chap
carrying a monochrome GEC set in a white cabinet - a
Series One type.
"The tube's knackered" he informed me.
"Oh, ah" I said for want of anything better to say whilst
removing the back.
"Yes indeed" he babbled on. "When it's going there's
a blue light in the back of the tube."
I asked him if it was in the tube's neck and he said it
wasn't. It was up the front where the scan coils meet the
tube bowl.
I switched on and after the line timebase had warmed
up I noticed that a raster appeared. o'There it is, just
above the coils" he said. It was a reflection from the
screen through a section of the bowl with no coating of
course. So I turned the brightness down and the glow
vanished."It's gone" he said.
Connect aerial and turn brightnessup again. The line
hold was way out, but trying to correct this by adjusting
the line oscillator coil pulled the picture sideways in fine
lines, with the hold still poor. Time to check likely components. The sync separator's 47kO screen grid feed
resistor was o.k., as were the flywheel line sync discriminator diodes and the 100kO reference pulse feedback/integrating resistor. The PCF802 perhaps? What's
this - a PCF80!
"Who put that in?" I demanded. Said he didn't know.
Anyway a new PCF802 and adjustment of the coil set
things to right, and the young man departed still wondering
where the blue glow had gone.

The White Murphy
The owner of a white Murphy complained that the fuse
must have gone because it didn't do anything. Also that
the Channel 4 button wouldn't get Channel 4. It was a
standardA823 chassis.
The tube heatersglowed and there was h.t. at the top
fuse which was intact. The l.t. fuse was also intact, but
there seemed precious little Lt. from the bridge rectifier,
suggestingeither that the bridge was at fault or that the
reservoir capacitor wasn't reservoiring. The bridge (a
8Y164) measuredo.k. when checked with the meter, so
we removed the top plug and checked the reservoir
capacitorvia pin 5. It too read right so we decided that
the bridge wasn't telling the truth. We fitted a 8Y225 in
preference to four separate diodes - because the 8Y225
is quite adequate for the job and is easier to fit. The Lt'
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was then correct, but as there was a suspiciousand leaky
bulge in the centre of the double smoother another one
went in.
We could tune in three buttons, but the bottom one
seemed too free, leading us to believe that it had shed its
collar. Removing the tuner revealed that this was so, and
that the three spindles that did work didn't have collars
that fitted snugly - there were fine hair cracks in them. So
we removed the front plate and fitted four nice new blue
collars, assemblingthe spindlesso that the springsdidn't
get caught in the rear holes.
The set was then ready for use, complete with a Channel 4 button. The owner was quite pleased with our
efforts, and rounded up the bill by an extra 51p to prove
it.

An offer we couldn't refuse
A well known motoring organisation regularly circulates its members with offers of publications, accompanied by various enticements.Some of the publications
are well worth having, and on this occasionthe book was
one I'd have ordered without the added inducgment of a
Ford Granada to a lucky person plus thousandsof pounds
if an early order was received.This suited me down to the
ground, because we badly needed a new car and the
money would come in handy to buy petrol for it. So I sent
off for the book without delay and told Honey Bunch that
our days of running around in a rusty old car were over.
Time went by and we received a card saying that there
was a slight delay in sending out the book but to be
patient. So patient I was and the book finally arrived.
Very good it was, picturing and describing most parts of
the country worth picturing and describing.There was no
mention at all of our locality therefore, and I wondered
about that.
I was still agog about the opportunity of that top of the
range Granada. As the weeks went by however I was
forced to the conclusion that I'd been forgotten, and
when my foot went through the bottom of our car I was
reluctantly forced to buy another one - with a bit of help
from the bank.
A few more weeks went by and I received a letter to
remind me that I'd not paid for the book. This was quite
true: in the excitement of waiting for them to send me the
car and a lot of money I'd quite forgotten to send them a
cheque for the book. So I wrote and told them that I'd
forgotten but so had they, and that I was quite upset
becauseI had needed the car quite badly. I haven't heard
from them yet, but I really will sendthem a chequein due
course to further increase the overdraft. I wonder if
someone else got the car and money? Somethingelse we
shall never know.

FIETD
TBANSISTORS
OUTPUT
In S. Simon's article on the GEC C2110 seriessolid-state
colour receivers (July issue) the BD203 was suggestedas
a suitable replacement transistorfor use in the field output
stage. In the original circuit two different types of transistor (generally ON447 and ON448) were used, and it
should have been made clear that the BD203 can be used
in either position. In fact the BD203 can be used
generally as a reliable replacement in this type of twotransistor class A field output stage provided the mounting arrangements are suitable.
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O THE PHILIPS CTX CHASSIS
Models fitted with the new Philips CTX colour
chassisare now being released.The chassiswas
developedat the Philips researchand development headquartersin Eindhovento take advantage of the latestTV technology.The singleboard
is about the size of a sheet of A4 paper and the
component count is down to 386 - a third less
than previousPhilipssets.Next month we review
the technicalfeaturesof the chassis.
O Tv COMPONENT DISTRIBUTION DIRECTORY
Our first tabulated directory of TV component
suppliers.Providesa quick referenceto sources
of the componentsyou need.
O VCR SERVICIIUG
So far we've been dealing mainly with the original basicJVC machine.Next month we go on to
the JVC/Ferguson HR3660/3V16to see the
changesrequiredto provide extra features- still
pictures, slow motion and double-speedplayback. Amongst other things, the off-tape
referencepulses control the capstan instead of
the drum servo.
O ROUTINE Tv RECEIVER TESTS
S . S i m o no n t h e 1 8 i n .P y e / P h i l i pcso l o u rc h a s s i sthe 7131570
series.
O THE FINISHING TOUCH
An otherwisesound set can be let down by the
conditionof its cabinet.Tony Thompson on simple, practicalmethods of enhancingthe appearance of sets.
PLUS ALL THE REGULARFEAruRES

TO
(Nameof Newsagent)

Please reserveldeliver the January issue of
TELEVISION (80p), on sale December l5th, and
continue every month until lurther notice.
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The Advenfuresof Tiny Tim
LesLawry-Johns
The Awakening
It was Tiny Tim's turn to get up first. So he rubbed the
sleepfrom his little eyes,tumbled out of bed and set about
making breakfastfor the dog, his wife and himself,leaving
the cat till later as she doesn't like Tiny Tim feeding her.
He's often bad tempered in the morning, and has been
known to kick her.

The Breakfast
He put the crumpetsunder the grill, filled the kettle and
plugged it in, then prepared the scrambled eggs the way
the dog likes them. Beat up the eggs,add a little milk,
grate in some cheddar cheeseand add vinegar, salt and
pepper to taste.Slicea coupleof tomatoesand put under
the grill with the crumpets.Turn the crumpets and stir the
scrambledeggsin their little saucepan.
Take out crumpetsand butter them. Spreadwith cheese
spread and retum under the grill to brown. Make the tea
and wonder what the day will bring. I-ook at headlinesin
the moming paper and realise that the scrambledeggsare
burning. This didn't upset Tiny Tim since it gave them a
nice nutty flavour which the dog tiked.
Out with the crumpets,all sizdingon their plates.Cover
with tomatoesscrapedfrom their skins.Cut into sections
so the dog can eat them better, and cover with scrambled
egg. Leave the dog's to cool, pour out tea, take wife's
breakfast upstain and return to find letters on the mat.
Tiny Tim gave the dog his breakfast whilst opening the
letters and sipping his tea. About to start eating when
there's this knock on the door.

The lntruders
"We're not open yet" bawledTiny Tim.
"I know, but I'm on my way to work and can't call
later."
So Tiny Tim openedthe shopdoor and a man struggled
in with a26n. PhilipsGl1.. "Buttons won't stayin mate."
As he was going out, a lady pushed her way in holding
an old Morphy Richards iron with two inches of lead
comingfrom it. In her other hand she held about a metre
of unsuitablecable.
"I'm going down town shoppingso I'll leave this with
you. Just put this lead on the iron and I'll collect it on the
way back."
Now Tiny Tim is normally a very obliging fellow. But as
the cat will tell you he's often nasty fint thing in the
morning, especiallyif he hasn'thad his breakfast.
It wouldn't be right to tell you what Tiny Tim told the
lady to do with her iron, but she left in a high old huff to
spend the rest of her days spreading evil rumours about
Tiny Tim and his rotten little shop.

The Walk
So Tiny Tim locked the door and retumed to his
kitchen. The crumpet was cold and if there was one thing
he didn't like it wascold crumpet.
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It was then time to take the dog out for his walk. The
cat was outside,waiting for them to go so that she could
jump in through the window and scream her orders at
Mrs. Tim who was alreadyon her way down havingbeen
thoroughly upset at Tiny's outburst at the poor innocent
womanwho would never darkentheir door again.Shewas
in time to see Tiny Tim over on the green, chasingafter
the dog who was being chasedby a cat he'd accidentally
disturbed,being short sightedas he was.
The cat eventuallygaveup as he wasn'ta good runner he seemedto throw his legs out sort of sideways,scattering
alongrather than running,as most Siamesecatsare in the
habit of doing.
Tiny Tim and the dog resumedtheir normal walk and
took a sniff around the large block of flats at the rear of
which stood a row of parked cars.One caughtTiny's eye.
A Hillman Hunter that appeared to have a list to
starboard.
The rear off-side leaf spring'sgoing thought Tiny, with
his habit of getting everythingwrong. Still gawpingat the
car he walked straightinto a rain filled pot-holehe'd been
carefirlly avoiding for months. "Oh dear" cried Tiny.
"Why don't I look where I'm going?" His little feet felt
most uncomfortablefor the rest of his walk home, where
there was a lot more work waiting for him than had been
there ten minutesbefore.

The Letters
Fint Tiny browsed through the letten that had been
delivered earlier. One was from the insurancecompany
that had paid for the front window smasheda couple of
weeks previously. They thought the cost of the
replacementwindow had been excessiveand wanted an
estimatefor the entire shop front. Probablyso that they
could put up his premiums Tim thought gloomily. He
worked out what he'd paid over the last few years and
thoughtwhat a handsomeprofit they still had. But the fact
remainedthat they'd askedfor this estimate.
So Tiny went round to the nearby builden and had a
chat with them. They didn't know and talked about brick
work as well as windows. This made Tiny think about a
bloody great big lorry rushing into his shop front out of
control, demolishing the shop and all those inside. Tiny
Tim shiveredand made his way back, feeling wone than
ever,

The Estimate
An old boy came in and asked for a battery. He'd
worked for the builders years before so Tiny asked him
how much housebricks were. "Ninepence each" the old
boy remembered.Later Tim went out front and counted
the bricksin twelves.He'd two reasonsfor doing this. First
he couldn't bring himself to say the number that follows
twelve. Secondlytwelve ninepencesmake nine shillinp,
making his calculationseasier since all he then had to do
was add the cost of a bag of cement and some sand which
he could get from the beach at Ramsgatein the summer.
With the figure for brickwork worked out, Tiny added
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the cost of the window and half again for the sgraller one.
This gave him the estimate the insurance company
wanted. He carefully sent this off in an envelope and
hasn'theard a word since.He could now tackle the jobs.
The Gll
First the Gl1 which he'd forgotten about. After
thinking for a bit he remembered that the complaint had
been about buttons that wouldn't stay in. Tiny took out
the selector unit and stripped it down. The spring that
tensionsthe clicker plate was broken and Tiny Tim didn't
have one. What was Tiny to do? He decided to make a
replacementout of one of the loose coil sprinp Bush
tuners used to have behind the buttons. It took Tiny an
awfully long time to do this simplejob, but then it always
does.It worked howeverand Tiny Tim was quite pleased
with the result. Except that the picture had bowed-insides
which the man hadn't mentioned.Shininghis torch on the
line output panel,Tiny looked and looked for ten minutes
before he sawit - the dry joint. It wasin the most obvious
positionand looked like the top of a volcano.

The CassetteRecorder
A lady then came in with a mains/batterytape recorder
which she said didn't work. Tiny Tim pluggedit into the
multiway socket and pushed down the play button.
Nothing happened so he thought he'd start at the
beginning and check the continuity of the mains
transformer primary winding etc. by connecting his
ohmmeter acrossthe pins of the mainsplug. He removed
the plug from the multiway socket and put the test prods
acrossit. There wasno readingat all, so the fuse,lead and
connectionswould all have to be carefully checked.Fint
he strippedthe plug to test the fuse and leads.He thought
there was somethingfamiliar about the plug, but then one
plug looks pretty much like another so Tiny persevered.
The fuse was intact and the connectionsgood, so Tiny
whippedthe back off the recorderand proceededto check
from the input socket to the transformer, which proved to
have continuity after all. Tiny Tim frowned and this made
him look old. He caught sight of himself in the bench
mirror so he stopped frowning quickly. He would now
have to check the lead and socket. So he pulled on the
lead and up came his Weller soldering iron, which of
course had continuity only when the trigger was pressed.
No wonder the plug had looked familiar!
Tim was really crosswith himself over this. No wonder
all those remote control TVs confusehim when he keeps
doing such silly things. Having identified the correct plug,
Tiny found a lead disconnected.
So he put the back on the
recorder and checked with a tape in it. The machine
worked all right and as it had a radio section Tiny tried
this just to be sure. It didn't work. Oh dear.
With the machine still switched to radio Tiny pressed
the play button. On came the radio. This made Tiny Tim
even angrier,and he swore as he once againremovedthe
rear cover.It took a long time to tracethe supplyleads,as
there was no voltageat the radio switch.Tim was patient
however and traced them down to another little switch
marked "sleep". When this was operated the radio
worked normally without the play button pressed,and
Tiny remembered how he had demonstratedthis sleep
facility to a lady only the other day - so that she could lay
in bed and doze off safe in the knowledgethat the radio
would switchitself off when the cassettecameto an end.
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Once again Tim had been caughtout by a silly thing.
"Coffee" he bawledin a loud voice as he put the cassette
recorder back together again for the second time,
reflectingon how much time he'd wasted.His New Year's
resolutionmust be to be more sensibleand to think more
logically.But how was he to do this?
Perhaps he could buy a book like the one called
Thinking to Some Purpose he'd read years before but
never understood.The trouble was that he now didn't
seem to be able to understand anything the least bit
complicated.Look at his performancethe other day when
he delivered a new TV set to a customer and
demonstratedit. The other lady in the house said she
couldn't get channel4 on her set,so Tiny had volunteered
to tune it in for her.

The Grundig Portable
The set turned out to be a 16in. Grundig colour
portable that Tiny had never seenbefore. There were no
friendly knobs for him to twiddle. He asked if the
instructionswere available.but when Tim looked at them
he couldn't make head nor tail of the words despitetheir
being in English and designed for customer use. He
eventuallyfound a flap on the front. This concealeda little
switchwhich when it was up pointed to three buttonswith
arrowson them and when it was down pointed to another
three. one marked M. The arrows seemed to indicate
some sort of search, so Tiny presumed that when the
switch was up you could searchone way or the other
throughthe channels.Whilst he wasponderingupon this a
small boy camein.
The Small Boy
"What's up auntie?"
"The man is trying to tune in channel4 for us, but he
can't quite understandit."
The small boy picked up the remote control unit which
Tim hadn't noticed over on the armchair. He presseda
button, then went over to the set and pressedsearch.
BBC-2 c:tmeon and went. Channel4 hove into sight and
the little horror pressedthe M button.
"O.K. auntie. It'll be all right now. Can I have an
apple?"
Tim slunk away and wondered what all his years had
done for him and how little boys could understandat a
glancehow complicatedthings worked. I bet he couldn't
handlea T20 thoughtTim viciously.

Mr. Styles'New Set
Mr. Styles is a nice man who lives at the top of
TelegraphHill. This meansthat he has superbreception.
He popped in last week to buy a clock radio and to say
that he would be back for a 26in. colour set later in the
week. When he came back we had a nice new Pye 26in.
set ready for him.
We showed him how it worked and how to change
channelsto take advantageof his position.He took it off
whilst we completedthe four year insuranceetc. A few
days later he returned to say that his reception was
tenible. We checkedthe set and came to the conclusion
that the U321 tuner was responsible.So we fitted a new
one and everythingwas fine. When we opened up the
faulty tuner we found that it had received previous
attention.In a new set!???
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shutting down intermittently, accompanied where relevant
by the demise of a start-up resistor. It's happened to us
several times with the Ferguson 3787 and the Grundig
GCS100, and on odd occasionswith other similar chassis.
In each casethe causeof the trouble has been traced to an
intermittently open-circuit gate-cathode junction in the
flyback thyristor - each time the type involved was
encapsulated in a TO220 plastic pack. The fault is easily
diagnosed (once you've gathered your wits) by means of
an oscilloscope check, which will show the presence of
trigger pulses at the gate of the device but no activify
whatsoeverat its anode, which sits quietly at 300V.
Fig. 3: Start-up circuit used in the Grundig GSC|00 chassis.
When the line output stage comes into operation the +F
supply is developed and TR608conducts, shorting the gate
of the start-up thyristor Ty607 which thus switches off.
64L5, etc.) the start-up feed for the line generator comes
from the mains bridge rectifier via the fusible resistor
R607, the kick-start thyristor Ty607 and Di638 (see Fig.
3). This suppliesthe *B line until rectifier D611, which is
fed from a tertiary winding on the combi coil, starts
working. The isolating diode Di638 is then reverse biased.
If R607 is found to have sprung, check Di511 for being
either short<ircuit or open+ircuit - either condition will
delete the +F supply and cause a sustained current flow in
R607.

Intermittent Operation
A word on the nasty habits of some thyristors. We've
had several cases of sets with thyristor line output stages

My Brothefs TV
Les Lawry-Johns
ONce upon a time I was advised never to do jobs for
friends or relatives. I now realise the infinite wisdom of
that. Since yesterday as a matter of fact.
I'd sold my brother a new Philips G8 some years ago.
The tube went soft after tbree years, and there were a
couple of minor incidents some two years back, but apart
from that it's done pretty well. Fortunately the tube
problem occurred within the four year insurance period
and it was replaced, but the replacement tube did leave
something to be desired. We've soldiered on however,
with the help of the reactivator and one or two bits and
pieces.

A Watery Picture
The other day I had a call to say that the picture was
watery. Apparently it was rippled, which is a bit unusual
for a G8. So I pondered a while about what to stuff into
my little boxes. Tuner unit, plenty of capacitors, transistors
etc. As soon as I saw the picture I kicked myself for not
bringrng a tripler. With the sound turned down I could
hear a hissing noise, and removing the rear cover seemed
to confirm that the tripler was a bit dicky. Probably
because my brother smokes too much.
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Gate-controlledSwitches
At the risk of being accusedof wandering off the point a
little, we hesitantly bring up the subject of the gatecontrolled switch device used in various (mostly 18in.)
Sony colour sets a few years ago. These bore several
numbers - SG608, SG613, and the current replacement
type SG6533. We don't propose to embark on a
description of their tendency to go dead short and almost
write off the KVl810UB setsin which they were used, but
rather to describe a nasty, if less catastrophic,habit that
some specimens used in the line output position (Q901) in
the KV1820UB develop.
We've on severaloccasionsencountered a situation just
like that described above for flyback thyristors
intermittent shut down due to an open<kcuit gatecathode junction. The tell-tale symptoms are the same high-amplitude gate pulses are present but the device will
not switch on. Beware of this - and of the high price of a
replacementSG6533!

So I nipped back to the shop for a tripler. I say nipped,
but in fact I got caught behind a couple of learner drivers.
The first one was loath to drive out on to an empty main
road, and appeared to be waiting for something to come
along for him to be cautious about. The second one had
similar qualms at a roundabout. Once I got back I rushed
into the shop and promptly got involved in a repair that
was required urgently. So it was some time later that I
dashed out again, clutching a tripler.
Once again it took a little while to reach my brother's
home, and as I pulled up I pondered upon the reason for
my total lack of preparation.When did I ever go out to a
G8 without a line output transformer for example?
Suddenly my blood froze. I'd been back to the shop and
hadn't picked up a line output transformer. What if . . .

Shrimps for Tea
Why was I so mixed up in dealing with my eldest
brother? Was I still the same small boy with the same
inferiority feelings? Perhaps it's because he has three
Christian names while I have only one. He had been
named after my father, my grandfather (the ferry boat
captain, if you remember) and the lodger, Uncle Tom. On
top of all this my mum always peeled his shrimps for him
at tea time, while I had to peel my own - and very good at
it I am too. So I supposethat's how I got myself into this
MESS.

The tripler was duly installed, and of course made little
difference except that the hissing didn't sound so loud. I
still had this fixed idea that the trouble was something to
do with the e.h.t. feed, so I blamed the line output
F E B R U A R Y1 9 8 3
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transformer- who wouldn't with a G8? - and like a fool
dashed back to the shop to get one. Hurtled back and
fitted it in record time. The picture was an smoothas silk
and I offered up a prayer of thanks.Back on with the rear
cover and fit the aerial lead. Heard my brother making
this nastycommentto his wife, so I poppedmy headover
to look at the screen.I-ooked smoothenoughto me.
"It's still not done" he said flatly. "It rippled like
buggerywhile you were hiding away behind it."
So I looked at it for a long time, but it remained
smooth. Then I had this urge to run. Never mind the
tripler, never mind the transformer,I just wanted to get
back to Honey Bunch to tell her what a horrible time I'd
been having.
I preparedto leave,suggestingthat they try it for a few
daysto ensurethat it was indeedo.k. The expression
on
my brother'sface told me that he didn't think he neededa
two-day evaluation,and that in his opinion the fault had
not been cleared,just paperedover so that I could get
away.
Two Days Later
A couple of days later Joyce (his wife) phoned to say
that the set was as bad as ever, and that Albert wasill and
in bed. So I nipped over and collectedthe set before he
got up. As it had a standthis had to be removedfust, but
before you could say knife I had it on the bench and was
subjectingit to my cool, icy-calmreasoning.
It's not the tripler, so back goesthe old yellowedone.
Not the transformereither so back in with the old one.
Switchon and there'sa hell of a sparking,with the picture
doing all sorts of things.I looked at the transformerand
could seethe overwindinglead arcingto the output nipple
where it had broken away.Clean lead and solderit to the
base of the nipple. All was now quiet and I couldn't see
any ripple at all. Next try a vibration test. This meantthat
I gave it severalsharp blows. The ripple returned for a
secondor two. Move the e.h.t. lead and it rippled again.I
noted howeverthat movins the lead also moved the leads
and plug to the top (bluefconvergencesocket.Move the
leadsand it hissedat me. This was it then, a simplepoor
connectionat the socket.In no time all wassecureand the
contactsfum.
All that was left was the fact that the blue gun was a
little low on ernission.They'ssaidthey were goingto get a
new set within a few weeks, so I thought a slight
reactivationwould be all that was required to keep them
happy.This proved to be a little more difficult than I first
supposed,but it finally came up after I rememberedto
switchon the reactivator.
Funny Colours
Back it went, and I stood it on its end to put on the
stand. When I switched on the purity was tenible. I
thought that the jolting in the car might have moved the
purity rings,so I spentsometime gettinga pure red raster
and then going through the whole convergenceprocedure.
At last it looked good, so after asking about Albert's
health I departed.
As soon as I got outside I realisedthat turning the set
up on its end had moved the shadowmask,and that this
would revert to its original position within a short time.
Instead of adjustingeverythingto suit the shadowmask's
new position,I should have given the cabineta sharptap
to return it to normal. But I hadn't. I thoughtof phoning
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Joyce to tell her that the colours would change and that I'd
have to go back yet again, but I didn't want the phone to
disturb Albert so I left it for a while and then forgot aU
about it.
The next day Joyce phoned again to say that the colours
had gone funny, and that Albert was better and would be
around when I called. He was. I could read his mind as I
reset the purity and convergence. "Always knew he was
hopeless. Should never have let him loose on the poor old
set. How could my young brother be any good at
anything?"
However, there it was. A perfect picture. Until the plug
on the convergenceunit started playing about. . .
I got through a bottle of scotch that night, saying "good
old Stan" and "happy new year Stan" every time I poured
a nip into my glass. H.B. said Stan should never have
given me the bottle, because when I paio for it myself I
never got through more than half a bottle. Next day I'd a
dose of the runs, but I was sure it was a touch of the flu
and of course I needed scotch to ward it off. She said cold
water would be better for it, but I couldn't believe that.

Highland TV
Had a very nice letter from Mr. A.J. Bullock the other
day. He lives in a very remote part of the Western
Highlandssome fifty miles and a ferry from the nearest
town. How he can mpe with all he's expected to do,
including the doctor's E.C.G. machine and building
preamps to keep the local (extreme fringe) reception
going, completely defeats me. Anyway congratulations
A.J., and keep up the good work. Scotch is a great
helpmatewhen the going gets rough. An article on your
adventureswould make interestingreading.
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Doing our besf
Les Lawry-Johns

WE haven't been at our best lately. As a matter of fact we
often wonder if we'll ever be our cheerful, nothing too
much trouble, delve a little deeper selvesagain.
Look at the trouble we had with Mrs. Groaner's set.
We'd sold her this nice Philips 20in. set with the KT3
chassis some eighteen months previously - we've sold
many others and haven't had the slightesttrouble with any
of them. But here was Mrs. Groaner on the phone,
moaning her head off because she thought she'd be
without it for a few hours and perhaps miss the evening
programmes in colour (she had a monochrome portable,
but said that wasn't the same). So we nipped up in the
afternoon and had a quick look.
There was plenty of h.t. up to the BUW84 chopper
transistor but no 129V regulated output. So either the
BUW84 was out of order or it was not being switched on
for some reason. A quick meter check proved that the
BUW84 was capable of working, so there was a fault
farther down the line. We whipped the set off its frame
and assuredMrs. Groaner that it would be back before the
evening's viewing got under way. That didn't suit her. She
told me to be quick as she wanted to see Blue Peter. So I
rushed.
Back on the bench we decided to start by making a few
quick checks betbre switching on. We scored a bull's eye
first time: the upper right line output transistorwas shortcircuit and a new BU205 was fitted in no time at all. We
then switched on and there was a nasty flash and bang
which frightened the life out of me. The dog ran for his life
and Honey Bunch appeared.
"What are you doing to Mrs. Groaner's set? Blowing it
to bits isn't going to get it back to her by five o'clock like
you promised."
I scowled and kicked the dog, who'd come back to find
out whether the fireworks were over.
I withdrew the rectifier panel and examined it closely.
The 2,{ mains fuse was shattered and a check revealed
that the 4.7O surge limiter resistorR6191 had blown open.
"Something must have done that" I diagnosedaccurately.
But what? Checking the supply line showed no shorts at
all, so I assumedthere'd been some sort of flashover that
wasn't going to reveal itself easily.A new fuse was fitted,
and a new 4.7O wirewound. I called out to H.B. "you
watch the back of the set and see where the flash occurs",
averting my eyes so as not to be frightened again. I
switched on and there was another nasty flash and bang.
"It came from here" she said, apparently unperturbed
by the explosion. She was pointing to the base of the
panel.
So I checked carefully between the panel pins and the
socket, but found no signsof a flashover.There followed a
good half hour of pure farce, during which time several
more fuses and resistorswere sacrificed.Finally I started
to disconnect various items to make a more thorough
check. I eventually discoveredthat there was a fairly high
reverse resistancereading through the BUW84, enough to
justify removing it completely. All was then revealed. The
plastic envelope was blackened and partially decomposed.
Here was the source of the flashover that had alarmed the
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dog so much. It was a good job that one of us had kept
cool and remained unruffled.
Mrs. Groaner got her set back before five o'clock, and
advancedher own theories about the causeof the troubie.
It had to be the aerial or the mains lead as the set itself
was so new. We managed to escape without too much
aggravation,and made our way back hoping that the next
few jobs would be a little easier on our nerves. What a
hope!

A Rank T22A
There on the bench was a Rank T22A, with a note
saying that it made a funny noise but didn't do anything
else. So we accusedthe tripler and unhitched it from the
line output transformer. Bull's eye! The set started up and
the tube heaters gl<lwed.So we fitted a new tripler and
confidently switched on. The channel indicator said 7
instead of 1, and a BBC-2 programme appeared. It also
appeared whichever selector was touched, and we wondered about that for a while.
We reasonedwith ourselves.There'd been no mention
of tuning troubles, so this must have happened during or
after the tripler trouble. lmmediately after, if after. So we
made sure we had the tripler connected properly from an
earth and diode point of view. The chassisconnection is
made via R13, so we measured the voltage acrossthis
resistor. As its value is 330O, the voltage acrossit should
not have been too high. It was heavily negative, because
R13 was open-circuit. The correct reading was obtained
when a new resistorwas fitted. but the tuner was still keen
on BBC-2 and nothing else.
Over to the touch tuning circuit to make some voltage
readings.The two chips (SAS-5UO
and SAS-590)receive a
stabilised 33V supply at pin 16. but the reading we gor
was only l0V. Since it was the easiest thing to do. we
removed the SAS590 from its holder. The 33V line
returned to normal and we could now select channels 1-4
via the SAS580, though without the SAS590 channels5-ll
were unobtainable.We were winning however. We didn't
have the required chip, but a frantic phone round produced one from Raymondo who was busy stocking up at
the time. Whilst waiting tbr the chip we had a look at the
circuit and noted that the 33V supply is obtained in a
rather curious way, from -50V pulses which come from
the line output transformer (see Fig. 1). This all seemed to
prove that the faulty tripler had had something to do with

ir.
With the new SAS590 in, all channels could be obtained and we felt quite pleased with our efforts. For a
while. A very short while.

Mr. Croaky and the tTTs
I groaned when I saw who was bringing the next set in.
We'd seen Mr. Croaky'sITT CVC9 before. Severaltinres
before. The last time had been only a week or so ago. It
wasn't the set that worried me, it was Mr. Croaky himself.
ec2
0.12

8R2
0a

Fig. l: Circuit used in the Rank 722 chassisto obtain a 33V
supply for pin l6 of the touch tuning i.c.s. There'sa separate
33V supply for the tuning potentiometers.
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Whatever was wrong with the world, Mr. Croaky knew
hclw to put it right. Whatever you did was wrong, and Mr.
Croaky knew what you should have done. In short, the
sooner you got rid of him the better your nerves would be.
He said that last time there'd been a large gap at the top
and bottom of the screen. I'd checked the voltages in the
field timebase and found them all in order, and after
resoldering all the connections around the PCL805 the
height had been restored and no amount of tapping
around in this area would make the fault reappear.
Now here he was again, with the same fault. I again
checked around the PCL80-5.Everything was in order. So
I tried tapping around at the bottom of the right side line
output panel, and found that the fault would come and go
alnrost at will. Making the taps lighter and lighter brought
us to the print side of the scan-correction transductor, and
resoldering the connectionsto this produced a lastingcure.
"That's just what I thought it would turn out to be" said
Mr. Croaky. "You and your wife should stop smoking you
know." He's right but we still do it. We also cio a fair bit of
drinking. but we didn't tell him about that. How else can
you forget about the Mr. Croakies of this world?
We also had a CVC20 that gave us a bad time.
Intermittent colour. One tap, it's gone. Another tap and
it's back. Whatever part of the decoder panel was touched
rvould either promote the fault or clear it. We eventually
gave up trying proper test procedures and resorted to
resoldering every joint in the vicinity of the centre section
of the panel. It rvorked and we've had no trouble since.

My Brother's TV
You may recall that we mentioned a spot of bother with
my brother's G8. The convergence panel continued to

VCRClinic

A Final Moan
A great deal of our working day seems to consist of
acting as an unpaid technical adviser. Although my
favourite phrase is "I don't know", this strategy seems to
have flaws.
As an example, this chap comes in and wants to buy a
switch. You ask him what for and he sayshe wants to run
an extra pair of speakersor maybe he wants to fit a master
switch to switch off locally his multibank mains supply for
his audio separates. You show him a suitable switch,
priced at say 50p. How do I fit it? So you draw a diagram
for him and he raises all sorts of reasons why his system
requires a different layout. You try to accommodate him
with a revised drawing. By now about half an hour has
elapsed, and you've forgotten the masterstroke you were
about to make on the music centre you were half way
through repairing.
I know what you'll say. You shouldn't be servicing in
the salesarea. I've tried the remote approach, secluded irr
a separateworkshop, but the result was even worse. "Les,
would you come and explain something to this gentleman.
Oh, I forgot you weren't there . . ."
So we continue to sort out odd nuts and bolts to suit
queer cartridges, draw pretty diagrams for people who
won't follow them anyway, and then find at the end of the
day that there's precious little on the till roll.

Reports from Sfeve Beeching, T.Eng. (C.E.l.),
Derek Snelling and Michael J. Cousins, T.Eng. (C.E.l.)

Ferguson3V31
We've noticed that not all 3V3ls produce a good still
picture without any tracking noise. Some batchesare very
good, others are not so good. If the tracking noise wanders
up and down the screen with the VCR in the slow-motion
mode, the drum guides need slight adjustment - the drum
exit guide possibly about a quarter of a turn clockwise. If
the tracking noise remains in the same position, adjustment of the still picture and slow-motion pulsesshould be
carried out in accordance with the instructions in the
manual - except that the noise pulse can be extended from
Smsec to 1lmsec. Another check is to select still picture
and see where the noise bar is. If it's at the bottom of the
screen, rotate the pinch roller gently a few degrees
anticlockwise.This should move the bar down the screen.
If further noise is then seen at the top the trouble is due to
excessiveloss of f.m. carrier during the crossoverbetween
the heads.This rneansthat the drum should be replaced as
it's out of specificationon head tip heights.
s.B.

JVC HR72OO
An IrishrinkercamealongwiththisJVC HR7200(3V29
to those of you who deal with Ferguson machines). "It
wr>n'twork son" (me "son"?). "Can you fix it - it's.worth
a drink." Hmmm.
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give trouble and he now has a nice new K30 with a 22in.
tube and full remote control. It was the only way I could
get some peace. I can sleep whilst he plays with the
buttons. Just to make sure, I put an alkaline PP3 in the
remote control handset. That'll put off his next visit for an
extra year or so. Brotherly love they call it.

The head drum didn't rotate and the servo output
amplifier chip was getting hotter and hotter. The drum
trembled a bit if you pushed it, indicating that some power
was being applied though not enough to rotate it - or that
the power was being applied to rotate the motor in
opposite directions at the same time. These machines use
direct drive motors, which have two sections,each covering 180" of rotation. There are two sets of drive coils
mounted at 90'and two Hall effect switchesto control the
switching of the drive coils via the motor drive amplifier.
The most common causeof such a fault is failure of the
motor drive output stages, in this particular machine a
power i.c. So the chip was changed.Wrong again! A scope
was then attached to the motor and it was persuaded to
rotate, albeit slowly. Both coil drive waveforms were
present and in antiphase, though one was of low level.
Outputs were also present from the Hall effect switches,
but again one was low and distorted. Unfortunately the
only coune of action now open was to replace the drum
motor, which is of course the lower drum assembly,and
then go through the tape path alignment checks. All that
for a drink, and these days I don't . . .
S.B.

Colour drop out - Toshiba TVs
This one is about TV sets rather than VCRs, though the
problem shows up when the set is used with a VCR. The
MARCH1983
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up their energy to form electron-hole pairs as before.
There's an important difference between the SDA tube
and the SIT however: in the basic SDA tube one light
photon falling on the target createsone electron-holepair,
whilst in the SIT one light photon falling on the
photocathode liberates one electron which after acceleration has enough energy to generate up to 2,000 electronhole pairs at the target. Hence the enormous increase in
sensitivity.

Gain of the SIT Tube
Since the energy given to the image electrons is determined by the accelerating voltage, the intensifier's gain
can be altered by varying this voltage. A typical range is 49kV, the upper limit being determined by the risk of
electrostatic breakdown around the faceplate and the
lower limit by the amount of energy needed to overcome
the inevitable energy loss at the target. Although the
voltage required is high, the current requirement is very
low and the photocathode voltage is normally generated
by a flyback system driven from the camera's line
timebase. This synchronises the power supply with the
scanning, so that any interference arising from the supply
will appear stationary on the picture. The smoothing of an
asynchronous supply has to be much better as intererence
from it will drift through the picture, which is a much more
objectionable condition.
'The
low voltage supply used to power the e.h.t. generator can be varied to control the output voltage. This is
easy to do electronically, and by combining the gain
control electronics with the iris position servo circuit the
tube's sensitivity cen be adjusted to cater automatically for
a wide range of illumination levels. A double servo loop is
used, set up so that the photocathode voltage is kept
constant at about 6.5kV while the lens iris is away from
either of its end stops.This keeps the tube's signal-to-noise
ratio at its optimum condition. Once the lens iris looses
control (i.e. fully open or closed) the intensifier voltage is

varied to increase the range over which the tube can be
used. With a suitable lens, the tube can be used from midday to deep dusk without attention.
To anyone used to more conventional CCTV cameras,
the sensitivity of the SIT camera comes as a surprise.
Setting up the camera at the extreme end of its sensitivity
range must be done in a darkened room, and sometimes
the light from the monitor screen can overload it. Perhaps
unexpectedly, the sharpness of the picture improves
(within limits of course) as the light level drops. The
reason for this is that at high light levels the e.h.t. is at
minimum with the result that there is slight defocusing.
Because of their high sensitivity, SIT tubes are often
used for surveillance applications. Another important
application is for use in underwater cameras.

Intensified lntensifier Tube
A further versionof the SIT tube, the intensified
intensifier target tube or ISIT, uses a two-stage intensifier
to increase the sensitivity down to almost the ultimate
limits determined by photon noise. The increased sensitivity is obtained at the cost of increased noise on the picture
and increased camera complexity - two high voltage
supplies and their control circuits are required instead of
one. Needlessto say the tubes are much more expensive.

Alternatives
Despite its drawbacks the basic vidicon is still widely
used since it's cheap. The CCD semiconductor type of
image sensing device has been under development for
many years now but remains expensive and has low
sensitivity. An intensified version using an image intensifier of the type descibed above is also under development
- the whole thing would be only a few inches in length. It
will be interesting to see how long it takes for solid-state
imaging devices to reach the performance standards attained by thermionic camera tubes.
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Les Lawry-Johns
I wes sitting at the typewriter wondering what I could say
about that letter of mine in the February issue when this
chap walked in. What about the letter? Well it was
supposed to be a gentle leg pull of sorts. H.B. had had a
brief chat with E.T. - the earthly one from the south coast
who writes regularly in these pages. Advice had been
obtained and in view of the E.T. mania recently - I'm
talking about the other E.T. this time - we thought we'd
sort of dress it up. It seems that some readers took it all
seriously however, so apologies to anyone who may have
been offended.

"Take it off your hands for ten" said he.
I don't bargain with anyone, so I showed him the door
and off he went. After he'd gone I got to thinking about it.
We really are on the losing end in this trade. Twenty years
ago that type of unit would have fetched twenty pounds or
more, secondhand, with no bother at all. Since then wages
have multiplied by ten times or so, but you can still buy a
new stereo record player for something like fifty pounds,
which makes a used unit seem (to some) dear at twenty.

The Chap

It's the same with repairs.Would the average person be
prepared to pay ten times more than they did twenty years
ago? Look at it another way. Thirty years ago if we fitted a
new 12in. tube in a TV set it would cost the owner roughly
twenty pounds. What was his weekly wage then? About
ten pounds per week? Now we fit a 24in. monochrome
tube in a set for roughly thirty pounds, and what is his
weekly wage now? The reason of course is that new

Now what about the chap who walked in? Well he
apparently wanted a used stereo record player complete
with speakers- and they had to be good speakersat that. I
just happened to have exactly what he wanted, and as it
had been around for quite a while I offered it to him for
twenty pounds. He though that was rather too much.
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electrical goods are so cheap that to repair them is just not
economic, though we still do it. Thus we are poor
compared to what we were twenty years ago, and we are
likely to remain so. End of moan.
The Rank

T20

Mr. Grumpy's T20 was a nightmare. We'd fitted a new
BU208A line output transistor, and as nothing else had
showed up during checks and a soak test Mr. Grumpy had
taken it home. We saw his car pull up outside and had an
attack of the heart sinks. "It lasted only four hours" said
Mr. Grumpy.
So we attacked it again. As the BU208A was once
more short-circuit we again checked everything but could
find no cause. Sure enough everything worked fine when
another BU208A was fitted. We kept it on soak test for
eight hours this time and it worked faultlessly. So Mr.
Grumpy took if off again. And brought it back again.
This time we changed both EW modulator diodes, also
the 0'91pr,F scan coil coupling capacitor, and fitted a new
line output transformer. Another BU208A was installed
and the set given a two-day soak test. Mr. Grumpy
complained about the cost of the transformer and asked
whether it was really necessary? So we suggested that he
try it for a few days and if it went again we'd refit the old
one. It did, and we did. There was no difference though,
and this time the BU208A wasn't short-circuit.
The timebase wouldn't start until we shunted the line
oscillator's start-up capacitor 4C19 with a 5kO resistor.
Then it started working, and continued when the 5kO
resistor was removed. The set was left looking into a
mirror so that we could keep an eye on it.
After an hour or so we noticed that it was loosing width,
and before we could do anything it had gone off - leaving
some 200V on the BU208A's collector to show that it
wasn't short-circuit. We had to start it up again with the
5k,f) resistor, so as the 910O resistor 4R16 in the 12V
regulator circuit is notorious for messing about we
changed it. The one taken out read perfectly all right, and
we still had to start the set by hand as it were. This time it
lost width and line hold after a couple of hours, so we
changed the TBA950 line oscillator chip. It then worked
fine for a long time before line hold was again lost and the
set cut out. I cried but Honey Bunch summed it up in
flash.

The Dry-joint
"Dry-joint"saidshe.
"All right, but where?"
"How should I know? I didn't ask you to sort out the
knitting pattern last night, did I?"
So I stared at the right side line output panel, having
stared at the timebase panel for some time. And suddenly
I saw it. On the line driver transformer. It was just a thin
line round one the base leadouts. Like a flash it was
resoldered, together with every other connection in sight.
The set came on straight away, and has remained all right
since. I still have bad drams about Mr. Grumpy coming
back, but he hasn't.

The Music Centre
Mrs. Earlybirdbroughtin her musiccentrecomplete
with one loudspeaker. It was a Ferguson Studio 20.
Apparently her husband had repaired (?) the loudspeaker,
TELEVISION
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and after trying it in both output sockets both amplifiers
had packed up. I opened up the speaker and found that
both leads were plugged on to the same speaker tag. It
was thus a complete short-circuit, and after he'd plugged it
into one output and killed that amplifier he'd done the
same with the other one.
We removed the bottom screws and lifted the top off
(record deck and cassette).All four 1O resiston in the
ouput stages looked distressed. So we changed them and
the four transistors for good measure and tested the unit
before putting the top back on. It worked perfectly on
both channels. So we put the carboard cover back on top
of the ouput transistors and refitted the top unit. It still
worked so we put the bottom screws back in and made a
final check. One side worked, one side didn't. Smoke
came out.
Out came the bottom screws and off came the top
cover. The two 1O resistors on one side had burnt out. No,
only one of them. Funny. I checked the current drawn and
it was normal. Fitted another resistor and it kept its cool.
Refit the carboard card and replace the top - after a tussle
with the radio panel. Everything was o.k. so I refitted the
bottom screws and tried again. One side o.k., smoke. By
this time it was getting late and I called it a day.

The Dream
During the night I dreamt that I was a brave knight and
fought everybody in a place called Camelot. I was called
to the King's chambers and he was fixing a music centre.
He unscrewed the transit screws to bed the deck down.
Then he looked at me and bowed. "I-ook you" he said,
"when you do this you bed down the record deck and the
metal speed selector touches the top of the output transistor heatsinks or one of them and shorts it to earth, doesn't
it?"
"Yes sire. It does to be sure, but there's a cardboard
cover to stop it touching and I keep putting the cover
back. I do really."
"Listen. Listen while I talk to you. There's a right way
and a wrong way of doing everything. Now go."
So I went, and woke up. I stirred restlessly until I woke
H.B.
"There's a right way and a wrong way of doing
everything" I told her.
"Have you just found that out?" she growled sleepily.
"The King just told me, look you."
"Look you moron, there may be two ways but as sure as
fate you'll always choose the wrong way first. Now go to
sleep."

ln the Morning
And so it was that the first job in the morning was to
reverse the cardboard cover to prevent the speed selector
touching the heatsink when the screws were tightened after replacing the 1O resistor again of course.
If the transit screws had been left to let the deck float it
wouldn't have happened.
I then took Ben for his morning walk. The Hillman
Hunter still has a list to starboard, but now there's a
bloody great CB aerial stuck in the centre of the boot. Not
looking where I was going I felt unfamiliar ground under
my feet. The council have filled in the pot-hole and
tarmacked it over. Thank you council. And thank you
readers for hoping I wasn't going to get my feet wet yet
again.
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TheFurther Adventurcsof Tiny Tim
Les Lawry-Johns
Tiny Tim woke up early in the moming and started to
think his usual gloomy thoughts. What was wrong with the
world was that there were too many people in it, most of
them wanting him to do things that he didn't want to do
for them. He killed off a million people mentally. Still too
many. So he killed off another million and too many
remained. Wouldn't it be nice if there were no people at
all?
The animals would be able to go about doing whatever
it is that animals do, and the forests would grow nice and
big. There would be great big forest fires with no one to
put them out. All the animals would be burnt. Oh dear,
that wouldn't do. His cat Spock would catch cat flue and
die because she wouldn't have had her jab from the vet.
Oh dear. Perhaps firemen and vets could live then?
Except the vet who was going to bring in his car radiocassette. This frightened Tim because it was a Philips
machine and he had a job to get the cassettedrive belt
back on when it bounced off as it had a habit of doing. So
one vet would have to go and another would have to be
found to give Spock her jab to ward off cat flue.

Pinnacle of Despair
As he lay there he thought of the nasty letter he'd had
from one of the wholesalers.If he didn't pay their account
they would do nasty things to him. He always paid his
accounts on time, but he wasn't going to pay this one
because it was daft. He'd ordered six video cassettesfor
his wife to play with and they'd sent sixty one. As eight
were loose he'd decided to keep these and send the rest
(53) back. He'd phoned the firm and the girls who'd
answered the phone had laughed and said the rep who'd
taken the order must have had a shaky hand. So they'd
laughed some more. He'd put the phone down but
nothing was done about it. The cassetteswere collected by
a well known firm of carriers who signed the collection
note.
Tiny Tim had again phoned the wholsesalersto let them
know that the cassetteswere on their way back to them,
but the man at the other end said he didn't know what it
was all about. Tim was eventually promised a credit note,
but it never came despite several more phone calls. One
person had said that they hadn't got back the number
specified. This had made Tim angry, and he'd said nasty
things that his wife had said he should have been ashamed
of saying. So the statement had come in, along with a
nasty letter which Tim had returned with a comment to
the effect that the liaison between their departments was
deplorable. This was much nicer than what he'd said on
the phone. So he dug in his tiny heels and waited for the
nasty thingsto happen.

Daylight
As it was beginning to get light, Tim decided it was time
that someone should get up and make the breakfast.So he
stirred around enough to wake up his wife and then
snored to pretend he was asleep. His wife looked at the
clock and heaved a sigh.
TELEVISION
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"He lays awake all night thinking stupid things and
when it's time to get up he goes to sleep. God how I
suffer."
Tim snored loudly to ensure that his wife wouldn't go
back to sleep, and eventually she got up. Tim smiled at the
picture of the tiger on the wall. "We each of us have our
own ways of getting our food" he told the tiger.
His wife brought up his breakfast, and Tim noticed that
she couldn't burn the scrambled eggs like he did to give
them a nutty flavour, but he thought it best not to
complain. Something about not tampering with your luck.
He ate his breakfast and drank his tea, then laid back
and sort of slipped off to sleep. He was rudely awakened
by his wife talking to customers in the shop.
"I'm sorry but he's out with the dog at the moment."
Which was a bit shaky since Ben had been standingwith
the lead in his mouth for the last half hour or so.
Tim waited for the customersto leave, then crept down
the stairs.
"Mr. Crankcasewants a new colour set delivered by ten
o'clock. He wants a 22in. without remote control or any
trimmings. No later becausehe's off to America and wants
to see it and settle before he goes. So you'd better put
your skateson."
"I'll just take the dog for his walk, then I'll get
cracking" said Tim.
"Oh excellent" said his wife. "Mr. Crankcase lives at
Birling, which is a long way away. You haven't unpacked
the set yet and it's now nine fifteen,"
"Oh dear" said Tim. "Why didn't I get up earlier? Why
did you let me nod off again? I must fly." So he flew, but
went in the wrong direction becausehe'd fogotten where
Birling was. He ended up feeling very confused, driving
along the M20 towards Maidstone. It all ended happily
however, because Mr. Crankcase had delayed his
departure.
But Ben was rather peeved. He stopped at a post but
missed it, contriving to hit Tim's leg instead. This reminded Tim of the time he'd been standing at the top of
Windmill Hill looking out over the river and a big black
dog had come and stood beside him. Tim had patted the
dog's head, thinking how good he was with dogs, but had
suddenly become asware that his leg was soaking wet. It
was a very large dog.
Tiny Tim made his way back to the shop, talking to Ben
and telling him that in addition to getting rid of all the
people in the world the dogs would have to go as well,
leaving just a few bitches - they don't cock their legs at
every tree, post and leg that happens to be near.

Trying TVs
When they got back, quite a few jobs were waiting to be
done. The first was a GEC set fitted with the 20AX tube
(Model C2233H). A note on it said "no results". The
right side fuse (on the switch-mode power supply panel)
had blown, so Tim looked askanceat the 8U126 chopper
transistor. It was short-circuit.As he fitted a new one Tim
was thinking. He'd had this trouble a year or so ago and
the new one had died very quickly indeed. Then there was
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a note on the same subject in a recent Fault Report item
in Televbbn The driver transistor is biased by a nasty
150kO resistor. Now where was it? Ah, just there, R515.
Take it out and measure it. Reading about 4MO.
Tim didn't have a 1W. 150kO resistor.so,he was a devil
and used a220kQ one instead. It worked well enough, so
he logged this information in that magnificent computer
he has atop his shoulders - another one not to be
forgotten.
The next set was an ITT CVC9 that belonged to one of
Tim's old school chums (which makes him very old). It
had been in several times of late, suffering from loss of
colour which seemed to be restored permanently each
time Tim did almost anything around the decoder, only to
fail again several days later.
Tim had first found that when the base of the 4.43MHz
reference oscillator transistor T38 was touched with the
test prod the colour retumed and couldn't be made to go
off again. So he'd changed T38. On the next occasion it
had seemed that the crystal was faulty, so Tim had fitted a
new one. He'd thought that this was unusualin an ITT set,
but concluded that as he was very rarely right about
anything it must be the case since the colour stayed and
stayed. Here it was again however.
He put the probe on the base of T38 and the colour
appeared. He looked at the board and the blue 47OpF
capacitor (C228) in the oscillator circuit (base-emitter
feedback) caught his colour prejudiced eye. He doesn't
like blue things. So he changed it and the set has been all
right ever since.

The Music Centre
A Fidelity440musiccentresattherewaitingitstum.Its
owner, a nice man by the name of Les Woolends, came in
just as Tim was about to perform.

VCR Clinic
Ferguson3V23
The fault with a Ferguson 3V23 was noticeable only on a
stationary picture. It looked as though there was a slight
ripple on the verticals- but only on about the centre third
of the picture, the top and bottom being o.k. As the fault
was also present on still frame we had a look around the
drum motor drive circuit. This is a brushless,direct drive
motor, so the pole switching is done by Hall sensors and a
magnetic ring (instead of a commutator and brushes).
The sensors drive many transistors, culminating in two
power stageswhich supply current to the two setsof poles.
When the head is running we should have an equal
sinewave on each pole, but in this case one was missing.
As a result, the drive was varying. One very discoloured
power transistor gave itself away, but while we were
measuring voltages we noticed that the supply to the
motor was about 22Y instead of IZY - the regulator
transistor in the power supply had gone short-circuit. It's
surprising that anything worked at all!
M.P.

Ferguson3V00
"We've fitted a new head, but can't get the tape guide
rollers adjusted" they said. We connected the scope to
352

"Thought I'd pop in to tell you what'swrong with it. It
won't recordon one channel."
Tiny Tim scowledat him. "It's a pity you didn't take it
backwhereyou boughtit."
"I boughtit here."
"Just testing,just testing." Tiny Tim was aware of his
wife's eyesboring into his back.
Without further ado Tim removed the bottom of the
musiccentre and squirteda jet of Servisolinto the record/
playbackswitchbank.Much to his surprise,it now worked
on both channels.
Putting on his 'leave it to the master' air, Tim replaced
the bottom cover and chatted awav to Mr. Woolends
about catsand things.
Night-time
That night Tiny Tim had a nasty dream about being
eatenby a greatbig cat. He awoke bathed in perspiration
and decidedto have a nice washto freshenhimselfup a
bit. So down to the bathroomhe went, and gavehimselfa
good wash down. He dried off and looked for his talcum
powder. It was somedistanceaway, at the far end of the
bath, so he decidedto usesomeof his wife's instead.But
no matter how hard he shookthe pink tube nothing would
come out. So he tried the green one which had two nice
big holes at the top. He shook the powder all over his
private placesand rubbed it in, noting that it seemed
rather coarsefor his little body. He tumbledback into bed,
thereby waking up his wife.
"Now what are you up to?"
"Just been to the bathroomfor a wash.What'sthe talc
in the greentub?"
"That's not talc, you fool. It's shake 'n vac carpet
cleaner."
"Oh dear" saidTiny Tim.

Mike Phelan, Richard Roscoe and
Michael J. Cousins, T.Eng. (C.E.l.)

TP7 to monitor the video f.m. envelope, and found that
while we could get rid of the dip at either end of one
channel it was then transfened to the other channel. Now
in theory each head follows the same path, so the
condition we had shouldn't be - unlessthe heads were not
following the same path, due possibly to the spindle being
bent. We removed the head and there is was - a piece of
something indescribable, compressed to a few thou and
stuck to the mounting flange with the result that the drum
tilted fractionally.
M.P.

Ferguson3V00
The fault with a Ferguson3V00 was severeherringbone
pattemingon the chromaon its own recordingsonly prerecordedtapes playedback o.k. The chroma record
current control R2 on the pre-rec board was set too
high.
M.P.

Ferguson3V29
There was no capstan servo action with this Ferguson
3V29, and a check showed that there were no off-tape
control pulses at TP2 (adjacent to IC2) even with a
MAY 1983
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Fig. l3: Preamplifier board pattern.

R e l ' s f o r l h i s s e c l i o no s o b o v eb u t w i t h o s u t l i x B .
n F = G r o u n dc o n n e c l i o ne s l o b l i s h e dv i o m o u n l i n gp i n s .
N/C= No connection.
, f = S c r e e nc o n n e c t i o nosf p . c . b .e n d o n l y .
L l = l l u r n 2 2 s w g e n . c o p p e rw i r e o n o l e r r i t e b e o d .

Fig. l2: Preamplifiercomponentlayout.
boughtfully built and testedfor f190'49. Both pricesare
inclusiveof postage,packing and VAT. The main board
DO501/1 is availablefrom Readers'PCB Serviceat f15

Fig. l4: Prescaler I board pattern.
while the other boards are available at f1 each. In both
cases the address is Fleet House, Welbeck Street,
Whinvell, Worksop, Notts.

Lordsof the Morning Air

Les Lawry-Johns

MaNy years ago, more than I care to admit, I was an avid
reader of science fiction magazines. My favourite, if I
remember correctly, was Astounding Stories. There were
some good yarns in it, and the title of one sticks in my
mind - it was l-ords of the Morning Air and was about
some superior beings that came to visit earth. They looked
like us but were far superior of course, with long fair hair
and blue and gold robes to prove the point. Kind they
were too, not like us louts.
Anyway it was a bright and sunny morning, and as I
took Ben for his stroll we first waved at the drivers of the
cars - the ones that came up the road and honked at us and then went round the back of the flats (two large
blocks opposite the shop), continuing to wave at all the
occupants who waved at us. One old boy opened his
window and bawled out that he'd "let us look at his TV set
later". "Thank you, thank you very much" I bawled back,
without much conviction in my voice. What he really
meant was that I was to be allowed to cart a load of
equipment over to the flats, lugging it through the corridors, then performing a miracle on his old set before
carting the lot back again. Anyway, we dismissed this
diversion from our minds and continued our walk in the
morning air, still waving to all and sundry and wishing we
didn't have too because our affns were aching. Now we
know how royalty feels. Royalty, that's what we were,
l.ords of the Moming . . . until we got back to the shop,
when we became surfs once more.
Who should be waiting for us but Mr. Piddlewell - he
who'd threatened to cut off our milk supply last time. He
didn't even give me time to get the lead off my neck.
TELEVISION
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"We were watching that science fiction film last night
when the picture went off and someone started talking in a
foreign language - lots of other voices chattered away
too."
"What do you expect if you put the volume full up?" I
snarled.
"Well it shouldn't chatter away in a foreign language,
should it?"
"It might if it doesn't feel well. It was probably
delirious" I replied, looking on the shelf for an MC1330
chip.
"What's that?" demanded Mr. Piddlewell. "It doesn't
look much."
"That there does a very difficult job" I explained.
"When it stops doing it the set jabbers away in lots of
foreign languagesand you don't get a picture either."
"Oh" said Mr. P. "How do you know it's that?"
"Because I can feel it in my water" I explained, not
wishing to go into detail about previous tests with prods at
the input and prods at the output.
So we opened the signalspanel of Mr. P's Thorn 8000
chassis,took out the MCl330 from the left-hand side, and
fitted the new one. Just for fun I applied the meter's test
prod to the chip's output pin and switched the set on.
There was an air-splitting garble of voices from the
speaker, and Mr. P's eyes widened.
"It's still doing it" he bawled.
"No it ain't" I said, removing the test prod and plugging
an aerial in. Soft music accompanied the BBC-2 test
pattern.
"You're having a go at me. I know you are."
429

that when
"Not at all, Mr. P. I was just demonstrating
for the
aerial
it
like
an
goes
acts
open-circuit
the chip
reception of 6MFIz signalsand the harmonicsthereof' I
said,laying it on a bit thick.
"Oh, very genital" said Mr. P, revertingto his coarse
upbringing.
"Well pay up, look big and sod off' I advised him,
revertinglikewise.
Another Lord
Stripe me pink if Mr. t ord didn't walk in carrying a
large Philips radio cassette.It was Mr. Lord my
accountant.
"What do you want? you robber" I greeted him
warmly.
He looked pained."We don't rob you Les. It's not our
At least
fault if you don't chargeenoughfor your services.
we're realistic."
"I'll start chargingrealisticfees right now Mr. Lord" I
said.
"Don't be impetuous.Rome wasn'tbuilt in a day."
"It would never havebeen built at all if the contractors
had chargedyour fees" I replied,warmingto my task.
Mr. Lord crossedhis fingers and said "Faye Knights".
That put an end to it of course.
"Sorry Mr. t-ord. Well now, perhapsI can help you in
someway?"
sectionof thisthingLes.The pinch
"It's just the cassette
wheel is floppingabout."
So he left it for me to fiddle with whilst he returned to
his office to do his fiddling. I hope he had better luck than
I did.
Due to my lack of observationI mucked about with it
for ages. Having stripped it down and removed the
cassettesectionI couldn't find any signof the pinch wheel
spring. So I thought I'd try to make one, which I did,
having to remove the wheel to fit it. When I refitted the
wheel and anchoredthe free end of the springthe wheel
did what it was supposedto do and fitted tightly against
the capstan.A little too tightly I thought, but blundered
on.
To test the machinethe panelshad to be reassembled,
so I thought I might just as well put the whole thing
togetheranyway,just leavingthe rear coveroff. I switched
on and pressedplay. The capstanrotated nicely but the
spool carrier didn't move. I tried again but it stayedstill
and refusedto rotate.So I took the panelsout againand
got the screwsthoroughlymixed up whereasI'd previously
had them organisedfor proper replacement.
I stared at the cassettesection and pushed down the
play button. The plastic carrier went down but when I
rotated the flywheel the take-up spool carrier didn't
rotate. It would spin freely, but didn't engagewith the
sprocket which should have driven it. The sprocket is
pushed into position by the plastic carrier which didn't
seemto be travellingfar enough.Perhapsit wasbecause
I'd anchoredthe springto the carrier?So I took the pinch
wheel off and tried again.The sprocketengaged,and the
take-up spool carrier rotated with the flywheel.
At this point the cat walked acrossthe bench and sat
looking at the rear cover. Somethingwas attractingher
attention. It also attracted mine becauseit was a nice
bronze spring caught up in the leads which connect the
rear cover to the main unit. "Thank you Spock" I said
gratefullyas I shovedher off the bench.
So I put the right spring on and checked it carefully.
/|:l0

The pinch wheel fitted tightly against the capstan and the
take-up carrier didn't rotate. I felt peeved about this, and
once again removed the pinch wheel. The carrier then
rotated. I stared at the assembly and then saw what I
should have seen earlier. There's a plastic obtrusion just
above the pinch wheel assembly,and I'd put the assembly
back to ride below it, which was why it fitted too tightly
against the capstan.Assembled so that it rode above the
obtrusion, the plastic carrier could ride fully down and the
sprocket would engage.
What would have taken any sensible person a few
minutes had taken me over an hour, and I was not pleased
with myself. No wonder I can't pluck up enough courage
to tackle these videos. Just imagine what a mess I'd make.
Mind you, some of these audio stack systemsseem to be
just as inaccessible,with the whole works up front and
acres of nothing in the rest of the cabinet, Come back
music centres,all is forgiven.
It wasn't my fault that my accountantshad advised me
to increasemy service charges,Sorry Mr. Lord.

More Royalty
What a funny thing. If you get one type of set in you can
bet that a whole row of them will follow. In this case it was
names however. Next along comes Mr. Knight who
wanted his G8 repaired. He also announced that he
intended to buy a new set for the lounge, keeping the G8
for the bedroom.
I didn't go along with this idea, and suggestedthat it
would be more convenient to leave the G8 where it was
and invest in a 14in. colour portable for the bedroom, with
remote control so that if anyone was confined to bed they
could change channels,control the volume and switch the
set off with the small handset.In addition there would be a
considerablesaving because a portable was a lot cheaper
than a 22in. set. As his wife was with him I added that a
portable could easily be moved to the kitchen for the
reception of breakfast TV, the set having its own aerial.
Mrs. Knight was immediately convinced and informed
her husband that he'd be a fool to buy another large set.
So I showed them a Fidelity CTVl4S, and they were
most impressedwith my demonstrationof mirror reflected
channel changing,though I couldn't quite see the value of
this if you're watching the set anyway and holding the
remote unit.
Mr. Knight announced his decision. If I could repair the
G8, he'd take the portable. So we checked the G8 and
found that there was lack of red. The red 8F337 output
transistor was o.k., but there was precious little tum on
bias at its base.The driver load resistor R7326 (39kO) was
accusedof being high and proved to be so. I looked in vain
for a 39kO resistor but the nearest I could find was 47kO,
2W. Fitting this restored normal operation without any
need for adjustment, so we wrapped up the G8 and piled
it and the Fidelity portable into the Knight's car, while Mr.
Knight wrote out the cheque which was for a lot less than
he'd expected when he first arrived.
What an honest chap I am. We haven't been able to get
any 22in. remotes for some time . . .

Note on the Gll
Finally a note on the h.t. reservoir capacitor (C4029) in
the Philips G11 chassis- it came up in the letters column
recently. Green ones are just as bad as the red ones - blue
or black are o.k.
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Laura'sDead Decca
LesLawry-Johns

I'm sure you all rememberLaura Lovitt, last reported as
tamperingwith Titch the telephoneman and givingme the
old heave ho when she thought she was going to be busy
one afternoon, and me going back to the shop to find
another telephone chappie buggeringabout in the bedroom. Well, every dog hashis day, he who laughslast,and
all that.
The phone rang and it was Laura to say that her legs
had at last given way and the Deccawas now a damaged
Decca.Could I call this afternoon?
"Are you sureyour telephone'snot tapped?"I asked.
Laura gave a gurgle."He was only showingme how to
fill in a football coupon.Very patient he wastoo."
"All right then. I'll be down this afternoon."
How to Oblige
And down I went to give the legs a close inspection
before examiningthe Decca.The frame's woodwork had
given way asthoughthe legshad been askedto supportan
extra offsetweight (perhapsthe set had been shovedfrom
the side?).I could seefrom the front of the Deccathat the
tube had lost is vacuum, and this was confirmed by the
sight of the bowler hat on the rear cover. It was cracked
and bowed in, the tube basewas in pieces,and the tube's
neck was beyond recall. I shook my head sadly. "Sorry
Laura. It's right buggered."
"I know it's buggered" said Laura with no trace of
sadness,"but it's alsoinsuredand I've beenwantinga new
set for a long time. Now I'm goingto get it."
We discussedjust what she wanted for sometime, and
as the bedroom was only a slidingdoor away I suggested
that perhapsa smaller set with remote control would fill
the bill, so that shecould watchthe late night programmes
in bed, changechannelsand switch the thing off without
getting up, then wheel it back into the lounge in the
morning. This idea seemedto appealto her, so I nipped
back to the shopfor a 20in. remote control model and had
it installedand working in no time.
She said the picture was good and sheliked the remote
control but the front presented a sort of blank, black
appearance.Would she like to come back to the shop to
see someothersthen? No. They don't look the samein
the shop.So she wouldri't really be able to tell.
To cut a long story short, I had to do quite a bit of
running around before she finally liked the Pye 3262 with
full remote control, and of courseshe had to be sure that
everything worked as she lay on the bed (it's not easy
tryingto satisfysomepeople...). She saidshe'dlet me
havethe chequewhen the insurancehadbeensettled.I'm
still waiting.

fore, but had "gone funny".
The "funny" bit was that the colour was at maximum
and couldn't be turned down. The controlsconsistof plus
and minus buttons, but the colour couldn't be turned
down no matter how many times the minus button was
pressed.I rather suspectedi.c. failure, and the first suspect
(to me) was the SAF1032Premote control decoderi.c.
(IC807),but therewasn'tone in stock.The relevantbit of
circuitry is shownin Fig. 1. Voltage checksconfirmedthat
the control voltageat the emitter of transistorTS840 was
over 4V and remained at this level instead of varying
between2V and 4V. This meant that TS840 was beins
tumed on excessivelybecauseits base voltage was highl
The voltage at the collector of T5836 was in tum high
becausethere was lack of tum-on bias at its base. This
suggested
that eitherIC807 or R832 wasfaulty.R832 was
in order - as were both transistors- so our suspicionof
IC807 deepened.Franticphonecallswere made."Sorry
Les." "Sorry IJncle Les." "I'll have to send for one Mr.
Toolong."
"But we want it today.Now!"
I looked at the presetR838. It didn't vary the voltageat
all, but could be made to do so by wiring a little resistor
acrossC839.Try 22k0.Not really.Try 15kO.Nice variation
as the presetwasturned.
"Well now Mr. Toolong, this control here is the ideal
colour preset,and once I set it to your liking that's it."
He was quite pleasedwith this bodge up, and carried
the set awaysmiling.
I was relieved too. It didn't have to be that particular
i.c., becauseit gets its input from IC761, and there are
variousother complications.
Minimatic, Big Wallop!
Here's a warning
be careful of those small
YugoslavianMinimatics.I was trying to sort out the print
sidepositionof a transistorand reachedover to locatejust
where it was with my right hand. I must have jumped a
couple of feet in the air (well, say two metres) or more.
Whilst the e.h.t.stick is fully shrouded,the e.h.t.connection isn't - it's just a solderblob exposedto all and sundry,
includingme. You may saythat it servesme right for not
looking where I put my hands.Quite so. But I wouldn't
like you to get the same.
Fun with FidelitV
We've sold quite a few of theseFidelityCTV14R (and
S) sets during the past year or so. Some have required
attentionrecently.
The weak link appears to be the line output transformer, though this is not immediately obvious. The
symptomsare that the h.t. buildsup after switchingon and
then collapseswith a tick, the processrepeating. This

Les the Bodger
I wasaskedto do a very quickjob the other day.We'd
had to write off Mr. Toolong'sold 26in. Thom 3500 as a
dead loss.Until he boughta new set he washavingto rely
on his Philips 16in. portable (KT3 chassis,with remote
control). This was in urgeut demandby the family there466

Fig. 1: Preset colour control circuit, Philips KT3 chassis
(remote control version).
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could of coursebe due to variousoverloadpossibilitiesor
to the TDA2581 choppercontrol i.c. playingabout.When
the set is switchedoff, you may find that e.h.t. is present
under the e.h.t. connectorcap. This tends to suggestthat
the line output transformeris working correctly.When a
replacementis fitted however the set works normally (for
us, so far).
Removalof the transformerin the earlier model is quite
easy- unsolderthe tags,turn the tag round for exit, and
remove the two screwsat the top frame. In later models
there'san extra strut on the frame.This coversthe tag and
meansthat the panel screwshave to be removedto allow
the panel to be raisedfrom the frame.
Another frequent fault is failure of the choppertransistor TR13 (type B{.IX84 or BUV46). The transistortends
to go short-circuit,as a result of which the h.t. rises and
the set shutsdown.
The front control panel is also a bit flimsy and can
developcrackedprint, dry-jointsand the like.
Intermittent operation, with all the channel LEDs
comingon for a brief second,is often due to a dry-joint on
one of the two long wirewoundsat the rear left side. A
moment spent resolderingthese connectionscan be very
rewarding.

Bette's G8
Bette Hind is a lady with a lot of gusto. It's like a
hurricanehitting the placewhen she comesin. "Hallo Les
Luv. Will you get my set out of the car for me only I'm
on double yellow lines and can't get away with it now
they'reall women."
"I can" I smirked."You've only to rub them all over
with soft soap."
Anyway, I got Bette's 20in. Philips G8 out of the car
and on to the bench,and caughtsight of the worried look
on her normally alive with laughterface.
"I think it's had it this time Les. The picturewent and
there was a hell of a stink, then the lot went off, puff, just
like that."
"Don't worry Bette. In five minutesit'll be as good as
new."
So I took off the rear cover (a screw in each corner
insteadof the usualG8 strugglefit). Over on the right side
I could seethe transductorlooking sick,so I removedplug
H (the red one) to stop that nonsenseand pluggedthe set
in. Nothing. There was voltageat the bottom end of the
top section of the "dropper", but nothing at the top. I
switchedoff and decidedto short the dropper tag to earth
to get rid of the chargeon the reservoircapacitor.Bang it
went, becauseI'd not bothered to use a resistor,risking
the screwdriverblade instead.
Bette jumped two metresin the air, just as I'd done
earlier. "I told you the bloody thing was finished" she
bawled. "It'll kill us all. Mrs. Seer said she saw it in the
cardsthe night before last."
"Shut up for Gawd's sake" I snapped."The thing's
nearlydone now."
"Done in more fike it" shemoaned.
I put in the new dropper and checkedthe fuses.The
lower one on the left side (800mA) had blown. With this
replaced the set was switched on and a good picture
appeared.Being a 20in. model, the absenceof raster
correction(plug H out) was not noticeable.
"That's bloody marvellous"exclaimedBette. "What
about the smell?"
"It's Ben" I explained."He's been a bit looselately."
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O THE BETAMAX SYSTEilI
Most publishedmaterialand courseson VCRsare
based on the Philips N1500/N1700or the JVC
VHS system, simply becausethe former was the
first to appear on the market while the latter has
been the market leader throughout. This means
that the Sony Betamax system is probably less
well understood than the other systems,though
some Beta machines have sold in large quantities. Next month Eugene Trundle sets out to
redress the balance with a new series on Beta
video. The emphasiswill be on areaswhere there
are fundamental differences between the Beta
VCR system and its better understoodrivals.
O SERVICING THE PHILIPS TX CHASSIS
Pye and Philips monochrome portables fitted
with the TX chassis have been good sellers for
several years. John Coombes provides a quick
fault-findingguide.
O VINTAGE Tv -THE PILOT VSg
Pilot Radio was a well known name just before
and after World War 2, mainly because of the
firm's innovatory radio sets. When the first Pilot
W set, the VS9, came along it too had unusual
aspects. Chas E. Miller delves into another
interestingbit of W history.
. A IIiATTER OF SAFEW
Those who deal with dozensof W sets often tend
to become blas6 about safety matters. Nevertheless a W set, especiallya defective one, can
be a very dangerousobject.Tony Thomson deals
with the various aspects of the subject, both in
the workshop and in the field.
O CTv BATTERY OPERATION
George Wilding takes a look at various
approachesto supplying colour portablesfrom a
12V or 24V battery. The T4126 converter used
with later versions of the Thorn TX9 chassis is
consideredin detail.
PLUS ALL THE REGULAR FEATURES
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Les Lawry-Johns
Before I tell you about Dotty, I must first tell you about
the visit we had from a well known contributor to
Televisktn. During a quiet moment one morning the door
opened and in walked this tall, handsome fellow, a sort of
cross between Howard Keel and Humphrey Bogart.
"Is this Tiny Tim's shop?" he asked.
"Yes sir" I replied, thinking it was the inspector of
taxes.
"Keith Cummins, glad to meet'you" he announced.
"Well bugger me sideways" I stammered. "What a nice
surprise.Come and meet Keith, Honey Bunch."
So we exchanged pleasantries before getting down to
the serious business of running down the editor. After a
while we agreed that maybe he wasn't quite such a bad
bloke really, and after all someone had to think of the
readers sometime or another.
During the conversation an assortment of characters
wandered in and out, giving us their views on life and
death, talking as though their affairs were of geat importance and not realising how important were the people to
whom they were addressing their trivialities. One was the
author Alex Granger, who had just written a book about
himself and signed a copy for us. Another was Johnny
Moon who is, er, Johnny Moon.
The morning passed pleasantly enough, and in due
course Keith had to go, collect his wife, and wend his way
back to Southampton. Cheers Keith! Nice to have met
you.

Brown Eyes
My dream girl true has eyes of blue,
but I think I could go for brown.
A picture of love, was this turtle dove,
from her head to her feet right down.
H.B. had been to visit her sister, and on her return
reported that the HMV radiogram had at last broken
down. It had been agreed that I would pay a visit to repair
it. Which is how I came to be ringing her door bell that
morning.
Dorothy answered and gave me a welcoming smile.
When Dorothy smiles you know you're being smiled at.
I've never really got used to those enormous brown eyes,
those generous lips and perfect white teeth. She always
seems to have a look of surprise on her face, and very nice
it is too, except that is when she's addressing her son
Fraser. A state of war has existed between them for
several years, and there seems little likelihood of a truce at
this late stage.
"Come in Les. Try not to tread on Tiny (the small dog)
and steer clear of Gillie - she's been playing with the
hedgehogs again and is full of fleas." Gillie is another
small dog, though not as tiny as Tiny. "Keep away from
Fraser too. He's smothered his face with his father's after
shave again and stinks of the muck. Can't think why the
girls keep phoning up for him. Queer taste some people
have. Can't think what they see or smell in him."
"Henry Cooper says it works" growled Fraser.
Sensing that a battle was about to begin, I decided it
was time to start on the radiogram. Switching on produced
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a click and an audio hum, so the trouble was probably in
the i.f. stagesand with a bit of luck it would have AF117s
in it. Easy to deal with - with a bit of luck. I removed the
long rear cover.
"What do you think it is Les?" asked Fraser. "A bit of
AFl17 trouble?"
I looked at him amazed."What makes you think that?"
"It said it was likely in that daft little book you wrote
called questions and answers. You've probably forgotten
and I don't blame you. I just looked in the back and saw
some transistors that looked like them."
I couldn't agree with him of course. "No Fraser, it's
probably the double diode triode's load resistor that's
gone high in value."
Fraser looked at me for a long time. He's got a nice line
in repartee. "Bullshit" he said.
The battle between Dorothy and Fraser then flared up
briefly before Fraser got the message and went off on his
bike. Meanwhile I'd crept behind the radiogram and
carefully snipped the screen leads of the AF117s. The
radio them boomed to life. In case you're wondering
about this, the screen connection tends to short intemally
to the collector.
"I do apologise for Fraser" said Dorothy. "Don't know
where he gets it from. Even his dad's a gentleman
compared to that horror. He argues with his father about
motor bikes. It never seems to stop. I can't bear it much
longer. I've asked the doctor for some drop dead pills, but
I'll probably end up by taking them myself . . ."
I packed my bag as quickly as I muld. "I'll be off now
Dot. Just in case Fraser comes back."
I told Honey Bunch about Fraser when I got back. She
cheered me up no end. "Fraser startswork next week. At
the builders on the corner." Fraser working, thirty yards
a w a y .. .

Another Disaster
Another Wally. When Walter came in carryinghis
Thorn9600I knewI wasin for trouble.Not fromthe setI
hoped. It's his way of rambling on about the old days. At
the outbreak of war, before we both joined the Fleet Air
Arm (that answers a few questions, doesn't it?). Wally
said that the sides of the picture were bowed in, so
naturally I thought of the BY298 in the EW modulator
circuit. It does lead a hard life. So I turned the set on its
side, slapped a BYX71 across it on the print side, and
snipped the supect from the top.
I turned the set upright and switched on. There was still
slight bowing, but this was easily corrected by the presets
on the small correction panel. The upsetting thing was that
everything on the left side of the screen appeared in the
wrong colours. People on the left-hand side had blue faces
and didn't become normal until they moved to the centre
of the screen. I questioned Wally about this, but he
maintained that everything had been fine until I'd
upended the set. I was not inclined to suspect the decoder,
but did have fears about the shadowmask. If it had
slipped, would it go back or did it need help? I tumed the
set up on the opposite end and gave it a sharp slap.
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"Oh charming" said Wally. "I bring my set in for repair
and you bash it to bits."
On the level the picture remained the same. With blue
faceson the left. I didn't know what to do. So I muttered
something about leaving it to bed itself in for a while.
This gave Wally the opportunity to tell H.B. about the
time when we were both operators (projectionists) at the
Majestic cinema (now ABC 1,2 and 3) at the beginning
of 1940. I'd been there only a couple of days and hadn't
had a chance to get to know where everything was. It was
the chiefs day off, and as the second was having his tea
break I was in charge. It was the organ interlude. Up came
the mighty Crompton, with Tom Linn playing it. Wally
showed the slides so that people could sing, and I kept
Tom in the spotlight. The final slide was shown and it was
time for the organ to descend again into the depths from
which it has sprung some ten minutes before. Nothing
happened and Tom looked around and up at us. People
began to laugh as they realisedthat the organ was there to
stay. It was up to me to do something however. After all I
was in charge. "Close the tabs Wally" I bawled, "I'll nip
down and see what's wrong." Or words to that effect.
So I rushed down the ten thousand stairs, knocking over
the ice cream girl (complete with tray) on the way. Down
into the stalls, through to back stage, down into the organ

room. Still strangely empty. I looked around at all the fuse
boxes and my heart sank. Too many. But something had
to be done and done quickly. I pressed the buttons near
the motor, but nothing happened. No juice to the motor.
Then I saw a handle on a clip at the rear of the motor.
There was a clip to engagea gear for manual operation.
Quick as a flash I inserted the handle and engaged the
gear. I turned as fast as I could but it was a pretty low
gear. I tumed and tumed and the organ came down an
inch or so. Couldn't turn any faster and all of a sudden my
hand slipped. The handle whizzed round and the organ
gathered speed on its descent. Faster and faster it came.
What if? The organ was by now out of sight of the
audience,and again I had to do something.Stupidly I tried
to grab the spinning handle. Incredibly it stopped - it must
have been a very low gear. And so I was able to wind Tom
down the last few inches, while Wally'd got the news on
the screen. By this time I was flaked out acrossthe motor.
The next day the chief informed me that it was only a
fuse that had failed, and that I should have checked them
first. Willy Staggwas his name.
When Wally had completed the tale the blue faces on
the left of the screen didn't look so blue, so with a certain
amount of trepidation I told him to take it away as it
would find its own level. It did.

Servicinghe PhilipsD( Chassis
John Coombes
The Philips TX monochrome portable chassishas been in
production for several years and large numbers have been
sold in the Philips and $,e model ranges. There have been
several versions,with 12 and 14in. tubes, and with/without
remote control. There have also been a number of
modifications - most of these are of little sisnificance from
the servicingpoint of view, though it's worih noting that a
simplified field generator stage is used in later production.

Power Supply Circuit
As with any set, the power supply is the key to what
goes on. The circuit of the TX's power supply, which
consists basically of a transformer-fed mains bridge rectifier followed by a series regulator, is shown in Fig. 5. This
is conventional though there are one or two points worth
noting. First, one of the diodes in the bridge rectifier
circuit, D110, also serves as the reverse polarity protection
diode on battery operation. Switch SK2 is part of the
battery input socket. This can cause problems, as we shall
see. Secondly the error detector/amplifier transistor
TS112 is operated from the line output stage derived 26V
boost rail. This provides protection against excessive
voltages in the line output stage, since excessive boost
voltagewill cut off TS112 and in turn TS111 and TS110.
In the event of line output stage failure, TS112, TS11i
and TS1 10 will again be cut off. The result could be excess
voltage on the 10.8V line which will also be unstabilised,
i.e. fed via R110 only. This would damagethe tube, whose
heater is connected across the 10.8V rail. To avoid this
situation, diodes D115 and Dl16 conduct when the line
output stage is not working, thus reducing the voltage on
the 10.8V line. These diodes were not fitted in early
production sets.
The fourth transistor TS113 provides the tuner with a
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stabilized 11.3V supply. The tuning voltage is stabilizedby
a TAA550 in the usual way.
Line Timebase
The line generator circuit (Fig. 6) is rather unusual. The
first transistor TS380 provides the flyrvheel sync action: a
line-frequency sawtooth is applied to its emitter while the
line sync pulses are applied to its base. Following the
flywheel sync filter, TS392 sets the voltage conditions in
the line hold control nefwork. The oscillator itself consists
of TS390 and TS391 which are connected in an emittercoupled astable rnultivibrator configuration.
The driver and output stages (Fig. 7) follow normal
practice. D450 is the efficiency diode, D45l the boost
diode, C451 the boost reservoir capacitor and C450 the
flyback tuning capacitor. The output stage provides 9.5kV
e.h.t. for the tube, a 350V supply for the tube's first
anode, a 95V supply for the video output stage and the
tuning system, and the 26V boost line.

No Sound or Raster
If there's no sound or raster, check the voltage at the
emitter of TS110. If there's no voltage here, check the
fuses - VL100 (on the mains transformer), VL1i0 and
VL111. If VL100 or VL110 is open-circuit,check the
bridge rectifier diodes Dl10/111/1131It4 and the protection capacitors C116-9 for shorts and if necessary the
mains transformer T110 for shorted turns. If VL1 1l is
open<ircuit, the l.t. reservoir capacitor C1 12 could be
leaky. Altematively there could be a short+ircuit in the
line or sound output stage. Check the output transistor
TS450, then D450, C450 and the scan coupling capaciror
C455 in the line output stage. Check the smoothing
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ThePassirrgOver of Tiny Tim
Les Lawry-Johns
Tim lay awake in his little bed, wide awake, while his wife
Tinker Bell slept soundly beside him. He couldn't sleep
and had no idea what rime ir was. Then he did. The first
blackbird started up the dawn chorus and chirped away,
calling all the others to wake up and stop Tim from
sleeping.It wasn't even dawn.
"That blackbird's got his clock wrong again" thought
Tim angrily. He now knew what time it was. It was 3-40
a.m. What a time to start singing and soon to start work.
Those birds must be daft. It always seems to be the same
in June. Birds awake half way through the night.
Tinker Bell stined, murmured sleepily, and promptly
dropped back to sleep. Tim couldn't sleep though. It was
June and the television had said last nisht that Clive
Sinclair had been awarded a knighthood ii the eueen's
Birthday Honoun list. What would Tim get? An OBE at
least. Perhapsa peerage.You never know what the eueen
might decide. After all, Tim had been a good bov for a
long time, a very long time. Tim drifted i-nto a troubled
sleep, thinking about the times he'd been bad, very bad.
He woke to find his wife standing by the bed with his
breakfast and the moming paper. Tim grabbed this eagerly. Pausing only to shovel some scrambled egg and
toast into his mouth, he scanned the columns of names of
those who were to receive honours. Lots of familiar
names, some perhaps who deservedhonours,but nowhere
did he find mention of Tiny Tim.

Overlooked
At last he had to admit that he'd been overlooked for
another half year. What could the Queen have been
thinking about to overlook him yet again? As her father
had thirty years earlier.
Tim sulked. He'd waged a thirty year war single-handed
against inflation and this was his reward. Thirty years ago
he had charged three pounds to repair the average telly.
Then it was half the peasant's weekly wage. Now what did
he get? He still charged them much the same, perhaps a
little more here and there, but not a lot more. What if he
charged them half their weekly wage now? He wouldn't
get any work, that was for sure.
He lay in his bed fretting, while the rest of the working
world went about its business. He heard the shop door
open, and the sounds of a TV set being brought in. He
panicked out of bed, pulled on his cloi*hes, combed his
little locks and strolled downstairs, trying to look as
though he'd been about for hours.

Mr. Pedalcar's Bush
Mr. Pedalcarstoodtherepattinghis BushT20. Before
Tim could bid him good morning, Mr. Pedalcar launched
into a tirade. "You put what you called a tripler in this set
last month and ever since we've had white streakscoming
from anything that's at all light. I'm going to take you
before the race relations board. Ha. ha. ha."
Tim smiled weakly and put the set up on the bench. It
was as Mr. Pedalcar said. Everything light had a thin white
streak shooting over to the right. Something stirred in
Tim's little mind, but it wouldn't come throush.
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"Only since you put that thing in" Mr. Pedalcar
repeated.
So Tiny Tim fitted anothertripler just to showhim that
it didn't make any difference.He then checkedthe 330O
resistorconnectedto the tripler to ensurethat it wasthe
right value.It was.
"Call back later, Sir. I'll get at it as soon as I've taken
the dog for a walk and had a think."
Left alone Tim thought awfully hard, but nothing
happened.
He tried this,that andthe other,but the streaks
remained.He then called his friend Geoff, who knows all
about T20s and other funny things."Buggeredif I know"
said Geoff helpfully."WheneverI get trouble on a T20
signalsboard it alwaysturns out to be a chip."
Tim was ever so grateful,and somethingstirred againin
his wonky memory.He staredat the signalsboard and
especiallyat the TCA800 demodulator/matrixing
chip. He
removedthe suspectand found a replacementlurking in
the i.c. cabinet.This wasfitted in a trice, and Tim switched
on confidently."If the Queen could see me now" he
thought.
On camethe picture,completelyfree of nastystreaksas
Tim knew (hoped) it would be. Then he remembered.
He'd read in Televisbn(Tim readsmost of the articlesin
Televisbn, apart from those that are too complicated
for him) just this fault described,alongwith the adviceto
changeseveralitems includingthe chip. Funnyhow he can
never rememberbefore the agony,only afterwards.Tim
swore an oath to read it more carefully in future. if he
could.
Another Bush
The next one wasn'ta confusingT20, merely an older
A823. As everyoneknows,theseare no trouble at all to
anyone with a grain of common sense.The owner describedthe symptomsand askedfor an immediatediagnosis,which he got. Apparentlyat odd timesthe width would
decrease,with curvededgesand a bright kink (undulating)
down the centre.
"It's going into overdrive" explained Tim. "With a
possiblelossof smoothing."
"Ah" said the owner, impresed with this display of
expertise.
"Call back later" said Tim. "It'll be readv bv five
o'clock."
Left aloneTim fretted and sulkeda bit, becausehe'd no
idea what could causethe trouble so intermittently. He
switched on and watched the picture appear with a
foldover down the centre,just as he'd been told. Then the
picture corrected itself and remained good until Tim
changed channels.The fault then returned for a few
seconds.
He clipped smoothers across smoothers, then
decouplersacrossdecouplers.Still the same.He remembered his first diagnosis(goinginto overdrive)and his eyes
narrowed.If the dampingcomponentsacrossthe primary
winding of the line driver transformerwere to become
open-circuit intermittently, the drive to the line output
transistorswould be distorted. This was it. The resiJtor
seemedo.k. on test, but Tim noticedthat the capacitorin
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series with it leaned against the resistor, which normally
runs hot. Ah, ha. He replaced the capacitorwith a flourish
and beamed at his expertise. There was no change. He
crept into the corner and cried. Tinker Bell found him
there and gave him a cuddle.
Feeling better, he had another try. What rules had he
forgotten to follow? Ah yes, the colour prejudice rule. If
capacitorsare red or green and big, suspectthem. If they
are smaller and black, replace them. Tim looked and
found a small, black 10pr,Felectrolytic that decouples the
emitter of the line oscillator transistor 5W6. He whipped
it out and checked it. As it didn't seem to feel well he
fitted a replacement which was also black. He applies the
rule only when it's convenient you see. The picture stayed
steady for an hour. So the job was deemed done and the
set was collected and carried away.
It was carted back the next morning. Lacking moral
courage, Tim changed the complete panel. This cured
the problem and he resolved to have another go at the
faulty one another time when he felt better. So far he's felt
groggy every day, so he still doesn't know what caused it
to go into overdrive.

Ups and Downs
Tim had been reading his Reader's Digest. He'd come
across a snippet reprinted from the Daily Telegraph sent in by a Mr. J. W. Reid. It made Tim think, which is
something he's not used to doing. So he thought he'd have
a go at Tinker Bell.
"After you've washed down the breakfast things, you
can go out and wash up the car." T.B. gazed at Tim for a
long time.

"You've got that wrong dear. After you've washed up
the breakfast things, you can go out and wash down the
car."
Tim sulked a bit after this, then had another go.
"The cat hasn't eaten down her food." Tinker Bell
joined in the confusion. "I think you're getting a little
mixed down love." Tim saw that it was game down and
gave . . . "And don't forget to fill down the form that came
yesterday."

The World's End
If you take your dog for a walk to the top of Windmill
Hill and look across the river to Tilbury, you can see The
World's End just to the right. Tiny Tim was talking to his
dog. "In that pub over there, there's a dog even more
queer looking than you."
Ben wagged his tail and Tim continued. "It's a cross
between a Jack Russell and a Labrador. Since his father
was the Jack Russell, the queemess doesn't stop at the
dog's appearance.How could a little . . . ? Ben wagged on.
He clearly knew the answer but wasn't saying anything.
Tim rebuked his dog sternly.
"How can you look so knowing? When we tried to mate
you with a very pretty Collie at the very height of her
hotness, all you did was run around cocking your leg up
everywhere until a dirty old mongrel jumped over the
fence. We got a right old rollicking from the owner when
the puppies were born."
Ben lowered his head and walked home on his own.
Tim followed, saying how sorry he was, afraid that Ben
would tell Tinker Bell who would no doubt put her hands
on her hips and comment "he's a fine one to talk . . ."

i

N7128 COLOURBAR GEN ER
New improved design with additional features"
* Six StandardTest Patternsviz. Colour Bars,Red Raster,LinearGrey Scale,CrossHatch,Dots,White Raster.
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cathode of the field output valve by replacing its 270O, 2W
bias resistor with the circuit shown in Fig. 3.
I haven't bothered to extract an audio signal, finding it
easier to take this from the audio output socket of a 625line portable receiver tuned to the same network. A
suitable signal should be available across the set's volume
control however.

Playback
Havingrecordedour 405-linevideo,we next havethe
problemof playingit back.Thosewishingto demonstrate
vintageTV receiverswill need to use a modulatorto the
systemA standard.
The u.h.f. output signal from the VCR will be to the
systemI standardbut with 405-line scanning.Many dualstandardreceivershave their timebaseand i.f. switching
on separatepanels, and it's fairly easy to separatethe
switchingso that only the timebaseis switchedto 405. I

use this technique with the V849 and the photos show the
excellent off-tape results. As a 405-line signal requires a
bandwidth of only 3MHz, the VCR's reduced bandwidth
is not so detrimental as with a 625-lne signal - the
subjective definition with off-tape 405 is actually better
than with off-tape 625.

Drop-outs
There is one problem however. The drop-out compensator consistsof a 64psec (one line at 625) delay line
arranged so that if a dropout is detected the information
from the previous line is switched in to replace it.
Obviously if a line is 98psec long, as with 405, the wrong
information will replace drop-outs. This is clearly shown in
the second picture, where a drop-out to the left and right
of the I has been replaced with information from the 1 and
0 on the previous line. Apologies for the ghosting on the
picture - Band III is like that in this area.

Tiny Tim's LongHot Summer
LesLawry-Johns
It was the month of July and Tim's magic thing said 30.
He tried to work this out, at somethinglike 90" in the
shade.and felt even hotter. As he sat there behind his
little counter, trying to avoid doing anything that might
raisehis temperatureeven higher,a youngcouplecamein
- carryinga GEC colour set.

The GECC2233H
Tim noted the set (Model C2233H) and noted the
youngman. His eyesthen becameglued to the girl. A sort
of Farah Fawcett lookalike, wearing high heeled sandles
and the shortestof short skirts. Her eyeswere sparkling
and she smiled, showingher perfectly white teeth, as she
becameawareof Tim's rude scrutiny.
Tim smiled back and revealed his yellow tusks. The
girl's smile froze and she shivered.So tim tumed his mind
to other things.
The set was one of those fitted with the 20AX tube.
The ones in which the BU126 chopper transistor gets
ruined when the 150kO chopperdriver bias resistorgoes
high in value. "Is it dead?" he askedthe young man. "Oh
no" was the disappointinganswer,"it's just that there'sa
blank white ssreen."
Tim whipped the back off and surveyedthe unfamiliar
RGB output section on the upper left side. "Complementary-symmetryoutput stages"he muttered, as though
he knew what he was talking about. The tube's cathode
voltageswere very low, but there was full h.t. at the
emittersof the top transistors,so Tim's tiny mind thought
that thesetransistorswere not being turned on. He looked
at the circuit and noted that R281 (Mk.II decoder)is
common to all three stagesas part of the bias network.
Snip, snip he went with his little cutters, and slappedthe
meter acrossthe proslrateresistor.Infinity - bullseye!He
looked and looked hard but couldn't seemto find a robust
82kf,)resistor,so he put in two 47kO onesin series.
The picture was a joy to behold, and he sneaked a
glanceat Miss Fawcett.Her previouslook of disdainhad
been replacedby a look of admirationand the white teeth
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glistened at him once more. "How did you do that?" she
gurgled. "It just comes natural to me" said Tim modestly.
"It's no good getting old if you don't get crafty" said the
young man. "I suppose it's dead easy when you do the
same thing day in and day out year after year."
"Why don't you try it if it's so easy?" growled Tim.
"I believe in working for a living" said the young man.
"How much do we owe you for that little job?"
"Make it a tenner since you've been so nice to me"
replied Tim.
"WHAT!" bawled the girl. "The last place that repaired
the set worked on it for a week and charged us only
twenty." She now looked ugly instead of alluring, and
Tiny Tim felt sad. "Surely it's worth paying for the job to
be done on the spot?" he protested.
The young man produced a wad of notes. "Shall I pay
him or not?" he asked the girl. Clearly she was the boss,
and Tim was glad she didn't belong to him after all. "Pay
him and put the set in the car" she ordered. "Let's get out
of here." She was still saying something as they carried the
set out, and Tim was shocked by the language. Tinker Bell
didn't swear. Only when it slipped out. She was lovely and
kind to everyone, or nearly everyone, and was pretty with
it. Tim was glad he had her to look after him and cuddle
him on cold nights. These hot nights were a bit of a curse.

On Heat
"Funny thing heat", musedTim. People go out in the
sun with nothingon and get all bumt up. If they're white.
He rememberedwhen he was all brown, sailinghis little
boat in the bay of Alex, and the girls in No. 17 callinghim
blondy. Oh well, so much for people.What about sets?
CVC9s blowingtheir mainsfilter capacitorsall over the
place.What a clever boy he was keeping plenty in stock.
Tim wonderedabout his. He alwaysorderslots of bits and
piecesso that he can do jobs quickly, and it costshim lots
of money.He wishedhe wasclever so that he could eam
more, but that requires thought and energy. Thinking is
difficult if it's to do any good. As to energy, that was

somethingTim only thought about. Doing things puffed
him out.

The Thorn 9il)0
A nice lady then came in with the aid of a walking stick.
Would Tim get the TV out of the car? She would call back
later to see how he was getting on. So Tim puffed his way
into the shop carrying the Thorn 9000 and put it on the
bench. The lady went and Tim had to stop thinking his
soppy thoughts and concentrate.
When the set was switched on the e.h.t. built up then
collapsed, built up again them collapsed. Tim concentrated hard. "Something is making it do that" he
thought. He noticed some smoke coming from the tuner
panel. "Ah ha!" It was the 12kO h.t. feed resistor to the
tuning voltage stabiliser. It looked cooked and read only
5kO. "Bloody carbon resistors" thought Tim crossly. He
put in a 12kf,) wirewound that he kept for the Se hybrids
and switched on confidently. The e.h.t. built up and
collapsed, built up and collapsed. A closer inspection was
called for.
He checked the fuses and found F4 open-circuit. This is
the 1.6r\ fuse in the 24Y line, nothing to do with the
cooked resistor. He measured the current across the
fuseholder and found it was not excessive.So he checked
all the diodes in the syclopscircuit with the set tumed up
and the chassis withdrawn. None were shorted and none
were open-circuit. There were no dry-joints. He put the
set the right way up and disconnected the tripler, which
was a new one he'd fitted a few months earlier. The set
still huffed and puffed.
"Bloody thick-film unit" thought Tim. Then he caught
sight of a diode he'd not checked. The SKE one in series
with the syclops transistor VT701 - bolted to the side of
the heatsink. Dead short. Tim was glad he kept lots of
them in stock. He fitted a new one and a 1.6,4,fuse and
the set now worked perfectly. Tim wondered about this
but found it very trying, so he stopped thinking about it.
When the nice lady came back Tim was upstairs laying
on the bed because he was puffed out. When he heard
Tinker Bell talking to her however he came down and put
the set back in the car. This puffed him out again. "I could
have done that instead of you straining younelf '
grumbled Tinker Bell. Tim thought this was ever so nice
of her and gave her a hug before going upstairs for some
more rest. He'd hardly laid his little body on the bed when
someone else came in, so down he went again, now
convinced that all this running up and down stairs was
what was puffing him out rather than carrying the sets
about.

Desaturation
"My husband and I put the set in the back of the car
before he went to work. I can't possiblyget it out. Perhaps
you can do it?"
"Certainly madam." Tim went out to the car on the
forecourt and looked at the set in the back. It was an ITT
CVC2. You know, one of the healry ones. Tim put one
hand under the near end and stretched his little ann over
to the far end and heaved. Nothing happened. So he
heaved a big heave and managed to get the set out with
the far end resting on the seat. He was now able to get at it
from the front, which was far more comfortable, and soon
had the beast on the bench. Tim took the lady's addressso
that he could deliver the set when it was done and save
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them luggingthe thing in and out etc.
"If you don't get it done by the time you close,could
you let us have a spare colour set so we won't miss
CoronationStreettonight?"
"All right" saidTim. "What's wrong with this one?"
"The colour is there some of the time, but when it is
there's a strip down the left side without the proper
colour."
"Oh dear! I meanright ho," saidTim. "We'll get it back
to you as soon as possible." Tim felt dubious. He'd
repairedmany of thesefine setsbut had never had to do
battlewith the decoder.
The lady departed and Tim started- to sweat.Just in
caseyou don't know, the CVC1 and CVC2 were wired
sets,with no pretty printed panelsand numbersto identify
everything,i.e. it ain't easy.
Fint of all Tim found a layout of the demder with the
items marked, then he tumed to the circuit diagram which
seemed a bit complicated to his little mind. With the set
switched on the colour seemed to be in order except for a
desaturated strip down the left-hand side, as the lady had
said. He checked the burst signal, which was correct, and
the tuning of the ident cntlsLd24l5. Altering the position
of the core brought a green band down the right side
before the colour was lost. so Tim returned it to its
original setting. He then tried setting up the reference
oscillator, which was already correctly set up. Then he
galloped around every adjustment there was, all to no
avail. So he checked the transistors and found one that
had a rather high base-emitter reading, higher that is than
the base-collector, but not much. It was the first burst
amplifier transistorTXd13, a BCl18. Tim didn't have one
of these, so he tried a BC108 which had equal readings.
There was now no colour at all. So he replaced the
BC118 and there was still no colour. This made Tim
angry, so he shorted out the colour killer and the colour
appeared as bands. He set the oscillator and the colour
was good, except for the strip down the left-hand side, and
Tim started thinking funny things.
One funny thing was the absence of a degaussing buzz
when the set was switchedon. So he checked the VA8650
posistor and it came to pieces in his hand. He fitted a new
one and switched on. The degaussing coils now hummed
(the tune sounded like Bang Bang Lulu) and the picture
slowly appeared as the valves warmed up. The desaturated
band on the left-hand side was still there.
The combination of the July heat (still over 90) and the
frustration made Tim somewhat delirious as he vainly
tried to mop up the sweat. "Would you like a cold drink?"
asked Tinker Bell. "A hot coffee" said Tim, hoping that
the hot drink would finish him off and end the suffering.
"Don't forget you put that funny transistor back in"
said Tinker Bell. But Tim wasn't listening (he rarely did)
because he'd caught sight of some small electrolytics of a
type he hated. He disconnected each in turn and tested
them. All were in order so in the end he refitted the
BC108 in place of the BC118 and the band disappeared.
"I've done it!" he croaked. He removed the short across
the colour killer and the colour remained. Until he
changed channels, when the colour was lost, even when he
reverted to the initial channel. He cheated. He replaced
the short across the killer and left it there. He delivered
the set and told the lady to turn down the colour control
when watching monochrome.
"We always have done" said the lady.
Tim didn't feel so guilty as he left the house, wiping the
sweat from his little brow.
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confusing,then replace as necessary.In the edition lI
versionof the KT3 RI456 becomes
Rl587.

never more than a quarter of a tum. No problems have
been experiencedwith the i.f. module to date.

Poor HF Resolution
If the pictureis not as sharpas it could be, a fractional
adjustmentof the tuner's i.f. output coil is required-

Tuner
The U32l tuner unit should be replaced if the fault is
low qain, crossmodulation.etc.

365 DaysShaltThouLabour
LesLawry-Johns
That's not quite true of course. We don't exactly labour,
because things have been quiet for some considerable
time. During the working week that is. Today's sets are far
more reliable than those of yore, so there are fewer
repairs. Sales are at such a low ebb that when they do
occur the wisdom (and ability) of buying replacement
stock comes into question, the current account being
constantlyeroded by rates,taxes,water chargesand all the
other overheads.
So when a relative of a friend phoned on a Saturdayto
ask if he could bring his Philipscolour set over on Sunday
morning, since he lived some twenty miles away and this
was the only chance he's get, I agreed, "After ten and
collect it well before twelve" I told him. Thinking it would
be a G8 or a Gll,l didnl seeany problems,

A Fiendish Philips
I had a distinct shock when he arrived at ten fifteen with
a large set in the back of his car. It was a 26in. set of
Swedishmanufacture.Fitted with the K80 chassis.
My peace of mind was shattered when he said there
lvere quite a few thingswrong. Lack of width (no trouble I
thought). no control over the brightness(oh dear), con'ell).
trast control not working and colour funny (bloody
"l'll be back at eleven fifteen. Les." Gulp.
I startedat the wrong end of course.Let's get the width
risht first I thought.The circuit of this beast is fearsomeno kidding. it's horrific if you're not familiar with it, and
vu'hois? At least I had the manual. but shock followed
upon shock as I perused it, which is difficult if your eyes
are trembling. I started by changing the two parallel
connectedPL-509line output valvesand the PY500 boost
diode. No change. The line drive was, er. odd. So I
decided to have a go at the uncontrollable brightnessand
contrast - in fact there was no contrast, the modulation
consistingof chroma only. so that when the colour was
tumed down all rve had was a bright, blank raster."Fancy
that" I thought.
When time is pressing it's not easy to examine the
circuit carefully and make the proper checks.But I tried
and found the voltagesin the video circuit haywire. "Ah
ha" thought I. "Why are they haywire? Something's
obviously wrong somewhere." With that profound
thought I stopped thinking and merely checked voltages.
My fruitful search was diverted by seeing that a PCF80
was used in the brightnesscontrol circuit. So I fitted
another. which made absolutelyno difference.I resumed
the voltagechecksin this area and found that there was no
n e g a t i v es u p p l ya t R 9 3 4 .T h i s i s t h e - l ( - A . S V ) l i n e f r o m
the power supply panel,which is bolted on the lower front
of the main frame. It's a bit awkward to get at, but checks
l4

suggestedthat there was no positive supply coming from
the relevant Lt. bridge rectifier. Removing the panel
confirmed this - the BYl64 was opencircuit at the
positive end.
A new one was quickly fitted and order was restoredfull width, control of brightness.full contrast, the lot. Only
minor adjustment of the grey scale was required. The
trembling subsidedand my eyes could focus if I took off
my specs.I was free. At only eleveno'clock.But what was
this?

Another Mindbender
A car had drawn up outside and a chap was lifting out a
Gll. No problem thought I. "It's had a new line output
transformer, output transistor and several capacitors,but
it's still blowing the h,t. fuse and we can't find out why."
So off we started again.
A cold check at the h.t. fuse produced a reading of over
5kO. so there were no direct shorts.A meter switchedto
the ,500mA range was clipped acrossthe fuse and the set
rvas switched on. Clonk. The line output transistorwas
unplugged.Try again.Clonk. The edgecontactsto the line
timebasewere removed. Another try and another clonk.
So the trouble must be on the power supply panel. But
the only thing after the fuse is C4040, the 479.F h.t.
decoupler.The 5kO readingwas still there, so we removed
C4040. I was surprised to find that it appeared to be
reversed, i.e. positive to chassis.Surely I must be wrong?
On test it read perfectly the right way round, 5kO when the
leads were reversed. It was put back in correctly. Correct
meter reading.Refit the line output panel plugs,plus the
output transistor plug. The set now performed perfectly.
Fit 1A fuse and everythingO.K.
The gentleman left with my cursesringing is his ears. I
think the culprit is a reader. Are you listeningout there?
Only I'm allowed to do things like that, you're not
supposedto...

Christmas Day in the WorkshoP
You may say that working on a Sunday moming is no
great sweat, and if it doesn't last too long it isn't. But it
would be nice to have one day off a year. Not entitled?
O.K. What about Christmas Day though, surely . . .
No. At 7 p.m, Fred phoned, "Les. I've got company and
the set's gone on the blink. Be a pal and do it for me."
Well, we'd sold him the set yearsearlier,so we told him to
bring it along. At 7.30 p.m. he arrived. We whipped the
back off, snipped out the mains filter capacitor, fitted
another and a new fuse. "O.K. Fred, now off you go."
"Well done Les. Take a pound for your trouble. It's
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worth it to me."
"Merry Christmas Fred. Mind how you go. There aren't
many left like you."

Come Easter
He phoned again on Easter Sunday. This time his
radiogram had gone on the blink and once again he'd got
company. "We'd rather listen to records than watch
televisionwhen we've got company."
He brought it along, upside down, in the back of his
estate car. We did the job noting that the spindle was
missing, assuming that he'd removed it for the joumey.
The next day (Easter Monday) we heard from him again.
"Les. I didn't phone you yesterday becauseI didn't think
it fair to disturb your holiday, but you've got my record
spindle."
"I haven't got your spindle Fred. The set was brought in
upside down, so the spindle is probably under the record
deck. Lift it up and get it out."
"I don't like to do that. I'd rather you ran over with one
and fitted it. After all you're the one who lost it."
"I didn't loose it Fred. You've still got it and as it's an
old Philipsone I haven't got a replacement."
t'
"What can I do then?"
"Lift up the deck and get the spindle out. If |-ou can't do
that, stick a pencil in the hole for now. A short, round one.
You can play the records one at a time. I'll nip in and fix it
when I'm passing.Cheers Fred."
As it happened I found an old Philips spindle and gave
it to Fred when I saw him some time later. Fred phoned:
"it won't go in the hole."
I had to make a call in his locality some time later so I
popped in. His wife was there. "It's been heavenwithout
those old recordsof his."
I lifted up the deck and found the spindle. It wouldn't fit
in the hole. Fred had rammed a piece of wood down
inside and bits of it were still clogging up the bottom.
After a struggle I got the piecesout and fitted the spindle.
It worked O.K. and his wife wasn't pleased at all.
"I knew you had it" Fred said when I saw him. It's
August Bank Holiday this weekend. I wonder . . .

Old Records
A couple of chaps came in and were talking about their
very old 45s dating from the fifties. My goodness,they
should see some people's collections of 78s. Norman
Stevens had such a collection. Remember Norman? The
present editor is also reputed to believe that the only
proper recording medium is shellac.
My first clear recollection of a record was of the Bing
Boys singing "We didn't want to fight but by jingo now we
do." This referred to the Crimean War I believe.What do
I remember of it?
"The dogs of war have looked for the eagle of the
south.
About to throw defiance in the British Lion's mouth.
They're asking for a thrashing,and a thrashingthey will
get.
Britannia's not prepared to take an insult yet.
We didn't want to fight, but by jingo now we do.
We've got the ships,we've got the men, and we've got
the money too."

. PRACTICAL PRESCALER MODULES
Two designs for handling 150-650MHzand
150MHz-2GHzinputs. The latter is part of the
frequency counter-timer project featured in our
April 1983 issue. Due to the cost of the chip
required however a much cheaper alternative
that works at up to some 650MHzis presented.
O SERVICING THE THORN 1600 CHASSIS
These17in.,transportablesetswere introducedin
1974 and remained in production for several
years.John Coombesprovidesa detailedservicing guide.

. UNDERWATER
TV

The use of TV in underwater applications
presents novel problems. The external pressure
necessitatesstrong, compact cameras. Control
during inspections is also a problem, since
viewfinders are not practical. Thus tough,
multicore cables must be used. An interesting
sqbject dealt with by our CCTV expert Peter
Graves.
O ADDING CONTINENTAL SOUND
A switched 5 5MHz continentalsound capability
can be added to most modern TV sets with little
difficulty.The design presentedemploys 4066
cuos switches and can be used with either
ceramicor discretelC detectortank circuits.

O SERVICING
FEATURES

V C RC l i n i ca n d T V F a u l tF i n d i n g p
, lusS. Simon's
Ouick ChecksO and A, this time on the Thorn
3000/3500series.
O THE CVC1200's PSU
A featureof the currentlarge-screen
ITTchassisis
its unusual discrete component switch-mode
power supply, which also provides mains isolation. lts mode of operationis not easy to see at
first glance and there's no description in the
manual.Hencethis brief accountof its workings.
PLUS ALL THE REGULAR FEATURES
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Who's
Cognizant?

been disturbed, so I presumed it was the original one. I
was surprised to find one pin folded upon itself: it had
obviously made contact, so I fitted the new chip and
checked the fuse which was intact. The 470y.F reservoir
capacitor was a red one and had been sparking at the
rivet. In went a new one. "This would have caused you
LesLawry-Johns trouble later" said I, "so it's better out than in." "Of
.
course" she agreed. As all seemed to be in order I
I usedto be, but it seemsI no longeram. This makeseven switched on. The raster came up with incomplete field
scan and collapsed, tried to build up again and collapsed. I
the most simplejob long and tedious.
For exampleI spenta lot of time trying to find the cause checked the voltages: the 40V supply was smooth, but the
voltages around the chip rose and fell together. Tried this
of horizontal black lines appearingintermittently acros
the picture of a Bush set fitted with the T20 chassis.At
and that to no avail. "I'll pop it back to the shop where I
last I gave up and sent the chap off to Geoff for a second can check it more thoroughly" said I.
opinion. Within an hour Geoff phonedto ask me if I was
Off came the frame and I lugged the set out to the car,
all there as he'd put it right in minutes.It was the tube trying not to huff and blow. Back on the bench I checked
the associated components, having fitted another
base arcing at the focus pin of course.We all know that
one - I keep a dozen tube basesin stock for just this TDA2600 just in case. Everything checked out o.k.,
reason,and often lend one out to the simplesoulswho though the voltages were all over the place of co,urse.The
omit to do so. But I didn't recognisethe symptomsmyself new chip then went short-circuit and blew the fuse. I
(criesof "retire, retire!").
checked the voltageswith no chip in: all were as expected
and steady. Another chip was fitted and the comedy
continued. The evening shadowsfell, my spirits with them.
No Sound
At last I gave up.
In a dream I saw someone holding a TDA2600 with
Then look at last Sundaymorning. We are around for
only an hour or so while we make up (cook saysMr. [.ord)
one leg folded up, and wondered what this foretold. Next
morning I paid a visit to my friends Don and Raymondo. I
the books and clear up the mess left over from the
Saturdaymadness,before we make ourselvespresentable told them how upset I was and why. "It's the holder" said
to go and collect the sea food'and play our Sundaycard
Don. "It's the holder" said Ray. What wise boys they are.
game.Justas Honeybunchand I were playingan innocent Of course it was the quil to dil chip holder. The folded up
game of truth or dare however this chap came in with a
leg on the old chip had opened up the clip so that a new,
unfolded leg couldn't make proper contact. All was well
Thorn 1590 portable(FergusonModel 3816).He said it
had no soundor picture.
when a new holder and a new chip were fitted.
Without further ado I whipped off the cover shell and
I rushed the set back to its owner. She saw me puffing
checkedthe l.t. fuse. It was o.k. So I checkedthe mains up the path with it and opened the front door. There she
input fuse, which was also o.k. Next I pluggedin and stood, making it difficult to enter. I tried to get past but
switchedon. The tube lit up and so did the screen.With
the set, and she, got sort of jammed in such a way that I
an aerialconnectedit produceda good picture.
felt embarrassed. "Awfully sorry" I gasped. "Don't worry
"Fancy that" said the chap, but I was already on the
about me, just push through." If it had been a bloke I'd
have told him to. . off out of the way, but I didn't like to
track of the no sound condition. Check the speakerand
headphonesocket.Check the voltagesin the audio output
as she was a lady. So I pushed back on her to make way
stage,then in the bias,driver and audio amplifier stages.I
for the set. It was now obvious to me that she was a lady,
injected an audio signalat the baseof the audio amplifier but I didn't linger long. In went the set, pulling me with it,
transistor.l-oud and clear. . . So I began to think dark
while she still stood against the door jamb as though
thoughtsabout the precedingchip. Before goingfurther I
nailed there. I think the edge of the frame just ran down
injectedthe signalat the centretag of the volumecontrol. her backbone and she was frightened to move in case she
No sound.Turn up the volume control and the sound is
broke in half.
loud and clear. "Had to make sure" I explained,"why
So ended another right muck up. Anyone else would
don't you take it to an expertnext time insteadof a moron have thought about that folded up pin, but all I could do
was to dream about itlike me?"

The Gll

A Right Pair

Now everyoneknowstheir Gl1s. I mean everyone.A
lady phonedto saythat her PhilipsCTV had broken down
with a white line acrossthe screenand that she couldn't
bring it in becauseit was too heavy. So I arrived with a
completecaseof G8 and G11 spares.It wasa 26:rr.G7l.
Now any fool knows that field collapse is due to the
TDA2600 i.c.,with perhapsthe 800mA fusegoneaswell,
and that the 47Op.Fh.t. reservoir capacitor is possibly
responsiblefor the chip and maybethe BU208A failing.
I whippedopen the sparesbox and rummagedaround
for a TDA2600. Looked here and there until she picked
one up and asked"is this what you're lookingfor?" Oh
dear, but I took it from her gratefully.Next unsolderthe
heatsinkand remove the faulty chip. The solder hadn't

Then look what happened when I went to fix a set that
wouldn't tune properly. I got it tuned all right, but when I
came to leave she asked me (another lady, who's a friend
of ours) how much. Didn't want to charge her at all, but I
didn't want to offend her either. So I said a pound. She
gave me this, commenting that it was obviously not
enough for the call, and went out to the kitchen to get
something else for me.
She came back with two large pean and suggestedI put
them in my box. There wasn't room for a peanut, so I put
one in each trouser pocket. I felt a bit uncomfortable
whilst driving back, but soldiered on. When I got back and
went into the shop both legs were soaking wet and my
trousers had changed colour. Ever helpful, Honeybunch
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said "couldn't you wait?" "Margaret sentus somepears" I
tried to explain,showingher what was left.
Birds
In came this pretty young girl with a radio cassette.So I
thought I'd show off a bit and do it whilst she waited. It
was used on mains only, so I checked across the plug pins
and found that the transformer's primary circuit was
intact. Off came the back to check the fuses. Both the
mains and the l.t. fuses were intact, so I plugged in to see
what we had or didn't have.
There was a.c. from the transformer to the bridge
rectifier. There was about 10V d.c. across the reservoir
capacitor. A lead went from this point to the mains socket
for switching purposes, and there was no output from the
switch. "Simple" said I, "got it now." Since battery
operation was never used, and indeed there was no sign of
a negative lead from the battery compartment, I shorted
the switch contacts across, expecting the set to burst into
life. It gave a grunt and the 10V reading dropped to zero.
"There's probably a short and it's probably blown the
fuse" I said, with a sickly smile. The fuse was intact. I
removed the screwdriver from the switch contacts and the
10V reappeared acrossthe reservoir. I removed the mains
plug and prepared to look for shorts. There were no shorts
and the 10V remained across the reservoir. Since the
voltage was still present I thought that the bridge had
charged the reservoir and that all was well in this department. I again shorted the switch contacts and the 10V fell
to zero. "I'll leave it with you then" said the girl, "and call
back later. Perhaps you'll have got someone else to see to
it in the meantime."
I stared at the set and called it a nasty name, like I call
the bird when it goes to bite me. Once again I plugged it in
and the 10V appeared at the reservoir. It remained there
until I shorted the switch, this time with a permanent
soldered connection. There was no voltage at the reservoir
capacitor but there was at the output from the bridge
rectifier, half a millimetre away. I applied the iron to the
seemingly perfect joint and the radio burst into life. How
the bridge had charged the reservoir capacitor across a
high-resistance gap had once more fooled me.
I mentioned a bird just now. It's taught me the meaning
of the term "bird brain" you see. A while ago one of
Honeybunch's relatives was posted to Northem Ireland he's in the army. Anyway, he thought the bird wouldn't be
safe, so he gave it to HB who he knew would be crackers
about it (true). It's not very old, about six months, so HB
says we've got to be patient with it. It's a very handsome
cockatiel. HB calls it Crystal and I call in Grumpy, and
because of our cat we have to keep him upstairs. So for
the best part of the day he's on his own though he gets
plenty of attention from six o'clock onwards. HB talks to
him continually. "Who's a clever boy then?", "there's a
pretty boy" and all that sort of thing. He's yellow and
white with orange patches on his cheeks. I add my terms
of endearment - "who's a made up ponce then?"
In spite of all this loving attention he remains wary,
suspicious and downright spiteful. He pecks through his
millet at a great rate then squawks for more. When HB
tries to give him more he attempts to bite her. I've told her
to put him on iron rations for a week to teach him to be
grateful but she'll have none of it.
All right, so he's mentally disturbed. Something nasty
must have happened to him when he was younger. Yes.
He was hatched.
TELEVISION
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OTHE LUXOR SXg CHASSTS
The main idea behind the new Luxor SX9 is to
provide as flexible a chassis as possible. lt will
drive 20, 22 and 26in. c.r.t.s,features frequency
synthesizedtuning with 9$channel access and
2$channel storage, offers teletext as an option,
has a scart socketfitted as standard,and with the
addition of an extra module is suitable for direct
satellite reception. Amongst the circuit features
are parallel sound and a Motorola single.chip
(Vpe TDA3301) decoder with automatic black
level control. Some rather interestingtechniques
are used in the digital side of the set, and we'll be
concentratingmainly on these.
O SERVICING THE SONY SLCTUB
The Sony SLCTUBis one of the most complex
VCRs to have appeared on the market and can
produce some puzzling faults. David Botto provides a guide to various fault conditions, concentratingon the electronicside.
OTEST CARDS FOR CHRISTMAS
The festive spirit takes over with the BBC's cap
tions and test cards at Christmas. Keith Hamer
and Garry Smith provide an illustratedaccount of
some of the unusual test patterns seen in recent
years.
O SERVICING FEATURES
We've many hints and tips to pass on in the
regularVCRClinicand TV FaultFindingfeatures.
S. Simon deals with the Thorn 8000 and 9000
chassisin his O and A guide.
OAUTO CHANNEL SCANNER
When you've severalchannelsto choosefrom it's
an advantageto be able to monitor them sequentially. For this purpose James Dilworth devised
an auto channel scanner system that selectsone
channel for about ten seconds then changes to
the next and so on, each channel being
monitored at least once a minute. lf an interesting
programme is seen, a switch is thrown and the
set resortsto normal channel selectoperation.
PLUS ALL THE REGULAR FEATURES
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Lefters
PHILIPS KT3/K3O CHASSIS
John Bourne's article on the Philips KT3/K30 chassisin
the Novemberissuecontainedmuch usefulinformation.It
didn't howevermention the most commoncauseof a dead
set we've encountered,
simplythat the 4.7O surgelimiter
resistor R6291 has a tendency to go open-circuit.It's a
wirewoundresistorrated at 4W, but doesn'tseemup to it.
Fit a 5W vitreouswirewound resistorand all will be well.
Peter Gaymead-Fraser,
Gravesend.Kent.

checkberweentag 5 (brownlead)underR19 on the panel
and chassisshouldindicate30-32V.The effectof R19 and
IC4 being faulty is that more than one, probably all, the
LEDs will conductand light up.
On early versionsof this set the earth tag is fixed to the
front control panel by a "pop" rivet. An aluminiumrivet
was used, with the tag tinned and fitted to the copper
print. If the rivet is the slightestbit looseand, after all this
time, oxidation has occurred between the connections,
problemsappear. Remove the rivet and fit a screw and
nut, with a shakeproofwasherbetweenthe tag and print,
then tightenthe screw.
A.M. Lowson,
Houghton Regis,Beds.

THATREMOTECONTROL
TRANSMITTER
BERRWISION
510
The advice given in ServiceBureau (November) to the
readerrequestinghelp with the touch tuner assemblyused
in the Berryvision 510 was rather limited. The tuning
voltageis taken from the 200V h.t. rail via R19 (15kO,
2W) and an SN7655030V regulator(ICa). Thesecomponentsare both at the bottom left hand of the R1A signals
panel.R19 usuallygoeslow in value,the increasedvoltage
at IC4 makingit go open-circuit.ReplaceR19 with a 3W
wirewound resistor and IC4 with a TAA550. A voltage

NI SysfemsSfop
LesLawry-Johns

I was very interestedto see the item on remote control
trouble with the Philips K30 chassis(TV Fault Finding,
Decemberissue).I'd repairedone of theseunits only two
weeks previouslybecauseof the samefault - transmitting
continuously.I discoveredthat the trouble was due to a
black stainingthat wasbuilding up around the PCB tracks
inside the keyboard. By scratchingthis black stain away
the unit stoppedtransmittingand normal operation was
restored.
J.C. Basken.
Totton, Southampton.

departed,looking so happy now that his nightmare had
been shifted."CheersLes. seevou next week."

TunerTransplant

Supdaymorning dawnedbright and cold. Having taken
Ben for his walk I looked at the T20 Eric had brought in
A couple came in with this T20 just as we were about to
and decided to put it off till Monday. Instead I busied
shut up shop the other Satwday. Since we all know our
myself trying to repair a tuner in a small Sharp portable.
Rank T20s like the backs of our hands I said I'd do it
The mixer transistorhad failed- one of thosetiny onesno
while they waited, so that their weekend entertainment biggerthan a ftrll stop.Puttinganotherone in wasnot easy
wouldn't be affected.
but wasdone.The tuner still didn't work. The fact that the
The voltages were low and there was a smell of
circuit diagramwaswronglydrawn didn't help - it showed
overheating.I unhookedthe tripler, but thingswere much the transistor'semitter with a lone capacitor in series,
the same and the line output transformer'soverwinding which I thought rather quaint. [n the tuner the capacitor
washot. After whippingout the paneland unsolderingthe
was acrossthe emitter resistor,as it should be. I didn't
transformerI gave them a choice- completenew trans- havethe correcttuner, but asthere wasroom at the rear I
former or replacementof the faulty winding.They opted fitted a U321 (Gl1) tuner.This produceda picture,but it
for the windingand before you could sayknife it wasfitted
was very grainy.
and the panel restored.I switchedon and was glad to seeL
The set belongedto a friend who frequents the "Call
the tube's heaters glowing merrily. Unfortunately the
Girl", so I wasnot inclinedto give up easily.I checkedthe.
picture was badly senated with large vee indentationsat
a.g.c. line and found that it couldn't be reduced much
each side, varying in size and number with the picture below 4V. So I hung a preset on the line, to chassis,to
content.
determinethe right voltage.A good picture was produced
Time was zipprngby and it had been a long day. So I
with the a.g.c.reducedto almostnothing.Being a coward
attackedmy spareT20, relievingit of its line output panel. I left it at that and told Tony what I'd done and where the
Fitted in the set on the bench it gave a good picture, and
preset was. After all he's a much better electronicsman
the customerswent off happily. We were just about to
than I.
lock the door when a worried face looked in. It was Eric,
an old friend who has practisedthe art of servicingfor
The T20 Saga
many.along year.
"What's up Eric? You look right buggered."
Monday dawned, bright and cold. After clearing up a
"I arn, too true I am. Been working on this rotten T20
few odds and ends it was time to tackle Eric's monster.
for a week. It's usedup all my BU208s and is breakingmy
The 8U208 was short-circuit,so I checkedthis, that and
heart. If I leave it with you, would you take a look at it
the other on the line output panel and found that nearly
during the week? It's not wanted until next Friday."
everything that could have been suspecthad been reHis ravagedface told me that he'd been havinga hard
placed - there was a new line output transformer, new
time, and I knew just how he felt. Sowe took it in and he
tripler, new EW modulatordiodes,new tuning capacitors,
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new driver transistor etc., so what was I to do?
I fitted a new BU208 and unhooked the tripler, just in
case. At switch on there was a brmrmp and then silence,
except for the wittering of the power unit. Fearing the
worst I checked the voltage at the collector of the BU208.
Full h.t. The voltage at the collector of the driver transistor
was also high, suggesting that the TBA950 line oscillator
wasn't working. In fact there was no 12V supply, due to
4R16 (9100) in the 12V regulator circuit being opencircuit. A 1kO resistor was fitted and the set tried again.
The timebase was now fully operative, with the tube
heaters glowing. So far so good, but I knew Eric would
have checked 4R16 and that something was still likely to
be amiss. After reconnecting the tripler the set produced a
raster, showing that all was normal. Fancy that I thought.
I plugged in an aerial and the set sort of coughed and
lapsed into silence. Again the voltage at the collector of
the line driver transistor remained high, so I slapped a
10k.f) resistor across4C19 to provide the line oscillator with
a start-up supply. The set came to life and remained on for
eight seconds. It then shut down. I took the 10kO resistor
out and put it back again. The set came on for four
seconds. So I removed the 10kO resistor altogether and
tried the on-off switch. Each time the set was switched on
it came to life for a few seconds - longer if it was left off
for a time. "We have a heat-sensitive component" I
diagnosed. So next time I sprayed everything with freezer.
It still went off.
Something then dawned on me. It had stayed on longer
when the tripler was disconnected. I unhooked the tripler
and the set stayed on. I looked at the tripler. Brand new.
So I removed it and fitter another. Still the same. I
connected a meter from the tripler's clipper diode connection to chassis. There was a positive reading for a few
seconds, then a negative swing as the set went off,
returning to positive although the set remained off. I
disconnected the diode lead from the panel and the set
stayed on. So I accused the first anode supply reservoir
capacitor 5C16 of being intermittently open-circuit. A
replacement proved that this was not the case.
Look at the transformer. The yoke was the original, so
only the overwinding had been replaced. I then accused
the third harmonic tuning coil 5L3 (on the transformer) of
causing the trouble. Remembering the scan panel I'd
removed from a T20 on Saturday, I took the transformer
off this and tried it in Eric's set. The picture appeared,
with serrated edges, then the set went off as before. I put
my head in my hands and hoped that the muddle would
clear.
The new winding I'd fitted on Saturday was in fact
faulty. So I took Eric's transformer and fitted it to the
Saturday panel. [.ovely. The picture remained, proving
that 5L3 wasn't at fault, also that the fault was still on
Eric's panel. More urgent work then came in, so the T20
was put to one side.

holder to facilitate any further change that might be
necessary (fool). In went the replacement. The neons
fluttered but channelsone and three could be selectedand
tuned. Channel two could be tuned but the neon didn't
light. The other three would give only one channel which
couldn't be altered and I then noticed that the channel six
tuning potentiometer was missing. I wondered how position six could produce a channel without a tuning potentiometer being fitted and became even more confused.
What right had a moron like I to undertake the repair of
such complicated equipment? But I don't ask for it. I don't
advertise at all, keeping as quiet as I can hoping that no
one will ask me to do anything.Lary I suppose.But very
muddled and getting more so as time goes by. Someone
said my brain cells are dying at the rate of knots, and I
think that's right.
I've tried yoga, but every time I got into a thinking
position someone would come in and ask me to do
something for them. Yes now, where was I? Funny neons.
I tried another chip in the holder and this did different
things. I did earth myself before handling them, honest. So
I took out the touch panel and found a spring missing
from position six. I wondered about this, and took out the
other number six spring to see if it made any difference.
Neon two was black, so I replaced this and then put the lot
back in. Neons four and five fluttered all the time but
channels one, two and three could be selected. Positions
four and five gave channel one and couldn't be altered.
A couple more sets came in and were done and taken
away in minutes. But I had the GEC and the T20 nagging
away at the back of my mind all the time. I was getting
more fed up by the minute. Then the phone rang.
"Hallo Les, have you a pnp transistor rated at 100V or
more at 10A - ring us back if you can find one on your
untidy shelves." I found one and rang back. "Found what
you want. Do you happen to have a spare T20 line output
panel you can lend me?"
"Certainly Les" was the surprising answer. And it was
there in minutes. They must have needed that transistor
real bad. Not true - they always help. I retumed to the
GEC set. Looked at the circuit hard. Looked at the i.c.
ETTR. . . I'd been trying ETTs. I looked here and there
and eventually found an ETTR, but its legs had seen
solder before and they were quil of course.
They were dil in seconds. This produced number one
neon lighting but nothing else. A bell rang and I knew I'd
put a suspect on the shelf instead of dumping it. At this
point the owner returned. I explained what had been
happening and to my surprise he didn't turn a hair.
"Oh yes. Knew about the front panel. Had it out the
other night. Don't worry about the ETTR, I can soon stick
another of those in. As long as you've confirmed what I
thought. I'll put it right, don't worry."
I put the back on so quickly the displaced air nearly
knocked him over. "Cheers. Goodbye. Have a good day."
I'd spent a lot of time and worry, mainly of my own
making. Send in the clowns . . . don't bother, they're here.

Touch Tune
ThankfullyI turned to somethingelse.A touch-tune
GECcolourset- C2113type.Thecomplaint
wasthatthe Back to T20s
end neon (no. 6) was alight and couldn't be changed.
Cleaning the touch pad thoroughly made no difference so
I pondered on whether to attack the touch panel first or
change the ETTR6016 channel selector i.c. With bleary
eyes I pulled out the drawer containing ETT6016s. The
one in the set was of the quil type but this didn't ring a bell
in my muddled mind. I took it out and fitted a quil-to-dil
TELEVISION
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Back to the T20, and I couldn't remember how far I'd
got. Oh yes, I now had Eric's panel with a fault on it I
couldn't fathom out, my panel which only needed a new
line output transformer, and a spare panel which had been
brought in a couple of hours previously. I put the spare
panel in Eric's set and it worked splendidly. I phoned Eric
and told him to come and get it, feeling a bit sorry that his
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panel with the new transformerand tripler etc. wasn'tin it.
I then fitted Eric's transformerto my panel,which worked
beautifully.So my T20 was back in action.I looked at the
panel I had left over and put it on one side for now. ..
Whv have a neryousbreakdownif vou don't have to?

Long-distance
Teldvision
Roger Bunney
October was another active month for Sporadic E and
tropospheric propagation. Unusually, there was a very
good SpE opening towards the end of the month, with
smaller openings throughout the rest of the month. Prolonged high pressure gave greatly enhanced tropospheric
reception during the third and fourth weeks, from Band I
through to u.h.f. The SpE log, compiled from reports from
different parts of the UK, is as follows:
7lI0l83
RAI (Italy) ch. IA. Zimbabwe @fV
ch. E2

was received via TE at sunset:the same
opening in the reverse direction gave Spain
(RTVE) in S. Africa.
Lrlt0l83 TVP (Poland)R1.
13t1,0183NRK (Norway)E2; TVP R1.
r4lt0l83 RTVE E2, 3,4; RTP (Portugal)E2, 3; CST
(Czechoslovakia)
R1; RAI IA, B. ZTY ch.
E2 via TE.
1s/10/83 CST R1;TSS (USSR)Rl; RTVE E2.
17ll0l83
NRK E2 (via Aurora); JRT (Yugoslavia)
E3,
4.
18/10/83 RAI IA, B; NRK E2; JRT E3,4; RTVE E2;
ZTV E2 via TE.
19tt0l83 RTVE 82,3,
2rltol83 MTV (Hungary)R1.
22170183 NRK E2.
24tr0t83 RTVE E2,3, 4; RTP E2, 3; RAI IA, B; CST
R1.
281t0183 A good SpE opening with TVR (Rumania)
R2; MTV Rl, 2; TVP Rl, 2; CST Rl, 2;
TSS R1, 2; ARD (West Germany)E2; RAI
IA, B; JRT E3; ORF (Austria)E2q3, 4;
+PTT/SRG (Switzerland)
EZ, 3.
2911,0183CST R1: RAI IA. B.
30110183TSSR1: RTVE E2.3.
3il10/83 ORF E2a; RTVE E3; RAI IA, B.
2lru83 RAI IA, B; JRT E3; RTVE E3,4; MTV R1.
Unidentified ch. R1 and 2 programmesduring the morning.

Auroral activity was noted on the 14th and 17th. A
high-pressure system started to form around the l6ll7th,
resulting in improved tropospheric reception on the 18/
19th, mainly from the west (RTE-Eire), extending to W./
E. Germany from the 19th on. Cyril Willis received BR
Grunten (S.W. Germany) ch. E2 during the afternoon of
the 18th, a most unusual catch. There appeared to be nvo
main phasesto this lift, during the 19th-23rd and the 2527th. The former gave reception over a N.W./S.E. path to
start with, gradually changing to include the south by the
21st. W./E'. Germany, Denmark, Belgium and Holland
were received in the southern UK. at v.h.f. and u.h.f. The
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There followeda brief encounterwith yet anotherT20.
This time with a queer power supply fault that was
overcome only by replacing the chopper transistor, the
8.2O resistorin the crowbarcircuit,the two thyristorsand a
zenerdiode- plus fusesof course.I don't like this'job. . . .
bands were not jammed however,giving time to seek
signalson particularchannels.
Simon Hamer (Powys)did very well, in particularwith
DFF (GDR) ch. 834 and Li6ge (Belgium)ch. E3 on the
22nd. Many enthusiasts
reportedreceptionof E. Germany
and Denmark(Band III). The Frenchch. 9 (formerlych.
6) was seen over a wide area, with Antiope and test
signals,but more interestingwasa signalat the Lf. end of
Band III (just h.f. of ch. E6) with scrambledTDFIIF1
programme material from the direction of Paris. The
picture locks solidly enoughbut the lines are shifted with
givingthe
respectto eachother by severalmicroseconds,
impressionof a line sync fault. There are also two white
bars from right to left and other coggingeffects- not a
pretty sight.A photographshowsthe test card receivedat
Romsey.The scramblingtestsare presumablyin preparation for the Canal Plusservice.
October 23rd producedmany Polishtransmittersduring
0600-0830GMT in Holland. RTL (Luxembourg)was
seenusingdual-sound
transmissions
on ch. E7 - the sound
signalswere either French/German
or GermanstereoTV
sound.
Another slight lift on November 1st gave Robin
Crossley(Potters Bar) Switzerlandch. 822 (Chasseral,
12kW e.r.p.).
The above openingsgave many enthusiaststheir first
sightings of ATV transmissions.Simon Hamer logged
G4IMO (Nick Harrold, Essex) at strength P4 (almost
noisefree).
My thanks to the following for their reports: Simon
Hamer (Powys), Hugh Cocks (E. Sussex),Cyril Willis
(Ely), Iain Menzies(Aberdeen),Robin Crossley(Potters
Bar), D. Moller (Eastboume),Tim Anderson (Stroud),

Michael Raher's aerial installation at Tramore, Waterford,
Eire. The upper quad stack of group B Triax aerials is for
reception from Presley, Wales, the lower group A stack for
reception from Caradon Hill. For much of the time reception
is good using a 25dB gain, l.4dB noise figure amplifier.
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SongsMy GrandadTaughtMe
Les LawryJohns
My memory for day-to-daythings gets worse and worse.
"That set of mine you repairedyesterday.
There'sjust one
little thing . ." I can't rememberdoingtheir set or what
waswrong with it, and unlessI look it up in the book I just
have to standthere for a while until the memorycomes
floodingback."Here's the fiver I owe you for the job you
did for me last week." "Oh, yes.Thank you very much."
I'd completelyforgotten.What would I do without H.B.
to remind me about such things?So it's not really that I
forget, it's just that the recall chip doesn't function until
jogged.Probablya dry-jointsomewhere.
I can remember my earliest years however. I can
remember laying in a cot, watchingthe family eat and
crying for some. Then my mother saying"look at him
thinking he can eat our food". Also being pushed in a
pram by my grandmotherwho told me she'dtake me to
the police station if I cried. But most of all I recall my
grandadplayinghis concertinaand singinghis songsabout
the Crimea and the BalaclavaCharge(the Light Brigade).
Mind you it wasn't all honey. Oh no. I was once
supposedto be asleepwhen my grandparents
were engagedin running Aunt Lil down into the ground.Half way
through the tirade I woke up. My grandadnoticed and
immediatelyaccusedme of spying- "I'll cut his liver out"
he bawled, reaching for one of his many walking sticks
(the one with the daggerat the end). Grandmatried to
cool him down. "Yes" he said, "I was only agreeingwith
you like I alwaysdo. Didn't saya word againsther. I'll be
glad to get back on board again,I swearI wilI."
"Play us a tune beforeyou go" I asked.Soout camethe
concertinaand Grandmavanishedinto the kitchen to put
the stew pot on. She made lovely stew, with dumplings.
Mum couldn't quite get the sametaste.Grandadstarted
with a swinging rendition of The Bells, followed by a
funny songI never really understood.
"I went into the butcher'sand stolea leg of suet,
Singingbullyah, bullyahbay.
I stuckit in me boot and didn't meanto do it.
Singingbullyah,bullyahbay."

record decks to prevent them running rough. Only
kidding. He told me how to handle women, and shortly
after I got divorced.He's up north now. Staythere John,
I've beenhappyfor twentyyearsor so now. H.B. saysthat
if you phoneus at 11 p.m. any more she'llsmearcustard
on your centre spindle. . .
The Pye 725
A friend (was)of mine brought in this Ekco CT8221Ithe \e chassis
with the verticalpanels.The complaintwas
that the colour went on channelchangeor on sudden
bright scenes.So I brought the hairdryer into play and
when it wasdirectedat the TBA540 the colourwent.
"No botherMr. Lupton" I said,changingthe chip.The
colourthen stayed- until next day.
I checkedthis, that and the other, finally endingup at
the TBA540 again.I put in anotherand the colourstayed
for rwo days.
"It goesgrainyas well now" saidMr. Lupton.
So I took out the i.f. gain/filterunit and resolderedall
the suspectcontacts.
The next day it was back. "Colour's gone again." He
lookedsort of tense,but only when he tried to smile.
This time the TBA540 said it wasn'tguilty, but when
the freezerwas appliedto the T8,4.560the colour went
off. In went anotherand we kept the set on test for a
coupleof days.Lovely.Threedayslaterit wasbackagain.
"It's gone grainy again." To cut a long story short, I
changedthe i.f. gain/filterunit and the tuner, And still it
cameback.Trying to seethroughthe tears,I removedthe
filter unit and resolderedall the suspects
asusual.The dryjoint wason the couplingcapacitorC117,not on a coil as
I'd thought.So far it's not comeback,and Mr. Lupton did
managea smileashe went out with it. Funnyhow setsyou
know so well cangive you so muchheartache,
Funnyhow
quicklyyou forgetit when the next one comesalong.

The Quad
A coupleof weeksago this chappiebroughtin a Quad
I clappedthat then askedfor my favourite.
amplifier.The little stereo solid-stateone with 2N3055
output transistorsand vertical plug-in audio panels.He
"Bayonetschargingbombsand mortar,
saidit workedfor a shorttime then cut out. It worked for
Dying groansfrom every quarter,
Down the Valley of Deaththe gallantchargewasmade, me all day, so I told him to checkthe rest of his set-up.
"You meanthe tuner?" he asked.He didn't use a record
By the lion heartedheroesof the Light Brigade."
turntableor tape deck.
There was a lot more to it, somethingaboutthe artillery
So he broughtin the tuner,whichwasalsoa Quad.This
thunderedand someonehad blundered,but I can't quite time with valves in it. Stickinga signal tracer on the
put it into context.Even for this my memory'snot what it output, I found that it worked perfectlyfor somefifteen
was.
secondsthen cut out, leavinga traceof backgroundnoise.
I can still remember the first article I wrote for the There were a couple of 68,4.6 i.f. bottles,a couple of
magazinesomethirty yearsago however.About the HMV
6AL5s, a I2AT7 (thereshouldbe two) and an ECCSI
1807 (I think). I followedthis with one on the 1805 and (equivalent)in the other i2AT7 position.I wondered
earliermodels.There'sa resistorthat goeshighin the, let's where to start, then decided that I didn't have much
seenow, whichcircuitwasit?
choice- I could lay my handson the 6AL5s (EB91s)but
Someyearslater I met Johnny [,ogan,the one-armed didn't suspectthem, and wasn't keen on searchingfor
engineer.Quite a character- happyto handlelarge sets 6BA6s becauseI was sure the last went yearsago. So I
and run over roofs putting aerialsup. He gaveme many a looked hard at the ECC81. I felt sure I had one somehint, like smearingcustardover the centrespindleof BSR where(out of an old VC3?)but I couldn'tbe surewhere.I
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knew that an ECC83 isn't far out and had plenty of these
- for amplifiers and things.So I fitted one and the radio
stayedon.
He said it soundeda little distorted(as it would through
a signaltracer,for heaven'ssake).So I stuckin an ECC82.
He said it soundedbetter, daft bugger.The customeris
always right however (never) and off he went quite
happily. In fact an ECC82 was the same as fitting a
I2AU7 in place of. a I2Nl7, way out. But he was
convincedit soundedbetter.
The Table Lighter
There were two setson the bench.One had to be close
at hand becauseit was on soak test and when things did
happen they happened suddenly and horrifically. The
other was a routine selectorchange(round for square)on
a CVC9. In walked a tiny old lady of about eighty five.
She plonked a coffee percolator and a table cigarette
lighter in front of me.
"I want a yard of cableput on this, and a different screw
put in the bottomof this becausethe properscrewswon't
go in,"
I started to let rip and then shut up. There was

something about the old girl I liked. I tipped out a tub of
small screws and found one that fitted the thread. She
took it from me, pushed a flint up against the spring inside
and tried to fit the screw. It slipped, and the flint shot out
acrossthe shop to heaven knows where. "Now look what
you've done" she scolded.
I opened a draw and found one of my own flints. Took
the lighter and pushed the flint up inside. Held the screw
and tightened it. Flick the top. No flick. Of course not, the
spring instead of the flint was hard up against the wheel. I
unscrewed it and the flint flew into the CVC9. After a
time tr found it and removed the spring from the lighter.
When correctly assembledthe original screw fitted nicely
and the lighter worked. She took it without saying a word
and put it into her bag. "Just a yard of cable fitted to this
plug and a mains plug at the other end." By this time
other customershad arrived to consult the oracle and were
smiling broadly at the antics.
"Pop back later dear. I'll fit the cable as soon as I get a
chance."
"All right then. No one wants to work these days. I'll
give you an hour, no more."
And off she went. A small figure with enormous
presence.

TheCaseof he CuriousCossor
Chas E. Miller
As with so many once famous names in the domestic
radio/TV field. that of A.C. Cossor is now a distant
memory.Yet at one time it wasa market leader,with radio
and TV sets and the valves to go in them. Cossorwere
pioneersin the use of printed circuitsand were one of the
first firms to introducea transistorpartableradio receiver.
The firm was started in the twentiesas a valve manufacturer. but soonmoved into the radio receiverfield aswell.
Older readerswill doubtlessrecall their famouskits which
were soldunderthe MelodyMaker name.Throughoutthe
thirties the firm also produced ready made receivers.
Thesewere of generallyruggedconstruction,but relied on
t.r.f. circuitry long after most other makers had virtually
abandoned it. Cossor called their t.r.f. sets SuperFerrodynes,which no doubt soundedgood in the advertisements.They alsomadesomepiecesof test equipment
that were quite sophisticatedby the standardsof the day:
the presentwriter still has and usesa 1937 wobbulator
which, so far as I know, has had but one capacitor
replacedand retainsthe original valves.
Just before and during the secondworld war Cossor
were involved in the production of radar equipment.At
the end of hostilitiesdomesticradio receiversreappeared,
to be followed shortly after by a seriesof televisionsets.
The examplewe're goingto examine,the 901,wasreallya
pre-wardesign.It illustratesperfectlythe "sledge-hammer
so many of
to crack a walnut" approachthat characterised
the sets of the late thirties through to the early fifties,
employing as it did a total of 28 valves,three of which
were usedfor ordinary radio reception,and a Cossor85K
c.r.t. The tube wasof interestin beingone of the first to be
fitted with an ion trap magnet (Cossorpatented). Apart
from that it wasa round, 15in.type with a triode gun and
a four-clip base.The useof an ion trap becamethe normal
practice,to avoid ion burn of the phosphorscreen,in the
daysbeforealuminizedscreens.
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The vision and sound receiver sectionswere completely
separate,each having its own input socket. These were fed
by a splitting arrangement built into the main aerial panel,
which also incorporated a simple attenuator for use in
areas of high signal strength.
True to their belief in t.r.f. circuits, Cossor chose this
type of vision receiver. It employed no fewer than four r.f.
amplifiers.These used 63SPT pentodes, the Cossor equivalent of the more famous (notorious?) Mullard EF50.
Detection was carried out by a single thermionic diode,
type SD6, which was peculiar to Cossor. It had the B7G
"button" base. Four more of these valves were used as
sound and vision interference limiters and for line and
field sync separation. Fig. 1 shows the video circuitry.
The video amplifier stage used another Cossor special,
the 61SPT. It was a powerful, octal-based r,f. pentode
capable of several watts anode dissipation. Note the
overall low value of the anode load resistance.This valve
had what must have been the most expensive screen grid
feed resistor ever - a 6V6G beam tetrode which was used
as a constant-current source. The video signdl was d.c.
coupled from the anode of the 61SPT to the c.r.t.'s grid,
and the tube's cathode was connected to one side of the
heater supply. Thus the latter, which was also common to
the vision interference limiter and sync separator diodes,
had to be maintained at well above chassis potential to
provide the necessarytube bias. In fact with the brightness
control set to minimum the heaters were at 390V, which
probably gave more than one engineer a nasty little shockl
A similar idea was used for the sound interference limiter
diode, which had one side of its own specialheater supply
connected to the sound unit's h.t. line.
If these points suggestthat the power supply was somewhat out of the ordinary, you're right! There were no
fewer than eight heater supply windings on the power
pack's three mains transformers. In addition to the oddi.
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The Card Gameis Over
LesLawry-Johns
Sometime back I mentionedthe card gamewe playedat
the Call Girl at lunchtime on Sunday. Honey Bunch's
partner was Sean (John). For a long time Seansuffered
from a bad heart and a damagedleg. Recentlyhis leg got
much worse and he was taken to hospital.He was found
to have lung trouble and didn't survive long after an
operation.H.B. took it upon herselfto arrangethe burial
and all the other things that have to be done when there
are no relativesto handlethem. It's now over and done
with, but we are left puzzledby the vacuumthat Seanleft
behind him. No papers,no letters,nothing.He didn't talk
much, and when he did he talked so softly that few heard
all he said. We know that he had been resident in the
Waterford or Wexford area and that he had servedin the
police force there for some ten years.We also know that
the magazinehas a number of readers in that area. He
spoke of his father, brother and dog. Perhapssomeone
there knowsa little more aboutJohn JosephO'Leary?If
so. we shouldlike to hear from them. He waswell known
and liked here.

film resistor unit, and this proved to be correct. However . . . She had these two little dogswith her and they
immediatelycaughtthe smell of Ben. They then tried to
cover everyvestigeof suchsmell as best they could. After
telling me her tale of woe she noticedwhat was going on.
"You naughtyboys" she snapped,"sorry Lorry".
I smiledweakly.Thank heavensthey were smalldogs.It
took me about an hour to remove all tracesof their visit.

Mrc Plunky's G8

Mrs Plunky phonedto saythat her PhilipsTV (G8) had
suddenlylost height. As she was on her own she couldn't
bring it in. Not wishingto be away too long, I grabbeda
G8 timebasepanel and the rest of the boxesand sped to
her house.I took in only the toolbox and the panel. She
showed me the picture, and although the height was
indeedlackingthere was alsoa nastycurve inwardsat the
right-handside.I decidedagainstthe paneland nippedout
for the sparesbox. Removing the rear cover, I held a
mirror to the front of the h.t. reservoir capacitor:there
wasseveredeterioration,so out it came.UnfortunatelyI'd
Testing Ultrasonic Han dsets
forgottento put a 600pF, 300V electrolyticin the box. I'd
typefor the Gl1 andone 200+300pF
severalof.the4701t"F
Someone brought in a remote control handset that
wasn't working. I checked it over, resoldered several 350V electrolyticcan (Pye hybrid type). The latter was
too long to fit in the original position, but it stood up
suspectjoints and'fitteda new battery.I then realisedthat
nicely
and the clip muld be fitted to keep it there. The two
I didn't have a suitableset to checkit on. All our new sets
haveinfra-redremotecontrol.The cat (Spock)wasasleep positive tags were moved together, soldered to the red
on top of one of thesesets.I pointedthe unit at her and lead, then black to the negativetag and all was well. A
nice picturewith full height and width.
pushedthe button. Her earsflicked. I waited a while then
"Who's a clever boy then?" I squawked."Who's the
tried again, with the same result. This world shaking
scientific test was carried out several times. We wrote; best boy in the world?" Unknown to me however Mrs
Plunkyhad retumed and wasstandingbehind me. Shewas
handset repaired and subjected to repeated tests on
givingme an odd look.
suitablereceiver.
"Do you alwayssoundlike a parrot?" she queried.
"Er, well. It't not so much a matter of parrots.My wife
The Philips Gll
is trying to teachthis youngcockatielto speakand it's sort
The Gll canbe a bit of a pain at times.One painedme of catching."
the other day. A white line acrossthe screentestifiedthat
"She seemsto be teachingit to be rather conceited"
all was not well with the field timebase circuit or the sniffedMrs Plunky. "Do I owe you anythingfor this quick
supply to it. Normally the TDA2600 field timebasechip little job?"
goesshortcircuit internally and blows the 800mA fuse on
Oh dear. No one seemsto appreciateme any longer.
the line output panel. So, finding the fuse blown, I
removed the heatsinkon the TDA2600 and fitted a new Round the Room Four Times
chip. I then checked for shorts and fitted a new fuse.
We get our share of strangetales. This young couple
Switchon and pop goesthe fuse.
struggled
in with their Ferguson9600. The young man
I checked again for shorts.None. So I removed the
started
the
tale, which was eagerlytaken up by the girl.
chip, replaced the fuse and tried again without fitting a
goes all right for some time and then the
"The
set
TDA2600. The fuse held. Fit another TDA2600. Pop.
Conclusion:the i.c. was in order, the short occurringonly picture goesfunny" said he. "And we have to unplug it,
when it came into operation. I looked at the circuit wheel it round the room four times, then it's all right for
diagramand tried this, that and the other. It took this idiot the rest of the evening" said she. I looked at the set for
some time to find that one of the two parallelconnected some time, then asked the key question. "Clockwise or
1,000pF output coupling electrolyticswas dead short. I anticlockwise?"
She was struck dumb for once. "Clockwise" said he
shouldhave found it in the first place.
after a pause.
I tumed the set up and, with the rear cover off, looked
Miss Spray
for a dry-joint under the centresection."It curvesin at the
Miss Spray came in to tell me that her Pye 725 was sides" he said helpfully. So I concentratedon the EW
playing up - the colours were constantlychanging.We correctioncircuit and found one of the modulator diodes
immediately diagnoseda faulty RGB output stagethick- loosein its solderat one end. A quick dab of the iron with
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the help of some fresh solder completed the job. When
the set was turned the right way up the picture was slightly
impure at one side - well, would you like being stood on
end?
"Now listen" I said, with as straight a face as I could
manage. "When you get back, wheel the set around the
room four times anticlockwise. To unwind it. see?"

The girl nodded. The young man got the messagebut
went alongwith the leg-pull."Magnetismof the earth" he
said.
"Exactly, and good luck to you both."
"When are you goingto repair the set?" askedthe girl.
"Already done dear. It had a cold and neededwarming
up, , ,"

DX Srgnal DetectorInlarm
G.R.Exeter
The circuit describedin this article is capableof detecting
very weak TV signalsand providing an audible indication
that a signalis present.It was developedprimarily for use
with rapidly changingsporadicE propagation.The basic
idea is shownin Fig. 1. The video signalitself is usedto
provide the sound, giving an immediate indication of
signal-to-noiseratio and interference.The filter section
detectsthe 15,625H2line frequencycomponentof the
signal,producinga switchingvoltage to control the video
feed to the audio amplifier. In use, the channelbeing
monitoredmust initiallybe clear of 625line signals- the
presenceof some405-lineinformationwill not upsetthe
circuit'soperation.Two phase-locked
loops are arranged
as a narow-bandfilter to generatethe switchingvoltage.
SystemM, 525line signals(line frequency15,750H2)are
alsodetected.

Circuit Description
Fig. 2 showsthe circuit. For the phase-lockedloops,two
TDA259I (altemativesTDA2590 or TDA2593) i.c.sare
used.Theseare fairlycomplexi.c.sintendedfor useasthe
sync separatorand line generatorsectionsof a TV receiver.Not all the internalcircuitryis used,The sections
that are used are shown in block diagramform in Fig. 3.
These are the syncseparator,oscillatorand phasedetector, i.e. the phase-locked
loop, the coincidencedetector
whose output varies the gating of one input to the phase
detector,and the pulsegeneratorandoutputstages.
Use is
also made of the fact that the voltage at pin 4 can be
employedto switchoff the outputat pin 3, while the burst
gating/blankingpulseoutput at pin 7 is usedfor settingup.
It might at first sight appear that the output from the
coincidencedetector,at pin 11, could be usedto indicate
the presenceof a signalwithout any further complication.
The output here is similarwhether the input consistsof
noiseor a stronglocked signalhowever.Instead,the two
TDA2591s are run with slightfrequencyoffsets:when a
signalis present,an output is obtainedonce both circuits
havelockedin. The principleis shownin Fig. 4.
A negative-going
video input shouldbe used,though
reducedperfoqmance
will still be obtainedwith a positivegoinginput.The video input is first filteredby R1 and Cl
to reduce the noise bandwidth.As there's no need to
worry about picture cogging,more filtering than usual is

employed.This filtering alsomeansthat there'sno need to
make use of the noisecancellingcircuits within the i.c.s.
The video signalis then buffered by Tr1 and fed via C2
and C8 to the syncseparatorsin the i.c.sand via R23 and
C16 to a convenientinput for the TBA120S i.c.
The external oscillatorcapacitorsare connectedto pin
14 of the two TDA2591 i.c.swhile pin 15 is used to set
the frequency.High quality componentsshould be used
here in the interestsof long-termfrequencystability.The
phasedetectoroutput at pin 13 is filtered and fed back to
pin 15.
The output obtainedat pin 3 of IC1 is appliedto pin 4
of ICZ so that the latter producesan output only when pin

Components List
Resistors:
1k
Rl
4k7
R2
1M8
R3
1k2
R4
82k
R5
12k
RO
100k
R7
R8
2k7
R9
2k7
10O
R10
1M8
R11
1kZ
R12
82k
R13
12k
R14
100k
R15
10O
R16
1k
R17
10k
R18
2k2
R19
100O
R20
1k2
R21
820()
R22
100k
R23
10k
R24
100k
R25
10fi
R26
100
R27
Ail lw,5%

Capacitors:
C1 1n5 ceramic
C2 0.47 polyester
C3 0 1 polyester
U
4,7 63V axial electro.
Cb 10n polyester
C6 4n7 polystyrene
25V axial electro.
C7 47
CB 0.47 polyester
C9 0.1 polyester
63V axial electro.
C10 47
C11 10n polyester
C12 4n7 polystyrene
25V axial electro.
C13 47
10V axial electro.
C14 47
C15 47
25V axial electro.
C16 0.1 polyester
C17 1
63V axial electro.
C18 0.1 polyester
C19 1n ceramic
C20 100 25V axial electro.
C21 0.1 polyester
C22 47
25V axial electro.

Miscellaneous:
D1
1N41ul8
Ir1 , 2
BC252Bor equivalent
TDA2591
tc1, 2
TBA120S
tc3
1M380
tc4
47k sub. min. horizontalpreset
RV1,2
10k 15mm min. PCBmounting
RV3
Small speaker

Fig. 7: Principle of the DX signal detectorlalarm.
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areas of the country will never be served by cable, due to
the sparse or scattered population.
The BBC would in this event hope to raise its licence
revenue so that it could fight back, but what of ITV?
Already saddled with the burden of financing Channel 4,
faced with the growth of VCR use, and anxious to
maintain viewing figures so as to sustain advertising
revenue, the independent companies could find themselves very hard pressed. For the BBC and the IBA, either

This Little Ting
Herc

Les Lawry-Johns

I suppose we all get a trifle confused over the various Bush
models and chassis,and it's not till we take a closer look
that our spirits rise or fall. So when these two rather
elderly men puffed into the shop carrying a 22in. Bush
colour set I immediately thought it was a late 823 chassis.
"There's a white line across the screen" said the tall
one.
"No it isn't, it's a red line" said the short one.
"Fret not" I assured them, "'twill be put right in a
trice."

The BushZTrg
I whipped the back off and my spirits fell. Seeingthe
swingdown panel acrossthe rear sectionI thoughtit wasa
T20. Then I saw the two line output transistorson the
right-handside and realisedit was a 2718. My spiritsfell
further.
"LJmm,it won't be put right in a trice."
"Don't worry. We've all the time in the world" saidthe
tall one.
"Sure it's only a little ting" saidthe shortone.
"That's becauseyou don't have to find the little ting" I
growled.
"Oh you'll find it in no time at all" he continued."We'll
just have a cigarette while you're doing it. Just carry on
John."
Honey Bunch smiled and chatted to them about the
weather while I delved into the field timebase.The
transistorsappearedto read right on a cold check,except
for one of the output transistors,VT7. It gave a low
reading from collector to emitter, the same on reversing
the prods. Out came VT7, off its heatsink.In went a new
16905.Switchon and we had a nice,full-sizedraster.
"There" saidthe short one, "didn't I tell you it wasjust
a little ting you'd find in no time at all?"
I growled to myself something about what would
happento his little ting if he wasn'tcareful,then plugged
in the aerial. No signals,just noise.None of the touch
sensorswere alight,so I touchedthe first one and dropped
down the flap to tune it in. Wind the red pointer up and
down but there was nothing except for a few flutters to
reward my efforts. I then touched sensortwo and with
slight adjustmentBBC-2 showed a news sheet. I felt
better.Touch sensorthree and the newssheetremained,
even when I ran the number three red pointer up and
down. It was still there in positionsfour and five, even
though the pointen were in different positions.Position
six could be tuned and I ran it up to BBC-1. Selectsensor
316

separately or jointly, to finance a superfluous DBS service
is in these circumstances as appropriate as a bankrupt
third-world nation operating its own prestige air line. High
technology is all very well, but not for its own sake. The
BBC and the IBA have virtually complete coverage with
their present transmitter network: they should swallow
their pride and forget about DBS services.
Chas E. Miller.
Woodseaves, Stffi.

two and BBC-1 is still present.
"You didn't tell me this lot was up the creek" I moaned.
"It's not up the creek" said the short one, "it's just a
little ting here."
Whilst I was trying to read the tuner voltages on the
connecting plug, looking for the tuning voltage in particular, he was spinning the little wheels and thus making me

angry.
"See John, you have to get all these little pointers on
the same line. Then they work."
I was fast loosing my cool.
"All right then, if that's all there is to it you can take the
set away now."
"No need to get upset over such a little ting."
The tall one saw how the wind was blowing and
intervened.
"Leave it to Mr. Johns, Paddy. It's not working right
and he'll sort it out if we leave him alone."
"Yes, leave it to him to tink out."
I chose my words carefully. "That's what I'm here for,
tinking tings out all day long".
Honey Bunch fled to the kitchen. I heard her talking to
Ben. "He's out there tinking. He'll need a bath tonight or
he'll be tinking tomorrow too." It didn't help. My logic,
fragile at the best of times, had gone.
I removed the three nuts and took out the touch tuner
panel, then accused the ETT6016 of buggering about. I
took it out, having earthed myself to the live mains, and
sustained a bleeding hand. "Calm down now. Try to think
logically like ET does."
That little brass image still looks down at me, his finger
pointing. Always pointing. Saying "you're not doing it
right Les. Get the voltages right." But I didn't listen. I
fiued another ETT6016 and what do you know - the
neons started to work. They lit up when touched, and I
was sure I was there. I wasn't.
Although they lit when touched, only six was tunable and tuned the other five for God's sake.
Shorty moved in again. "It's this little ting here",
pointing to the a.f.c. button. Out he moved, and ET's
finger continued to point at me.
I checked the voltages against those given in the circuit.
There should have been 188V at 9R39 on the touch
tuning panel (Fig. 1). The reading was more like 30V - I'd
previously taken this to be the tuning line, but it wasn't, it
louch Dads

o6m
Fig. l: Supplies to the touch tuning panel.
L - - - - -
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was the supply to the ETT6016. I traced the line back to
the tuner panel, where I promptly got confused between
lRl13 and 1Rl16. Like a fool I first accused1R113, but
it was 1R1 16 that was open-circuit of coune. Replacing it
restored normal channel selection and tuning.
Shorty looked at the faulty resistor. "Just a little
ting . . ."
Having disposed of the comedy duo, we can consider
the circuit briefly. 1R116 takes 260V at one end and
drops 72V, providing a 188V supply at the other end for
9R37 and 9R39, the latter feeding the ETT6016. Hence
the crazy behaviour when this supply is absent. I should
have gone straight to it. Like you would, but I don't tink
like you.

Sparko's Return

I

I was just settling down for five minutes' read of the
magazine when the door crashed open and in fell Mr.
Sparks. Till that moment he'd been carrying his Thorn
8500. "Nice of you to drop in" we greeted him.
"Get this bloody set off my foot, Len" he bawled.
First it's John from Paddy, now it's Len from Sparko.
What it is to be well known.
So I lifted the set off his foot and he hopped around like
a wounded kangaroo.
"Why do I have to bring this bloody thing to you each
time? Why can't you call out like civilised people do?"
"Because I'm too lazy and don't want to work too hard,
that's why. Now what do you want me to do for you?"
"Just fix it for me Len. I don't care how much it costs as
long as it's not more than a fiver."
I ignored that because Sparko never argues about the
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bill. Mind you he does like to stop and watch and murmer
every now and again "thank gawd it's not me with my
hand in there."
So we took the back off, plugged the set in, and
switched on. A blurred picture with no sound appeared.
We switched off and checked the speaker, which was o.k.
We then removed the power panel which, as you know, is
where the MJE340 audio output transistorVT701 lives. It
had base-emitter leakage, so out it came. I looked in my
little drawer marked MJE340 and took one out. It was of
entirely different construction, and I stared at it in disbelief. The one from the set was of the T0126 type, like
the BD131. The one in my hand was of the TO220 type.
The base and emitter leads were reversed, so it had to go
in on the reverse side of the heatsink to get the connections right. When fitted, the sound was loud and clear, so
the voltage rating was right. Later investigation proved
that the transistors in the drawer should have been
marked MJE340K (30W rating). Ho hum.
The blurred picture didn't respond to adjustment of the
focus control, so the e.h.t. rectifier unit came under
suspicion(the built in resistor goes high in value). Smiling
at Mr. Sparks, we removed the suspect unit and fitted a
new one. The focus was now good and the sound loud and
clear. "Did you say a fiver Sparko?"
"Just joking Len."

Hallo Stan!
Hardly had Sparkoleft than Mr. Murray walkedin.
He's been coming in for seventeenyears.
"Hallo Stan, how's your luck?"
"My name's Hilda Mr. Murray. . ."
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usuallyresultin powersupplytrippingandeventualfailure
of the BU208line outputtransistor.
Control Panels
Operationof the on/off switchover a period of time in
setsfitted with control panelsCMC50/54|63/67,i.e. some
versionsof the CVC25l3Ol32chassis,can resultin stressed
solderjoints at the junction of the switchconnectionsand
the copper pads on the board. Sets where the switch is
soldereddirectly to the panel without any other form of

mechanical support should be carefully checked when
serviced. If damage to the copper or base material has
occurred, it's best to hard wire the four unused connections on top of the switch to the appropriate mpper pad
farthest from the switch on the underside of the board,
using 16/0.2mm wire with insulation thickness of at least
0.5mm. Two brown and two blue insulated leads approximately 12cm long will be required. The problem does not
arise with later sets that have additional mechanical
support for the orVoff switch.

Whak Up Doc?
Les Lawry-Johns
We get so used to our own waysof going about thingsdiagrrosingtroublesin errant TV sets,putting thingsright
after a preliminary examinationor not putting them right
after jumping to a wrong conclusion- that I thought my
recent experiencesof anothersort might make an interesting comparison.
The Swelling
Over a year ago I noticed that the right side of my
stomachwaslargerthan the left. I didn't take much notice,
and the monthswent by. Then niggardlypainsstarted,and
so did Honey Bunch.
"You've got to get somethingdone about it."
"Yes dear."
The painsgot worse so I eventuallywent to the doctor,
who said I'd better see a consultant.This I did.
First a nurseweighedme and measuredmy height.
"Aren't you tall?" she smiled.
"And good looking with it" I smiledback.
"Now take your clothesoff and lie down."
The thingsthesegirls say nowadays.But I did as I was
told. Next the consultant'sunderstudycamealongto aska
few questions.
"Why did you leave it so long?"
"BecauseI thought it would go away."
"Where doesit hurt? Put your finger on the place."
"Mainly abouthere."
So he pressedand probed and I jumped about a bit.
Then he exploredmy privateparts,holdingmy testicles.
"How many have you got?"
"How many of what?"
"What I'm holding."
To say I was put out would be to put it mildly. I'd
alwaysassumedone had two, and here was a man asking
whether I'd any more.
"Just two" I said in a small voice. "How many am I
supposedto have?"
"Two of course.But sometimesone getslost insideyou
see."
I couldn't, so I settled back so that my mind could
assumeits usualblankness.
"Turn on your side" I was told briskly. As I did so I
snatcheda glance at what was going on. The nurse had
handedthe doctor a long chrome stick with a bulb at the
end of it, and he was coming towardsme. "Hang on" I
panicked."What are you going to do with that?"
"Examine your rectum of course.Now keep quiet and
relax. It won't hurt all that much."
3et

But it did. I never knew what heaven was. It was when
he'd finished.
"There" said the nurse. "That wasn't too bad was it?
Mr. X will be in to see you in a second."
I heard the consultant consulting with his assistant who
described something as a trifle strange.
Mr. X came across and prodded and probed but
fortunately didn't go through the whole procedure again.
"Hum" he said when he'd finished his examination.
"You'll have a blood test and an X-ray, then we'll see you
again."
So I visited various departments and eventually went
home to await instructions. H.B. wanted every detail of
what had transpired. I told her most, in hushed tones.
"You poor dear. It must have been terrible, being the
first time."
I never really know whether such concern is genuine or
not.

Back to Work
After a cup of coffeeI startedon the jobs that had come
in duringmy absence.
A PhilipsG8, a G11, a Bush T20
and a $e 697. First the G8.
It was a late one with touch tuning, in a white cabinet.
The 800mA h.t. fuse on the line output stagepanel had
failed, so we looked at the line output transformer with
suspicion.It seemedto be fatly new, so we made some
other checks.One of the BU105 line output transistors
was short-circuit.We replacedthis, connectedthe meter
acrossthe fuseholder,and switchedon. Nothing, except a
readingof a few milliamperes.So we could fit a new fuse
and then proceedto find out why there wasno line drive.
The driver and trigger amplifier stageswere in order, so
we turned the set up to find out what was happening
under the line oscillatorsection.A nice board crack had
stoppedthe start-upsystemworking.After repairingthis a
rasterappeared- a very bright one with no control. To cut
a long story short, a wirewoundresistorin the 12V supply
wasfound to be dry-jointed.When this had been seento a
picture that only required convergingappeared.We then
had a very nice display.
A Headache
The T20 gave us a headache.It would go for a long
time before it cut out. When it did everythingreverted to
normal. So no fault could be found becausethere wasn't
one.
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The next time it went off we hooked a 10kO resistor
across 4C19 to keep the line oscillator working. When it
went off again we found that the line driver transistor's
collector voltage was very low. We accusedit of shorting
intermittently and fitted a replacement, which didn't help.
We then checked the voltages in the stage more carefirlly
and changed this, that and the other. Eventually we found
a burn mark on plug 422 which links the timebase and
line output panels. Pin 2 (black, earth lead) wasn't making
good contact and this was the cause of the trouble. It's
been reported in these pages before, for example by Mike
Dutton in the March issue, but is one to watch out for as
the results are so confusinq.

The Gll
The complaint with the G11 was a horizontal white line.
The field timebase supply fuse was intact and after fitting a
new TDA2600 chip a full raster appeared. It collapsed to
a white line when the heatsink was touched. So we fitted a
new holder for the chip and all seemed to be well.

No Picture
The complaintwith the 697 wasno picture.Our first
move with these sets is to switch on and see what works
and what doesn't. If the valves warrn up we take tube base
voltage readings to see whether it's a simple case of a lowemission PL802 luminance output valve. If the cathode
readings are over 200V, this could well be the case. The
first anodes should be at around 400V if the line output
stage is working, and there should be some 100V at the
grids. If the grids are at a negative voltage we dive straight
for the 200 + 300pF main smoothing block. In this casewe
chose to read the green gun voltages. The cathode was
high with the others normal. So we changed the PI-802
and got a small green screen. Measurements were then
made on the red and blue guns. Each grid was heavily
negative. The main smoother was at fault after all. It
seems we have to change one of these daily of late.

Monochrome Portables
Another common fault seems to be putting in an
appearance more frequently. Lots of imported
monochrome portables come our way with the complaint
no raster and no e.h.t. due to no line drive. In each case
the small resistor feeding the collector of the line driver
transistor via the transformer has been found to be opencircuit. This is a small-wattage (for safety) resistor of some
2O-47O. It often stands clear of the panel and has sleeved
legs, but not always.

O SCOPECOMPONEIUTTEST UNIT

Do you make full use of your scope? - for example, for
component testing? David Botto has devised a simple
unit that can be used with almost any oscilloscopeto
test bipolar transistors,diodes,thyristors.zener diodes.
capacitorsand even resistors,the actual condition of
the component under test being displayed on the
scope's screen. The tester really proves its worth when
checkingsemiconductordevices- the slightestleakage
or fault in a transistoror diode is revealedand the test
method has proved to be completely reliable: in addition, only two test connections (except for thyristors)
are required. This is a useful and time saving instrument that won't stand idly on the shelf! lt's easy to
build, requiringonly a handful of components.
O REPLACE ATIID IMPROVE!
Many otheruvisesound W chassisdesignsare let down
by a particularpanel or assembly that gives far more
trouble than it should. Often there's no alternativeto
replacementof the unit concerned.due to the deterioration of the initial one. Fortunatelyimproved assemblies
are in many casesavailablefrom sourcesother than the
original manufacturer.Tony Thomson on various alternative units and their availability.

O SYilC ADAPTOR
The Sony HV2000 video unit enables you to switch
synchronouslybetween two cameras, a colour and a
monochromeone, and also providesother features.lt's
a good quality device considering its low price, but
flexibility is limited by the unusual sync drive provided
for Sony's own monochromecamera.The sync adaptor
describedin this feature allows the use of any camera
needing horizontaland verticaldrive pulses,such as the
NationalWV421 and industrialcameras.
O SERVICING FEATURES
John Coombes on the Kdrting series9 chassisused in
the 59571, 59671 and other receivers.Also Les, VCR
Clinic,TV Fault Findingand VCR Servicing.

PLUS ALL THE REGULARFEATURES

fiT CVA]0 Serrbs
We've had a lot of CVC25/30/32s in recently. Although
the faults have varied several have exhibited a common
failing, field collapse. The easiest to cure cause of this is
poor s,olderingto the metal frame earthing tags at the field
output, top left centre, so this is what we look at first. If
necessary we then let the main frame down and remove
the small panel on top of the scan coils. Examination of
this will nearly always show where overheating has taken
place, and reversing the panel will show what has to be
done by way of making good. One then has to decide
whether to improve the plug-socket contact or wire the
contacts directly.
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What'sUp Doc - 2?
Lx Lawry-Johns
The indignities I suffered during the preliminary examination to find the cause of my lump and pains were
described last month. I then had to await the X-ray
appointment, which was twice postponed. During this time
the problem got worse then started to improve. By the
time I went for the X rays I was beginning to feel a bit of a
fraud. On top of that I was hungry, because you're told
not to eat or smoke after midnight on the previous day.
I arrived and reported. "Ah, Mr. Lawry-Jones. Will you
just go through there, up there, turn right and take a
seat?" So I went down there, through there and turned
left, then asked someone for directions. I finally arrived
where I should have been and sat down next to a man in a
whit,e robe and dressing gown. I thought he'd been
cheating - there was this white mark around his mouth. A
nurse then came and took me to a changing room where I
had to put on just a white apron and a dressing gown.
Next I had to take this drink, and realised what the white
mark was. Barium meal. Made me appreciate what cathodes have to put up with.
When my tum came I went in and found all this
interesting electronic gear. There was a monitor just
beside the "inspection trolley", which was vertical. I was
told to stand against it while the scanner was swung up
against my stomach. This was followed by further indignities - why do they have to do so much pushing and
shoving around? The man pushed a button and I was
lowered to a horizontal position. Something was swung
over and he said "don't breathe". I hadn't since the first
bit, and was feeling rather puffed. Clonk went the machine
and I was told to go and get dressed.I let my breath out
with a gasp. "Can I breathe now?" "Of course, you fool.
How did you manage to keep it up for so long?" "They
call me windbag" I explained.
That bit over, the man who'd taken the pictures suddenly appeared and asked me to follow him. When we
reached a secluded spot he told me he was going to talk
about pain. If I was badly injured that would be ten. The
dentist's drill would be five. Stubbing my toe one. Had I
got the idea? What was the pain number when he pushed
my stomach around?
"Zero" I said. He told me to go and I've not heard
an)'thing since. Perhaps I shouldn't have bothered.

Return to the Banch
There was a man waiting outside when I got back to the
shop. He started off before I'd even opened the car door.
"That music centre you repaired last week . . . it's gone off
again." I'd put my last pair of SN76003s in it and can't get
any more. What a welcome! Inside there were more
people waiting to tell me their troubles. No one wanted to
hear about mine. Back to normal - but not quite. There
followed three days of absolute agony as the barium meal
clogged my innards.
What about the music centre with the SN76003 output
chips? One was open-circuit and the other dead short,
same as before. I studied the SN76023 and decided to try
a couple of these with modifications to the feedback. Cut
the print from pin 16 to the 100pr,Fcapacitor and add a 100O
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seriesresistor,then add a 27kO resistorbetween pins 4 and
16. It worked. But I won't be paid . . .

The 3ilX)
The next patient was an old Thorn 3000 that was
suffering from various ailments. All but one of these
responded to quick treatment. What we couldn't get was
reliable line lock. It seemed that there were no feedback
pulses to the flywheel line sync discriminator circuit. We
checked for dry-joints, then ensured, that the feedback/
integrating resistor R506 was intact. After this we decided
to change the line timebase panel complete, to prove that
the fault was on this and not i.n the sync separator circuit,
which is on the video panel, or the interconnections. The
fault was still present with the replacement panel fitted, so
we chased through the wiring loom. This was intact and a
replacement video panel failed to improve matters. I just
didn't believe it. The field sync was perfect, but the line
sync almost unlockable.
I fiddled with this, that and the other, then looked at a
3000 that was on soak test and working perfectly. I took
the line timebase panel from this and fitted it in the set on
the bench, removing our "reliable" test panel. Perfect
lock. I shouted at the test panel and called it a traitor. A
resistancecheck proved that R506 was not returned to the
timebase earth at the transformer end - the earth lead was
off at connection C on the e.h.t. transformer (T503). Only
just off, so as not to call attention to itself. When
resoldered, the earth connection was complete. Refitting
the panel produced solid line lock.
Back to the original panel. Again no earth return path,
this time due to a fault in the transformer. Scrape away the
blue jelly and find the winding leadout disconnectedfrom
C. Two panels with the same fault condition. It could
happen only to us?

A Moan
The PL802T solid-statereplacementsaren't what they
used to be. The valves themselvesare getting dearer and
dearer - if you can get them at all - so we do use the T
version. Of late the heater resistor section seems to keep
springing open. The original versions didn't have this
spring. After being let down on several occasions,we now
make the spring an offer it can't refuse - we wrap a piece
of wire around it prior to resoldering. Why the spring type
is used beats me. Come back valves. all's forsiven.

Jenny's Visit
Jenny came in whilst I was busy with this music centre
that wouldn't come apart. She's a nice middle aged lady
who lives up the road. As an ex-hospitalsister,she'd been
interested in my problem. A strangulatedhernia she called
it, and commented that it would probably turn to gangrene. As I say, a real nice lady, now here to enquire
about the X ray. So I told her about the barium meal and
what it did to my guts and the effects on my piles.
"Oh yes it does happen. Take it easy and I'll be around
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to help."
"Clear off and leave me be" I bawled, frightened out of
my life.

The Music Centre
It was a Walthammusiccentre,and refusedto be
dismantled. Now when something refuses to come apart,
I'm a firm believer that it knows best and doesn't have to
be taken to pieces.
It's really that ET who stands above the desk and points

Long-distance
Television
Roger Bunney

From the lack of reports from other enthusiasts and the
fact that my own loggings, day after day, consisted of only
MS pings (and these only average) I think we can say that
March 1984 was just awful. The high-pressuresystem that
persisted over March 7-I4th failed to produce any activity,
due in part to the penetrating easterly winds in the south.
Sunday the 18th was relatively active, with short duration
SpE propagation during the morning, mainly on chs. E2l
R1/83. There was a short SpE opening on the 24th, with
RTVE (Spain) present on chs. E2l3 at high levels. Colour
was good, with sports programming, till lunch time. The
only other notable event consisted of auroral activity on
the evening of the 27th, with signal reception on chs. E2i
R1iE3. Perhaps the shortest log on record. . .
I've been clearing up the interference problems associated with my ATV transmissionsat 437MIIz. To date,
all the households affected have either used a head
amplifier or been coupled to a local distribution system.
Suppression indoors has usually been sufficient, using a
Teldis bandstop filter that provides a 34dB rejection at
435MHz. In one case it was necessary to fit a Labgear
CM9034 group-pass filter between the aerial and a
masthead amplifier, due to problems with the latter. This
filter provides 30dB attenuation at 435MHz The distribution systemwas dealt with by adding a front-end filter
(in agreement with the operators).

at me all day long. I swear he talks to me. That soft
voice . . . "It doesn't have to come apart Les, just think for
a moment."
Since the complaint was that the cassette section was
making a funny noise (through the speakers), I decided
that the record/playback switch needed exercise and
cleaning. So I managed to squirt some Servisol on to the
switchbank,then inserted a blank tape so that the button
could be depressed a few times. Record stop, record stop,
record stop. No more noise and no further action required. Thanks ET.
in-series connection and costs f35. A converter for 200400MHz is promised. A signal strength meter kit drives
either a meter or bar LED display: this costs f13.75
(meter and stand assemblyf16.50). Additional memory
capacity (an expansion unit) is promised, also an auto a.m.
selector for use as an airband monitor and a v.h.f./u.h.f.
notch filter. Prices don't include VAT. The SX200 series
has proved to be very popular with TV-DXers due to its
26-88MHz coverage - it's ideal as a video surveillance
monitor, particularly on weak signals.

News ltems
Holland: AFN-TV is now operating from Soesterbergon
ch. 871, at some 25kW e.r.p. (vertical). The standard
AFN-TV pattern and a "simple" test card F are used.
Belgium: The ch. E25 transmitter reported as being a
Wavre replacement last month is in fact located in central
Brussels,near the Botanic Gardens.The e.r.p. is 5kW and
the station has been received by several DXers at various
distances.

New Products
A series of TV sound receivers has been introduced by
Kingsbrook Marketing Co. Ltd. (92E Macadam Road,
Earlstrees Industrial Estate, Corby, Northants NN17
2JN). In addition to a tIK system I u.h.f. version there are
others for v.h.f./u.h.f. reception including French TV. The
receivers are aimed at the hi-fi enthusiast and have six
push-button tuning (UK version anyway). The specification looks good, with features such as dynamic noise
reduction. Pricesrange from around f100 to over f140 for
a model with a built-in hi-fi amplifier. The tuner is a
Mullard MoSFETtype.
Garex Electronics (7 Norvic Road, Marsworth, Tring,
Herts HP23 4LS) have expanded the range of accessories
to go with the famed SX200 v.h.f./u.h.f.scanner.The H01
frequency converter gives coverage of the 96-108MHz
band (or 88-108MHz to order). It's a downconverter for
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The impressive array of u.h.f. and Band lll aerials on Ryn
Muntjewerff's mast at Beemster, Holland. Details were
given in the April issue (page 324).
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out inside the set!). The original primary winding is
retained to feed the voltage doubler circuit. The new sense
winding consists of 14 turns of 7136 PVC wire wound
close over the outside of the retained mains winding.
When complete, the whole core assembly can be secured
with epory adhesive and held in a vice overnight.
Construction of the unit is not critical though the usual
safety precautions should be taken, i.e. no exposed live
parts. Alternative transistor types muld of course be used.
With VR1 and its series resistors of the values shown.

the maximum capacity is some 300W. Calibration was
carried out using various sized bulbs, calculating the trip
current from these. The setting varies from chassis to
chassis of course. Set VRl so that the circuit breaker
just trips, then back it off a bit. The range at the high
current end can be increasedby opening 52 to reduce the
voltage available at VRl. A three-way switch with extra
resistors could be used for greater flexibility. The limiting factor is the relay's contact rating (10A with the
suggested relay).

AII at Foutsand Sevens
Lx Lawry-Johns
Have you ever thought about the numbers four and
seven? Frankly, I'd never given them a thought until the
other day, when a series of sets came in and the coincidence left me wondering. It's not every day that we're
kept so busy at present however, so we rolled up our
sleeves and prepared to do battle.

TheKT3
The first set in line was a Philips KT3. It was reported
not to work at all. So we dived straight at the right side
power boardand accusedthe 4.7O wirewoundsurgelimiter
of being open-circuit, thus removing the supply to the
chopper.It was and a new resistorput thingsright without
further delay.

change, I was wondering when I'd encounter something
without these voodoo numbers being involved.
So this chap struggled in carrying a CVC9. "Ah ha!" I
thought. Tuner selectors no doubt. It wasn't. The problem
was no results. We found that the h.t. fuse feeding the line
ouQut stage had blown. Naturally our first check was on
the boost reseryoir capacitor under the line output transformer. It was short-circuit. 0.47p.F . . .

The Ferguson TX9O

We haven't encountered many of these little sets so far.
This one came in with the complaint of very poor sound.
The nature of the fault suggested that the demodulator
coil L104 wr$ way off tune, and the presence of a 390pF
polystyrene tuning capacitor in parallel with it was cause
enough for us to replace this item. The sound then
The%00
boomed out loud and clear, with only a trace of. buzz
The secondset was an Ultra 6749 (Thorn 9800 chassisT. which a touch on the core of L104 cleared.
Apart from a degaussingclick when it was first switched
Whilst looking at the circuit my eye was caught by the
on there didn't seemto be much happening.So we asked RGB output stages.Each transistor has three parallel4Tk,f)
the mainsrectifier thyristor whether it was being supplied resistors as its load, i.e. there are nine of them in this part
at its anode.It was.So the MR510 seriesdiode was o.k.
of the circuit alone. There are four 47kO resistors in
There were no signsof life at the other two legs of the
parallel in the boost regulator circuit, also four 270f,)
thyristor however, and this led us to suspectthe start-up resistors in series. The field output stage bias is provided
circuit. We looked at the upper power board where the
by four 6.2kO resistors in series. We're told that this is all in
start-up circuit, transistor W810 etc., lives. The start-up the interests of reducing the total number of different
pulses are fed to the thyristor via R814 on this panel. components required in order to keep_within the capabiliR814, 4700. It was open-circuitof course,replacement ties of the production line equipment. At least the equiprestoringnormal working.
ment doesn't insist on components in the 47 series. . .

Fancy That!

Mr. Neck Pain

The next one beganto make me think. It wasa Bushset
At last the numbers game seemed to have come to an
(Rank 4823 chassis)with a faulty tripler. It had damaged
end. A rather strange gentleman next brought in a Pye
the associatedchassis+onnected
resistor.It's value?470,f1.
CI21AI (717 chassis). Although he was a strapping big
Then we had an ITT set, CVC5 chassis,suffering from
fellow he started on about himself at great length, in this
poor focus.This was clearedby replacingthe resistorthat
irritating sing-song voice, until I abruptly asked him what
feedsthe focusstick.Value? 4'7N4O.
the hell was wrong with his set.
An amplifier sufferedfrom short-circuit2N3055 output
"Ah yes. I had trouble carrying it in you see because of
transistors.As a result the emitter resistorshad been
my bad back. Haven't been to work for a long time
damaged.O.47O.Iwasafraidto lift the old Thorn 1500on
because of it. Must see someone about it but I can't afford
to the bench becauseI knew without a shadowof doubt
it. So I'm hoping the repair won't cost too much because
what the causeof the lossof syncwasgoingto be. R44 of
my children will be visiting me this weekend and would
course: 47kO.

Voodoo Numberc
While I was glad that the jobs were all simple for a
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like the television. My wife left me a couple of years ago,
so I only see them every other weekend. Don't know why
she left me. I've always worked hard. I'm supposed to be
building a wall for this chap but my back won't let me. He
keeps on about it . . ."
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"Could I have your name please?"
"Oh yes. It's Nick Payne. That's right, Nick Payne. I
told this chap that I couldn't build his wall this week. He
got quite nasty about it. Said he'd been waiting for six
months. But I can't help it if my back's bad.
"Do you build walls and things for a living then?" I
asked, like a fool.
"Oh no. I'm a railway guard. Just do building work in
my spare time. When I can that is, but I can't when my
back's playrng up."
"Well now, what's wrong with the set?"
"Well it sort of breathed a few times, then it went
off. When I say breathed, it sort of fluttered - like it's been
doing each time before it blew the fuse. I kept replacing
the fuse, then put a stronger one in. Now it doesn't blow
the fuse, it doesn't go at all, if you see what I mean Mr.
Lorryjohns.
To cut a long story short he wanted the set there and
then because of his children. So I lent him one for the
weekend.
"Thank you Mr. I-orryjohns. Now could you carry it to
my car? Because of my back you see."

The l8in. foe
At last I was left to battle it out with the 18in. Pye. This
and its close relative (Philips 570) are quite well known to
me, so I didn't have any real misgivings. I checked the
voltage-regulator thyristor with the ohmmeter. No shorts,
but the 3.5f,1 wirewound surge-limiter (part of the rear
resistance assembly) was open-circuit. Check carefully for
h.t. shorts.None. So I fitted a 3.9O, 17W wirewound across
the defective dropper section, then checked the mains
fuse. This should have been a 1.6A anti-surgetype. It was
3.15A. I decided on a middle course and fitted a 2.54

fuse.
Crossing my fingers I switched the set on. It behaved
quite nicely, and there was just over 150V at the end of
the dropper. Then the over-voltage glow switch started to
flash, indicating that the h.t. was pulsing. Time to switch
off. While I was still looking in the back however there
was this brilliant flash. Nearly blinded me as the mains
fuse blew to pieces. Now there are only two things that
commonly perform this caper. One is the mains filter
capacitor, the other a shorted bridge rectifier diode. The
filter was in order but two of the diodes in the bridge were
short-circuit. Two new BYl27s and a 1.6,{ fuse were
fitted. Check again for shorts, avert eyes and switch on.
The set once more came on nicely enough. Then started
to pulse. Next the fuse blew. This time the line output
transistor was short<ircuit. I replaced it with a BU208A
(for convenience), and for good measure also replaced the
8T106 thyristor. "That'll do it" I thought. Thought
wrong. The glow switch still flickered as the h.t. pumped.
I checked the resistors in the thyristor control circuit,
also one or two suspect capaciton. All perfect. But then
the set did start up perfectly. So I wouldn't find a faulty
part no matter how hard I looked. Something then stirred
in my sluggish mind. I looked at the BR101 that triggers
the thyristor. A gate controlled switch. Search for but can't
find one. Why? The reason I don't keep something in
stock is usually because time has proved that something
else does the job. In this case a BRY56. Check connections and fit it. Bull's-eye!
The set behaved impeccablv and now waits for Mr. Pain
in the Neck to return my loah set, which so far he hasn't
done. Perhaps he can visualise his bill.
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O SERVICING
THESONYKV2OOOUB

A comprehensivefault finding guide for this
popular Sony set, covering both the Mk. I and
Mk. ll versions,by David Botto. Featuresof the set
include a chopper power supply, GCS line output
stage and discretecomponent colour decoder.

O STEREO
TV SOUND

It looks as if four totally different stereo W sound
systems could be in use world-wide in a few
years' time. There's more than meets the eye to
the problemof adding a secondsound channelto
a TV transmission. lt's not iust a question of
bandwidth: various interferenceproblems make
such systems difficult to engineer. David Looser
explains.

O Tv FAULTMECHANISMS

Severalfactors contribute to the development of
faults in W sets. These include weak points in
circuit design,the use of underratedcomponents,
mechanicalproblems with component mounting,
poor layout and inadequatequality control. lt's a
great help with servicing to be aware of these
points. Tony Thompson explains how faults tend
to develop in a chassis.
O VINTAGE HI.FI SOUND UNIT
Adding a decent push-pull audio output stage
makes a great difference to sound quality. The
problem is how to cater for the heater and h.t.
currentrequirements.
This plug-inunit providesa
neat solution based on a couple of ECL8Os.A
ChasE. Miller vintagefeature.

O TESTREPORT

The increasingnumber of transmissions,wanted
and unwanted, that crowd the bands present
problemsfor the aerial rigger.The ideal solution
is to use a spectrum type meter. EugeneTrundle
reviews the Unaohm EP730FMpanoramic field
strength meter.

PLUSALL THEREGULARFEATURES
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Some Confessions
LesLawry-Johns

It's either that I'm getting old and senile (true saysHB)
or it's that I'm drinking too much in a frantic effort to thin
down my blood (my story). The result of a recent blood
test showedit to be 70 per cent proof. Maybe this explains
my antics,which are becomingmore and more worrying.
Listen to this.

The 3500
You'd think these elderly Thorn sets couldn't possibly
cause a problem. They never used to. When I was capable
of rational thought, that is. Anyway, June phoned to say
that her's had gone wrong and that she couldn't bring it in.
It's the large 26in. version in a heavy cabinet, so this was
understandable. I said I'd call. At the same time another
lady popped in to say that her large G8 required attention
and would I call. I thought I'd do June first, then pop over
and do her. June said her colour had gone (I thought).
So, armed with the usual boxes plus a 3500 decoder
panel, a G8 line output transformer and tripler, I set off.
On arrival at June's I was savaged by her dog. My fault.
I'd gone in the back way and opened the kitchen door. I
was flat on my back with him about to rip my throat out
when a ptrzzled look came over his dear old face as he
recognised whom he was about to kill. "Get off Piddler
you fool, its only me" I gasped. Then he trotted off to find
his ball and threw it at me, thinking it was fun time. June
came down from wherever she'd been and dragged him
away, enabling me to collect my things and go through to
where the set lived.
I switched it on and it hummed away to itself, but no
colourless picture appeared. I queried this with June who
insisted she'd reported that the colour went first, then the
set went off. Ah. Remove rear cover and check voltage at
h.t. fuse. 30V instead of 60V. So I raised the right side line
timebase panel and unhooked the tripler. Still 30V. I then
checked the R2008 line output transistor which was o.k.
and went on to check other things that tend to load the h.t.
line. Nothing came to light. I was inclined to suspect the
e.h.t. transformer, and thought it would be prudent to nip
back to the shop, pick up a spare panel and fit this to clear
the job up quickly. It took some ten minutes, during which
time Piddler forgot who I was which led to a repeat
performance.
"Stop it you daft bugger. Go and find your ball and
leave me alone for Gawd's sake." He trotted off into the
lounge and settled on the armchair next to the set. Once
more June dragged him off and I was left to fit a
replacement panel. Hummm the set went, and again there
was 30V at the 60V fuse. Check tube base voltages for
clues. Cathodes normal at over 100V - but so were the
grids. These should have been at zero or slightly negative.
I could hear a slight bubbling noise and the penny then
dropped. No negative supply to the grid bias control
meant that the tripler wasn't working. Oh dear. Off went
the set and off went I to get a tripler.
Something was worrying me. If the tripler had caused
the trouble in the first place it could well have damaged
the transformer on my replacement panel. So I thought it
TELEVISIONAUGUST 1984

would be wise to pick up anotherworking panel as well as
a tripler - if I had one. I managedto find one and test it in
the rig. It saidit waso.k. Back to June's.This time Piddler
waggedhis tail and droppedhis ball under my feet. Over I
went and bangwent the panel.
"I hate you, soppygreat sod" I bawled.
"Come alongdarling" saidJune as she draggedhim off
again.
I fitted the tripler first and my fearswere confirmedby
30V at the h.t. fuse.Fit sparepanel.The e.h.t.now rustled
up nicely,but the Channel4 test patternlackedheight and
linearity.Whilst I was adjustingthe controlsthe 60V fuse
failed. It hadn't done this before so somethingnew was
afoot. The R2008 had shorted- and I was at the end of
my tether. Blinking back the tears,I fitted a new transistor
and wonderedwhat would happennext.
With a new 2.5A fuse in placethe picturewasback and
I carried on settingup the test pattern, finding it diffrcult
to obtain full height without a fold-up at the bottom or
teletext at the top. At last it was done and I reported to
June. She surveyedthe picture and expressedsatisfaction.
Suddenlythere was a clonk as somethingdropped down
and the picture becameseverelyrippled. I knew what had
happened. Tripping over Piddler's ball had jolted the
panel with the result that the core of the coil in the 60V
line had been loosened.It had now dropped on to the
decoderboard.
Once more the rear coverwasremoved.after which the
core was retrieved,fitted and secured.I was paid off and
departed,cursingmyself at making a right muck up of a
straightforwardjob. At least a G8 wouldn't cause any
troubles.Not a dear old G8.
The G8
Still feeling confused,I arrived at my next destination.
The door was opened and a pretty little bitch hurled
herself at me. After various doggie pleasantriesshe ran
through to show me where the set was. Taking the back
off. I checkedthe left side fusesto ensurethat h.t. was
present.It was, and as expectedthe 800mA fuse on the
right sidescanpanelwasopen-circuit.I checkedthe curent
briefly. Over LA and the line output transformer was
discoloured.A new transformerwasfitted with no trouble
at all. The snag was that I'd forgotten to pack 800mA
fuses.Sincethe normal current is under 500mA. I fitted a
630mA anti-surgetype. The set then worked nicely and
after beingpaid and sayinggoodbyeI preparedto depart.
As I was about to drive off there was an irate call.

One way of seeking business,or
"Oh Lord would it spoil some vast eternal plan
If lwere a weafthy man?"
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"Didn't last long did it?" So back with the gear and I
could hear the power supply tripping away. The 630mA
fuse had failed, but why was the power supply tripping?
Absenceof the load after failure of the fuse should have
producedsullensilence.
I then did what I shouldhave done initially. I'd merely
checked that the h.t. was present, not measuring it
carefully.It was220V, not 2OO-205V.I set it at 200V and
the tripping stopped.The load on the right side fuse was
under 500mA so I went through my pockets.Joy - an
800mA tuse!
"There'll be no callbacksthis time madam" said I,
wishing that I could be a bit more sure. All was well
however and it was back to base,feeling shatteredat this
lack of expertise,care and ability to think straight.

Slight pressureon the front panel produced the shut
down and restart.A tap on the top did the same.So we
removedthe back and appliedpressurehere and there. It
seemedthat the front panel was the focal point, so we
removed it, expectingto find a cracked track or a dryjoint. No amount of disturbancewould produce the shut
down with the panel out however, so we tried the main
panel. This did it and out came the panel. Again no
disturbancewould produce the shut down. Tapping the
now nearly empty cabinet did. I was prrzzledand idly
tappedthe tube base- very lightly. That did it. Oh please,
not the tube! Lightly disturbingthe basepanel then led us
to the focus control, where the earthy end was not
securelybonded to the print. Resolderingthis restored
continuousoperation.Well, well!

The Fidelity
A FidelityCTV14Rcolourportablewasawaitingour

Greetings
Best wishesto Alan Dainesof Canterbury,a hard

(lack of?) attention. We'd sold it a year or so ago. The
owner's complaint about it was repeatedbut intermittent
shut down, reverting to channelone eachtime. He said it
was random channel change, but it was really shutting
down then comingon againin the start-upcondition.

working memberof the clan.Keep it goingAlan. Message
via Stan Westover of SEME. Thanks to A.S. Foster of
Brixham, Devon. The doctor had only one hand on my
shoulder,rest assured.They don't really do that . . . do
thev?

Servicing the SonyKV2000UB
Part I
This wasone of the most popular SonyTV sets.There are
two versions,the Mk. I and Mk. II. They differ in many
respects,but it's simpleto find out which versionyou have
on the bench. As is usual with Sony receivers, the
KV2000UB is made up of a number of printed circuit
boardsthat are identified by letters. In the Mk. I version
there are two main signalspanels,A and B: the Mk. II
version has a single,larger A panel containingthe circuit
functions of the two previous boards. L-ookinginto the
rear of the Mk. II version with the back removed,you'll
seethe larger A board mountedverticallyon the left-hand
side. Much of the discrete component i.f. and decoder
circuitry usedin the Mk. I versionis replacedby three i.c.s
on this later panel.
Power supply panel F is at the bottom left. The mains
bridge rectifier is followed by a transistorchoppercircuit
which incorporatesthree protection arrangements,ECL
(excesscurrent limiting), ECC (excesscurrent cut-out)
and OVP (over-voltageprotection).These protectivecircuits are well designedand if a fault conditioncausesany
one of them to sensethat all is not in order the receiver
trips or shutsdown completely.The power supplycircuit
(Mk. I version)is shownin Fig. 1. The panel is accessible
and dealing with faults is straightfonrard- provided you
understand.
the principlesof operation.
The a.c. mainssupplypassesvia switch5901, connector
F1.,the mainsfuse and filter then R602 (2.7Q,7W w.w.
non-flammable)/thermistorTH601 (part no. 1-800-35600) to bridge rectifier diodes D601-4 (four U05Gs). The
320V producedacrossreservoir capacitorsC6O6lC62l is
fed to the chopper circuit via fuse F602. T601 is the
chopper transformer and Q607 the chopper transistor.
The 18'5V supply at the collectorof the driver transistor
Q606 is derivedfrom the 320V rail via R617 (33kO,7W
metal oxide non-flammable).
Transistors Q604/5 are connected in an astable
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David Botto
multivibratorcircuit that acts as a pulse-widthmodulator.
The start-up supply for the multivibrator and the error
amplifier transistorQ601 is obtainedvia R604 and R605
(both 47kO, lW metal oxide non-flammable).
Once the
circuit is working normally these stagesare supplied by
D609lD6l4 which produce 2lY across the resemoir
capacitorC612. T\e emitter of the error-amplifiertransistor is held constantat lzY by R612/D605- R612 should
alwaysbe replacedwith a lW type.
The multivibrator free runs at about LO.8kHz- measured using our workshop frequencycounter. In normal
operation it's triggered by pulses from the line output
transformerT801. In the Mk. I versiontheseare derived
from tag 4, which also suppliesthe 33V rectifier D803: in
the Mk. II version they are taken from tag 6 which
suppliesthe 18V rectifier.
PresetVR601 setsthe voltageat the baseof Q601.This
voltageis derivedfrom the 135V h.t. line via R607 etc.
and varies with any h.t. voltage fluctuations.Q601's
collector voltage is thus varied to provide the control
action - at the junction of R615/6 in the pulse-width
modulatorcircuit. If the voltageat the baseof Q601 falls,
the on time of Q604 will be increased,and vice versa.
In additionto the 135V supply,panelF producesa 16V
start-upsupplyfor the line oscillatori.c. This is developed
acrossC626 and appearsat pin 2 of connectorF3.
The ECC circuit operatesif the power supply'soutput is
short-circuitedor more than twice the correctload current
flows.Under thesecircumstances
the voltageacrossC610,
which is charged via D606/R614, rises sufficiently for
Q603 and Q602 to latch on, shortingthe baseof Q604 in
the multivibrator circuit and thus killing the 135V h.t.
supply.
The ECL circuit operatesif the peak current flowing
into the load exceeds1.3A. Under these circumstances
the voltage acrossR628 will be sufficient to turn Q608
TELEVISION
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Tiny Tim's Dilemma
LesLawry-Johns

Bell had demandeda new gas cooker, and had got it of
course.So he'd haveto put up with the pebbleshurting his
little feet as he walked his dog acrossthe car park to
where Peter Ripley parks his nice new car. Peter always
laughswhen he seesTim, and Tim's glad he's so happy.
Must be somethingto do with his wife being so pretty and
all that.

Tiny Tim sat on his benchstool and looked at his little feet
swingingbeneath.He looked back at his desk,at what was
causinghim suchacutepain. His bank statementsaidhe'd
a small amount in his current account.The income tax
man said he owed a greatdeal more. The VAT was due
and the wholesalers'statementscompletedthe mess.
What wasTiny Tim to do? Go into the red? He already
owed the bank a lot of money for somethingelse, so he
didn't feel inclined to throw himself on their mercy any
more - even if they would play with him. He could throw
himself off a cliff, but that might hurt. So Tiny sat and
pondered. It was easier than working. After all, he'd
worked his little fingersto the bone for more yearsthan he
could remember, not even having a day off, except
ChristmasDay that is. Even then old Fred had broughthis
set in at seveno'clock one Christmasnight, which made
Tim very angry though he didn't show it - good will to all
men, exceptFred. Now, after all that work, what had he to
show for it? A nastygreat tax demandfor a start.

Memories of FJC
Tim scolded himself for being so selfish. He mustn't
want new thingswhen he can make do with old ones.He
remembered being smlded by F.J. Camm, the original
editor of Television.F.J. had told him off for sendingin
too high an accountfor answeringreaders'queries."Two
and sixpenceis too much, especiallyas they are mainly
repetitive." So Tim had knocked ten per cent off each
monthly accountfor a while. For a little while.
F.J. was a formidable man. Someonenot to be trifled
with. After all his brother Sidney Camm had desigred
those lovely Hawker aircraft, including the Hurricane
which Subby Thomson used to shoot down the JU52s.
Yes indeed. F.J. was a man to be reckoned with in the
Practicaldays. Not at all like the present editor who is
kindly and helpful,alwaysready to cut large tractsof nasty
bits out of Tiny Tim's articles so as not to offend our
readers,who are suchsensitivesouls.I bet they didn't get
slungout of the ban in Alex during the war. Or in Gib.

War Effort

Thirty YearsAgo

Tim thought of the time yearsago when he didn't have
to work so hard. On D-day, when the soldiers were
storming ashore amidst all that flack, Tiny Tim was in
Gibraltar unpacking Blackburn Barracudasfrom their
cratesand helping to assemblethem. He then helped to
take them to bits againfor cratingand sendingon to India.
This procedure had puzded Tim until he was told that
they were originally unpackedand flown to India. As they
neededa completeoverhaulwhen they arrivedit had been
decidedto ship them all the way instead.But no one had
issued an order to stop the unpacking. So they were
unpackedand built, then unbuilt and repackedand put on
another boat. Thus Tim's war effort never received the
acclaimit deserved.But the sun had shoneand Tim had
got his kneesbrown and had been repeatedlythrown out
of the bars on Main Street - becausehe didn't like the
pianist playing the White Cliffs of Dover and kept throwing a chair at him.
He'd done the samething in Alexandriaand got thrown
out of the bars in Beer Street. This was the time when
Subby Thomson was shootingdown those Junker JU52s
that dropped the cornettosover Benghazi.Oh dear how
Tim's little mind rambles on. He was young then, and
naughtyof course.Tales have it that he shouldbe blind,
but insteadhe's just short-sighted.He got fed up last year,
not being able to see properly through his glasseswhich
he's repeatedlymendedfor the last twenty yearsor so. So
he went off to seethe man who makesyou seebetter and
endedup with an expensivepair of spectacles
that enabled
him to see a bumble bee about a mile away.He was so
pleased,until he discoveredthat he couldn't see anything
lessthan two feet away.So his nice new glassesremain in
their caseand he still has to wear his batteredones.
Tim sat and looked at his feet, or rather his shoes.His
old shoes.He'd like somenew ones,evenif they did come
from Italy. But he certainly couldn't afford to buy a pair
with all this tax hangingover him - especiallysinceTinker
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Tim rememberedthe very first article he'd submittedto
F.J., thirty years ago in 1954. On servicing the HMV
1807.Tim had suggested
that this could form the start of a
series on servicing TV receivers - practical hints on
commercialmodels."We shall require more than one to
start a series"camethe reply, "so we suggestyou submita
further three or four." Tim struggledand came up with a
further couple of hundred or so and blushesto think how
serioushe was, studiouslywriting them all with his little
pen becausehe couldn't afford a typewriter. Tinker Bell
bought him one for Christmassomeyearsago, so that he
could earn more money to buy gasstovesand things like
that.
So it was that in September1954 we kicked off: "This
seriesof articlesis designedto help those who possessa
commercialset of popular make, or who may be askedto
help in the servicingof sucha receiver.The whole point of
thesearticlesis that nearly everytelevisionset possesses
its
own peculiaritieswhich, if known, make servicingmuch
simpler. Time and again the same faults crop up with
surprisingregularity." There was a lot of "kltchen table"
servicingback in the dayswhen setswere cumbersomebut
amenableand serviceengineerswere few and far between.
We've come a long way togethersincethen.
Back to Earth
After a sleepless(almost)night Tim came down to see
what bills the postmanhad brought to upset him further.
A nicely typed letter caught his eye. It was from his
accountant."Don't pay that tax demand Les (I mean
Tim). It's a mistake and you've paid too much already.
Wait until you hear from them to confirm our figures.t'Oh
Glory be, Glory be - and a nice new pat of shoes.The
little angel that used to sit on Tim's shoulder and look
after him is still there after all. And Tim thousht the bitch
had gone.
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cause no problems and will, I believe, result in noticeable
improvement in sound quality.
I use a modified Philips Model 1250 (K30 chassis)
which accepts baseband signals from a Grundig 2 x 4
Super and a modified Philips N1700. Video and audio
switching is performed within the TV set, the selected
video signal being fed to the PAL decoder and the
selected audio signal to a socket at the back. The audio is

then connected to the auxiliary input of my Quad 44
preamplifier. The internal audio amplifier in the TV set is
not connected, as the volume control used with the
TBA120 is not available for external inputs. I haven't
bothered to make alternative arrangements for this because I wouldn't use them anywav.
Dtuidlmser.
Ipnich

On being fooled

I did and it hurt. So I took the panel out and carefully
checked the small items on the subpanel. 5D5 was leaky
(read both ways). "It's all right dearest, call Spock in, it
wasn't her fault it was 5D5."
"Heaven protect us from him" mumbled H.B.
Thought: if a faulty tripler can murder a hefty BU208A
it can certainly do in a 1N4148 diode.

Les Lawry-Johns
Just when you think you've completely mastered a
particular chassis and feel that it can't hold any more
heartache for you, one comes in and grabs you by the
short and curlies. I'm sure it's done to deflate one's ego if it ever gets a chance to inflate.

The Gll

Ah well, a dear old Philips G11 won't be any trouble at
all. Probably a short-circuit BU208A, defective 47Op,Fh.t.
reservoir capacitor, possibly a short-circuit 8y223 EV,l
modulator diode and maybe a faulty BD238 EW
The 720
modulator driver transistor over on the other side. No
A Rank T20 sat on the bench and looked at me. I
bother, nice after the agony of the T20.
looked back and sneered."I'll haveyou done and working
Take the back off and note that the two 3't5A mains
in five minutes" I told it. The sheetsaid no results.Well,
fuses have shattered. Simple, just check the bridge rectifier
what else would it say?
diodes. Two short-circuit. In went a couple of BY127s and
I whipped the back cover off, pluggedit in and waited two 3.15A fuses.Bob's your uncle.
to see if the tube's heatersglowed.They didn't. I applied
Bob's not my uncle and never was. Bang went the two
the meter to the body of the BU208A line output
fuses. Check more thoroughly. A short-circuit OT121
transistor, expecting to find an unenergetic200V. The
thyristor. Well I never. Fit a new one and check carefully
reading was low. This suggestedthat the BU208A was for shorts with the degaussing plug out. No shorts found.
short-circuit:removing the collector screw and checking Fit two new fuses and switch on. Bang.
with the ohmmeter showedthat it was.So I fitted another
"Bring that bloody cat in here. She's spoilt rotten and
and disconnectedthe tripler, just in case.I switchedon
I'm going to let her know who's who around here. This
and the heatersglowed. A nice rushingnoise came from
shouldn't happen to a dog. And where is the dog anyway?
the speaker.I advancedthe lead to the tripler input. The
Never around when he's wanted."
tube's heater went out and the sounddied.
"Ben can't help you dear. The cat can't and neither can
I removed the lead and the set remainedquite dead.So I. Besides that the cat's busy eating the dog's toast.
I switchedit off and on again.Still nothingand the reading
"Why doesn't she eat her own food?"
acrossthe new BU208A was low. I stampedmy foot in
"She has."
anger and the cat ran out through the kitchen window.
Bloody rotten cat. Everyone's spoilt in this place. Even
Another BU208A up the spout.I fitted a secondone and H.B. It's only me who's not spoilt, flogging myself to death
a new tripler. All was ready. Switchon,btuz, nothing.The
to keep that lot happy. It's not fair.
voltage at the collector of the BU208A was this time
"It's probably a dry-joint" said H.B. as she went
200V. So I went through the usual routine: check the
upstairs to talk to the bird. Oh yes, the bird's spoilt as well.
resistors,the low-valueone over on this side and the high
I looked at the Gl1 again. It looked back out of the
one over on that; check the EW modulatordiodes;check mrner of its tube and laughed. I'd a spare power panel
the line driver transistor and its supplies.I disconnected and was sorely tempted to fit it and forget the whole thing.
the new tripler just in case.The soundboomed out and But no, too easy. Taking the easy way out is not on. At
the heaterslit. After checkinga few capacitorsI connected least not till the going gets really rough. I had time. All I
the tripler again.Set dead but the BU208A lived on.
needed was patience.
Think. If the new tripler is at fault why isn't it hurting
Check the h.t. fuse to ensure it's the right value. I once
the BU208A? It must be passinga high current through found a piece of wire across the fuseholder, reflecting the
the protection circuit. Fit another tripler. Just the same. load back to the mains fuses. Not so this time. It was 1A
Think again. Somethingconnected with the tripler has and there were no shorts up top. So we were still on the
happened,probably as a result of the original faulty one. power panel. Something was shorting on load and didn't
This meansremovingthe panelyet againto checkthrough live too far from the mains input. Recheck the diodes,
the small items on the protection subpanel.I felt angry recheck the thyristors. I'd replaced one, why not the
and wished the cat was around so that I could kick it.
other? I did and the fuses still went bang. I went through
I shouted out to Honey Bunch "bring the bloody cat
that board with a fine toothcomb, disconnecting this, that
in".
and the other, until my attention was caught by a fairly
"Oh no, not for you to kick it" bawledbackH.B. "She's low reading that should have been high with the other
your little pet and the only time you want to kick her is
components out of circuit. Then I saw it. A black mark on
when you can't do your job properly. Kick yourself one of the VDRs. It was reading 15f,)when it shouldn't. So
instead."
that was it. Voltage dependent be buggered. The battle
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was over and we were short of 3.15A fuses."Come on
then nice pussy,there's a pretty girl."

Tinker Tim
A truck pulled up outside. On the back were a load of
bits of metal and a couple of old fridges. I groaned to
myself. Tim had been over the tip and had no doubt found
a discarded TV set he thought I would make as good as
new for next to nothing. In he came with a Decca CTV 18in. Bradford chassis.
"This belongs to my next door neighbour. Asked me to
run it down to the best bloke I know."
"You mean the cheapest cheapskate in town Tim."
"Oh no Lawry. We all know you're a fair bloke who's
got to make a living."
So I looked at it. It didn't have a plug on the end of the
lead, so I proceeded with caution. The meter recorded a
dead short across the mains. I took the back off and slid
out the chassis.A light shone on the on/off switch showed
the brown and blue leads connected together on one tag.
Charming.

"Well I'll leave it with you Lawry and call back later."
I shone a light on the volume control again and noted
that it was of completely the wrong type: 50kO linear
instead of 500kO logarithmic. Oh well. Out it came and a
new control was fitted, wiring the leads to the volume
control as found (not to the switch of course). Back went
the panel and after a few precautionary checks I switched
the set on. Turn up the volume but there's no sound. Turn
it down and the sound comes up loud and clear. How can
anyone do this sort of thing? I took it out again and
reversed the outer contact leads. The sound was now o.k.
Only the height and linearity needed adjustment, despite a distinct crack around the glass base of the PL508
field output valve. We've seen this before however and
know that the vacuum's not impaired despite the appearance. I wrote out what I considered to be a very moderate
bill (daft really). When Tim returned he threw up his
hands in horror. "The old boy'll never pay nearly a tenner
for it. He only wanted you to look at it."
I won't tell you how the conversation went after that,
but I shan't have the pleasure of Tim's company again.
There was no old boy, don't worry about that!

Teletopics

The subject of VCR protection was mentioned in this
column last July (Videotek's "cassette" which can be
locked and loaded into a machine).AVF Ltd. of Dixon
Street, WolverhamptonWV2 2BX have now introduced
the Videoguard,a lockable, wall-mountedbracket which
can be adjustedto suit most VCRs. The price is around
f30. Grundig's new VHS model comes with a built-in
VCR NEWS
lock, and it's understood that other manufacturersare
VCR deliveriesin the UK showeda further slight fall in
likely to follow suit. Somelock designspermit the machine
the first quarter of 1984. As mentioned in the June
to make timed recordingsdespitebeing locked.
Teletopics,deliveriesin the final quarterof 1983 fell by 40
Dealers who stock prerecordedtapes and are unsure
per cent in comparisonwith the samequarter in 1982.The
which of thesemight be "video nasties"can obtain a list of
reduction in the fust quarter of 1984 was 44 per cent. It
some 62 titles from the Metropolitan Police, A3(1)
seemsthat the entire W. Europeanmarket is experiencing
Branch, New ScotlandYard, Broadway,I-ondon SW1H
a downturn: EuropeanCommision figuresshowa decline
OBG.The list hasbeen preparedby the Director of Public
of just over 20 per cent in deliveriesduring the first five
Prosecutionsand is periodicallyupdated.
months of the year compared to 1983. The Japanese
Ministry of International Trade and Industry, which is
responsiblefor overseeingthe EEC-Japaneseagreement Tv SETS
on VCR deliveries,has as a result authorisedJapanese An old TV brand name, Philco, will shortly reappear in
VCR manufacturersto lower prices by 5-7 per cent. In
the UK. In the fifties Philco TV sets were produced at
contrast, the UK TV market during the first quarter was Chigwell, Essex. When the plant was closed in 1962
buoyant,with CTV deliveriesup 15.8 per cent (55 per Thorn acquiredthe brand name and marketed Philco sets
cent in the caseof small-screencolour sets).
for a couple of years before dropping it. Recent Philco
The point at which the VCR market reachessaturation colour sets have been produced at Milan in a factory
in the UK is open to speculation.A recent Key Note
acquiredby the Italian Philco companyfrom Telefunken
report suggeststhat saturationwill occurwhen 60 per cent two years ago. Philco claim to have L2.5 per cent of the
of householdshave a VCR, and that this level will not be
Italian CTV market at present.22in. Philco setsare to be
reacheduntil the next decade.
imported and distributedto independentdealersby CIH.
New releasesinclude the fint VHS machinesfrom Pye If the move is successfulthe complete range of models,
and Toshiba. The $e 65VR20 is a front loader with
with tube sizesfrom 14 to 21n., will be made availablein
wired remote control and a suggestedprice of around the UK.
f420. T\e Toshiba machines,Model V55B with manual
Sinclair's2in. monochromeTV sets, which have precontrol and V57B with remote control, are being assem- viously been availableonly via mail order, are now being
bled at Toshiba's Plymouth plant from JVC kits. The
supplied to retail outlets. The suggestedprice has been
sr ggestedprices are f450 and f490 respectively.Sony's increasedby f20 to f99.95. Akai is planningto enter the
SLHFlOOUB Beta hi-fi model. which was first shown at TV field. Sonyhasintroducedin Japana set whosepicture
Cetex earlier this year, is now in the shopswith a price tag can be reversedfrom left to right via remote control - it's
of just under f600. The helical-track sound recording intendedfor use in barbers'shopsetc. where viewen may
systemis similar to that used in VHS hi-fi machines.
be watchingprogrammesvia a mirror.
Alps Electric, a leadingJapanesemanufacturerof parts
The SGS-Ates250V RGB output chip (seeTeletopics,
for VCRs, is consideringestablishinga factory in the UK.
March) hasnow gone into production.The type number is
Discussionson grants and financial assistanceare taking TDA8150.
place betweenthe firm and the Departmentof Trade and
ITT have issued a safety waming concerningmodels
Industry.
cB502, C8602, C8702, CB0506,CB0606,C89504 and
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The TangledWeb
LesLawry-Johns
We'd known Mr. Spyder for a number of years and had
always been on good terms with him. So when he popped
in with his daughter's rather old monochrome portable we
had no hesitation about accepting it for repair, even
though it was a Thom 1580 with valves and things in it.
"[t goes all right for about half an hour, then funny
things happen. Sort of goes into oscillation if you know
what I mean."
So he left it with me and the hours of frustration started.
Work on it till something else demands attention, put it on
one side and go back to it later. This dragged on all over
the weekend. The complicated colour sets that came in
were repaired in no time with no bother worth mentioning. A new line output transformer here, a new tripler
there, a replacement bridge rectifier, new tuner selectorsall run of the mill jobs that any fool could do. But that
liftle portable had me by the short and curlies. Maybe it
was because I've not been feeling too well lately and my
mind's a bit cloudy. So on I blundered. As Mr. Spyder
said, it went into oscillation after half an hour, first
showing a very noisy picture.
My diagnosis was that the fault was in either the tuner
or the a.g.c. circuit. I plugged in a spare tuner but the
oscillation proceeded apace. So I checked the voltage at
the collector of the a.g.c. transistor VTS. It was nearly 2V
instead of 0'5V. All the associated components were
checked and the main suspects changed, including the
transistor itself. Something stirred in my mind. The transistor is gated on during the line flyback periods by pulses
from the line output transformer. So I went over to the
other side to ensure that the transformer's pulse winding
(tags B and C) and its connections were intact and good.
They were. Back to the i.f. strip.
The voltages around the i.f. transiston were correct but
I changed the transiston just in case. I checked the
decoupling, using a 33prF electrolytic and an 0.019.F capacitor as appropriate. All the capacitors were in order. In a fit
of temper I decoupled the collector of the first i.f.
transistor to chassis with the 33pr,Felectrolytic, expecting
the signals to vanish. There was a marked improvement
and reception became almost normal!
I decided not to pursue this red herring and put it down
to the capacitor's inductance. The a.g.c. transistor's base
samples the voltage at the emitter of the video driver
transistor VT5. Maybe the fault lay in the video circuits.
There was a heavy negative voltage at the collector of the
video output transistor VT6 instead of some 85V, prclving
that the whole thing was in a state of oscillation. I checked
all the decoupling but nothing made any difference.
I put the chassisthe right way up and looked at it. I was
aware that something simple was eluding me and that I
was too stupid to put my finger on it. I turned the set on its
side once more and the picture became perfect. Put it
down again and it bunt into oscillation. I was amazed. Up,
o.k. Then all buggery let loose again as it was put down.
A little voice said check the a.g.c. gating pulses right
back to source. I looked at the small figure of E.T. He was
pointing his finger at me as usual. So I plodded back
across the panel from the pulse coupling/a.g.c. capacitor
C55 to the source of the pulses, a potential divider across
16

the transformer's pulse winding. The resistors checked o.k.
individually, but the reading across all three was high
when it should have been low, i.e. the d.c. resistanceof the
pulse winding. But I'd already checked the winding which
was in order. At last the penny dropped and I stared at the
connecting leads, each in its Sistoflex sleeving. The
sleeves are fitted to ward off the heat from the PL81 and
PY81 valves, but the wire inside had burnt through and
made only when the set was cold - or when it was tumed
on its side. sometimes.
A new lead dressed well away from the valves completed a very simple repair and left me feeling guilty.
Why? Because of the severe line pulling that had accompanied the oscillation. This should have lead to an early
check on the reference pulses at source since they are also
used in the flywheel line sync circuit. I'd put this down to
severe video oscillation distorting the sync pulses. Live and
learn.
When Mr. Spyder came back for the set he laughed as I
told him what a headache it had been. "Just a little thins
like that" he said.
"Clear off' I said, or words to that effect.

Another Headache
Now you wouldn't think that a Decca Bradford (30
series) could give one a nasty turn. Normally they're no
sooner in than out again. A shorted boost capacitor here,
a faulty sound output stage there, no real trouble. Not
until Mrs. Footrot arrived that is. Her son carried in the
22in. Bradford and didn't say a word. Mrs. Footrot made
up for his silence.
"You put a new tube in this set three years ago. Here's
the guarantee card showing that it still has another year to
run. I'll leave it here until Saturday, so please give me a
chit to say that you have it. You can't trust anyone these
days." She rabbited on in a similar vein for quite some
time before I could get a word in.
"What's wrong with the set please, Mrs. Footrot?"
"Oh yes, the coloun are funny and keep changing. It's
like watching disco lights."
So they departed and I took a look at the disco lights. It
frightened me. At first only the corners flashed their
impurity at me, then the centre joined in with an odd
pulsing effect, the coloun continuously changing. I pulled
the green and blue drive leads off to leave the red display
on its own. The screen showed a patch of red in the centre
changing to green and blue while the outside corners were
pulsing all three colours.
"Degaussing" I thought and showed it to Honey Bunch.
She said she'd never seen anything like it in her life and I
had to confess that I hadn't either.
"What does that?" she asked.
"The degaussingcoils are being charged and discharged
at a rapid rate when they shouldn't be" I explained
weakly. H.B. trotted off to feed the bird and change his
(her?) water, leaving me to check the degaussing mmponents carefully.
They were all in order. I unplugged the feed to the
degaussing circuit from the on/off switch. The display
NOVEMBER1984
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continued apace. It was as if a dozen powerful magnets
were being constantly moved about in front of the tube. I
took the shield, coils and degaussing components complete from another set and fitted the lot in Mrs. Footrot's
set. Still the same and I now knew what the trouble was,

though I didn't like to admit it. So I replaced the scan coils
and the purity magtets. Still the same, confirming that the
tube would have to be replaced. This restored normal
operation. What the hell was going on inside that tube to
make it produce such a display? Does anyone know?

Teletopics

phones and a difficulty with its new CTV chassis (a
timebase i.c. that has been desigred in failed to perform to
specification initially).

CEDFADE OUT

MARKETBLUES

The CED video disc system, which was launched in the
UK by RCA, Hitachi and GEC in October 1983, is being
phased out. The original plan was to sell 25,000 machines
during the 1983 pre-Christmas selling period and a further
100,000 machines this year but in the event only some
5,000 have been sold. The 40,000 players held in stock by
Hitachi are to be sold off at f99 each, with 20 free discs.
Discs will continue to be sold as long as stocks last - the
present catalogue lists 250 titles.
RCA are reported to have made a loss of $580 million
on the CED disc system.Some 700,000 players have been
sold in the USA since the system was launched there in
1981. RCA have announced that they will continue to
manufacture discs for the US market for at least three
yeulrsor as long as there is sufficient demand.

The VCR, TV and other consumer electronics markets
have been distinctly weak in recent months. VCR sales/
rentals for 1984 are expected to end up at around 1.55
million compared to the level of 2'2 million reached in
both 1982 and 1983. CTV sales/rentalsare expected to be
roughly the same as in 1983, though a peak was reached
in the early months of the year. The situation is
highlighted by comments made at the Thom-EMI plc
Annual General Meeting by Chairman and Chief Executive Peter Laister. For Ferguson, sales of TV sets and
VCRs have so far been "substantially lower" this year
than last. Thom's rental operations have fared rather
better however. Thorn claim to have 25 per cent more
subscribers per outlet than any of the competition in the
rental field and are maintaining CTV subscribers overall.
In fact Thom claim to be increasing their share of both the.
TV and VCR rental market. Peter Laister's comments on
"new opportunities such as cable and satellite" are interesting. "In such cutseswe will invest to the extent of
marking our position in their future, but will place limits
on our short-term costs."

DBSPROGRESS
A report to the Home Secretary by the DBS consortium
(the BBC, the ITV companies and five non-broadcasting
companies) says that considerable progress has been made
with plans to launch the UK's DBS service. Agreement
has been reached on making f350,000 available for the
project's next stage, and a business plan has been drawn
up. This envisages a profit of f300 million over a ten-year
period after substantial losses initially (f320 million during
the fint four years). One assumption made is that viewers
would be prepared to pay f20 a month, to include the cost
of the receiving equipment, for three DBS channels. A
more pessimistic projection suggeststhat the service would
still find it hard to make a profit after fifteen years.

RTEEBEXAMINATION CHANGES
Two new practical tests, at Part III level of Course 224
(Electronics Servicing), have been announced by the
Radio, Television and Electronics ExaminationsBoard.
The testsare on VCR and colour televisionservicing.

TAKE-OVERBID FOR FIDELITY
An agreedbid for Fidelity Radio, valuingthe companyat
f14.1 million, has been made by CaparoIndustrieswhich
had built up a 32.4 per cent stake in the company in
recentmonths.CaparoIndustriesis a diversifiedengineering group headedby Mr. Swraj Paul who saysthat the aim
in taking over Fidelity would be to get his group into
"slightly higher technology". A counter bid was consideredby Amstrad but was dropped on the groundsthat
the mmpanieshave similar product rangesand the same
customerbase.Sincethe Amstrad factorv at Shoeburvness
is at presentbeing expandedthe companyis not interlsted
in acquiring Fidelity's manufacturingcapacity.Amstrad's
chairmanAlan Sugar commentedthat Fidelity would be
"a bargainat the price Caparo is offering". Fidelity had a
difficult time during its last financial year, due mainly to
problems with test specificationsfor its cordless teleTELEVISION
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PHILIPS'TV MILESTONE
Philips,the world's largestTV manufacturer,
has now

producedover one hundredmillion TV sets- that doesn't
include those produced during the pre-war period! To
mark the event, simultaneouspresentationsof 100 sets
eachwere made at Eindhovenand in London. The Dutch
sets were presentedto PrincessMargriet for use by the
Red Cross while the UK sets were presented to the
NationalSocietyfor the Preventionof Cruelty to Children
which is celebratingits centenarythis year. Philips' Electronics UK chairmanAnton Poot commentedthat it took
35 yearsfor Philipsto produceits first 100 million setsbut
that the second100 million should be producedin under
ten years- "every three secondsday and night a Philips
set is sold somewherein the world".

TV DODGERCAMPAIGN
The Home Offrce hasstarteda new campaignto catchTV
licencedodgers.A fleet of 22 newvans,eachcostingmore
than f20,000 and ten times more sensitivethan previous
ones,will tour cities and major towns. Other elementsin
the campaign are computerised records that show
unlicencedhouseholds,an increasedmaximum fine and a
TV commercial.

TELETEXT
ADVANCES
According to researchcarried out by the ITV teletext
serviceOracle more than two million homes in the UK
now havesetsequippedfor teletext reception.This represents a market penetration of ten per cent. Market
penetrationis highestin the I-ondon area,at22 per cent,
and in the socio-economic
classAB, at 27 per cent, though
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Don't Panic
Les Lawry-Johns

If there'sone thing you can'tget in thisjob it's a big head.
As soonas you've clearedup one impossibleproblem and
are congratulatingyourself (no one else will) on being a
cleverboy, along comes another swine that completely
deflatesyou, leaving you lonely, frightened,deflated
(alwaysthat) and dreading the next customerwith a set
that's "an easy job - won't take you more than five
minutes".
It's all right for ET down there on the south coast,
surroundedby his comrades,senior, medium and junior
technicaladvisersplus a caravanfull of thin wire specialists,but when you're on your own and there'sno one to
turn to except Honey Bunch who alwaysdiagnosesa dryjoint (very helpfulexceptin the caseof G11swhereevenI
can often find the right one) it's more awesome.I can
phone Geoff but he tends to laugh and say "you've a
weirdiethere old boy, let us know what it tumed out to be
- cheers".It's nice to havefriends,real friendswho send
you funny cardswhen you're in hospital,wishingyou the
bestof bad luck. Thank you Jan, Geoff, Eddie - I know
you didn't meanit, er. . .

The 720
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Listen to this and wonder. A friend from the Medway
towns sent the set along but I won't mention his name
becausehe's a reader. I confidently approachedit with my
one ohm resistor, my BU208A, my 910O resistor and my
BYX71s at the ready. But the problem turned out to be
that the remote control receiver showed only a 0, which
couldn't be moved, in the window. Despite my inclination
to rush at the chips (SAS5801590) on the touch-tune
panel I employed the slowly, slowly catchee monkey
approach, which is to check the voltages carefully throughout to see where they vary from normal. I had the correct
200V h.t. supply on the line output stage panel so I
checked at the EW modulator diodes - and was surprised
to find negative voltages here. I looked at the meter and
checked the 200V again. Yes, the leads were right. Move
over and check the 12V regulator. Negative.
Feeling a bit shaken I made sure the diodes were the
right way round and then checked the earth pin 422-2 second one up on the swing-down timebase panel. It was
heavily negative, as was the earth on the line output stage
panel. I could have kicked myself. The panel screwswere
loose and tightening them restored normal voltages and
mv sanitv. The window still said 0 however and wouldn't

f
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Fig. l: Rank 720 chassis, touch tune power supply circuit.
The tuning voltage is separately derived.
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shift. So out came the panels involved with tuning and I
soon found that 8R2 (470f,)) on the supply subpanel (see
Fig. 1) had burnt out. I replaced it and the new resistor got
hot with the voltage low at the pin 2 end. I accusedzener
diode 9D23 of being leaky but it wasn't. I replaced the
SAS580 and the voltage remained low so I refitted it.
Remove the SAS590 and the voltage goes up to normal.
Ah ha! In went a replacement and we could now select
half the numbers. A new SAS580 also had to be fitted
before we had full selection.The set now worked well and
we were left wondering whether the poor earthing on the
line output panel had had anything to do with the demise
of the SAS chips.

Later that day
A chappie in the trade popped in. "Hallo Les, you don't
happen to have a line output transformer for the ITT
CVC32 chassisdo you? I'll pay you for it."
I looked on the shelf. Only one left. So I let him have it..
After all I wasn't likely to need another right away, was I?
Not right away, no. Just next morning. I told the customer
I'd phone him as soon as I'd got one and fitted it. Right
away I phoned those nice people at SEME and, bless
them, the parcel was in my hands within 24 hours. What a
contrast to. . . well, never mind, you probably know who I
mean.
When Stan Westover came in for his order later in the
week I told him how pleased I was with this speedy
service. "Think nothing of it" he smugly replied. "Yes
Stan, but when I give the order to you it takes four days to
come through."
"Well it has to be processedyou see Les."
"Oh I see. Thanks for explaining it Stan."
Stan wasn't happy. The true explanation dawned on
him.
"And in addition to that Les, I do take your order on
Friday, so taking the fourth day as Monday it's still speedy
service."
"Er, yes, of course" I mumbled. "Should have thought
of that."
Why is it that whenever I try to shoot someone down in
flames I always seem to get fried myself? Still he's not a
bad bloke, really, and I don't mind HB making him a cup
of coffee when he calls, not really. It would be different if
he took milk and sugar in it. No wonder his humour has a
bitter edge.

More Panic
This chap came strugglingin with a white Philips G11. I
smiled and suggestedthat he waited a minute or two for
my immediate diagnosis.He said it had given a couple of
short cracks, then the picture had severely decreased in
size and finally gone, leaving the sound and a small blank
raster.
Two possibilitiesraced through my muddled head. The
line output stage tuning capacitor could have gone opencircuit, resulting in a large increase in e.h.t. (hence the
arcing). In doing so the beam limiter might have suffered,
hence the partial shut down and loss of signals.
With these things mulling around in my mind I whipped
out the power supply panel and attacked the beam limiter.
The transistorsread all right but I've been fooled by this
before - they're interconnected.I unsoldered the npn one
(8C148) and it read faulty. "What about that!" I thought
as I fitted another BC148 and refitted the panel.

Switch on and check the voltage at the h.t fuse. 100V
instead of 150V. I pulled out the BU208A's plug to
disconnect it, at the same time wondering why the fuse
hadn't failed if the load was excessive. The voltage
remained low. Out with the panel and in with my spare
one. Still 100V - and the line output stage was still
inoperative. Either the fault was still there or my panel
was faulty in exactly the same way. I didn't believe that.
Check beam limiter voltages which were again wrong.
There was a line coming off marked "only on some
chassis"- remote control ones. This was such a set. So I
pulled out the lower plug and the voltage immediately
rose above 150V. I replaced the line output transistorplug
and the set burst into life.
"It's on the remote control panel" I explained.
"Never use it" he said. Coward to the last I let him take
the set away without investigatingfurther - having cleaned
off the e.h.t. cap etc.

The Final Drama
We'd sold this Fidelity CTV14S some months ago to a
couple we knew. We'd sung its praises and here it was
tripping like mad. "Put it right in no time" I assuredthem.
I checked the usual things (the TDA2581 chip and dryjoints in the power supply) but they were without fault.
When the line output transistor was disconnected the
tripping stopped, but the transistor itself was all right. The'
services provided by the line output transformer all declared their innocence,so we were left with the line output
transformer itself. This was of the original type, round and
black. I whipped a stock set out of its box. The LOPT was
smaller and white with the focus and first anode presets on
it (these were on the tube base board on the set we'd
sold).

"I'll have to phone for one. Won't keep you long. I'll
give you a ring."
The husband was back a couple of days later, looking a
bit peeved. "It's not come in yet" I explained. Just at that
moment it arrived. "Oh good" he said. 'oI can wait for it
then."
"Well, er, if you wish" I said dubiously. How right I
was. The replacement transformer was of the same type as
the one in the stock set, white with knobs on. lt came with
a small subpanel and a note giving instructions on the
modifications required. So I suggestedhe popped off for
an hour or so unlesshe wanted to stay and see me suffer.
He said he didn't mind and elected to watch.
It's no easyjob to remove the original type and I could
hear him sighing as I struggled.Eventually it was out and
the new one went in - much better. The original focus and
first anode controls had to be removed from the tube
panel and the leads from the new transformer fitted
directly, but it was done at last.
Now was the time to test it. What if I'd been wrong?
What if the set still tripped? Not giving a sign of my inner
turmoil. I smiled and switched on. There was the usual
grrump and on it came. A pig looked at me from the
screen and winked. I winked back.
"Well done" said Mr. Savage."How much do they pay
you for doing that?"
"They don't. They only supply the parts. The labour is
one of love."
"Oh well. I supposeit comes out of the profit you make
when you sell the set."
"Yes sir, all seven pounds fifty of it."
I could see that he didn't believe me but it's true. give or
take a penny or two. I suppose I should buy in larger
quantities to get larger discounts.Never mind, I was never
cut out for business.

Vintage TV: The View Master
For several years after World War 2 home constructorsof
TV sets relied extensively on ex-servicesequipment - in
particular the \e radar i.f. strip, which operated at a
frequency close to that of the Alexandra Palace transmitter, and the VCR97 electrostatic c.r.t. The latter had a
screen diameter of about 6in., a length of just over 16lin.,
and a green fluorescent screen,so it could hardly be called
ideal for domestic viewing! Nevertheless it found its way
into innumerable amateur sets of the late 40s. As a matter
of fact I've one on the desk as I write this, complete with
its Mumetal shield!
It was obvious that something better was needed, and in
1949 a group of component manufacturerssponsoredthe
design of a set that was to be made available in kit form
and would be up to the standards of contemporary
commercial models - in fact it excelled them in some
respects. The result was the View Master, designed by
W.L Flack. Constructional details were sold in a packet
for 5/- and the various parts were available from the
spgnsoring firms. Considering the general complexity of
most commercial receivers at that time, W.I. Flack's
design was little less than inspired and fully realised his
hope that it would result in "a television set that embodies
all the latest technical developments and when finished
will be a credit to the constructor's workmanship and skill,
80
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one he'll be proud to own".
So that the set's receiver section could be aligned by an
amateur enthusiastwithout the aid of a signal generator, a
t.r.f. design was chosen. The valves used were the well
known (one might almost say notorious) EF50s. For the
benefit of younger readers, these were among the first allglass valves designed for h.f. amplification and were
widely used in wartime radar equipment. They were not
particularly small - somewhat larger than the latter-day
PL508 - and were permanently fitted with a metal
screening can that extended right round the base pins as
well. The pins were a little too short for comfort, and
much of the criticism levelled at the EF50 was due to poor
base connections. For applications where expense was
unimportant the valves were supplied with gold-plated
pins to help alleviate the problem. On the good side the
valve's mutual conductance was high for the period, at
6.5mA/V. Depending on circuit application, it could be
controlled by applying between 0V and -6V
to the
control grid or 0V to -55V
to the suppressor grid.
Another advantage so far as the home constructor was
concerned was the fact that servicesequivalents (ARP35,
VR91) could be obtained from surplus stores at a fraction
of the price.
Three EF50s were used to amplify the vision signal
TELEVISION
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My friend lim
LesLawry-Johns
I've known Jim for a good few years now. He's in the
trade and often pops in to buy some bits and pieceshe
needs and hasn't got in stock. Usually my last G8 line
output transformeror 9000tripler - you know, the kinds
of things you're going to need during the next minute or
so. He's not all that interestedin servicinghowever. His
main interest seemsto be in building. The upshot is that
whenever he gets a set he doesn't like the look of he'll
bring it alongwith a commentlike "have a look at this for
me old chap, only I've got a floor up and really must fix it
before the wife comeshome". And off he goesleavingme
with a bitch of a job.
The Thorn 96(N
He cartedthis Ferguson9600in and left it with me. The
2.54T mains fuse had blown in a nasty way so I went
straight for the filter capacitor,which was innocent.Next
the bridge rectifier, which was short-circuit.So I whistled
a happy tune as I replacedit, stuck a new fuse in and
switchedon. There wasthe usualpause,then it startedup
normally. A white line appearedacrossthe screenso I
checked the supply to the field timebase and then the
output transistors.These were all o.k. It wasn't until I
turned to the line/field oscillator subpanelon the righthand side that I found a 8C1,47transistor(VT4(2) opencircuit.
With this replacedwe had full scan,quite a nice picture
and loud, clear sound. I then rememberedsomethingelse
Jim had said.Apparently the set often worked all right for
some ten minutes or so and then tripped out. I left it on
for some time and sure enough it suddenlygave a few
gulps and went into a strike situation. I noticed that just
before it did this the soundwent down. So with enornous
presenceof mind I removedthe 500rnAfuse (F513)in the
supply to the audio panel. The set then came on when
askedto and apparentlystayedon.
I removed the left-hand side audio panel and checked
each transistor separately.They all proclaimed their innocen€ of course.The output pair were on heatsinksbut
the driver wasn't, so bearing in mind the loss of volume
before the set tripped I reasoned(wrongly of course)that
the driver could well be at fault. This is a BD386. which I
didn't have in stock. I put in a 8D204 instead,confident
that it wouldn't give in easily. Quite right, it didn't. The
set behavedhappily for an hour or so then Jim camein to
collectit.

Jim's Return
Within the hour Jim was back with it. "Tripped after
ten minutes" he said. So I removedthe audio panel and
left the set on without it. After half an hour it tripped.
Back went the audio panel and the set played away
happily enough for quite some time. Then the sound
decreasedand off it went into sullen silence.Everything
shut down except the supply to the chopper ctcuit. I
checked everything in sight and out of sight. Then I
startedto think.
The sound went down before the set tripped, and the
138

fault wasn't in the audio panel. So I removedthe 500mA
fuse F511in the feed to the 24V regulator.This upsetthe
field timebasebut the set didn't trip. To cut a long story
short, it wasn't until I removed the supply to IC2
(MC1358P)on the signalspanel that the tripping stopped.
When this i.c. was replacedour troubles were over. The
intercarrier sound and audio preamplifier chip tbr heaven's sake.What next? Jim then cameto collect the set.

The GEC-Hitachi
An hour later he was back again.This time howcverhe
didn't lug in the Thorn. Oh no! That was just a forgotten
incident now. This time he had a GEC set we didn't
recognise.[t wasa C2265(I{itachi NP8lCQ chassis)and it
took me some time to realise that what I took to be a
chopper transistorwas in fact a chopper i.c. (IC90l,
STR441).So I studiedthe notesin the manual,hopingto
get a clue asto how to start the thing up. They did provide
a lead, and when I put the meter on R605/6 in the
chopperfeedbackline the set sprangto life. It frightened
the life out of me becausethe sound had been left turned
fully up. I turned it down and switched off. When I
switchedon again the set remaineddead until I prodded
around the feedbacknetwork - the chopper is a sort of
blockingoscillatorarrangement.The set then cameto life.
Until the meter probe slipped. There was a nasty flash
"Oh dear" I said.
andthe 2.54T mainsfusedisintesrated.
Like a fool, I put another iuse in and tried again.
FLASH! [ checked the strange STR441 and found it
short-circuit.So I orderedone and got it (alongwith some
other things)next day. I fitted the three-leggeddeviceand
bravely switchedon. The fault was still there. I checked
eachitem in the feedbacknetwork and they all read right.
I then took them out to makesure.They wereall right, so
I put them back again and after that the set performed
perfectly. Just another dry-joint? Must have been, but it
certainlydidn't show.

Thanks Frank
On the subject of GEC I must passon a messageof
thanks from severalof my trade friends who have had
causeto be grateful to Frank Pretty of the GEC technical
advice department. He's been most helpful to all who
have phoned asking for advice and have received more
than they hoped for. I haven't had the pleasureof talking
to Frank yet, but I very nearly did over the C2265.

The Passingof Ben
You no doubt rememberme chatterineabout our dos
and cat (and bird). Well Ben isn't with ,ir uny rnote unI
we do miss him. Spock seemsto complain all day long,
loudly. Ben lost the useof his back legsand wasunableto
digesthis food. He passedaway peacefullybut still seems
to be around. Thanks Ben. I do wish that cat would shut
up.
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Another SmashHit
LesLawry-lohns

After another long and weary day of mendingTVs then
watching TV in the evening we at last got to bed and
dropped off into a deep sleep.We were awakenedat one
o'clock in the morning by a loud crash.I leapt out of bed
and rushed down the stairs shouting at the top of my
voice, informing the window smashersthat they were born
of unmarried parents.Such was the speedof my descent
(naked as usual) that the smashersfled before taking a
thing. I was hardly in a fit state to run out into the street
so, after taking note of which window had been smashed,
I ran back upstairsto pull my trouserson (havingrung the
police). There followed the usual clearing up operation,
which was especiallyhard on Honey Bunch becauseshe'd
worked so well and long decorating the windows with
Christmas decorations. They'd looked nice, very very
nice.
We cleared up the messand boardedthe window (the
small one this time), had a cup of tea and returnedto bed,
laying awake for a long time as we half expectedanother
crash. I was plotting ways of laying a grid inside the
windows connectedto a 25kV e.h.t. supply. Something
lessI decided,in caseI should hurt myself. Why anyone
finds it worthwhile smashingthe windows beats me: we
alwaystake the expensivebits out every night. They must
do it for fun. So the grids will go up. I wonder whether
that will stop them? SomehowI doubt it.
That Evening
We felt a bit depressedthe following eveningso we went
next door to the Coachand Horsesfor a drink. Sylviathe
landlady served us and she and HB chatted for a while
about knitting patterns. Then HB went over to the fruit
machine and lost some money while dreaming about
making some.I sat at the bar and dreamed,waking with a
start as I heard myself snoring.Just then Tony walked in.
He's an avid reader of this magazineand has been foi
someyears.
"You're slipping Les" he greetedme. I sat up straight
and wiped the sleep from my eyes. "no you fool, not off
your stool, I mean your articlesare getting a bit dreary.
You've lost your zest, your get up and go if you know
what I mean."
I noddedmiserably."[ know what you meanTony. My
get up went down and my go just went - sometime ago.
Sorry, very sorry."
Tony looked a bit mystified,then tried again. "No I"€s,
we know you're getting on a bit and probably feel a bit
jaded. But it usedto be fun readingyour adventurestories
- how you won the Battle of Britain singlehanded, how
you fought the Red Baron in the first war when he said
your Camel was soppy, how you passedwind through the
Great Wall of China. We never have any of that old tripe
now. What's happened?"
"Well the editor didn't think he should print the last
one about when we got lost up the Yukon and bumped
into Eskimo Nell. He said it was too rude and I think he
was right. I mean who wantsto read what Dead Eye Dick
had in his hand?" Tony gavea cough and turned away as
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Sylvia approachedwith the drinks. Sylvia doesn't like
naughty songs and always looks daggersat me when I
start to sing the l,obster Song. We all have to be on our
best behaviour when Sylv's around. That's why Dave
sendsher upstairssometimes,when the boys start telling
eachothers' fortunes.
So we had a couple and called it a day, HB having
scoopedup all our changeand bunged it back into the
machinethat kept telling her to leavethe combinationsto
it to decide.But shewouldn't listen.

Next Day
Next day there was a long processionof idiots who each
knew exactly what was wrong with their sets and didn't
like it when I told them they were wrong. One chap said
his fuse had gone. I spent some time proving that it was
the line output transformerthat was blowing the 800mA
fusein his G8, then he saidhe didn't want it done anyway.
I helpedhim out with the set and he then turned and said
he felt he shouldgive me somethingfor my trouble. So he
pulled this orangeout of his pocket and handedit to me. I
gave it back sayingI don't like oranges.Then he pulled
this ten pennypieceout. I told him to b...r off. [s it any
wonder I get dispiritedat times?
[-ook what happenedwhen a chap brought in his ITT
CVC9 (20in. version).He complainedabout the focusing
and said he thought it was the tube. I chided him for
thinking such a thing. "The smaller20 and 22in. tubes in
thesesetslast_forever."I mean, just everyoneknows that
the resistorsin the focusnetwork changevalue and that if
it isn't the one on the tube baseit's one of the 4.7MO ones
in serieswith the focus control. So I checkedthe 2.2MQ
resistoron the tube basepanel and it was all right. I took
off the line output stage cover and checked the two
4'7MA resistors.They were all right. So I changedthe
focus VDR itself and the decouplingcapacitorfor good
measure. No change. I thought the resistorscould be
telling lies so I fitted some new ones.All to no avail and
the voltage was spot on. I didn't believe the meter - it's
played tricks before - so changedthe tripler. The focus
wasasbad asever and I had to concludethat the tube was
indeedat fault.
"I thought you said the tubeslast forever . ."

A Lecturefrom Les
Having proved that I know nothing about ITT sets['ll
now give you a bit of advice which you probably don't
need.
Wheneveryou get a CYC32 or one of that ilk in for
service for whatever reason, always check the small
subpanelover the top of the scanningcoils. Take it out
(unclip it) and turn it over to check the contactson the
print side. You'll be glad you did (well I'm alwaysglad
that I do anyway). There's always one contact at least
that's about to causetrouble. End of lecture.
Finale
We have a couple of large blocks of flats opposite the
shopand I'm often askedto "pop over" to checka TV set
or something. They never know the make or model
numberso if I do go I haveto lug quite a load of stuff with
me in order to be reasonablysureof doing the job. By the
time I've walked over to the flats, gone up to say the
seventhfloor, then walked along the corridors I'll probTELEVISION
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ably be feeling a bit puffed. You repair the set, replacing
maybea fuse and a transistor,then test it and line it up.
Then you pack your kit bags as it were and prepare to
leave.The lady hasa pound note in her hand and is saying

Letters
DISCO.LIGHT
EFFECT
Lrs Lawry-Johns mentioned a disco-light effect in the
November issue. I've seen similar effects severaltimes,
due to loose shadowmasksin tubes. The mask seemsto
becomepartially detachedwithin the c.r.t. and gets too
hot. This leadsto expansionwith lossof purity etc. due to
movementof the mask from its correct plane.
A tube with this fault will sometimesgive a perfectly
good displaywhen the set is switchedon from cold, going
berserkas the shadowmaskheatsup. A similar effect can
be produced by placing a shadowmaskfrom a scraptube
againstthe face of a good working c.r.t. and moving it
about. By keeping the mask still, the individual triad
structureof the phosphor dots can be seen.To date I've
seenthis fault only in delta-guntubes.
M.J. McHugh,
Hednesford, Staffs.

N17OO
NMERRECORDINGS
It doesn't seem to be too well known that to make an
unattendedrecordingof more than two hourson a Philips
N1700VCR all one has to do after settingthe timer is to
make sure that the time setting switch is not returned to
the "lock" position. In any other position the recording
will be startedby the electronicclock and will continueto
the end of the tape, being switchedoff by the stop foil.
May I add that the speedreductionmodificationgiven in
the April 1983issueof Televisionworks very well.
E.A. Evans,
Taunton,Somerset.

THEVIEWMASTER

"I must pay you something".You don't want to offend, so
you decline the reward and leave. As you go out of the
door you hear her call out "if we get any other little jobs
I'll give you a shout" .
encapsulated
with the line output transformerin bitumen.
Finally, WirelessWorld about this time designedand
describeda real DIY televisionset. In contrastwith the
View Master, everything that could be made by the
constructorwas described,even the scanyoke. There was
flyback e.h.t. with a voltage tripler that employed metal
rectifiers.It was originally a t.r.f. design,but a superhet
version followed - very useful for frequencychangingas
the Birmingham transmitter had by then come into
service.
J.B. Haley, Ph.D., C.Chem.,F.R.S.C.,
Fleet, Hants.

AIRBORNE
Tv
In the DecemberissueRoger Bunney mentionedairborne
TV experimentscarried out during the 1960s.A British
book publishedin 1949,The TelevisionGuide by Dr. W.
Summer, gave details of American transmissionsduring
the l9zl0s.The Stratovisionproject as it was called was
undertaken by the WestinghouseCorporation, and the
pictures of the aeroplaneand the transmitter on board
indicatethat at leastthe experimentgot off the ground. A
map showedthat virtually all the Statescould be covered
by fourteen aircraft: a lkW transmitterat 30,000feet was
said to have a service area radius of 400 miles across,
giving the same signal as a 50kW ground-based
transmitter.
Incidentally,recentdiscussionof pre-wartelevisionmay
have given the impressionthat the Americans used the
525line standardfrom the start. This is not so: the prewar systemused441 lines.
Finally a request.I'm assemblinga collectionof broadcast test card material and have already acquired more
than a dozen different monoscopetubes and as many
35mm slides.I'd be pleasedto hear from anyonewho has
items to disposeof.
Andrew Emmerson,
71 Falcutt Way,
Northampton NN2 8PH.

I found Chas E. Miller's vintageTV article on the View
Master (December) very nostalgic- I built one of these
setsby way of a return to electronicsafter radio in the 20s
Fditorial note: The effectivestarting date for regular TV
followed by a period at University and then war work.
servicesin the USA was July 1st, 1941- with 525 lines.
Chas has clearly describedone of the later models howPreviousserviceswere allowed by the FCC on an experiever I believe there were several.The first appearedin
approximately 1946, just after the war, when both Pye mental basisonly. They used441 lines, though RCA had
used240 and 343 lines for demonstrationpurposesin the
and Ekco had 9in. table model t.r.f. sets that sold for
about f45. This first model - the one I built - was rather early 1930s.An excellentand very detailed article on the
early daysof TV in the USA appearedin the March 1982
lesssophisticatedthan the one describedby Chas Miller.
(7kV)
The e.h.t.
was obtained from a mains transformer issueof Radio-Electronics.
instead of being flyback derived, there was electromagnetic focusing,and a full-wave rectifier was used for the
h.t. supply.The set neverthelessgavesuperbresultsin the
area coveredby the Alexandra Palacetransmitter.
At this time, and for two-three years, there was no
The second edition of the Antenna Engineering Handquestionof being able to obtain a l2in. tube - unlessyou
book, edited by Richard C. Johnsonand Henry Jasik, has
were friendly with someone"in the know". The 9in. size been published by the McGraw-Hill Book Company at
wasthe order of the day, without internal aluminising(ion
f76. This sumptuousbook contains1,408pagesand deals
burn wasvery common) and externalAquadagcoating,so with just about every type of aerial, with the emphasison
that high-voltagecapacitorswere required to smooth the designrather than installationetc. The material is of US
50Hz e.h.t. The first commerciallyavailablereceiverwith
origin, which meansfor examplethat in the sectionon TV
flyback e.h.t. was the ry/e B18T, a 9in. table model receivingaerialsthe use of 300O twin feeder is assumed
releasedin July 1948. The valve e.h.t. rectifier was and US channelsare specified.
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Nobody Told Me

a halt. The excessive
voltagesin the line output stagemay
have resulted in one of the wirewound resistorson the
side of the line output transformer housingspringing open
after the associatedzenerdiode has gone short-circuit.

LesLawryJohns
Pinkv and PeW
A while ago I commentedthat no one in this trade ever
has the chanceto get a big head. No sooner does one
overcome an impossible job and start to glow than
another presentsitself and you're back in the dumps,
wondering how you ever had the gall to think you could
cope. So often it's a question of a dead set, but where
doesone start with modern designs?

Power Supplies
Take the Rank T20 and related chassisfor example.
They come in and without switching on you check the
usual things with an ohmmeter. There's a good chance
that you'll scorea bullseyeright away. The 910Oresistor
(4R16) in the 12V regulator circuit tends to go high in
value; the 1O resistor(5R8) in the BU208A's basecircuit
tends to go open-circuit; and the two EW modulator
diodes5D6/7 tend to fail. The drill is to checktheseitems
first. Supposethey are all o.k? You may plug in and find
that there's no 200V output from the chopper power
supply circuit. This has happened to me several times
recently,so I thought I'd dwell on it for a moment.
There are two fuseson the centre power supply panel.
The one nearestto you (7FS1,1.64' HRC) is on the d.c.
side of the mains bridge rectifier. You may well find that it
has blown and wonder why. As a first step you checkthe
8U326 chopper transistor 7VT7 and find it short-circuit.
"Ah ha" you sayas you replaceit. If you're daft you then
replacethe fuse and seeit blow just like the first one did.
The next step is the tedious businessof checking all the
other componentsin the area.Start with the two diodesin
the overvoltagecrowbar circuit - 7Dl2 (1N4148)and the
2TV zener diode 7D13 (BZX79|C27). One or both will
probably be short-circuit. You then scurry around looking
for a27Y zenerdiode- naughtyboyssettlefor 30V if they
can't find a 2TV diode. The two thyristors TTHYI (chopper drive) and 7THY2 (crowbar) could have suffered and
should be carefully checked together with all the associated diodes. If you're lucky you'll have got the 200V
back by now. If the tube'sheatersdon't light up, go on to
check the line timebase.

The GECC2110Senbs
The GEC eIU seriesis anotherold stagerwith which
we should all be thoroughly familiar. Most troubles arise
in the fine output stage.The BU108 (use a 8U208) line
output transistor goes short-circuit, taking the 4TV znner
diode D51 with it; the 1MO resistorsR607/8on top of the
line output transformer cook up; and the 560kO resistor in
series with the first anode presets goes high or opencircuit. Once again however the pattern is changing.
We've had severalof thesesetsin recentlywith excessive e.h.t. due to the h.t. line rising to well over 200V.
This will occur if transistor TR701 in the thyristor control
circuit isn't conducting sufficiently. The causeis likely to
be one of the resistors in its base circuit changingvalue.
The usualculprit is the feedbackresistorR706 (470kO).It
goeshigh, a replacementbringing the firework displayto
252

We all get our shareof strangecustomers.I think I get
more than my share,but they do give us a laugh now and
again.
An elderly couple pulled up outside, in an equally
elderly Morris Minor. I heard them arguing away so I
went out to seeif I could be of help.
"You get in and get one end and I'll pull it out this
way."
"No, you get in and I'll lift it from here."
I solvedthe problem for them and thought the dispute
was over. No such luck. It was a 20in. Philips G8. The
man wasrather smalland had a pink tam-o'-shanteron his
head. The lady was equally small and wore a black hat
with a white feather in it. So he was Pinky and she was
Perky and they never stoppedchattering(mostly both at
once) and arguing.
"The switchdoesn'twork."
"No it's not the switchbecauseyou can hear it click."
"That doesn'tmean it's doing its job."
"Shut up and let the man look at it."
So I looked. I muld hear the degaussingbuzz, so the
switch was working. I started at the bottom of the mains
dropper, to ensurethat the mainsa.c. waspresenthere. It
was, and was also presentat the next tag up. I switched
the meter to d.c. and checkedthe upper section.The set
immediately started up - as soon as the meter probe was
applied. I thought there was a dry-joint and checked
carefully,but there were no obviousones.Switchoff, wait
a while, then switch on again. Nothing. Check for h.t. at
the upper tags and again the set starts up. I switched off
and checkedthe dropper mld. It was intact. To cut a long
story short and to cut out Pinky and Perky'stirade, which
continuednon-stop,I was calledupon to make a decision
and despite the fact that I nearly always make the wrong
one this time I rose to the occasion.
"Well what's wrong with the bloody thing?" asked
Perky.
"My opinion, which in your view may be silly, is that
the thyristor has an internal open-circuit which makes
when the circuit is disturbed - in this instanceby application of the test prod."
Pinky gazedat me for a while. "To me that's a load of
old bull."
Perky wasn't going to let him get away with that.
"If you had any sense you'd realtze the man knows
what he's talking about, which is a damn sight more than
you ever do. You just rabbit on and on while saying
nothing."
It was time to put my theory to the test. I'd noted that
the thyristor wasn't the usual 8T106. It was of the 8T116
type, though the number couldn't be read. I removed it
and transferredthe nut, bolt and washerto a new SN4444.
With this installed the set came on each time it was asked
to. I coughed slightly, straining to hear the thunderous
applausethat shouldhave been forthcoming.It wasn't.
"Well, will it be all right from now on?" demanded
Pinky.
"How the bloody hell should I know?" I snapped,
losing my cool at last. "You brought the thing in because
it wouldn't switch on and now it does. That's my job
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completed.What happenshereafteris up to you."
I put the set back in the Minor and off they went, still
nattering away at each other like mad. I reflectedon the
quiet life that HB and I lead. We are suchnice people. If
only she wouldn't stir the coffee up so quickly.

The Bush BCAN4A
This Rank colour portable was made in West Germany
and I wasn't familiar with the circuit at all. As it belonged
to the "hire and fire" man at the local builden' yard, and
as Don has been helpful to us on occasions,I couldn't say
no.
It has full v.h.f. as well as u.h.f. receptionfacilities,so
the tuner is not the run of the mill type. The poor
receptionwith very grainy picture suggestedthat the tuner
could well be at fault, but careful investigation failed to
reveal anything amiss.The a.g.c. also seemedto be about

right. The tuner and i.f. sectionsare of the plug-in type, so
I next removedthe coversof the i.f. sectionand carefully
checkedthe input and first stage.This consistsof a BF199
transistor(T251) which is followed by a TDA440 i.f. i.c.
The voltagesaround the transistordidn't seemright but a
replacementproduced no improvement. I repeated the
voltagechecksand injectedsignalsto seewhere they went
missing. The trouble still seemedto be in the first stage,
and as I was probing around a small item caughtmy eye.
It was a tiny 4.7kO resistorwith the wire endsdoubledup
ready for insertion into the printed board - but it had
never been fitted. It had just layed there inside the i.f.
unit, doing nothing until (I presume)it had got jolted and
upsetthings.A look at the circuit revealedthat it waspart
of the tuner a.g.c.circuit, but as the tuner a.g.c.voltage
seemedo.k. I simply removed it. This restored normal
operation, but I won't tell you how many hours were
spent before the errant resistor was spotted.

Electronic Speechfor TVsand VCRs
David Bolto
Pete pushedthe workshop door open and turned on the
main power switch. A babbleof electronicvoicesimmediately greetedhim.
"Good morning!" "It's 9.L7 a.m." "Attention please!"
"Danger! Smoke!"
"Quiet" yelled Pete, and the voicesstoppedas built in
sensorsin the TV sets and VCRs detectedhis voice. It
was well past the time to start work, so Petepicked up his
much-used digital meter - he refused to use the new
talking multimeter the Boss had ordered from a rep in a
weakmoment...
No, this is not the start of a futuristic story, merely a
pointer to what TV engineersmay have to put up with in
the not too distant future. Thanks to the recent development of very low priced speechgeneratingi.c.s, TV sets,
VCRs and perhapsa whole host of domesticappliances
will soon be talking electronically.They'll inform, remind
and warn in a natural soundingvoice, using inexpensive
circuitry built into the equipment.
Before discussingelectronicspeechsynthesisit's usefulto
know how human speechis produced- being able to talk
is somethingwe tend to take for granted,but it's quite a
complexbusiness.A columnof air is sentup by the lungs,
pushed up by a dome-shapedmuscle called the diaphragm,the lungsactingasa sort of bellows.This air goes
through the windpipe, enteringthe larynx - the voicebox
or Adam's apple - in the middle of the throat. There are
two small folds of muscleinsidethis voicebox- the vocal
chords - which open and shut to let air in and out (and
also to stop foreign objectsgetting into the lungs).As air
is forced from the lungsthe vocal cordsvibrate, producing
sound, the speedof vibration controllingthe tone.
After passing through the larynx the air enters the
upper part of the throat, going on into the mouth and
nasalpassages.Overtonesare added, and the roof of the
mouth, the teeth, gums,jaw and lips break up and control
the sound wavesso that the listener hearssoundshe can
understand.
Speech Synthesis
To synthesizespeech calls for an entirely different
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approach, but one that takes into account the way in
which the human voice works. Integratedcircuits can do
the job easily, cheaply and reliably by combining the
componentparts that go to make up speech.The basic
unit of speechis the phone, a soundmade by one's vocal
system. Alter a phone just a little and you get an
allophone. Bring together phones and allophones and
you've the sounds that enable one word to be distinguishedfrom another: thesesoundsare called phonemes
and are composedof many different frequencies.
There are two basic methods of electronic speech
synthesis.The first uses digitally stored words and/or
phrases.The secondstoresphonemesor allophoneswhich
are combined to produce words and sentences.This
secondmethod enablesany word in almost any language
to be formed - and is thus ideal for robots with a lot to
say! For talking TVs and VCRs however the former,
stored wordVphrasesmethod is more likely to be used:
the numberof words is limited by the storagemethod, but
is still considerable.
The cost of electronic speechwas until quite recently
prohibitive so far as domestic equipment is concerned.
Now however several large-scalespeechprocessori.c.s
have become available:they contain extremely complex
circuitry yet cost only a few pounds. Someexampleswill
be consideredin a moment.
An input code such as a binary number is fed to the
synthesizeri.c. which then selects the required word/
phrase or stored speech element from an internal or
external read-only memory (nou). It then processesthe
novr's output before passingthis to an electronic circuit
that models the human voice tract. The ouput is
amptfied and then fed to a normal loudspeaker.The
synthesizercould be controlled by switches for single
words/phrases
or singleparts of speech:in practicecontrol
is done by a microprocessoror microcomputer.

SynthesizerlCs
The National SemiconductorMM54104 speechprocessor i.c. is designedfor use with speciallydesignedspeech
RoMS- type MM52164- and is housedin a 40-pin pack.
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The keyboard is also shown as having a two-way data
flow. This is becausethe keyboard operatesin the same
way as many remote control handsetsand VCRs. If there
are say 64 keys, we sendout eight addresses
and the data
comes back along any one of eight lines when a key is
pressed.
The cassetteport is includedso that a cassetterecorder

can be used to record data and programs and, on
playback,transferthem to the RAM.
Next month we'll look at the operation of the CPU in
detail. This will also be helpful in connection with the
microcomputeri.c.s used in VCRs etc. It's alwaysmuch
easier to repair something when you understand how it
works.

Tiny Tim'sNew Shoes
Tiny Tim eventuallygot the new pair of shoeshe needed
so much- from Tinker Bell, for Christmas.So on Boxing
Day he put on his new pair of shoesand kept them on.
That eveninghe had a few drinks (quite a few) and as the
hour grew late he indulged in dancingwith a young lady
(a member of the family you understand).Whilst demonstrating his amazing dip and reverse he somehow
stumbledand fell, bashinghis cheston the bar. So Tinker
Bell took him home and he managedthis feat without
falling down. When he got upstain he did fall down,
acrossthe table, hitting his chest in the same place. So
Tinker Bell guided him to the bedroom and as he was
undressinghe sort of stumbledand fell on to the arm of
the vicar'schair, againon the samerib.
In the morning he couldn't cough or blow his nosebut
he did sneezeonce and that very nearly killed him. He
was very cross and vowed not to wear new shoesany
more. It still hurts.

The Puzzle
Despite Tim's injuries he managedto carry on almost
without complaint.It wasbusinessasusualand he madea
muck up of only one or two jobs. Until this fellow camein
carrying a 14in. Philips portable that is. Tim thought he
recognisedit as a KT3 and felt confidenthe could stick in
a new 4.7O resistorwithout too much trouble. So he tried
to show off.
"Hang on a momentsir, won't take a second."
His doubts grew as he turned the set around. Why was
there a three wire mainslead (no plug)? He removedthe
rear cover and noted a coupleof tracksblown open on the
right side lower print, then releasedthe top catchesand
lowered the panel to get at the lower right side of the
power board. On removingthis he wasstunnedto seethat
it was severelyblackenedand had severaltracks blown
open. He looked at the control board next to it and noted,
that this had also taken a pounding.He looked at the man
who'd brought it in and confessedthat it wouldn't be a
quick job and could well tum out to be expensive.
The man showed no surprise."That's what I thought
you'd say. I don't want to spendmuch on it. If you like
you can keep it for spares."
So Tim was left with this bundle of mystery and
resolvedto solveit when time permitted.
When he returnedto it later he startedby repairingthe
power board, replacing two of the diodes in the mains
bridge rectifier, the 4.7O surge limiter resistor and the
12Y zener diode that had gone short-circuit. He then
cleaned off and remade the tracks. The control board
neededquite a bit of attention- two transistors,a diode
and track repairs. The main board also presented a
problem, with tracks blown and two diodes at the top
short-circuit.There were lots of other faults to clear up,
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LesLawryJohns

all apparentlydue to the original big bang.
Tiny Tim looked at the green earth lead suspiciously
and checkedthat it did indeed go direct to chassis.Also
that the brown and blue leads went direct to the power
board, i.e. there was no on/off switch. Rightly or wrongly
he concludedthat the set had been removed from an
entertainmentcentre which must have featured a central
bank of switchesand a mains isolating transformer. So
Tim removedthe green lead altogetherbefore testingthe
set, which now worked perfectly. He put it on one side,
intendingto showTinker Bell how cleverhe'd been when
she returnedfrom a visit to the daughters.

Zacharius
When shedid return all thought of the set left his mind.
This was becauseshecamein with a large puppy Alsatian
on the end of a chokechain. She'dapparentlyhad quite a
time trying to control him.
"This is 7,ack" she explained."When he growsup he'll
guard us and we'll be able to sleepat nights. The trouble
is that he's a bit unruly and I sound soppy sayingZack
back or back Zack. We'd better changehis name."
. The outcomewas that he came to be known as Zeb.
He's quite a handful, being only four months old, with
boundlessenergy and a fear of being left on his own for a
secondor two. Tim's ribs have taken a battering- the cat
doesn'tlike him either.

$ans Switch
When Tim finally showedTinker Bell how clever he'd
been with the Philips portable he was a bit disappointed
with her reaction.
"Why can't you switch it off?"
Tim was annoyedwith this lack of appreciation.
"The set incorporatesthis latest safety factor, so far
present only in this one set. There's no flimsy on-off
switch. When sets are not in use they should be disconnectedfrom the mains supply completelyto ensurethat
they are safe."
Tinker Bell was not impressed.But the more Tiny Tim
thought about it the more convinced he became that he
was right. He resolvedto write a letter to the editor of
Televisionmagazinesuggestingthat no setsmade in future
should be fitted with an on/off switch. . . .

Thorn 1600/1615Chassb
Tim is also getting angry with the daft 24kO resistor
(R5) usedin these20 and Zin. monochromesetsto feed
the tuning voltage supply regulator. Surely a resistor
connectedbetweena 185V h.t. line and a 30V line should
be rated at 2W or more for long-term reliability?
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Driven to Drink
LesLawry-Johns
A smart grey Honda pulled up outside. A rather flash
female jumped out and pranced into the shop, immediately filling it with Frenchperfumeor something.

Mrc Upyew
"Oh darling, will you be a pet and get my box out of
the car for me?"
I went and draggedthe ITT CVC3Z out of the car. I
then brought it in and put it on the bench while she
prattled away.
"I'm going into town for an hour, so I'll collectit on the
way back if it's done by then. I don't mind spendinga
fiver on it if necessary."
I picked the set off the bench and startedto put it back
in the car.
"Oh darling,I wasonly joking. I'll pay whateverit costs
of course,but fusesdon't cost all that much do they?"
I continuedtb plonk the set on the back seat.
"Oh you are an old grumpy today aren't you? Pleasedo
it for me, I'll be so grateful- you'll see."
So I got it out again and startedto preparethe sheet.
"What nameis it please,madam?"
"[Jpyew darling."
So I wrote Up You Darling. She screamedwith laughter. "No no you naughty boy, the name is Upyew, the
darling was meant for you sweatheart."
To shorten the story a bit she then prancedoff to her
car which refusedto start. So I had to push it after telling
her to put it in gear and keep her foot on the clutch until
we picked up a bit of speed. Then off she went and I
retumed to the CVC32.
The Nightmare
It was tripping. Going hump, hump. So I switchedoff
and disconnectedthe tripler. I then checked the line
output transistor which was short-circuit. With this replaced and the tripler still disconnectedI switched ofl
again.The set still tripped and this time there wasa whisp
of smoke from the lower part where the BSX21 chopper
driver transistorlives. The set becamesilent and I found
the BSX21 short-circuit. With this replaced the set remained silent and I had to replacetheTDA264O chopper
control i.c. As a precaution,the h.t. feed to the line
output stagewas disconnectedbefore switchingon again.
When I did switch on the set didn't trip and some pretty
red LEDs lit up to show that the set was happy enough
without the load presentedby the line output stage.
The items connectedto the line output transformer's
primary and secondarywindingswere checkedand found
to be in order. So a new transformerwas fitted and, fool
that I am, I reconnectedthe tripler before switchingon.
When I did this the set continuedto trip and then gaveup
- the BU126 chopper transistorwas short-circuit.With a
heavy heart and gloom all round I replacedthe transistor
and this time disconnectedthe tripler before switchingon
again. Everything was just fine, i.e. no tripping and the
LEDs glowing merrily. A new tripler was fitted and I now
had a picture - with severeEW distortion. The 8D238
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diode modulator driver transistor was short-circuit. By
now I was in a filthy temper but to complete the job I
replaced the 8D238. This enabled me to adjust the
presetsand a really good picture was obtained. I wrote
out the report and bill.
When Mn Upyew returned she prancedin as usual.
"Set readydarling?I hope it didn't causeyou too much
trouble."
I gave her the bill and the smile faded. She paid by
chequeand I put the set in the car for her and not a word
wassaid. Fortunatelythe car startedfirst time and off she
sped, a very unhappywoman. So much for her fuse. Oh
yesI forgot to tell you, I removedthe small panelover the
scancoils and found the usualdry-joints there.
Elephants
A well known componentfirm has for its trademark a
small elephant leading a large one, the latter's trunk
holding the tail of the small one. ['ve often wondered
about the origin of this and when Stan Westover called
last week I askedhim about it.
Apparently the firm's two foundersstarted it by combining their separatefirms - South East Electronicsand
Midland Electronics.Naturally they decided to call the
firm South East and Midland Electronics. When they
cameto registerthe name they were sternly told that this
could not be done as there was already such a firm. So
they saidthey'djust usethe initials,SEME. No they were
told. SEME standsfor South East and Midland Electronics which is already registered."Oh no it doesn't" they
replied, "it stands for Small Elephants and Mammoth
Elephants."So now you know . . . I think. And I'd always
thought it was to do with SeeMe.
Fooled
This one mademe blush.A chapI know quite well - he
works on the river - brought this small ITT (STC)
portablein. It wasa VC11 with valvesand things like that
in it. I had quite a tussle,restoringfull width and height,
repairing the i.f. stages,etc. The aerial was then connectedto the u.h.f. socketand the set switchedto 625.I
next discoveredthat it didn't have a u.h.f. tuner. So I
switchedback to 405,pluggedin the v.h.f. aerial and tried
to tune in Channel1 or 9. I spentsometime on the tuner
before realisationdawned on me that it had all been in
vain. The signalsweren't there any more.
When he cameback to collect the set he told me it had
been out of commissionfor a few weeks. It had gone
wrong just before the shut down.
Confusion
I've been in a state of confusionfor some time now. I
fear it's gettingworse, and anyonewho brings anythingto
me expectingto find efficiency must be living in cloudcuckoo-land.It took me hours last weekendto prepare a
car radio (Radiomobile 80) for positive earth use just
becausethe polarity turn key was missingand it had been
wired for negativeearth and the AD149 output transistor
had gone short-circuitand blown its emitter resistor.You
see, Dave collectsvintage cars and everythinghas to be
right. Not Dave from the pub, Dave from the garage
down the road. He often sendsme car radiosto fix. Some
keep their dial lights on when they are switched off anythingto worry me .
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obtained.Azimuth and tilt are then adjustedas before.
The thing to rememberwhen adjustinga new head is
that the final alignmentwill match that of the machineon
which the tape used was recorded, so be certain of the
alignment of the machine whose tape you use for the

purpose.
Finally X adjustment. On some machines this is a
conical screw, on others the base plate is mounted via
slotted holes. In either case centre the trackins control
and adjust for best picture.

Sid's SecretWeapon
Our old friend Sid popped in the other day and left a
Ferguson3787 with us for repair. "No hurry ks, I'll be
back on Saturday." Sincethis gaveme four daysI agreed
to have & go, despite my in-built fears of these
Nordmende made colour portablesthat have given me so
many hours of torment in the past. I wish an expert on
these horrors would write an article for us outlining the
pitfalls to be expectedwhen idiots like me try to fumble
around in them in the dark. Can you hear me someone
outthere?...help!
I removed the rear shell, Ioosenedthe two wing nuts
and lowered the chassis.The blue line output transformer
at the bottom right caught my eye. It didn't look right. I
decidedto switch on howeverto seewhat would happen.
To my surprisethe set started up, but in a half-hearted
way. I felt the top of the 4.7O surge limiting resistor
RA05: it was stone cold. When I'd switchedoff I found
that it was open-circuit.The set had been trying to work
via the soft-startcircuit, which waswhy RU05 (680O)was
hot and bothered. So I fitted a new surgelimiter and tried
again. The sound came on but the tube's heatersdidn't
glow: the h.t. was correct but all the line output transformer derived voltageswere low.
I looked at the transformeragain and realisedthat the
top half of the core was missing. I'd a suitable old
transformerwith a similar core so I strippedit down: the
core fitted nicely and I glued it in position. Everything
then seemedto be in order. A BBC-I picture appeared
and looked good. It stayedon until I pressedthe second
button for BBC-2. The set then immediatelyshut down.
I switchedoff and tried againafter a few minutes.The
set came on for a few secondsthen shut down. I removed
plug II, the feed to the tuner control unit, and tried again.
The set now cameon,-but without any picture or soundof
course. There was plenty of noise however to show that
the set was willing. It stayedon like this for an hour. Then
I replaced plug II and it immediately shut down. So I
removed the tuner control unit and checkedjust about
everything. Finding no faults at all I refitted it and tried
once more. The set now cameon, but on switchposition
five - and wouldn't be budged.It seemedas though the
SAS590had taken exceptionto my probing. After fitting
a new one the set came on, on channel 1, and didn't
object to changingchannels.I felt relieved and left it on
for quite sometime.
I thought I'd disconnectthe aerial and let it play away
to itself. The act of disconnectingthe aerialresultedin the
set shuttingdown and this made me very angry.
I decided that the set was working in too sensitivea
condition and studiedthe circuit at some length. Perhaps
if I adjusted the set-e.h.t. control RZl3? I did so carefully, for 27Y at the slider. After doing this the aerial
could be removed and channelschangedat will. "Why
didn't I do that in the first place?" I scoldedmyself.
The set behaveditself until Sid came to collect it. He
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LesLawry-Johns

phonedyesterday
to saythat it workso.k. until the aerial
is pluggedin, thenit shutsdown.He'll be bringingit back
in assoonashe hasa chance.Backto squareone .
The Auiet Lffe
When the Nordmende had departed life settled down
for a few daysto a more peacefulrun of routine jobs. You
know the sort of thing:
"You put a new elementin my kettle last week and now
it's burnt out. Surelythesethingsare guaranteed?"
"Yes madam,if they are automatic.The one you had
wasn't, and you did opt for the cheapestone without a
cut-out. If you let it boil dry and cook up you can hardly
blamethe makers,or me."
The Thorn 90fi) which had a new SKE diode (the one
in serieswith the Syclopstransistor)fitted six months ago
and now has a tripler arcing to the frame. "I thought all
work was guaranteedfor a year."
Not all customersare unreasonablehowever.Someare
quite understanding.Mainly men, but some women are,
especiallywhen you tell them you have a stiff leg (the
remainderof this passageis censored- editor).

The PhilipsCTX-S
We seem to be getting a fair number of Philips sets
fitted with the CTX-S chassisin lately. They are nice little
sets with only a few common faults. Probably the most
common,as with the KT3 etc., is failure of the 4.7O surge
limiter in the power supply. One came in the other day
however with the 300V supply present right up to the
collectorof the BUX84 choppertransistor.
The chopper drive circuit usesdiscretetransistors,so
fault finding is fairly straightforward.The driver transistor
is aBF422, a small 250V npn video type. It had failed. I
prefer to fit the more beefy 8F337, but it's essentialto
rememberthat the baseis in the middle with this type, so
it must be turned to present the base at one end as
marked on the print. Providedthis is done and plenty of
clearanceis left for the body (mllector) more reliable
operationis assuredwithout the need for a heatsink.
These items, the BUX84 and its drive arrangement,
occupy the front right side looking from the rear and are
easyto get at as the panelslidesout once the rear cover is
removed(four screws).Sincethe lady who'd brought the
set in had been told the repair would be difficult and
costlyshe was very happy to have it back in two hours.

Haunted.. .
What a contrast to the Nordmende that continuesto
haunt me. ['m sure it's only a simpleadjustmentbut I did
set it up accordingto the manual, honest.When it comes
back I'll set it up accordingto me, so there . . .
M3

BiSFoot
LesLawry-Johns
I thought I was the only one here who put his foot in it at
least once a day - often more frequently. Now there are
two of us. That puppy Zeb has grown rapidly and is now
rather large. He'll get bigger - if he lives that long. Honey
Bunch tried to bash in his brains (?) the other day after
he'd ripped her prize plants out of the ground and then
pulled them to pieces. I tried to act as peacemakerand ten
minutes later was ready to kill him myself. He'd chased
the cat through the shop and she'd leapt up on to a shelf
and knocked off a record player just as the owner called
to collect it.

enough so I had to stick a piece of wire through the metal
frame and solder both sides as I'd done when the lens at
the other side broke away long ago. That's why I got the
new ones I can't wear. I still couldn't find any TDA1170s
however.
"What's wrong" asked Honey Bunch, who was playing
ball with the dog.
"I can't find any TDA1170s love, even though I've
cleaned and mended my glasses."
"Perhaps you've used them all."
"If I'd used them they'd be on the order sheet."
So I looked at the order sheet and thev were on ir.
Then back it came in a blinding glimpse oi the obvious.
The Normende. That's where thev went. tosether with
the 630mA tuses. So I whipped o fORZoOO o*ff the shetf
and dashed down to swap it with Don and Ray.
"Ah Les" they greeted me. "Glad to see you. you
don't happen to have a spare TDA2600 up at your shop
do you? We're right out what with all these Gl1's
gobbling them up." So I produced the TDA2600 from my
pocket and they were astounded. I modestly looked at the
ceiling and then at the teapot.
"What do you want in exchangefor it?" askcd Don.
"Nothing really, but I'll take a TDA1170 if you like."
So after joining them over a cup of tea (they don'r have
whisky down there) I nipped off carrying my precious chip
which completed the Fidelity repair when fitted. The
heatsink is a pest to get off but nowhere near as difficult as
the one on the Normende. Perhaps it's my Weller soldering gun that's getting old (tighten up the nuts you fool).

Now that the weatheris warmer I get a brief respite
becausehe staysoutsideon a long lead for at leastfive
minutesduring which I can get just a little work done.To
be fair thoughthat'sall we seemto be gettinglately- just
a little work, not really enoughto pay the bills. Charge
more they all shout.No. Not when there'snot muchwork
coming in. The time to chargemore is when there are
plenty of jobs and you can afford to lose a few.
What am I rabbitingon about?Sorry, it's the dog you
see,he's havingan effecton my nerves.When customers
try to talk to me I stare past them with my face twitching
andthey think I'm goingfunny. Of courseI'm not . . . I'm
not...I'mnot.
Mack and Millie

The CTV|4R
Like the chapwho broughtin the FidelityCTVl4R. ,,It
didn't cost much to buy so I don't want to spendmuchon
havingit repaired.Not more than sayfifteenpounds."
So I took it in, hoping for a nice dry-joint. What a
hope. The fuseswere intactand therewas a high voltage
at the collector of the BUX84 chopper transistor.There
was the samevoltage,insteadof 120V, at its emitter. It
was short-circuit.So I stuckanotherone in. Switchedon
and there was a funny trippingnoiseas the h.t. startedto
rise and then collapsed.I was afraid that the line output
transformerwas at tault but didn't want to think about it.
I checkedthe line output transistorcarefullyand then the
diodes fed from secondarywindings. One (D34) was
short-circuit.Glory be. Now normally I would have
checkedaroundto seewhat had killed it, but I had to put
my big foot in it. I put anotherdiodein and of coursethe
result was the sametripping. The reservoirelectrolytichas
shorted I thought, but althougha short was found to be
presentit wasn'tthe capacitor'sfault. When I isolatedpins
2 and 5 of the TDA1170 field timebasei.c. the tripping
stoppedand a nice bright white line appearedacrossthe
screento showthat the set washappyto work without the
chip to upsetthings.
So I lookedfor a TDA1170.I lookedwherethey should
be and then where they shouldn't.PerhapsI couldn'tsee
properly? I looked at my glasses.They were smudged.I
wiped the lensesand one broke away from the frame as
the screwsnappedoff. Not my new glasses,
my old onesas you'll recall I can't wear my new ones as I can't see
closeup with them. I evenhaveto take my old onesoff to
see really close. I knew I didn't have any screwssmall
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Theseverynicepeopleareold friendsof mineandlive
not too far awayin a selectareawherenot very much
happens except when their grandchildrcn visit and all hell
breaks loose. Mack had phoned to say that their 26in.
Gll had broken down. Their house was on the right as I
drove up so I pulled over and ran the nearside wheels on
to the path outside their gate and switched off the lights.
Now Millie is a local magistrate, and when I went in she
was going on about thoughtless motorists parking on the
pavements all over the town. After exchanging the usual
pleasantriesI got on with the set and found a funny fault
in the power supply. To save time I nipped out to the car
to get my spare panel and was back in a flash.
"My God that was quick" commented Millie.
"Well I've parked on the pavement just outside" I
admitted.
..YOU'VE
DONE WHAT?''
"See you in court Millie."

The Estimate
A chap had left an ITT CVC20 and a messageto rhe
affect that f25 was his limit. After quite some rime ir
transpiredthat the tripler was faulty and that the line
output transformerwas overheatingwith the tripler disconnected.After replacingthe 8U208 and fitting all new
parts(I wascurious)a blank rasterwith just a shadowof a
picturewasresolved.'fhe soundseemedto be o.k. but the
contrastcontrol had no effect. Testscast doubt upon the
T8A560 but replacingthis merelyproducedan overbright
raster with no signal (vision) at all. At this point I
removed all the new stuff and carefully replacedall the
faulty items. I should suffer. He was most upset when
given an estimate.
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Strangersin the day
LesLawry.lohns
I could see that she had a chip on her shoulderthe
moment she walked in carrying a small Grundig portable
(not colour I wasgladto note). Despitethe fact that I was
breakingmy heart over a PhilipsG11 powersupplypanel
sheplonked the portable in front of me and let loose.
"I've had this set repairedthree times in the past few
weeksand now it's goneagain.No doubt the samething."
"No doubt" I growled, "which is why you shouldtake it
back to the repairer and beg him or her to have another
go insteadof lumberingme with the thing."
I could seeher changegear,the way they do when they
see that a change of tactics is required for them to get
their own way.
"I've given Quick Fix every opportunity to do the job
properlyand they'vesignallyfailed. I've beentold you're
good and not expensive ."
"That's right" I couldn't help saying,"I'm good for
nothing."
She didn't even smile but went straighton ". . so I
thoughtI'd bring it alongto ask your opinion."
I gaveup on the G11. "All right, leaveit with me and
call back tomorrow. I'll just take the name before you
go."
"Miss M. Lott - Mona [.ott - from Park Avenue."
I wrote down Miss Moanalot and left it at that.
Off she went and I returnedto the G11 power supply.
I'd checkedevery transistorin situ and everythingelse in
sightand was now down to takingout eachtransistorand
recheckingit in isolation. T4086 (BC158) in the excess
beam current protection circuit proved to have a reverse
leakageof some 3kO, and on fitting a replacementthe
wanted150V appearedat the h.t. fuse. It's fortunatethat
theseboardscan be checkedon the benchwith only an
a.c. supplyfed to plug B - one sideto pin 1 or 2, the other
to pin 4 or 5.
Having disposedof this minor irritation- severalhours
of sweat due to my stupidity - I turned to the little
Grundig (1230G8) whereI proceededto make the same
sort of mistake I'd made with the G11. As the fault
appeared to be lack of line drive I made a start by
checkingthe supply to the line driver transistor.It was
presentthougha little high.This wasto be expectedsince
the line output stagewasn'tworking, i.e. therewasreduced
loadingon the llV rail. This wasconfirmedby the tube's
heater,which was glowinga little too healthily.
I switchedoff and checkedthe line driver transistorbaseto collector.baseto emitter- watchingthe meter's
swingout of the cornerof my eye. It seemedto be o.k. so
I chasedaroundgettingnowhere.
I switchedon againand checkedthe voltagesin the line
driver stage, noting that the transistor'scollector was
loaded by only the primary winding of the driver transformer (no feed resistance). Raised eyebrows accompaniedthe checkon the transistor'sbasevoltage.Sinceits
emitter went straightto chassisthe baseshouldn'tbe far
off chassispotential.The readingwas 2V. So I looked at
the transistoragain. It should have been a BDl37. A
BCI4Z looked at me, recentlyfitted. I whipped it out and
found that it wasopen-circuitbaseto emitter.The reading
I'd got with the transistorin circuit had been base to
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collector and then to the emitter via the driver transformer and the tube's heater.
I fitted a BD131 and told the set to make do with that
for the time being. It did. The picturewas good and the
supplyline voltagewas correct. I must watch the meter
more carefullyin future. Like you do. The set was left on
for a full day, just to be sure.
Mona came to collectit later, paid without a murmur
but couldn'thelp saying"seeyou soon" as shewent. Well
shehasn't,so far.

Another Stranger
Amongstthe usualprocession
of Decca,Thorn, Philips,
ITT etc. sets this 14in. Amstrad colour portable turned
up. Not a bad little set. of far easternorigin. A quick
checkrevealedthat the full h.t. voltagewaspresentbut as
there was no activity in the line output stagethc picture
and sound were both missing.Once again I started by
making checksin the line driver stage.The set immediately startedup and wouldn't stop. So I left it on till the
next day.
Onceagainit refusedto start.This time when I checked
for voltage at the collectorof the line driver transistor
therewasn'tany. So I checkedback to the primaryof the
driver transformerand found voltageat both ends.The
set made a half-heartedattemptto start when the probe
touchedthe transistorend of the winding. Although the
joint looked good resolderingit produced instant action
with no further hanky-panky.Lucky me. For once.

EasyMende
If you remember, quite a time ago I told you of an
encounterwith Beardy and Non-beardyand how they
departedneverto return.
Well they did. Carrying of all things a NordMende
colour portable of the type that frightensme.
"Get out of here with that thing" I bawled.
"Oh my friend" said Beardy, "let us let bygonesbe
bygones."
"Yes" said Non-beardv."let the sands show not a
ripple."
"Never mind about bygonesor the sands,I no mend
NordMende."
"It's just a little thing" said Beardy. "It won't take a
cleverman like you a moment.Very very easy."
"Listen. If I wascleverI wouldn't be doing this job."
"Just for old time's sake" saidNon-beardy."lt's just a
fuseyou see."
"All right then" I said very calmly. "We'll just check
the fuses."
So I whipped the back off, lowered the panel and
checkedthe fuses.The 630mA fuse in the supplyto thc
field timebasewas open-circuit.My mind raced. The
chanceswere that the TDA1170 field timebasechip had
shortedor wasshortingintermittently.Take a chance.Fit
a new fuseand get rid of them.
"You're quite right" I told Non-beardy."It was just a
fuse.It's you who are clever,not [."
"Very good" saidBeardy."How much?"
"Fifty pence"I said,"if I don't seethis set again."
"You give guarantee?"
"No I bloodydon't. Take the set and sod off."
Do you know, it didn't go off again and each time
Beardywalks by he raiseshis thumb and callsout "very
good, very good".
I hate thosesets.
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TheVet'sProblem

givesroom to resolder?I won't tell you who it was but I
won't do it again.

LesLawry-Johns

Mack and Millie's Gl1
You rememberme callingat Mack and Millie's house,
parking on the pavementand getting a rocket from
Millie. . .
"Curb crawlersare creepyLes but pavementparkers
Not BO but B&O - one that gave me almostas much
putrid."
are
heartache
as that NordMende.If it had beenanyoneelse's
"Only
two wheels,Millie."
I'd havetold him to take it backwherehe got it from, but
"Half a wheelis enough- MORE THAN ENOUGH!"
he'ssucha nicc chap and we do havea dog, a cat and a
Well they don't seemto havemuchluck with their Gl1.
bird.That bird is definitelyfemaleby the way: shedoesn't
phonedto report "a white line acrossthe screcn".
They
talk but makcsa lot of noise.You can't touch her unless
along
I went and parkedin their driveway.I'd taken
So
she'shavingone of her freak outs, when shehunchesher
shoulders,sticksher neck out and babblesaway in some with me a spare timebasepanel (upper left) and some
strangealien tongue. You can then stroke her till she fuses.I checkedthe secondfuse up on the line output
comesto. Shethen straightens
up and lashesout with her panel.It wasintact.I checkedthe solderingto the baseof
beak.I think it's part of the matinggamebut she hasn't the TDA26fi) field timebasei.c.'s holder, and as this
seemedto be o.k. I fitted mv sparepanel. After this I
got one (so far).
switchedon, confidentlyexpectingto seea full rastcr.Just
a white line. Feelinga bit deflated,I tappedthe top ccntre
dynamicconvergence
correctionpanel.The line flickedto
The Spiders
a
full
raster
then
collapsed
again.Oh dear, I'vc brought
Which brings me to the next horror story. Upon
panel.
the
wrong
removing the B and O's rear shell release bottom
I removedthe correctionpaneland examinedit closely
catches,lift up and off the top tongues- I caughtsightof a
for
cracksand dry-joints.As theredidn't scemto be anv I
long brown envelopestuck to the right side of the chassis.
refitted
the panel and without clippingit down switchcd
Rcmoving the envelopc and opening it I found a folded
on
to
see
if a bit of probing might help to identify the
booklet with the circuit details.Insidethe fold were the
culprit.
There
was a good, full picture. It wouldn't
bodiesof two spiderswhich must have been there a long
collapse
until
I
clipped
it down. So I unclippedit and told
time: one was completebut only the shell of the other
them
I'd
be
back
on
the
morrow with a replacementbut
remained, no doubt the male who had provided the
that
the
would
meanwhile
be all right as I'd taken thc
set
femalewith her lastmeal.
pressurcoff the troublespot.
Next day I returnedwith the requiredpaneland to save
time
I ran the car up on the pavementoutside.| fitted the
The Set
panel and preparedto depart. Millie said she had to
The actual repair (having buried the spiderswith due
collecther grandchildrenfrom schooland camc out with
ceremony)turnedout to be somethingof an ordeal,asthe
me to get her car from the garage.
fault was intermittent.The set would suddenlytrip (par..THAT CAN'T BE YOUR CAR STUCK UP ON
tially) after'it had beenon for quite sometime, the picture
THE PAVEMENT AF'|ER ALL I'VE SAID!''
shrinkingand then returningrapidly to normal. It didn't
"After all you've shouted Millie. See you in court
shutoff to enableproper teststo be made.The powcr unit
dear."
is at bottom centre and was removedso that we could try
to make some voltage checks. After a long time it
transpiredthat the voltageat the collectorof the chopper
The Repair
transistorremained steady while thc base and emitter
Back at the shop it took an ohmmeterto locate the
voltagesvaried, suggesting
an overload.I ratherdoubted
intermittentlyopen-circuited
track, very nearto conncctor
this, feelingthat the fault wasin the power supplyitself.
15,{4.A jumper leadwasquicklysolderedin placeto put
Cold testswere out of the questionas the fault was of
paid to any further hanky-panky.
suchan intermittentnature,so we invokedDante'sLaw:
go where thc heat is. This provedvalid and the fault no
longer occurredwhen the chopperdriver transistor,BD
somethingor other, was replaced.My fading memory A Solution
suggests
that we fitted a BD203 but I could be wrong. I
I'm fed up with the way this country'sgoing.Everybody
can't checkup on it as the circuitis backinsidethe set, at
seemsto be convincedthat unlessthey put up prices,
the vet's home (sansspiders),and I don't have another charges,wages - everything every year - thcy'll bc
copy to jog my memory. I've even forgottenthe model uneconomicand go under. What we need is a univcrsal
numberand as no bill was presentedI can't look up the catch phrasefor use at every checkout, written on every
copy.
invoiceand bill. Everybodytogetherthen, "LESS TEN
PER CENT". Salaries,wages,fares,charges.O.K., some
won't do it, someperhapscan't. They'll be the unpopular
Who's a Ninny?
minority. Leave marked up pricesas they are, but subNext balls up. Who was it who completely stripped tract ten per cent at the time of payment."Less ten per
down a Fidelity IS1fi) audio stack systemto get at the
cent, lessthen per cent" - can't you just hear it? I can
cassette
headin order to solderone wire on, then put it all
hearthe objections:importersetc. But it could bc donc if
together again only to find that removal of two screws we reallywantedto. All right we don't. But dafter things
from the front cassettecover exposesthe head and just
havehappened.
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The Tantrumsof Tiny Tim
LesLawry-Johns
It didn't and he frowned a little. He touchedit to the main
frame and jumped for his life at the loud crack. The dog
fled and Tinker Bell came in demandingto know what
he'd doneto him.
"Sod the dog" said Tiny Tim. "What about me? I
nearlyjumped out of my skin."
"Yes but you know what happenswhen you discharge
thosethings.The dog doesn't."
So Tinker Bell went out and Tim was left on his own.
Why hadn't the capacitordischargedwhen he'd touched
the lower electrolytic's earth tag? Because it wasn't
earthed.He connectedthe voltmeterto the tag and it said
2ffiV. He took his glassesoff and peered closely. The
The CVCS
earth track was very thin and was open-circuit. Tim
The 26in.CVC5provedto be a nightmare.
Bowingin
solderedanother wire in to ensurethat the earthing was
at the sideson a set fitted with a 90"tube and no EW diode
sound.But he still hadn'tcuredthe hum trouble.
"If it's not the smoothing,what else?" thought Tim,
modulatorcircuit . . . Tim pluggedthe set into the mains
getting a bit edgy now. Heater-cathodeleakage in the
supply and pressedthe on/off switch. Being a hybrid
chassis,the valveslit up and Tim waited. And waited. PCF802?He'd just replacedthat. Fit anotherone. Still no
There was no coverover the line output stage(shadesof
change.That side ripple had a sort of ghost like foldover
in the background,like you get when the tuning is out and
Ike Hodge)so Tim held his little neon nearthe PL5@. It
didn't light up and he noticedthat the valve was getting the a.f.c. is off.
red hot. So he checkedthe h.t. supplyto the PCF802line
So Tim operatedthe a.f.c. switch,which is incorporated
oscillatorvalve. This was presentand the PL509cooled with the brightnesscontrol. The set went off. The switch
clown. Suspectingthe polywhat'snamecapacitorsin the had already been in and pressingit had allowed it out
line oscillatorstageTim changedthe PCF802- this was (a.f.c.off). So he pressedit in and the set cameback on.
easierthan changingthe capacitors.There was no further
He pressedthe volume control switch - the real on/off
trouble with the line drive and the e.h.t. rustledup. The switch- and nothing happened.Tim jumped up and down
picture appearedbut it kept flicking sidewaysand doing in rage. "Where's the bloody cat" he bawled.
"She's in the kitchen and she'll stay there until you've
all sorts of funny things like bowing in quickly then
bowingout again.
done your job properly" saidTinker Bell. "She's not here
Tim's diagnosiswas immediate."Up with this ['ll put
for you to kick when you can't think of anythingbetter to
no more" he said, "it's poor earthinglike in the Bush do."
TV18l series,tabsnot solderedproperly."So he ran wires
"Someone'staken the mains leads off the volume
from the top to the bottom of the chassisand soldered control and connectedthem to the brightnesscontrol"
them securelyat eachearthpoint. This solvedthe flicking moanedTim.
and bowingand left Tim with the hum bar.
"What's wrongwith that?" askedTinker Bell.
"Putting them on the brightnesscontrol will put hum on
the picture" saidTim.
The Hum Bar
"[n that case" said Tinker Bell "putting them on the
volume control will put the hum on the sound, and
Now we all know what to do about this. Changethe
AD 161seriesregulatortransistorin the l.t. supplyand the
anyway why don't y-ou take the mains leads off the
bridge rectilicr for a start. Tim did all this and more, controls and tape them up so that the set is on all the
though the curve that accompaniedthe hum bar should time, like on that Philips portable you were so proud of have told him that the l.t. supplywasn'tresponsible.He
no set should have an on/off switch you said, they're
turned to the h.t. linesand found that all the electrolytics dangerous."
had beenresoldered- not very tidily.
So Tim did what he was told. He took the leadsoff the
"l'll shunt them one by one" he thought.He switched a.f.c. switch and connectedthem together. He replaced
off and used a 470p.Ftest capacitorwith jump leads and
the plug and was rewardedwith a cloud of smoke from
crocodileclips. First he clippedit acrossthe h.t. reservoir the i.f. strip. The neutral mainslead should have gone to
capacitor- that couldn't be it becausethe h.t. was well
chassisvia the switch. He'd taken off the mains live and
up, but just in case- and switchedon. No change.Why
neutralleads,alsothe a.f.c.leadthat'stakento chassis
via
had he switched off? Because the spark might have the switch. The net result was that mains neutral was
frightenedhim (and the dog). Actuallyhe hadn'tswitched findingits way to chassis
via the a.f.c. circuit.
off, he'd pulled the plug out - that was easier.Now that
Tim bashed his head on the bench and broke his
glasses.He replaced the burnt out 470O resistor and
the test capacitorwas chargedit could be applied to the
other electrolyticswithout frighteninghim and the dog.
checked inside the a.f.c. can. There was a scorched
While he was playing around the lower electrolytiche
resistorbut the transistorread all right. He decidedto put
accidentallytouchedthe earth tag with the live lead. This
the lot back in and wired the neutral direct to chassis,
shouldhaveproduceda nastysparkand madehim jump.
refitting the brown a.f.c. lead back to chassiswhere it
Tiny Tim had seen the set before but couldn't remember
much abtlut it.
"lt kccps flicking in from the sides, sort of bowing in if
you know what I mean, and we've still got those bars that
travel up the scrccn" said Mr. Crankcase.
"Sometimes thcy travel down" said Mrs. Crankcase,
"but we don't mind that - we're used to the bars."
"Don't worry" said Tiny Tim, "I'll sort it out tout
suite."
Clearly impressed by Tim's confidence, the Crankcases
dcpartcd and left him to it.
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belonged.Then he pluggedin, gingerly,and waited.
The picture came on and was lovely. Who said he
wasn't a good engineer?- apart from Tinker Bell. Mr.
Crankcasecameback at five o'clock to pick up his set and
wastold that in accordancewith Tiny Tim's new rules the
on/off switch was no longer operative.
"We never used it anyway.We alwayspulled the plug
out." Mr. Crankcasetook out the CVC5 and cameback
in with a CYC20. "Run the rule over this will you Tim?"

The CVC20
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Tim peered into the back and was surprisedto see the
front control panel lying inside the set in pieces. This
upset him in view of the trouble he'd had with the
previousset. His little mind immediatelyrang up fifteen
quid. He removedthe piecesand put them back together.
The control panel now fitted nicely and he had a.c.
leavingit and making its way acrossto the chopper. But
nothingcame from the chopper.
The driver is often the causeof this but turned out to be
o.t<.Tim then took out the choppercontrol subpaneland
checkedthis, that and the other. He could find nothing
wrong and was by now feelingfed up. So he lockedup the
shop,put out the lights and went upstairs.

The Next Day
Tim was up bright and early next day - in a vain bid to
stop the dog chewingthe morning paper.
"You're not a dog. You're just a pig and barking
machine. We'd be better off with a tape recorder that
makesbarking noisesthan with you" said Tim.
"Leave the dog alone" bawledTinker Bell. "What's he
done for you to kick up sucha fuss?"
"He only chewedup your competitionpage.The rest is
untouched."
"I'11kill the dog when I comedown."
Tim hurriedly taped together the pieces of the page
then got on with breakfast.
"Before you start eating, nip down to the newsagent
and get me an untorn paper" said Tinker Bell, "I must
have my entry in the post before nine o'clock."
What a start. But Tim wassoon at work on the CVC20.
He put the chopper control panel back, switchedon and
was surprisedto hear the e.h.t. rustle up and the soun$
boom out. "Fancy that" he said. "The control panel
couldn't have been making proper contact.What a clever
boy I am". He then wrapped it up and moved it to the
soak test bay - the other end of the bench.

J
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Another ITT
Tim was a bit surprisedto see this CVC5 come back
sinceit had been collectedonly a coupleof daysago after
he'd restoredthe colour. He'd spent some time checking
around the top left corner of the chassisand had eventually moved down to the chroma amplifier transistors
T27 and T28 where he'd found that slightpressureapplied
to T28 (the small round BF128) would restorethe colour.
Although there didn't appearto be any poor contactshe'd
resolderedthe base, emitter and collector. After doing
that the colour couldn't be lost: the set had behaveditself
on test but here it was back againwith the samefault.
This time he dived straightfor the BF128 transistor.A
cold check revealed that it was non-conductive.So he
fitted a BFl97, leaving the screenunused,and switched
1985
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O USINGA LOGICPROBE
Logic circuitry has been used in VCRs from the
start for system control purposes. As a result
there are many faults that can be dealt with only
on a trial-and-errorbasis or by investigatingthe
logic conditions.Voltage readingsprovide some
clues but the type of scope used for W servicing
will not usuallyhandlefast changingpulsetrains.
The simplestapproachto this problem is to use a
logic probe - a device that will become more
useful to you the more you get to use and know
it, and will of course also help to sort out problems in W control systems and microcomputers.
David Botto outlinesthe minimum requirements
for a probe for servicingpurposesand describes
its use in typical circuitry.

TVROSYSTEMS
O COMMISSIONING
Many dealersand enthusiastsare probablythinking about installationsfor satelliteTV reception,
something that can already provide additional
channels in the UK from low-power satellites.
What's involved technically and what sort of
expense is likely to be involved? Geoff Lewis
providesa simple guide in questionand answer
form.

HYBRIDGTVs
O SERVICING
The Decca Bradford and ITT CVC5-9series chassis have proved to be able to provide fine pictures over a much greater than originally
expectedlife span. Many are still in use and of
coursefail from time to time. causingconfusion
to those engineers who know only solid-state
circuitry. Sam Simon provides a quick-check
guide to dealingwith common basicfaults.

FIELDTIMEBASECIRGUITS
O TRANSISTOR
While the vast majority of valve field timebase
circuitsemployedthe same basicconfigurationa
wide varietyof circuittechniques,includingclass
A, B and AB operation,have been used in transistor field timebases.Pan 2 of this seriesdescribes
the operation of these circuits.

PLUSALL THEREGULAR
FEATURES
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on. He was bitterly disappointedto find no colour. A
voltagecheckshowedthat there wasno forward basebias,
a cold check revealing a short-circuit from the base to
chassis.This was due to a speck of solder between the
base and the screen (unused) print: a flick of the
screwdriverblade restorednormal operationwhich lasted
for hours on end.

fim's Tenible Trouble
Tim thought it was time he paid some bills. So he
gatheredthem all together and addedthem up. The total
frightened him out of his life and as he lay dead Tinker
Bell came in to find out what the screamhad been for.
She kicked Tim in the ribs and he stirred and moaned.

"Get up and get somethingdone you fool. How am I
going to get a new dressif you just lie there moaning?"
Tim got to his feet and showedTinker Bell his pieceof
paper. "L,ook, this is what we owe. Now look at this one
which showswhat welvegot. It's not enough."
"You ought to be able to afford me a new dress"
snapped Tinker Bell. "If you can't earn enough by
muckingabout with thosedaft TVs you could alwayswrite
about them like that clever Mr. Trundle and that Silly
Simon. I've been looking at that magazineand I'm sure
the editor is a nice man who might pay you if you could
bestir yourself and do a bit of writing instead of keep
complainingand trying to kick the cat."
"He might, he might" mused Tiny Tim. "If I could
learn to type, that is."

Line SelectorUnit
A. B. Bradshaw
Many lower-priced oscilloscopeshave good wideband
deflection systemsbut poor triggering facilities. This is
particularly a disadvantageif you want to examine the
vertical interval test signalstransmitted during the field
flyback blanking period - thesesignalsare very usefulfor
monitoring the performanceof the TV transmissionpath.
The unit describedin this article has been in use for
severalyears to provide improved TV triggering. It's in
two sections,the first of which producestrigger pulsesfor
display of the selected line. The second section was
originally designedto provide X-scanand bright-upsignals
for the Hewlett-Packardl7O7oscilloscope,but if required
the unit can be usedto provide line triggeringonly. If the
unit is also used to provide X-scan and bright-up outputs
the only oscilloscopecontrolsthat need to be operatedare
horizontal and vertical position with sweepmagnification
by ten times. In this mode the oscilloscope'stimebaseis
switchedto "external" - seeFig. 1 for typicalconnections.
When the oscilloscope'stimebaseprovidesthe X scanthe
unit provides a selectableline trigger pulse at the start of
the line required. Fig. 2 showsthe completecircuit.
There are three switcheswhich provide the following
functions. The rotary switch Sl selectsthe line to be
displayed.The latchingpush-buttonfast-scanselectswitch
52 is for usewith the oscilloscope's
sweepmagnificationx
10 control, enabling the 2T pulse to be displayedover a
large percentageof the scan- thus K rating graticulescan
be used. The nonlatching field selectpush-buttonswitch
53 is used to give a "field slip" so that the alternatefield
can be selected. This latter arrangement is a simple
solution - the alternative logic circuit technique would

Scope

Y

External TB

y'ideo inDUl
T piece

75^ cable-short lengih
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Fig. 1: Typical scope/tine selector unit connections.
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mean that the last line of the field would have to be
identified (half or full line). The "field slip" method is not
elegantbut is very cheap!

CircuitOperation
Positive-goingcompositevideo with an amplitudeof lV
peak-to-peakis fed to Tr1 which providesa voltage gain
of ten. The output is capacitivelycoupled to the base of
Tr2 with d.c. restorationby meansof Dl. The syncpulses
are strippedoff at the collectorof Tr2 while Tr3 provides
a TTL compatibleoutput for the following i.c.s.
IC1 and one of the gatesinlC2 are arrangedas a field
sync pulse separator,the output being made availableat
TW. lC3 is a "start delay" monostable multivibrator
which drives tC4. This latter i.c. is used to provide an
enablepulse for the following BCD decadecounter IC5.
Line sync drive for IC5 is provided by IC2b. When
enabled,IC5 countsthe line sync periods: its outputs are
decodedby the BCD-to-decimaldecoderIC6.
The decimaldecodedoutputsfrom IC6 are brought out
to Vero pins on the PCB. Theseare the basicline trigger
pulsesusedfor displayselection.IC6's dutputs are "loose
wired" to a low-capacitancerotary selectorswitch (S1).
Switching the live logic signalsin this way is done for
cheapness:the method works satisfactorilyin practice
providedthe leadsare kept short (2in.).
We now have pulsesfor each line during the flyback
period of interest.The secondpart of the circuit provides
bright-up and X-scan signals.The emitter-followerTr8 is
used to drive the cable bright-up pulse feed to the
oscilloscope.The reasonfor the unusualarrangementin
its collector circuit is to provide a measureof protection
shouldthe feed from Tr8 becomeshort-circuit.
The selectedline trigger pulse is fed to the fast-scan
latchingswitch52 and to the delaygatesIC2c./d.The need
for this delay in the fast-scanposition will vary depending
on the starting r.ateof the X amplifier in the scopeand
may require adjustmentto the values of C9 and C10 to
centrethe displayedpulsein the scan.
The selectedline pulse is also fed to IC7 and Tr4, via
R2,2lCIl and R23iD6 respectively.Tr4 is used to discharge Cl3ll4. When Tr4 is off, these capacitors charge
linearly via the constant-currentsourceTr5. The resultant
voltageramp is bufferedby the cascadedvoltage-followers
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Rockingall the time
LesLawry-Johns
Things are most certainly not what they used to be.
People even talk a different language now and I find it
difficult to know what they are on about. Take Mr.
Flasher for example. He held up a small Philips TX2
portable.
"Thought I'd let you have a look at this for me, right?
Picture valve's gone, right? Don't mind paying you to
look at it right? I'd do it myself but haven't got the time,
right'/"
"No. If it needsa valve. tell me which one and I'll sell it
to you. I don't want to look at it becauseit's white and
white gives me spots before my eyes and makes me feel
ill, especiallythis soon after breakfast."
Mr. Flasher was taken aback. "Don't know what you're
on about, right? What I'm saying is I'll pay you to put a
new picture valve in my set, right?"
"I could put a valve in your set but it would just flop
around becausethere's nowhere to fit one. If you want me
to repair the sct becauseyou've not the time you'll have to
leave it here. It won't involve valves because the set
doesn't have any, right?"
So he left it and went out muttering about shopkeepers
who had no right to have a shop and the government
ought to do something about it.
I took the shell off the little Philips set so that it
wouldn't hurt my eyes, plugged it in and switched on. The
sound sounded but the screen showed only a line down
the centre. So I checked the scancoupling capacitor and it
had capacitance, then I checked the tracks to the line
output transformer and they were intact. Next I wondered.
I checked the winding on the transformer. It was opencircuit. Oh dear. I certainly didn't have one of these little
perishers. With enormous dexterity and wonderful presence of mind I removed the transformer and located the
break. It could be soldered and it was. Back it went and
the set now showed a picture. But it was upside down. My
eyes narowed as I got Mr. Flasher in my sights. So he'd
been flashing around. I looked again at the scan coils.
They hadn't been disturbed. I looked at the print. It didn't
look as though it had been disturbed. Mr. Flasher was a
phantom. So I reversed the field scan coils and the picture
was the right way up. I could read the news on BBC-2 in
the mirror. Something stirred in my brain. I've never been
able to do that before, and people always shake hands
with their left hand in the mirror. I looked directly at the
screen: the picture was back to front. This made me very
angry but everything looked all right when I'd reversed
the line scan coil leads. I wrote the bill out with amazing
attention to detail.
In fact it was Mrs. Flasher who came to collect the set:
"l told Harry there's nothing much wrong with the set,
right? I said why don't you do it as you're always pulling
the radio to pieces, right'l But he said 'I don't know about
TVs, they've got valves in them'."
I gave up and ushered her out of the door - the dog
wanted to go across the road and chase his ball on the
green.
Now you'd think a simple thing like taking the dog
across the road to play with his ball would be a simple
thing, right? No wrong. In the first place he's still a puppy,
30

albeit a rather large one. In the secondplace chasinga
ball is to him the most excitingthing on earth. As soon as
he catchessight of his lead and the ball he goesberserk.
Absolutelymad. I'd like to seeBarbaraRoadhousecalm
him down. A chokechain?He's got one and it's high up
but he chokeshimselfto death becausehe can't set the
ball out of his mind.
We eventually cover the few feet acrossthe road to
where he knowsthe chain is comingoff and the struggling
reachesfeverpitch. Whilst I'm trying to removethe chain
he hurls himselfthis way and that until he finally rips my
arm off and runs awaywith it. I manageto retrieveit and
tuck it insidemy cardiganand throw the ball with my left
arm. When he eventuallytires we make our way back to
the shop, him pantinglike a steamengine(you can hear
him miles away). With him laying on the floor lapping his
water becausehe's too tired to stand Honey Bunch asks
"Why did you let him do that?Come here and I'll stick it
backon. You'll haveto mix the glue though,I can't stand
the smellof that stuff."
So I mixed up the epoxywith my left hand and made it
good and strong.H.B. stuckmy arm back so that I could
work properly,then ran her iron over the joint so that it
would hardenquickly and I'd be able to get on with the
jobs.
Puppetsheal very quickly you see.
The Decca 80
An old friend then arrived with a set I'm not familiar
with: I've done a few, but not many. A Decca CT080280 serieschassis.
I pluggedit in and switchedon. Nothing,
or at least I couldn't hear anything. The tube base
voltageswere present,as wasthe e.h.t., so I cameto the
conclusionthat the l.t. supplieswere absent.I looked for
the circuit. A very brief referencein the book that did
mentionit referredme to the 1977-8book for full details.
I'd just lent that one to Tony. No not that Tony, the other
one (sorry Tony).
So I swungup the chassisand took the cover from the
line output stage.Everythingseemedto be in order but I
didn't like the look of the solderingon the l.t. output
socket. I resolderedthe contactsto make them look
better, then switchedon. The sound roared out and after
a short wait the screenlit up. I pluggedin the aerial and
the picturelookedgood.So what?The moralis that if you
lend someonea manualfor a set you're not too familiar
with one will promptlycomealong.Right?
Looking in the Window
For a long time I've been struck by the fact that nearly
every female that walks past the shop tums to smile in at
me. Well I can't help being an attractiveman. Reliable,
sort of, maybea little staid,sort of . . . I don't know, just
fascinatingI suppose.After all. those girls can't all be
wrong, especiallywhen the sun is shining. Yes that's
anotherthing, they seemto look in more when the sun is
shining. It was shining the other moming when I went
acrossthe road to post a letter. Coming back I was
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surprisedto note that I couldn'tsceinsidethe shopat all.
All I could seewas myself. . .

Fading GEC
It wasjust an ordinaryGEC 2120or somethinglike
that, with the complaint that the picture would fade out
for varying periods before returning as good as ever. I had
it on test and had left the rear cover on to keep the heat
in. After about half an hour the picture faded out, so I
whipped the back off to make my definitive tests. These
were not required since the picture had returned. So I left
the back off. About an hour latcr the picture faded out
and I leapt to the tube base to check the voltages. They
were all present and the picture had returned.
I resolved to do nothing the next time. I just looked - at
the tube base sockct. The tube's heaters faded out. Ah,
ha! I checked the heater supply and it was present - and
the tube's heaters were glowing normally. So I left the
prods connected and lay in wait. The tube's heatersfaded
but the meter continued to record some 4V a.c. It just had
to be pin contact. A thorough clean of the tube's basepins
and the socket cleared the trouble. well for a while I
supposc.

METER
O SIGNALSTRENGTH
A snowy picture and an awkward customer can
present a difficult situation.ls it the set or the
signal, and how do you explain matters?This
signal strength meter gives an instant guide to
the signal level reachingthe set and a handy way
of proving to the customer that it may be his
aerial that requiresattention- after all a meter
can't lie, can it?! Usefulalso for aerialalignment.
The meter is simple to build and inexpensive- it
uses a commercialtuner/i.f.strip so that only the
power supply and meter drive circuitshave to be
constructed.The unit also provides video and
audio outputs.
O IC FIELD TIMEBASES
Most TV chassis now use an i.c. for the field
timebase,but it's not always clear what goes on
behind the various pins and what the peripheral
componentsdo. Followingour articleson valve
and transistorfield timebasesit's time to get up
to date with their i.c. successors.

More Fading
The nextdaya similarGEC setappeared.
Complaint:
picture fades out leaving the sound normal. I resolved to
play it cool: meter on the tube base socket to read the
applied heater voltage, watch it carefully. After a while
the picture faded leaving the heaters glowing merrily. The
smile faded and when the meter was switched to the 1kV
range we found that all three first anode voltages were
missing. There was plcnty of voltage at one end of the
560kO feed resistor (R506) on the convergenceboard but
little at the other end. A new resistor restored normal.
continuous viewing.

PATTERNPROGRAM
O ELECTRON
The various computer programs to provide TV
test patterns published earlier this year created
considerableinterest- at last you can get the
micro to do somethingusefullAndrew Heronhas
written a comprehensiveprogram for the Acorn
Electronmicrocomputer,providinga blank raster
in a choice of eight colours, colour bars. split
bars, horizontalbars, verticalbars, a crosshatch,
dots, a chequerboardand a centrecircle.

At the Coach

THENORDMENDEFCa5
O SERVICING

Having had a couple upstairs, perhaps three or four, we
decided to go next door to the Coach. Dave's place. Not
Dave from the garage. Dave from the pub. We had quite
a few while H.B. tried to beat the machine, and of course
Dave kept filling my glass so that I was having twice as
much as H.B.
Towards the end of the evening I was dully aware that
Tony and Jim had come in. They slapped me on the back
to make me growl and I did. So they got their drinks and
moved over to H.B.
Now H.B. loves to tease Tony becausehe blushes so
easily. So she set out to make him blush and he did. "Got
your black tights on tonight?" she asked, "see you haven't

got your high heelson."
Tony went along with it all. "Thought I'd give 'em a
restso'snot to make all you girls jealous."
Quite unexpectedlya youngman standingby broke in.
"If he wants to wear black tights and higlr-heeledshoes
why shouldn'the?"
Tony blushedan even deeperred. "They're only joking" he mutteredto the youngman.
"Maybe they are" said the Y.M., "but what's wrong
with you doingit if you want to? I'm fed up with this place
and its narrow minds.I'm off."
As he went out Dick came in. H.B. loves teasing
him too. Er, I think we'll leaveit at that. Whatevernext?
TELEVISION
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The NordMende FC25 chassis was used bv a
number of rental companiesin the early seventies. These large-screensets still have a modern
appearanceand with a bit of attentioncan give
years of trouble-free service. Pete Sanders provides a comprehensiveguide to faults and fault
finding.

O TESTREPORT
Eugene Trundle has put the Doranuro
desolderingiron through an extendedbenchtest.
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Wag'sWireless
LesLawry-lohns
Wag's a well known local watersidefigure and has been
for many years.He's been a customerof mine for nearly
as long. Last week somethingthat threatenedthis longstandingrelationshipoccurred.He brought in his son's
musiccentre,a FergusonStudio6.
His son lives down in Sussex(I think) and being very
busy he didn't have time to bring it in himself. So Wag
went off to collect it, leaving behind the speakerssince
they weren't suspect.There were complaintsabout the
main amplifier, the cassetteand the record deck. So I
spent a few hours sorting it out, replacing the output
transistors,their emitter resistorsand a few other odds
and ends. Fitting the test speakersproved that the work
had been done well, but it was left on test for sometime
just in case. Some days later Wag called to collect it,
settledthe bill and departedin his usualhigh spirits.

Wag's Return
The next day he wasback. "It doesn'twork Lawry, and
that'sgoingto upsetmy son. Didn't you test it?"
"Yes Wag, I testedit for hours.I'll test it againnow."
So sayingI pluggedit in and fitted the test speakers.The
radio boomed out loud and clear and Wag's face became
worried.
"'What's them things?" he said, pointing to my test
speakers.
"They're the speakers, Wag. It won't talk without
them."
"I haven'tgot thingslike that."
"No Wag, you left them in Sussex,so you can't test the
machine till everything'sconnectedtogether again. What
did you do?"
"I just pluggedit in at home and it didn't work at all,
but my record player works without those things."
"That's becausethey're built into your record player,
Wag. This hi-fi has spacially distributed sound from
separatestereospeakers,see?"
So Wag went off, feelinga bit foolish- like t do several
timesa day.
I Never Slept a Wink
A chap carried in a Bush T20. He was followed by an
elderly lady who looked a trifle unhappy.He put the set
on the bench and retreated.The lady advanced.
"This set was in here three months ago and it went
wrong againat teatimeyesterday.I couldn't stop worrying
all eveningand couldn't sleepat all last night. It's not right
that it shouldgo wrong so soonafter beingserviced.I've a
good mind to complain to Radio Kent about it."
She was so busy complainingshe didn't notice that I'd
removedthe rear cover and checkedone or two points. I
quickly replacedthe 1O resistor (5R8) in the line output
transistor'sbasecircuit and refitted the rear cover.
"Well now madam" I said politely, "let's see what's
causedyou so much sorrow." I pluggedit in and switched
on. Up came the sound and a few secondslater a good
90

picture appeared."Now then, what would you like me to
do?"
She stared at it transfixed. "I lay awake all night
worrying about it and the moment I get it here it's all
right. What's wrong? Will it go again?How do I know it
won't go off again tonight? What have you got to say
aboutit?"
"I think it wanteda ride in the car. If it goesagaintake
it for a ride then straightback home again."
"I haven'tgot a car. My son-in-lawbrought it down for
me becauseI was so worried. I just couldn't sleep.I've
nothingelse."
I felt a bit sorry and decided to tell her the truth.
"While you were telling me your problemsI managedto
find out what waswrong and put it right. So you can sleep
in peacetonight."
"But how do I know it won't go wrong again?I can't
standanothernight like last night."
So I took the back off againand examinedthe scanplug
socket which showedsome signsof distress.I made that
good and checkedaround the other weak spots on the
T20. Everything seemedto be all right so I refitted the
backand pronouncedeverythingto be in order.
"I hope it is. Do I owe you anything?"
"I'm afraid so dear. You girls have to pay for my
seryices."
At this point Honey Bunch appeared,towed by Zeb.
The old girl screamed.
"Take that dog away. My mother was scratchedby an
Alsatianonceand the scardidn't heal till the dog died."
The old girl called her son-in-lawand off they went,
vowing not to retum to suchan unruly place.

New Chassis
I must admit that some of the newer models in the
Fergusonand Decca rangesworry me and probably will
do for a while - until I get usedto their habits. It was the
samesomeyearsago when I sold a customera Philips G6
rather than a G8, becausethe latter set was new to me
and I was afraid of it whereasthe G6 had lovely things
like valvesin it, thingsI was at home with. Soundssilly,
doesn't it? That particular G6 ended up with a tripler in
placeof the e.h.t. overwindingand valve rectifier.Why?
Economy,that's why. The family I'd sold it to fell on hard
times and couldn't afford a new transformer.It still givesa
good picture. The G8 and Gl1 are now old friendsto me,
but I can't say the same about the G9. This one still
worries me a bit. As for the FergusonTX10, who would
have thought the line output transistor is actually the
chopperwhen he first openedone up? Once I'd got used
to the layout they just had to alter it to confuseme. Only
the siting of the focus unit convincedme that I was still
dealingwith a TX10. I must get out the books and bring
myselfup to date.

GEC20AX Cfiassis
This set really had me going. The tripler had decidedto
burst out of its confinement:the makers had decidedto
passa cableformagainstthe bottom comer of the tripler
and this is where the insulationbreakdownhad occurred.
lt had been allowedto go on arcingfor sometime before
the owners had switched off, so arcing had also taken
place over on the chromapanel. In this chassisthe group
of chromapanelsusedin the C2110serieswas replacedby
a singlepanel and this had taken the brunt of the arcing.
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Having replaced the tripler I switched on to see what
damage had been done.
The screen was a lovely bright blue, the brightness
control having no effect. I removed the blue connection
plug from the top of the board and some red and green
showed with chroma only, turning to a blank screenwhen
the colour control was turned down. Considerable time
had to be spent checking voltages, i.c.s, transistors etc.
before an acceptable picture was eventually obtained. I'd
have given my left arm for a replacement panel but no
one seemed to have one locally. Working through the
panel was agony - and all becausea cableform had been
tied up close to the tripler's bottom corner.

Bookie's Lair
Do you rememberme telling you about my bookie
friend who lives in a back-to-fronthouse?You go up the
drive, through the garage,ring the bell on the kitchen
door, go through the kitchen into the hall then into the
loungewhere you can look out over the front gardenand
the swimmingpool which is normallyempty of water. This
room containsmany items includinga bar and a 26in.
Dynatron with the Pye 73I chassis,the rear cover being
held by ten thousand screws. A door leads from this
lounge to another one that also overlooks the front
garden.It containsanother26in.Dynatron,this time with
a Philips VCR in the top. So the rear cover is held on by
fifteen thousandscrews.The chassisis the same (nearly)
as the one in the set in the other room. I've looked after
thesetwo monstersfor many yearsand of late John'sbeen
asking me about fitting up-to-datereceiversin the handsomecabinets.I've avoidedthis exerciseon the grounds
that I'm no carpenterand might damagethe woodwork.
Apparentlyhe'smadeother enquiriesand beentold that a
26in. Sonywould fit in snugly.My reply to this idea was
not helpful.
"Buggeryou mate. If you haveSonysetsfitted let them
that fits 'em look after them. Not me. t shall not darken
your door again."
So the Pye interiors stay insidethe cabinetsand the sets
still perform.

O RECENTDECCA-TATUNG
CHASSIS
In late 1981 Ray Wilkinson provided a detailed
account of the Decca 1201130
series chassisand
the reasonsfor adoptingthe circuitryit used.Time
and the technologydon't standstill and the current
range of Decca-Tatungchassisdiffer in many respects while retaining the single, compact PCB
approach.Ray Wilkinson brings us up to date on
the 140,145,150, 160 and 165 serieschassis.
O SERVICING THE MULLARD/PHILIPS

TELETEXT
DECODER

Mike Phelan starts a new series. this time on
teletextequippedsets.The serieswill describethe
operationof teletextdecodersand explain how to
g o a b o u t f a u l t f i n d i n g . M i k e c o m m e n t st h a t t h e
diagnosisof faults is very easy since the decoder,
being a digital device,tends to produce a screen
display showing the precise nature of whatever
ails it. The teletext version of the Philips G11
chassisis taken as the basic example - many of
these sets are now availablefrom disposalwarehousesat reasonableprices.

TV SCENE
OTHE N. AMERICAN
Keith Cummins spent several weeks recently in
Canadaand the USA. We askedhim to take a look
at the TV scene over there: his report brings out
the many differencesin the approachto providing
TV services in N. America compared to the
arrangementswe're used to in the UK.

O MOREON THEHYBRIDS
S. Simon with furtherguidanceon quickchecksfor
defectivehybrid receivers.This time notes on the
Pye 697 and Thorn 1500chassis.

The Hitachi Portable
What's all this about? Well, John suddenlyappeared
with a Hitachi colour portable which had the annoying
fault of intermittent severetop compressionthat completely ruined the horse racing (office set). As he brought
it into the shop I said I'd have a quick look but wouldn't
dwell too long on it as thesesetsfrighten me.
I soonfound a small daughterboard that held the field
output stageand discoveredthat if this wasmovedto port
the raster remainedsteady.If it was moved to starboard
proceededapace.I didn't like the look of
the compression
the itemson the boardso, beingthe fool that I am, I fitted
a wire and spring to hold the board hard to port. It
seemedperfectly all right to me so he took it and paid for
my highly technicalexpertise.
The next day he was back. "In the middleof the 3.30"
snarledJohn.
So out came the offending board (solderedin not
plugged) and all the connectionson it were carefully
resoldered(though none looked suspicious).Refitting the
board proved that the operation had been successfuland
John'sofficeis now at peace.Long may it continue.Still,
it could have been a TX10 . . .
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SMATVSYSTEMS
O COMMISSIONING
As a follow up to his recent article on WRO
installations Geoff Lewis reports on small master
aerialsystems.
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modificationwas to add lffik0 resistorsin serieswith the
A, B, and C inputsto the MC14493LED displaydecoder
chip, i.e. betweenpins 8, 9 and 10 of IC3 and connections
D3t4t5.
All this suggeststhat the SL471consumesmore current
than the SL470. In the FergusonTX9 and TX10 chassis
the useof different receiverchipsenablesthe SLzl7Oto be
replacedwith the SL471without modification.
Our main reasonfor writing is to help peoplewho've

built the project and find that they have to replace the
SL470with an SL471due to failureof the device.
K. Stanleyand R. Wateridge,
Snnley Television,Portsmouth.

In the Workhouse

the 0'1g.F (1.25kV) first anode supply reservoircapacitor
inside the top of the line output stage screening has
shorted, but it hadn't. So a new fuse was fitted. It blew
and anothercheckwasmade.This time there wasa shortcircuit, and it just had to be,the BU208. I tried to slacken
the screwswithout removing the panel but had to accept
defeat. So the nightmarestarted. It eventually came out
and the 8U208 was replaced. Now it's one thing to
remove thesepanels,another to put them back complete
with all the plugs etc. I know there's an easyway. It just
doesn'tseemto work for me and readinginstructionsis an
art I've never mastered.I alwaysforget what I've read as
soon as I've read it you see. No, the 7251731seriesisn't
one of my favourites- not when there are line output
stagetroubles.

LesLawry-Johns
Yes we're back in the workhouseagain- after a very lean
period that extendedfrom beforespringuntil well into the
autumn, a period when we fretted and wonderedwhether
the trade would ever come back. The theories we pondered were many and varied, e.g. more reliable sets,too
many sparesetsand so on. Whateverthe real reason,the
wheel seemsto have turned and the setsare now coming
in thick and fast. Mainly Glls and T20s,with the odd ITT
and GEC set for good measure.I'm glad of this since I
don't like thoseodd setswith strangesoundingnamesthat
were born half a world away,and I don't take in videosor
computerseither. They're too complicatedfor me. Fault
tracing with a logic probe? Ugh! "How does he live?" I
can hear you say. I supposethe answeris that we don't
have a staff to pay, we don't want expensiveholidaysand
we're alwayshere when wanted. In the workhouseso to
speak.

Tony's Ordeal
It seems that not only us men read this magazine.
Apparently lots of women do as well. I know Keith
Cummins' wife does, but then she was a local lassbefore
she met him - him and that Casablancaimagehe projects.
It would appear that Tony's wife also reads this Macho
Magazine and when she read that bit in the November
issueabout Tony wearingblack tights etc. she wasn'tvery
pleased.What can I say?It was all by way of a joke dear,
honest.The fact that Tony has been threateningto throw
bricks through our windowslate at night hasnothing to do
with this apology,nothing at all. It wasn'tTony who wore
the tights.It wasJim (now I'm for it).

Thefue 725
Do you rememberme telling you about the struggleI
had with a friend's Dynatron fitted with the Pye 731series
chassis?If you recall, the trouble was to do with changing
the BU208line output transistor.Followingthe nightmare
of removing the vertical panel I found that the screws
holding the BU20B refusedto budge. Son-in-lawDouggie
came upon the scene and offered to help using his car
repair kit. The BU208 then came out all right but the
panel was well nigh destroyedand took hours to repair.
When I sayhow much I welcomea well known nameon a
set that comesin for repair I do have to admit to being
dubiouswhen one of thesePyescomesalong.
One that I'd sold severalyears ago came in the other
day. The centre 80OmAh.t. fuse had failed but a meter
check didn't record a short. Now this usually meansthat
184

Editorial comment:Our thanksfor this helpful suggestion.
We would not recommend constructors to build this
project today sincedifficultiesare likely to be experienced
in obtainingline output stagecomponents.

Droopy Draws
I supposethe Gll is one of my pets.Thesesetsdon't
seemto give much trouble when they come in - and they
do come in, thick and fast. EW troublesare normally due
to dry-joints or the fact that the 8Y223 has causedthe
BD238 to fail. One that was a little different came in
recently. No dry-joints could be found so we swung the
line scanpanel round and there it was: old droopy draws.
The EW loading coil hung down in shame. It was like
looking at myself.We alwayskeep a few of thesein stock,
so in no time the new and more substantialcoil was fitted
and the raster sideswere nice and straight again. It did
look sad though, droopingdown like that.

Sucha Nice Girl
A car stoppedoutside and I could see that the driver
was a young and very pretty girl with long blonde hair. So
I resolvedthat I would do my best for her. She got out
and I could seethat therewere two young kids and a baby
in the car. Someoneelsehad been doing his best already.
She yanked a 22in. T20 out of the back of the car and
casuallybrought it into the shop. Strong too I thought.
She put it on the bench and without further ado told me
about it.
"Fucking thing's gone again" she declared.
I didn't know what to say, me with my delicate
upbringing.
"Where'sit gone?"I gasped.
"It ain't gone nowhereyou nit" she snapped."I mean
it's gone wrong againand I'm bleedin' fed up with it."
"When did I last do it?" I asked.
"Ain't bin here before. ThoseSnappyServiceidiots had
it - three times."
So I ventured a look and found that the BU208 was
short-circuit."Call back in half an hour and I'll tell you
more about it" I whisoered.
"Hope it's goingto be done properly."
"So do I."
And away she went, roaring off down the road and
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leavingme to fit a new transistorand test the set.
It had a funny way of coming on, remainingfaint with
curled edgesfor quite some time. This suggestedto me
that the power supply module was at fault, with probably
one of the small 47p.F capacitorssuspect.So I fitted a
replacementpower panel and everythingcame on nicely
and behaveditself.
She came to collect it. "Do you think the bloody thing
will be all right now?"
"I hope so, but I've only fitted a power board and line
output transistor so I can't speak for the rest of it. lt's
yoursdear, not mine."
She said somethingnasty, paid up and went.
Shewas back next day and the air wasblue. I yelledfor
help and Z,eb came bounding in. He took one look and
boundedout again. Some guard dog. H.B. popped her
head around the corner and popped it back again. I was
alone and felt lonely. I got the set in * she didn't carry it
this time - and found that the t.6A fuse on the power
panel had blown. Fortunately I'd fitted a pair of 47p.F
capacitors(7C415)on the original board and this was now
in full working order. It was replacedin a flash.
"Just a little thing. I'm sorry you've been bothered"I
apologised.
"I supposeyou want anothersmallfortune?"
"Oh no madam, it's on the house.Our pleasure,so
pleasedto seeyou . ."
"Bollocks" she snappedas she departed,I hope never
to retum.

The Nelurork Colour Portable
After all those Glls and T20s and the experiencejust
recountedan old friend popped in with a set I'd not seen
before.It was a Network NW141414in.colourportable.I
took the rear shell off, peepedinsideand wasdepressedto
see a chassisthat lowered just like a NordMende, with a
thyristor line output stage etc. Dead was the complaint
and I just happenedto spot a wirewound resistorsprung
open at the top centre. R607, 1.2kO, 5.5W. The set
started up when I touched the resistor together so I
solderedit back. The set then worked perfectly and I left
it on for some time, noticing that the resistor remained
quite cold. I concludedtherefore that it was a start-up
resistor that had been suddenlyasked to do a bit more
than usual and wondered why. Having run it for some
time I retumed it to its owner.
He brought it back next day and I said I'd keep it for a
week just to make sure. Once more the resistorwas open
and the set functioned perfectly when the contact was
restored. It then continued to function every day for a
week and has now gone back. I wonder what it was- and
hope I don't have to find out.
(Editor's note: The set is one of the Grundig Networks,
GCS100chassis.
Seepage608of the September1984issue
for information on R607going open-circuit.)
Zcb
I mentionedZeb's cowardicewhen confrontedwith the
younglady of the blue language.He's not reallylike that.
It's just that he doesn'tlike high pitchednoises- and she
was certainly high pitched. Fireworks have the same
effect. Otherwise he seemsto know no fear. Hc's a very
good guard dog and kicks up meny hell when anyone
comesnear the door and we're not around.That meansa
lot to us. Just thought I'd put the record straight.Now,
about that cat . . .
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O VCRDEVELOPMENTS
Major developmentsin VCRtechnology,including
long-playoperationand hi-fi sound reCordedusing
helicaltracks,have been introducedon up-market
machines released during the last year. Steve
Beechingexplainsthe techniquesused. with specific referenceto the JVC HRD725,a full-specification machine with all the "trick" features and a
vision noise reductionsystem.

O AMSTRADCPC464SERVICING
NOTES

Practicalfault-findinq quidance on the Amstrad
CPC464microcompu-teiand its associated monitors,basedon eighteenmonths' experienceof the
machine.

160 SERIES
O DECCA.TATUNG
Ray Wilkinson brings us right up to date with the
current 160/165series chassis.The 160 is noteworthy for the design simplification achieved.
Interestingpointsof detail includethe absenceof a
luminancedelay line and line drive that keepsthe
line output transistorout of saturation.

- PHILIPS
O OUICKCHECKS
CTVs
S. Simon continues his series with ouick check
proceduresfor the G8, G9 and KT3 cha'ssis,covering the common fault conditions(veryfew with the
reliableKT3).

OTESTREPORT:
THEPORTASOL
IRON

What's this - a gas-operatedsolderingiron! While
not suited to general bench use there are many
applicationswhere it's a boon. Eugene Trundle
found the performancevery good, with an adjustable capabilityof 10-60W.

O VIDEOSCRAMBLING
TECHNIOUES
Video signal scramblinghas come into wider use
with the increase in the number of cable and
satelliteTV servicesin Europe.Andy Emmerson
reviewsthe basictechniquesemployed.

PLUSALL THEREGULARFEATURES
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field engineersand cablepersons.
The review iron was lent to me by SEME Ltd., Units
2E and 2F, Saxby Road Industrial Estate, Melton

Mowbray, Leics.LE13 1BS(066465392). The Portasolis
also available from Anglia Components and Phab
Electronics.

And There'sAnother Funny Thing
LesLawry-Johns
What strangethings some sets can do. When Miss Converge brought in her Pye T194 portable (Philips TX
chassis)I thoughtit would be anotherquick job. So she
stoodtherewhile I fumbledabout.Shesaidit wasthe on/
off switch and I wantedto show her that it wasn't.The
supply was reachingthe seriesregulator transistorbut its
outputwasonly about2V. So I checkedthe controlcircuit
and everythingseemedto be o.k. I took the tube baseoff
to cbeckfor shortsor heavyloadingbut found nothing.
"Try the switchagain" saidMiss Converge.
"It won't make any difference" I growled.
Just to show her I switchedthe set on again and the
soundburst out loud and clear.The only thing that was
different was the disconnectedtube base.I put this back
on and the heater glowedmerrily, followedby a raster.
Shesmirked.
"It's not the switch" I insisted.
"All right then, try it again."
So I switchedoff, waiteda while and switchedon again.
Nothing happened.I removed the tube base and the
sound burst out. Put the tube base back on asain and a
pictureappeared.
"If you fit a switchit'll be all right."
"Yes dear, if I fit a switch to turn the tube's heater off
until the set has started up it'll be all right."
"Well do that then."
I was in no mood to argue, so I fitted a single-pole
switch on the back cover and wired it in series with the
tube's heater. I realised I was doing somethingwrong, but
if that's the way she wanted it at least this would save me
having to think. We could now switch the set on with the
rear switch off, then close the rear switch and the tube
would light up and everything was fine. I made sure she
understood the procedure - keep the rear switch in the off
position until the sound comes through.
After she'd departed, feeling satisfied that she'd been
right all along, I was left to wonder what part of the
control circuit had been at fault. I'd checked everything (I
thought). Have you had a funny feeling like that? You
probably found out what it was, like I should have done.

about this but fitted two BY127sand new fusesand tried
again. There was a brief rush of sound and a spat'kfrom
the tube base, then nothing. The glow switch on the
power panel glowed and some smoke came from a
resistor.The 1A fusehad failed and the new BU208A was
short-circuit.Oh yes, I'd also taken out the green 470pF
h.t. reservoirelectrolyticand fitted a nice blue one.
The price was beginning to escalateso I thought I'd
better check the tube. It was cracked.I took my blue
470p.Felectrolyticout and wrappedthe whole thing up.
"Sorry sir, it'll be a lot more than twentyquid I fear."
Sam Boy
Sam is a local characterwho is slippedthe odd pound
by everyonewho receiveshis "Morning Guv" greeting.
This enableshim to live comfortablywithout the need to
work - except to clean the occasionalcar or something.
He remindsme of a songwe usedto sing during the last
war.
"Sam boy was a lazy goon
who neverwould work in the afternoon.
too tired washe, too tired washe.
Into the woods he usedto go
just to get his headdown low
undera tree.
When along camea bee
making this noise
bzz, bzz' bzz, bzz.
Go away you bumble bee
I ain't no rose,no silly little flower,
get off my (censored)nose,awayfrom here.
l f y o u w a n t a b i t o f. . . .
you can
but you'll get no . . . . . here.
A silly songmaybe,but an evocativeone. It bringsback
memoriesof the pubs in Gib (Main Street) and Alex
(BeerStreet)...
Prodnose:I don't see the point of all this and suspect
you're merely trying to be vulgar.Your editor has been
consultedand you are askedto stick to TV matters.
Myself:I'm sorry. I'll try to do just that.

To Sweat or Not to Sweat
It's not often that a Gl1 makesme sweat,but one did
the other day. The chapsaidhe didn't wantto spendmore
than twenry quid on it and I told him I didn't think that
would be necessary.
I checkedthe h.t. line for a start.Therewasa shortthat
disappearedwhen I removedthe BU208A's plug, from
the top. So I removedthe line output transistorsubpanel,
fitted a new one and alsoa 1A fusein the h.t. fuseholder
(the one in there was 2.5A). Both the 3.154 mainsfuses
were intact.
With the new panel fitted I switchedon. There was a
flashfrom the 3.154 mainsfusesand I found that two of
the bridge rectifierdiodeswere dead short. I wondered
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Nobody Told Me
So where do all the turkey eggs go? The question
occursto me at this time of year and no one'sever been
ableto shedany light on the matter.Until the other dayin the pub this Sundaylunchtime.
"I asked him why you can't buy turkey eggs. The
farmer said they only lay fertile oneswhich are hatched.
The rest of the time they just gobble."
Well I never.Not like chickensafter all. I alsoheardit
said that farmersdon't know how long pigs would live if
they were allowedto. Then they turned to me and asked
how long a TV set lives?I had to saythat after ten years
it's anybody'sguess.
243

Youwon't believeme
LesLawry-lohns
Last month I commentedon the fact that TV setscan do
somestrangethings.Here's anothercase,this time involving a Thorn TX9 chassis.

The TX9

core of the referenceoscillator'scoil. "Colour" cried Mrs.
Furnace."Bingo" I replied.
So there it still is, working and giving a perfectpicturewith a tripler in place of the previouse.h.t. overwinding
etc. Suppliedin 1970.How about that?!

A chap broughtthe set in and put it on the bench.I was lnfra Bed
busily engagedon a portable but he asked me to do a
Ray brought in this Fidelity handsetand was moaning
quick job, at the sametime looking anxiouslyat the clock.
because
it wouldn't work. I had a radio set on the bench
So I put the portableto one sideand whippedthe back off
at the time so I switchedit to long wave, tuned it to 200
the TX9. The 1.6,{ mains fuse had shatteredand a light
metresand directedthe handsetat it. Nothing. I replaced
shone on the board revealed that the bridge rectifier
the battery (Alkaline MN1604)and againpointed it at the
diodeswere in a sorry condition. I removedthem and the
clicks as the buttons were
red cover and wired the replacementdiodes underneath radio. There was a seriesof
pressed.
for a quick test. After fitting a new fuse I switchedthe set
"Well I'm blowed" said Ray. "[s that all it was? It's
on. The e.h.t. rustledup, a pictureappearedand a look of
yearssinceI bought that set from you and I never
three
profound relief showed on the chap's face. The picture
thought about it having a battery in it". I nipped upstairs
then suddenlydisappearedand a bright blank screentook
and tried it on our CTVl4S and it worked perfectly,asthe
its place. Very bright, as you get on certain GEC sets
radio set had said it would.
(PIU20AX chassis)when the 82kO resistorin the RGB
output stage clamp circuit goes open-circuit. Before I
could take any action the 1.6,4,fuse failed again, with a
ThanksDenis
pop. This time a check on the bridge rectifier diodes
I'd like to thank thoseof you who offered me help with
revealedthat they were innocent,and no shortscould be
the Network colour portablewhosestart-upresistorwould
recorded. I fitted another fuse and tried again. The
intermittently spring open. Special thanks are due to
picture came on and seemedfine. Suddenly the blank
Network's
servicemanagerDenis Mott. I took down all
screen appeared and while I was making some quick
you said Denis - about directing heat at the suspect
checks in the RGB output stagesthe fuse once more
components- and will follow this advice when the set
failed. Since the screenappearedblank white I reasoned
comesback, as you all say it will.
that somethingwas affectingall three RGB output stages,
but why this should have blown the fuse puzzledme.
The chap becamevery agitatedand said that if it was
Bounce,bounce,bounce
going to take any longer he'd rather return the set "to
I was quite annoyed with a well known store that
her". I didn't argue as I could seethat he was upset,so I
expresseddoubt about taking my cheque (businessacremoved the bridge diodes to allow the red cover to be
count). Having identified myself, they accepted the
refitted and he took the set away.
chequeand overchargedme sixty three pounds.I got that
Upon reflection, the strangething was that the full h.t.
put right and went away mumbling about their strange
was presentat the collecton of the RGB output transis- way of doing business.
tors, which are d.c. coupledto the tube's cathodes.I'd
Later that sameday a nice man cameinto the shop and
have thought that some 190V here would have blanked saidhe wanteda portableset for his daughter.He selected
the tube insteadof being accompaniedby a bright, blank
a nice black and white Pye and saidhe'd collectit later but
raster. The only conclusionI can come to is that C209 would pay for it now. He presentedme with a chequefor
(0.1g.F), which decouplesthe bias applied to the tube's sixty
nine pounds,on his businessaccount,and wrote his
grids, must have been going short-circuitintermittently. addresson the back. H.B. gift wrapped it and it looked
It's taken to the 190V line insteadof to chassisto provide splendidthere waiting to be collected.He cameback next
hum cancellation.But why should this have blown the
day and expresseddelight with H.B.'s efforts. He left in
fuse?I wish he hadn't been in sucha hurry.
high spiritsand we were pleased.
Next week we were not so pleased.The cheque had
been returned as his accounthad been cancelled.I wrote
The Philips GO
a note to him at the addresshe'd given. This came back
You may recall the Philips G6 I mentioneda coupleof
from the Post Office marked "gone away". Oh well, a
monthsback- the one I sold many yearsagowhen I could
smallprice for experience- it could havebeen a lot more.
have sold my fint G8. Well Mr. Furnacehas since died
but the set still carries on under the guidanceof Mrs.
Problems with Scotch
Furnace.She phoned recently to say that the colour was
now very slow to appear,so I went alongto investigate.I
As I write this the festiveseason(Christmasthrough to
was amazedat the clarity of the picture, thoughthere was the New Year) is at its peak. Here's a little story about a
no colour. So I changedthe EF183 and EF184 valvesin
friend who's also a reader. He was at this party and had
had a few beers. The host brought him a scotch (neat)
turn. This made no difference, and the voltages all
seemedabout right. I then tried a cautiousturn on the
which he was not used to drinking. So he topped up his
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glassfrom a nearbywater jug. "(Jm, not bad" he thought.
There was a repeat performanceand after that he began
to feel funny but quite happy. Before he passedout like a
light he was vaguelyaware of a young lady emptyingher
glassinto the water. "Wassat?"he enquired."Vodka" she
replied, "I've been doing it all evening- can't stand the
stuff but you can't very well say so".
Next day he was decidedlyout of salts. Daft you may
say, but it can happen - especiallyif you're basicallya
beer man.

While on the subjectof Scotch,an apology.Sometime
ago I did a job which wasa bit of a swinefor Mr. Webb.
He gave me a china bottle in the shapeof a ship's bell.
Now I drink a lot of that brand of whisky and I said the
contentswere nice but not that brand. A few days ago I
was presentedwith an ordinary shapedbottle of the same
brand, with a black label marked twelve yearsold. It was
identical to the scotch in the china bottle. Sorry Mr.
Webb, ['m so usedto the cheaperstuff. I feel ashamedof
mvself . . .

Developmentsin VCRs
Part 2
The first long-play VHS machineswere introduced in
1983.For long-playoperationthe tape is run at half speed
(11.7mm/sec).This has several implications. First the
track width is reducedby half, from 49 to 25 microns:as
this reducesthe signal-to-noisefigure new noisereduction
techniques have been adopted. Secondly for stable
playback in the long-play search modes special "jump"
circuits have been designed. Further luminance signal
correctionis used to reduceh.f. noise.

LP Track Characteristie
The characteristicsof the LP track are determinedby
the slower tape speedand the extra set of LP video heads
fitted to the dead drum. In some early models the LP
headswere mounted at an angleof 7ff with respectto the
standard-playheads,though in later modelsthe two sets
of headsare mountedon singleassemblies
as describedin
Part 1 last month.
With standard-playVHS operation the tracks are laid
down side-by-sidewith a 1.5 TV line offset betweenthe
start of each track to ensure that lines with the same
colour phaselie next to eachother on adjacenttracksand
that the line syncpulseson adjacenttracksline up. It's not
possibleto achievethis symmetryin the LP mode, due to
the effectsof tape speedand track angle.Fig. I showsthe
differencebetweenthe SP and LP tracks:you can seethat
with the LP tracks shown at (b) the 0.75 line offset (half
the 1'5 line SP offset) resultsin the adjacentline patterns
being displaced. The adjacent colour phasing is also
displaced:whereaslines 2 and 316 in the SP mode carry
the samePAL phasingthe correlationbetweenlines 2 and
316 is shifted by 0.75 of a line in the LP mode.
The standard colour crosstalk system used in VHS
machineswill cope with colour crosstalkin the LP mode
but extra measuresare requiredto eliminatethe increased
luminancecrosstalk.

Steve Beeching, T. Eng.
A sectionof recordedtape is shownin Fig. 2: the upper
edgeof the tape is to the right and the lower edge to the
left (the slantingrecordedtracksare shownhorizontallyto
make things clearer). A ch. t head is shown scanning
acrossthe tracksin the forward picture searchmode. The
bunt phaseis 135"on lines shownas clear blocks and225"
on lines with diagonal-lineshading.In this example the
head crossesover four of its own recordedtracks.
The top line of the timing part of the diagram,line (1),
shows the original.signal - it's a reconstructionof the
replayedlines and colour phasesas the head crossesover
its own ch. 1 recordedtracks,i.e. tracks1,2,3 and4. You

Pic'tureSearch
The main problems occur during picture searchhowever, when due to the increasedlinear tape speeda video
head will crossover a number (usuallyaround five) of its
own video tracks as it traversesthe width of the tape. In
the SP mode the line syncpulsesreplayedby a video head
as it crossesthe tracksit recordedoccur in regularorder with drum speedcorrection- at &psec intervals.Picture
searchat the samespeedwill with LP tracksproduceline
sync pulses that are by no means at &p'sec intervals:
without correction the result will be considerablepicture
skew (sidewayspulling).
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Fig. 1: SP (a) and LP (b) track characteristics.
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Horror Stories
LesLawry-Johns
This lady brought in a Fidelity CTVl4S colour portable.
"It's hissing"she said, "it doesn'tbelongto me - it's my
neighbour's."
I removed the rear cover and pluggedthe set in. The
line output transformer started to hiss and sparks came
from it. "Le,aveit with me" I said. "I'll drv it out and see
whether that stops the problem. Call back later this
afternoon."

TheArc Over
So I dried it out with a hairdryer and sprayedit with
PlasticSeal.Switchingon, I wasquite pleasedto hear that
there was no hissing.I plugged in an aerial and a good
picture appeared. A nasty arc over then suddenly occurred around the line output transformerand the field
collapsedto a line acrossthe screen.I assumedthat the
spark had damagedthe field output chip and was surprised to find that this was a TDA3561 - it was the later
version of the CTV14S. I looked through my chips and
couldn't find one. No one I phoned seemedto have one
either. So I phoned SEME and got one the next day. I
fitted it in the portable and was most annoyedwith myself
when it didn't clear the problem. Oh yes,in the meantime
I'd fitted a new line output transformerwhich I had in
stock. I now had a hisslessset but there was still no field
scan.
I must confessthat I didn't havethe completecircuit for
this fairly recent set, so I was in some doubt. I phoned
Fidelity and receivedsomegood advice."If the voltageat
the scancoil plug is lessthan 13V, changethe TDA2578A
sync/timebaseoscillator chip." Again I couldn't find one
and again no one locally seemedto have such a thing.
Feeling a bit sheepishI phoned SEME again and they
didn't shout at me. I got the chip the next day and fitted
it. Glory be, a nice blank raster.
I pluggedin the aerial and the soundwasloud and clear
but the blank raster remained blank, with the brightness
and contrast controls having no effect. In fact the only
way to control the raster was by meansof the first anode
preset, which is part of the line output transformer. I
started to panic. The brightnessand contrast controls
worked on the TDA3562A decoder i.c., which has
twenty eight pins, so I checkedeverythingelse.
All this would havebeen avoidedif I'd replacedthe line
output transformer in the first place instead of trying to
rescuethe old one. Mrs. Clearwaterwasn't going to be
too pleasedwith her bill. When the set had comein it had
showed a good picture and I had told the lady who'd
brought it in that I'd phonethe set'sowner when I'd got it
sorted out. I'd better get permissionto proceed.So I did
this first. Now to proceed. . .
The signalswent into the TDA3562A but didn't come
out. The voltageswere present but the output voltages
were high. So I looked for a replacementchip which I
knew I didn't have. Now don't get me wrong. We keep
lots of chips in stock - all those I think we'll need. I just
didn't think we would needtheseso soonand we wouldn't
have done if I'd only fitted a replacementtransformerin
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the first place insteadof drying the old one.
I felt terrible when I phoned SEME again, but luckily
this time a different girl took the order. All those girls
must be nice - efficient too. In no time she told me that
the chip was in stock, then proceededto tell me where I
lived. Somethingto do with the computer,Stansaid. And
I've alwayshated thosethings. Live and learn.
Anyway the next day the chip arrived and was fitted
after a bit of a struggle.At last I was able to phone Mn.
Clearwaterto tell her that the set wasready. "Funny" she
said, "all it did here was to hiss, and you've had all that
trouble". This may seem a trifle to you but it was a
nightmare to me, feeling guilty all the time because['d
taken the wrong action in the fint place. I'll know next
time.

ft Ticks
Eddie brought in his Thom 9800. "There's not much
wrong ks, it just ticks." I scowledat him. "When these
setstick you're in trouble, and so's the bloke who has to
sort it out."
"Never mind Les, just havea look."
So when I had a chanceI looked. It just stood there
ticking. I brought my 25V power supply into action and
fed 25V to the mauvelead on plug 4 on the decoderpanel
- thesesetstick when the internal 25V supply is missing.
Sound burst out but there was no sign of life in the line
timebase- no e.h.t. I checkedthe line output transistor
(W851) and it said it was all right. I removedthe screws
and tumed the line output panel up. The base-emitter
readingsdidn't seemright, so I removedthe plug from the
right side panel and checkedagain.R858 (8.2O), which is
in series with VT851's base, was open-circuit. I didn't
have an 8'2f,) resistorso I put in two 4.7O resistors(KT3
type) in series.The set then worked beautifully,displaying
a nice picture, but channelsix was on insteadof channel
one. I touched selector one: the set hesitatedthen reverted to six. I touched all the other selectorsand it still
came back to six. I cleanedthe front and this made no
difference.So I removedthe internal screwsthat hold the
selectorunit and pulled this out, awayfrom the plug pins.
I sprayedthe front panel inside and the result, when the
unit was refitted, was that position three was displayed
and couldn't be shifted. I put the set to one side as I was
fast losingpatience.
I polishedoff a G11 and a foe 725,then returnedto the
9800.I pulled out the selectorpanel,leavingthe front unit
still securedto the front moulding by three screws.With
theseoff it could be removedfrom the front and stripped
down. The plasticstrip neededa thoroughcleanand after
doing this I refitted the unit to the cabinet, pushed the
selectorunit back on and put the screwsback. It now
cameon with channelone displayed(fancythat): 3, 4 etc.
could be selectedbut not channel2.
My spirits were beginning to get low after all this. I
replacedneon two and that didn't make any difference,so
I checkedthe voltagesand found that two differed quite a
bit. My eyesstrayeddownwardsand immediatelycaught
sight of a red lead snipped off the panel that held the
Ml-237 chip: the two endswere visible and were quickly
solderedtogether.Channeltwo could now be selectedand
the job was done - exceptfor an odd dry-jointy noise on
the sound. Disconnectingthe audio plug from the top of
the signalspanelstoppedthe noiseso I concludedthat the
output stage,which is on the power supply panel, was in
order. I spent some time replacingsuspectitems, includTELEVISION
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ing the MC1358PQintercarriersoundchip and associated
components.The noise had then gone, but came back
after a while. I eventuallyhad to admit that the trouble
could be in the audio output stageso I replacedthe output
transistor, using an MJE3zO turned round: the trouble
stoppedand the sound remainedclear.
What an ordeaM know it doesn't sound much, but it

damagesmy confidence- which has always been sadly
lacking- and I feel a bit let down when I'm tacklingjobs
that won't go right. When the thing is eventuallydone I
feel a lot better, but I still have this feeling that it
shouldn'thave taken so long.
Eddie got a ticking off when he came to collect his
9800.

Vintage TV: US Sefsof the 50s
Chas E. Miller
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pling. Similarly the other two double-triodeswere split
between the two bands, as local oscillatorsand mixers.
This arrangementenabled a commendablysimple band
switchingsystemto be used: only the aerial input circuit
and the h.t. suppliesto the two local oscillatorswere
switched.
The tuner was followed by a four-valve i.f. amplifier
using 6AU6 r.f. pentodes.Thesewere similar to but not
as sensitiveas the EF91 found in many contemporaryUK
sets.The visiondetectorusedthe only solid-statedevicein
the set, a 1N34diode. The following video amplifier stage
employed a 68,{6 pentode, a valve more commonly
employedas an i.f. amplifier in radio sets- it had a varimu characteristic.
Its outputwasa.c. coupledto the tube's
cathode,with the brightnesscontrol settingthe d.c. level
here. Intercarrier sound was a feature of many US sets
from the start. In this one the intercarrier sound signal
was tappedfrom the video amplifier'sanodeand fed to a
single6AU6 i.f. pentode.This wasfollowed by a 6AL5 in
a ratio detector circuit and a 3585 as the output beam
tetrode. Negativefeedbackwas provided by retuming the
output valve'scathodeto chassisvia the secondarywinding on the output transformer. The video output valve
also provided the input signal for the sync separator
pentode, a 6AU6 which was operated under unusual
conditions* upsidedown in effect!
The technique used in this set to get round the low
mains voltage was to obtain both negativeand positive
h.t. railsfrom the mainssupply.The syncseparatorvalve
was operated from the negative rail: its anode load
resistor and screengrid were taken to chassiswhile its
cathodebias networkwas connectedto the negativeh.t.
line.
The two timebaseswere basicallysimilar, each using
two 12SN7GTdouble triodes. Both oscillatorsconsisted
of cathode-coupledmultivibrators, but while the field
oscillatorwasoperatedfrom the positiveh.t. rail, with the
cathodesretumed to chassis,the line oscillator was opPilot Table TV
erated in the upsidedown mode, like the sync separator,
We'll take a look at a couple of sets that illustrate its anodeload resistorsbeing returnedto chassis.The two
oppositeextremesof US TV receiverdesignof the period. output 12SN7GTswere used as push-pull amplifiers to
First a small-screenset. The Pilot Model TV37 was a drive the deflectionplates,and to get an adequatevoltage
small table model fitted with a tiny three-inchc.r.t. with swing both stageswere connectedbetween the negative
electrostaticdeflection. It used a total of twentv valves. (-120V) and positive(112V)lines.Even this wasn'tquite
many of them double-triodes,and was suitablefor use enoughfor the field output stage,where the anode load
with 105-125V,ffiIIz supplies.
resistorof one of the triodeswas connectedto a potential
The tuner unit employed three lzAW double triodes. dividernetworkacrossthe e.h.t. supply.Fig. 1 showsthe
Three triodes were used for low-band (55.25-87MHz) line output stage - the likes of which we've not seen
operation and the other three for high-band(175.25- before in this long-running series! A d.c. supply was
215-75MHz) operation. Tuning across the bands was connectedacrossthe deflectionplatesto provide centring
continuous,by meansof gangedcapacitors,the front band (the same technique was used with the field deflection
selection and tuning knobs being concentric. Each r.f.
plates).
amplifier triode was used in the earthed-gridmode, with
The negativesupply was useful for severalother reathe input to its cathodevia broadbandtransformercou- sons. It provided the supply for the contrast control,

SinceAmerican designtends to reflect the "big is beautiful" schoolof thought (cars,buildings,etc.) one might
think that their TV setshaveall beenon largeand opulent
lines. In fact the range of sets on offer around 1950
extendedfrom some genuine monstersto sets that were
much smallerthan anythingto be found in the UK at that
time. But whatever the picture and cabinet size, there
were certain design features common to all US sets dictatedby the different conditionsin the States.
From the start American TV had been organisedon
commercial rather than public servicelines. This meant
that in large centresof population viewerscould receive
programmesfrom severaldifferent stationswhile in more
remote, rural areasviewersrequiredvery sensitivereceivers if they were to get acceptablepictures (the situation
mirrored that of the early thirties, when powerful,
selectiveradio setswere developedto providereceptionof
the proliferating number of radio stationson air).
Thus from the start all US sets had to be capableof
receivingtwelve channels(2 - 13, ch. A1 neverbeingused
for scheduledTV transmissions).This made the use of
superhettuning essential(in the UK the BBC's monopoly
in the early days made it possiblefor many setmakersto
opt for t.r.f. designs).To provide sufficientgain and
selectivity,the tuner units and i.f. stripsemployedlarge
numbers of valves compared to the designswith which
UK servicemenwere familiar.
The sets had to work from mains voltagesbetween
110V and I20V - no problem with an a.c. supply sincea
mains transformer could be used, but liable to cause
problemsif the designeropted for the a.c.ld.c.type of
power supply. Those unfortunateswho had d.c. supplies
were likely to remain only would-be viewers since most
sets eschewing a mains transformer tended to use a
voltage-doublingcircuit that would not, of course,work
on anythingother than an a.c. supply.
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within a singleDBS channeldesignedfor a 625-linesignal.
DATV is basically a bandwidth compressiontechnique:
the role of the digital componentof the transmittedsignal
is to provide the receiver with control information to
enable it to reconstruct the picture without significant
degradationcomparedto the original. One exampleof the
use of the DATV digital componentis to carry information about which parts of the picture are moving and
which parts are stationary- severalbandwidth reduction
techniquesrely upon this information being made available to the receiver.Another exampleis to carry data to
help reconstructa sequentiallyscannedpicture which, to
save transmissionbandwidth, has been converted from

sequentialto interlacedscanning.
Early results of experimentsat the BBC's Kingswood
Warren ResearchDepartment indicate that the DATV
technique can provide HDTV quality even where the
signal bandwidth has been reduced by a factor between
two and four. DATV can also be used to improve the
performanceof 625-line systemswith associateddigital
capacitysuch as the MAClpacket family of transmission
standards. The BBC's deputy director of engineering
CharlesSandbankseesDATV as "a powerful technique
to squeeze HDTV signals through the bottleneck of
transmissionchannelsusing the sort of technology that
will be in our homesin the 1990s".

HushMy Mouth

We were now back to the lack of luminance.
I looked askance at the BC148 black-level clamp
transistorin the luminancePFL200'scontrol grid circuit: if
the previous valve had gone short-circuit between its
screenand control grids the transistorwould have been
dealt a mortal blow. I looked twice at the chassisand
decided to remove the panel (three screwsat the top).
This done it was a simple matter to replacethe 8C148 exceptthat I didn't have one with me. I did howeverfind
a BCl47 , and decidedto fit that. It worked fine and once
more we had a lovely picture. I tottered out into the snow
and managedto find my way to the nearestofflicence - I
never drink at work but make up for it in the evening.
Mrs. Fumacephonedlater that night, after I'd downed
a few whiskeys,to saythat her picturewasrolling. "If you
look at the back of the set you'll seethat a knob sticksout
at the lower rear centre. Tum it slightly, looking at the
picture through a mirror: get the picture to roll down,
then turn the control so that the picture rolls up and clicks
into lock. O.K.?" I presumethat when I refitted the rear
cover the last time I'd moved the control slightly without
realisingit. She hasn't phonedback, so it's either all right
or she'scalledin a more able engineerwho's not thinking
about retiring.

Les Lawry-lohns
If you remember,a coupleof monthsago I braggedabout
Mrs. Furnace'sset: a Philips G6 which I'd sold to them
somesixteenyearsago. I mentionedhow good the picture
was. Well, she phoned the other day to say that the
picture had gone into lines. So I packedmy bag with care,
taking with me in particular a PCF802and a PFL200,the
latter in caseit was rolling too. In thesesetsyou seethe
luminanceoutput valve is a PFL2fi), the secondpentode
sectionbeing the sync separator.
We arrived at the houseand switchedthe set on. When
it had warmed up, the picture was in lines and I could see
that it was also rolling over. So I decidedto fit the new
PFL200.As t did so I noticed that a small nearbyresistor
looked the worse for wear. It was one of the sync
separator'sanode load resistors, R212L (68kO - it's a
single-standardG6). Just to be sure I measuredit and
found that in fact it wasn't too far out. To be safe I
replacedit, then tried the set again.This time the picture
looked fine: I left Mrs. Furnacewith her praiseringing in
my ears."Don't retire yet Les."

Nert Day
Next day shewas on the phone again."The picture'sall
white with no picture but the sound soundsfine." I didn't
doubt what had happened.The glassof the PFL200had
crackedwhen I'd put it in. [t's happenedbefore to hamfisted idiots like me. So off I went again, this time with
three PFL200sjust in case.
The valve hadn't cracked,but I noticeda resistorlaying
in the bottom of the rear edge. It was the luminance
output pentode's screen grid feed resistor R2111. My
lightning sharp (what?) mind immediately pointed out
that an open-circuitscreengrid feed resistorwould have
caused the valve's anode voltage to rise, not fall, thus
blackingout the screen.But I checkedthe resistor'svalue,
which was correct at 2.7kO. So I refitted it and to be on
the safeside checkedthe resistanceto chassis(in casethe
decoupling capacitor was short-circuit, which it wasn't)
and fitted another PFL200.The picture was now as poor
as it could be. There was plenty of colour but no
luminance. I decidedto try the previousPFL200. There
was a puff of smoke from R2111 and it fell off its tags
again, this time damaged beyond salvation. I kicked
myself hard, then fitted a new PFL200and a new resistor.
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A Handy Tip
Here's a handy tip that's been passed on to me.
Apparently lots of 20in. Philips sets fitted with the KT3
chassisare sufferingfrom lossof blue and greento leavea
predominantlyred picture.The causeis lossof emissionin
the blue and green guns - the heaters are slightly
undemrn and the cathodesbecomecontaminated.The tip
is to short out the heater chokeson the tube base.Put a
link acrossone of the two chokesand note the difference
after a day or two. If there's no improvement,put a link
acrossthe other chokeaswell and leavethe set working in
this way for a day or so. When full emissionhas been
restored,removethe links to leave the set in the original
condition(chokesin circuit). I haven'ttried this yet myself
but we've a coupleof KT3s that could do with it.

Reggie'sMum
Reg Butcher is in fact our butcher. He's an important
person since he suppliesZeb with his weekly bones as
well as our meat. When H.B. called into his shop last
Friday Reg told her that his mother was in dire straights
with her TV set. Would Uncle lrs put in an urgent call?
So Les paid her a visit. Sheopenedthe door and I said
"I've called about the TV". She told me my visit wasn't
necessaryas it had been fixed. I was a bit taken aback
TELEVISIONMAY 1986

becauseI knew they wouldn't call in anyoneelseand Reg
alwayspaid the bill. I told her that Reg had askedme to
call.
"My Reg? Oh, you must mean the TV. I thought you
were the telephone man. Come in." I went in and
switchedon the Thorn 8800.There wasno green.Shewas
talking away ten to the dozen about her ailmentsand the
weatherand what not whilst I tried to listen and answer,
at the sametime checkingthe voltagesaround the three
top transiston. The voltage at the collector of the green
output transistorwas a lot higher than the voltagesat the
collectorsof the other two output transistors."What's
wrong? Somethinggone has it? I supposeyou'll have to
order it and I'll have to wait as usual." I didn't answerasI
wassearchingin my bag for aBFj37.I foundone, fittedit
and the picture was then green. So I set the controlsand
wrappedthe job up. "Oh you've done it then. I suppose
they give you all those things in caseyou need them."
"No dear I have to buy them in caseyou need them."
"What happensif no one needsthem?"
"I just have to keep them till they are needed."
"Oh, well. Never mind. Give my love to my Reg."
So off I went to presenthim with my bill.
"Thanks [Jncle Les."

A SmashingTime
Later that day I called to a customerwho said the set
wastoo big to bring in. It turned out to be a Fergusonset
fitted with the TX10 chassis- a 26in. model that lived
quietly in a corner of the room, under a shelf on which
were displayedmany china articleswhich I presumedto
be Ming or something.
I pulled the set out and removed the rear cover. The
fuse under the right side red cover had failed so I looked
suspiciouslyat the focus control. "There was a spark and
then the set went off altogether." That confirmed my
suspicion.I replacedthe fuse and rummagedin my bag
for a focusunit (the long type with improvedinsulation).I
found one and took it out of the box. "Oh" said the lady
of the house, "look at the pretty elephantson that box."
So I had to tell them what Stan had told me months ago,
about Small Elephantsand Mammoth Elephants.I could
seethey didn't believeme and I don't blame them.
As I was fitting the unit my shouldercaughtagainstthe
shelf. There was a resounding crash as the china descendedinto the fireplace.I managedto catch one lovely
plate in its plastic holder and handedit over to the lady.
As I did so the plate toppled out and joined the othersin
piecesin the fireplace. "Oh, I'm so sorry" I mumbled,
expectingto be attackedat any moment. "Don't worry"
was the surprising reply, "they were only raffie prizes."
Well I never. Most other people would have done their
nuts, raffle or not. I fixed the focus unit and refitted the
red cover. When I switchedon a good picture appeared.
We watchedit for a few minutesto make sure,then I took
my leave.
Smoke and Moans
A chap was waiting when I got back to the shop. He
was tapping his foot and moaning his head off. "You
repaired this set for me a few months ago, now it's
smoking."
"It's not good for it you know."
"It's not good for me either" he groaned."Payingout
all this money. I paid you ten poundsfor this set only six
monthsago."
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"No you didn't. You paid me ten poundsfor an e.h.t.
unit to save replacingthe line output transformerwhich
would have cost a lot more." The set was a Ferguson
Model 3840 (1690 chassis)which has an e.h.t. rectifier
buried inside the transformer. We fix an external,
shrouded diode in series with the e.h.t. lead and this
restoresnormal working. It was the lead from the transformer to the diode that was smoking, running a bit too
close to the heatsink.I unsolderedit and slipped a used
solder mop cover over it. This held it away from the
heatsink.Solderedit up againand the job was done, i.e.
no more smoke.
"There you are sir. You can stop moaningnow. Good
aftemoon. May you have many more male children and
don't let them smoke." As I rolled myself a cigarette.

Second-handVCRs
Derek Snelling
In the November 1983 issue of TelevisionI wrote an
article on checkingover second-handVCRs. Since then
some of the more modern machines have started to
appearon the second-handmarket. While everythingsaid
in the previousarticle still holds, certainextra points need
to be borne in mind. So here'sa short up-dateon what to
look for.
In the previousarticle the problem of pulsing with the
Ferguson3Y22 was mentioned - the picture or colour
movingfrom sideto sidewhen playingback a recordingof
a stationarypicture. The most common causeof this at
the moment is a worn pinch roller.
When checkingin the picture searchmode the presence
of extra wide noisebarsmav be the first indicationof head
wear. The problemcan alsobe causedby the fast forward/
rewind idler slipping - this results in varying tension,
particularlyin reversesearch.It appliesof courseonly to
machinesfitted with this type of idler.
With the newermachinesit's bestto find out asmuch as
possibleabout the model before you go to inspectit - in
particular what it's supposedto be able to do and how
many motors it has. For example,is the pausesupposed
to have a noise bar or not? Is the timer a one event or
severaltype? Knowing the number of motors can have a.
bearingon such problemsas poor rewind: if this is done
by the samemotor usedfor fast forward then a cleanor a
new idler is probably all that's required, but if each
turntable is directly driven by its own motor the problem
could well be due to a faulty motor.
Another point concerningmotors. In some machinesa
noisy capstanmotor is a precursorto wow on sound. If
the machineyou're checkingseemsnoisy in the playback
mode, presspause:if the noisegoesawayit's comingfrom
the capstanmotor; if it remainsthe lower cylinder could
be worn.
Finally, most of the more recentmachineshave remote
control. Don't forget to check its operation.Faulty wired
remote control systemsare usually easy to repair but
bewareof the type with multipin plugs.If the machinehas
an infra-red remote control systemtry to arm yourself
with a set of batteriesto counter any claim that "it's all
right - just needssomenew batteries".
Armed with the above notes and the previous article
you shouldbe able to avoid most of the pitfalls of buying a
second-handVCR.

for sometime: waterwaysto the right of us, waterwaysto
the left. On we went, past the fish and chip shop, slowly
now, looking for the flags. At last we found them and
turned into our destination.A man was waiting at the
gate.He'd beenwaitingfor a long time.
HB jumped out and greeted him profusely. I was
amazed.Then Colleen did the same. I got out and we
LesLawryJohns shookhandslike gentlemen.
"This is my Uncle Roy" saidHB.
'lWell I'm buggered"said L
"This is my husband."
There'smore to life than TV sets,though there are times
"Well I'm buggered"saidRoy.
when this is none too obvious. Anyrvay, I thought you
HB hadn't even said we were going to relatives.
wouldn't mind if for a changeI told you about someother
Into the house where Roy's wife greeted us warmly.
things and places.
Colleen looked at the large box on the floor from which
some wimpering issued. "Goodness, aren't they beautiful!" shecried. One had a black patchon its back. She
The Coat
leanedover and picked him up, then realisationdawned.
One of these things is my overcoat. It was made to
measurein 1938by M. Burton and cost 37l6d. For those "He's yours" we told hef.
We had lunch and gossiped.I finishedoff my whisky
of you who want that in presentday money it comesto
and startedon somewine. They'd a lovely gardenwhere
one pound thirty sevenand a half pence (I think). That
coat is as good as new and still fits. It's doublebreasted the birds were well cateredfor. While we were admiring
and waisted.I've worn it twice during the last thirty years, its featureswe saw a bag containinga marrow and some
which all goes to show how many funeralsI've attended. beansbeing passedover the wall on a rope. Roy took the
bag in and cameout with a bottle of home-madewine. It
Not quite true that, becausean overcoatisn't neededin
was
tied to the rope and and pulled over the wall. Nary a
summer. Jealousy will get you nowhere. Oh yes, black
word
was said.
melton.
"Does that happenoften?" I queried.
"Severaltimesa week- the wife makesgood wine."
"So I'd noticed."
The Journey
By now it was almost two and I was beginning to
Next places. A couple of weeks ago the phone rang wonder how long it would take to get back. So with
during the evening. HB answeredit. She soundeda bit
Dacksyin a box and plenty of food for him we took our
excitedand I heard her say "We'll come up and get it".
leaveand departed,headingfor King's Lynn. SomehowI
Since her daughter Colleen was with us at the time she took the wrong road and we went through milesand miles
didn't say anything more about the conversation.After
of country. There wasn't much sun but what there was I
Colleenhad left I was told all about it. Colleenhad always kept to the right of me so I knew we were going south.
wanted a small Dachsund and we'd sent out signalsa
Eventually we arrived at Ely. HB glancedat the petrol
month or two back in the hope of getting one for her
gauge."We're half empty."
birthday. One of the signals had now been answered:
I'd alsobeenlookingat it. "We're half full" I said.
there were three puppiesready to leavetheir mother and
We were well on the way to Cambridge now, but
we could have our pick. All we had to do wasto hang up
insteadof bypassingit I found myself in the town centre.
the Closed sign and pop up to Dersingham.Lovely, but
So many bikes,I've neverseenso many.We went round
where'sthat?
the market squarejust for fun and headedout of town,
I consultedmy AA New Book of the Road. It's just up
eventuallyfinding the M11. Down we hurtled while cars
from Kings Lynn, near the Wash. My eye wandereddown
flashed by in the outer lane. The petrol gauge by now
the A10 to Ely, thence to Cambridgeand Theydon Bois
read very low. It suddenlyoccurredto me that there are
to pick up the M25 to Dartford Tunnel. Not far. Any idiot
no filling stationson thesemotorways.I didn't want to go
could do it with a full tank of petrol.
off and get lost again; I also knew that an empty reading
On the following Tuesdaythe tank was full, the oil was meant that there were still two gallonson board. But at
checkedand we were ready to go. Colleenarrived at nine
the speedwe were goingthey wouldn't last very long. So I
thirty and we were off. First to the Dartford Tunnel which
gritted what teeth I had and sloweddown. We crept along
is practically on our doorstep. I missed it. We circled the M25 and
under the Dartford Tunnel. Then along the
round and after a slight detour through Bexley we got
A3 till we were able to fill up just three miles from home.
there. Never mind, we were on our way in my safe and
We were glad to be back. Dacksy had slept all the way
stronghands.Straightup the M25 towardsTheydonBois,
and even Douggie (Colleen'shusband)likes him.
steer to the right'and up the M1l and on our way to
So much for the trip and its confusions.I don't know
Cambridge. On and on like the brave six hundred my
how ET managesit: from one end of Englandto the other
Grandadusedto sing about. Harlow cameand went, then
about twice a week. But I'm not that bad at navigation.
Bishop's Stortford. Flashing along the motorway while
JAR gets lost trying to find his way from one side of
other cars flashedpast as though we were standingstill.
I-,ondonto the other (almost)on a good day with the light
Undeterred we fought our way up past Cambridgeand
behindhim...
on to Ely, my eyes like diamondsbehind my new specs
(first time wearing them for two years), though I must
admit they were gettingtired. King's Lynn loomed up and
Problem (Microwavel
we went round a roundabout and took the 4'149 past Oven
You remember HB's sister Dot * her with the brown
Castle Rising on the left and finally hit Deningham. By
now the Ouse was ousingall over the placeand had been eves?Well Dot hasa microwaveoven with two bulbsin it.

Other thingsand
other places

I

I
I
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Returnof the FrenchLady
LesLawry-Johns
You may recall the French lady whoseex-husbandtaught
Scottish rig workers how to swim (she said). She has
another set now and it's giving trouble. A Pye 731 which
also gave me trouble, mainly becauseI didn't want to
carry it from her flat, round the squareand out to the car.

The fie 731
First there was intermittent sound which I thought was
due to a dry-joint. It turned out to be a poor plug/socket
connection.After getting this right the sound still wasn't
clear - it soundedas if the speakerwas rubbing. So I said
I'd be back with another speaker as soon as I could.
Shortly after I was back with a nice new speakerwith a
free floating cone and proceeded to fit it. She was
nattering away and I vaguely heard somethingabout the
picture going off. With the speakerfitted the sound was
fine and the picture showedno sign of going off. I tapped
around but it wouldn't do anythingwrong. So I left it at
that.
Next day she phoned again and read out a long list of
the times when the picture had gone off, apparentlyfor
very short periodsand with no regularpattern. So I sallied
forth again and this time managedto make the picture go
off by applying pressure to the TBA990 chip on the
decoderpanel. I immediatelyresolderedeveryjoint in the
vicinity. After this I couldn't make it go off so I departed,
thinking that that was the last of the matter. It wasn't. I
had to return severaltimes subsequently,replacingin turn
the line output transformer, the BU208 line output
transistor,the tripler and for good measurethe 0.1g,Ffirst
anode supply reservoircapacitorC563 (1.25kV). It was a
nightmareand every time the phone rings I dread hearing
that voice "allo, allo, this is ze French woman talking".
And talking, and talking.

Mother-in-law's Set
A young fellow brought in this ITT hybrid colour set
(CVC8 chassis)and said it belongedto his mother-inlaw.
I'd no idea whom he was talking about. The repair took
sometime asthe boostcapacitorhad goneshort-circuit(as
usual) but had this time taken the PY500A boost diode
and 56O h.t. feed resistor with it. t did all that was
necessaryand wrote out the bill, chargingfifteen pounds.
A fortnight later all hell broke loose.
A voice which I vaguelyrecognisedphoned to say that
the TV set I'd "thoroughly overhauled"wasgiving trouble
after being moved round the room. So t got the car out
and nipped over to see what I could do. I was appalled
when she openedthe door. I knew her all right, and knew
the languageto expect. Talk about that young girl with
the long blonde hair, she was a saint in comparison.
lraving asidethe language,the womanwas demandingto
know why a set that had been "overhauled" so recently
shouldgive trouble so soon.Shewavedthe bill in my face.
"L,ook at this, fifteen **** quid. You should be
ashamedof yourself."
"[f ['d known it was your set I wouldn't havetouchedit
in the first place" I bawled back.
Anyway, she irisistedthat I saw the set working. The
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picture was wavy and the colour was in bars. I thought
that moving the set had disturbed a poor earth connection. It transpiredhowever that the AD161 l.t. regulator
transistor(left side) was leaky. I had one with me and it
was in before you could say knife. The picture was now
perfect.
"[ wonder how long that will last. You people certainly
know how to rob us poor t<***s."
"Well this poor **** is going off now, having performed a miracle in front of your eyes. I don't intend to
repeatthe performance.Goodbye."
I got to the car while she stood at the garden gate
waving the bill in the air and bawling about wanting her
money back.

Beardy's Brother
I thought I'd seenthe last of beardy and hope I have.
His brother came in however, struggling with a 26in.
TX10. The back cover washeld on by Sellotapeand I felt
sorry for myself.
"This televisionyou see, there's very little wrong with
it. Just a little somethingthat stops it working properly.
I'll leaveit with you and call back later when you've fixed
it for me."
I switchedit on and the tube'sheaterselowed.Oh well.
that's a start. He'd left the remote 6ntrol unit and
although I pressedthe brightnessbutton no raster appeared.The first anodevoltagewas low at about 200V. I
smelt a rat - someonehad been messinsabout. I turned
up the first anode control until the ittage measured
400V. The raster was now present but with an aerial
pluggedin there was no picture. I checkedthe tuning but
nothing could be resolved.The tuner was suspectbut a
new one had recently been fitted. So I turned my
attention to the i.f. module. Fitting a replacementmade
no difference. Back with the original and out with the
tuner, using a yard of desolderingbraid becausewhoever
had fined it had been over senerouswith the solder. I
fitted a new 1043and got a p-icturethat was very grainy.
A.G.C. I thought,so I adjustedthe small preseton the
i.f. panel and it made no differenceat all.
I thought the new tuner might be faulty and like a fool
fitted another.Again no difference.The aerial socketmay
be? I connecteda new one to the tuner, just hung it on so
to speak. The picture was best with only the inner
connected,the braiding left off. This confusedme so I
fitted anotheraerialsocketwhich did the samething. I left
it for a moment to servea customerwho wanted to know
why he was getting severeinterferencein the shape of
another picture floating around on top of the one he
wanted.
"Continental interference" we advisedhim. "lrave it
aloneand it'll go away."
When I got back to the TX10 I'd forgotten what
conclusionI'd reached,and cameto the conclusionI'd not
reachedone. I then injectedsignalsinto the i.f. module
and found that the output wasweak. So I refitted the new
one. This restorednormal receptionand I wrote out a bill
for a very reasonable(I thought)f20. I waspreparedfor a
performanceand I got one.
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"Both these things faulty? One I can understandbut
not two. Are you sure?"
"Yes I am sure and it took me long enoughto work it
out. In any caseI've only chargedyou for one."
"Twenty pounds is a lot of money. Can you make it
fifteen?"
"I'll make it nothing" I snapped, tearing off the
Sellotapethat held the rear cover. "I'll put back your
tuner and your i.f. unit and you can take it elsewhere."
"Oh no, no. I was only joking. Here's your twenty
pounds.I neverargueabout money."
I refitted the Sellotapeand off went beardy'sbrother,
natteringawayin a languageI didn't understand.
Fidelity Portables
The 14in. Fidelity portables(ZX2UD chassis)are now
usingup line output transformersat a rate of knots. If you
handle them you must keep a couple of transformersin
stock,completewith the small subpanelthat enablesthe
newer type to be fitted to the older type of panel. A
leaflet explainsthe stepsto be taken - remove the focus
unit and first anodecontrol etc.
One came in the other day with the complaint that
though it chatteredaway in varioustonguesit didn't show
a picture. I didn't at first associatethis with the line output
transformeras the fuse usuallyfails when the transformer
is defective. In this caseit hadn't becausethe 10O, 2W
h.t. smoothingresistor,in the feed to the line output
stage, had gone instead. This left the chopper working
and the supplyto the TDA3190soundi.c. intact.

Mrs Steadfast's New Set
Mrs Steadfasthas bought a new Fidelity from us. She
complainedbecauseit didn't have a carryinghandleand I
complained becauseof the tuning arrangement.It has
three buttons at the rear: up the scale,down the scaleand
store.It would have been easierif thesehad been at the
front or on the side. It's easyonce you've had a bit of
practice however. Her old set, a 26in. Swedishmonster,
had to be carried out through the door, along a corridor
and into the back room. I did it alone,thoughtherewasa
male who didn't lend a hand present.I'll rememberthat
Harold: the set wasvery heavy,and me in my condition.
But I didn't complain.I neverdo.

Whatever Next?
I had a shock the other morning. I got up fairly early to
let the dog out and was pottering around in the kitchen
when I heard a knock on the shopdoor. There wasa large
van outside,with Sheepless
Nightson the side.The man
at the door askedwhetherit wouldbe allright to bringthe
bed in.
"I haven'tordereda bed" I said.
"I did" cameHoney Bunch'svoicefrom the toilet.
So in camethis greatbig bed,whichsheassembled
later
in the day, and out went my nice comfortablefavourite.
As we sat there that eveningH.B. askedwhy I was
knockingback the whisky (Cutty Sark this time).
"So I can face getting into that high, firm monster in
there" I growled.
"We'd had that old one for twentyyears.It had a dip in
your sideand wasall misshapen."
So we went to bed and had a good night'ssleep,much
to my surprise.New bed - what next?
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O INSTALLINGTVRO TERMINALS
Part 1 of a new series by Harold Peters on the
principles and practice of satelliteTV reception.
Next month's instalmentdeals with basic installation - dish mounts and siting and tuning in the
receiver.
O THE ELECTRICMOTOR
The large numbers of VCRs nowadays being
handledby servicedepartmentshave broughtwith
them a need to know something about electric
motors, Mike Phelan's new series explains their
operationand, sincethey can be expensiveitems,
provides hints on ways of repairing them. The
many different types of electric motor will be
described.
O TIMEBASE SYNCHRONISATION
J. LeJeune deals with sync circuits, from the
simple one-transistorsync separatorstage to the
complex arrangementsused in modern sync processingi.c.s.Flywheelline sync will be explained,
also the generationand use of sandcastlepulses.
O RGB INTERFACINGCIRCUIT
Brian Webb presentsa simple circuit that can be
used to interface a microcomputer with RGB plus
sync outputsto an older set with a delta-guntube.
An inexpensiveway of obtainingan RGB monitor.
O SCAN YOKES FOR COLOUR TUBES
In Part 3 of his series on colour tube technology
EugeneTrundletakes a look at the scan yoke and
the ways in which yoke design has evolved to
meet the needs of modern self-convergingand
pinfree tube systems.
PLUS ALL THE REGUI.ARFEATURES
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ThanksDenis
LesLawry.Johns
Some months back (January) I mentioned a Network
colour portable- Model NWl414, fitted with the Grundig
GSC100chassis.The original fault was that the fusible
resistorR607 in the start-upcircuit would go open-circuit
for no apparent reason. Resolderingit restored normal
operation, and despitemy suspicionsnothing showedup
during a prolongedsoak test. Network's servicemanager
Denis Mott subsequentlygot in touch and providedsome
tips. He drew my attention to his article in the September
1984issue of. Televisionand said that the set would come
back to me. Well it did, after somemonthsthough.
This time I followed Denis's suggestionsand also
checked a number of other things. No fault could be
found. I eventually resolderedR607 and everythingwas
lovely for a day and a half. Then it pingedagain and we
started replacing componentsen bloc. The result of this
wasthat the set refusedto comeon at all when R607 was
resoldered.My languagewas deplorableand Zeb went
away and hung his head. Spock jumped up on to the
highestshelf in the shop. Honey Bunch was out so she
didn't have to hear it. SuddenlyI stoppedswearing.This
is what we'd wanted in the first place, a fault that was
there all the time. Unless I'd put it there when replacing
variousresistorsand transistors.Supposingone had been
defective?But I'd tested them all before fitting, as I
always do. So I put this thought out of my mind and
starteda generalcheck.
The line output thyristor, which had checkedall right
during previous tests, was now open-circuitbetween its
gate and cathode. tt should record about 30O one way
and about 200O the other, with no reading betweenthe
anode and the other two electrodeswhen disconnected.
Now it showedno readingat all. It wasspeedilyreplaced:
the set worked for the rest of the day and the week that
followed.

TheBlind ComesUp
A chap staggeredin carryinga 26in. Fergusonset fitted
with the TX10 chassis.He explainedthat after about an
hour'suse a blind cameup from the bottom, leavingjust a
few inchesof picture at the top with the rest of the screen
blackedout. I'd never heard of this one before.
I let the set run for some time, not really expecting
anythingto happen as the shop is a lot cooler than the
customer'shome. Then I removed the back cover and
broughtthe hairdryer into action. I directedhot air at the
field output transistorsand the surroundingcomponents.
When I lingeredon the TDA1044 chip the bottom of the
screenblacked out and the blind rose until only the top
few inchesof picture remained.I grabbedthe freezerbut
with the heat off the blind camedown againand a normal
picture was displayed.Again I heatedthe chip and again
the blind rose, only this time I was ready with the freezer
andthe blind camedown as soonas the chip wascooled.I
didn't have a TDA1044 in stock so I looked under it to
seewhat the ventilationwaslike. As there wasn'tany near
the chip I drilled a hole to let in some air. I explainedto
the chap what I'd done and mentionedthat the TDA1M4
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would be here when the blind came up again- if it does
come up again.

The BushBCOUM
Shortly after our secondencounterwith the Network
set a Bush 8C6004 colour portable came in. Another
German chassis,this time manufacturedby Saba. The
customer'scomplaintwasthat it would be fine for an hour
then shut off! It's the set with the small enclosedunit at
the top right containing the line output transistor
(BU208), line driver transformer etc, I changed the
BU208 and the set worked fine for the best part of an
hour. Then it shut down again.
I tapped the BU208 with the handle of a screwdriver,
more out of frustration than anything else. The set then
started up and shut down after an hour. This time I
movedthe line output stagehousingcautiouslyand the set
startedup again. So I took the housingout of its socket,
having removedthe two screws,and carefully resoldered
all the input joints - though none looked suspicious. I
then touchedup any other joints that looked the slightest
bit shakyand refitted the unit. It played away for the rest
of the day and as far as I know it's still playingawayquite
happily.Iwishlwas.

GECC|4AH Series
These 14 and 16in. portablesare made by ITT in W.
Germany, using the CVC1110/CVCL112series chassis.
They suffer from a common fault: a bright white screen,
suggestingthat the tube's cathodeshave lost their bias.
The RGB output transistorswith their 12kOcollectorload
resistorsare mountedon the tube basepanel. No voltage
will be found on theseresistors.The sourceof the 150V
supplyis the line output transformer:the series-connected
rectifierdiodesD504 and D505 are on the right sideof the
main panel. There's a small surgeJimiterresistor in the
feed from the transformer, R514 (1'5O). It looks very
small and is intendedto be, acting as it doesas a fuse. It
doesn'tburn out for nothing. The causecould be leakage
in the diodesor in the associated10pcFreservoircapacitor
C506 or the lpF smoothingcapacitorClmz on the tube
base panel. Occasionallyone of the three RGB output
transistorsmay be at fault, but this doesn't happen very
often. Then of courseit mav be the tube. . .
This and That
The editor must be taken to task for a couple of
mistakesthat got into my column in the June issue.First
about my overcoat.I said it cost 37l6d made to measure,
also that this works at one pound eighty sevenand a half
pence. In print it said one pound thirty sevenand a half
pence.I also said that we filled up with petrol on the A2
just a little way from home. This came out as the ,{3,
which is a long way from home. Oh well, I supposewe
can't all be perfect. . .
lt amazesme what Honey Bunch gets given to her.
Boxesof chocolatesby the dozen(we don't eat chocolates
but 7,eb does, so does her aunt). Last Sundaylunchtime
we were in Dave's for a drink and H.B. happenedto
mention that she hadn't had duck's eggsfor years. Next
day one was brought in. I haven't had (given to me) a
bottle of whisky sinceChristmas,and ['m not likely to till
next Christmas.It won't be long now however.This year
has simply rocketedby.
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You'd think the way I natter on that I don't have any
real troubles. No so. Take the Thorn 9000 that came in
the other day for example.I put a new tripler in it last
week and this week it came back with the report that it
was "no go - probablythe switch". It wasn't the switch of
courseand therewasplentyof h.t. at the collectorof the
R2540Syclopstransistor.I moved over to the line driver
transistorand found that there was only 72Y or so at its
collector instead of around 150V. The same voltage
readingswere obtainedat its baseand emitter. Like a fool
I dallied around the subpanelfor a while, finding wrong
voltagesall over the place, also aware that I'd had this
trouble before and had solved the matter in minutes. At
last I listened to the voice in my head. [t kept saying
"thick film unit".
I got one off the shelf and fitted it, telling myselfthat it
wasn't going to help matters. When I switchedon again
the e.h.t. rustled up. I knew it was going to be the thick
film unit all along of course. It's just that I like to give
myself a bit of exerciseevery now and again.

lune's Daughter
LesLawry.lohns
You may recall me telling you a while back about a
frustratingcall on June, when her dog Piddler pinned me
to the floor and was about to tear my throat out just
beforehe recognisedme. Well, her daughtergot a relative
to bring her set down to me and carry it in for her. It was
a large26in. ITT set fitted with the CVC5 chassis.Yes, an
oldie - but in good condition. The report was that the
picturewent off but the sound stayedon.
I switchedit on and when it had warmed up my neon
glowedwhen brought near the PL509 line output valve.
Sothe line output stagewas active,but there was no sign
of a raster- or soundfor that matter. I testedthis and that
and when I checkedthe voltagesin the soundi.f. stages
dancemusic blared out.
"There you are" saidJune'sdaughter.
"That's radio music" I growled.
The samemusic camethrough when I wascheckingthe
final vision i.f. transistorand this suggestedto me that the
fault was in this stage. Now most of you know how
difficult a fault in this sectioncan be. I switchedoff and
cold checkedthe BF123 transistor(T17). I couldn't get
any readingsfrom baseto emitter or baseto collectorbut
I wasn't sure where I was in the confined space. So I
reasoned(?) with myself. If the BF123was open-circuit,I
could hold a 8F197 acrossits contactsas a check. Switch
on again and allow the set to warm up. Sort out a BF197
and hold it in position, baseto baseetc. True TV sound
burst out and a picture appearedon the screen.
"There it is" screamedJune'sdaughter.
This scaredme (women'svoicesdo) and I withdrew the
8F197. The sound and vision continued and I save a
sickly smile.
"Aren't you clever?"saidJune'sdaughter.
"Aren't I?" I agreed, wonderingwhat the hell had
happened.Tap the vision i.f. stageand move it about a
bit. The vision and sound continuedwhateverI did. Pull
the aerial out and switch off.
"We'll put the back on and pretend it's finished.Then
we'll switch it on again to surpriseit. That's what we'll
do." And that'swhat we did. The picturewasnow grainy
and horriblethoughthe soundwas o.k.
"Bloody tuner's up the creek" I bawled. "It wasn't a
minuteago." So off camethe backcoverand I movedthe
tuner about a bit. A lovely picture came on then went all
grainyagain.
I removed the coversand laid the tuner on its side.
Resolderingthe r.f. amplifier transistor'sbaseand emitter
connectionsdid the trick. After that it wouldn't go grainy
again. We put the rear cover back and tried again.It was
still all right. So they took it away, after I had warned
them that the sound and vision could fail again at any time
as I didn't trust it. The set hasn'tbeenback so I suppose
it's still all right. But what brought the BF123 to life - if
indeed it was faulty? Perhapsit's me that's faulty? I can
imagineE.T. chucklingawaydown therein Sussex."Yes,
it's you who's faulty ks!" Well I know I'm silly but the
inspector of taxes had my books last year and couldn't
fault them: there'snot manycansaythat! And I did check
the solderededge connectors,so there.
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The Family Dawe
I've mentioned the brothers Jack and Oven Dawe
before. I've just discoveredthat there's another. Ray. I
couldn't believeit. All I can say is that their parentsmust
certainlyhave had a senseof humour.
Ray saidhe had a setthat didn't like odd numbers.We
askedhim what it was. It tumed out to be a Fergusonset
fitted with the TX10 chassis,and it wouldn't select
channelone - or three or five etc. "You've a duff chip" I
told him, hoping I was right.
He broughtthe setin and sureenougha new SAA5012
remote control receiver/decoderchip restored normal
channelselection.Peacewas thus restoredin Ray's household. He'd alteredthe selectorsso that 2 gaveBBC-I, 4
gave BBC-2, 6 gave ITV etc. but his wife had said that
interfening with the set would bring bad luck. She was
right.
After we'd replacedthe chip and reselectedthe programmesthe set worked for one day then gave up. He
broughtit back and we investigated.
I loweredthe rear,
i.f. paneland the setbehaveditself,showinga nicepicture
and producingnice sound.I raisedthe panel and it lapsed
into sullensilence.Feelinga bit annoyedI loweredthe
panel again and everything was all right. Inspection
showedthat the cable loom was subjectto pressurefrom
the i.f. panel when it was raisedand that the insulation
had punctured.Only a slight movementwas requiredtg
put the cableformout of risk. I seemto rememberhaving
had this one before,but suchis the stateof my deplorable
memory that I can't recall when it was. The set now
functioned correctly however and Ray had to face his
wife . . . "I told you so" shesaid.
This and That
Stanfrom SEME had poppedin to take an order. He
also wanted to know if I'd seen Ray Ling the Chinese
fence.Daft, isn't he?Shortlyafter he'd gonea nicecouple
popped in to say hallo. They were from Blackpool and
being in the area had decidedto run Les to ground they'reregularreaders.Thanksfor calling,Chris and Jill.
Hope to seeyou againsometime.Also hope you weren't
too disappointed.
I did get that set done.Can't remember
whichone it was,but I wasin a bit of a ditherover it for a
while.
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Dogscan FIy
Les Lawry-Johns
They say that pigs can't fly. Well dogs can, and Zeb did
last Saturday night. We were in the lounge above the shop
and I was nodding off as usual, having had one or two.
Now over the shop front we've an awning to keep the sun
otf the windows in the summer. There was a sudden
commotion outside and Honey Bunch raised a window to
see what it was all about. Two chaps on the other side of
the road were shouting and shaking their fists at the
worfd. They saw H.B. and shook their fists at her. 7,eb
was watching and didn't approve of this. In a flash he
leapt out of the window, on to the awning and in one
more mighty leap he was acrossthe road, confronting the
lads with bared teeth. They didn't hang around after that
and the next job was to get Zeb back. He came in and
bounded upstairs with tail wagging to prove that his
incredible flight hadn't hurt him. The two fellows weren't
the only ones to get badly shaken. H.B. and I were as well
at the thought of what could have happened.

First Ordeal
The reasonI'd beennoddingoff waspartly becausethe
whole day had been horrible. It startedfirst thing in the
morningwhen a FergusonTX10 wasbroughtin. I started
on it right away,removingthe rearcoverand checkingthe
supply to the right side fuse. Nothing. So I checkedthe
plug fuse and the continuityto the on/off switchthen to
the right side fuse. Everything was in order. I then
realisedthat I hadn't pluggedin the benchsupply.
When power was appliedto the TX10 the soundcame
through loud and clear but the LED on the tube base
paneldidn't light up. Therewase.h.t. so I concludedthat
the troublewason the tube'sbasepanelor the suppliesto
it. The voltageswere presenthowever and the tube's
cathodeswere high.The LED had failed.I lookedfor one
but couldn'tfind any. My orderinghad gonewrong.Stan
from SEME was at fault for not remindingme. I won't
tbrget to have a go at him. But what to do? We want a
voltagedrop of about3V. I stuckin a 75O resistorand got
this, but therewasstill no raster.I checkedthe transistors
on the panel and cameto the conclusionthat one of the
BF460swas leaky. Once againI couldn't find one, so in
desperationI fitted a BD410.This workedand I got a nice
picture- for ten minutes.Off it went and I pondered.The
BD didn't havethe slope,so it had to be a BF like me. I
fitted a 8F338 with a heatsink.Good enoughfor the G8,
good enoughfor the TX10. It worked all day and was
collectedat five o'clock.

The ITT CVC32
The next horror was an IT'f CVC32 with no field scan
below the centre line and only about three inches of
picture above it. I dived for the field output transistors
and found one with funny readings. After changing it I
expectcd to have a full field scan. It remained as before,
with nothing below the centre line. I tried a new field
timebase subpanel but this made no difference. I checked
all the electrolytics associatedwith the output stage, then
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carefully checked the subpanel above the scan coils. They
were without fault. Further checks of just about everything relcvant still produced no result. The scan coils were
the only thing left. They measured all right but t still
suspectedthem. The set is still here, standing around
doing nothing because the customer won't accept the
estimate for fitting a new set of scan coils. I'm waiting to
find a yoke somewhere.

The GECC2110
My nextfailureconcerned
a C2110series
GECset.The
complaint was that the set would work perfectly for hours,
then suddenly roll and following this produce a bright
blank raster. It didn't do this for me. The picture rolled
and pulled for a short period before going bright cyan, i.e.
red remained normal but the tube's green and blue
cathode voltages both fell. Investigation showed that the
l2V line was missing as the spring-loadedresistor on the
righrhand side had pinged open. As soon as this was
soldered back the picture returned to normal for another
few hours. I changed the field scan panel, also the audio
panel in caseit was loading the 12V supply. No luck. The
screen became bright for a few seconds before the resistor
pinged open again. I looked for a video panel but couldn't
find one. In fact I'd had this set for some days as the
owner was away. He came and collected it on the
Saturday, showing no surprise that the cause of the fault
hadn't been located. I suggestedhe took it to Geoff in
Moon Lane. He did but wouldn't accept the estimate
Geoff gave him. Where it went after that I don't know unless he usesif for only a couple of hours at a time.

Pye Portable
Our next casewas a Pye colour portable fitted with the
Philips CTX chassis.The mains fuse had shattered and
there were open-circuit tracks to and from the bridge
rectifier. This had gone short-circuit and the 4.7O surge
limiter resistor had gone opcn-circuit. I fitted a KBL08
bridge, a new fuse and a 4'7o. resistor and wired across
the open-circuit tracks. The set then came on but was
tripping. Investigation revealed a short-circuit diode in the
line output stage. Question: why did the diode fail with
the minor explosion the customer reported? Any ideas? I
kept the set on test for a day or two as a precaution.

Barry's Sanyo
Barry, a friend of mine in the CID, askedmc to have a
quick look at his 26in. Sanyo colour set. Now sets from
the far east frishten me so I don't normallv take them in
and I don't keip sparesfor them. I said lid have a look
however and I did. Not so far eastern as it turned out.
probably made in Sanyo's Spanish plant. The fuse was
shattered and the BUY69 chopper transistor was shortcircuit. The switch-off thyristor was open-circuit - it's the
discrete component version of the Siemens self-oscillating
chopper circuit. I put in a 8U326 transistor and a BTI 16
thyristor. With a new fuse installed I confidently switched
on. Nothing. The 8U326 wasn't being switched on.
Everything was in order in the start-up circuit so, not
having experienceof these sets, I carefully put the shorted
BUY69 and the thyristor back, refitted the blown fuse and
suggestedto Barry that he took the set to a cleverer chap
than I, such as Geoff up Moon Lane.
"Ha!" said Barry, "l'm going to tell that magazine you
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write for you're not the cleverfellow you tell them you
are!"
"Don't worry- they know it already!"

It i

iI
il

and first anode controls from the tube's base panel, wiring
the leads from the transformer directly to thc base panel
as the controls arc on the transfclrmcr (in case you didn't
know).
I fitted the e.h.t. cap and switchedon, expectingto hear
The Last Ordeal
the rustle of e.h.t. All I heard was the h.t. humping
I thought that the misery must be over. It wasn't. A
unhappily. I looked closely at the panel and found that the
10O h.t. smoothing resistor had been removed. I'd made
coupleI know quite well broughtin a 20in. Fidelityset.
"It's gone dead. Someone'shad a look at it but said the test from the 4.7O resistor between the l0O one and
they couldn't get the chip." Apparently it belongedto
the transformer. Clever me. So I fitted a 10O resistor and
theirson.
switched on again. Hump, hump.
I then checked more carefully and found that the
I whipped the back off and was confronted with an
early ZX20U) chassis.Tapping the line output trans- previous repairer, not suspectingthe transformer, had had
former I commentedthat "this is the weak link in these a good go at the h.t. supply and that the circuit now didn't
sets".I connectedthe meter to its feed resistorand got a
agree with the circuit diagram at all. At this point I lost
patience. I removed the new transformer, refitted the old
short-circuitreading."Instantdiagnosis"I smirked.
I gavethem an estimateand they poppedoff to consult one and the controls and wrapped it all up just as I'd
their son, promisingto phonewithin the hour. I thought found it. When they phoned I told them it had been
I'd make sure and removedthe transformer- no easy messedabout with and that I hadn't the patience to sort it
matter.It was shortedso I took a 30fi) seriestransformer out. Sorry readers, very sorry - but it was latc and I
off the shelfand fitted the little basepanelso that it would wanted my bath and a drink. I had both and then had to
fit the 20fi) chassis.I fitted it nicely and removedthe focus put up with a flying dog. What a life.

Letters
TVRODISHINSTALIATION
The advice on using the sun to find due south, given in
Part I of your satellite TV installation feature, seems to
me to require some qualification. It takes no account of
the so-called "equation of time", which gives the
difference between the time read by a sun dial and clock
time. The order of the difference can be seen from the
mean between the sunrise and sunset times published in
many daily newspapers.With a maximum value of about
1tl minutes in November, the changes are of the same
magnitude as those shown in Table 2 for different locations in the British Isles.
L.G. Whitehead, C. Eng.,
Theydon Boise, Essex.
Harold Peters comments: I have seen obscure references
to this but decided to keep things simple. My readings
certainly work out in practice here in East Anglia. Perhaps other readers would like to comment on this?
Mention should also be made of "sun outrages", which
occur in late autumn and early spring when the sun
follows the orbital plane, heating up a LNB with more
s.h.f. than it can handle. The result is a noisy picture also the possibility of a blown LNB. Even replacing a
LNB can be a hazard at such times, due to the sun beins
focused on one via the dish.

RESISTOR
PROBLEMS
GordonHaigh'sarticleon resistortroublespromptsme to
makethe followingcommentson the subject.
potentiometers
The convergence
usedin somesets(the
GEC C2110seriesfor example)havea tendencyto burn
out, particularlywhen an attemptis madeto adjustthem.
The two line tilt controlsin the C2110,P501and P502,are
usedas simple variableresistors.Thesetwo controlsare
very often set so that lessthan half the track is in circuit,
the power dissipationbeingconfinedto that sectionof the
track- hencethe tendencyto burn out. Reliabilitycanbe
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improved either by using lower potentiometer values or
by connecting a suitable value resistor in parallel with the
original control. Where both ends of the track are in
circuit, try a slightly lower value potentiometer with series
resistors at either end to maintain the correct circuit
'llese
resistance.
modifications will restrict the range of
adjustment but the reliability will be improved.
A similar situation often occurs with the height control
in a valve field timebase, particularly where the value of
the control is 2MO or thereabouts. This can be replaccd
with one of a lower value - after checking the values of
any series resistors and also the valve.
Finally a digression. My Feathertouch ITT CVC9 has
recently been changing channels intermittently. I was just
about to collect some tools when I noticed a fly walking
about on the touch pads - perhapsit thought the red lights
were strawberry jam or something! I've subsequently
observed the same thing happen on a number of occasions.The only cure is to hang a small book over thc front
edge to cover the channel selector. This is worth bcaring
in mind if a customer complains of intermittent channel
changing, particularly during the summer months.
S. Pearson,
Chipping Norton, Oxon.

UNUSUALHUM PROBLEM
The problem with a Rank set fitted with the ,{823 chasis
was a 50Hz hum bar. Closer inspection revealed that it
was a slowly moving, sharply defined band of modulation
on the field scan.
Theory number one was that the thyristor power supply
was the cause. A new choke and electrolyticsfailed to fix
it however. I admitted defeat and substituted an old
faithful Thorn 3500 - only to get identical symptoms! We
eventually discoveredthat the fault was present only when
a newly acquired Philips G8 in a room twelve yards away
was switched on.
Theory number two was interference via the mains
supply, but examination of the mains filter capacitorsand
even trying a second G8 failed to cure the trouble.
Theory number three was that a magnetic field generated by the house mains wiring deflectedthe beam. This
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TheBarefootContessa
LesLawry-Johns
Not long sinceH.B. decidedthat our Alsatian Zeb was
lonely. Sheenquiredaroundand locateda suitablefriend
for him in the Medwaytowns- a three-year-old
German
Shephardwho had had puppiesand had beenseento . . .
One of her puppieslivesa few doorsfrom us and wason
heat. It had been sittingon her owner'slap, which by a
chainof eventsled to someproblems.Her owner offered
to accompanyH.B. to pick up our new dog you see.As
H.B. was driving, the new dog ("Duchess;'isat on the
lady'slap duringthe returnjourney.The arrivalhomewas
spectacular.As Duchesstrotted in throueh
the door Zeb
'and
caught what he thought was her smell
went mad.
There was a monumentalstruggle,with TV setstoppling
over everywhereand me losing my temper over this
unseemlymess.
Zeb's senseof smellis more acutethan I thought,but it
didn't take long for him to realisethat his attentionswere
unwanted. We very nearly have peace now but their
boisterousplayingseemsto continuenearly all day long
and completelyupsersmy dubiousabilitytoihink stiaightl
Being of GermandescentI felt that the new arrivalmust
be a Contessarather than a Duchess- so Tessashe is.
The few customerswho came nowadavstend to set a
shockwhen confrontedby two suchlarge hounds,b'utat
leasttheir setsare assuredof protection.
The Hitachi
A friend of mine lumbered in carrying what appeared
to be a 22in. colour set. I saw the name Hita-chiand
startedto make excuses.
"It's my mother-in-law's,
Les. Just havea look and see
if you can get rid of all that green."
I guessedthat the tube was at fault but thought I,d
make sure. He left it and in due courseI took thi back
off, expecting to find an ordinary in-line gun tube that
neededreactivating.The more I looked at it howeverthe
more confusedI became.There was a single first anode
supply,which is normal.It readcorrectly.llooked for the
red cathode and found two pins marke-dRK on the lefthandside,two markedGK at the bottomand two marked
BK on the right. The voltageson all thesepins read the
same, so the tube seemedto be at fault - there was
brilliant greenwith very little red or blue.
Not realisingwhat I was up againstI looked for a
common heaterto connectthe reactivatorto. I checked
the GK pins with the set switchedoff and got the readingI
expected. I then looked for a grid pin and found two
earthed. So I hooked up to this earth and to the pin
marked RK and applied the heater voltageto the GK
pins. There was a funny noiseand the heaterlit brightly.
Heater, not heaters.I disconnected
the reactivatoia;d
tried the set again.The picturecameon immediatelybut
yqs in magenta(red and blue) with no sign of green.
Mind you, it looked a lot better than that gieen picture,
but it dawnedon me that I'd damagedthe greenemission.
I studiedthe basemore carefullyand realisedthat each
gun had its own heater supply,hencetwo pins marked
RK etc. The cathodesare in fact the heatersand I
rememberedreading in the magazinesome years ago
about this unusualHitachi tube. Why hadn,t I remem16

bered earlier? It
anyway . . .
Another

would have needed a new tube

One

Shortly after this episode a nice couple came in and said
they wanted help with their TV set which they couldn't
bring in. I enquired about the make and the nature of the
tr^ouble.An Expert they said, the fault being that the top
of the picture came down and went back up every few
minutes shortly afier switching on, the display eveniually
settling down. Memories of my friend's GEC-Hitachi sei
came back to me. Remember the elastic band that wasn't
successful?I'd eventually had to take out the thick-film
field output module and resolder all the contacts. In this
way we gained the upper hand. I guessedthat the Expert
was actually an Hitachi and promised to nip over and
solve_the problem the following morning - only hoping
that I was right.
I. y"nt,. I was right, and I did it. What a clever boy!
Incidentally these sets have the transit screws in the back
cover in the same way as the TX9 etc. This makes
removal of the cover a bit of a puzzle when you're used to
dealing with sets that have been servicedbefore and don't
have the screwsfitted.
Sad Tales
Another 26in. ITT colour set fitted wirh the CVC5
chassiscaused me a nightmare the other day. The complaint was intermittent or no colour. I had to call at the
house which was well out of town, so I resolved to do it
there rather than bring it back to the shop. The colour
came on at first. lt then went into bars and faded out,
leaving a pleasant monochrome picture. I tried another
channel. The colour was again present but then vanished
as-before. Maybe the colour reference oscillator preset
R311 was out of adjustment? I tried a new setting. but no
luck. I tuned in the channel and the colttur briefly
appeared. In a nutshell I checked everv likelv item on the
decoder panel. Nothing scemed to be ar fauit and all the
voltageswere as expected, changing only when the colour
faded. I overrode the colour killcr and faint bands remained.despite adjusrment of R3ll. I shunted the crystal
and adjusted the relevant cores. Nothins doinc.
, Eventually I took it back to the shopl haviig struggled
through the house and down the gard-enwithlhis [Javv
set. Back at the shop I again tried to hold the colour and
found that it faded before it reached the decoder. I
checked the i.f. panel but this seemed to be in order and
correctly aligned. Time was slipping by and so was my
patience. I suspectedthe channel selector unit which can
causesignal problems but decided to return the set to the
owner with the recommendation that he took it to one of
the brighter bgys in the neighbourhood. I ran away feeling
very ashamedof myself.
Back at the ranch H.B. told me that an acquaintance,
an ex-TV engineer, had taken his own life. He'd lost his
wife some months earlier and had been very depressed
ever since. This completely deflated me and I've yet to
recover. I know it happens, but even so .
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(HAl1703), part of whichformsan a.g.c.stage.The input
at pin 12 was correctbut the output at pin 11 showedup
all the distortions- the syncamplitudevaried with picture
content, in fact even the overall signal amplitude varied
with picturecontent.So much for the a.g.c.!
From pin 11 the signalpath splits.One path is the E-E
one to IC3. The other returns to IC2 where after further
processing,including a.g.c. circuit drive, the signalbecomes the record f.m. for the video heads.This path
incorporates a filter to remove the colour subcarrier

information. Just before it re-enters IC2. at pin 16 the
luminanceonly signalis d.c. clampedby X5 (2SQ&7C),
which is driven by compositesync pulsesfrom the sync
separatorin IC3. Becauseof the fault the waveformswere
wrong all around this circuit, but the trusty meter showed
that the d.c. conditionswere correcteverywhereexceptat
X5 whosebase,collectorand emitter were all at the same
voltage. An out-of-circuit check confirmed that this
transistor was leaky - a BC184L in its place restored
normalworkins.
R.R.

Tiny Tim's Nightmare

me, the twistingold B . . .". Tim felt ashamedof himself.
What a nastyfellow he was.

LesLawryJohns

Visit from Keith and Alex

Keith and Alex had come up from Portsmouthmainly
to bring me a set of scancoils- you rememberthe CVC32
Tim felt very sad as he sat at his desk, swinginghis little
(October)?I wasso grateful,though I didn't actuallyneed
feet under his stool - as he had done sometwo yearsago,
them. I'd already got over the trouble by replacing the
hoping for a new pair of shoes.He had got some shoes
scancouplingelectrolyticwhich I'd previouslyshuntedas
then. Now it was a different matter. The half yearly
an inadequatetest. As the faulty one was leaky it had to
clutter of bills demanded his attention: hundreds of
be taken out and a new one put in. Silly me.
poundsthat would put him back in the red again, and he
Keith gazedaround and Alex gazed around the other
had only just got out from under the last lot, at a cost.
way.
Why didn't thesepeoplerealisewho they were demand"Just as we imaginedit would be. Beyond belief."
ing money from? He fought his one man battle against
"Sorry, very sorry" I apologised.
inflation with extreme dedication.He didn't chargea lot
"No, we didn't mean it's old fashionedor anythinglike
for his services,much the sameas he had done yearsago.
that. It's just that it all fits into place.The awningoutside
Then he had been rich and could dine out severaltimes a
where Zeb jumped out and earnedundyingfame, and the
week and drink the best wine. Now he couldn't afford to
insidewith all the bits and pieces.It's nice really."
go out at all, not even once a week at Sundaylunchtime.
Keith was the one who wrote that first letter (June)
He and Tinker Bell usedto pop into the pub for an hour
about the lack of test cards.
or two on Sundayand spend his whole week's wages.
"You'll have to get up earlier" I suggested.
Now his wagesbuy a couple of bottles that have to last
Alex
was admiring our till. "Right out of Coronation
the whole week while he and Tinker Bell watchTV - and
Street"he commented.
occasionallya film on the video to ensurethat when they
"It's easyto fiddle" I said,"and I like it."
passit or them on to Tim's brother he won't get a heart
A chapcamein for a universaltripler and Keith showed
attack. Tim's brother has a very bad heart, much worse
me where to find it on the shelf. The chap wanted to
than Tim's, and the sight of all those young girls panting
know how to fit it in an ITT CVC32.I explainedhow to
away might upset him. Tim didn't think they panted
connect the leads, joining the diode and earth leads
becauseof the fellow who was standingnearby. More at
together and soldering them to one side of the focus
the thoughtof the moneythey'dbe paid to pant. And why
control. The chapwent out with the diagramI'd drawn for
do they keep kissingtheir fingen? They must love themhim and Keith commentedthat it wouldn't last long with
selvesa lot more than they love the fellowwho just stands
the leadsjoined. I wonderedwhy he said that. I always
around. I wonder what he gets paid for? Tim wondered join
them. Am I doing somethingwrong? When I say
whetheranyonewould pay him to standaroundwhile. . .
always,I mean in the ITT and similar sets.
Anyway they departedin high spiritsand I wonder if I'll
see them again. All the best. Keep the flag flying and all
The Collec'tion
that sort of thing!
Justthen a lorry pulledup outside.It had a loadof junk
in the back and Tim guessedwho it was. Tim the Tinker
had come to collecthis small portable.He camein and The Siemens Set
Tim handedit to him.
A 26in. Siemensset came in the other day and I
"What waswrong with it then?"
couldn't make head or tail of it. A new line output
"I've written it all down on the bill sir."
transistorwas required and the chopper circuit had been
"I can't read."
tamperedwith. The line output transistor is a BU600S,
Tim's mind (our Tim) raced.If he couldn'tread,the bill
which I didn't recogniseat all. t tried a BU208A but this
could be upped a bit. Instead of eight pounds fifty he
didn't work and the open-circuit tracks to the chopper
could chargefifty quid.
unsettledme. I suggested
to the chap that he took it up to
"Ten pounds"he said.
Geoff. He did, and Geoff had to suffer too.
"It sayseight poundsfifty down here."
Next day Geoff phonedto tell me not to sendany more
"Just testingyour reading,just testingyou see."
lunatics up to him. He also told me that the correct
"I can read money, don't you worry about that" said replacementwould have been a BU208D. I keep thesein
Tim the Tinker.
stock and kicked myselffor not havingtried one.
So he paid his eight pounds fifty and walked out. Tim
The joke is that another set of exactly the same type
heard him say to the other chap in the lorry "tried to con
camein an hour later and I was able to oblige my friend
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by fitting a BU208D in a coupleof minutes,with complete
- the resultantpicture was superb.Nice setsthese,
success
thoughthe choppercircuit doesfrighten me a bit. I should
read the magazinemore thoroughly.

The Cummin of Keith
As I was busily shovellingup what the dogs do in the
garden (concrete) I heard Tessabarking her loud, deep
bark in the shop. Zeb doesn'tseemto bark so much now
that the bossyfemalehastaken control. I went in with the
shovelof you know what and found a man standingin the
shop.
"Won't be a second"I said,"I'll just bungthis lot down
the toilet then I'll be with you."
"Don't worry [rs, you look as though you've a lot on
your hands".
I knew that voice, and the Casablanca
image. It was
Keith Cummins himself.
After I'd disposedof the er stuff we had a chat about
this and that and whilst he drank the coffee H.B. had
made him (sugar, no milk) he told me about the job he
wasengagedon. Somesort of secretservicematter, which
is why he told me all about it. Thanks for calling Keith.

WhateverHappend to finy TimT
Sorry I've been rabbiting on about myself as usual.
Actually Tim was put to the test this last Saturday
afternoon.He was standingbehind the counter talking to
youngPhil, who pops in on Saturdaysto pick up a few tips
and dodges. A smart young couple came in and asked
Tim if he would mind looking at their set. Tim said he
didn't mind looking, went outsideto their car and did just
that. It was a Grundigset of the 5010variety.A big 26in..
monster. Phil came out to help, and they all struggledin
with it.
"There's sound but no picture, and some things have
burnt up in the bottom."
Armed with this information, Tim removed the rear
cover and swung down the chassis.He noted two burnt
out resistorsat the bottom right. They appearedto be
connectedto the tripler. Tim's ice cool brain began to
function, under the gazeof the young lady whoseamused
smileshowedthat she didn't think Tim knew what he was
doing. Tim held his neon near the line output transformer
and it lit weakly. He switchedoff, removedthe feed to the
tripler, and switched on again. This time the neon lit
brightly. Tim announcedhis opinion.
"The tripler has failed and hasburnt out the resistorsin
the beamlimiter circuit."
The circuit was folded up insidethe set. Tim removedit
and gaveit to Phil to checkon the resistors.He then went"
over to the shelf and selecteda universaltripler.
"Do you want me to fit this and replacethe resistors?"
he asked.
The girl still smiled. "Do you think that will do it?"
"Yes dear, with a bit of luck, and provided the transformer hasn't been damaged" said Tim as he fought off
the urge to smackher bottom.
"O.K. then" they agreed.Tim fitted the tripler carefully and wired it up. In the meantimePhil had found the
resistorsand Tim fitted theseas well. He switchedon and
a lovely picture appearedon the screen.The girl's smile
faded and Tim was glad.
"Pay up and take the thing away" he said crossly.
They did and Tim and Phil drank their coffee, relieved
that the Grundig hadn't wanted more doing to it.
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O SERVICINGTHE SONY KV1sOOUB
Though this was one of the first Sony colour sets
to be releasedin the UK large numbers were sold
and many remain in use - still giving good results.
Unusualfeaturesincludea decoderthat dealswith
the PAL signal though not in the conventionalway.
David Botto provides a detailed report on faults
and servicing.
O Tv BEHINDTHE CURTAIN
This time Keith Cummins' wanderingshave taken
him behind the lron Curtain. A report on the
different TV conditions in the USSR, including
strangeaerialsand hybrid colour setswith SECAM
decoders.
O CRT HEATERVOLTAGE CHECKER
The practiceof deriving the c.r.t.'sheater supply
from the line output transformer makes it difficult
to check the voltage. Yet there are few more
important voltages in a W set since the heater
supply has a profound effect on tube life. J.
LeJeune'snovel checkeris simple,easyto use and
fairly immune to misuse. lt employs a lamp, a
preset resistor, a silicon solar cell and a 50pA
meter. lt will enable you to ensure that the c.r.t.
heater conditions are correct - a checkthat's particularly usefulafter fitting a regunnedtube.
O BRUSHLESSDC MOTORS
The direct-drive,brushless motor has become the
most populartype for video use.In the concluding
instalmentof his series on electric motors Mike
Phelandescribesthis type of motor, the basic drive
circuitryand some common fault conditions.
O MORE ON ACTIVE DEFLECTORS
Roger Bunney provides practicalguidanceon the
choice of aerials and amplifiersfor use in active
deflector systems.
PLUS ALL THE REGUTARFEATURES
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(Name of Newsagent)

Please resenrddeliver the January issue
of TELEVISION (tr.20), on sate December
l7th, and continue every month until fufther
notice.
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Tiny Tim's TestingTime
LesLawry-Johns
Things had been slack for some months and Tim was
beginningto get usedto it, even to like it. Except for the
bills that kept comingin.
Then, last Friday, the avalanchestarted. The first one
camein at nine o'clock.
"I'm just off down town. Be backin half an hour. Don't
want to spendmore than ten quid. Ta Ta."
Before Tim could say ". . . off' the chap had gone,
leaving neither his name nor any other information. So
Tim wrote PIG on the sheetand startedto lift the set on
to the bench. Another car then pulled up outside and a
bloke staggeredin carrying a 26in. Bush set of the Zi7l8
variety. He pantedout his nameand addressand Tim felt
sorry for him. "Call back at lunchtime" he said, after
beingtold that the screenkept goingblue beforethe tuner
selectorsfailed. As the chap went out someoneelsecame
in. A musiccentrethis time. None of the lights lit, one
sidewasdeadand the styluswasbroken.Tim's eyesnoted
the Shurecartridge.
"Call back on Monday."
"But we want it for our party tonight."
"I'll try but can't promise."
Tim put the jobs in line and was about to start on the
flrst when a woman came in with a white portable of the
Thorn 1690variety.
"I can't stopand talk aboutit. I want it for Sundayand
the only time I can call to collectit is on Sundaymorning
at about ten o'clock. Do whateverneedsdoing. Bye for
now."
She trotted off before Tim could say a word. His
Sundayhad gonefor a Burton as usual.Oh well, mustn't
moan.
Minutes later a large ITT FI110 was brought in.
"Picture'svery dull and it won't respondto the contrast."
Tim's mind said "beam limiter", but he didn't actually
say anything.He didn't like the FT110,mainly because
he'd not done a lot of them. And he couldn'tremember
how the beam limiter worked. But he knew the owner
quite well. "Phone me tomorrow and I'll tell you all about
it."
Left alone Tim startedon Mr. Pig'sset. It was a Pye
CT2m. He hardly had time to note thlesmashedtube baie
whenanotherladycamein.
"Would you lift my record player out of the car for
me?"
Tim went out to the blue Volvo estateand noted what
appearedto be a radiogramstandingin the back. [t was
one of the large,old HMV ones.A recordplayerindeed,
with a Garrardunit, twin speaken,etc.
Tim lifted it out while the woman chattered. "It was
going all right except it wouldn't play the records right
through,then it went dead.I saidto my husbandI don't
want you mucking about with it, I'll take it to that little
man down the road. They say he can do things all right
and doesn't chargemuch. Not like some of thesepeople
do nowadaysand you don't know what they get up to, do
you? I think it's all wrong that people should take your
things and interfere with them like they do, then charge
you throughthe nose."
Tim put a tenneron the bill right awaybut he didn't say
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much. "Pop in tomorrow" he suggested.
"Oh dear, I'll have to do without my Mozart tonight"
she moaned. Tim took her name etc. and off she went.
talking away to herself nine to the dozen.

The Pye's Problems
Back to the Pye. After a bit of a struggle Tim repaired
the tube base socket and refitted it. When the juice was
applied the heaters lit. There was a blurred raster and Tim
realised he'd left the focus lead off. With that refitted the
raster could be resolved but there was no picturc or sound
however much he fiddled with the tuner selectors. So he
went down to the rear left side where the tuner joins the
i.f. gain and filter unit. He removed thc lattcr and
resoldered all the contacts, noting that the one from the
tuner had a track crack. Ah ha! This done the sound
boomed out and a grossly misconverged picture appeared.
This was attended to and he was left with a nicc teletext
message wishing him a pleasant day. Hardly had hc
finished when the owner appeared.
"Ah Mr. Pig, your set's ready after all."
"Name's not Pig, it's Sty."
"Nearly right sir."
"Actually I was only joking about calling back for it in
half an hour. I've been told it's beyond repair. Thought
you might give me a chit to that effect."
Tim got a bit angry. He switched the set on and showcd
the Sty man.
"Good lord, as quick as that. You must be a gcnius."
"I am but I don't let it show" said Tim modestly. He
wrote the bill out and handed it to the Styman.
"Heavens. That much for such a short time'1"
"Cheap for a genius, sir."
So off he went and Tim was left wondering. The set had
been knocked over or off, and seeing the brokcn tubc
basesomeonehad assumedthat the tube was cracked. Oh
well.

TheBig Bush
Tim next tumed to the big Bush. He soon found that it
was a nightmare. First he took the tuner out and rencwed
the plastic nuts - one of the four had cracked open and
was jamming the channels,as the blue ones do.
With the tuner refitted he could get a picture and was
better able to see the effect of the blue flashing. He went
over the blue drive from the TCA8ffi chip to the driver
and output transistors and found that the voltages at all
points varied with respect to the red and grcen channels.
The most marked variation was at the collector of the blue
output transistor.
Removing all three c.r.t. drives should have left a blank
screen. It flashed blue. Tim's diagnosis was immediatc
and wrong. A heater-cathode short-circuit in the blue gun
he thought. So he carefully removed the heaters' chassis
connection and wired a resistor between thc bluc cathode
and the heater. No change. It then dawned on him that
the short-circuit was between the grid and cathode. His
muddled mind recalled the adaptor he'd invented years
ago to deal with a grid-cathode short in a tetrode tube by
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shortingthe grid to the cathodeand transferringthe drive
to the first anode. "All right with a monochromeset but
you can't do that with a colour tube with its three guns,
you fool" he scoldedhimself. The things that go through
your head when you're facedwith a problem. Tiny Tim's
trouble is his tiny mind. Not like you lot out there.
But he had to make up his little mind. He'd render the
blue gun inoperative. He disconnectedthe supply to the
blue gun's first anode. This left a slight blue haze in the
centre.It wouldn't worry anyonebut of coursethe picture
was only a pleasant red and green, with no blue apart
from the faint glow. The owner didn't complain and said
he's seenenoughblue to last him a lifetime. . .
Bibald Club Strikes Again
Next on to the benchwas the FI110. Tim surveyedthe
displayed picture and again thought to himself "beam
limiter" - and rememberedthat he'd been proposedas
presidentof the Ribald Club (removal of beam limiters).
He studied the tripler and its earth return circuit, then
checkedall the componentshere. Each one checkedout
perfectly so he moved over to the left-hand side and
studied the transistorsconcernedwith beam limiting three of them.T212. T213 and T214. He checkedthese
and the associatedcomponents- quite a few of them and again each one checked out all right. He then
removedthe front panel to ensurethat all the connections
were good and that the controlswere working. He refitted
the panel and injected signalshere and there from the
final i.f. stage to the luminance delay line. The signals
were lost somewherebetween the distribution amplifier
stageT211,1f206- the stagethat providesseparatefeeds

to the a.g.c., luminanceand chroma circuits- and the
luminancedelay line. The beam limiter transistorsact on
the distribution amplifier stage and Tim found that the
voltagesin the beam limiter circuit were wrong. He got
more and more confusedand after an hour or so he did
somethingvery naughty,he shortedout the first transistor
in the beam limiter circuit, T2I3, by linking its collector
and emitter. The picture was immediately restored to
normal. He removed the short and made further investigationsbut still couldn't find anythingwrong. He finally
lost his temper, shorted T2l3 again and left it shorted.
Ribald indeed.
Tim's Audio Department
He now turned his attention to the record player and
heavedthis on to the bench. On moving the pickup arm
over towardsthe centrehe found that it stuckbeforeit got
there. This was an old one indeed (the fault, not the
deck). He took the turntableoff and freed the smallswing
arms on the toothed wheel, removed them and cleaned
the centreswith easingoil. They now swunghappily and
He tumed the unit on its
the tumtablewas reassembled.
end and removed the bottom cover. A fuse had gone
though it didn't look like it. First bit of luck today thought
Tim. It now played recordsand changedproperly, so it
was returnedto the corner.
The Fidelity music centre was the one with the Shure
cartridge,a fact that worried Tim a bit. He had the stylus
in stockbut they'recostly.In fact whenhe'd got the whole
thing working and the lamps fitted etc. the stylus cost
more than the rest of the repair (shoutsof traitor!), but
they wanted it for that night and they happily popped
down to the bank to draw out the money (why they didn't
want to write out a chequeTim couldn't say,but they paid
cashand departedhappily).
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The Portables
Tim finally turned to the Thom 1690- and someother
portablesthat had been brought in during the day. The
1690gavehim a stiff time. There were shortedturns in the
line output transformer's
e.h.t. overwinding.Tim selected
an overwindingfrom the shelf- he'd sentfor somea week
before. He fined the winding with care and confidently
switchedon. The result was a faint, small rasterwith poor
sound.A checkon the stabilisedsupplyline showedthat it
was at 8V insteadof the expected11V. So Tim checked
the regulator circuit thoroughly and noticed that it was
running warm. He went through everythingin this area
and wasgettingmore and more angry.At last he removed
the new overwinding and prepared to give up the job.
Then a thought struck him. He switchedon againand the
sound boomed out while the tube's heater glowed
brighter. He couldn't believeit. Another overwindingwas
quickly fitted and a perfectpicture appeared.
Tim said (shouted)some naughtywords and the dogs
hid awayin shame.The cat licked her paws,havingheard
it all before.Tinker Bell appearedand announcedthat the
vacuumcleanerhad failed. Tim shoutedat her aswell but
repairedit anyway.The Electroluxhad sheda connection
at the suppressor(removefour screwsand take the top off
to gain access).The connectionwas solderedback on and
peace was restored.Tim then returned to the other
portablesand wadedthrough half of them, the other half
being deemednot worthwhile after an initial inspection.
The rest of the jobs had to wait another day. Tim
hoped the whisky wouldn't be too cold.
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further.
After some years of service the carbon track of the
special,chassis-mountedR/G scan-correctionpotentiometer R478 (5kO) tends to flake off. As a result it goes
open-circuit. This potentiometer is no longer available
from ITT, but as a hole was provided on the chassisfor
the knob to go through it's usually possible to obtain a

Bless'emAII
LesLawry-Johns
Having seen the Singing Dctective on TV I was reminded
of that awful period last autumn when I was covered with
psoriasis.It appeared just as my usual mild summer attack
was waning. Perhaps the shock of my friend's suicide
upset the whole system, for within a matter of days I was
covered with it - except for my face which was relatively
free. In this condition I went to see Laura Lovitt - the one
who used to have the dicev Decca.

The Singing TV Engineer
Thistime it wasa TX9, suffering
I hopedfromnothing
more than a failed fuse. I took the back off, pulled off the
fuse cover and checked the fuse. lt was open-circuit with
no sign of blackening. So I slipped in a new 2.5A fuse and
switched the set on. A nice picture appeared and Laura
came over and placed her hand on my badly affected
shoulder. I had to shake the hand away and Laura stared
at me.
"Can't I touch you now'1"
"Not at the moment dcar. I'll show you why."
So saying I pulled back my slceveto show her the mess.
She backed away.
"lt's VD you see."
"Ahh" she screamed."Keep away from me you beast."
I laughed as I pulled down my sleeve. "Don't worry
Laura. It's actually psoriasisand I can't give it away. It'll
go when it's ready, which shouldn't be long now. A friend
of mine hung himself and this came up all over me. Nice
isn'tit?"
I could see that Laura was glad to see me go. Fortunately it did clear up soon afterwards.

The Prinzvision
Back at the ranch I found a Prinzvision TVl7l 17in.
monochrome portable on the bench. The tag said intermittent field collapse. I didn't have a circuit and I couldn't
see the field output transistors, only those around the
height and hold controls - and they were small ones.
When I switched the set on the raster was fully scanned.I
directed the hairdryer around the height control area and
the raster collapsed. I then sprayed the area with freezer,
but the white line remained. I sprayedhere and there until
it looked like something from the depths of the Yukon
(which I wrote about some time back but the editor cut
out because he doesn't like Eskimo Nell, spoil-sport that
heis...).
At last I got around to making a more intelligent
examination and followed the scan coil leads down to
chassis,then looked underneath to see where they went.
They sloped off up to the left-hand side, to a raised
heatsink panel where the two output transistors lived. I
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similar or larger wattage replacement and fit it so as to
give screwdriver adjustment.
Note that the usual static convergence magnets are
supplemented by three potentiometers at the base of the
convergencebox, R682, R684 and R6tl9. These should be
set to the centre of their travel before adjusting thc'
magnets.
never thought of looking up there. I sprayed them and the
front one turned out to be the culprit. It was replaced in a
flash, restoring peace on the home front.

The Pye 741
Thechapwhobroughtin thisPyeset(741chassis)
said
"it comes up from the bottom and pokes a finger up at
you". This I had to see. I connected the set, switched on
and a perfect picture appeared.
"l'll leave it with you so you can look at it."
"Thanks very much, very nice of you" I said.
Well after about an hour the bottom of the picture
came up about four inches (26in. tube) and a black finger
poked up at the bottom right side of the reduced picture,
just like the chap said it would. I was shocked. Fancy it
doing that to someone who was going to try to make it
better.
The set had vertical panels like the 725 series and I
thought that the trouble would be on the upper right sidc
field output panel. I tapped around this and even pulled
the earthing tag off. This relieved the load on the supply,
which is derived from the line output stage to thc left of
the tube. The voltage rose and the 30V stabilising zencr
diode decided to go short-circuit. 1'his desrroycd tlie 6.tl0
filter resistor which didn't even spring opcn. I was a bit
upset by this since these items are not in the most
accessibleof positions. Some time was spent on replacing
them. When peace was restored and a raster at last
appearedon the screen it was fully scanned.
I examined the field output panel with ice cool cyes
(glassesoff). There appeared to be many dry-joints which
were attacked with my usual ruthlessness,iron and solder.
Nothing escaped. After this the set remained stablc for
about four hours and I concluded that I'd won. The owner
returned to pick up the set and paid - all in tcn pence
pieces. His son later told me that they were tiom his
money box. The swine!
Later that night, as we were drinking our whisky coft'ec,
we heard a bang on the shop door and the dogs went
mad. I slipped down the stairs :lnd found the same blokc
standing there.
"It's gone again and I paid you."
"O.k. old chap, bring it back tomorrow and I'll give it a
longer test. At the momcnt I'm entertainingthe Queen
and Prince Philip."
"Posh, aren't we?"
"Not really. They often pop in when passing."
So it came back next day and I spent some time trying
to find out what had damaged the zencr diode. Thc onc
I'd fitted was big enough for gawd's sake but it had gone
short-circuit. I took it out and switched the set on. Therc
was full scan and the chap who'd brought it back admired
it, together with half his family - whom I wanted to get rid
off as quickly as possible.
"That's it. You've done it."
I protested weakly that it could well happen again and
that he wouldn't like it much if it did.
"It's not me mate, it's the wife. She screamsthe placc
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down when the finger comesup."
"Get rid of her, that's the best thing. Or tell her to
repair it herself."
And off they went, doubtlessto return anotherday.

A Call from Mrs Furnae
Mrs. Furnace had phoned to say that her Philips G6
(the one I bragged about some time ago, having given
sixteenyears long and faithful service)had given up the
ghost. I rushedup to her houseto hear her sad story and
took the back off the set while I listened.As I could find
no juice at the on-off switch I lay on the floor and played

with the two-pin plug that went into a shaversocketthat
went into the mains switched socket. There was juice
there all right. Mrs. Furnaceaccusedme of looking in the
wrong place.
"My light lightswhen I plug it in there, so it must be all
right."
I undid the two-pin plug and found a lead out. This was
refitted and we tried again. The set now came on apd
worked fine.
*Could I have done that myself?"
"Yes dear. You didn't need to spend that long and
lonely eveningon your own. But how were you to know
that?"

TV Fault Finding

Reportsfrom Philip Blundell, Eng. Tech.,
D. Burke,L. Dinsdale,Roger Burchett,
Paul Hardy and Michael Dranfreld

PhilipsK35Chassis
This set was sufferingfrom a very bad caseof hooking on
video playback. There have been quite a few modifications to the chassisto improvethe performancewith VCR
operation but this set had the latestversion(BY05) of the
syncmodule and shouldhavebeenall right. A stockBY02
module was tried and gave correct operation, so the two
circuits were comparedto seewhat the differenceswere.
One was that C375 had been removed. Fitting this
capacitorproduceda stablepicture.
P.B.

Telefunken415 Chassis
ContinentalTV setswith multi-band tuners catch me out
every time! This examplehad very bad patterningon ITV
only and I'd changedthe tuner and half (he componentsin
the i.f. strip before I thought to checkthe band switching
voltages.Yes, the set was trying to receiveBands I, III
and u.h.f. all at the same time due to a leakv band
switchingtransistor.
P.B.

ITT Digi-3 Chassis
Intermittent operation,of the remote control systemwas
the problem with this set. Substitution proved that the
fault was on the control panel, but a changeof all the
socketedchips had no effect. The supplieswere o.k. and
the remote control signalswere reachingpin 12 of the
microcomputer chip which was intermittently ignoring
them. Applying freezer around the clock oscillator
seemed to instigate the fault so T1410 (8C238) was
replaced.This restorednormal operation.
P.B.

PhilipsGl1 Chassis
Dry-joints on R4059 (15kO) on the power supply panel
are becominga problem with this chassisand can result in
a blown BU208line output transistor.
D.B.

|TTCvefs/l Chassis
This set would trip ten secondsafter switchingon. The
delay threw suspicionon the line output stage- maybethe
tripler was faulty. Sure enoughdisconnectingthis stopped
the tripping, but a new tripler failed to provide a cure. It
was next assumedthat an excesscurrent rip wasoperating
due to some other fault in the line output stage.Turning
down the brightnessand contrast controls stopped the
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tripping, so the service manual was consulted.This revealed that the set doesn't have an excesscurrent trip,
only an over-voltagetrip. As the h.t. was correct at |TTY
it seemed that there was a fault in the trip circuit.
Removalof the chopperdrive panel revealeda couple of
likely looking resistorsin the trip circuit. When R806
(470kO) was removedit was found to read 594kO while
R809 (220kO) had risen in value to 4.3MO. Replacing
these two resistorscured the fault but left us with the
pnzzleas to why disconnectingthe tripler had stoppedthe
tripping. We can only assumethat the reducedline output
stageloadingaffectedthe supplyto the trip circuit. M.D.

Decca80 SeriesChassis
Here's a warningfor someof you. The set was dead with
a blown mains fuse. No shorts could be found so a new
fuse was tried. At switch on the line output stageshowed
signs of distressand the fuse blew. Without doubt the
tripler wasfaulty, so I proceededto disconnectit from the
nipple on the line output transformeroverwinding.Guess
what?The nipple fell off, so a new line output transformer
had to be fined free of charge.So be warned: use only
light pressurewhen applyingthe solderingiron to the joint
to removethe tripler connectionfrom the transformer.
M.D.

PhilipsTX Ghassis
The fault with this set was field mllapse. It's not uncommon with these portablesand is usually due to the field
scan coils being open-circuit.Sure enough there was no
continuity acrossthe coils, but a closerlook revealedthat
the wires connectedto the scancoil pins had broken off.
New wires were very carefully solderedon to the copper
wire, then on to the pins, providinga cure. It seemedthat
the set had beendropped:the cabinetwasslightlycracked
and the vibration had probably jolted the scan coils,
causingthe wires to snap.
M.D.

Grundigtt$in ProiectionTV
A local pub asked us to look at this set which was
reportedto havea very poor picture. After taking a look I
can only describethe picture as being like that produced
by a G8 with a dud tube. The picture was very dull and
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Dog Watch

the line output transformerwhich has two knobs sticking
out, the upper one for focusadjustmentand the lower for
the first anodesupply.The tube'sheatersalsoappearedto
be underrun. I suspectedthe transformer,as the e.h.t.
LesLawry-Johns and focus supplieswere correct but the other supplies
derivedfrom it were all low. The line output stageitself
seemedto be working all right, so without further ado I
Most of you naval types will recognisethe name Dog
removedthe transformerand fitted a new one. The same
Watch. There are two Dog Watches,from 16 hundredto
18 hundredhours in the afternoonand from 18 hundred conditionscontinuedand I could seethat with the station
tuned in the screenwas not completelyblank. I turned up
hours to 20 hundred hours. These are the only two-hour
the presetson the tube baseand obtained an acceptable
watches,the others- middle, morning,forenoon,etc. picture, though somewhatlackingin attack. So the whole
all being four-hour watcheswhich can seeman awful long
thing seemed to revolve around the low first anode
time apassing.You don't like naval terms? Well what
supply.The RC network on the tube basewas in order
about Gunscrew- Guns Screwnot Guns Crew. It's true,
but the heaterswere alsodefinitelylow and I just couldn't
or was true.
What'sthis all about?Well, I've cometo the conclusion find a commoncause.
I shortedout the l.8O resiitorin sericswith the heateis
that we needa Dog Watchhere (and there).You seejust
and this improved things a bit. The owner returned and
before Christmas Honey Bunch bought, amongstother
saidit wasthe bestpicturehe'd everseenon the set,but I
things,a nice three-poundgammonsteak.After boilingit
was left feelingguilty and inadequate.I'm gettingtoo old
she put it on the table to cool off, then poppedinto the
shop next door to natter to Dianne and get some ciga- to think straight.The doctorsaysit's vertigoand suggests
rettes,dog food, etc. I said natterto explainwhy shewas that I stoptrying to do complicatedthings,but I hate the
awaya while. I wasworking on a set at the time and was thoughtof giving up and I can't afford to anyway.Plod
on.
fully occupied. When she came back and went into the
In fact the set came back within the hour, the picture
kitchenI heardher say"where did I put it?". It wasn'tin
havingfaded right out. This time there was no first anode
the fridge and it wasn't in the cooker, but the dogs were
voltageand the previouslycheckeddecouplingcapacitor
lickingtheir lips - or ratherclearingtheir teeth.When we
(C201,0.01pF) on the tube's base panel was found to
realisedwho the culpritswere we had a good laughat the
have a heavyleak. Removingit restoredhigh brightness
thoughtof how thirsty they were goingto be. They were,
and the base panel presetscould be returned to their
and drank gallons during the afternoon watch. When
original settings.My guilt vanished,to be replacedby
H.B. told Dianne she said we were lucky: her dogshad
shame.To be fooled by a stupid capacitor,just becauseit
eaten the turkey. Subsequentlyour lot pincheda onepoundcheddarcheese.So Dog Watchit's goingto haveto
didn't recorda leak. Wait a minute,what about the tube
heaters?Oh well, the picturewas good.
be.

Back to Work

The Fidelity CTV|4

I'm sorryto keepon aboutthis modelbut if you haven't
had much to do with it the chancesare that you will.
Thesesetsare giving a lot of trouble and the more you
hear and rememberthe better equippedyou'll be. The
originalCTV14R is particularlylikely to give you heartof the oft repeatedchainreaction.Here'san
achebecause
example.
The set came in becausethe line output transformer
had been shorting.In addition to the transformer,one
must expectquite a few other thingsto havesuffered.We
found that the line output transistorwas short-circuitand
the 10O h.t. smoothingresistorR82B was open-circuit.
This is a very commonoccurrence
and we'vementionedit
before.Replacingtheseitemswasonly the start however.
First the chopper transistorTR13 (BUX84 or BUV46)
was short-circuit. When we switched the set on after
fitting a replacementit coughed and spluttered and
through it all we saw that there was no field scan.A new
TDA1170 field timebasechip was required, and fitting
this took a bit of patience.When it was installedthe
The Fidelity CTV140
trippingcontinuedbut we could now seea full scantrying
This portable also got me going. We sold quite a lot of
to appear.
Careful adjustmentof the h.t. preset stopped the
theseso I took on the repair without a secondthought. It
tripping and a bright blue raster appeared. We tried
seemedto be dead when I pluggedit in so I thought the
resettingthe blue gain and backgroundcontrolsbut this
powersupplywasat fault. It wasn't.When I pluggedin an
aerial the soundcame out loud and clear and I realised made little difference. The voltage at the base of the
which BF460blue outputtransistorTR10 on the tube basepanel
that this model has the advancednoisesuppression
was 6V while the basesof the red and green output
the earliermodelsdidn't have.
transistorswere at the correct 2V. We felt really fed up
I checkedthe tube basevoltagesand found that the first
becausethis meant that the 28-pin TDA1365 colour
anode voltage was low. On this model it's derived from

Now to the TVs. We've had a lot in lately. Lots of nice
easyoneslike G1ls and T20s,but somehavebeena pain
in the neck - mainly TX10s. One in particulargot me
down. and I do meandown. It wasa lateversion,with the
plasticchassiswrap - PC1560main panel.When switched
on it trippedfor about ten secondsor so then went dead.
During the tripping I could seethe tube'sheaterslighting
up and going out, and the soundcame on in sympathy.
This seemedto rule out the focus unit, which is the most
it
common failing with this chassis,but I disconnected
anyway.The trippingcontinued.I replacedR813(121kO)
which is anothercommoncauseof trippingbut this wasn't
at fault either. I then earthedpin 8 (error input) of the
TDA2582 chopper control chip IC801. The tripping
continued,at a subduedrate. ChangingIC801 made no
differenceso I followed the "pull out plugs" routine. This
didn't make any differenceeither. I remain confused.
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decoderchip was faulty.
This chain of eventsis not unusualand we often find
that the rectifier diodes fed from the line output transformer are also short- or open-circuit. Quite often the
customeris not preparedto meetthe estimateand doesn't
believethat all this can be causedby a faulty transformer.
It's true though, it's true. I wonder what elsewe could do
for a livins?

Letters
THEFERGUSON
3787AGAIN
Here's a further note on trouble we've had with the
Ferguson3787l1.{ordMende
8180. Random tripping and
failure to start up can sometimesbe causedby dry-joints
on the combi coil UA01 and/or the line output transformer UA02. Resolderingthe PCB is not enough: it's
necessaryto remove these componentsfrom the board
and also to resolderthe wires at the tops of the pins.
A point about my article on thesesetsas it appearedin
the October 1986issue.In the sectionon fault finding the
comments on the line output transformer's top core
section were edited to say that the result of it being
missingis low voltagesfrom the transformer.This is not
the case.Without a completecore the set will either not
work at all or fast tripping will occur. Even a wider than
normal gap between the core sectionsresultsin no-go or
tripping.
Colin Boggb,
Woking, Surrey.
SONY SLC3O
In the January VCR Clinic Martin Pomeroycommented
on the problem of beat pattemingexperienced
with the
Sony SLC30. His suggestionof adding a resistor in the
UN12V line merely masksthe fault however.The cause
of the fault lies in the power supply. We've had this
problem on severaloccasionsand have each time found
that the cause is C319 on board PS23. This capacitor
decouplesthe UN12V line.
R.E. Foster,
Nottingham.

- AND REMINISCENCES
SOFT.START
Whilst browsing through some back numbers I spotted
D.R. Bracknell'ssuggestion
in the September1985issue
for adding soft-startto the Philips G8 chassis.Having two
of these sets (22 and 26in.) I made a couple of these
circuitsup. One set sprangto life but the other didn't - it
was necessaryto add severalcomponentsto the power
panel to make the circuit compatible(there were several
versionsof the G8 power supply- editor). The h.t. still
rose rather too quickly for my liking however. The rise
was made more sluggishby changingthe value of C2 to
4.7pF insteadof lg.F. This appearsto work well.
I've also noticed a few letters recently on the "old
days". This has prompted me to recall my own early
- perhapsthey will stir the memoriesof a few
experiences
others.
In March 1952my late father drew my attention to an
advertisementfor the then PracticalTelevisionin a daily
paper. It said "Build a TV set for under f20". This
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referred to the Argus, a 21-valveset using an ex-government VCR97 radar tube which gave a green and black
picture measuringabout 4 x 3in. I'd always been interestedin electricalthings, but at fifteen the only previous project I'd attempted to build had been a 4W
amplifier describedin Hobbies Weekly. My attempt to
solder it togetherwas done with a small fire-heatediron,
so I think it must have been my father's apparent
confidencethat led me to send for my first Practical
Television,which containeda free blueprint, then to build
the set.
My father owned a car repair garageand I constructed
the set on an unused bench. As far as I know there
weren't any kits for this sort of project and the Argos was
built on five separatechassisthat were bolted together. I
purchasedaluminiumsheet, bending,drilling and hand
cutting/filingall the valveholderpositionsetc. I doubt if it
would have gainedmany points for neatness.Not surprisingly in view of my lack of experiencethe set didn't leap
into life for somemonths(it may havebeenyears).Many
of the valvesand componentswere not new and the EF50
valveshad short pins that made poor contact.The handmade H aerial was also blamed - two strong men were
neededto erect it. Quite honestlyI hadn't a clue about
what to expectand which knob did what aswe didn't own
a TV set. I'd also hand-woundthe coils. I eventually
bought a set of ready-woundcoils and rebuilt someof the
chassis using new components including some much
posher"Red Sylvania"EF50s.This producedquite good
results.I neverdid makea case,and the set saton a table
around which the family watched. It was occasionally
necessaryto twiddle a coil former with a knitting needle
when the soundwandered.
The mains transformer was a big beast giving 425-0425Y aI200mA. The e.h.t. transformerwas also deadly.
giving 2.5kV at 5mA. I still have a lot of the
constructional data, the blueprint, the transformers,
valvesand the e.h.t. smoothingcapacitors.
In that same year, 1952,there were detailsof a f9
televisorusing an ex-type62 indicator unit. In 1953came
the "PT Supervisor"and in 1954a l3-valve set calledthe
"Simplex".The latter could be built for lessthan f16. In
May 1954there was mention of the TV licencefee having
risen from f2 to f3 . . .
Iohn F.t. Kendall,
Herne Bay, Kent.

INTERFERENCE
AND VCRs
In the DecemberissueJ. lrJeune commentedon interferenceproblemswith VCRs. During the six-sevenyearsI've
been working with VCRs the only problems of this sort
I've had havebeenstriationsdown the screenon playback
and herring-bone type interference. If the VCR is
mountedbeneaththe set the first problemcan be curedby
fitting a sheetof aluminiumcookingfoil beneaththe TV
set, i.e. underthe top shelfof the TV plus VCR cabinet.
This has worked in every casewe've had. In our area the
secondproblem is causedby co-channelinterference- the
main transmitterhere (CaradonHill) useschannelsclose
to the one used by most VCR modulators.The interferencecan thus be cured by adjustingthe VCR modulator.
These two simple methods of dealing with interference
problems don't require removal of the top, bottom or
sidesof the VCR.
A.R. Lloyd,
Plymouth,Devon.

Sync lip Whlte peak
ll,2MHz) {5'aMHzl

Fig. 8: Video8 systemsignal frequencyspectrum.
Fig. 8 shows,the carrier frequencyis somewhathigher
than normal, deviatingbetween4.2MHz (sync tip) and
5.4MHz (peak white). This upward shift of the f.m.

On the Pill
LesLawry-lohns
Yes, I'm on the pill and it hurts. Why? Because when
you're taking Stemetil you have to knock off the booze.
No whisky . . . it's murder! I must admit that I cheat a
little, sort of forget to take the damned things and take my
proper medicine instead. Why Stemetil? BecauseI tend to
topple over when I'm sober, and that's not nice when
you're carrying a TV set. The other effect is that my mind
is muddled every now and again. This tends to get me into
trouble with the customerswho think I'm taking the mick
because I look past them and forget what I'm saying.
Never mind, I can't expect to be clever all the time. It's
my heart you see: hasn't got the heart to pump enough
stuff up into my brain, causingvertigo or something.

carrier and its sidebandsis facilitated by new head and
tape manufacturingtechniques,and leavesroom at the
bottom end, below the lower vision sideband,for the
audio f.m. signal centred on 1.5MHz and with a
bandwidth of 200kHz. The chroma sisnal is down-converted in the usual way and then uid"d to the f.m.
luminancesignalwhichactsasan a.c. biasfor the chroma.
The chroma spectrumis centred on 732.422kH2,with a
maximumbandwidthof just over lMHz. This leavesroom
at the lowestend of the recordedfrequencyrangefor pilot
trackingsignalsthat are similar in frequencyand purpose
to the DTF (dynamic track following) signalsused with
the Philips V2000 format - indeed it was Philips who
proposed the use of this technology with the Video 8
system.We shallbe examiningthe operationof this part
of the systemin a later instalment.
(approximately)to the top preset on the tube's base
panel. This should reveal a single blue line if the
TDA2578 is at fault. Havingsaid this it will probablybe
the field output chip that failsnext time. So far we'venot
had thisi.c. fail.
This behaviour is in direct contrast to the earlier
ZX2AU)chassis,
wherethe line output transformer's
habit
is to developa shortbetweenwindingswith the resultthat
the 10O h.t. smoothingresistorRB28goesopen-circuit.
This is usuallythe end of the story.If R828holdsout too
long or a higherwattageresistorhas been fitted (2W is
correct)the choppertransistorTRl3 (BUX84 or BUV46)
could well fail, perhapstaking with it the 39O resistor
R826which is just inboardof it (rear left). This resistor,
which is part of the dampingnetworkacrossthe chopper
choke,is essentialto the correctworking of the chopper
transistor.I have spoken,and having spoken will now
moveon to somethingelse.

The TX10

This small monochrome portable was made in Japan. It
was brought in suffering from a faulty tuner. This is of the
rotary type and I didn't have one in stock. So I removed
the top cover and inspected the interior. Movement of it
either lost or restored reception so I checked here and
there for dry-joints, noting that the voltages remained
correct. I found that the spindle produced the greatest
effect.
The spindle carries the tuning capacitor vanes, as with
the tuner in the Thorn 1500 series chassis etc. So I
attacked it by spraying the spindle clips to remove the
grease,and made sure that the earth contactswere good.
After this the tuner performed well and couldn't be made
to play up at all. I just thought you'd like to know,
becauseit's a repeat of an old story we all know so well.

Do you recallthe TX10 that had me by the short and
curlies last month? I did do it in the end and feel
thoroughlyashamedof myself.I'd removedthe plugsin
the order suggested
in the manual,but the tripping had
continued. I'd replacedthe chopper transistorand its
controlchip, alsothe 121kOresistor(R813)that'sso often
talkedabout.The trippinghad continued.So I sulked.
Sometime laterI thoughtI'd haveanothergo and went
throughthe sameroutine- plug removaletc. The tripping
stopped when the scan coil plug was removed. This
surprisedme becauseit hadn't last time. So like a fool I
huntedthroughthe line output stage,checkingthis, that
and the other and gettingnowhere.Then a thoughtstruck
me. Beforereplacingthe chopperI'd alteredthe settingof
the h.t. control.I hurriedlyset it up againand the tripping
stopped.A nice picturewith nice sound.It's the vertigo
you know.

Fidelity LOPTs

BememberJason?

David Botto wrote recently (September) of having had
no trouble with the linc output transformer used in the
Fidclity ZX3(fn chassis.They've been a nightmare here.
I've had dozenssparking over. When this happensvarious
i.c.s are dealt a death blow. When the TDA2578 timebase
generator chip is killed the symptom, after replacing the
transformer, is no raster. This is becausethe field oscillator has died. Since the fault could also be due to the
colour decoder chip a simple check is to apply 4.5V

Nearly five years ago, in the June 1982 issueto be
precise,I wrote about Jason the wonder dog and the
Dynatronowned by Mr. Daines.Well Phil who pops in
on Saturdays
to pick up a few things(like TV sets)and to
put me right now and againwassortingthroughsomeold
copies of Televisionhe'd not seen. He was reading the
June 1982issueand enjoyedthe bit about Jasonputting
me right on the Dynatron. At this moment the phone
rang. It wasMr. Daines.After five yearshis set had gone

The Murphy V14N
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wrongagain.He'd moved(a bit nearer,asit happens)and
is now residentat Park Avenue. I said I would call next
morning(Sunday)to restorehis field scanbut it didn't at
the time dawnon me that this wasJason'sownerand that
it wasthe sameDynatron.To be certainthat it wasa Gl1
I checkedthe model number (CTV55) with the list. It
certainly was a G11, and I was quite happy. Then I
realisedwho it was - and here was Phil sitting reading
aboutthe sameset and dog.
. Next morning I packed my gear and selecteda spare
timebasepanel- without checkingit closely.I spedout to
Park Avenue and looked for the large house that lay
back.Having found it I was most impressed.Mr. Daines
cameout to meet me and we went into this very nice
housewhere we were greetedby Jason,his tail wagging
andeageras ever to tell me what waswronqwittr ttre tV
set. He led me over to it and barked whJn I turned it
around.
I removedthe rear cover and switchedthe set on. A
white line appearedacrossthe screenso I turned down
the brightness.I checkedthe voltageat the upperleft side
(field timebasesupply)to ensurethat the fu# wasintact.
It was, and I could seethat the TDA2600field timebase
chip'sholder was feelingill. To savetime I removedthe
panelandfittedthe one I hadwith me. The fieldscanwas
now full, but the picture was marred by patterning and
was rolling. Jasonbarked becausehe could seeit wasn't
right. So I took the panelout and lookedat it closely.At

some time it had been subjectedto rough handlingand
was crackedat the top and bottom cornerswhere the
holesare.
It seemedbestto repairtheir panelby fitting a new i.c.
holder. I searchedthrough my boxes but couldn't fincl
one._
I'd not packedone becauseI'd thoughta sparepanel
would do. Idiot. I'd done the wrong thing again.I should
haverepairedthe cracksin the sparepanet,but I didn't. I
removedthe holder insteadand it shedits less. I had to
tell Mr. DainesI'd been a fool and that I'd-have ro so
back to the shop to get the part required
So I left thingsastheywereand drovebackto the shop,
to be greeted by loud barks from Tessaand Zeb. They
knew anotherdog had beenaroundme. Only Spockwas
quiet. I selectedthe right holder and sped back. It was
fitted in a thriceand the set receivedits own panelback.
A good,clearpicturewasobtained.Jasonwaggedhis tail
and Mr, Daineswrote out his cheque.
Back at the shop Fred Cole was waiting with the G8
he'd bought from me some ten or elevenyearsearlier.
The picture could hardly be seenso I reactivatedthe tube
and adjustedthe presetsto get a good picture.
"Well done Lawry" said Fred. He always calls me
L1*ry Lots of people do. They seemto think it's my
Christianname. Never mind. We were now clear and
could-get washed and brushed and have a drink upstairsbefore dinner. I hadn't taken the pill. I'd forgotten
again.

Micro Clinic

has gone short circuit and the diodeshave caughtfire.
burnt the paneland the only economicalanswerhasbeen
a new unit - they are clearlynot adequatelyprotected.
Don't forget the thermal fuse on the primary of the
transformerwhen servicingthese!
N.B

Reports from Nick Beer
and Roger Burchett

Commodore1571DiscDrive

Commodore 64
We've had several of these machines in with a defective
6510 chip. The symptom is a blank, black raster. Be
patient after you've replaced the 6510. After switching on
it can take up to five seconds before that black raster
clears to give the Commodore prompt. you may switch
on, see the black raster, switch off and think you've not
cleared the fault.
lntermittent black streaks across the picture, which
intermittently blanked out, was traced to the 8501 VIC

chip.

I

Sinclair Spectrum
A blank, black raster- slightlysnowyon two occasions
hasbeentracedto a faulty 6C001EULA chip.
A thin liquid had been tipped inside one of these
machinesthat wasbroughtto us- it had run considerably.
The customeraccepteda large estimateso I set about
plling it right. First I replacedthe usualfaulty transistors
(ZTX650 and ZTX2\3) in the 5V regulatorcircuit, also
the coil. All the 4116 RAMs had internal short-circuits
(shownup by the fact that they got very hot very quickly).
After replacingthese the machinestill didn't initialiie.
The CPU, ULA and ROM chips were all found to be
faulty.
Sinclairpower suppliesgive a lot of trouble.Leadsand
plug problemsare cured by replacingthe whole lead - a
five minute job and the leads cost less than a pound.
Severalof thesemachineshave come in where the lead
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A Commodore 1571disc drive intermittentlywouldn't
readfrom the disc.The troublewasdue to an intermittent
lead betweenthe computerand the drive unit.
N.B.

Amstrad PCW8256
We are beginningto get PCW8256word processorsback
with powersupplyfaults.The rasterproducedis smalland
the STK7308choppercontrolchip IC5ffil screams.All is
returnedto normalwhen the i.c. is replaced.
Although salesof Amstrad machineshave been good
we've had few faults. One that doescrop up from time to
time is misadjusted
headson the cassette
units,suchas the
CPC4&. We suspectthat thesehave all been "adiusted"
by theirowners.
R.B.

Commodore64
Hear tearingout time: a Commodore64 wouldn't toad
from a 1530(Taiwanmade)clatacassette.The head was
slightlyworn but fitting a new one mademattersworselo]v programscouldn't be found at all. Just to be perverse
I fitted an old, worn head which had acrossit a groove
that was plainly visible to the naked eye. We could now
load some of the programs before they crashed!
lf you comeacrossthis apparentlyabsurdreversalof what
you'd normally expect look at R6 on the cassette.It
shouldbe}2MO but someweremadewith 220kO.I have
to admit to somehourswastedand a bad night'ssleepon
thisone.
R.B.
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The Returnof
MadameMartine
LesLawry-Johns
Some while back I wrote about a seasidefortune teller
who warned me about the blue tant. I mentionedthat a
while later I delivereda new set to a customerwho was a
friend of mine. As we were watchingthe golf the colour
faded out - Bob didn't notice this as his hero was in a
bunker. I related that I'd traced the fault on the decoder
paneland that it tumed out to be due to a blue tant. Time
passes,and alaspoor Bob haspassedon. But the memory
remains.Last Saturdayas I was working on a set on the
benchan old girl camein. Shelooked at me and I had this
feelingI'd seenher before.

Good fortune is coming
"You've a lucky face. Good fortune is comingto you."
"It's about time" I commented.
"Be patient" she said, "good things are worth waiting
for."
"I've been waiting for yearsdear, and I'm still scratching a living mendingthesethings."
"Give me your hand and put a five pound note on it. I
will revealall."
I looked at her hard. "I have to work to eam five
pounds. Often for a bloody long time. You want five
poundsfor a couple of minutes'waffle?"
"It's not waffle: it's the truth and you'll seelater on."
It dawnedon me whom I was talking to. The blue tant
lady. Oh dear. I whipped a five pound note from the till.
She whipped it from my hand like lightning. She then
grabbedmy hand and tracedlines down it to my wrist.
"You've a long life and a happy one. It wasn't always
so. You were unhappy some yearsago but that's behind
you. You're happy now and good fortune is comingto you
soon."
"As soonas it cameto you?" I queried.
She gave me an impatient look. "Now screw thirty
poundsup and put it on your hand. I'll put the crystalball
on it."
I scrapedaround until I had found thirty pounds and
screwedit up as I was told. She stroked my hand.
"Now you wouldn't begrudgeme that small amount,
would you?"
"Oh yes I would" I snapped."You've alreadyconned
me for a fiver. Make do with that."
Her attitude changed immediately. "You're mean,
that's what you are. Begrudgingan old woman an honest
living. You'll regret it."
Just then Phil came in and she startedon him. He too
partedwith a fiver and shetold him he'd marry a girl with
an M and an L in her name. Phil's loved one is called
Sarah.Oh well. How easilywe part with our hard earned
cash. Seeingthat she wasn't going to get any more she
departed,sayingas she went "beware the white cap".
The next witch on the scenewas Honey Bunch.
"You dozy oafs, parting with a fiver each to that old
hag. She can't tell fortunes but she seemsto be able to
grab them off fools like you two. I can tell fortunesbetter
than shecan any day of the week."
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She can too. Sometimeswhen she holds somethingof
mine she can say what's going to happennext, and she's
alwaysright. But I don't want any of you lot calling here
to haveyour fortunestold. If you do ['ll be the one to tell
them.

Universal triplers
Do you remember me telling you about Keith from
Pompeywho called to bring me some scancnils I didn't
need after all? While he was here I sold this chap a
universaltripler to fit to his CVC30 and told him to join
the diode and earth leads together to the earthy side of
the focus control. The right and proper thing to do. . .
with the ITT set. Keith had commentedthat the tripler
wouldn't last long connectedthat way and I'd wondered
why.
Well the other day I had a call-out to fix a G8. It
neededa tripler and I didn't havethe G8 one with me, so
I dug out a universal tripler and trimmed the leads,
solderedthe cap on, etc. I joined the diode and earth
leadstogetherand solderedthem to the clip. On switching
on there was a humming noise and very little e.h.t. The
new tripler was getting hot. I switchedoff and clipped
through the diode lead. Everythingthen cameon fine and
I felt daft. You see I'd alwaysfitted the original Philips
type tripler in a G8, never having had to use a universal
one before.
When I got back to the shop I looked up the leafletand
it clearly tells you to trim off the diode lead and insulate.
Connectingthe diode and earth leadstogetheron the G8
had meant that the clipper diode had no load. Sorry
Keith, I was right about the ITT, but wrong about some
of the others. I didn't know the G8 was amongstthem.
I'm amazedat the thines I don't know. And a little bit
ashamed.

Washers
A set fitted with the Philips CTX chassiscame in the
other day - I think it was the E venion. The chopper
transistorwas faulty so I fitted another without trouble
and checked around to see whether there was a causefor
the chopper'sdemise.There was. The line output transistor was short-circuit. t decided to use a BU508A but
found that the original transistordidn't use an insulating
washer, being solid plastic. So I had to fit a washer in
order to use the BU508A. Why's this worth mentioning?
Restricted space, that's why. I had to use a pair of
tweezersto fit the transistorand washerin position - the
gap betweenthe line output transformerand the side wall
is about half an inch. The chopper needed the same
treatment,but in this casethere was plenty of room.
Talking about washers,the rubber ones used in the
FergusonTX100 chassisare beginning to give trouble.
Apparently they tend to puncture, probably due to slight
irregularities in the surface of the transistor or the
heatsink.I thoughtI'd passthis on to you in caseyou have
one of thesesetsand are ptrzzledby the transistorbeing
all right but an obviousshort being present.

The white cap
I know you thoughtthe white cap would probablybe an
0.47p.F, lkV type living in a CVC5 or somethinglike that.
Well you were wrong. It lived on the headof a pretty girl
who, believeit or not, poppedinto the shopto tell me I'd
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a lucky face and would live a long time and would have getting a bit much. Would you take a couple of quid and
good fortune. She looked at Phil and asked him to go clear off like a nice girl now?"
away.Shethen saidin a low voice"don't trust that man,
"That won't help me. I needfoldingmoney."
he'safter your business."
"Well you'll haveto clearoff without then and leaveme
I calledPhil back and we had a bit of a laugh.Phil said to earn my dishonestliving."
to the girl "you don't happento know Madame Martine
"It's only he who stoppedyou giving me a tenner. I
by any chance?"
know. I'll seeyou again."
The girl looked sort of funny and replied "she's my
And she went, white cap and all, leavingme a little
grandmotherand told me this gentlemanwas generous. uncertain and a little bit angry at the way some people
You are dear, aren't you?"
expectto be able to make a living. I supposeI'll have a lot
"Sorry dear but this drain on my hard earnedcashis of bad luck now . . .

ServicingMechanicalVCRs
Part 3
In conjunctionwith the pinch roller the capstandrivesthe
tape alongthe tape path at a constantspeed.It forms part
of the drive train, and a rather important part at that. Due
to the critical mechanicaltolerancesit can sive a lot of
trouble.

CapstanDrive System
Fig. 1 shows the capstandrive systemin detail. The
motor is mountedin an invertedpositionbelowthe deck,
with the pulley protrudingabove.A short flat belt goes
from this pulley to the relay pulley, which runs in
ballraces.The lower part of this pulley drivesthe capstan
flywheel via a flat belt: it also providesthe power for the
reel idlers, via a squaresectionbelt. We'll deal with the
latter part of the mechanismin a later article.
The capstanitself consistsof a hardened,ground steel
spindlewhich is pressedinto an alloy flywheel- seeFig. 2.
The spindleruns in a sinteredbronzebush and to form a
lower bearingthere'sa polypropylene
plug in the retaining
strap on which the roundedlower end of the spindleruns.
A plastic oil fence is pushedon to the spindleabove the
bearing to prevent oil from the bearingcreepingup the
capstanspindleand gettingon to the tape.
There are one or two slight differenceshere between
models.The original 3292capstanran in ballracesand had
no lower bearing.In the 3V16 the lower bearingis in the
form of a plate rather than a strap, to carry the PCB with
the capstanservotacho printed coil. This is why the other
models appear to have a few spare pillars on the deck.
With the exceptionof the 3V16 the machineshave two
magnetsin the flywheel rim and a pickup head on the
deck chassis,the servo being a simple speed control
systemwhich comparesthe capstanspeedwith a crystal
frequency (Models 3VWBV22) or a tuning fork (Model
3292).

Mike Phelan
avoids the need to pass a heavy current through the
solenoidfor any length of time. Even this systemwould
not be really suitablefor a portable machinehowever,as
the power required to operate the stop solenoid under
stop-startconditionswould load the battery excessively.
The solution adoptedwith the 3V01 is to have a small
solenoid with one winding and allow the inertia of the
flywheel to do the work! The flywheel rim is castellated,
and when the stop solenoidoperatesthe pivoted armature
engageswith the castellations.The flywheel rotation
movesthe armatureat right-anglesto its original direction
of travel and operatesthe stop mechanism.Similar in fact
to the autostoparrangementon many audio tape decks.
Later portablesuse a permanentmagnetas a hold for the
solenoids.

The PinchRoller
The pinch roller is another very important part. It
consistsof a rubber coveredbrasstube with a tiny ballrace
within. The circumferenceis ground to extremely fine
tolerances.Fig. 3 showsthe way in which the pinch roller
is attachedto a steel pin mounted on the pinch roller
lever. The loading mechanismmoves this lever almost
into position, the final movementbeing provided by the
solenoid.Except, that is, for the 3292:this model has no
pinch roller solenoid, the roller being moved fully into
position by the mechanism,the pausekey pulling it back
againsta spring.

Routine Maintenance
Most of the componentsmentionedhere form part of
the regular maintenanceschedule.All the belts should be
removedand cleanedand if necessaryreplaced.Clean the
pinch roller (it's saferto removeit first). Don't use any
downwardpressurewhen removingor replacingthe pinch
roller screw- the lever is easilybent and this can give rise
Solenoid Operation
to all sorts of problems. Clean all the pulley surfaces,
paying special attention to the brass part of the relay
It may be worth mentioning that the portable Model
pulley - this seemsto have a greater affinity for belt
3V01 (an excellentthough heavy machine)employeda
very similar deck mechanism,the main differencebeing material!To removethe capstanbelt it will of coursehave
the way in which the stop solenoidoperates.On the mains been ngcessaryto remove the lower bearing strap or
models the stop solenoid and the pinch solenoid(except plate. This will enableyou to remove the capstanassemfor the 3292) have two windings. One consistsof a few
bly - take carethat the oil fencedoesn'tget mislaid.
turns of thick wire and is supplied with a short, heavy
Clean the capstanspindle and apply one drop of oil
current pulseto pull in the armature.The other winding near the bottom. You'll have to clean it again after
consistsof many turns of fine wire and is subsequently replacingit, in caseany oil hasbeen picked up during its
energisedto hold in the solenoid. This arrangement passagethroughthe bearing.On the 3V16 you'll alsohave
460
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Mr Doublecheckand Mrs Tart
LesLawry-Johns
We've had some odd ones in here recently,and they're
gettingodder. Take Mr. Doublecheckfor example.He's
from some east European country and his use of the
Englishlanguageis on the quaintsideto saythe least.He
carriedin an old Fergusonrecordplayerwith a BSR deck.
"lt doesn'tspcakproperly."
"Right oh! sir, we'll make it speakproperly.Call for it
tomorrow."
"No, I'il call for it on Wednesday"- which was
tomorrow.
So we got down to it. The stylushad no tips and on
auto it didn't land in the right place.This wasseento and
the next item was that the turntable made a grinding
noise.So we oiled the centrespindlethen sawto a couple
of other points.It now playedLa Bohemebeautifullyin
rich ltalian. Jim Reevessungin rich English.
He came back the next day and asked to hear it
working. So I pluggedit in and put on La Boheme.
"It still doesn'tspeakproperly."
I snatchedoff the record. Jim Reevesnow sang in
English.
"Ah, now it speaksproperly- but what'sthat noise?"
I listenedvery carefuly and turned the sound down.
Yes, I could just hear a faint thump I'd not noticed
before. I took off the turntableand inspectedthe rubber
drive wheel. This had a slight dent where it had been in
contactwith the spindleand left there motionlessfor some
time. I selecteda new one from the shelf.It now played
without the slightthump. Jim Reevessangagainand Mr.
Doublechecknoddedcautiously.He produceda lengthof
lead from his pocket,and a 13A plug.
"Put this on for me. My landlorddoesn'tlike me doing
thesethings."
I sighedand fitted the plug.
"How do I run my light and record player from this?"
"You put a socketon the end of the lead and fit a twoway adaptor."
"You do this for me. I don't mind waiting."
So I fitted a socketand suppliedan adaptor.
"Thank you. I'll bring the moneyin tomorrow."

"Oh yes.That's a little better- but not as good as that
one there."
Shepointedto the TX9 14in.colourportablewhichhad
a needle-sharp
pictureand wasfor sale.
"That'sa beauty"I saidproudly.
"Is it for sale?"
"Yes indeed.It's eightypounds."
"Will you take weeklypayments?Say50p a week?"
"No madam,I'm afraidI can't."
"Well, how much is my little portable?"
"Five pounds,madam."
"That much?I can't afford that much."
"Well take it awayand don't comeback any more."
"I don't mind givingyou a pound."
"Justtake it and go, please."
So shewent, in her fashionableclothesand her put-on
talk. I must be barmy.

The CVC30

Next camean ITT colour set with a26in. tube - CVC30
chassis.
For somepeculiarreasonI didn't tackleit the way
I usuallydo. I checkedthe h.t. voltageand found none.
Next I checkedthe choppertransistorwhich was in order.
It had -320V at its emitter and base,so it wasn'tbeing
tumed on. The driver transistor had no voltage at its
collector.I put a shortacrossits baseand emitterand h.t.
appearedat its collector.As a quick checkI fined another
CMP30switch-modepower supplycontrol panel. Still no
joy. So I dug out the circuit and studiedit. I movedand
the edge of the manual touched the upper right EW
modulatordrive panel.The wholething then cameon and
a nice picture appeared.I tapped here and there, hoping
to find a dry-joint. I just couldn't make it go off, so I
proceededto deal with the other complaint,intermittent
height.
This wasan easyone, the fault beingon the correction
board over the scancoils. There was a nice dry-joint here
which I correctedwith a short length of wire. The height
was now steadyand I returnedto investigatethe mystery
shut-down.I couldn't make it repeat its original performanceno matter how many times I switchedoff and on
again.The customerretumed and I relatedthe sad tale.
Mrs Tart
He expressedsatisfactionwith the set and carted it off.
Sometime later a tall, fashionablydressedlady camein
Next day he phonedto saythat it wasdeadagainand he'd
carrying a 72in. monochromeportable. She spoke in a
be bringingit in.
very la-di-da manner, obviouslynot her usual voice. I
This time I tackledit the usualway. I tappedthe line
wonderedwhat she had to hide.
output transistorand the set came on immediately.The
"I've been given this TV set for my son to use in his
usual dry-joint on the collector tag. I could have kicked
room. The picture'svery dark. Can you do something
myselfbut got Honey Bunch to do it instead.Not that
aboutit?"
hard you cruel bitch . . .
I saidI'd do my bestand that shecouldprobablyhaveit
The customercarried his set off asain and we haven't
laterthat day. Left aloneI tried the set and found that the
seenhim since.
whiteswere silvery,suggesting
that the tube was low or
underrun.I checkedthe heatersupplyand found it to be
12V nearenough.All the othertube basevoltagesseemed
How Not to Bepair Sets
to be right except for the first anode voltage which was
under 200V. The manualdidn't specifywhat it shouldbe
When Beardy and Non-beardy carried an old Thorn
so I checkedthe resistorsand capacitors
3500in I clearedmy throat ready to tell them to . . . . off.
in the circuitand
"We will pay you well to repair this TV for us."
found them to be within specification.I reactivatedthe
tube and was rewardedwith a nice clearpicture.
"And guaranteeit for ever no doubt."
When Mrs. Tart returnedI showedher the picture.
You mis"No, no. That was just a misunderstanding.
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understoodus you see."
"Oh, all right. Leaveit hereand pick it up later today."
"We'll call for it on Friday morning." Good Friday.
Another holiday lost.
When they'd gone I startedon the most horriflc job I've
mucked up for a long time. I think I did everything
wrong.
I noted that the red button had tripped, so I checked
for shorts and found one straight away. A BU208 had
beenfitted in placeof the R2010choppertransistor.After
a struggleI removedit and checkedit with a meter. In the
set it had recorded a dead short: now it was clear of
shorts.I checkedthe set again. No shorts.I fitted a new
R2010 and switched on. There was a click and some
smoke.The R2010was dead short. I removedit and it
was still short-circuit.I called the set some nasty names,
removed the power supply panel and fitted a spare. As
therewere no shortsI switchedthe set on. It coughedand
the 2.5A h.t. fuse failed. I againcheckedfor shortsand
found none. What I should have done was to disconnect
the tripler, but I didn't, beingthe fool that I am.
I decided to change the timebasepanel. When I
switched on the new fuse failed (not blew). Now I

disconnectedthe tripler, and now the fuse held. I kicked
myself (softly, not like H.B. does). I tried again after
fitting a new tripler. This time the picture came on but
wasfar too bright: with the aerialout the rasterwasover
bright.
The first anodeswere at 800V. but with the controls
tumed down the rasterwas still too bright even with the
brightness
control at minimum.Like a fool I chcckcdthc
beam limiter panelcarefullyand found nothingamiss.A
check on the grids revealedthat they were at the same
voltageas the cathodes,well over lfi)V. A checkat the
tube biaspresetR450showedthat there was no ncgative
voltagehere.The feed resistorwasall right but therewas
no negativesupplyat connectorl8/1. It then dawnedon
me. I'd fitted the new tripler plug without seeing it
properly.On inspectiononly this end wascontacting,the
far end wasn'tevenin. I calledmvselfevervrottennameI
could think of. like the chief p.O. traOcailedrne when I
swipedhis head with my rifle in 1942.Now the picture
was good and the controlshad to be turned up to thcir
previoussettings.I didn't havethe nerveto fit the original
panels.I just wrappedit up and waited for Beardy and
Non-beardyto collectit. They still haven't.

Cableand Satellite87
The Cable and Satellite 87 exhibition was held at the
Wembley Exhibition Centre on March 26-29th. It was
,organisedby Montbuild Ltd. in associationwith 21st
Century Publishing Ltd., publishers of Satellile TV
Europe, the space watchers' Radio Times. There were
over 60 stands in the Centre, the attendant dish farm
beingoutsidein the car park.
Although there have been no new satellite launches
recently there were neverthelessseveralitems to attract
the enthusiast,
especiallyout in the dishfarm. Dishesnow
come in all shapesand sizes,though the 1.5m offset-fed
type is almost standard for inclusion with the average
TVRO package.A huge 5m dish was receivingC-band
picturesfrom the USA. At the other end of the scale
Matsushitawas showing a range of light, wafer thin flatplate aerials with the capability of lateral stacking to
increase
the gain.
The flat-plateaerial could well be the shapeof thingsto
come.It wasjointly developedby the COMSAT Corporation in conjunction with Matsushita Electric Works.
COMSAT's contribution was the developmentof what is
referred to as a "multilayer planar array structure" that
provides high efficiencies(60-70 per cent) over a wide
bandwidth - comparableto that of a conventionalparabolic aerial. MEW will be manufacturingthe aerialsand
have contributed printed circuit technologyand low-cost
manufacturing capability. It seems that inside the flat
panel there's a phasedmicrostrip array. This technology
calls for quite elaborate design work to get optimum
characteristics.Matsushitawill be marketinga rangewith
dimensionsof typically 354 x 20mm and 720 x 20mm.
The aerialsare expectedto be availablelater this year at
prices some 30 per cent higher than conventionalparabolic aerials. Large-scaleproduction should see lower
prices.
Receivers now come with built-in aerial control.
Skyscanoffer two handsetswith theirs, a simple one for
the user and an "all-dancing, all-singing" one for the
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Harold Peters

personwho has to do the programming.Drake dispense
with the spaghettibunchof wires:their controlunit can be
housedin the garage,with only a singlecoaxialconnection
to the receiver(s)in the house.
The broadcasters
took a lot of floorspace,eachtrying to
attract a wider audience.The LuxembourgAstra stand
attractedmost attention,to the chagrinof the MAC-D2
DBS protagonists.
Therewassomesimpletestgeartoo. Handics'precision
inclinometerusesa diffraction grating to give an accuracy
of 0-2 per cent. From the Cotswolds,SatelliteSystems
offer the "Squawker"signalstrengthmeter and also a
portablesitesurveyviewfinder.
Even with all this geararoundwe noticed,as we left, a
dishbeinglinedup in the old-fashioned
way- by watching
the output on a portableTV set!

The Matsushita flat-plate satellite W aerial.
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Now ReadThis
LesLawry-lohns

l'm told that some of you who repair Ferguson videos
don't recognisea fuse when you see one. Now I don't care
ttl get involved with VCRs myself but when I was given
this information I thought it would be prudent to pass it
on, although the majority of you probably know what it's
all about already. The point is that the fuses concerned
don't look like fuses, they look more like a small diode or
a transistor with two legs. They're called Wickman fuses
and are rated at 150V. Close scrutiny of the list given in
Table 1 reveals that the current rating is obtained by
multiplying the type number by 40, for example type ICPFlO has a rating of 400mA (10 x 40 : 400). Cries of
never . . . Table 2 lists the range of Wickman fuses
available from Philips Service, and their code numbers for
ordering purposes. I hope you find this of interest. Take a
n<lteof it, just in case.

The Big Roberts
This large set was brought in the other day by two big
fellows who puffed a bit. lt tumed out to be fitted with the
Philips G9 chassis, which was bad news for uncle Les.
There was about four inches of field scan on the 26in.
tube, almost full width, no control of brightnessand very
little sound. Now as you know the first thing to do with
this chassisis to check the condition of C138 (2,2np.F)
which decouples the emitter of the 8U208 line output
transistor, serving as the reservoir capacitor for the 42.8V
supply. I didn't suspect it of being the cause of the fault
conditions but checked it just the same. It was on the way
out, emitting thick black fluid. I changed it and tried the
set again. Still the same. The BU208's emitter voltage was
low at about 20V, thus explaining the poor field scan. low
sound, etc. I removed the plug connected to the timebase
panel (line oscillator, field timebase, EW correction circuit etc.) and the BU208's emitter voltage rose to 40V.
Like a fool I fitted another timebase panel. The symptoms remained the same. So I concentrated on the line

Table 1: Wickman fuses used in Ferguson
video equipment.
Type
Rating
tcP-F10 0.4A
rcP-F15 0.6A
tcP-F2o 0.8A
rcP-F38 1'sA
tcP-N10 0.4A
tcP-N2s 1A

Part no. Used on
47AaA9tUt56
01x0-042-112 3v33tnt39t42t43l45t
01x$040407 3v2930/35/36/38/39/49/50
01XG08G061
3vzl6/50
01x0-057-320
3V38
01x0-058-3953C01,3V44/45/4A/50
01x0-085-007
3v44t45

Table 2: Wickman fuses from Philips Service.
Rating

Code no.

Bating

63mAT
160mAT
250mAT

253 10058
253 10054
253 10071

1.25AT
1.64T
2A

315mAT
400mAT
500mAT
630mAT
800mAT
1AT

253 10074
253 10064
253 10041
25320089
25330104
25310052

2.54
2 5AT
3.15AT
44T
5AT

2Ar

Code no.
25310075
25310046
25310051
25310039
25310082
25330089
253 1004t1
253 10047
25310065

Note: T after A indicatestime-lag type.
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output paneland found a leakydiode (D176)in the beam
limiter circuit. Replacingthis didn't alter thingsone jot
and I wasgettingfed up. After furtherchecksI found that
the "lower" diode in the diode modulatorcircuit, D156
(BYX55-600),wasopen-circuit.
Heavinga sigh,I replaced
this and put the panelback in. It worked.Full voltageat
the BU208'semitter, a lovely field scan, full control of
brightnessand good sound.I would havethoughtthat an
open-circuitdiodein this positionwould havehad a more
drasticeffecton the width, but it didn't. Somethingelseto
remember.
The Pye 196
This set gave me a bit of a headache.[t's a small
monochromeportablefitted with the PhilipsTX chassis.
The complaint was that the picture would go off at
irregularintervals,leavinga blank rasterwith slightradio
musicor talking soundsin the background.To me this
meanttrouble in the i.f. strip. My problemwas that the
fault just wouldn't put in an appearance.The picture
stayedon for days.Eventually,one morning,the picture
did go off, leavinga blank raster.
I leapt at it and found that the voltagesat the baseand
emitter of the first i.f. amplifier transistorwere higher
than they shouldhave been - about the sameas at the
collector.If I switchedoff to checkthe transistorhowever
the fault wouldbe goneand we would be backto normal.
So I followed the basebias back to the a.g.c. amplifer
transistorTS351and found that this had no basebias.Its
collector voltage was thus high and the i.f. amplifier
transistorTS2l7 was being turned on excessively.
The
baseof TS351is biasedby R353(820kO)whichwasopencircuit. After replacingthis the set behaveditself for
severaldaysand the ownerwas gladto collectit.
The set wasusedin a caravanand had alwaysbehaved
for the husbandbut alwaysgave his wife trouble. She
blamedhim and he was glad to be out of the doghouse.
It's all right for him. I live in one all the time. Tessaand
Zeb aregoodreally:it's the cat that leadsme a dog'slife.
The Radio Set
This wasa killer. A shop(I won't saywho it was,Peter)
had told this chapthat the only placewherehe would get
his radio setrepairedwouldbe here.I saidI would havea
look at it if he broughtit in. Shortlyafter this he appeared
with his wife, carrying a small wooden box. His wife
explainedthe trouble.
"When we turn up the volumeit screamsat us."
I took the back off and looked inside. On the righthand side there was a tall object which I took to be the
dropper.Next to this there was a valvewhich seemedto
be a 6Q7. It wasobviouslya doublediodetriode anyrvay.
There were two further valvesto the left, both with top
capsconnectedto the tuninggang(two sections).I looked
for an output valveand rectifierbut they weren'tthere.
"Did you saythis set goes?"
"Yes, but it howlsat you."
I pluggedit in and switchedon. Somethingflashedand
went bang underneath.I unpluggedit and removedthe
chassisscrewsand the knobs at the front. The whole thing
cameout, includingthe speaker.When I turnedit over I
saw that the mainsfilter capacitorhad disintegrated.So I
clippedit out. "We'll fit anotherif a strongstationhas a
hum behindit" I explained.
I switchedit on again and was aware of an obnoxious
smell.
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"It's the smellthat'sgettingus down" he said.
I sniffed around and it seemed to come from the
dropper.I looked at it closely.It wasn'ta dropper,though
it looked like one. It was an old seleniumrectifier. I
disconnected
one end and fitted a BYI2'7. "It won't smell
anymore" I said.
"That little thing in placeof that big one?" he queried.
"The marchof time" I explained.
I examined the set in more detail and came to the
conclusionthat the double diode triode drove the speaker,
that what I had assumedwas the i.f. amplifierwasin fact
the secondr.f. amplifier,and that what I had assumed
was
the frequencychangerwasthe first r.f. amplifier.It wasn't
a superhetat all, it was a t.r.f. receiver.This meantthat
the "volume control" was in fact a reactancecontrol.
hencethe oscillationwhen it was turned up. I connected
the short aerial lead to the braidingof a TV aerialand the
set startedto perform. With the set tuned to the h.f. end
of the mediumwave band I tunedthe trimmerson top of

the gang. The stationsnow came through loud and clear. I
turned up the "volume control" and the set howled, so I
turned.it down for comfortable listening.
"How long an aerial lead do you use?" I enquired.
"About four feet, connected to a water pipe" he
replied.
"Well don't connect the aerial lead to a water pipe
unlessyou use it as an earth. Use a bloody great length of
single lead and don't connect it to anything."
"Why?"
"Because the ideal length for an aerial is half a
wavelength. Radio four on the long wave is 1,5ff) metres.
The aerial length for this is therefore 750 metres. Get the
drift?"
"Yes. Thanks very much."
So they went off leaving me feeling full of nostalgiafor
the old days. I thought I'd forgotten it all but back it
came. I still wonder about that double diode triode drivins
the speaker.

Product Report:Glue Guns
Harold B. Berkley
For some time now I've been using a glue gun for both
field and bench work. It's proved to be so useful that I
neverventureinto the field without one. Traditionallywe
seemto carry in our kit everythingfor repairingthe set,
but seem to overlook damageto the cabinet, knobs and
other bits and pieces.Very often a second,wastefulcall is
needed.With a glue gun in your hand you can eliminate
manyof theseproblems.
The Weapon
Glue gunsuse hot-melt adhesivesticks- many typesof
glue sticks are availablefor bonding different materials.I
prefer the clear, general-purposesticks usually provided
with the gun. Thesewill deal with most plastics,wood,
fabric,paper,etc.
There's no shrinkageof the glue and the bond is ready
when cool. The material is a good insulator and can be
usedas a sort of pottingcompound.
For around f10 you can pick up an electricglue gun,
with glue sticks, and get started. There are two types of
sticks: short, manual fed ones and longer, trigger fed
sticks.Both typesare o.k.
CampingGaz haveintroduceda cordlessgluegun. One
of these (type P5ffi) has been suppliedto me for evaluation and I'll be reporting on it at a later date. It's
poweredby a Camping Gaz CV360 butane gas cartridge
which should give around four hours' continuous use.
Ignition is electronic,usingone smallbattery.Two of the
longer glue sticks (l1mm x 210mm)are provided.The
catalytic heating system means that there's no naked
flame. The gun is good but not cheapat around f35.
Applications
You will doubtlessfind many usesfor your glue gun.
Here are someof mine.
Cabinetrepair is where the glue gun really shines- in
the field insteadof having to cart a set in for repair or
evencabinetreplacement.Repairsthat are possiblein the
field include: crackedcabinetsand fascias;internal damage to plastic mouldings; switch and push-button
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mountings.
The gun can be of great help with older and obsolete
sets for which parts are no longer available. Have you
ever been to an older set which has push-buttonsthat go
flying across the room when you change channels? No
problem with the glue gun!
The above remarks also apply to bench work and
refurbishing of course.
Here are some specific uses. With whistling line coils,
for example in the Thorn 96'00 chassis, a quick squirt of
glue will usually provide a cure. This is worth a try on
other noisy chokes and transformers. Where an on/off
switch has been pushed into the set, breaking the plastic
moulding, a new switch can be glued in - allow to cool
before testing. When the aerial socket comes away from
the cabinet, for example in Korting sets, a glue gun will
come to the rescue.In fact the list is endless.

ln Conclusion
ln conclusion, this must be one of the few gadgetsthat
will earn its keep very quickly. With the new cordlesstype
giving greater convenienceever more uses will be found.
If anyone finds some good ones, let us know!

The Bostik thumb-operated hot-glue gun in blister pack.
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Tiny Tim's Triple Trouble

LesLawry-Johns

Tim sat behindhis benchand lookedout at the world, or
some of it. Pretty girls looked at the door to get a
reflection of themselves - this was apparently their
favourite occupation. How could they tell their boy
friendsthey loved them?There just wasn'troom. Not till
they got older and told their childrenthey were selfish.
It's a funny place this world, thought Tim. Then he
realisedhe wasthe samehimself.It wasjust that he didn't
show it so blatantly. He sort of covered it up and
pretendedhe caredfor others.Like Tinker Bell reallydid
- not for Tiny Tim of course,but she seemedto care for
others.
His eyesstrayedunderthe bench.How did thosebooks
of nakedgirls get mixed up with his servicemanuals?Oh
yes. He was savingthem for his brother who liked things
like that sincehe couldn'tdo anythingother than sit in a
chair all day and read and watchvideosand things.Tim
didn't like theserude books. It was just that he had to
make surethat his brotherwasn'tgoingto seesomething
that would upset him. Besides,he would have to keep
them until Saturdayso that Phil could read them too.

a fairly old 26in.GEC setof the C2110variety.Tim felt at
home with this type of set and had no qualms about
undertakingthe repair. The two chapsdeparted, having
given their details, and said they would return later that
aftemoon,
Tim removed the back cover and went straight to the
fuse on the upper left side. It had failed but wasn't
blackened.Tim fitted a new one and switchedon. The
sound came on and the e.h.t. rustled up and Tim felt
pleasedthat he had taken this short cut. The fuse then
curledup an failed,and Tim stampedhis foot in anger.
He checkedthe lower centre power unit which said it
was in order - the thyristor, the electrolytics,everything.
He then checkedthe line outputstagecarefully.Again no
fault. He rememberedBeardy's35fi) and disconnected
the tripler, then fitted a new fuse and tried again. The
soundburst out but the new fuse died as the previousone
had. Tim reconnectedthe tripler and disconnectedthe
line output transistor. Another new fuse was fitted and
this time it held. Tim didn't suspectthe line output
transistorbut changedit just the same.He disconnected
all the l.t. lines from the line output transformerjust in
casethen tried again.The fuse failed after thirty seconds.
Mr Golightly's K40
Feelinga bit fed up, Tim testedall the items associated
with the line output transistor'sbase.Everythingwas in
Justthen Mr, Golightlyopenedthe door and carriedin
order, but then they would be if the failureoccurredonly
a PhilipsK40. "It goesoff just when it's gettinginterestwhen the set was working. So it would have to be panel
getting
ing, and my wife's
fed up with it and with me" he
replacement.
explained.
Tim thought hard, which was somethinghe was not
Intermittent operation. Tim's heart sank. He wasn't
used
to doing. What if a replacementpanel was fitted?
keen on K40s as he hadn't had much to do with them
Would
they be preparedto pay? Tim put the set to one
yet
pleased
as
not like the KT3, which he wasalways
to
side.
see,with its unreliabletripler and probablya faulty chip
When the owners(carriers)returned,Tim askedthem
or two, or the usualproblemof the 4.7O resistorwithout
how
much they were prepared to pay for the job.
chip faults.
He removed the rear cover warily, switchedon and "Somewherebetween five and ten pounds" was the
answer.
connectedan aerial. A lovely picture appearedand re"Clear off' said Tim angrily. So they carried it off and
mained.Tim got out the hairdryerbut nothingresponded
sulked.All that time and worry wasted.He would
Tim
to it. He then drew out the lower, centrepower panelto
seewhetherheat on this would do anything.Now to get haveto changehis ways.But why shouldhe? He'd been
this panelout you have to lower the main panel.Having doingthisjob for forty yearsor so and he wouldn'tchange
pushedthe power panelback in Tim raisedthe main panel now. Oh for a coupleof nice Glls,
and the set went off. He loweredit and the set cameback
on.
Mrs Fidlerand the GlI
"There you are" saidMr, Golightly,"on off, on off'.
Just then the phonerang. It was nice Mrs. Fidler who
Tim sighed and peered at the main board closely. A
liveson the outskirtsof town. Tim had soldher a PyeGl1
tiny sparkcaughthis eye. Yes, on one of the line output
someyearsago and this was the first time she'd been in
transformerpins. Quick as a flashit was resoldered."All
trouble.Nice Mrs. Fidler,a youngsixtyyearold, who had
done Mr. Golightly.Seeyou next year perhaps."
her motherliving with her.
"What? When?Wait a minute!"
"Hallo Mr. Tim. Can you come and fix my telly? The
Tim moved the main board about and tapped it with
tube'sgone."
the screwdriverhandle."All done.Next gent please."
"How do you know the tube'sgoneMrs. Fidler?"
He wrapped it up and put it back in the car while Mr.
"Becausethere's a white line acrossthe screen.Our
Golightly muttered about what his wife would say if it
neighbourhad the samething and SnappyRepairstook
happenedagain. We haven't seen him since except
the set away and fitted a new tube. It only cost them
when he poppedin with half a bottle of Bellsfor Tim. In
eightypounds."
fact the poor joint hadn't been clearedthat quickly.The
"I'll comeand seeto it Mrs. Fidler, and promiseit won't
pin had been scrapedclean before resoldering.
costyou eightypounds."Tim packedhis bagsand made
sure he had some 800mA fuses,a TDA2600 chip and a
chip holder. He sped up the road avoidingthe dogs who
fim's SecondTrial
were chasing a bitch on heat. When he arrived he
When two fellows staggeredin carrying a big TV set whippedthe back off the set and switchedit on. There
with doorsTim wonderedwhat it was.It turnedout to be was a supply to the field output stage so the fuse was
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intact. He unsolderedthe TDA2600's heatsinkand removedit, havingcheckedthat the baseof the holderhad
not been overheatingand had no dry-joints.The new
TDA2600 was fitted and the heatsinkreplaced.Upon
switchingon a nice picture appeared.
"Oh Mr. Tim. It wasn'tthe tube after all."
"No dear. You're not the only fiddler in town I fear."
By the time Tim got back to the shop the phone was
ringing."The white line is back Mr. Tim."
Tim cursedhimself.He hadn't checkedthe 470pFh.t.
reservoircapacitor.He spedback, carryinga replacement
capacitorand another TDA2600. Tim looked sheepish
when he got there. He removedthe 4709,Fcapacitorfrom
the power board. It was a red one and the tags were
blackened.After fitting the new welded one and the
TDA2600 Tim was rewarded with a nice clear picture.
"You're lucky Mrs. Fidler. This could have crackedthe
tube."

Letters
THETXg THYRISTOR
PSU
Gordon Haigh's article on servicing Ferguson TX9
thyristorpower supplies,in the July issue,wastimely and
interesting,Anyone who hasto facethesesetsin the field
will welcomethe wealth of adviceand informationgiven
in the article.Althoughthe TX9 chassis
wasbasicallyvery
reliable,the PC1ffi1 and PC1040versionswere prone to
fuse blowing causedby repetitivespikeson the mains
point.
supplyat or near the a.c. waveform'szero-crossing
Fergusonintroducedseveralmodifications,mentionedin
the article,in an attemptto overcomethe problem.These
were successful
to some extent but the problem of fuse
blowing persisteduntil the arrival of the PC1044version
with its switch-modepower supply.
If the fuse blows while the receiver is working, a
replacementfuse restoresnormaloperationand all seems
to be as it should be in the receiverit's likely that the
causeof the fuse failure is a spiky mainssupply- domestic
appliancesin the same house could be producingthe
mainsinterference.
A few yearsago an "unofficial" modificationappeared.
This alteredthe operationof the power supplyin a way
that avoided the spiky mains problem. It consistedof
addinga secondthyristorto the circuit.An outlinesketch
of the arrangementis shownin Fig. 1. Both thyristorsare
triggeredvia transformerT1 and both are fed with mains
a.c. at their anodes.Ferqusonmade the modification
X lndicaie! cul in lrack
t additional comDonent!

Fig. 1: Thyristorpower supply modificationfor the Ferguson TX9 chassis.Note that in the PC1040version W66 is
omitted and Rl65M/67are interchanged.
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"That'swhat I told you, Mr. Tim."
"I . er. Oh, nevermind. Justjoking. GoodbyeMrs.
Fidler. Have a nice day."
Tim slunkbackto his little shopand told Tinker Bell all
aboutit.
"I've heardyou tell a million peopleaboutthat capacitor and what it can do. And when it comesto it vou don't
botherto checkit yourself' shesaid.
"I know, I know.Sillyme."

Wickman Fuses
Oh, incidentally,Wickman fuses (see last month).
Fergusondon't call them that. They refer to them as
"circuit protectors".They seemto be the samehowever,
like a smallblacktransistorwith two legs.But order them
as circuit protectorsfrom Ferguson,Wickman fusesfrom
Philips.
availablefor the PC1040board and developeda small
modificationkit which was issuedto some of the more
desperatelyplagueddealers.It can also be applied,with
care,to the PC1001version.The extra 470Oresistorsare
7aW typesand the thyristorlabelledSCR4 shouldbe of
the sametype as SCR1. Where W66 is fitted it can be
removed: the network Cl42lRl'l3lW74 acrossSCR1 can
alsobe removed.
This modificationmadelife a lot easierfor many service
engineers.
Harold Raven,
Nottingham.

THEFIAT SATELLITE
TV AERIAL
Publicityhas been given recentlyto a small, flat, wallmounteddomesticaerial for satelliteTV reception.It's
certainlyan extremelyappealingidea and has been generally welcomed.For the presentand for the forseeable
futurehoweverit's likely to remainjust a concept.There's
no questionof a new generationof flat "dishes"suddenly
replacingthe conventionalparabolicdish. In the fullness
of time the flat satelliteTV aerialwill undoubtedlycome
into its own, but at the moment its developmentis
inhibited by manufacturingcosts and the challengeof
perfecting viable electronic steering from satellite to
satellite.
It's claimedthat the costof a flat dishaerialis thirty per
cent higherthan that of a parabolicdish givingthe same
performance,and that a smallersurfacearea is required
for the same performance.This cost figure could be a
grossunderestimationin view of the fact that the main
receivingelementson the flat aerial must be etchedto
provide t/q or Va wave sectionswith a manufacturing
toleranceof less than a thousandthof an inch. The
distances
betweenthe largenumberof thesesectionshave
to be maintainedat an evenclosertolerance.ln addition,
the surfacemust be kept perfectlyflat, If thesecriteria are
not meticulouslyadheredto the signalpickedup by some
of the sectionsmay be out of phasewith the signalpicked
up by other sections,the resultbeingphasecancellation.
At its current stage of developmentthe flat aerial,
whether mounted on a roof or wall, would need a
conventionalazimuth/elevation
mount and would require
the samedegreeof care in alignmentas a conventional
parabolicdish.An electronically
steerableflat aerialcould
indeedbe mountedin an arbitraryposition,but electronic
steeringis a long way off and is unlikelyto be availablein
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Mr Harassand Mrs Corker
Les Lawry-Johns
Mr. Harassoriginallyphonedto saythat his BushT20 was
ghostlyfor the first two minutesor so, after which it was
all right. Now I've had this businessseveraltimes with
T20s and D2s, and the cause has been the 47y.F
electrolyticsin the switch-modepower supply. I looked
for a spare unit and called out for one to show itself.
Nothing doing, so I thought I'd call in on Geoff to see
whetherhe would lend me one and, to be on the safeside,
with me.
I took a coupleof 47p.Felectrolytics
Eddy's Advice
I landed at Moon Lane and slippedup the stairsto see
Geoff. Having picked myself up, I could hear Geoff
laughingand sayingto Eddy "the silly old sod can't even
walk up the stairs without falling over. Oh, hallo [rs.
Surefooted as a mountaingoat as usual."
I smiledin my usualcomposedway and enquiredabout
the availabilityof a T20 power supply.
"Certainlyold chap,are you sureyou needit?"
Ignoring the implication of this remark or query,I
describedthe symptoms. "Ghostly for the first two
Eddy spokeup, "You need a tube basesocket,not a
powersupplyunit."
I smiled."Thank you Eddy, but I'll borrow the power
supplyif I may."
With the unit clutchedin my hand I left the shop of
doubt and headedfor HollyberryLane, trying to remember what it was that Honey Bunch had askedme to get
from the corner shop next to where Mr. Harasslives. I
thoughtI'd fit the power supplyunit first and get the ham
later.
"Good morning Mr. Harass.Are you the gentleman
with the diceypower unit?" After beingusheredinto the
room where the T20 lived I whipped the set round,
removed the rear cover. hooked the chassisinto the
serviceposition,loweredthe timebasepaneland had the
powersupplyunit out beforeyou couldsaydozy.I slipped
the spareone in and connectedit up. When I'd fitted the
aerialand switchedthe set on the soundboomedout and
a picture tried to appear. [t was miles out of focus. I
smileda sicklysmileat Mr. Harass."Sorry sir, I'll haveto
pop it back to the shop for a few minutes,to make it
betterso to speak."
The T20's own power supply was refitted, the rear
coverreplacedand the whole lot wasthen cartedback to
the shop, pausingonly in Moon Lane to return Geoffs
powersupply.
"Sorry Eddy. You were right as usual.The silly bugger
didn't sayit wasout of focus.Have a nice day."
Back at the shopI removedthe faulty tube basesocket
and fitted a new one. The picturewas good from switch
on. Only a slighttouch on the focuscontrolwas required
(rememberthat). In a trice the set was taken back home
to beam its lovely pictureat Mr. Harass."LLI triumphs
again"I snarledas I spedbackto the ranch.

Two Days Later
Two days later Mr. Harass phoned again, this time
becauseof sound hum that varied with picture content. I
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selectedmy sparedecoder/i.f.panel and wound my way
up to his house.Oh yes,I'd forgottento get the ham last
time . . . I listenedto the soundfrom his set and it did
have a hum which changedwhen the scenechanged.On
fitting the sparepanelthe hum had gone.
"The picture'snowhereas good as it was" said Mr.
Harass.
I adjustedthe presetcontrastcontrol.
"That's better."
So off I went, hopingto hear no more. Somehope.
Two dayslater he wason again."The picture'sterrible.
Can't seethe stumpsand can't read the score.I want my
panelback."
Now I had spent hours on his panel, painstakingly
removingevery suspectcapacitorand finding it good. I
resolvedto refit his panel and if necessaryswap over the
i.f. subpaneland tweak up his focus control. Have you
noticedthat if you alter the focus potentiometersetting
you haveto resetit back later?Not everytime of course,
just nearlyeverytime.
So off we went again. I removedthe rear cover and
resetthe focuscontrol for a clear picture. I then refitted
his paneland therewasno hum at all.
"Ah, that'sbetter" saidMr. Harass."l knew that panel
you fitted wasno good."
I heaveda sigh and left it at that. I hope the focus
controlholdsits contactthis time.

Mrs Corker's KTg
I was busy talking to the dogs, telling Tessawhat a
pretty girl she was, when the phone rang. It was Mrs.
Corker, her with the legs. She'd called to say that her
PhilipsTV set (KT3) was on the blink. In fact it wasn't
doinganythingexceptstandthere,and it wasn'tdoingthat
very well either.I promisedto call duringthe afternoon.
I was greetedat the door by Mrs. Corker, who was
wearingthe shortestof short skirts.I swallowedhard and
allowedher to precedeme into the drawingroom. She
immediatelylay under the set and gesturedfor me to do
the same. I've been caught by this one before, and
hesitatedto tell her I wasbeyondit.
"Get up Mrs. Corker. We'll turn the set on its side."
She scrambledto her feet, looking I thought a little
annoyed.
When the set had beenturnedon its sideI tightenedup
the loose screw. I wonder who'd loosenedit? After
puttingthe set uprightI switchedon. Nothing.
"lt's the switch"shesaid.
" Funnyhow all you womensaythat" I commented.
With the rear coverremovedI found that therewash.t.
at one end of the 4.7Osurgelimiter resistorbut nothingat
the other end. I removedit and fitted a more manlytype.
The set now cameon but was tripping. After disconnecting the leadfrom the line outputtransformerto the tripler
the tripping stopped.
"You needa new tripler Mrs. Corker."
"Will that stop the colour keep going off half way
throughthe evening?"
"No dear.That'sa little somethingthat can be done in
no time and I'll do it beforeI go."
So I fitted the tripler, taking the diode and earth leads

over the top, and solderedthem together where the
original singlelead had come through.in my usuallazy
way. I took out the left upperpanel,ileaned the .onto.tj,
and refittedit. After switchingon I was rewardedwith a
lovely clear picture in full colour, exceptfor a predominant greenwhich sorteditself out in a coupleof minutes.
"What aboutthe colourgoingoff?" askedMrs. Corker.
"That won't happenagain.I promiseyou. Well not for
a yearor so an).way."
"I didn't seeyou do it."
"You were lookingat that bird in the garden."
"Oh, lovely,I mustgiveyou somethingbeforeyou go."
"Yes dear.Thirtv ouid."
'
"Not negotiablei"
"Sorry."

$2.8mto $9.9m- a furthersubstantial
increaseis expected
in the current year. In addition to consumerelecironics
goods,mainlyTV setsand VCRs, Rent-A-Centrehandles
somefurnitureproducts.
For further informationand commenton thesemoves
seepage741.

DBS LATEST

British SatelliteBroadcasting(BSB), which has the UK
DBS franchise,hasbeenholdingtalkswith semiconductor
manufacturerswith the aim of ensuringthat chips to
decode the MAC signalswill be availablefor incorporationin receiversby the time the servicestartsin late
1989.BSB has gone as far as offering to help fund the
developmentof chip sets.One problemthat seemsto be
holdingthe semiconductor
manufacturers
back is the fact
The Thorn 9il)0
that the transmission
standardhasnot beendecided:while
I limped back to the shop and found a Thorn 9000on
BSB and the UK governmentfavour the D-MAC stanthe bench.Now I'm not keenon thesesetsasthey tend to
dard it's likely that the French and W. German DBS
play tricks on me. This one had had a new tripier fitted
serviceswill useD2-MAC. The Norwegiansemiconductor
recently.I disconnected
design firm Nordic claims to have developeda dualthis, thoughI didn't suspectit.
Switchingon rewarded me with iullen silence.ihoueh
$lndard chip set capableof handlingboth D-MAC and
there was h.t. on the syclopswall. I turned it over aid
D2-MAC. A consortiumrhat calls itielf Euro-MAC and
checkedthe usualplaces.As all seemedto be in order I
includesPhilipsand Thomsonis urgingthe adoptionof a
disconnected
one end of R709,the 47Aresistorconnected commonstandardfor EuropeanDBS transmissions.
betweenthe baseand emitter of the syclopstransistor.lt
PlesseySemiconductors
has announceda down-conread somethinglike l0O. I pushedthe free end through, verterchip, type SP5062,for usein satelliteTV head-end
out of harm's way. and fitted a new 47A resistoron lhe
units. The circuitry makesuse of plessey'ss.h.f. bipolar
underside(lazy me . . .). The thing then startedup, leav- technology.
lng me Justto reconnectthe tripler. This resistorseemsto
Meanwhiletwo consultancyorganisationshave issued
be really playingup nowadays,but it makesa nice,easv reportsthat castdoubt on the prospectsfor BSB,sDBS
repair.What we needis nice easyrepairs.Wheredid they
Service.,at. any rate in the early years. Logica
go?
Consultancy's
report suggeststhat only aiound 600{n0
UK homeswill be ableto receivethe serviceafter the first
five years.CIT Research's
reportsuggests
that BSB would
have 150,000subscribersafter five yearsand 5ff).000after
ten years.BSB'sbusiness
plan assumes
the installation
of
some350,000receiversat the start of the serviceand five
million receiversin use after five years.CIT's managing
director Patrick Whitten points out that if caUte.I-V ii
ALL CHANGE
taken as a guide only ten per cent of consumersare
Following last month's announcementof the sale of
Thorn-EMI's consumerelectronicsproductsmanufactur- preparedto pay extra for a premium service.At the
ing subsidiaryFergusonto the Fiench firm Thomson momentof courseall this is pure guesswork.
Grand Public,this month bringsnewsthat Thomsonhas
establisheda major presencein the US consumerelec- SUBSCRIPTION
TV BECOMMENDED
tronics goods market by taking over General Electric's The report by CSP International,briefly mentionedlast
interestsin this field. General Electric's share of the
month, advocatesthe start of a subscripiionTV channel
market increasedconsiderably
when it took over RCA in
for UK viewers,usingconventionalteriestrialbroadcast- the two brandsbE and RCA tosetherform
early 19t16
ing. This reportsuggests
that thirty per centof households
the market leaderin the USA, with some23-percent of
would be preparedto pay f10 a month for an additional,
TV sales.
scrambled,premiumchannel.It saysthat plenty of specThorn-EMI has announcedcompletionof the sale of
trum spaceis availablefor such a service.If allocatins
Fergusonto Thomson,the consideration.
which includes furtherspaceto TV or findingwaysof makinggreaterus6
repaymentof loan accounts,beine f90m. In addition of the spacealreadyavailableprovesto be unacceptable
Tho-msonwill bc acquiring,in sepirate deals,Ferguson the reportsuggests
curtailingthe currentservicesto ilot in
(lreland)Ltd. and Thorn-EMI'sone third interestin the
scrambledprogramming,or alternativelyusing periods
joint VCR manufacturing
ventureJ2T. In the yearto end- when transmittersare at present off-air to download
March.1987 Fergusonmade a loss of f12m, including programmes.
Suchideasare expectedto be welcomedby
rationalisationcostsof f8m. Its net assetsare valuedai
thosemembersof the governmentwho favour a move to
f8lm.
viewerpaymentfor servicesprovided.
As we go to pressThorn-EMI has announceda maior
acquisitionin the USA. It is takingover the US Rent-ACINZEN'SPOCKETCOLOURTV
Centre group for f371m in a bid ihat has the backingof
Citizen is shortly to launch in the UK a colour pocket
the Rent-A-Centreboard. Rent-A-Centreis one of the
portable TV set using an LCt display.The set, Model
three-leading consumerelectronicsrental companiesin
TC53,is expectedto be the only pAL-I standardLCD set
the USA with an estimatednine per cent of the market. availablein the UK beforeChristmas.The NTSC
version
In the last five yearsthe firm's net profitshaverisenfrom
hasbeenon salein Japanand the USA for somc time.
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Keith and Alex
Les Lawry-Johns
Keith and Alex have been up again from Pompey to
straighten me out. They keep having to do it. If you
rccall, on thc last occasionthey were in the shop I'd sold a
chap a triplcr and told him to join the diode and earth
lcads togcther, whereupon Keith had commented "it
won't last long like that". I wondered about this as I've
always joined them for use in the ITT CVC32 chassis.
Apparently the receiver had been a CVC5, not a CVC32
- the evidencebeing the triplcr he'd had in his hand. Now
I honestly didn't sec a tripler of any type and understood
that he wanted one for a CYC32. Hence the confusion.
The chap never came back, so I assumethat he must have
read the leaflet and connected it correctly. My apologies
all round.

The Philips Gl1
While Keith and Alex were paying their latest visit I
told them about the Philips Glt that had me going for
some timc. In a nutshell,it blew the BU208A line output
transistorevcry four days, despitefitting a nice new 470p"F
h.t. rcservoir capacitor - on the first day. Three times it
came back, and each timc I went over the joints,
resoldcring evcry suspect and non-suspect.I could have
fitted a new line scan panel but wasn't happy with this
approach to the problcm. When I'd litted the last
BU208A I kcpt thc set on test for several days.
One morning I switched it on and it refused the start.
The h.t. fuse was intact - it had always blown when the
BU208A had gonc short-circuit. The set started when the
top plug supplying the BU208A was touched. My troubles
were over when I connected an extra lead from the
socket's base connector to the base of the transistor. The
set's been going all day every day since but the owner
hasn't been back to collect it. I suppose he was a bit fed
up with it and with me.
The ioke was when a gentleman came in to buy a blackand-whitc receivcr sincc he's colour blind. Said he'd been
everywhere (l doubt that) but hadn't been able to purchaseone. He looked at the Gl 1's picture - a black-andwhite film happened to be on.
"l likc that" he saidI told him that one wasn't for sale, so he bought a 20in.
Thorn 15fi] which had had a new tube fitted. He told me
that he could identify thc balls on a snooker table without
seeingthe colours. Well I never .

The Bush T20
Shortly after this a Bush T20 came in and a quick test
proved that the BU20I3A was short-circuit. I fitted another
one and resoldered all suspectjoints. After switching on
there was a lovely picture - for three minutes. Bonk. The
BU208A had bit the dust. I did everything I could think
of. including the addition of an earth lead from the
timebase panel to thc line scan panel, rencwed the
BU208A and thc driver transistor and tried again. Two
and a half mirrutes later the BU208A died. I put the set to
one side and got on with some more rcwarding jobs - not
that there are many about nowadays.
I eventually tackled the T20 again. After fitting yet
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on the joints that looked
anotherBU208A I concentrated
good and resolderedall that playeda part in driving the
line output stage.When I removedthe solderfrom the
legs of the line driver transformerI noticed that they
weren'tclean. I scrapedthem until they were shiny and
resolderedthem. This time the BU208A survivedand so
did I. Fooledby an old one like that!

Dr Dicey's Dynatron
When Dr. Dicey phoned I knew I couldn't ask him to
bring his sct in - it's a great big 26in. Dynatron. So I
would have to go to see him, and I didn't have a car. Mine
had brclken down on the way to Heathrow a few days
earlier and as the cylinder head was now warped I would
bc without it for some time. I remembered my friend Les
whose Dynatron I'd fixed a couple of days previously.
He'd said he would like a new set but would like to have it
fitted into the existing cabinet. I'd declined to do this on
the grounds that it would be difficult to get one to fit. As
Les is retired I got on the phone to him to see whether he
would run me up to Dr. Dicey. He said it would be no
trouble at all and he'd like to see Dr. Dicey again - he'd
not secn him for some years.
"But hc wils a woman's doctor, one of those
gynaecologistfellows" I said.
"Yes of course. I knew him outside his practice."
By now we were almost there and soon came to a halt
in his drive. I went in and examincd thc patient, which
had severe damage to the power supply and remote
control receiver boards. The chassisis similar to that uscd
in the Pye 731 series.
The doctor commented that had it been a woman he'd
have sorted out its inside. but a TV set was anothcr mattcr
and he didn't feel inclined to have it repaired. He wanted
to retain the cabinet and fit a new set insidc it. I kncw that
this would mean two transplants, one for the doctor and
one for Les. Oh well.
I carefully measuredthe inside of thc cabinct and jotted
down my findings. We returned to the shop to pick up a
Gll in good working ordcr to servc as a loan sct whilc I
ordered a new one. This kept him happy for a fcw days,
and in the meantime I picked out the Pye 59KE2703 as
the most suitable candidatefor the operation. This arrived
a few days later. It had a dark sabinct (anthracitc)and a
remote control handset. I quickly unpacked it and lined
up the programmes.
The 24in. FST screen ktoked lovely and flat and I t'clt it
would fit nicely into the doctor'scabinet,bcing 27in. widc
and just over l8in. high. I contacted Les who was only too
pleased to assistwith the fitting. knowing that if all wcnt
well there'd be a repeat performance with his own sct.
Up we steamed and I ripped out the pancls and
removed the tube. Then camc the job of renroving all thc
bits and pieces that would have impcded thc entry of thc
new set. Thc Dynatron's nice looking front pancl had to
be removed, but shortly afterwards the new Pye looked
out over the doctor's lounge and produced a goocl picturc.
All that was now neccssarywas to line up a programmc
for the doctor's video, which was quickly done.
I piled all the panelsinto a bin liner and struggledour
with the tube, the G11, etc. whilc the doctor wrote out his
chcque. On the way back Les said he wanted a sct just
like that and a video to go with it. When I ordered thcsc
the chap at the other end was intercstcd to hcar about our
successin fitting the 24in. Pye into the Dynatron cabinct.
Apparently hc has onc of them himsclf and wanted just
thisinformation...
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CaughtAgain
LesLawry-lohns
Firstof all I'd like to thankJohnWakelyof ColliersWood
for his kind letter. It's niceto know that someonehaslong
memoriesof the yearsgone by and has benefitedfrom
time to time from my jottings. I'm sorry if I'm not as
bright as I used to be, but it's over thirty yearssinceI
startedto write on TV servicing.I wasin my thirtiesthen,
so we haven't done too badly - with a bit of luck and
somehelp from the little angelwho sitson my shoulder.

The ITT CVC30Series
Now a word of warning that concernsthe ITT CVC32
chassisand its relatives.They keep coming in with the
8U208 line output transistorshort-circuit.You fit another
one and everythingis lovely - for a day or perhapsa
week. then the nice new BU208 bites the dust for
apparentlyno reason.When this first happenedto me I
went to bed and dreamed of a Bush T20. The next
morning it dawnedon me. If you havethis sort of thing
with a T20 you don't hesitateto look at the scan coil
connectionplug, and you are not surprisedto find the end
pin burnt. You wire the lead with solderand the battleis
over. With the CVC32 etc. the orangelead, secondfrom
the bottom, requiresthe same treatment.Cut it at the
plug and solderit to the panel.The rule is to look at this
plug to see if any of the pins show signsof scorchmarks
and checkthe panelabovethe scancoilsfor dry-joints.I
know that the ITT expertswill be laughingat this "old
one". But we can't all be ITT experts,and we can all be
caughtat sometime or another.

/Voteson GECSets
If we gct an old GEC C2110 seriesreceiver- this
incfudes the later C2219H etc. - that mucks about
heightwise,varyingwith heat etc., we tend to chargethe
ficld drivcr transistorTR453 with being heat sensitive.
This may well be so, but often the 47p.F field charging
capacitorC4-57connectedto its baseis leaky, upsetting
the ACl28. BDl50 or whateveris fitted in the TR453
position.
Now to somethingmore up to date, the C1403Hetc.
These little setsare fitted with the ITT CVC1I00 series
chassisand we get a number in with the 1A chopper
power supplyfuse Si65l blown. The causeis usuallythe
l20V over-voltageprotection zener diode D658 (type
ZPY120) going short-circuit.Theselittle diodesseemto
havea short lifc expectancy.
Order somenow.
Driven to Drink
A Philips monochromeportable (TX chassis)nearly
dnrvc me barmy the other day. It had a very grainy
picturethat wouldn't rcspondto anythingI did. I looked
at it and it sneered.
"\'ou think I don't know you needa new tuner,don't
you?"
It didn't answerso I suckedoff all the solderfrom the
tuncr's legs and selecteda new U32l off the shelf. I
lookcd at its lcrgs(l alwayslook at legs)to ensurethat it
hadn'tscenservicepreviously.They werebrightand clean
and had not scen solder.So I fitted it and switchedon.
46

expecting to see a nice, clear picture. It was the samc as
before.
I checked the first i.f. stage and the a.g.c. circuit
carefully. The latter wasn't working properly. It took me
quite a long time before I found a leaky diode. This was
replaced and I switched on again. Exactly the same
results.
I put the portable to one side and got on with more
fruitful activities, to wit a Philips K30 that arced viciously
all over the tube base after switching on. I stared at it and
then listened carefully. A spitting noisc was coming from
the line output transformer. Ah, ha! I just happened to
have a spare transformer which was litted in a trice. The
spitting stopped and no damage had been done to anything else. At last a success.Now back to thc portarble.
I checked here, there and everywhere and got nowhere.
At last I gave up, removcd the new tuner and rcfittcd the
old one. Just for fun I gave it one last try. Perfect! The
new tuner was faulty, the old one was o.k. and the set's
trouble was the a.g.c. fault. What kind of fool am I?
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The FergusonTXg
The next set in was a Ferguson Moviestar l4in. colour
portable (TX9 chassis).It was brought along on a trolley
to which the set was securely strapped. We unstrapped it
and put it on the bench. "l dropped it" its owner - a lady
we know well - said, "and when I put it on it went pop."
I took the chassisout and examined it. There were
cracks in a dozen places but the tube was all right. Its
owner keeps half a dozen dogs at any onc time, so I
thought I'd do my best for her. I asked her to call back in
a couple of days' time.
It took me a fair amount of time to join up the tracks. I
then closely examined the rest of the panel and checked
for shorts- there weren't any. With thc set still on its side
I fitted a new 1.64. mains fuse and switchcd on. Thc set
started up all right. The tube's heaters glowcd and e.h.t.
was present. I wrongly thought that the sound was muted
because no aerial was connected, but at the time I was
more interested in whether thc fuse would hold. It did.
I put the set upright and the fuse immcdiately blew. I
turned the chassis up and checked vcry carcfully. No
shorts. I put the sct upright and checked thc h.t. line etc.
Many fuses and a mains filter capacitor later I found that
with the chassison its side a track became open-circuit.
removing the 24Y line output transformer derivsd supply
to the TDA11705 field timcbase chip. In short, the
TDAl1705 was short-circuit and thc supply track to it was
cracked. The crack was invisible to thc naked eye (rnine
anyway). A meter check proved the point.
A length of wire was used to bypassthe faulty track and
a new TDAI1705 was fitted. This time thc fuse held and
the screen lit up too brightly, with loud sound. Thc
controls had no effect. This was traccd to an open-circuit.
which couldn't be seen. on the chassissockct.
Everything was fine until the chassiswas put upright.
With the set upright there was no sound and no picture.
Only the tube heaters glowed. This timc an open-circuit
track to the 12V regulator was eventually found. It was
again invisible and made with the chassison its side. Afier
this had been attended to cverything in the gardcn was
rosy and I regained a trace of my always shaky sclfconfidence.
When its owner came back with hcr trolley I was
worried in case the set would get shakcn up. probably
opening more cracks. I asked whether I could run hcr
home in the car, but she declined on the grounds that she
1987
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had only a few yards to go up the road. So I laid the set on
the trolley carefully, resting it on a thick pad. She had a
dozen straps with clips at either end and placed these
carefully round the set - without attaching any of them to
the trolley! I just had to speak when she came to the last
two.
"Uh, the set's completely covered with straps, none of
which is attached to the trolley. What's to stop it falling
off?"
"Oh. I'll hold it on."
"What are the straps for then - to keep the set
together?"
"You put the last two on then."
So the set was secured to the trolley and its owner
departed, bumping the trolley off the path into the road.
Ohwell...

The Grundig
A Grundig2210withthetwo-thyristor
lineoutputstage
was given to us by its owner. He didn't say why he was
parting with it. On examination the only fault seemed to
be an open-circuit surge limiter resistor (12O, 17W).
There are two of these in series with the mains bridee

rectifier. We replaced the resistor, checked everything
else and switched on. The tube had a lazy green gun but
the picture was fair. I left the set on test.
The next day, a few minutes after switching on, it went
bonk. This time the other surge limiter had failed. After
replacing it I studied the circuit. There's no fuse in the
supply to the line output stage. I looked at the scan coil
plug and decided to clip the h.t. loop and fit a 1A
fuseholder. At least this would narrow down the fault
possibilities.An hour later the fuse failed.
I changed both thyristors and their mica washers,fitted
a new fuse and tried again. The set continued to work all
day. Next day the fuse failed. This time I found a leaky
diode in the beam limiter circuit, on the earthy side of the
e.h.t. supply. I replaced it without much confidence.
About an hour later the fuse again failed. By now I was
getting fed up. I went over all the soldered joints,
particularly those in the line output stage and the connections to the scan coils - remembering the ITT sets etc. All
the contacts were found to be good. The set now rests,
showing its magenta picture, and I'm expectingthe fuse tcl
fail at any moment. Why? Perhaps I'll be able to tell you
next month. Then again, perhaps I won't.

A VersatileBenchTransformer
Albert L. Hitchings
Often a particular transformer voltage is required and
although you search through your Aladdin's Cave of
electricalgoodies Murphy's Law says'you won't find one'.
You need worry no more. All you need is an old
transformer with a sound mains primary winding, or you
can purchase a kit. RS Components sell suitable kits, cost
depending on VA rating of course. They consist of a
transformer with a primary already wound. You merely
have to put on your own secondary and assemble the
laminations etc. Instructions and technical information are
suppliedwith the kit.
Let's assume that you are going to use an old transformer however. First decide whether it will supply your
power demands - it's always a good idea to make one a
little larger than your expected uses require. Check the
transformer and measure some of the secondaryvoltages.
Make a note of these, as you will be using this information
to work out how many turns-per-volt will be required on
the secondary you are going to wind. I suggestrewinding
the secondary to provide a 40V output, obtained by
connecting four separate windings in additive sequence.
Make these secondary windings for lV, 3V, 9V and 27Y.
This gives four windings, each one of which is three times
the value of the previous one. As a result you can have
any voltage you want between 1V and 40V in 1V steps.
Terminal board liiied

to top brackels

Mains neon
indi c ator

Note that you should always check the transformer's
output voltagebefore you connectit to your circuit.
Fig. 1 shows at (a) a simple way of terminating the
transformer to provide for the addition of a switch, a neon
indicator light and a fuse - always a good featurc in any
electrical arrangement - and at (b) a suitable layout for
the termination board. Fig. 2 shows at (a) the connections
for two voltages available, 4V and 18V - the actual links
are shown in (b). It may be thought strangeto put positive
and negative markings on an a.c. supply, but I find that
this is a help in adding up or subtractingvoltages.
Here are some more examples. lV added to 9V gives
10V of course. 3V connected in opposition to 27V gives
24V. Should you require higher voltages, add a 3 x 27Y
winding, i.e. an 81V winding. You will now have available
any voltage up to 121V in lV steps.
Don't forget to check voltages before making an external connection, and to earth the transformer, i.e. make
sure that the iron laminations and frame are effet'tively
earthed.

Secoodary
terminais

alvo
Primary
conneclions
block

a3va
a9Va
a z'lv a

toggle switch

(b)

lDtBl

Fig. 1: Suitable transformer termination (a) and terminal/
component layout (b).
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tb)

tD755l

Fig. 2: Transformer windings, showing how to obtain 4V
and 18V outputs (a). Links for 4V and 18V (b).
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Despite this digressionwe must stressthat a computer
can be used and programmed by someone with no
knowledgeeither of its workings or of binary arithmetic.
All the data that comprisesa program is stored some-

where in the computer'smemory, and must be put there
to start with. Somehowthe microprocessormust be told
whereit is and how to startfetchinginstructions.For this
and other exiting revelations,stay tuned!

Fingsaint what they usedto be
LesLawry-lohns
I kid you not. Things are getting awkward. Some of the
setsthat come in now just don't want to be done and were
apparently put together with this in mind. "Don't try to
mend me" they seemto say,"buy anotherone". Even old
favouritesare gettingstubborn.Or is it just me? (Chorus:
"courseit's you".)

Saturday,all to no usefulend. I'll let you know what it
turns out to be - the bloody transformerno doubt. No not
the line output transformer. I've got plenty of those in
stockand I'd openedthe h.t. feedto the line output stage
and still got no output from the chopper circuit. I mean
the choppertransformer.I don't keep thosein stock.

Susanb Fideli$ CTVlttS
Take for exampleSusan'sFidelityCTVl4S - the Mk. II
that is, with the ZX3UD chassis.
"It keeps changingchannelson its own and will often
switch itself off, though the handsetis in the other room."
So I ruled out the handsetand its battery. I checked
here and there on the control panel, changedchips,but
still the set would do it. EventuallyI phoned Fidelity.
"The amplifier chip ICl in the screenedremote control
receiver section could be producing spuriouspulses.To
check this, cut the track going to pin 2 of the ML923
decoderchip IC2 and wire a 10kOresistorfrom this pin to
chassis.If the set no longerchangeschannels,changethe
chip in the receiverunit, then restorethe link to IC2 and
remove the 10kO resistor."
So I did the first bit and the set worked fine all day. I
phoned Susanand her mother answered."Is Susankeen
on having the remote control handset?"I asked.
"Of courseshe is" replied her mother.
So I stripped down the receiverunit and replacedthe
chip, then restored the link between ICl and IC2 and
removed the 10kO resistor.The set continuedto change
channelsand switch off without being told to.
Susancamein to find out about her set.
"It's fine without the remotecontrolfacility" I told her.
"I never use it anyway" said Susan.
In a flashthe track was open-circuitagainand the 10kO
resistor was fitted. She carried the set off and later
reported that the picture had never been so good. This
made me scratchmy head a bit. What had the handsetto
do with the picture?Never mind.

A Thorn 9000 Chassis

Another One
Another of these sets has been causing me a real
headacheof late. It just won't start. When it was brought
in the BU426A chopper transistorhad gone short-circuit,
the 2-2o.surgelimiter resistorR80 had burnt out and the
d.c. fuse F2 had gone open-circuit.I fitted a BU508A in
place of the BU426A and replacedthe other items.
When I switchedon all I got was a high d.c. voltage
reading at the collectorof the choppertransistorand at a
couple of other points, but no controlledoutput from the
chopper circuit. So I checked everything in sight and
changedthe TDA4600 choppercontrol chip. Still no joy. I
now found that there was no start-up voltage at pin 9 of
the chip due to an internal short. So I fitted anotherone.
This gaveme the start up voltagebut nothingmuch else.
I've tried a dozen times and Phil had a go all day on
96

Now everyonecan repair a set fitted with the Thorn
9000chassis,can't they? One came in the other day with
the report that it failed after a couple of hours. I was a bit
busyat the time and jumped at the thick-film over-voltage
unit. A new one was fitted in no time. The set then sat
there working for four hours. The owner came and
collectedit. Next day he brought it back again and told
H.B. that it had failedafter a coupleof hours,addingthat
it cameback on immediately.
Now he hadn'ttold us this the first time, i.e. that the set
tripped at erratic intervals. I kept it on with the sound
tumed up slightlyso that I could hear when it tripped.
This it duly did. The sound went off and the picture
collapsed to the centre for a brief moment before
recoveringand looking as good as it had done. This time I
disconnectedthe tripler, and when this had been done the
sound never faltered. A new tripler was fitted and the set
gaveno more trouble. Silly me!

A Word of Warning
A couple of months ago I told you about us fitting a
new 24in. Pye set in Dr. Dicey's Dynatron cabinet. I
mentionedthat it fitted well and looked out over his
lounge.When I say"us", I meanme and Les who ran me
up there.I alsosaidthat lrs wanteda similarjob doneon
his Dynatron.
So I ordered the same Pye model for Les. Unfortunately his cabinet housed a Pye hybrid colour chassis
whereasthe good Doctor's had housed a Pye 731 solidstatechassis.
The upshotis that Les now keepsthe cabinet
in anotherpart of the room (to househis booze,I think)
while the Pye standson its standas it's supposedto do.

Transport
I alsomentionedthat I waswaitingto get my car back.
I never did. I had to get another one. It's a gold (the
colour!)Renault 18. Honey Bunch lovesdriving about in
it and I supposeI'll get usedto it in time. It's just that I
don't find it easynowadaysto take to anythingnew or
different. Which is why I find it difficult tackling these
modern sets and trying to make sense of the circuit
diagrams.I thought it was me but apparentlythere are a
lot of others who find it hard to adapt to these new
conditions,especiallywhen they have a cat and two dogs
to help them. Oh well, never mind, we've copedso far
and I dare saywe'll continueto do so.
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switched off. The basic ROM, which retains its data,
contains the operating system, BASIC interpreter and
little else. The microprocessordistinguishesbetween the
two by meansof the addressesor an electronicswitching
arrangement- how it doesthis is irrelevanthere.

Tapesand Disks
Clearly if we needto keep any data other than that held
in ROM we must keep it on tape or disc. For serioususea
tape deck is inconvenientlyslow and prone to trouble.
Files are stored on tape by modulatinga signalwith two
frequenciesused to denote one and zero respectively.
Some business applications require multiple files: it's
difficult to swaptapesto get at the files and to find where
a required file is on a tape.

Disk Drive
The answer to this is a disk drive. There are at least
four disk standardsin common use, and variousoperating
systemsfor use with them. For smallerbusinessmachines
the most common type of disk is the 57+in.one, with an
operatingsystemknown as DOS producedby Microsoft.
This is designedto work with an 8088 or similar microprocessor.With home computers the situation is rather
different. Many of these have no in-built disk drive, so
this item must be purchasedseparatelyand may come
with its own operatingsystem.An exceptionto this is the
Amstrad range that uses 3in. disks and an operating
systemknown as CP/M - DOS was evolvedfrom this and
the two are similar in many respects.
With a disk-basedmachinethe operatingsystemlooks
after running the programs, the disk and other
peripherals.The languagesusedare not usuallycontained
in ROM but must be loadedfrom the disk, as indeedmust
the operating systemitself. But hold it - how can we do
this sincewe need an operatingsystemto load a file from
the disk?!
The answer is in ROM and is called a bootstrap
program- the term "booting up" is derivedfrom this. The
bootstrapprogramstartsa processwhich loadsthe operating systemand preparesit to acceptkeyboardcommands.
How this works in detail will be explained after we've
coveredthe way in which files are stored on disk.

"clusters". Two sectors per cluster is typical. DOS
recognisesa cluster by a unique number, and a cluster is
the smallestunit that can be allocatedto a singlefile. The
directory entry is actually the starting cluster number
rather than a track and sector number. The FAT is
divided into "cells", each entry correspondingto one
cluster on the disk in a fixed order. There are three
possibilitiesfor an entry: (1) The number of the next
cluster in the file. (2) A unique code that means the
cluster is unusable.(3) A unique code that meansit's the
last cluster of a file. Thus the DOS can pick up the first
cluster number from the directory and use the FAT to
tracethe rest of the file. So unlike a tape any file on a disk
can be reachedwithout having to read other files first.
And of coursea disk systemis much faster - after all it
was designedfor the job, not for reproducingaudio!
Incidentally, when a file is erasednothing of the sort
actuallyhappens.What does happenis that the directory
entry is changedso that the file name doesn'tappear,and
the FAT clusters are put on an "unused" list. This
explains the apparent magic of programs which can
recoveran "erased" file - as long as the spacehasn'tbeen
reused.
Next month a closer look at computer languagesand
reasonsfor choice.

Still Hazy

Yes, I have to admit that I'm still hazy and finding it very
difficult to type this note. There are one or two things I
must say however.
First, my thanksto [,es Austin (seelrtters page)for his
help with the Grundig set that gave me so much trouble.
You rememberthe 2210that blows the 1A fuse I fitted in
serieswith the supplyto the line output stage?No, L.es,it
doesn't make any popping noisesbefore it goes. It just
goes.You did saythat a lot of peoplecrossover the e.h.t.
tripler's diode and earth leads.This had happenedto the
set and on wiring it correctly I found out why. When
wired correctly there was no luminance, only chroma.
This was due to the 680O resistor R528 in the e.h.t.
current sensingcircuit having gone almost open-circuit,
producing permanentbeam limiting. Having put all this
right the set is now working and I'm waiting to see
whether the fuse still fails. Thanks for putting me on the
Storing Data on Disks
right track.
Thanks also to the other kind chap who calledin at the
Unlike a tape, which is a serialdevice,a disk is divided
into concentricareascalled"tracks". Each track is divided shop to give me a replacementfor the small choke (L508)
into "sectors", and each sectorcan be found by its sector which is wired in serieswith the line scanthyristor'sgate.
and track number. It must be stressedthat the pattern is
He told me that when faulty it causestrouble due to the
purely a magneticone: it's laid down when a new disk is
thyristor firing early. I fitted the choke but the fuse still
"formatted", which must be done before it can be used. blew. Thanks anyway.
This is carried out by one of the operating system
Whoops- the fuse has gone again. Sorry Les: one day
commands.
I'll find out what's doing it. Fancy the tripler being
From here on for clarity we'll use DOS as the assumed incorrectlyconnectedand making so little difference.
operating system. The formatting processalso reserves
Now what's all this about and why am I so hazy?Well,
severalsectorsas a "directory" and some more as a "file
you see, at present the heart hasn't the heart to pump
allocation table" (FAT). The files on the disk have a
sufficient blood to my brain while I'm standing up or
directory entry which gives the file name, length and sitting down, only when I'm lying down, and I can't do
starting track/sector.The operating systemputs the files that all day, can I? So I have to take some tablets, but
on the disk contiguously.If a file increasesor decreases
in
only two per day as they are rather powerful. They work
size,or is deletedaltogether,DOS reallocatesthe spaceas for about an hour, then I sink back into partial oblivion necessary.
still able to repair sets, but unable to remember much
So how do we keep track of a file that may be spreadall
about them. So, as you can imagine, I'm getting myself
over the disk? The answerto this lies in the FAT. For
into somefine old scraps'
convenience, the sectors are grouped in units called
r,esLawry-Johns.
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ment used in the 34. chassis.It's effect is not to everyone's
liking however - it's probably unnecessarywith system I
signals - and if it's used with a VCR that has full HQ
circuitry you get a double dose of overshoot. So it's a
handset option.

The on-screendisplay is stable in the absenceof an offair signal, unlike the usual ragged lettering when the
background consistsof snow. This is due to sync pulses
being provided by the teletext sync generator when there's
no signal input.

T1

Back in the Groove
Yes, we're back in action. Well, ncarly. At any rate it's
better than living in a cloud all the time.

The Fidelity 2X3000
Now what was it I promised to tell you in the December
issue?Oh yes, it was about the Fidelity portable (ZX3ffiO
chassis)that wouldn't start up. It was daft really, and quite
simple. I'd been checking the tracks in the chopper circuit
from below and had found them to be in order. After
several days I checked again, this time from above, i.e.
the component side. Two tracks were found to be opencircuit. Stupid, isn't it? And all that time wasted.

Tripler Trouble
A Decca set fitted with the 80 series chassisled me a
real dance. I wasn't thinking properly, but managed to
discover that the tripler was faulty. Now I could see that it
was a single-endedone, and instead of using a universal
tripler and reading the instructions I thought I'd save time
and {it a Philips G8 tripler. So I clipped off the leads and
fitted it quite neatly into the space provided, noting that
the e.h.t. lead wasn't quite long enough to reach when the
chassiswas lowered.
The result was a dark picture, and I found that there
was little voltage at the tube's first anodes. A check
around the first anode supply network revealed an opencircuit resistor. Time to look at the circuit diagram. It was
one of the two resistorsconnected in seriesacrossthe first
anode potentiometer network. So they shouldn't have
prevented the first anodes being supplied if they were
faulty. ln fact they were both faulty, so I disconnected
them and tried again.
This time there was no picture at all. I called the set
some nasty names and checked the voltages at the first
anodes again. Now the readings were negative. So I
hunted around for the first anode supply rectifier diode.
There wasn't one, and it began to dawn on me that the
new tripler wasn't the right one. This showed me what I
didn't know about triplers. I thought that if they didn't
have a negative diode lead they were all the same. The
Philips tripler was removed, and I then selecteda universal type and read the leaflet. Join the diode and earth
leads together it said (as for the CVC32). With this fitted I
had a nice clear picture and plenty of first anode voltage. I
kickcd myself for trying to be economic- and more than a
little woozy.

Gll on a Hazy Day
Yesterday afternoon I was getting really hazy. lt was
approaching closing time, so I didn't take another tablet
(those tablets to strengthenthe heart action and get blood
up to the brain - cries of "why doesn't he stand on his
head?"). A couple of chaps arrived with this enormous
286
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LesLawry-Johns
PhilipsG1l, stillon its legs.They put it on the bench and
I asked what I was supposedto do with it.
"There's no picture and no sound."
I thought I had an h.t. problem, but on switching the
set on the tube's heaters lit up and the e.h.t. started
hissing away like mad. Having cleared up the hissing I
checked the loudspeaker and got a dead short reading,
but on checking the audio output transistorsI could hear
the speaker responding. I checked the RGB output
transistors and found that the base and emitter voltages
were very low, with the collector voltages rather high.
This explained the no picture condition. Why the loss of
sound as well?
I made voltage checks and found lots of places where
they were very low. I checked the line output panel but
the voltages here were correct. By now my mind was
completely bunged up. I had to express my regrets and
wrap it up. The set was then carted off. After they'd gone
I realised that the set was a remote control model, and
that the fault must have been in the separate power unit
which I hadn't checked. Silly me, but what do you do if
you can't think?
The next day I found that the meter had a burnt out
resistorin it. This explained the short-circuit reading I got
when I checked the loudspeaker. With a new resistor
fitted the meter read low-value resistancesperfectly. If the
owner of the set is reading this, as I suspecthe might be, I
do apologise. Just check that remote control power supply, will you? The one under thc tubc. left of centre.

A Glance from Tessa
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It was late in the evening. We decided to havc a drink
before retiring. I looked at the sherry bottle. It containcd
about three measures,so we dediced to kill it off. After
pouring one for myself and one for Honey Bunch I
noticed Tess, who was sitting nearby, and was shocked by
her appearance.She stared at me in a manner I'd not scen
before. Not once did she blink or look away. She just
stared. I knew what this meant. I'd to do something she
wanted me to do. I drew H.B.'s attention to her.
"Oh. she wants your sherry."
"The drunken bitch."
"No she'snot."
So I poured my sherry into a saucer for her. She
immediately stopped staring and lapped it up - before I'd
a chance to finish pouring out the remainder for myself.
More staring. Why didn't she stare at H.B.? I knew I
wasn't going to have that sherry and it's funny, when you
know you're not going to have something, how you want
it far more. I've never been particularly fond of sherry,
but at that moment I really wanted that last drop.
I poured most of it into Tessa's saucer, then quickly
knocked back the remainder. No more staring - but she
did give a few hiccups before going to bed. She snored all
night, leaving the guard duty to Zeb. Typical woman . . .
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CASEStructure
Thesecontrol structuresare mandatoryfor any compuThere'sanotherveryusefulone that'smissing
ter language.
in BASIC. This is the CASE structure.Considera program
with a menuof choicesfrom whichthe userhasto chosea
numberor letter. With BASIC we would probablycaruy
out an IF test on all the possiblechoices,or adopt some
equallycomplicatedmethod.The CASE structureeliminates this problem. Here's an example,in languageC:
switch (choice)
case 1: command;break;
{
case2: another command;break
case3: yet another:break
,
i

Much neater, isn't it? 1-hisparticular sectionof code carries
out different commands on the value of a variable

More Troubles
LesLawry-Johns
Well here we are again, tapping all the wrong keys and
makinga messof everything.How the editorputsup with
it I just don't know. Poor old Stanfrom SEME is alsoon
the rocks. He can't do much driving, so we haveto phone
our ordersin and makesurehe getsthe credit.One way or
anotherwe all seemto be up againstit. Perhapswe'rebeing
tested.Like I waswhen this chapbroughtin a fairly new
14in. Fidelity portable,a CTV14OI think.
The Fidelity Portable
It didn't want to work at all, and I didn't suspectthe line
output transformeras I would havedone with the earlier
ZX2W) chassis.When I had switchedit off however I
checkedbetween the line output stagefeed resistor and
chassis. The reading was 20,0. Probably the 8Y727
efficiencydiode in parallelwith the line output transistor
(BU508A). I peeredinsideand failed to seeit. Someone
had taken it out and fitted it underneath,as I discovered
when I withdrewthe panel. On closerinspectionI found
that it wasfitted the wrong way round. So I removedit and
checkedagain.The low readingwas still present.I was
aboutto bawlat the lineoutputtransformerwhenI thought
I'd bettercheckthe transistorfirst. It wasthe BU508Athat
wascausingthe trouble,so I apologised
to the transformer
and fitted a nice new transistorand put the diode in the
right way round.
When I switchedthe seton againI wasrewardedwith a
nice, clearpicture.On fitting the rear coverI sawa label
attached.Rapid Repairs.Oh well, that explainedit all.
TheseRapidRepairspeoplehavebeengoingaroundlately
causinghavoc.Not Rapid Repairs,actually,but you know
who I mean - don't you?

"choice". The word "break" is a part of languageC to
preventexecutionof morethanonecommandat thispoint.
Threaded lnterpretive Languages
Beforeclosingthis time we must mentionanotherclass
of languages
altogether.BASIC, C etc. are all procedural
languages,
i.e. the interpreteror compilerreadsa list of
instructions
sequentially
or in a sequence
determinedby a
control structure.This other classof languagesis called
threaded interpretive - the best known example is
FORTH. With thesethe languageconsistsof a numberof
namedroutinesknown as words.You don't reallywrite a
program,but insteaddefinenew wordsin termsof existing
ones,endingwith a singleword that executesthe program.
An applicationwrittenin FORTH is reallyan extensionof
FORTH ratherthan somethingseparate.We'll havemore
to say about FORTH next month, when we come to
consider the suitability of these various languages for
different applications.

someof my articles,oughtto be published.Articlesother
than the Red Baron one. What was wrong with the Red
Baron?Thanksto E.V. Hurranfor the tip aboutvitaminE.
Must try this. In reply to David Botto of Bournemouth,
thanks,I've stoppedtaking the tablets- they seemedto
makemy headspinroundinsteadof beinghazy.Also John
Wakely of SW19- sorry I took so long to acknowledge
your letter.

Mr. Cole'sITT
Mr. Colecamein moaninshisheadoff abouthisold ITT
CVC5 I'cl repairedbefore*Christmas.
"It's gom again. Now don't get me wrong, I'm not
moaning,but it shouldn't have gone again so quickly,
should it?"
"It dependson what's wrong with it."
"There's no sound. Here's the bill you gave me."
I lookedat the bill. It said"replacethe boostcapacitor,
0.47pF 1kV, and test".
"That's got nothing to do with the sound" I said.
"Course it has. You did the set, didn't you? And it
shouldn'thave gone againso quickly."
So I told him to leave it with me to check over. I
suspectedthe PCL86audiovalvebut it turned out to be the
loudspeaker.
A newoneput everythingright andthe sound
wascrisp and clear.I wrote on the bottom of the previous
bill "fit new loudspeaker,
previousone hasgiven 15years'
service,f5".
When he cameback he had a big smile on his face. I
showedhim his speakerand the bill and his smilefaded.
"l'm not payingyou any more moneyand that'sthat."
"O.k. Leavethe sethereand I'll sellit to get my money
back."
"Not likely" he said as he tried to lift the set up. He
couldn't,sinceI'd broughtit in. "Help me getit to the car"
he panted.
"Not likely" I said. "Pay your fiver or clear off."
So he paid his fiver and I picked up the set and put it in
the car. If I'd known I'd have. made it a tenner.

Before I Forget
Time to thank thoseof you who'vewritten in to wish me
a rapid recovery from the brain shut-down that's been
troubling me of late. I'd like to thank in particularKen
Muir of Maidstone.He suggestedthat a book called
"Servicewith a Smile", illustratedby Gilesand containing
336

Boozy lessa
Tessanow hasthree saucersof sherrya night. Zeb won't
drink but there'sno doubtthat Tessa'sa drunkard.H.B. is
on the wagonandsaysTessatakesafterher dad (you know
who). All I have is a few scotches.onlv a few . . .
MARCH1988
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So, if you object to or cannot afford to pay for a TV
licenceyour optionsare: (a) buy a playbackonly VCR and
hire tapes;(b) live in a housethat'smore than fifty yards

from the road; (c) live in a high-riseblock where almost
everyoneelsehasa licence;(d) constructa t.r.f. receiver(at
u.h.f.!); (e) give up viewing!

A Different Life

timebasechip's supply then fitted a new TDAl170 chip.
The result of this was a constantly revolving picture, so I
looked for the field hold preset.There isn't one. Of course,
it should be a TDAl1705 which works with close-tolerance
components in the field oscillator department. With the
correct chip fitted we were back to a good picture with
slowly rotating horizontal white lines.
I then tumed to the power supply and checked the
electrolyticsin this section of the set. They all proclaimed
their innocence. At this point the test electrolytic came
adrift and shorted to a point lower down. There was a flash
and the 1.64T mains fuse failed. I stuck in another which
blew straight away at switch on. After much testing I found
that the crowbar trip thyristor CSR2 was short-circuit. So I
left this out while I continued to makc tests.
The fuse now held and the picture, with the lines,
returned as before. I found that the only way I could get rid
of the lines was to shunt the power supply efficiency diode
D77 with a MIp.F,250V electrolytic. This left slight dotted
lines that were difficult to see. I was aware that I'd missed
something, but for the life of me I couldn't find the real
cause of the fault.
I titted a new crowbar thyristor and wrapped the job up
with the extra 47OpF electrolytic securely fitted inside the
cabinet. This made me feel guilty, but there haven't been
any complaints.

Les Lawry-Johns
I made this astounding discovery the other night. H.B.
often claims to see things that I don't, and has often said
that an old chap prowls around in the cellar where the
living quarters were years ago. I dismissedthis as imagination until our next door neighbour lrene told me that an old
chap kept coming into their downstairsliving quarters. She
describedhim exactlyas H.B. had done and told me she'd
asked her husband Vic to put up a wooden screento stop
him coming through the wall that separatesour shops. If a
wall won't stop him, why should a fence? . . . H.B. also
says she often sees an old girl in our lounge, constantly
rocking to and fro in a rocking chair. Ilve not seen her
either.
Last Sunday evening we were sitting looking at TV with
the electric fire on. Tessa was sitting in front of it. She
suddenly leapt to her feet and started to bark at the fire.
"She's daft" I said.
"No, she's barking at Trog" said H.B.
You may remember our black female cat Trog who was
run over ten years ago - we now have Spock, who pokes
her nose into everything.
"Trog's been dead frrr ten years" I pointed out.
"Yes but she was sitting by the fire untilTessa frightened
her away."
I must say that I don't get this. Women and female dogs
seethings that we don't. Zeb didn't seeanything either. I'm
not stupid: it's just that females are different I suppose.I
thought maybe it's my empty head, which has been funny
for some time but is now improving thanks to the vitamin E
Mr. Hurran recommended.It takes time though, and I'm
still not working propcrly.

The Philips K35
Take for examplethe 26in. Philips K35 that came in
yesterday.For a while it nearlytumed me barmy- when
you tuned it in it would go slightlyoff tune and spoil the
picture. When you tune it in you have to open the fiont
flap, which disconnects
the a.f.c.,so I discounted
a.f.c.
trouble.I eventuallyfound that the switchwasfaulty and
realignedthe a.f.c. coil cores (U157 and U158). The
picturethen tunedin correctly.Alignmentisn'teasyasthe
tuner is too near the a.f.c. coils.
At last we had all channels right and I was satisfied.
Terry came to collect it and his wife phoned today to say
that although TV reception was o.k. they couldn't get the
set to accept the video channel. Oh dear. what a tangled
web we weave.

A FergusonTXg
I was also driven up the wall by a TX9 - one of the ones
with a thyristor power supply (PC1M0 main panel). It had
a good picture except for two well-spacedhorizontal lines
that revolved slowly. I bridged the electrolyticsin the field
TELEVISION
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Another TX9
I'd just got rid of the TX9 when another one arrived, this
time with a cracked panel that needed many leads fitted to
restore normal working. This was done quite quickly. The
owner collected it and was grateful to see the really good
picture it displayed.It came back in a matter of hours with
a very grainy picture.
"l'm not paying out any more on the thing" grunted the
owner.
So I checked it over and came to the conclusionthat the
tuner was at fault. As the owner didn't want to pay for a
new one I pulled off the side screen and the picture came
up as good as new. It remained like this for some
considerabletime, then the owner came and carted the set
away again.
It's a fact that removal of one side or the other will often
restore normal reception and savereplacementof the tuner
- except in areas of high signal strength of course.
This left me a bit fed up with early TX9s. The TXl0
seemsto be a lot better - except for the focus control of
course. Mind you they can be naughty at times, and I'll
probably be eating these words within a week or two.

TheITT CVC1120
Philtellsme that I mustmentionthe ITT CVCI120that
camein lastSaturday.My memoryof this is very hazyand
in fact I left it to Phil to tackle.The troublewasthat the lA
fusein the powersupplykept blowing.Becausethe owner
wasan attractiveyounglady with large,er . . eyes,Phil
was eagerto pleaseher. To cut a long story short, he
tracedthe troubleto the 10pcF
filter capacitorC701which
was short-circuit.Well done Phil. I won't tell Saraabout
the younglady with the . . . eyes.
That'sall for now. Seeyou next month.
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the guide and introduceas small a mismatchas possiblein
doing so. Fig. 19 showsa commonform of matchedload.
It consistsof a short length of waveguidewith one end
closedoff with an end plate: a wedgeshapedpieceof lossy
material- usuallyresinloadedwith iron dust- is slid into
the guide. The principle is as follows. Microwave energy
enteringthe wedgeproduceseddy currentswithin it, due
to the iron content. These eddy currents dissipatethe
microwaveenergyin the form of heat.The wedgeshapeis
used becausethe material introducesa discontinuityinto
the guide; to minimisereflectionsthe discontinuitymust
be introducedgradually.
The length of the wedge should produce a reduction
factor of 100,i.e. an attenuationof -20dB, as the energy
passesthrough it. After passingthrough the wedge the
attenuatedenergy is reflected by the end plate. It then
passesback into the wedge where it will experiencea
further attenuation of -20dB. Thus the reflectedsignal
(-40dB)
emergingfrom the wedgeshouldbe 1/10,000th
of the originallevel.

delicateinstrumentwhen taking measurementswhere the
transmittedpower is relativelyhigh.
Fig. 20 shows a common form of attenuator. Attenuation is produced by the tapered resistivestrip which is
inserted into the guide parallel with the narrow dimension. Microwave energy sets up currents in the strip
(commonly referred to as a vane), the energy being
dissipatedas heat. The E field, which the vane obstructs,
varies from zero at either sidewall to a maximum at the
centre of the broad dimension. Maximum attenuationis
thus obtainedwith the vane in the centre of the guide.
The attenuationcan be varied by adjustingthe position of
the vane.
The vane is taperedso that the disturbanceit introduces
in the guide is gradual, thereby keeping reflectionsfrom
the vane to a minimum. The micrometerprovidesprecise
adjustmentand enablesthe device to be calibratedin
decibelsaccurately.

Practical Devices

Waveguide Attenuators
Attenuators are used to reduce the power level in a
system.This may for example be necessaryto protect a

Thanksa Million
LesLawry-Johns
What a lovely lot of readerswe do have.There'sno doubt
about it. For example Cliff Mitchell from Bexleyheath
popped in last week and presentedme with a bottle of
Teacher's.A lovely man who rememberedthat H.B.
doesn'tlike this brand in her coffeeso that I'd haveto drink
the whole bottle neat. I toastedCliff severaltimes that
evening.Cheers!
As he departed Keith and Alex from Portsmouth
poppedin. They wereon their way to Sendzat Southendto
pick up severalbits and piecesand presentedme with a
coupleof Thorn triplers. Thanks,lads,they'll comein very
handy:I've had to easeup on my orderingrecentlyso as
not to upsetmy bank manager- sinceI've not beenable to
think too clearlyof late I've not beenable to make much
money. Keith and Alex alsosortedout the batteryboard of
a Philips10CX1120
that had beenpuzzlingme. AlthoughI
had the circuit it didn't showwhat voltagesto expectand I
had been too stupid to expecta 110V output from the
board. Thanksthe pair of you - call in againand rescueme
anytime!
The Tandberg
This chap camein and askedme to look at his TV set. I
askedhim the make. Tandberghe said. I thoughtit would
be of Scandinavian
origin, but it had "Made in Scotland"
on the back. I removedthis and peeredat the unfamiliar
inside.
He said the picture was distorted.When I switchedthe
set on there was hum on the sound and a severelycurved
picture, so I accusedthe main reservoirelectrolyticof being
open-circuit. I didn't have one with the right pins, so I
checkedthe voltage and fitted a 4709F, 300V electrolytic
insidethe cabinet,taped to the cableformthat runs under
the tube. The resultingpicture was lovely and the sound
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Note that the waveguidedevicesdescribedin this article
have been shown in the diagramsin their simplestform.
In practiceflangeswould be includedto allow connection
betweencomponentsand the main guide.
wasclearof hum. I chargeda tennerand he went awaywell
pleased.
He camebacknext day and the new capacitorwasa right
old mess.I fitted anotherone and decidedto leavethe set
on testfor a while. After an hour I switchedit off and left it
for ten minutes.Upon switchingon again there was a
gurglingnoiseand the new capacitorhad onceagainfailed.
To cut a long story short, the switch-modepower supply
wasnot switchingon. Without a load the voltageproduced
by the mainsbridgerectifierwasexcessive,
so the reservoir
capacitorfailed. It transpiredthat the h.t. preset control
was intermittentlyfaulty. A new one, along with a new
electrolytic(highervoltagethis time, just in case)put things
right. The setwastestedfor a further coupleof daysbefore
the customercollectedit and paid another five pounds.

An ITT CVC9
A friend from the Medway towns brought in an ITT
CVC9.He saidhe didn't haveanyvalvesfor it socouldI fix
the set for him? The PY500boost diode was getting very
hot but the PL5@line outputvalvewasn't.I straightaway
checkedthe boostreservoircapacitor,but it wasinnocent.I
checkedthe PY500 which was also innocent. So was the
PL509. When I disconnectedthe tripler from the line
output transformer the PY500 didn't overheat and the
sound came on. I stared at the tripler: it shouldn't have
causedthe PY500to overheat.Justthen I noticedthat the
beamlimiter resistorwascooked.There must have been a
leak in the tripler.
Anyway, a new tripler and resistor restored normal
operation and a beautiful picture was displayed.The set
wasa22in.model.['ve neverhadto replacethe tubein one
of thesein my life. It's a pity that later modelsdidn't have
the same tube life span.

More Tripler Trouble
How about that Grundig 2210that had me by the short
and curlies(remember?- lastNovember!).It kept blowing
the fuseI'd addedin the supplyto the line output stage,
sometimesafter an hour or so. sometimesafter a whole
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day. The causeof the trouble turned out to be the new
tripler that had been fitted a short time earlier.
How did we find out?Well. vou'll rememberthat the set
had beengivento us. Phil took it homewith him and his
parents'Grundigneededa newtripler. Sohe fitted the one

from the 2210.k workedfine for a while, then the cut-out
startedto trip everynow and again.Oh well, as long aswe
know. Thanks Les Austin (Letters, January)for all your
adviceon thesesets.Sorry it took so long. Someof those
resistorshad been the wronq value.

Resurrecting
a Dead Siemens
Colin Boggis
I was recently given a 22in. SiemensModel FF306 with
remote control. The problem was that the thick-film focus
and first anodesupplyunit had flashedover, renderingthe
entireline output transformer,of whichit's a part, useless.
The spares agent for these sets is Mastercare,and an
enquiry producedthe informationthat replacementline
output transformerscost around f60. This explainswhy I
wasgiventhe set- with labour,the repairbill would have
beenaroundf100. That'sa bit steepfor a four yearold set,
even allowing for the fact that it was otherwisein almost
new condition.
I decidedto seewhetherit would be posibleto resurrect
the set for a lot lessmoney.The line outputstagecircuitry
(see Fig. 1) is standard,so I thought that it might be
possibleto usea FergusonTX10 focusassemblyalongwith
a separatepotentiometerfor the first anode supply provided the faulty parts could be safelyisolatedfrom the
existing line output transformer.

have won. The modificationcost about f10, a savingon
parts of some f50.
After soak testingfor a week or so the set developeda
"flutter" when switchedon from cold. This wastracedto a
faulty BR303 thyristor in the power control circuitry.
It's six monthssinceI sold the set and there'sbeen no
comeback.A lot of TV sets use a similar line output
transformerassemblyand in suitable casesthis TX10
approach might well be worth trying.

with epoxY
resrn gtue

Wlre ends

6.371

Modifications
Adoptinga "go for broke" approach,I simplycut off the
top part of the focusassembly
(seeFig. 2), usinga hacksaw
ascarefullyas I couldmanage.Havingdonethis I covered
the exposed wire ends with epoxy glue to provide
insulation.
I then wired in the TX10 focus unit and a first anode
potentiometer(seecircuitshownin Fig. 3) and crossedmy
fingersas I switchedthe set on. It spranginto life, with a
healthycrackleas the e.h.t. cameup, and after settingthe
first anodevoltage.the grey-scale
andfocusI wasrewarded
with a perfect picture.
To check the safety of the epoxy resin insulation I
gingerly prodded around the glue with an earthedprobe,
trying to provoke a response.None came,so I appearedto
HT

T3

{b)

Fig. 2: Where to cut through the focus/Al section of the line
output transformer (a), application of epoxy resin insulation
(b).
EHT

Paft of lransfo.mer

EH]

68Tdl

Fig. 3: Modified circuit using the focus unit used in the
Ferguson TXl0 chassis.

Focus conlrol ai front

Holes lor mounling sc.ews

Fig. 1: Original e.h.t., focus and first anode supply circuitry
used in the Siemens Model FF306.
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Fig. 4: Connections to the TX10 focus module (rear view).
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What'sup Doc?
LesLawry-Johns
You may rememberthe articles"What's up Doc?" parts
oneand two that I wrote somewhile back.They relatedto
an examination(painful) I had to have and a prostate
operationto helpremovea swellingon my righrhandside.
I still havethe swelling,but at leastI know that it's nothing
to worry about. What has been worrying me is this heart
trouble I've mentionedfrom time to time recently.My
doctormadean appointmentfor me to seea heartspecialist
about my mrzTy head, which doesn'tallow me to think
straight- or to write straight either.
It took some time for the date of my appointmentto
comeround. I went along to the hospitalon March 30th
Then I went
andaftera while I wasweighedandmeasured.
in to seethe specialist.He askedme what the troublewas
andI told him I couldn'tthink straightbecausemy doctor
thoughtmy heart wouldn't pump enoughblood up to my
brain.
"How long has this been going on?" he asked.
"SincelastOctober"I replied."I seemto be muzzymost
of the time."
So he askedme somequestionsto seewhethermy brain
was working.
"Who's after Neil Kinnock'sjob?"
"Tony Benn."
"Who's helping him?"
"Some left-winger.I forget the name."
"How many children has the Queen got?"
"Four, I think."
"Name them."
"There'sCharlesand Ann and the one in the FleetAir
Arm, my old mob, that'sAndrew. And one who wantsto
be on the stage,er, I forget his name."
"Edward."
That's all he asked.I think. Then he gaveme a brief
checkover and somechitsof paperto go andhavetests.As
I made my way down the corridor I kept seeingpeopleI
knew I shouldhave known, but I couldn't think of their
names.One of them told me to pop into the X-ray room
first and give them my nameand one of the chits,then to
go to the bloodtestdepartmentto get that over with, after
which I'd be first in line for the X-rays.It nearlyworked
out like that.
I told them in the blood departmentthat they'd find it
waslargelywhisky,and that raiseda laugh.But I think I'll
get a ticking off from the specialistwhen I seehim again.
It's just that I don't like the idea of swallowinga lot of rat
poison to keep my blood thin. Well, that's my story
anyway.
The girl in the X-ray room told me to undress,upper
part only. After the X-raysI dressedand was then called
againasthe machinehadn't
backand told to get undressed
seen enough.
The tabletsI wasgivento takearevery smallwhiteones.
It sayson the bottle take half a tablettwicea day.The job
is cutting each one in two. Oh well, all in the causeof
scienceI suppose.Back to work.
This Skanticset had a Luxor chassisinsideand I spent
quite a long time trying to find out why it wouldn't start.
Eventually I gave up. When its owner came back I
explainedthat I wasn'tthinkingtoo clearlyand couldn'tdo
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it. I put it on the benchto showhim. Switchedit on and a
beautifulpictureappeared,with goodsound.I told him to
take it away as I wasn't feeling up to it all.
But if there'sone set that doesn'tworry me it's a G11.
Until this one came along. I'd resolderedall the joints,
fitted a new line output transistor,and had the set on test.
After a while the picture faded. The sound faded too.
Attention to the video panel restoreda good picture, but
the soundremainedlow. As it wasa remotecontrol version
I first testedthe audio sectionon the lower left side- this
respondedwell to tests- then turned my attention to the
extreme left side remote control panel. After a lot of
seeking I replaced the resistor that feeds the volume
control. This restored normal sound, and the set was
collectedshortlyafterwards.It camebacknext day with the
complaint "no sound". I switchedit on and receivedfull
sound. Oh well . . .
Philips KT3 Drill
Some of our usual stock faults are changingslightly,
though they still come in often enough.Take the Philips
KT3 chassis.
It wascommonfor the triplerto causeaudible
tripping.We now more often get completeshut down. If
the h.t. is presentat both endsof the 4.7O surgelimiting
resistorin the powersupply,don't wastetime - disconnect
the line outputtransistor(removethe connectingscrewsto
its collector).If this restoressomesignsof life, disconnect
the tripler's input lead and replace the line output
transistor.lf the line output stagenow works, bring the
lead back near to it (bewareof the
tripler'sdisconnected
high voltage).If the resultis tripping, replacethe tripler
and write out thc bill.
the
Rememberthe drill. If the setis tripping,disconnect
tripler. lf this was the causeof the fault the tripping will
stopand the tube'sheaterswill light up. If the set is dead,
check the 4'7O resistor on the power board then, if
necessary,
disconnect
the line outputtransistor(I didn't say
the BU208A, becausealternativesare sometimesfitted).
It's alsowise to disconnectthe tripler to preventthe new
transistorgoing up the creek. It may not do so, but it's
sensibleto protect it in this way.
ls This a Record?
Somethingthat I might claim to put in the book of
recordshasjust happened.A car drew up outsideand the
driver left its enginerunningas he carriedin an old Decca
Bradford. He left the door open as well.
"I'd like you to look at this and tell me how much it
would cost to repair it."
"If you'd like to leaveit, I'll look it over and tell you this
afternoon."
"Could you look at it now?"
So I looked,havingremovedthe rearcover.I switchedit
on and the tube'sheatersglowedbut the valvesdidn't light
up. I thoughtI'd start at the beginning,so I switchedoff
and removedthe PY5ffi boostdiode,whoseheatercomes
first in the heaterchain.The top cap cameoff and there
wasa hole in the glass.A checkon the heaterconfirmed
that it was open-circuit.
I fitted a new PY5f[ and switchedon again,keepingmy
eyeson the heaters,ready to switchoff in a hurry. The
heatersall glowed but there was no sign of life at the
PY5fi)'s top cap. So I turned the set on its side and
carefullyslid the chassis
out. The 500mAfusein the supply
to the PY500wasopen-circuit.I fitted anotherand turned
the set upright.When the set had beenswitchedon again
and the valveshad warmedup, life returnedto the line
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output stage.Connecting an aerial produced a picture. The
tube was in good order and the sound was clcar.
"How much?" he asked.
"Twelve quid" I replied.
"O.k., I'll have it done."
"It is done."
"Make out the bill then."

So I made him out a bill. He paid up and carted the set
out - after I'd replacedthe rear cover. He put it back in the
car, closed the door (at last), jumped in the driver's side
and drove off.
I ask you. Draw up. leave the enginerunning, leave the
door open and have the set repaired before closingthe door
asain. Can I claim a record - for beinc a fool?

Practical ComputerProgramming
Part 5
It's time we considered the steps involved in designing,
producing and testing a typical computer application. As
an example we've selected a repair history database
covering customers' equipment. We want to be able to
store data on the types of faults dealt with, actual repairs
carried out, parts fitted, charges made and so on.
Before deciding to go ahead it's worth considering
whether the use of a computer to do the job is appropriate. If the use of a computer entails extra cost, time
spent or any other debit aspect,it may be better to do the
job manually. If, on the other hand, a computer is
available, the volume of work is such that keeping paper
records is not really feasible, or you wish to be able to
extract much more information than could readily be done
with a manual paper system. then the use of a computcr is
worth consideration. A direct comparison is usually difficult, becausethe computer system will end up giving you
more than the manual one it might replace. Another
point, though an obvious one. is that the amount of detail
required in any output, whether on a screen or a printout, must at some stage be keyed in.
This raisesthe question the amount of data to be held.
A database system reads the information from tape or
disk and holds some or all of it in memory. Is there
enough room for this? Maybe we shall have to sacrifice
some of the data - or not store it for ten years! Generally
it's not necessaryto keep data for too long, but in the
present example it would be nice to record the history of a
set during its lifetime - whatever that may be.

System Specification
Assuming we've decided that a computer systcm is
appropriate, we can go ahead with its design. You may be
surprised that we've not so far mentioned anything about
the choice between an off-the-shclf packagc or dedicated
software, and in the latter case which computer language
to use. We will not be going into this for sotne time yet.
At this stage, the truth is that it docsn't matter. These
questionswill be taken up at the end of the designstage.
In this context, design is what is called a "system
specification" as opposed to a program specification.The
system speciticationcovcrs things like which items of data
are to be stored, how the system must appear to the user
and what comes out of it in what format. After doing this
we can decide on which package or languagc to usc,
taking into account the budget, expertiseavailable and the
possible limitations of a particular language.
Now down to it. We start at the back end. What do we
want out of the system? Fairly typical things on the list
would be: (1) a complete service history of any set; (2)
turnover in a given period; (3) the progressof a particular
job (in a large or medium business); (4) parts used; (5)
call rates per annum for a given make/model. Items (1)
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Mike Phelan
and (3) could be available on-screen only. itcms (2) and
(5) printed, while (4) might need to be interfaced with
some form of stock control should the system be expanded. In our example.we'll leave out (4).

Design Procedure
The next stage is to design on paper the five types of
rcport required,detailingeach itcm of data and whether it
is to be entered directly or calculatcd from other data.
Following this we list all thc data items that need to be
stored on disk, excluding those that can be calculatcd on
the spot (call ratc percentagesand so on). We also need to
specify the type of data (numcrical or character) and its
width. i.e. how many digits per item.
A first attempt might look like this:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
l0
ll
12

Name
Address line 1
Address line 2
Address line 3
Address line 4
Postcodc
Telephone number
Make
Model
Repair description
Net cost
Price charged

16
24
24
24
24
9
12
10
10
50
l0
l0

which amounts to a spacc requirement of 223 digits
(bytes) per record. We now havc a databascconsistingof
one record per repair job, which is the level of detail we
need. The record has twclvc "lields".
Supposethat we have 200 customers,cach with a rather
troublesome video, TV set and radio receiver. and that
cach of these items generates five service calls a year.
Over a complete year wc would have 200 x 3 x 5 records
of 223 bytes each, which would take up 653K bytes of disk
space!As this is beyond the limits of most disk systemsin
our range, we must clearly cut down somewhere.
It will help if we can reduce the size of some of the
fields in each record. Each item needs only sufficient
information to make it unique. This is an important point.
For example, we don't actually need 9 digits for the
postcode since it's not nccessary to st()rc the space
between the two parts, so 8 will do. Likewise a phone
number requires only l0 digits, or we might decide to
omit this item - there's an excellent databasc called the
telephone directory. We will normally need to phone the
customer only while a repair is in progress.The job witl
have somc sort of ticket attachcd to it. and we can writc
the phone number on this when given. Other savingscan
be made on thines like the make and model - usins the
T E L E V I S I O JNU N E 1 9 8 8

that it wasn'tpackedin the usualpolystyrenemouldings
but in expandedfoam. There were alsothe remainsof two
permalloy assemblies.When we fitted the tube we found
that it was difficult to set up. With the purity set correctly
convergence
wasimpossible.I noticedthat it would setup
better if the degaussing
Current
coils were disconnected.
was obviously flowing through the coils - with the coils
out of circuit a scopeshowed80V peak-to-peakpulsesat
line rate. Not havinga set with which to make comparisons,we rangSonytechnical(SES)to find out whetheror
not this was normal. They couldn't adviseon this. Nor
could they saywhetherit's normal to haveblue and green
shadingfrom the comers rather than the sidesduring
purity adjustment,somethingwe'venot had before.After
one or two more fruitless questionswe were advisedto
stick on as many disc magnetsas might be required to
mask any defects,as that's what they do. Does this

illustrate Mr. McCormick's point?
We haven't had the best of service from SES. On the
very rare occasions when we seek information it's usually
a caseof "too old, before our time" or "too new, no faults
known". Panasonicon the other hand have been known
to telex Japan for obscure information on industrial
products. They can provide voltages and waveforms that
are not on our service sheets,and will always ring back if
necessary.
Sony's policy on servicemanuals is another strangeone.
Only top dealersget automatic mail shots whereasall their
dealers used to get these. The administrative work of
having to send individual manuals invoiced f.o.c. and the
phone calls must surely cost more than sending ten or
twelve together for each dealer on the lorry.
Nick Beer,
Bideford. N. Devon.

Outlook Cloudv

day. He told me to go back to my doctor and continue with
the pills. He hadn't been able to find much wrong with me.
Perhaps I'm just going barmy - or getting old.

LesLawry-lohns
A customer brought in an ITT set fitted with the CVC30
chassisand full remote control. He complained of no sound
or picture, and remarked vaguely about random channel
changing after the set had warmed up. I studied the chassis
and decided to replace the left-side i.f. panel. Doing this
made no difference at all, so I looked at the circuit diagram
and saw that I'd marked R28 (820'f)) with a star. The
trouble was that I couldn't find it.
At this point a young friend of mine by the name of
Surinder l,akha came in to ask me something.He looked at
the set on the bench and asked what was wrong. I told him
- basicallyno sound or vision with the timebasesworking.
"I've had that trouble" he said. "It's the resistordown the
bottom." He pointed to the lower left side. I looked there
and found R28looking back at me. Quick as a flash it was
out and was replaced with two resistors,of 300O and 520O,
in series.I thought they would last longer. The picture and
sound then came on and stayed. Thanks a lot Surinder call in again any time!
If I'd marked it with a star, how come I didn't know
where it lived? The clouds are still a bit thick. The set's
owner came and collectedit. Next day he was back again to
tell me I needed sorting out and that he was just the one to
do it. I hadn't dealt with his tuning troubles you see. I had a
word with Geoff (Moon Lane) about the problem and he
referred me to his friend in Welling, an ITT expert. The
advice I was given was to replace the SAA1124 chip in the
remote control unit. I did this when the set was brought
back. It went off again and I've heard no more - I'm still
waiting to have my head bashed in . . .

More Confusion
Just to show you how daft I am, the other day I collected
a 720 which suffered from intermittently poor focus. I
fitted three focus units before I realised that it was a T20
and that the tube basesocket was therefore at fault. I keep
these in stock and one was fitted in no time, giving perfect
focus that didn't vary.
How loony can I get? Now the psoriasisis coming back,
affecting my hands, nose and ears. Once I become the Ugly
Man my mind should clear despite what the medical
profession tel! me. I went back to the specialistthe other
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The Ferguson TXg
A colourportablefittedwith the Ferguson
TX9 chassis
came in yesterdayand had me by the short and curliesfor a
little while. Field collapse usually means that the
TDA1170S field timebase chip has failed. This time
however the field scan was about two inches high, which
gave me a moment's hesitation.Having checkedthe supply
I changed the TDAl1705, but I needn't have bothered as
the results were just the same. I next checked the height
control and found that there was no voltage here at all.
R268 (1.5MO) which is in serieswith it was open-circuit.
The old adage still holds good: check that the voltages are
right before you do anything else.

The Philips G9
A 26in.Robertsset fittedwith the PhilipsG9 chassis
came in the other day, with several troubles. They all
seemed to clear when I replaced the lower right side
timebasepanel. Off it went and back it came next day, for
lield collapse after the set had been on for a time.
This surprised me as I'd replaced the timebasepanel. The
causeof the trouble turned out to be a poor contact at the
top of the left side convergencepanel - a run round with
the soldering iron cleared it permanently. But it had still
needed the timebase panel.

Hey What's This?
What's this I hear? Someonewas looking through a 195'7
issue of Practical Television, as we then were, and came
across my article of the Etronic Models ECV1523 and
ECYI527. He askswhether the Les Lawry-Johns of today
is the L. Lawry-Johnsof those days and suggestsit's maybe
a pen name that severalpeople have used. Not sol I wrote
about those setsthen just the same as I'm writing this now
- well, nearly the same. It seems that the reader who
enquired is about to retire. That doesn't mean I've got to.
though it might not seem a bad idea. I must give it some
thought.
July is a month of birthdays. Surinder, whom I
mentioned earlier, has his on the first while Honey Bunch's
is on the fourth. Independence Day, yes indeed. Huppy
birthday love.
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everything works fine.
The last one I did this to came back a few days later. This
time I found that the chopper transistor and the chopper
circuit efficiency diode D24 (RGP15J) had failed. I must
confessthat the diagnosisand repair were not as straightforward as this account suggests- my muddlcd head is
going to get me into some trouble soon.

Tapep6scs through tegs of mctcr --a-l-1-

DE56I

Fig. 2: The Panasonic Tentelometer and its use.
I hope I've said enough to stressthe importance of back
tension, and that you'll accordingly check this point. The
price of a meter or a cassettemeter will soon be recouped,
especiallyif you care for a number of rental machines.

TheBlaze
Les Lawry-Johns
A red Consul drew up outside. lts driver came in to collect
his set which, on investigation, had turned out to be not
worth repairing. He carried the set out, put it in the car,
closed the boot and got in behind the driving wheel. His
wife and two children were with him. I heard him trying to
start the car. but it didn't want to know. Next thing I knew
they were all coming into the shop. "Call the fire brigade.
my car's on fire!"
So I dialled 999. When I got through to the fire pcople I
told them there was a car on fire outside my shop and they
promised to be there in a moment. As I turned from the
the phone I saw Phil, who comes in on Saturdays,
struggling with the shop fire extinguishcr. I took it from
him, whipped out the wire and went out to the car. Flames
were coming from under the bonnet. So I bashedthe top of
the extinguisher and directed the spout up near a front
wheel. The cxtinguisher gushed out a white cloud, and at
that moment the car's starter started up. After a few more
moments the white cloud stopped gushing and the flames
were out - there was still a lot of somke. but the fire was
dying down. H.B. shouted at me to get away from thc car shc was leaning out of an upstairswindow and thought it
was about to blow up. It wasn't.
Just then the fire brigade arrived, along with a police car.
The firemcn lifted the car's bonnet and looked at the mess
inside. It was a mess.I recognisedthe policemen as he got
out of his car. lt was Bill Bevan, whose wife is cxpccting.
He took the car driver's name and address,and the number
of the car. He suggestedthat when I got the bill for
refuclling the extinguisher I should send it to the car's
owner who would present it to his insurance company.
When I got the estimateit was for eighty pounds plus VAT.
I wrote to the addressBill gave me, but haven't had a reply.
Oh well! And what did the local rag say next week? "Fire
brigade puts out car fire." Thanks a million!

The Fidelity 2X2000 Chassrs
I've servicedhundreds of Fidelity TV sets. In the earlier
ZXZUfi chassisfailure of the line output transformer is the
usual causeof R901 in the supply to the line output stage
being burnt out. Normally you rcplace the transformerwith
the later type from the ZX3fi[ chassis,fitting the adaptor
base. remove the focus and first anode controls as these are
built into the new transformer, replace the resistor and
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How's This for Seruice?
Phil dropped in during the week to see if I had an
SN76532Nfor an ITT VC3tn monochrome portable he was
repairing. I looked here, there and everywherebut couldn't
find one. He left and enquired around the town but didn't
have any luck. Someonetold him that Gosling Electronics
would have one, but they are in south London, some
twenty miles away.
Not to be deterred, Phil jumped into his car and sped off
there - after checking by phone to ensure that they had
one. He found the shop, but the chip was in the outside
engineer'svan. Gosling drew a diagram to show where his
calls were and Phil once more set off on the chase. First
here, then there and eventually,would you believeit, Phil
caught up with him. The engineerhad the chip and let Phil
have it (too cheaply I thought). When Phil got back and
fitted the SN76532Nsync was restored. You think you go
to a lot of trouble to please your customers!

Two Old Dears
ThescolddearsbroughttheirwhiteFerguson
3848(1690
chassis)along in a black dustbin bag. As I got it out they
told me there was no sound or vision. While they nattered
away I whiped the back off, releasingthe aerial etc. panel
for easier access.When I switched the set on there was
slight sound and the tube's heater was dim. On removing
the e.h.t. cap the set showed more life.
I switchedthe set off and clipped the e.h.t. lead. The
right sort of e.h.t. diode wasn't in stock - the only one I
could find was the little white Thorn 8ilXl chassistype. I
screwed this on to the line output transformer's screen,
thcn connected the line output transformer to it - after
removing the new unit's stud and carefully insulating the
connection.When the e.h.t. cap was connectedto the tube
the set sprang to life, with a good picture and full sound. I
know I should have replaced the complete overwinding,
but it wasn't necessary.Meanwhile the ladies were still
nattering away as I replacedthe cabinet etc. I heard one of
them say "makes you wonder what it's all for".
"Don't you know?" I asked.
"No I don't" one of them replied.
So I explained to them what life is all about.
"When you're young you get a partner, then a child
whom you bring up as best you can. When it has repeated
the processit's time for you to go to make room for the
newcomer. That's all there is to it, whether you like it or
not. No point in belly aching about it."
They looked at me as though I was mad.
"I don't think much of that view of life - when will the set
be ready?"
"lt's ready right now and the charge is ten quid."
They paid up and departed, still thinking they were
important, as we tend to do. When will wc learn? From the
red salmon for example, which dies after spawning. But
why do some spirits survive - like the soldiers under the
local fort. Thcy keep on appearing, though their boss
General Gordon never does.
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Haunted
LesLawry-Johns
I seemto be hauntedby Fidelitycolourportablesof late.
If not of the ZX2W0 series, then the later ZX3U]f
version.One that stoppedme in my tracks for a while
came in the other day. It was a CTV14S,fitted with the
ZX3C[f.)chassis.Its trouble was no green. Checkson the
tube base panel revealedthat the voltagesin the green
output stagewere way out. It took sometime to find that
the 100kObias resistorR214 was open-circuit.Fitting a
replacement.restoredthe green and my flagging spirits.
The equivalentresistorsin the red and blue channelsare
F224 and R204respectively.So the moral is, if one colour
goes check the relevantbias resistoron the tube base
panel before you considerchangingthe TDA3562A colour decoderchip with its 28 pins.
The Philips KT3 chassisis also getting to be all too
predictable.Quite apart from the 4.7O surge limiting
resistoron the power supply panel and the tripler, which
sometimeskills the line output transistor,it's now common to find that the tube is faulty. Sometimesyou find
that for some while only one colour appears,the other
two finally coming on after a struggle.In this event I
usually short out one of the heater chokes on the tube
base to liven up the heatersso that Ihe lazy colours are
not so long in comingthrough.This seemsto satisfymost
people.But not Mrs. Grouser.
"I want the properpicturewhenI switchon. I don't see
why you can'tdo it."
"I can for abouteightypoundsMrs. Grouser."
"What? I'm not payingthat sort of moneyon this old
set."
"Well you'll haveto get a new one then."
"I will too. Snippersdown the road have some nice
ones.Quite cheaptoo."
"O.K. Mrs. Grouser.Just see if they're preparedto
repair it if anythinggoeswrong."
So out shewent, hopingto get somethingfor nothingas
they all do. Or nearlyall.

Pete's9600
Shortly afterwards this chap struggled in with an Ultra
set fltted with the Thorn 9600 chassis. I vaguely
recognised him but couldn't put a name to him. H.B.
came into the shop from the kitchen. "Hullo Pete" she
said. "Hullo love" said Pete.
I whipped the back off. The 2.-5A mains fuse on the
left-hand side had blown and a meter check showed that
the chopper transistor on the right-hand side was shortcircuit. I also noticed that the brown lead to plug 511 on
the chopper power supply panel had been disconnected
from the plug and soldered directly to the panel. "Some
rough work has been done on this set" I commented.
Pete looked at me but didn't say anything.
"Pick it up later on?" I asked.
So he left, saying he'd be back before we closed.
When he'd gone H.B. asked me why I didn't recognise
him as we'd sold him the set some years ago and had
always looked after it. This meant that I'd done the rough
work. Oh dear.
Still in a muddle, I prepared to replace the chopper
transistor, stupidly unsoldering the base and emitter contacts, one of which broke off. When I removed the two
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screwsthat hold the transistor I was able to pull it out of
its holder. So in fact I'd messedup the holder. This took
some time to repair, but at last it was done and a new
chopper transistor was fitted. I checked the circuit carefully but couldn't find anything else amiss. So I plugged
the thing in and switched on. There was a flash from the
righrhand side panel and the new transistor was dead.
What had killed it? Closer examination showed that
plug 511 had a poor neutral lead connection in addition to
the previously attended to live lead connection. So the
plug came out altogether and the neutral lead was
soldered to the panel as the live one had been. If I'd done
this years ago when the live lead gave trouble I wouldn't
have had to fit another chopper transistor. Very rough
work indeed. and all mv own fault. Sorrv. verv sorrv.

Another Blunder
A few years ago I sold a Philips CTX-E colour portable
to a lady who phoned the other day to say that it had gone
wrong. I nipped over and picked it up, not having time to
do it on the spot. Back in the shop I plugged the set in and
switchedit on. Nothing happened. So I slid the chassisout
and found that there was a full 300V at the chopper
transistor'scollector and nothing at its emitter. I searched
everywhere and after an hour or so I gave up.
Later on I had another go and this time I looked at the
front. The standby light was on. When I pressed the
selector button I heard the set start up. All that mucking
about ovcr nothing. How stupid can I get? With an aerial
connected the sound boomed out but there was nothing
on the screen.A bell rang in the back of my mind. When
I turned up the first anode control there was a white line
across the screen. So I checked the voltages around the
TDA3651 field output chip. The supply was present but
there were no other voltages. I unsoldered the pins and
removed it on its heatsink. It was marked TDA3653. Oh
well. As I couldn't find onc of thcse I ended up fitting a
TDA3652, which worked just as well. I now had a very
bright picture, so I had to turn the first anode control
down again. Ten minutes later the set's owner turned up
to collect it. She'd got her bossto run her up. What next?

The Next Disaster
The next disasterwas a Thorn 9000 I'd sold some years
ago. Its owner had mucked about with the fuses. Having
got these right I checked the diode (W702) in serieswith
the syclops transistor - on the transistor's surround and found that it was short-circuit. So I replaced it and
checked the syclops transistor itself and the 47O resistor
connected between its base and emitter. This was well
down in value, so I removed it - the test was madc with
one end disconnected and fitted another. I then
switched the set on. All I could hear was a soft tripping
noise. I disconnectedthis, that and the other (the tripler
etc.) but the tripping continued. So I put the set on one
side and got on with some less mysteriousjobs.
Having polished these off I returned to the 9000, this
time on its side, and found that there was a short across
one of the rectifiers (W706) supplied by the syclops
transformer. It wasn't a dead short, so I made another
check on the other side of the 5O surge limiting resistor
R712 and this time found a dead short due to the reservoir
capacitor C715 (22p.F). This was removed and the set was
tried again. It started up nicely, so I switched off and
fitted a replacement electrolytic. The set behaved itself
and sat there as good as gold, waiting to be collected.
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On checking through the books and looking up devices
as I encountered tlrem I came across a couple of absentees, but these were specific manufacturers' types that
don't have equivalents.I was pleasantlysurprisedby some
of the things there are included, in particular a large
number of numerical only types and the various prefixes
used for zener diodes - ZPY and RD for example. Some
devices used in Salora equipment caught my eye RGP10, RGP15 and S2000aare all there. This is bound to
help those who have to tackle all types of repair for their
living. For example, if one of the multitude of cheap
portables comes in with a duff regulator that takes you
just ten minutes to diagnose you may then take forever
trying to find a replacement that you can guarantee. Or

say you have an i.f. fault and it must be in one of two
chips but you don't know which one houses the audio
detector and you've never come across either device
before.
When these books are updated no device is ever left
out, no matter how old it is. So you can buy these two
new books and give your pile of existing ones to a field
engineer or your apprentice. In my opinion they quite
obviously represent phenomenal value. In the short time
we've had them they've saved us a great deal of time.
They are available as a pair for a mere f17'85 trade (no
VAT with publications!) from Willow Vale Electronics
(head office 11 Arkwright Road, Reading, Berks. RG2
OLU) under order code 21-0048.

The Temptationof Tiny Tim
LesLawry-Johns
Tiny Tim was having a rest after doing nothing for the
best part of the morning. The door opened and in walked
delicious Dora. What a face, what a figure. And what a
cheek . . . her lips partcd as though to give Tim a kiss.
"Would you be kind enough to bring my set in for me?
It's a bit heavy for me to carry."
Tim popped out to her car and picked up the Thorn
88(X).'Hccarried it into the shop and put it on the counter.
"Can I watch you do it?" asked Dora.
As Tim's wife was out, gassingto evcryone up the farm
(King's Farm, about a mile up the road), he didn't mind
at all. He whipped the back off and plugged the set in,
switched on and nothing happened. Next he checked the
plug and mains lead, read it through to the on/off switch,
then realised he'd fallen for it again. Thc cut-out button at
the back. Hc presscd it and the set started up. Thc sound
was o.k. and after a short period the picture appeared. It
was blurred, so hc tricd to adjust the focus knob. It was at
maximum and turning it back only made things worse.
Tim remembered the time when he'd changedthe e.h.t.
unit and the focus control severaltimes without improving
things and Keith and Alex had popped in on their way
back to Portsmouth. Keith had offered to do the job for
him there and then. He'd removed the earth lead from the
bottom of the focus unit and switched on. There had been
an almighty crack from the tube, with flashes everywhere.
Keith had then switched off and reconnected the earth
lead. On the next attempt the picture appeared in full
focus and Keith and Alex had then made their way back
to Pompey, having taught Tim another lesson.
Tim thought of trying this again, just to frighten Dora
out of her life, but decided against it. He slid the chassis
out - with the set switched off - and loosened the e.h.t.
unit. After shorting the e.h.t. lead to chassishe disconnected the leads. He walked round, brushing Dora's
behind on the way, and selecteda new unit from the shelf.
"This will cost you twenty quid" he told her.
"We can talk about that latcr" Dora said.
So Tim fitted the new unit and switched on. He could
now turn the focus control quite a way back and the
picture looked good.
"Aren't you clever!" said Dora.
"At most things" Tim said modestly.
He wrapped the set up and carried it out to Dora's car,
then went back for his twenty quid.
Dora was leaning against the counter in a suggestive
way. "Open to negotiation?" she askcd.
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Now Tim fancied Dora but, well, maybc it was the
weather . . . He's an odd bloke but there are plenty like
him. Dora looked annoycd. She opened her pursc just as
Tinker Bell returned, having cut short her shopping
(jawing). Tim took Dora's notcs and. as she left thc shop,
put them in the till.

An Awlcward K30
Tim had a Philips K30 that was driving him mad. He'd
sold the set some years back to a lady whose husband had
been a friend of his and had died two years ago. When
she'd phoned to tell him about the set he'd promised to
call round that afternoon. He'd gone without a care in the
world, taking with him all (he thought) the things he
might need.
When he tried the set there was sound but no raster.
He replaced the two upper lefi-hand boards. No difference. Hc turned up the {irst anode controls and
obtained a blank raster that was locked solid until the
aerial was disconncctcd. So hc took thc set back to the
shop and spent hours trying to find out why the first thrce
transistorson the RGB output board were not turning on.
All the suppliesto the board were present.
After suffering for a long time he thought he'd let
someone else suffer. He took the set along to Moon Lane
and handed it to Geoff and Eddy. They laughed when he
asked for their help. Two days later he called in to find
out whether they'd solved the mystery. They hadn't and
the set sat there on the bench, looking at them with the
same blank raster. Tim said he was sorry to have given
them such a trial. They didn't laugh this time and carried
the set down the stairs for Tim and put it in his car. Said
they were glad to see the back of it.
Tim settled down to find the source of thc trouble but
becamemore and more baffled. The causcof the problem
seemed to be lack of bias for the first three transistorson
the RGB panel. They are pnp emitter-followers with their
collectors returned to chassisand their emitters supplied
from the 13V LT3 rail. After a lengthy scarch Tim found
an invisible break in an carth circuit, roughly midway
across the main panel near the focus control. Three
electrolytics (including the LT3 rcscrvoir) and a rcsistor
are returned to earth at this point. Tim was lcft very
puzzled as the other open-circuit electrolytics and the
resistor. which is in the first anode network, should have
had other effects. Maybe thc brcak was "made" as far as
some of them were concerned.
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Les Lawry'Johns

Greetingsnot only from me but alsofrom Rick Kinslow of
the MedwayTowns. He wantsto be rememberedto all his
friends who used to work so well together at Southern
Rentals(Hove and Brighton) in the old days.

wouldhaveremembered
readingaboutthat, but latelyI've
beenre-readingsomeof my own articlesand wonderedjust
how I wrote them. I seemto haveforgottenso muchexcept
what occurredforty or fifty yearsago, and that's not much
good to me now. At least I don't think it is.
Shortly after the above incident a Fidelity CTVl4R
(ZX2W chassis)
camein. It wouldn'tstartup. It wasalso
in a bit of a mess,and someonehad fitted a pair of resistors
in seriesto take the placeof R801 (18kO).This resistor,
with the lZY zenerdiodeZD5, providesa stabilisedsupply
for the emitter of the chopperdriver transistorand the
TDA2581choppercontrolchip. It wasn'tuntil I'd fitted a
proper wirewound resistor in place of the two series
resistorsthat the set startedup and worked properly. This
despite the fact that the "faulty" resistors seemed to
measureright and ran quite warm. Oh well . . .

Problem Fidelitys
I'd like to thank David Botto for his article on the
Fidelity ZX3C[0 chassisin the September1986issue.As
you know, I've been a bit muddledfor sometime now.
When I was trying to fix this CTV?2R with the ZX30/0/c_
The Fry llp
chassisI couldn't concentrateproperly at all - the set just
Eddie Fry camein with his set. His wife is Frenchso we
kept blowing the h.t. fuse and the BU426A chopper
call him FrenchFry. A bit naughtyperhapsbut it seemed
transistor as soon as I switched it on.
to us (HB and me). His ITT CVC5 had been
I thoughtI'd checkedjust abouteverything-I'd changed reasonable
goingwell but had then just givenup. He saidthe picture
all the obviouscomponents.Then, in the end, I took time
had comein from the sides,jumpedbackout again,then
off to go through my back issues.At lastI cameto David's
articfe,where he drew particularattentionto R9l (270kO) the set had gone off. He also said he'd be back later.
which is connectedto pin 4 of the TDAzl600 chopper
So I whippedoff the rear coverand checkedall the usual
controlchip. I'd run the meterover this item, but I hadn't things- the fusein the h.t. supplyto the line outputstage,
disconnected
one end. When I did I found that it was the boostcapacitor,etc. Then I noticedthat one end of the
open-circuit.A new one wasfitted asquick asa flash,along line output valve'sscreengrid feed resistorR421 (2.7kA)
with a new BU508A (I'd run out of BU426As).
wasfree. I solderedit up and switchedon. The h.t. came
With a new fuse in place I switchedon again, averting up all right but there wasno life from the line output stage
my eyes- the flashwhen the fusehad blown previouslyhad
after severalminutes'warm up. A voltagecheckrevealed
not been very pleasant.This time there was no flash. The
that there was no voltageat the line output valve'sscreen
set started up and a nice picture appeared.Years ago I
grid: so the resistorI'd solderedup was open-circuitafter
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all. This arousedmy suspicions,and I acrusedthe PL509of
having an internal short. The excess current passing
through the resistor must have melted the solder just
before the resistoritself had given up. When the resistor
was removedthere was a black mark on its side. A nice
new 2'7kO resistor and a new PL509 restored normal
operationand a very good picture- I neverstopto marvel
at the goodnessof the tubesfitted in thesesets,after all the
yearsof servicethey'vegiven.The 22 and26in. tubesseem
to last for ever.
Why no sound? Well, if you remember your ITT
hybrids, the sound output stage is muted until the line
timebasegets going.
The Thom 8il)0
This one came in about an hour ago. Its owner, Mr.
saidhe waswilling to pay up to a fiver on it.
Cheapskate,
So I told him to take it away.He laughedand saidhe was
only joking.
I switchedit on and it trippedlike mad. With the e.h.t.
rectifierunit disconnectedfrom the line output transformer

it continuedto trip. I loweredthe right side (looking from
the rear) timebaseunit and tried again. This time I saw
smoke rising from the 3'3kO resistor in serieswith the
rectifierthat providesthe supplyfor the c.r.t.'s first anodes.
I looked at the associated0.(X7g,F,lkv white capacitor
(C401).This item has alwaysgiven up easily.I fitted a
replacementand ran the set up again. A perfect picture
appearedand Mr. Cheapskatewas delighted.
"There you are then" I told him. There'syour f5 job.
Now take it away before I look at the set properly.
Post Strike
The post strike was still on while this issuewas being
prepared. I wondered what the editor would do if he
receivednothingin the post?What he could do is to reprint
someof the better of the old pieces,a requestthat several
readershavemade.I wonderhow it wouldgo down?In the
end the editor'sinestimableassistantTessatook this all
down over the phone. Why didn't I Fax it? Well these
newfangledmachinesare not all that thick on the ground
yet in this neck of the woods.

Blanking Pulse Generator Circuit
John de Rivaz,8.Sc. (Eng.)
Those still using sets fitted with the Rank ,{823 series
chassiswill have noticed that over the last few months
white lines have appearedat the top of the screen- the
effect is particularly noticeableon Channel4. Theselines
are caused by additional text services introduced for
closed user groups. They benefit the viewer only in as
much as the chargesmadefor the new servicescontribute
towardsthe cost of the broadcastingservices.
One possibleway of removingtheselines would be to
modify the field timebaseto producea fasterflyback, but
this would undoubtedly put strain on componentsthat
weren't originally designed to withstand the changed
conditions.An alternativeapproachwas thereforetried.

Circuit Description
A simple fwo-transistormonostablemuitivibrator circuit that provides a positive-goingpulse of sufficient
duration to blank out the unwanted text signals was
designedand built. The circuit is shownin Fig. 1. Rl was
added to prevent instability, and the value of R2 may
needto be selectedto obtain a long enoughoutput pulse.
You could use an G20kO potentiometerto set this up.
Reducethe value of R3 if the blankingis insufficient.
Sincethe two transistorsoperateas switchesa collector
load resistor for Tr1 didn't seemto be necessary.If the
transistorused in this position is slightly leaky howevera
load resistorconnectedto the positive side of the supply
may be required. Hopefully the value shouldn't need to
be less than 100kO. A BC384L or similar transistor is
suitable in the npn position and a BC212L or similar
devicecan be usedin the pnp position.
The circuit was powered from the ,4823 chassis'18V
rail, which is convenient as this is used by the field
timebase.The input pulsefor the circuit was tappedfrom
the collector of the upper BD131 transistorin the field
output stage (5VTll on the A803 panel used in earlier
versionsof the 4823 chassis,5VT9 on the A802A panel
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usedin the A823A and later venions of the chassis).
R3 and the 1N4148diode should be mountedat the
input to the luminancedelay line, with a wire running
from them to the timebaseboard. The diode is reverse
biasedvia Tr2's collectorload resistorwhen the blanking
pulse is not present. Thus when Tr2 is off the existing
luminancecircuitry is loaded only by the diode's capacitance, which is negligible.The new circuit can be made
using a tagstrip or piece of Veroboard fitted with stiff
wires to the 18V supply smoothingelectrolytic(5C24 on
board 4803, 5C36on board A80A).
To avoid unnecessarydisturbanceto the picture, the
blanking pulse is wide enough to only just remove the
unwantedlines. Someof the teletext lines and the pulse
and bar test signalremain in their usual positionsoff the
top of the screen.The effect of addingthe pulseis to shift
the video signalin a positivedirection:asthe circuit is d.c.
coupledat this point this action is sufficientto blank the
screen.

Other Sets
Other old sets that suffer from this problem could be
modified in a similar way, though the circuit may have to
be arrangedthe other way up to provide negative-going
pulsesif theseare easierto apply to the video circuitry.

Pulre lim
tiold outoll

stase

!l

Fig. 1: Pulse generator circuit to provide field flyback
blanking pulses in the Rank A823 chassis.
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TheButt of Lewis
LesLawry-Johns
I'd spent an interesting morning repairing three colour
sets and a Pye cassetterecorder, all for next to nothing
becausetheir owners always seem to be able to give me a
good reason why they shouldn't be charged and, being the
fool that I am, I always seem to see their point of view.
Why doesn't my bank manager see mine?

There was 250V at the collector of the switch-mode
pump transistor TR451, which is adjacent to the switchmode/line output transformer, but nothing at its base or
emitter. A more careful study of the circuit suggestedthat
a fault in the line output side could cause this condition.
After a bit of a struggle I checked the line output
transistor TR203 and found that it was short-circuit. At
this point I decided to give the customer an estimate and
wrapped up the job until I'd got his O.K. to proceed.
When he came back he declined and took the set away.
Another waste of time. Onlv mine so it doesn't matter.

The Decca Portahle
SEME Stan
Justas I finishedthe lastoneStan(fromSEMELtd.)
came in to take my order (small). I gave him the list and
while he was writing it down I noticed the thing sticking
out of his top pocket. It had a little red light on it, and
suddenly started to bleep. "Why don't you answer it?" I
asked.
"It won't talk to me" Stan said. "I have to phone
them."
"Well phone them then and stop that racket" I said
crossly.
"O.K." said Stan, "can I use your phone?"
"Of course you can" I replied. "I'll go and make your
coffee with no milk and sugar."
So Stan phoned back to base while I plied my way in
the kitchen. When I came back Stan looked white and
shaken.
"I don't know" said Stan, "l've to go to the Outer
Hebrides to placate a bloke called Tim Tiny or something
like that. I know it's a familiar name. but I can't recall
upsetting anyone that far away."
"I hope the sea is calm for you" was all I could think to
say.
So Stan staggered out whilst I sat behind the counter
wishing I'd not phoned SEME the previous day, sayingI'd
been dissatisfiedwith Stan's service on his last visit to me
at the Butt of Lewes. I hope Mr. Bullock will bump into
him and calm him down. I know he's up that way but I
can't remember where exactly. Sorry Mr. Bullock. Hope
Stan makes it acrossthose waters. I wonder whv I feel a
little guilty?

The GEC3135
I felt guilty about this little GEC monochrome portable
too - Model 3135. When it came in it refused to work at
all, but it's a nice little set so I got on with it with the best
of intentions.
The fact that it didn't work at all suggestedto me that
the trouble was in the power supply. I checked everything
on the rectifier panel then decided to look up the circuit
- in the 1976-77 volume of Radio and Television Servicrng. With my muddled mind it took me a long time to
make senseof it - it's the set with the switch-modepump
circuit, a single transformer being driven by the pump and
line output transistors.
I decided to try it out with a battery supply. With l2V
d.c. input the sound burst out and I concluded from this
that the set would operate with a battery. This was silly,
becauseI hadn't checked whether a picture would appear.
I then reverted to mains operation and continued my
search, beginning to realise what an idiot I'd been.
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Shortly afterwards a young chap carried in a Decca
colour portable. He said it had just arrived and was brand
new but couldn't be tuned in.
I plugged it in and fitted the aerial plug. One front
button selectedthe channels: the next two to it were for
tuning up or down and the right side single button was for
memory store. I selectedchannel I and pressedthe lower
search button. The screen lit up with a mass of grain and
faint (TVS) channels drifted through. London BBC-2
appeared and I pressed the button once more in case the
set lingered. Down we subsequentlywent and Channel 4
appeared, only to vanish as the set continued on its way
down. BBC-I appeared next, and I pressed the memory
button to keep it on switch position 1 I then selected
position 2 and repeated the previous procedure. pressing
the memory button when BBC-2 appeared. This business
was repeatedfor ITV and Channel 4. The young man was
amazed.
"How did you do that? I'd tried for hours."
"You were probably going up instead of down" I
suggested.
So having paid me a pound for the job he packed up
the set and whilst doing so mentioned that it had arrived
by parcel post that morning, having been ordered from a
club. This explained why he hadn't be able to call for help
from the suppliers.

Return of the lntrepid Duo
Shortly after this a large, expensivecar drew up outside
(like I used to drive but can't afford to now). Out got
Beardy and non-Beardy. "Oh my Gawd" I groaned.
They brought in a 22in. Amstrad of the type that has
been haunting me lately.
"Will you just have a quick look at this?" said Beardy.
I stared at it hard.
"No, don't look at it. Find out what's wrong with it
while we wait."
So I took the back off and freed the chassis,pulled it
out and turned the whole thing up to get accessto the
chopper transistor etc. The latter was short-circuit. as was
the line output transistor. Making allowanceqfor finding
the cause of the trouble and the resoldering etc. that
would be required t told them that it would cost about
forty quid.
Beardy's hair stood on end. "You are joking with us.
Forty pounds to repair a TV set?"
"Yes. It was forty pence last time I think but this one
will be forty pounds - or maybe more. If you're not
happy you can take it and see whether you can get it done
cheaper elsewhere.Only don't bring it back here."
So off they went, having found that Uncle Les isn't as
daft as they'd thought he was.
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tied correctly.
Another thing that can be overlooked when a cap is
replaced is the series resistor (if one is fitted). If at all
possible, save the original one. It's usually fitted in the
neck of the cap, so bear this in mind before removing the
old one.
Finally on the subject of caps don't smother them with
silicone grease, rubber or other gunges. This will only
attract muck and start the problem up again. Look at a
new set: it doesn't have gunge around the cap does it?!
Leads from diode-split line output transformers are
another favourite for this kind of trouble - I think of
Philips, ITT and B and O sets in particular. The leads
usually plug or push into the transformer at one end, with
the cap on the other end. Again, replace the lead if you
are in the least bit suspicious. Don't do what I've seen
done - the lead taped up or a section cut out. Remember
that the leads are tuned lengths, and again usually have a
series resistor. It's perfectly in order to fit a new cap to
one of these leads so lons as the rules outlined above are
observed.

Triplersand LOPTs
If the caseof a tripler or line output transformerbreaks
withoutquestion.
down the actionrequiredis replacement
not as somepeoplewould haveit a quick squirtof plastic

seal over the fracture. These items are critical to safety.
The cost of replacementmay be high, and this could mean
writing a set off and loss of a repair job, but is this worse
than being sued for damageswhen the customer's house
burns down as a result of the economy repair? Don't say
this won't happen - it has.

PlasticSealingand SiliconeRubber
I am absolutely
againstthe useof plasticsealingmaterial in e.h.t. areas: it just seals in the fault which will
reappear soon. As an aside however I would recommend
the use of plastic sealing as the perfect solution for noisy
transformer coils, transductorsand suchlike - forget wood
glue and rawlplugs or whatever else you might use. This is
far and away the easiestand cleanest as well as the most
effective way of silencing wound components, but always
allow plenty of time for the sealingto set before switching
the receiver on again.
Silicone rubber, which again shouldn't go within a mile
of e.h.t. areas, is perfect for repairing VCR fionts where
the buttons that are hinged by the elasticity of the plastic
have snapped, usually necessitatingreplacement which is
expenslve.
If you're thinking what a load of rubbish this concern
for correct action is, just remember Denis Mott's article
on "The Legal Aspect" (July 1988).

Still Confused

fitted it. A picture appeared,too bright becauseI'd turned
up the first anode controls. I turned them down and then
turned down the colour to set up a good black-and-white
display. Having done this I turned the colour up and the
commented that it was the best picture he'd seen
LesLawry-Johns customer
on the set. I apologisedfor the delay and he continued:
"You ought to be working in a government factory
I'm stitl confusedbut peoplekeep askingme to do things experimenting with things that won't go right . . ."
they can't do. Like the Deccaset that camein yesterday.
He paid up and departed and just at that moment Rick
The owner askedif he could stay as he lives a'long way Kinslow drew up in his car. In his hand he had a tripler
from here.
that looked like the one I'd just changed.
"Have you got a tripler for a Decca Les?"
"I've just used my last one."
Trouble with Triplers
He looked up on the shelf. "There's one" he said.
As it wastrippingI startedby disconnecting
the tripler.
He took down one that I'd taken to be another type.
This stoppedthe tripping so I told him how much it was but I could see the difference.
going to cost him. He agreedand I reachedfor the last
"Take it and try it" I said, ashamed of myself for not
new universaltripler. I didn't get it down but insteadI
having seen it. All the trouble I'd brought upon mysclf for
looked at the one fitted. As it didn't havea diode lead I
not looking properly. Oh well.

decidedto fit a sparePhilipsG8 tripler whichwasnext to
the universalone. This was duly fitted and connected- as
the e.h.t. lead was a bit short it had to be fitted with the
chassislowered.I then switchedon. The soundboomed
out and I waited for a pictureto appear.And waited.I
turnedup the brightness.Still no picture.
I checkedthe e.h.t., which waspresent.so I movedto
the tube basevoltages.No first anodesupply.Something
stirredin my befuddledmind. I cut the mauvelead at the
bottom of the right side panel, intending to try an
alternativesupply. Big sparkscame from under the line
output transformer,so I hurriedly reconnectedthe cut
lead.Therewasno modelnumberon the rear coverbut I
was pretty certainit was an 80 serieschassis,so I looked
up the circuit, awarethat I'd done this only a short time
ago.There'sno separaterectifierdiodefbr the first anodc
supply. I then recarlledthat last time I'd changedthe
tripler I'd fitted a universaltype with the diodeand earth
Ieadsconnected.
So I reachedup for the lastuniversaltype and hurriedly
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Processions
I then had to cross the road to post a letter. Half way
across I was amazed to see an arrny of ants marching
down the road in perfect step, carrying banncrs.
"What's that on the banner?" I asked.
The ant carrying it looked up and angrily snappcd "it's'
God of course".
"But it looks like an ant to me."
"Of courseit does.What do you think God looks like?"
"Well", I faltered."God made man in His own image".
"What do you mean His own image?You'vc given Him
a gender!"
"Those males always do" a female ant shouted. "They
think they're God and they could well dcstroy our planet
within a few years.Why doesn't their God stop them?"
I ran over to the post box, a bit fed up with thesc
processions
that kcep coming by. Thcy'd gonc by the time
I got back.
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Still Swimming
LesLawryJohns

First I'd like to thank John de Rivaz for his helpful
suggestionson medical matters. I think howeverthat for
the time beingI'll carry on in this dazeand seehow things
turn out. Maybe it's somethingto do with all those TV
sets over the yean. It could of course be the effectsof
whisky, about half a bottle per night, just to keep the
blood thin you understand.But it could affect my head as
well. Something'swrong, becauseI can't repair some of
the Bush modelsthat keep comingin - the T20sand T22s
I've written so much about over the years. Lately they
seemto be beatingme.

The DecalTatung 120
Then there wasthe Decca(Tatung)set that camein the
other day. Fitted with the 120 series chassis.It kept
blowing the 1A d.c. fuse in the power supply. I checked
the BU426A chopper transistor and found that it was
short-circuit,so I looked around for a reason.R810 was
open-circuit.It's 150kO,so I fitted two 330kOresistorsin
parallel in its place. With these,a new BU426A and fuse
the set worked all right, makingme feel a little better. But
I still wish all thesepeople wouldn't keep coming in and
expectingme to work miracleson their setsfor nothing,
sayingthings like "I'd do it myself but I haven't got the
time".

Arcing
This happenedwhen a bloke brought in a Fergusonset
fitted with the TX10 chassis.The focus unit was arcing
over and I'd just used my last one. I releasedthe screws
that secureit to the chassis,hoisted it up and securedit
well clear of the metalwork with insulating tape. After
that it performed quite well and the chap was pleasedto
take it away,tendingnot to hear me say"on your headbe
it". A similar sort of thing happenedsometime ago when
I was out of triplers for an hour or two. A Fergusonset
was brought in with the tripler arcing over to the metal
frame on which it's mounted. I releasedit from the frame
and let it hang down by an inch or two, suspendingit in
this position with tape. Once again the remedy was
successfuland the customer departed in high spirits,
having had an estimate for a lot of money somewhere
else.I'll learn,someday. Criesof "when?".

A Relative'sGl?
Look what happenedwhen a relativebrought in a large
Philips set fitted with the GlL chassis.He complained
about the bottom of the set scratchingthe large table on
which he kept it at home. Not looking at the set properlyI
turned it on its side and removedthe screwssecuringthe
bottom box. When I swungthe box open I was surprised
to find a large panel containingover sixty i.c.s and lots of
other stuff.
"It's got teletextand viewdata"explainedmy relative.I
unpluggedthe panel and removedit. Next I tuckedall the
leadsinsidethe cabinetand, after a struggle,removedthe
housing.The set looked more norrnal and we swung it
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upright to test it. On switchingit on there was a good
picturewith normal soundon all channels.
"You won't get teletext and all that larkl' I told him.
"That's all right Les, as long as that bottom bit's no
longerthere."
I helpedhim take the set out to his car and he drove off
in good humour, leaving me with his unwantedbits and
pieces,includingthe complicatedpanel. I kept looking at
it and felt pleasedthat I wasn't expectedto repair it.
The Decca Hybrid CTV
Here's another example of the daft things that keep
happeninghere. A Deccacolour set wasbrought in, fitted
with the late hybrid chassis.The complaintwas excessive
red. To save me having to think I changedthe video
panel. The resultantdisplay was nicely balanced.I tried
the pushbuttonsand tuned one of them for London
reception, at the same time noticing that the others
weren't all that good at holding in. The owner had said
however that all he wanted done was the red picture,
nothing else.When he cameto collectit I showedhim the
panel and mentionedthe pushbuttons.He said they were
all right and agreedthat the picture was good. So he paid
up and left.
Just as I was eating my lunch the phone rang. It was
him again, moaning his head off about the buttons and
saying it must be becauseof the new video panel I'd
fitted. I told him that the panelhad nothingto do with the
buttons,and that there wasnothing more I could do as he
didn't want to bring it backto the shop.So that'sit. He'll
haveto keep hitting the buttons until they click in.
Well that'sit for now. Be seeingyou!

Failureand Success
LesLawry-Johns
I seem to be giving up more often when confronted with
faults I could put right without thinking about it a couple
of years ago. Take the Fidelity CTVl4R that came in the
other day. The rear-mounted 18kO wirewound resistor
that feeds the 12V zener diode ZD5 was open-circuit so I
replaced it. Switching on brought no response however.
There was h.t. at the collector of the chopper transistor
but it wasn't being switched on. I checked the driver
transistor and all the components associated with the
TDA2581 control chip, includingZD5. A couple of items
didn't read right: I replaced these but the set still didn't
work. So I gave up and admitted defeat.
Then look what happened just before Christmas. A
woman brought in an ex-rental Multibroadcast set for
repair. I told her I'd phone when I'd found out what was
wrong. It turned out to be fitted with the Thorn 9000
chassis.The tripler and a couple of other things had gone,
par for the course with these sets. I phoned her and gave
her an estimate for thirty pounds. At this she said most
emphatically that she didn't want the set done because
she'd paid only seventy pounds for it about two years
previously and had had to spend money on its since. She

Book Reviews
An Introduction to Satellite Television, new edition, by
F.A. Wilson, published by Bernard Babini (publishing)
Ltd., The Grampians,ShepherdsBush Road, London W6
TIrlFat 95'95.
Suchis the interestin satelliteTV that a new extended
and updated edition of this book, which first became
availableearly last year. has now been published.It's a
usefulhandbookfor any technicianthrown in at the deep
end by the comingof Astra and BSB, beginningwith the
basicsand endingwith the maths.Its primevirtueis that it
deals with today's requirementsin the UK - so many
recent books have been written mostly with the C band
usedin the Americasin mind.
H.P.
Getting the Most from your Multimeter by R.A. Penfold,
published by Bernard Babani (publishing) Ltd., The
Grampians, Shepherds Bush Road, London W6 7NF at

s2.95.
Electronics changesso fast that the basicstend to be
ignored- with test equipmentmeters are neglectedin
gear.A goodmultimeterwill
favourof more sophisticated
howeverusuallytell you just about all you needto know
about a circuit,providedyou usethe right sort and apply
it correctly.This book showsyou how.
H.P.
Newnes Guide to TV and Video Technologr by Eugene
Trundle, published by Heinemann Professional Publishing,
Halley Court, Jordan Hill, Orf,ord OX2 8EJ. Paperback
edition f8'95.
This book is a successor to two well-known Newnes
Guides - to colour television and VCRs. The material
from the earlier books has been revised, updated and
added to for this single-volumepresentation.Its well over
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told me not to do it and the set stayed in the shop into the
new year.
Honey Bunch started to moan about the sets that had
been left with us. Said they were cluttering up the shop.
So when this chap came in and asked if we wanted
anything dumped I pointed to the front row and he took
them away. This included the Multibroadcast set. Several
weeks later a chap came in and asked to collect it. I told
him it had been dumped and told him he could take
another working set in exchange for it. He took a nice
20in. Ferguson model and I didn't hear any more for a
week or so. Then the woman phoned to say that she
wanted her Multibroadcast set back. I told her it had been
disposed of as she hadn't wanted it done and I couldn't
keep sets that weren't collected. She said she'd sue me
unless I could produce an identical set. I'm still waiting
and the threat has been repeated. Oh dear!

I do have the occasionalsuccesshowever,sometimes
after a struggle.Take the Philips G1l that came in
recently.I repairedthe line outputpaneland thoughtthat
was that. It wasn't.The picturewas dark and the brightnesscontrol had no effect. Checksshowedthat there was
a short from one end of R6065to chassisuntil plug 6C was
removed.This led me to the power supplypanel where
zener diode D4090 (BZX79-C4V7)in the beam limiter
circuit had gone short-circuit.Fitting a replacementproduceda goodpicturewith full control.I'm still waitingfor
the set to be collected. . .
400 pagescontain a great deal of basic information on
televisionand video includingsuch up-to-datesubjectsas
MAC encoding,satelliteTV receptionand S-VHS. The
book is not intended for those well versed in these
matters,but can be recommendedas an easyto follow
introduction for those new to these subjects.A careful
study will provide a good groundingin TV receiverand
VCR operationin fair depth, and the book will afterwards
serveas a handyreference.It can be obtainedby post at
an inclusiveprice (in the UK) of f9.95 from Paul Richards
Books,28BoscobelRoadNorth, St. Leonardson Sea,E.
SussexTN38 ONZ.
J.A.R.
More AdvancedPower Supply hojects by R.A. Penfold,
published by Bernard Babani (publishing) Ltd., The
Grampians,ShepherdsBush Road, London W6 7NF at
92.95.
This sequelto "PowerSupplyProjects"is really intended
for the enthusiast.Becauseit featuresmodern regulator
chips howeverit's a handy book to have around. Particularlyusefulif you havea powersupplyproblemwith an
older pieceof equipmentand decideto replacethe whole
thing with one of the currentthree-legged
devices. H.P.
IBA TechnicalReviewNo. Z: The D-MAC/packetSystem
for Satelliteand Cable. Available to bona fide technical
personnel, engineersand students by application to the
IBA, Engineering Information, Crawley Court,
WinchesterSO212QA.
The IBA beganpublishingthis seriesof TechnicalReviewsin 1962- No. 2, the TechnicalReferenceBook, has
becomealmostthe standardwork definingthe parameters
of SystemI. This latest book looks like becomingthe
standardwork of referenceon D-MAC, and is a mustfor
those who will have to deal with MAC equipmentor
explainits operationto others.The overviewalonesettles
a lot of previouslyunanswered
questions,especiallyas to
how the systemis intendedto be progressively
developed
MARCH1989
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StrangeThings
LesLawryJohns
Some odd things have been happeningto sets around
here. Take the two FergusonTX9s that camein recently.

A Couple of TX9s
The first was brought in by a chap from just over the
road. He said the colours were wrong - blue facesetc. I
told him to call back later and started on it. The faces
were certainly blue, as was the colour of the snooker
table. I checkedeverythingthoroughly, first the resistors
etc. on the tube base panel then back to the output
transistorson the main panel.There wasnothingamissso,
feeling a bit of a fool, I removed the RGB drive leads
from the tube'sbasepanel. Red at the bottom, blue in the
middle and greenat the top. I put the red lead at the top
and the green one at the bottom. The facesthen looked
all right but the fields were blue. So I changedover the
green and blue leads,which producedgreen fields and a
green snooker table. We now had the blue lead at the
bottom, the green lead in the middle and the red one at
the top. I didn't like doing this and it worried me. The set
was left working all day and when the chap came back I
told him what I'd done. He looked at the picture and said
it was perfect. I asked him whether anyonehad worked
on the set and he said no.
So what had gone wrong to make it necessaryto swap
over the drive leads?The manualsaysthat the greenlead
shouldbe at the bottom, the red one in the middle and
the blue one at the top. Surelythe cathodescan't change
their colours in this way? The leads looked to be
undisturbed, correctly wrapped round - now they are
solderedon. The set continuesto work well. Strange.
The second fi9 came in with intermittent field collapse. I fitted a new TDA1170S field timebasechip and
the set worked for severalhours. Then suddenlythe field
collapsedagainand when I pulled the chassisout the field
scanwas restored.I tappedaround and it collapsedagain.
Next I found that there was no voltage at D94, the
rectifier that provides the 24V supply for the field
timebase.After a lot of mucking about I discoveredthat
the field collapsecame and went when pin 12 of the line
output transformer was tapped - it connectsthe earthy
side of the winding that feeds D94 to chassis.I cursed
myself for not thinking of this earlier and remade the
joint. No amount of tapping had any effect after that.
Another easyjob madedifficultby my bungling.
Fidelity

Problems

Fidelity CTVl4Rs (ZXAW chassis)never usedto give
me any trouble. One camein the other week and seemed
to work fine after I'd fitted a new line output transformer.
Shortly afterwardsit came back. This time I found that
the BU208 line output transistor was shorting intermittently. On the last time it had done so it had blown the
BUW84 choppertransistor.So I replacedboth transistors
and the set worked fine. Until next morning, that is.
When I switchedit on there was a loud bang. This time
the BUW84 had shorted, blowing the mains fuse. I
checked everything and fitted a new line output trans430

former, a new 8U208 (ust in case), two new bridge
rectifier diodes, another BUW84 and a mains fuse. The
set then worked normally but next morning there was
another loud bang at switch on and I was back at square
one. Why shoulda set that works perfectlywhen repaired
go bang next morning? To cut a long story short, apart
from two line output transformers,three BU208s,several
BUW84s and of cours€fusesI must have fitted at leasta
dozen mains rectifier diodes before the set would work
reliably.
When the owner cameback I told him what had been
happeningto the set, and to me. He took it away and
gave me back an aerial amplifier he'd purchaseda week
before, refusingto take any moneyfor it. There are some
nice people about - I'd begun to think that they were
gettingto be a bit thin on the ground.
Incidentally I'd like to thank those nice TV boys in
Plymouth who repaired my daughter'sFidelity set - the
one I'd given her some time ago. I hope it didn't give
them as much trouble as the set just mentioned. I also
wish they'd come and fix this CTV14 (ZX30[0 chassis)
that came in with a blank white screen.The lady who
brought it in said there wasn'tmuch wrong with it and I'd
be ableto do it in no time.
I thanked her and startedon it. The screenwas bright
with white linesacrossit. So I turned down the first anode
knob on the line output transformer and changedthe
TDA3562A colour decoder chip. With the new chip
installed a picture appeared. I'd turned the brightness
down, and when the controlswere readjustedthere was a
good monochromepicture. But when the colour control
was turned up the picture remainedin black and white.
Shesaidthe set requiredonly minor treatmentso I gaveit
up and returnedit. I feel ashamedof myself,but there it is
- I'm gettingold and don't want to do thingsfor nothing.
The Pye Gll
A Pye Gll camein recentlywith no soundor vision. I
did my usualchecksbefore switchingon - the mainsand
h.t. fusesall seemedto be intact. So I switchedon and
heardthe e.h.t. rustleup. But therewas no l.t. supplyat
the lower left side i.f. panel. When the line output panel
was swung out I found that the lower, 1A l.t. fuse was
open-circuit. After switching off I checked from the
fuseholder to chassis.There was a dead short which
disappearedwhen the long socket was unplugged.So I
turnedmy attentionto the lower left sidei.f./tunerpanel,
havingrefitted the socketon the line output panel.
As the short was still present I suspectedthe l2Y
regulator.When I removedthe power input sockethowever the short disappeared.I startedto frown at this and
went back to the line output panel. Removingthe socket
here once more cleared the short. So what was I up
against?A short in the wiring? I checkedfor this but there
were no shorts.
It appearedthat the short was presentonly when the
socketwasconnected.I then did what I shouldhavedone
in the first place. I again removed the socket, then
checkedfrom the fuseholderto the panel'strue earth (not
the frame). This time the short showed. A look at the
circuit suggestedthat the LT1 supply'sreservoircapacitor
C1350wasthe culprit, and when this wasremovedall was
well. A new 150prV,50V electrolyticrestoredthe sound
and vision and after a final check it was time to write out
the bill. Another example of making life difficult for
myself . . .
APRIL1989
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Fig. 9: Block diagram of the circuitry used to produce Y plus simultaneous colour-difference signals.

applied to add and subtract circuits which produce YL
and,on alternatelines,2R./28as in the previousexample.
The line-sequentialR and B signalsmust next be
convertedto simultaneousR - Y and B - Y colourdifferencesignals.This is where the oneline delay line
comesin. Fig. 9 showsthe arrangementused.The two
luminancesignalsare passedthrough individualgamma
correctorsto ensurelinear light inpuVoutputvoltagecharacteristics.Horizontal and vertical edgecorrectionis then
appliedto the full-bandwidthluminancesignalto crispen
the picture. The 2N2B information is fed to two separate
paths each incorporating gain-controlledamplifiers for
white balanceand gamma correction.Subtractcircuits
then introducethe low-frequencyY signal,resultingin
line-sequential
colour-difference
outputs(R - Y/B - Y).
Use of a delay line and half line-frequency
switchesSW1

and SW2finallyprovidessimultaneous
R - Y and B - Y
inputs for the colour encoder.A point to note when
servicingis that the two 2N2B channelsare designated
the red and blue channelsrespectively,which could be
confusing.
Our accountof the colour signal processingin this
article has been somewhatsimplifiedto make it more
readilyunderstandable
on first acquaintance.
Thosewho
wouldlike to follow througha moredetailedaccountmay
refer to pages178-183
of the present(third) editionof my
book "VideocassetteRecorders- a servicingguide",
publishedby HeinemannProfessional
Publishingat f20.
Another point to note is that a four-phaseclock pulse
drive systemis usedfor the verticalshift registersin CCDtype solid-stateimagesensors.Again you will find more
on this in the book.

TheParty'sOver - Well Almost
LesLawry-Johns
It's time to call it a day. Not only the songgoeslike that.
We don't get any youngerand the health problemsare
very persistent.As far as the businessis concernedthe
party is over and we haveto pick up the piecesand pay
our debts, if we can. Us carefuloneshaven'tgot much to
worry about but I know that there are a lot who have.
Someyearsback I wrote about my Grandad.He was the
skipper of a ferry boat and it was only when he bumped
into Tilbury landingstagethat it cameout he couldn'tsee.
After that my mum had to go acrossthe road to get his
pint of beer. The last act was on for him then, and it
seemslike only yesterday.SomesixtyyearsagoI think. If
anyonewants to look up the issuewhere I wrote up the
story it wasin October1979.Yes the party is finallyover
as far as this shop is concemed.We're movingout soon,
into a smallbungalownot too far away.So we'll get a bit
of a rest,but I'll still do my bit of writingto keepin touch
with you.

power supply. The BUX84 chopper transistor was opencircuit. I replaced it and plugged the set into the mains
again, having left it switched on. Nothing happened. I
checkedaround the BUX84 and found that it wasn't being
driven. So I checked through the circuit but couldn't find
anything wrong. When the owner came for it I had to tell
her that I hadn't been able to find the fault. She left with
the set and it was only later that I realized it had been a
remote control model without the remote control unit. I
hadn't done anything other than plug it into the mains.
What kind of fool am I?
To show you what kind of fool, I've been looking
through past issues of the magazine to try to refresh my
failing memory. What about this? In the March 1982issue
I was rabbiting on about the weather and mentioned
about my friend Ridley coming in. "If we keep burning
fossil fuels at this rate Leslie, the greenhouse effect will
become so serious we'll all be dying of heat."
Ridley was a solicitor, and that was back in 1982. How
did he know then?
More Sets
Well, that's all I can think of at the moment. People
In the meantimethe setskeepcomingin.
keep calling in to look around the shop and the accomTake the Philips CTX-E for example.The note said modation upstairs. If we didn't own the joint the party
"no go". So I immediatelydived for the switch-mode would probably have been over some time back.
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reliably displayed on an oscilloscope.By means of
Mamba (80). Each has its own dedicated soldcring iron
thumbwheelswitchesone of up to 1,250possiblelinesin
with the 5-pin DIN plugs differently wired to picvent
the display(interlacedor non-interlaced)
can be selected. damage from wrong insertion. All control units are
The unit works by providing a pulse for the scope's housed in similar enamelled steel casesthat providc full
external trigger input. The unit is battery powered for
screeningand earthing. For further details apply to Light
portabilityand usesPLL circuitryto eliminatejitter. Price Soldering Developments Ltd., Spencer Place, 97199
is f340 plus VAT.
Gloucester Road, Croydon CRO 2DN.
Rendar Ltd., Durban Road, South Bersted,Bognor
Schlumbergerhas introduced a new signal generator frtr
Regis, West SussexPO22 gR.L has introduced a comtesting D-MAC and D2-MAC packet transmissionpaths
prehensiverange of quality BNC, TNC, F and MILand reception equipment. The 517765 provides comspecificationN connectors manufactured in Japan by
prehensivetest patterns and signalsto EBU specifications
Marushin.The firm alsohasa largeselectionof adaptors to simplify installation and maintenancc of DBS equipto make cross-connection
between different types of
ment. The price is f4,300-f5,950 depending on the faciliconnectoreasy.
ties incorporated. A colour brochure is available. For
Litesold has introduced the Project ETC-5 range of
further details apply to Schlumbergcr Technologics, Insolderingstations with electronictemperaturecontrol. struments Division, Victoria Road, Farnboroush, Hants
There are three models,Viper (20W), Cobra (50W) and
GU14 7PW,

Here We Are Again!
Les Lawry-Johns
Yes, we're still here, but I wonder frlr how long?
It's thirty five years since I wrote my first article for
Practical Television, as this magazine was then called. It
was the first one in the "Servicins TV Receivers" series.
Seems only yesterday, honest. Miny of my articles over
the years have appeared under pen-names, such as S.
Simon. Did you get the joke I wonder? Simple Simon you
see! When I read some of those articles now I'm quite
surprised.Did I really know all that? There was also Peter
Gaymead Frazer and, going back to earlier days, N.
Mead. So I must have been a clever fellow, though I
didn't realise it.
There must be many of you who can write a lot better
than I can and haven't yet reached the winding down
stage.You will though. It seemsthat in my caseI've done
so much earlier than most people do. I find myself doing
daft things but there have been no complaints so far except from that lady who is going to sue me for chucking
out her set after she told me she didn't want it done as it
was going to cost thirty quid to replace the tripler etc. and
then left it for some time in the shop. She still hasn't
returned the set I gave her in exchange and I do wish her
solicitor would stop writing to me. I've told him I'm trying
to get a white portable, Thorn 9900 chassis,with remote
control sticking out the front, but they seem to be a bit
thin on the ground. Frankly I'd thought it was the 9fi)0
chassis,but Keith and Alex put me right about that - they
popped up from Portsmouth the other day. I've not been
right for a long time, which is perhaps why I've not yet
sold this shop though I've bought a bungalow and am now
in debt to the bank becauseof a bridging loan. Not for
long, I hope.
Sets still come in, though there are very few of them. I
never got around to taking in videos for repair. The
family's videos, including our own, are taken to Geoffs at
Moon Lane for repair. Geoff isn't upsct by this as he too
is short of TV repairs. I suspectthat there are a lot of you
in this situation, what with all these imported sets being
sold with guarantees that last for years. They'll start to
give trouble eventually, but will it be worth repairing them
when spares and data are expensive and difficult to
obtain?
Be that as it may, perhaps I can briefly return to those
early days thirty five years ago. The editor then wasn't our
T E L E V I S I OJNU N E 1 9 8 9
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John. It was F.J. Camm, the magazine'sfounder, who
had his name up front. F.J.'s brother was Sir Sidncy
Camm of Hawker aircraft fame - he designed the Hurricane, the Fury and all the other famous Hawkcr aircraft
made before and during thc second World War. I could
give you a long list as aircraft were my all consuming
hobby at that time - I can remember giving lectures on
aircraft recognition when I was in the Fleet Air Arm - but
this interest began to wane as I worked on the aircraft in
this country, Gibraltar and Alexandria (just past thc
stinking tannery). I still have photographs taken at thc
time and the memories keep flooding back, more so than
of what happened yesterday but I dare say there arc lots
of you like that.

The Fidelity CTV| R
We hadanothcrFidelityCTVl4R (ZX}UY0chassis)
in
the other day. I expected to have to fit a new line output
transformer but this wasn't necessary.The complaint was
that the picture kcpt rolling and going off. After a while I
discoveredthat the focus control was damaged. This was
no problem,since we keep having to remove the focus
control in these sets, together with the first anode control,
when fitting the ZX3t[0 scrics linc output transformer. A
new focus control was fitted in no timc and the picture no
longer rolled and hopped on and off. I then noticcd the
matchstick in the on/off switch. When this was pulled out
the switch no longer wclrked. So in went another, complete with the remote contacts.
I phoned the owner and she agreed to pay what I asked
(none of your business!).Anyway she came in later and
handed me a twenty pound note and I handed her a fivcr.

Colour Changeover
I'm sorry about the set that changcd its colours. Should
have realised it was the degaussingunit. But honestly the
changeoverwas so complete I didn't think it could be that.
The set lives over the road so I'll hear about it if it mucks
about again, and so will you.
That's all for now. Anyone want to buy a famed storc
in a prestige position? Mr. Fayed from Alexandria
perhaps?
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dividedby two as shown at (b) so that the digital audio
information is now in the form of 24 8-bit symbols.Fig.
11(a)and (b) is an expandedform of Fig. 9(a) and (b). In
(c) a numberof 8-bit symbolscontainingthe subcodeand
CIRC data have been added. Following this all the S-bit
symbolsare translatedto 14-bitform and mergingbits are
addedbetweeneach symbol, includingthe subcodeand
CIRC symbols,as shownat (d). Finally 24 bits of data are
addedfor frame sync.The completeframe consistsof 588
bits.

I

I

Summary
The principleswe have been looking at, i.e. sampling,
quantization,AD conversionetc., are not peculiarto the
CD system. As more analoguesignalsare convertedto
digital form for variouspurposesengineerswill becomeall
too familiarwith theseprinciples.Don't be discouraged
if
you find it difficult to rememberthe finer points in digital
encoding - this won't in any way prevent you from
servicingCD players.As I pointedout in my introduction
at the start of this series,an appreciationof the theory on
which the equipment you are servicingis basedwill give
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you greaterconfidenceand, sometimes,help you to make
an informed decisionas to where the fault actuallylies.
Next month we'll continuewith the theory by taking a
look at the frame sync, the error correction techniques
usedand the contentof the subcode.

tripler aswell. Nothingto do with the first repair,but how
do you chargea realisticprice?
Shortly afterwardsanotherITT set camein, this time a
26in. model fitted with the CVC32 chassis."Dead" they
LesLawryJohns said, and dead it was. I checkedthe mains input and
tracedit through to the main deck. My suspicionscentred
Thank you for all the kind letters that havebeen arriving
on the CMP30 choppercontrol subpanel,so I took it out
day by day - also the retirementcard from John Boyd.
andcheckedall the resistorsetc. As theseseemedto be in
I'm glad to know that you are all keeping well (sorry
order I changed the TDA2640 chip and replaced the
panel.The set then startedup without trouble and a good
about the thyroid, Harold). You just don't know what
picture appeared.
these letters mean to me. Although we've bought the
bungalowto retire to it looks as if we shall be here in the
A younglady brought in a Fidelity CTV140,sayingthat
shopfor a while yet - it just won't sell. Plentyof people the screenwasbrightlyilluminatedand couldn'tbe turned
havecometo seeit, but it eitherdoesn'tsuit them or they
down. When I switched it on there were some sparks
don't want to borrow the money with the economic insidethe tube'sneckandfurthersparkson the tube base.
situationbeingas it is.
A checkon the componentsmountedon the basepanel
So I'm sitting here singingto myself with almost no
revealedthat the small 33kO resistors(three groupsof
customers,no moneycomingin and plentygoingout. No
four, actingascollectorloadsfor the RGB output transisold age pensioneither. But I mustn't bore you with the
tors)wereoverheating.
The usualcauseof this is incorrect
morbid details.You've probablygot worriesof your own,
drive from the TDA3330 colour decoder chip, so I
maybemore than I have.
checkedthe voltagesat the output pins. The readings
Anpvay we're still dealingwith a few sets,like the ITT
were wrong and I suspectedthat the chip had been
CVC20 that came in about a week ago with very poor
damagedby the sparking.Despitea searchI couldn't find
field scan.The picture was only a few incheshigh, with a
a replacement.This meant ordering one or two, then
bright line acrossthe bottom. I alwaysdreadthis because seeingthem fail after a short time.
it just hasto be the mostawkwardtransistorto get at, T10
I decidedto be the cowardI've alwaysbeen.I reassem(TIP33).The voltagereadingsconfusedme a bit, but then
bledthe set and when its ownerreturnedI advisedher to
they alwaysdo. Collectorright, baseabout right, emitter take it to someonewho would have more confidencein
high - above the basevoltage.So out camethe transis- themselves,
like Moon Televisionin Moon Lane. Sorry
tor, after the usualstruggle,and in went in a new one. A
Jeff. Sooneror later I'll have to tell them that you're
TIP3055, which is what I usually fit. In its cramped actuallySun TV in Sun Lane . . .
positionat the top of the chassis,under the line output
As I've been busy typing this two women have been
transistor,bolted to the metalwork.Once it was in there
standingoutsidethe shop gossipingaway.For about half
wasfull heightand the picturelookedgood.
an hour. At last one of them said somethingthat upset
It wascollectedbut cameback a few dayslater, tripping
me. "As sureas the sun risesin the eastand setsin the
for the first few secondsthen lapsinginto sullensilenceas
west . . ." At this I roseand openedthe shopdoor. "The
thesesetsdo when an overloadis present.I dived for the
sun doesn'trise in the east and set in the west," I told
tripler and unhookedit from the line output transformer. them, "it only appearsto do so becausethis little planetis
This didn't make any differenceso I checkedthe line
spinningaroundthe enormoussun. Now go and do some
outputtransistorcarefully.It had a leak.I fittedone of my
thinkinginsteadof gossipingall day."
thick BU208A transistorsand left off the tripler's contact
Sorry about that. Cheersto you all. Love from Zeb,
just in case.This time the set cameon, but went off again Tessa,Spock and that bad-temperedbird. And Honey
when the tripler was connected.So I had to fit a new
Bunchof course.

Thanksa Million
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(62)Stickson one channel.ICC5, ICC6 or ICC7.
(63)Won't memorisea station.ICC5, ICC6, DC8, TC5
andCC21 have all causedthis fault.
(64)Scanstuning but doesn't stop when station found.
CCIZ,CCI3, CC18,RC31,TCI,TCL, TC3, RC35.CIEAN
the contacts of the plugs and sockets on the
microcomputerpanel.
(65)Set won't sweeptune. ICC2, ICC3, ICC1 and CC17.
(65)Set runs but no control operation, no display of
channelnumberetc. ICCI or if accompanied
by a tick on
soundcheckthe smoothingof the 15V rail (CCl, 470p,F).
This should be checkedwhenevera segmentdisplayfault
is noted (seebelow).
(67)Displaydoesn'talter, e.g. stuckon no. 1. ICCI and
checkfor hum on 15V rail - see(65).
(68)Segmentdisplay goes out intermittently. ICC2 and
check15V rail for hum.
(69) Green bar tuning display does not disappearfrom
screen.lCC2 and TC4.
(70)Tuning drift. ICC3, CCI2, CC13.Seealso (16) and
(83).
(71)No control operation for a few minutes from cold.
Ensurethat TC9 is type BC307Bnot BC307A.
(72)Clock runsslow(1F4/8).ICC1 and ensurethat RCYis
lk.o not 2'7kA.
(73)No sweeptuning,displayblank. ICC3, ICC6.
(74)No u.h.f. indicator.ICC7.
(75)One row of keyboardnot working.Checkcontinuity
and replacekeyboardas necessary.

(76) One segmentin channel display not illuminated.
DSl.
(77) Remote control not working, handseto.k. Check
adjustmentof RTUA1 (seebelow) or suspectICUA1 or
CU A2 incorrectlyfitted.
(78) Remote control range poor. CUA8 not earthed or
checkadjustmentof RTUA1 (seebelow).
(79) Set intermittentlystarts from standbyon its own.
Faulty self-wipingcontact.
(80) Tuning displayincorrect.ICCN2 or short out DCN2.
(81) No display.ICCN2.
(82) Displayalwayson screen.ICCN1.
(83) Tuning drift. Add a 2.7MA resistorbetweenpins 6
and 9 and an 8.2MO resistor between pins 3 and 9 of
ICC3. Removethe 10MO resistorfrom pin 6. Also check
the 33V regulatorICC4. Add a 1N4148diode from the
33V rail to (cathode)pin 11 of ICC3, cuttingthe print to
connectthe diodein series.Seealso(16) and (70).
(84) Set intermittently shows an erroneouschannel display. ReplaceCC4 and CC5 (previously82pF)with lOOpF
or add 20pF in parallel with each. If the fault persists
replaceICC3.

ThePretty
Weightlifter

tripler. In doingso the focusunit broke up. I shouldn'tbe
so rough.With patienceI installeda universaltripler, cut
the leadsto sizeand fitted a new focusunit. The set now
workedwell, displayinga good picture.
The young lady returned as promised and paid by
cheque.This time I insistedon carryingthe set out and
puttingit in the boot.
"Thank you, it nearlykilled me bringingit in" shesaid.
"Anything for you, but don't do it again" I smiled.I
was going to continuebut Honey Bunch had by now
taken an interestin what was going on and I had to
behavemyself.

Lcs Lawry-Johns
I was sitting here minding my own businesswhen a car
drew up outside.A pair of pretty legsswungout, and a
delightfulyounglady walkedinto the shop.
"Will you fo my TV for me?" sheasked.
"Of coursemy dear, what nameis it?"
"Wade" she replied. Wade? I'd grown up with these
people, known them all my life. As I was writing this
down shewent back out front and openedthe car'sboot. I
thought it would be a portable. She leanedover, and we
saw more of the pretty legs.She then lifted out a 22in.
Bush T22A. I've seensubstantialmen falter when lifting
one of these out of a boot. She trotted in however and
placedit on the bench.
"How did you managethat?" I askedin awe.
"No trouble" shesmiled,"how muchwill it cost?"
"Not more than fifteen pounds" I said, resistingthe
temptationto say I'd do it for nothing.
"O.k. then, when shallI call for it?"
"This afternoon,please."

Tln T21A'sPr&lcm
So off she went. What a swinger!I took the back off
and switched on. The power was present but nothing
started.After disconnecting
the tripler I tried again.Still
nothing,but this time I heard the timebasestart up and
the soundbeganto hiss.I switchedoff and checked5Rl3
(330f1),over on the front right sideat the bottom, in the
tripler's earth connection.lt was open-circuit,killed by
the tripler. I fitted a replacementand removedthe faulty
TELEV1SION
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To adjust RTUA1 (remote control receiver) transmit
from the handset and find the ends of the ranse of
adjustmentof RTUA1 where the [R receiverLED (on
the channeldisplayLED) lights, then adjust it for the
centreof this ranse.

A Tripping Thorn 8(N
The next one in was a Thorn 8800 which really showed
how stupid I've become. It was tripping, so I removed the
e.h.t. rectifier's lead from the line output transformer.
The thing then started up. Being the oaf that I am, I fitted
a new e.h.t. unit and tried once more. After a delay the
tripping started. Instead of disconnectingthe focus unit I
concluded that the e.h.t. rectifier I'd litted was faulty. I
fitted another one and this time smoke came from the
focus unit then the tripping started again.
Fed up with myself by now I removed the focus unit
and saw that there was a dent in its back. I searchedhigh
and low for another but couldn't find one - all the stuff is
in sacksready for the move, so I could have missed one.
There was nothing for it but to nip along to Geoffs in Sun
Lane. He was able to help out but with the new one fitted
we still had tripping. To cut a long story short, the faulty
focus unit had destroyed the e.h.t. units I'd Rtted. I
shouted at the cat and pushed her off the bench, then
started the search for another e.h.t. unit. At last I found
one and, with my fingerscrossed,fined it. Three had been
destroyed but this time everything came on o.k. and I
breathed a sigh of relief.
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Honey Bunch appeared and commented that I always
get the easy jobs . . .

Thanks
I'd like to thank all of you who've written. But don't
come down to see me - I'm ashamedof the shop, the way

I've let it go. Unless you want to buy it of course! I'd also
like to thank Rick Kinslow for bringing in that bottle of
100Pipersscotch.H.B. doesn'tlikc it, so I had to drink it
all myself. It was lovely and has lifted the depressionthat's
been engulfing me lately, try as I might to throw it off.
But I know there are a lot more out therc worsc off than
I, so I mustn't moan.

Review:Tatung'sEarlyBird
EugeneTrundle
Quite a wide rangeof satelliteTV receivingsystemshave
becomeavailablesince Astra was launched.Many are
aimedat the volumemarketwith pricesin the underf300
region.A typicalexampleis the TatungEarly Bird Model
TRX1801, which has a suggestedretail price of f250-f329
dependingon the choiceof dish size and LNB rating. I
installedone at home and have lived with it for many
weeks.We are also deeplyinvolvedin selling,installing
and servicingthesepackages
and sortingout any problems
that arise.Thus this reviewtakesa look at all aspectsof
the system.
General Description
A wall-mountedoffsetaluminiumdishfinishedin white
is suppliedin either size60cmor 80cm.The LNBs have
HEMPT devices,the noiseratingbeing 1.5or i'UdB to
order. The receiver has IR remote control, with 19channelselectionfrom a small,simplehandsetwhoseten
keys are duplicatedon the receiver'sfront panel, along
with + tuning buttonsand a memorykey. Stationtuning
and polarisationdata are held in a non-volatilememory
which is preprogrammedat the factory to the Astra
channelsfor easy dish installation.A lt/z-digit sevensegmentred LED displayprovideschannelidentification
(1-1e).
(6.5MHz),i.e. mono
Audio capabilityis single-channel
only. The audio and video signalsare modulatedon to a
u.h.f. carrierpresetto ch. 38 but tunableover chs.32-39.
There's also a scart output connectorproviding mono
sound in/out, MAC/PAL and basebandoutputs. The
u.h.f. input socketprovidesa loop-throughfacility.Other
connections,at the rear, are for the LNB downlead(F
connector)and the polarisersupply.The receiver'smain
electrical characteristicsare as follows: input 9501,750MH2;threshold6'5dB; power consumption20W.
It's a compactunit, measuring250mmwide, 170mmdeep
and 63mmhigh, with a blackplasticcase.

'l-he
around 0.3dB.
combination of this polariser design
and the LNB pickup probe gives exccllent polar isolation
- exceeding18dB for the Astra channels.
The LNB typically beats its noise rating by up to O.zdB.
Feedhorn and LNB are well protected from the weather
and creepy-crawlies.I tried both the 1.5 and l.SdB noise
versionsat different times with 60cm dishes and got good
results from both at this part of the country within the
52dBW footprint.
All in all the dcsign of the external unit is excellent,
both physically and electronically. lf properly installed it
should be capable of standing up to the worst of the
increasinglyfreakish British weather.

Indoor Unit
The indoor receiver, which is titcrally a black box, is
capable of giving excellent pictures and passablesound,
though in this price range the facilities are necessarily
limited. The mono sound is fine so long as you don't
intend to hook up to a stereo TV or hi-fi system, but
there's no facility for reception of extra carriers (i.e. radio,
alternate languageor stereo) unless and until scart-linked
add-ons become available. I found that the reproduced
pictures are very good via either the r.f. or AV links. the
exception being some very early production models whose
energy-dispersalclamping was not fully effective, giving
rise to vertical judder effects with some VCRs and TV
sets. There's a modification available for those receivers
that left the factory without it being done.
The receiver is easy to program. At the end of each

OutdoorUnit
I believe that the dish assemblyis one of the best in the
budget range. The dish itself is elliptical and is mounted
on a very heavy and sturdy wall bracket made of tubular
steel. Its tilt and pan actions are positive, making alignment easy. Once these are set the clamping action is
strong and rigid with virtually no "twang".
The LNB and feedhorn are mounted on a single, rigid
tubular steel arm that sets the focus point without any
need for adjustment. The magnetic polariser is incorporated in the feedhorn and is supplied by a separate
twin-core cable which takes a constant bidirectional current of about 35mA. Its insertion loss is very low at
750

The Early Bird package. Several detail changes have been
made since this photo was taken: the LNBis now square in
cross-section and has a feedhorn; the front panel has ten
numerical keys with + tuning and memory buttons; and the
handset is smaller and simpler.
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YouWon't BelieveThis.. .
LesLawry-Johns
We've had a wall built around the rear garden of the
bungalow.Not to keep intrudersout but to keep the dogs
in. The rear gardenhasalso been concreted,againfor the
dog's use. As repair businessat the shop dried up we
moved to the bungalow,with the dogs, cat and bird,
hoping that the shop will sell before long.
The bungalowis in a secretedpart of a housingestate
built well after the war on a site previouslyoccupiedby
GravesendAirport, which was usedby Fighter Command
duringthe war. When an invasionwasexpectedin 1940all
the runwayswere mined. The public was not informed of
course. All these years later the Royal Engineershave
been instructedto locate the long tubesof explosivesand
make them safe. So two days after we arrived we were
told that the whole area is to be examined,using metal
detectors,and eventuallymade safe.What a welcome!
Anyway, we've not been blown up yet and the shop
telephonenumber has been transferredto the bungalow.
The other day a man phonedto say that the DeccaTV
set (80 serieschassis)he bought from us someyearsago
sufferedfrom field collapseafter it had been on for about
fifteen minutes. He said that hitting the top of the set
restoredthe picture, so I thoughtit would be a dry-joint. I
told him I would be at the shop in ten minutes.When I
got there I waited for him to appear.He didn't. So after
half an hour I drove to his house. He openedthe front
door and said"I thoughtyou saidten minutes?"
"I said I'd be at the shop in ten minutes.That way
you'd haveavoidedthe call-outcharge."
After removing the right-hand side timebasepanel I
resoldered all the field timebase connections.I then
turned the set round and fitted an aerial. There was a
good picture when I switchedon. It was still there half an
hour later.
I replacedthe back and suggesteda chargeof f20. He
flinched."That includesthe call-outcharge,"I explained.
He paid me and I drove off. Before I got very far I was
held up by traffic. While waiting I saw the chap I'd just
left chasingup the road, so I backeddown to meet him.
'"It's goneagain."
Back to the house again. When we got there the set
looked perfectlyall right.
"Blast. It's comeback again."
"I bet your wife was upset,"I said.
"Oh no, this is my set. She'swatchinghersin the front
room."
I took the back off againand watchedfor anotherhalf
an hour. It was obviousthat the fault was not a dry-joint
as I'd assumed.It occurred only when the back was on
and the temperaturerose. I'd no hairdryer with me to
make heat checkson the componentsand it struck me
that this wouldbe bestdonein the shop.I told him I'd call
later to pick the set up.
. When I got it to the shop I managedto createthe fault
by pulling away at the upper left plug and socketon the
right side timebasepanel. So I took the panel out and
resolderedall the connections.There was a clear picture
when I switchedon again.After refitting the back I let the
set run for an hour or so. Then, confident that all was
well, I put it into the estatecar carefullyand returnedit to
Mr. Evans.
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I was similarly gentle with the set when I got to his
house.I pluggedit in and connectedthe aerial.There was
a white line until I cloutedthe top of the set and a picture
appeared.This was too much. I retumed the f20 and
apologised.In fact I practicallyran out of the house.But
I've an idea that the set will be all risht after this.
The Midday Clinic
When I got back to the bungalow the phone was
ringing.A G11 I'd repairedseveralweeksago had gone
wrong. I askedthe owner to bring it to the shop at about
twelvethe following day. Shortlyafterwardsa lady rang to
say that her ITT portable had a funny fault - the sound
would go off until the aerial plug was waggledabout. I
askedher to bring the set to the shop midday tomorrow.
So just before midday I packed my stuff into the car
and spedoff down to the shop.The G11 wasthe first one
to arrive. The holder at the back didn't hold a remote
control unit. I switched on and a red light appeared.
Nothing happenedwhen I pressedthe button, and switching off and on againmadeno difference.There waslife on
the power supply panel, but only 50V at the fuse. I
checkedhere, there and everywherebut couldn't get the
h.t. to rise. The reservoircapacitorwasof the blue welded
type. I'd fitted it sometime agoand it checkedo.k. After
spendingsome time checkingthrough the power supply
circuit I'd got no further and gaveup. Another failure.
Shortly after the ITT portable arrived. I removed the
cover and found that the soundcameon and went off as
the coaxial aerial lead was juggled about over the tuner
and i.f. unit. No dry-jointscould be seenwhen the chassis
wastakenout, but I did find that whenthe tuner etc. was
held in one position the sound didn't go off. So I fitted a
wedge. I showedthe lady what I'd done and explained
that in my opinionthe fault wasin the tuner-i.f.unit, but
that I didn't have a replacement.She seemedhappy
enoughand left me a pound for my trouble. I know that I
shouldhave removedthe unit and strippedit down, but I
didn't havethe patience.Sorry.

AnotherGll
Another call had comein while I'd beenaway.A Gll
with field collapse.When I arrived at the house I found
that the owner was the best friend of an old friend of
mine, so I resolvednot to giveup this time.
After removing the rear cover I checkedthat voltage
was present at the TDA2600 field output chip. I then
fitted a new TDA2600, with the clip under it, and refitted
the heatsink.The line was still there. I told the owner I
wouldn't be long and spedoff to the shop, hoping to find
anotherpanel.As luck would haveit I'd kept an old Gl1
with a duff tube. After extractingthe upper left panel I
hurried back to the house and fitted it. I crossedmy
fingersand switchedon. The picture appearedand I was
greatlyrelieved.
I felt guilty about chargingthem f25, but they seemed
to be quite happyand I went off with the faulty panel.I'll
find the fault on it when I have time. Meanwhile all the
bestto you all.
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bandwidth despite the effects of shunt capacitance
which, as we've just seen, produces a cut-off at 1.4MHz.
To offset the effect of the capacitance, the LR circuit
must similarly have a "cut-off' at I-4MHz and the
inductive time-constant must be equal to the capacitive
time-constant, i.e. 0.12g,sec.Now the time-constant of
an inductive circuit is given by LlR. Thus the inductance
required is Z : tR : 0.12 x 10-u x 4 x 10'H : 4809.H.
If this value was used in our video amplifier the results
obtained would be disappointing - a check on the
frequency response would show it to be far from level
over the passband.This is becausetwo important factors
have been overlooked. The first is that we've not
allowed for resonance. Since the inductance and the
capacitance form a tuned circuit, by making both timeconstants 0.12sec we've ensured that the resonant
frequency is 1.4MHz - right in the middle of the video
bandwidth. True, the 4kO load resistor in serieswith the
inductor provides a high degree of damping, but the
response curve will neverthelesshave a significant hump
centred at l.4MHz.
To keep the boost to an acceptablelevel and ensure a
reasonably level response the value of the inductance
should be significantly less than the value worked out
above. The mathematical concept of maximal flatness
gives some idea of the inductance value to use. A
maximally flat curve is one without maxima and minima.

falling away from the ideal level responsevery gently as
the frequencyrises. This responsecan be obtained by
using an inductance with a value of 0.41 of that
previouslycalculated,i.e. 196irH.
The second factor overlooked so far is that with an
amplifierdesignedto handlepulse-typesignalsthe shape
of the frequency-response
curve is not the best criterion
of performance. Phase response also matters, and to
securea good responsewith pulse signalsit's useful to
aim at securing a maximally-flat group-delay/frequency
curve.This is attainedby usingan inductancevalue 0.32
times that initially calculated,i.e. 154pcH.So an inductance value between 154-l96p,H would be suitable,
suggestinga value of around l75p.H. If inductive
compensation is to be used a medium-wave tuning
inductor could, if available, be used, saving a lot of
work.
This final example of inductance calculation has led us
into the further subjects of resonance and maximal
flatness. It was worth including in order to illustrate the
problems that inductors can introduce. The capacitive
examples were straightforward and illustrated the simple
method of calculating the component values required to
obtain the desired response. The shape of the curve can
be sketched once the cut-off frequency is known, the
only figures required being the 3dB point (gain or loss at
cut-off) and the 1dB gain or loss an octave away.

A Day in the Life of . . .
LesLawry-Johns
I'd been at the shop on the previous day and decided to
pay another visit after lunch to make sure that everything
was all right and to attend to any customers. As there
weren't many I thought I'd pop into the Coach and
Horses next door to have a word with the landlord Dave.
Perhaps he might know about the surveyor who'd called
at the shop yesterday?I knew that he was looking it over
on behalf of a building society, but didn't know who had
initiated the interest. Dave's son had been looking around
lately, and I felt he might know something. He didn't, so I
sat back and started on my half of bitter, which is all I
drink when driving.
A magician friend of mine sat nearby, with his daughter
and her husband. I showed them the August issue which
contained those lovely letters about my retirement. I've
said thanks before for all your good wishes, but must do
so again. I really didn't know you cared so much.
After finishing our drinks we wenl our various ways.
Shortly after I'd returned to the shop Bob appeared. He
looks after the radio bits and pieces at the local hospital
and entertains the patients with music etc. With him was
the hospital's ITT TV set which had given up the ghost.
He plonked it on the bench and after removing the rear
cover I switched it on. Apart from the degaussingbuzz
there was no response.It was an ex-rental set and I'd not
seen one like it before, so I can't tell you the model
number.
H.T. was present at the collector of the line output
transistor, and when I went on to check the components
in its base circuit the set started up. So I switched off and
checked carefully for dry-joints. There were a few around
the coil in the base circuit. After resoldering these and
some more in the vicinity the set started up each time I
944

switched on. I replaced the back and asked Bob for a
couple of quid. He insisted on making it a fiver. So I
wrote him out a bill and he carted the set off happily. That
was about all the servicingrequired. A few friends popped
in to passthe time of day, and shortly afterwards I locked
up and drove back to the bungalow.
That was yesterday. I was up early this morning. Slide
out of bed and step carefully over the dogs. Then start to
dress, making a point of pulling my socks on whilst
standingup. I'm determined to keep this up becausewhen
I have to sit down to do it I'll know I'm really getting old.
Dressing complete. I walked up the road to collect the
morning paper. We don't have it delivered to ensure that
I keep active first thing. Back for breakfast and to feed
the cat who won't live in the house but spends her time
out on the roof of the shed. I hope she'll changeher mind
about this when winter cornes. Spock's over sixteen now
and won't last much longer.
After H.B. had departed on her morning's run around I
looked out and saw someone familiar coming towards the
front door. It couldn't be. but it was. Stan from SEME.
He looked over the bungalow and the dogs didn't bark
once. They know him well. After a few pleasantriesStan
departed, without an order. H.B. returned shortly after
and announced that one of her daughters wanted a
remote control unit for her Philips TV set. So having seen
Stan off I had to phone SEME for the unit.
Later another of H.B.'s daughterscalled, bringing with
her an Alba PTV10 portable radio/TV set. I couldn't get a
reading across the mains input, so I checked the transformer. It said there was a thermal fuse in series with the
winding but I couldn't find it. In fact I destroyed the
winding while trying to do so. Another order to make.
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bound in improved hard-coverform. For a colour leaflet
listing the modelsincludedand price, apply to U-View,
29 Warmsworth Road, Doncaster, Yorkshire DN4 ORP
(telephone0302855017).

prefers the challengeof the new to running an establishedfirm.

HINARI's NEW CHAIRMAN

We must apologisefor a most unfortunate error in our
newsitem last month on the Rumbelowsreorganisation.
Our suggestion,due to a misinterpretation,that the
servicingside will be contractedout to other companies
is quite wrong. What we should have said was that
servicingwork carried out for other companieswill be
gradually reduced. Solutions has ceased to trade, the
servicingside becomingan integral part of Rumbelows'
customeroffer, organisedon a local, regionalbasis.

Brian Palmer, who establishedHinari Consumer Electronics in 1985, has resigned as chairman and chief
executive.He is handing over to John Robinson who is
ex-managing director of Electrocomponents. Hinari
grew rapidly from a turnover of f10m in 1985-86to f65m
in 1988-89.It evolved from the wholesaledistributor
Trical, which Brian Palmer also started. It seemsthat he

WhatNext?
Les Lawry-Johns

Still more letters and cards have arrived! My thanks to
you all. Becauseof my muddledhead I can't write like I
could just a few years ago, but I can manageto repair a
few TV sets that people phone up about. Unfortunately
it seemsto take me a lot longer to do thesesetsthan it
did just a short time back, but I still try.
The Philips Gl1
Take the Philips G11 that someonephonedup about
recently. I've repaired more of thesesetsthan any other
type. He askedme to call at his houseto have a look at
it. I did and couldn't find a thing wrong. He said it
suffered from field collapse every day or so. The only
thing to do was to cart it off down to the shop to have a
closerlook. When it was on the bench I couldn't induce
field collapsehowever much I tapped around, but every
now and then the picture went red then failed completely. This was soon traced to a poorly fitting plug on the
video panel. I thought I'd leave the set on for a while to
seewhat happened.While waiting I poppedinto Dave's
Coach and Horses next door, leaving a note to tell
prospectivecustomerswhere they could find me. Just
half a bitter, becausemore than that makes my mind
evenmore cloudy and I had to drive quite a way. The set
was still all right when I got back, so I resolderedevery
joint around the TDA2600 field timebase chip, its
iupply, etc., after which I kept an eye on it for another
hour or so. Then I cartedit back to its owner and asked
him to let me know if it misbehavedagain.
Next day he phonedto saythat it wasdoingsomething
different. Every now and again the field varied and
curved. So I drove off for a further inspection.As the
height was varying I thought I'd have another go at
findinga dry-joint. The upshotof this was no field scan
at all. After checking that the suppliesto the field
timebasewere presentI fitted a new TDA2600. With the
heatsinkback on everyingseemedto be o.k. I watched
for severalminutes, then checkedthe video plug and
socketagain.After that I left. I've not heardfurther, so I
must concludeeither that the set's now all right or that
the owner is fed up and hasboughta new one.
Back to the shop to meet a couplewho are thinking of
buyingit and using it as a hairdressers.
I showedthem
over the place but they didn't show any signs of
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eagerness
to buy. I supposeI'll just haveto wait until the
Indian solicitors down the road have made up their
minds, which they've been trying to do for several
monthswithout actuallyshowingtheir hand . . .
Another Philips Set
As I was about to leave a chap camein with this 20in.
(KT4 chassis).
Philips colour set - Model 20/CT4636105T
It wasn't necessaryto let down the main panel becauseI
could see that the trouble was over on the right-hand
side: the line output transformerhad an obviously poor
contact, which I carefully resoldered along with the
connectionsto severalof the other pins, just to be sure.
This seemsto be a common fault condition that affects
many models nowadays.The transformer does lead a
busy life of course.I wrappedthe set up and tried it once
more, for the young fellow's sake. He then departed in
high spirits, having had to pay me only a fiver.
After this I locked up and returned to the bungalowto
seehow Gunga Din was coping - our new dog, a pal for
7,eb and Tessa.As usual he started a scrapwith Zeb as
soon as I reachedthe gate - he seemsto be possessive
and wants to show Zeb that I'm his. Tessahas to come
betweenthem to stop any real damagebeing done. She
doesthis with amazingability and they don't arguewith
her - she's the boss! IncidentallySpock (the cat) still
hasn't come in. She sleepsoutside,coming up on the
shedwhen shewantsto be fed.
Later I had to return to the shop to show it to another
furniture dealerwho is looking for
chap, a second-hand
premisesin the town or just outsideit. He wasimpressed
with the place (heavenknows why) and said he would
contactme later if he could raisethe cash.
Loss of Picture
While I was dealingwith him someoneelsebroughtin
a portable TV set with the complaintthat the picture
failed every time the aerialplug was touched.Memories
of that other portableflooded back - the one with just
the samesymptoms,causedby the aerial cable disturbing the tuner unit. This time however nothing went
wrong when I fitted my own aerial. He'd brought with
him his short piece of aerial cable. I checkedthis and
then fitted new plugs. This done there was no further
disturbanceno matter how much the aerial plug was
waggledabout. I chargedhim a couple of quid and he
left quite pleased.
Back at the bungalowI wonderedwhether the shop
would soon be a hairdressers,
a second-handfurniture
emporiumor a solicitors'office . . . .
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was plunged into gloom.
Ralph Topcut, who had been demonstratinga compact disc player in the shop, scurriedthrough and began
complaining. Norman grabbed his tools, Gareth some
fusesand a card of fusewire. while Andv found a torch.

They dashedaround making a great commotion. In the
midst of all this Sid yawned,picked up his jacket and
strolled out through the yard to the BelvedereCafe, his
usual lunching place. The toaster could wait till this
afternoon.

A Bout of Despair

you are - all becauseof an electrolyticthat testedo.k.
The start-up feed comes via a 15kO resistor, and I
noticedthat one end of this is very closeto the h.t. fuse.
Maybe the electrolytichad been disturbedby a nasty
shockat sometime. If all this soundstrivial to you, just
wait until you get somethinglike itl
Things have been much as usual here apart from that
wicked set. The shop still hasn'tsold, the cat still won't
comein, the two male dogsstill can't agreenot to fight,
the weather seemsto be getting colder and H.B. has
decided to sell our car which I've just taxed and
reinsured.She'sgoing to sell it to her sister'shusband
who is not havingmuch luck with his car at the moment.
Our Renault 18 has been very reliableand just as it's in
sparklingform she'sgoing to passit on. Apparentlywe
are goingto get a smallercar, a Renault5 or something
like that. I don't seem to have too much say in our
business
lately.

Les Lawry-Johns
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When an old friend carried in his almost new colour
portable I thought it was going to be a five minute job, I
started by assuming that it was a Fidelity receiver hiding
behind another name (Goodmans), but though I looked
here, there and everywhere I couldn't find the correct
circuit diagram. It seemed to be similar to the ZX3A00
chassis, but the layout was different. The line output
transformer was at the rear centre. It looked like the one
in the earlier Fidelity ranges, with the integrated focus
and first anode supply knobs sticking out. The chopper
transistor and its control chip were where you'd expect
them, on the left side viewed from the rear, but the chip
was a TDA4601 instead of a TDA4600. I checked the
legs, and they seemed to have the same layout. Anyway,
as the set wasn't working I fitted a TDA4600 and
checked the voltages, which all seemed to be low.
Perhaps there was an overload? I checked the line
output transformer etc. carefully and got nowhere. In
fact I spent a whole week on it, checking this, that and
the other. When I say a whole week what I mean is that
during the course of a week I spent several hours on it
without achieving anything. I don't spend all that much
time in the shop nowadays - I suppose I'm getting lazy in
my old age. Finally I decided to let someone with a more
active mind have a go. So I carted the set off to Geoff in
Sun Lane. He kept it a week and then asked me to
collect it before it drove him barmy. He'd thought it was
the line output transformer loading down the supply,
and I'd run one up to him just in case I'd made a mistake
earlier. As it was my last one I ordered another from
SEME Stan, along with some other items I might
require. Geoff didn't need the transformer however as
the replacement didn't make any difference. So out it
came and back went the original. He also checked the
field output stage, in case an overload there was shutting
everything down.
What was I to do when it came back? I assumed that
there was a problem with the start-up system, and
ordered a TDA4601 just in case. This didn't make any
difference either, so I got down to checking every
component in the chip's supply circuit, taking each item
out in turn to be sure. In due course I came to a l(X)pF,
25V electrolytic which acts as the reservoir capacitor for
the start-up and also the running supply to the chip - it's
connected to pin 9. I checked it carefully and it claimed
to be in order. Substitution seemed to be a sensible
double-check however, and when a replacement had
been fitted normal results were restored.
At this I went into seventh heaven. I can't tell you the
hours I'd spent checking various possible culprits, as well
as phoning up everyone I thought might be able to help.
I feel ashamed at troubling so many people, but there
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The Lady with the CVCS
As I wasjotting that down the phonewent and a sexy
soundinglady askedme to call and look at her set which
had gone on the blink. It turned out to be an ITT CVC5
that had been left on with a faulty tripler. This hadn't
done the line output stagemuch good of course.A new
tripler and a PL509line output valve restoredfairly good
results,but I replacedthe PY500efficiencydiode as well
in caseit had suffered.What about payment?It seemed
that the lady had other ideas.Other than cash,that is.
But I didn't fall for it and askedfor my money.I told her
I was sixty six and couldn't even if I wantedto. After a
smallargumentshepaid up and I departedin haste.

A Waltham Portable
An old customer phoned to say that he wanted to
bring a Waltham portable along to the shop. I got there
just in time and when I put the set on the bench I found
that there was a small, dark picture, with pulling all over
the place. I thought it would be the reservoir capacitor.
but bridging this with a 4,7Np.F test capacitor made no
difference. I then looked carefully for a cracked track as
I'd had this trouble with the panel before. All relevant
tracks showed continuity however. So I dabbed around
with the 4,1ffip.F capacitor to see whether I could find a
point where it did any good. At one point the picture
cleared up wonderfully, though there was still a slight
gap at either side of the raster. I couldn't see exactly
where this point was - it was not far from the bridge
rectifier. As I wasn't prepared to argue about it I left the
set on soak test for a while. I then ran it back to its owner
and showed him it working with a good picture. He paid
his fiver (he's an old man) and I departed for the
bungalow.
I'm getting worried about having this bungalow since
the bridging loan is costing me plenty and the shop just
doesn't seem to attract any serious buyers. I feel sure
that something will happen soon however. Is anyone out
there interested?
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breaking away from the terminals on the head. Many
manufacturersuse very stiff screenedcable, often poorly
anchored. For many years I've overcome this problem
by using record player pickup arm lead - the five-core,
verv fine flexible cable that's used to connect the
cariridge to the sockets under the deck. The lack of
screeriing haqn't caused any problems, in fact many
manufpcturersihave started to use unscreenedcable.
But it tends tp be rather healy, not very flexible and it
still breaks!
The problerfr is that I have to pay f2.40 tor a 15 in.
length of the pickup lead, and the sourceof supply will
STOLEN
eventually dry up. I've tried to obtain this type of lead
Does anyoneknow of
elsewhere,sorfar without success.
whilst
I
was
stolen
from
my
car
Several items were
stayingovernight in Telford on a businesstrip. Theseare a source of supply, preferably by the metre? Perhaps
as follows: An Avo Model 8 in a brown leather carrying some enterprising supplier could persuade a cable
case, the probes well worn and repaired with insulating manufacturerto make some?
tape; two tool cases,one holding a solderingiron plus a Geoff Davies,
plastic/greencloth tool roll containing various servicing Rugby, Warwickshire.
tools, the other casecontaining tools for the car; and a
red plastic sparesbox of the type with trays that fold out
when the lid is opened, containing various electronic
WANTED
spareparts. I would be most grateful for any information I would like to thank those readers who have written in
leading to the recoveryof these items, and would be with details of playing NTSC tapes on UK VCRs. I'd like
preparedto offer a reward.
to obtain an 8928/JVC HR3330TR, but have so far failed
J. E. Bagley, Whitehall,BewdleyBank,
to locate one. Does any dealer or individual have one for
Canon Pyon Road, Herts. HR4 7SH.
sale? If so, please write stating the condition and price

fitted on the metal plate aboveVT21..The printed circuit
was cut to accommodate the 0'22Q cunent sensing
resistor. Unfortunately, due to the physical layout the
potentiometerchain couldn't be connectedto the output
side of this resistor. The following components were
removed:R100, R101, R102, C83, C86, C87, W17 and
\,1f22. R103 was changedto 6800, R104 to 270Q and
R106to 120Q.
K.J. Treeby,
Plymouth,Devon.

CARRADIO.CASSEfiEPLAYERS
I service car radio-cassetteplayers and frequently find
that the connectionsto the tape head have broken. The
causeis usually broken cores in the lead, or the lead

Video Trouble
LesLawry-Johns
A belt in our Fidelity VCR broke - I'm told it's a FisherSanyo machine. Now I've never repaired a video
recorder in my life and don't stock the belts, so I ran
down to Geoffs place in Sun Lane. He fitted a new belt
and tested the machine. I took it back home and it
worked all right for a week or so. Then severe hum bars
started to show and you couldn't watch the picture. Back
it went to Geoff who kept it for a week or so because it
wouldn't record the sound.
Eddy who works for Geoff had replaced some
rectifiers to cure the hum bars but didn't seem to want to
spend time on the loss of sound recording. Something in
the i.f. panel he said. I took it home for Honey Bunch to
play with. She was able to use it to play our recorded
tapes but wasn't pleased about the sound recording
problem and kept on at me to have a go. If Eddy
couldn't find the cause of the problem, what hope had I?
After some days she visited one of her daughters and
came back with an elderly Sony Betamax machine. This
frightened the life out of me but, with HB's son-in-law,
we managed to get it going and it performs quite well.
We have to have a machine so that HB's grandson can
watch "Flome and Away" and "Neighbours" after we've
collected him from school in the afternoon.
I feel guilty about this lack of adventurousness but
don't like to risk mucking things up. I still tackle TV sets
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(please don't send the machine until a sale has been
agreed!).
If any other reader wants one, I'd be happy to keep a
"want list" and pass on any offers received.
John de Rivas, West Towan House,
Porthtowan. Truro. Cornwail TR4 8AX.
of course but the call for repairs is not great nowadays,
as you probably know. There are quite a lot of Ferguson
portables around with dry-joints causing intermittent
field collapse however.
Then there was this chap who brought in a TX10. Said
it kept cutting out. He left it and I immediately checked
the focus/e.h.t. unit on the right-hand side when viewed
from the rear. As it was blackened I disconnected the
bottom screws and hung it free as a check - I was down
at the shop, and my new focus/e.h.t. units were back at
the bungalow, so I had to check as best as I could. The
set worked all right, showing a faded BBC-2 picture.
Then suddenly there was a flashover in the faulty unit
and the h.t. fuse failed. The chopper transistor had
shorted, so I had to fit a new BU208A. After doing this I
popped back to the bungalow for a focus/e.h.t. unit - the
modified type.
When this was fitted the picture was reliable but was
faint and lacked green content. I turned up the green at
the c.r.t. base but the tube was obviously low. So I took
the chassisout, turned it up and shorted out the resistor
that's in series with the c.r.t. heaters. The heaters then
glowed a bit brighter and the picture slowly improved:
after a while the greens returned.
When the owner returned I showed him the picture
and told him that it would improve with use. There was a
problem with the remote control system, which would
give only even-numbered channel selection. I couldn't
finO anything obviously wrong with the cables and
contacts and, as the owner didn't seem to be too
concerned about this, I wrapped the set up. Perhaps
someone familiar with these sets would like to comment
on this symptom?
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microamp."Sid bent over the CathodeCruncher."Does
seempretty lifeless"he agreed,but I can't believethe
tube is all that flat. Maybe something'swrong with the
booster."
Andy, rain soaked and breathing hard, muttering
imprecautionsabout heathen hill farms, backed through
the double doors and dumped the abused TV on the
floor. "They'll have a new set up at PickersgillCraggs"
he told Sid. "Send them one with a wide mains input
range- that generatorhasa will of its own!"
"Only becauseArthur l-ongbottom insistson fiddling
with it" Sid replied. "But we could do with the sale.I'll
take one up later." Meanwhilehe took the coversoff the
booster. Overheatedresistorsand a disintegratedcapacitor greeted him. "Even the perishin' test gear needs
repair in this dump" he moaned, then went on to
disembowelthe boosterwith gusto.
Norman left him to it and, while Andy turned his
attention to a record turntable with a linear tracking
systemfault, took a look at a FergusonSRA1 satellite
TV receiverthat had come in becauseof random remote
control operation.The customer'scomplaintwas that it
had switched itself off once, gone into standby several
times, and had changed channel on a couple of occasions. Not unusual with TV sets, but satellite TV
receiverswere still somethingof an unknown quantity in
the workshop.

Norman took off the coversand snappedon the bench
lamp. After an hour on the bench nothing had happened. "I might as well link it up and watchsomething"he
muttered. He fetched a spare TV set from the soak
benchand connectedit to the SRA1, then pluggedin the
lead from the dish on the roof. Things soon began to
happen,just as the customersaid. By luck the unit sent
itself into the soundmute condition.During the sudden
silencea slight sizzlingnoise could be heard. Norman
dousedthe benchlights to look for telltale sparks.Sure
enoughthere were someon the undersideof the board,
the unit from the
near the IR receiver.He disconnected
mainsand investigated.
The SRA1 has a three-coredmains lead and is thus
earthed. The PCB is earthed to the metal case at only
one point, near the IR receiver. This point was making
poor contact. The arcing was due to the non-isolated
aerial socket used with the TV set's isolated chassis
allowing line-frequency currents to flow in sufficient
quantity to causea small spark at the indifferent earth
connection.Norman felt pleasedwith himself.
Andy's problemturnedout to be causedby a defective
motor. Shortly afterwards Mr. Knowles was on the
phoneto thank them for their troubleand to saythat the
picturewassplendid.
"Makes you wonder what some peoples'eyesightis
like" wasall that Norman could say.

kept goingbecause,as I found out after a while, of a dryjoint at the base of the tuner unit. It didn't look as
though it was dry, but it respondedto tapping. So I
scrapedit clean and resolderedit carefully. The signals
LesLawry.lohns didn't go off after that.
You may wonder how I can do these jobs. It's
becausethe shop still hasn't been sold. It went into
auction the other day, but hardly a sale was made (few
Not a lot, I suppose.But at least we're still here. So
reached the required price, including mine). So I
many seem to have popped off recently. It makes you
supposeI'll haveto keep hopingthat someonewill come
feel you're cheatingby keepinggoing, but I supposethat
along to clear my enormousbank overdraft. I've had
there's still room for us even if we have to do without
offers, but they wouldn't clear my debt to the bank.
someof the thingswe'd becomeusedto. As I sit hereI'm
When I look round at the dogs,cat and bird I wonder if
crowded in by three dogs and a bird: dogs on the left,
they know more than us. They seemto get along without
bird on the right. I don't know which is worse. The dogs all the worry and trouble we've made for ourselves.We
keep quarrelling (quietly though) while the bird runs
have to be cleverand keep on inventingthingslike TV
around her cage as though there's someoneafter her.
setsand so on. Where do we end up? Up to our earsin
Honey Bunch has gone out to do someshoppingand, no
debt, that'swhere . . .
I've recently had a couple of jobs from the same
doubt, gossiping.I mustn't say too much, becauseshe'll
read this before I send it in. But, good lord, don't I
house.One wasa Grundigsetthat I had to cart off to the
gossipas well?
shop.There was reducedfield scanat the bottom of the
There's not a lot to tell you about sets. That Fidelity
raster, but when I got the set on the bench nothing
VCR is still playing up. First there was no sound, now it
seemedto be wrong. I strippedit down and resoldered
buckles the tapes. However, we've still got the Sony everythingto do with the field output stage.After that I
Betamax machine, though the heads have needed couldn't make the set do anythingwrong howevermuch
cleaning several times - after a certain tape has been I probed around. So in the end I took it back and
played I think. I clean the headswith my finger sprayed explainedthe situationto its owners.
with Aero-Clene.A lazy man'sway of doingit no doubt,
They asked me to look at another set of theirs,
but it seemsto work. Sorry aboutthat , . .
upstairs.Up I went to look at a deadHMV receiver,one
SomeTV setshave been attendedto, and that seems fitted with the Thorn 9500chassis.The mainsinput was
to be about all I've been capableof recently. A shorted o.k., so I went alongthe back to the red button cutout.
diode in a Fergusonportable had blown the mains fuse, This was open-circuit and I just happened to have a
and there was a far easternset with a faulty line output spareone in my case.After fitting it the set cameon all
transformer.I couldn't do this one becauseI didn't have right. I chargedthem f15 for the trouble and they paid
the transformer to fit in it. Anyway, it was only a few
up happily.I've been expectingthem on the phone ever
monthsold so still under guarantee.
sinceabout the Grundig receiver,but I've not heard so
The owner's complaint about an ITT set was that the
far. Maybe the solderinghasbeen successful.
aerial socket needed fixing because the picture and
Well that's all for now. Mv best wishesto you all for
sound kept failing. I repairedthe socketbut the signals 1990.
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Sony has launched its first S-VHS VCR in Japan.
Model SLV-R7 is priced at the equivalentof f800 and a
Europeanlaunch is expectedlater this year. Features
include an on-screendisplay and a digital timebase
corrector(TBC) to reducejitter. Sony'sCCDF3808mm
camcorderhas been releasedin the UK with a suggested
price of f799. A key featureis the autolock panel that
coversthe lessused facilitiesand puts the camcorderin
the automaticmode. This offerspick up, point and shoot
filming.The CCDF380weighs1.2kg.
Hitachi has launchedthe LapwatchModel WLC50 in
the UK at a suggestedprice of f1,300. It combinesa
VHS VCR with a 5in. TV set with LCD screenand has
PAUSECAM capability- it will alsoplay NTSC tapes.

removed the cover of the fuse. The fuse came out as well
of course. It was blackened and had obviously been
damaged by poor contact. The fuseholder was cleaned
and the contacts tightened, then a new fuse was fitted. It
no longer smelt and the job was finished. I told the owner
that he wouldn't get the smell again and he departed in
high spirits.
I was subsequentlyasked to repair a Grundig set and
agreed to have a look as I knew the owner. He brought it
in and told me that there was no sound or picture at all.
So I removed the rear cover and started to check the line
output stage etc. As this appeared to be in order I spent
some time checking around the tuner. Nothing seemed
to be wrong so I turned to the front of the set and
twiddled the control knobs. The screen lit up, with dots.
and the sound hissed. I tuned the buttons down to our
transmitter and got a faint picture with sound. The
results were the same when the aerial was disconnected.
An examination of the aerial socket showed that it had
seen better times. When a new one was fitted the picture
looked as good as new and the sound was perfect. I
launched into a fever of abuse but the owner maintained
that the screen hadn't lit up and that there had been
nothing at all from the speaker. Oh well, we can't all be
perfect, can we?!

IN BRIEF
If you hurry you'vejust time to attendThe Video Show,
which is being held on March 23rd-25that the Westminster Exhibition Centre (Horticultural Halls), Vincent
Square, London SW1. This consumervideo show is
organisedby What Video and Camcorder User magazines. The first morning is a free trade preview. public
admissionbeingfrom 12 noon.
The Vintage WirelessCompanyLtd., Tudor House,
CosshamStreet, Mangotsfield,Bristol BS17 3EN has
publisheda new "wanted list" for 1990.It's a 28-page
A Philips GlL I was called to did funny things after a
listing of stock required for resale.The Saturdayretail
showroom has been reopened - callers are welcome few minutes. So I took it down to the shop where I had it
working on the bench for a couple of hours. As it
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

ThingsAin't So Good
LesLawry-Johns
They're certainly not. The shop still hasn't sold and not
many jobs are coming in. Those that do take me ten
times longer to sort out than they used to do.
Take the set I collected the other day. I'd looked at it
before but it had refused to go wrong. I was then told
that the bottom of the picture came up after several
hours. To about half way. I took it down to the shop and
spent several hours trying to find the cause of this. It
appeared to be a TX90, but there were some differences
in the field output stage. Eventually I changed the
transistors and diodes. The diodes shorted and I found
an open-circuit resistor in the feed to the output stage.
Its value appeared to be 12,0, but when I fitted a
replacement of this value the diodes again shorted. The
lower transistor also appeared to have been damaged. So
in went more components, including a 22o. resistor this
time. The field scan now opened up, but with bottom
compression.This was overcome by altering the value of
a couple of resistors - there's no linearity control. If all
this puzzles you, the name on the front was Logic
instead of Ferguson. The main panel was mounted flat in
the middle, not upended on the left-hand side as with
Ferguson sets.
Someone then phoned to say that his GEC colour
receiver was smelling. I thought that this might be due to
the tripler, so I asked him to bring it down to the shop.
When the set arrived I switched it on and the smell came
up. On sniffing around I found that its source was the
upper left-side mains fuse. You could see that its black
cover had been melting. So I unplugged the set and
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wouldn't do anything wrong I had to take it back to the
owner. She phoned later to say the fault had reappeared,
so I had to repeat the procedure.
This time it did do funny things when I had it on the
bench. After about an hour the bottom of the picture
came up, with a white line indicating compression about half way up. actually. I tapped around the tleld
output stage gently, and this immediately restored full
scan. So I had to wait for the fault to put in another
appearance - it couldn't be made to occur by disturbance. Eventually the bottom came up again and this time
I was gentler, disturbing things with my fingers. It was
only when I gently rocked the TDA2600 field output
chip's heatsink that the fault cleared. So out it came and
the socket was thoroughly cleaned and sprayed. Then
back went the chip, the clip and the heatsink. I gather
that the fault hasn't occurred since.
The same owner then brought a Philips KT3 along.
She said that it had been working well until one day
when it had started to click at switch on. I removed the
rear cover and disconnected the tripler from the line
output transformer. The sound then came on and there
was plenty of life from the transformer. Assuming that
the tripler was responsible for the trouble, I removed it
and fitted my last one. You can imagine my annoyance
when the set tripped just as it had done previously. I had
checked for discharge from the e.h.t. cap and there
hadn't seemed to be any. Nevertheless I removed the
cap and carefully cleaned the area around it. The set
then came on and didn't click. I cursed myself for being
too quick to accuse the tripler. How can I carrv on
when I'm so stupid'?
That's the problern you see. Something wrong with my
head. Probably what should have happened twenty years
hence. It started about three years ago. When I went to
the doctor about it he said he thought it might be my
heart. It wasn't, so I can only assumeit's something to do
with ageing. The trouble is that it's getting worse as time
goesby. What with that and the shop. things are bad.
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greatcare must be taken.
When you are sure that your checksconfirm that the
unit will run, replace TP01 and DYzl, fit TP37 and
switchon. If you havea variacyou can be more prudent,
usingit to set the mainsinput at 110Vbeforeyou try the
unit. If the power supplyworks under theseconditions,

set the l2Y rail correctly(monitor at test point BP08)by
adjusting PP57 slowly. Then raise the mains input to
240Y and check that the L2V setting is maintained.If
you've been thorough the power supply should work
normally and the machinecan be returnedto its owner.
If you haven't- go back to squareone and try again!

The House Husband
Les Lawry-Johns
Well here I am, still trying to get used to retirement:
confined to the bungalow and wondering what to do
after I've done some of the jobs a housewifedoes. I
never realised how hard they work and the different
thingsthey have to do. H.B. goesout most morningsto
earn a few bob and I'm left to my own devices.Isuppose
I'll get usedto it but I don't know when. The shophasn't
sold yet and I don't supposeit will for a while. If things
don't change I might even rent it out to someone.At
least that would help me pay the bank a little of what I
owe it. I still get a few jobs, someof which might interest
you.
For examplethe Philips Gll set I had to pick up the
other day. There was only a vertical white line in the
centreof the screen.This told me that the line timebase
wasworking but the line scancoils weren't beingdriven.
On inspectionI found that the scancoupling capacitor
C3135(0.91g.F)had bulged out. When it was removed
and checked it proved to be open-circuit. I found a
replacementof the samevalue and rating but of more
rectangularshape and fitted it, ensuringthat it didn't
touch any nearby components. When the set was
switchedon againthere was a full rasterbut no vision or
sound.I had to tune in all the stationsas the owner had
probablytried retuning in an effort at clearingthe white
line. It was then soak tested for a while before being
returned to the owner who was pleasedthat it had been
done so quickly - and cheaply (I can't bring myself to
chargethe current rates).
The next set I had to visit was a Bush one fitted with
the Rank T20 chassis.This had no visible picture. The
e.h.t. was o.k. so I took the coward'sway out and
increased the first anode voltages. This produced a
picture but I'd forgotten the brightnessnetwork, so I
couldn't do the job properly.The customerseemedto be
quite happy however so I left him with it. I know a
resistor had gone high in value but I didn't have the
circuit with me. I may go back and do the job properly
one day: when he calls me againfor somethingelse.
Then there was the Philips K30 with a scrambled
picture and poor sound. I'd repairedthe set sometime
ago - removing the aerial socket and repairing it. I
thought that the present trouble would be a repeat

secondtime I drovethe lorry a Chief PettyOfficer hailed
me down and asked for a lift. As I was driving he
commented "you blokes amazeme the way you can
handlethesevehicles".I didn't like to tell him I couldn't
drive and wasn't licenced.A few nights later I was in
chargeof the night guard and had to post severalmen
around the airfield. It was coming up for midnight so I
poppedover to the marinesectionand borrowed one of
their lorries. While I was driving it around the hangers
the port sidewheelsslippedinto a hollow and the whole
thing turned over. Luckily no one was hurt but we were
unableto turn it back up. I waited till the next morning
before reporting it and was subsequentlychargedand
brought up before the C.O. As the officers from my
squadron appearedon my behalf I got off lightly. A
month's stoppageof leave I think, which didn't mean
much being stuck out there. It's funny that I can
remembersuch things that occurredfifty yearsago but
can't rememberwhat happenedyesterday.
But I can rememberpopping down to the shop when
who should turn up but Beardy and Nonbeardy. This
surprisedme after the dust up we'd had on the previous
occasion.They carted in a Philips K30 and said that it
went off a few momentsafter it wasswitchedon. When I
switchedit on I could hear the sparking.After removing
the back coverI sawthe arcingaroundthe e.h.t. cap. I
switched off and to my surprise the cap wasn't even
clippedon. So I cleanedthe area around the top of the
tube and sprayedit with antistaticsolution,then looked
at the cap which was in a sorry state.I had to clip it off
and look for anotherone, then peel the insulationback
to preventfurther discharge.Having done this it wasjust
a matter of soldering the leads and pulling back the
covering.When I clippedon the cap and switchedthe set
on it cameto life and stayedthat way. After refitting the
rear cover it was time to face the intrigued two.
"That's that" I said.
"Is that all it was?" said Beardy. "We don't have to
pay for a little thing like that, do we?"
"Oh yesyou do, and the next time you can try to do it
yourself" I commented,wonderingwhether they would
rememberto dischargethe e.h.t. cap to earth as I had
done if they did try. After a struggleI mangedto get f 15
out of them before they left, vowing never to return to
sucha pricey establishment.
When I got back to the bungalowStan from SEME
called,not to take an order but to seeif I was still alive
and to seeH.B. He left me the latest SEME catalogue
which is full of interestingthings.After he'd goneH.B.
startedon me.
"That cassettein the car is muckingabout all over the
place."
I'd fitted it only the week beforeand it wasbrand new.
So that's anotherjob I've got to do. I supposeI may get
around to doing it one of theseyears . . .
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Triple Trouble
Les Lawry-Johns

I got up and stood to get dressed,as I've alwaysdone
though someof you don't believeit. You seeit's always
best to do things the hard way, then when things get
really hard it doesn'tseemtoo bad.
The Grundig that went Bang
When I'd done the cleaningetc. I went out to pick up a
TV set. After a bit of an effort I found the place.The old
girl told me that her son had replacedthe fusein the set
but that it had blown again straight away. It was a
Grundig CV720K-[|C7400GB,which I'd not comeacross
before, so I cartedit downstairs,bungedit in the car and
told the owner I'd bring it back within the hour. This
seemedto surpriseher somewhat.
Back at the shop I took off the rear cover and looked
at the chassis.It wasa rather small,horizontalone with a
few plugs and sockets.There wasjust one screwto the
right of centre, the rest of the panelbeing held by clips.
Having freed this lot and disconnectedthe plugs etc. I
removed the panel and examinedit closely.My meter
showed a dead short. well almost. across the mains
input. It was nothing to do with the degaussing.The
meter led me to a bridge rectifier which when removed
proved to be the offender.
I looked high and low tbr a suitablereplacementbut
couldn't find one. So I popped along to Geoff's in Sun
Lane and got one from him. As it was larger and the
leadoutswere different I had to insulatethem and turn
them over to fit into the right holes. After making sure
that I'd fitted it properly I replacedthe panel and plugs
etc.. switchedon and pluggedin the aerial. There was a
good picture and sound.I put the back on and loadedthe
set into the car. which is easiersaid than done as it's a
small one nowadays.The old girl was delightedwhen I
cartedit upstairsand fitted it whereshewantedit to live.
Shepaid up happilyand in no time I wasbackhome with
the dogsand H.B.
"What have you been doing?" she asked.
"Well I've alreadyseento an old girl," I replied, "and
left her very happy I might add."
"Really, after all theseyears?"
"Just a question of a bridge" I replied, wondering
what she would think of next.

Fuzzy Picture then Smoke
For some reasonthis made me think of another lady
I'd visited recently. She'd given her addressas number
68 on a certain road and askedme to collect the keys
from number74. When I got there I wassurprisedto find
number 74 next to number 68 and wonderedwhat had
happenedwhen the houseshad been built. Anyway the
lady from number 74 let me into number 68 where I
found an ITT CVC5 on the table. Apparentlythe picture
had gone fuzzy then smokehad comefrom the set. So it
was another case of taking the set to the car and the
problem of getting it in. I told the lady I'd be back
shortly and spedoff to the shop. Getting the set in and
on to the bench left me breathless,but with the back
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removedand the covertaken off the right-handsideline
output transformer assembly I could see what had
happened.
The line output transformertag that's connectedto
the PL509'stop cap is alsoconnectedto the tripler. The
latter lead's insulation had broken down and was
shorting to the focus assembly,hence the fuzziness
complainedabout initially. Under the bench I found a
stout lead which, after pulling out the three wires,
provedto be an adequatecoverfor the faulty lead in the
set.When I'd fitted the coverI arrangedthe lead clearof
the focus assemblyand resolderedit to the line output
transformer.I then checkedthat there were no shorts
acrossthe h.t. line etc. As everythingappearedto be in
order I switchedon. After the warm-up period a good
picture appeared.I left the set on test for a while then
returned it to the owner who was now back at number
68. Shewashappyto pay me my chargesdfter seeingthe
picture and listeningto my puffed voice.

Transport
If you wonder why I get puffed getting setsinto and
out of the car it's becauseof the layout. There are just
the two front doors,and if a set is put on the passenger's
seatit getsin the way of the gearchangeetc. So I haveto
move one of the seatsforwardsand plump the set in the
back. H.B. sold the estatecar to one of her relativesyou
seeand got this miniaturevehiclefrom anotherrelative,
thinking that I wouldn't be doing any more repairs. I
keep my mouth shut and put up with it though I'm not
happy with the situation despite the reduced petrol
consumption.
Back at the Ranch
Havingbeenin the navy you'd think that I would have
a preferencefor rum. Well I did, for a time. After a spell
on beer I got on to whisky, which is where the small
amount I make on repairs tends to go, me drinking it
neat and H.B. taking it in coffee - black with one
spoonfulof sugar- which I would have thought would
water it down. Anyway, I decidedto try it like this one
night and endedup more sloshedthan I did with the neat
whisky. Strangethat. Maybe it's somethingto do with
my brain: I've not been able to think straight since I
reachedsixty five.
You might think that the reasonthis piece is called
Triple Trouble is somethingto do with triplers. It really
relatesto the dogshowever.They haunt me all day (and
night). All Alsatians,Tesswho's the oldest and largest,
Zebardiand Gunga- he'sthe youngestand causesmore
trouble than the other two put together. The cat still
won't come in. She lives outside, sleepingnot in the
houseH.B. madefor her but in a car that'sbeenbunged
in the spacenext to the bungalow.Then there'sthe bird
that still hasthe grudgeagainstwhoeverputs his finger in
her cage. Possiblysomethingto do with having keen
kept in an army camp and jossledby the squaddies.

LiquorishPaper
I'll just stop a minute to roll myself a cigarettewith
liquoricepaper.Hard way to havea smokebut I told you
that I alwaystake the hard way. Another thing is that
hand-rolledfagsgo out quickly when left. So they don't
causefires like thosepacketones.I shouldget a discount
on my insurancebut I don't. That's enough for now.
Cheersto you all.
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TheChangingScene
Les Lawry-Johns

I'm sharing the shop at present with S.K. Lakha, who
tends to show me up. Take the newsagent'svideo for
instancc. I'd spent some time looking at it and got
nowhere. Then be brousht it in to S.K. who fixcd it in
minutes. How was I tolnow that a lamp shuts off the
juice to the selectors when it goes open-circuit? Sorry I
missedout on that one. ['d better rcad the magazinemore
thoroughly, becauseit was mentioned somc timc ago in a
seriesof articles in this book of learnins.
I also had more trouble with that CVa,5 I wrote about a
couple of months ago. It started to play up again, so I
drove down to see it. The owncr told mc that it was o.k.
for a while then the colours chansed on the left-hand side.
I stayed and watched it for some timc. Then on some
sccnes the picture became green on the left-hand side,
revcrting lo normal towards the centre. This suggesteda
fault somewhere in the bistable circuit. Aficr fiddlins
around for some time I discoveredthat D40. which linki
the ident signal to the bistable, was faulty. Should have
remcmberedthat. But I think the owner will soon buy a
new set. It is, after all, iust a little r>nthe old side.
A lady phoned up thc othcr morning to say that all she
had was a white line across the screen. She said she'd
bought the set from me some years ago and that it was a
Philips one. So I thought it was a Gll, packed mv bags
with the Philips stuff - chips and so or.t- and ventured off
to her house.When I got there a Fidelity portable looked
at me. As it was a Mk.2 version of the 2X3000 I didn't
suspectthe line output transformer of causingthe trouble.
But it was a question of carting it off down to the shop,
where L.K. was operating. Hc was working on a video,
but wasn't in a hurry. I plonked thc Fidelity on thc bcnch
and rcmoved the rear cover. "What's wronsl" hc askcd.
"Field collapse" I replied
"Let me do it" he said. So I let him snoop around on
thc main panel, chccking resistorsctc. Thcn I thought I'd
better do something.Like changethe field output chip. I
looked lbr one evcrywhere but had to go down to Geoff
in Sun Lane for one. When I got back S.K. was still
looking at the set. Wc lltted the new chip and of course
the white line was still present. Back to checking voltages
etc. These proved to be more or lesscorrect, so I felt that
it was time to change the timebase generator chip. This
involvcd another visit to Gcoff - it's a good thing he keeps
his stocks high. When this was lltted we had a full rastcr
and I thought that the job was over.
Connecting the aerial lead produced clear sound but no
sign of a picture. My defectivc memory tried to tell me
something. but I didn't want to listen. I put my finger
about an inch from the line outDut transtbrmer and a
spark leapt out at it. S.K. looked hornfied, hut I was o.k.
"l've been hearing noisescoming from that thing for some
time" he said. I thought surely the newer type of transformer, with the integral first anode and focus controls,
can't do the same thing as the earlier type, but after sonre
timc spent looking tbr picture content there was a crack
and the screcn display reverted to the white line. It then
became clear. The old girl's not going to fork out for a
ncw line output transformer on top of everything else I
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thought. I told her the sad story and left her to think
about it. We've not heard since so she's probably decided
to buy a new set. Oh well . . .
The point is that these Fidclity sets'do tend to suffer
frorn this sort of thing. lt starts when thc line output
transformcr sparks over internally. This usually knocks
out the vidco chip and/or the timebase gencrator chip,
depending on the modcl. So before you go ahead and
start to replace the chips, change the line output transfbrmer. With the carlier version this involves erlterinsthe
focus and first anode supply circuits. All this mcans that
it's wise to get the customer'sagreement beforc you take
on the repair.
A G8 that camc in later left us in the same position. It
scemed to be dead but thcrc was plenty of h.t. It just
didn't gct to the line output stagc because the h.t. fuse
was open-circuit. There was no indication of a shortcircuit in the line output stage so I fitted a new fuse,
crossedmy fingers and switched on. A picture appcared
but the reds and greens wcre a bit out. Sorne time was
spent gctting this right and I was just admiring the picture
when the set wcnt off without warnins. More fusesmerelv
confirmedthat thcre was troublc in tic linc output stagc.
The customcr was told that the repair was likely to be
expensiveand is still thinking about it - or morc likely he's
replaced the sct. At least I got a fiver for my trouble.
That's all for now. Love from H.B. and the animals.
includingthat bad temperedbird! Finally I'd like to send
greetings to my claughtei Lavinia who lives with her
family in Devon, and to Johnny Logan up north. Lavinia
writes for a knitting magazinc, producing complicated
patterns that are far too involvcd for us TV pcople to be
able to follow.
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replaced.A tip: tie a piece of string to the aerial cablebefore
pulling it out - this will enableyou to pull the new aerial in
with ease. Don't forget to adjust the trimmer to match the
aerial to the radio. Adjust for maximum signal or noise with
the aerial fully extended and the radio tuned to
200m/1.5MH2.
Some radio receivers/cassetteplayers have an input
protection diode in the power lead. Always check this as it
can go open- or short-circuit.
The problem we had with one radio receiver that kept
coming back was loss of its memory store. A poor car
battery was the cause of the problem: when the car was
started the voltage would fall to such an extent that the
memory would drop out. A new battery worked wonders.
Some Fiat radios are designedso that they can be removed
when the car is left: a standardcell is incorporatedto retain
the memory. Use only a DVM when checkingthesecells - a
standardmeter will draw current and flatten the cell.
The following things can cause faults: a leaky windscreen can allow water into the radio; if the radio is too
close to the car heaterthe output stagemay blow; omission
of an earth lead, relying on the aerial lead for the power
retum, doesn't always work.
Finally, watch out for the following types of aerial: wing
mounted; roof mounted; door pillar mounted; windscreen;
aerials in the wing mirrors; and finally, for oldies like
myself, the aerial under the car - who out there remembers
that they pick up the ground wave?l
B .D. Andrew,
Devizes,Wilts.

HANDSET PROBLEMS
The complaint with a l6in. Philips KT3 teletextportablewe
had in recently was sound but no picture. When we
unplugged the text panel the picture appeared. Several
migraines later I decided to try to get the teletext supplement for my KT3 manual,somethingthat's not easy.I even-

tually got one howeverand can alreadyhearthe chorusfrom
other engineerssaying "I could have told you what that
was". Yes, I eventuailyfound that the t'usein the teletext
power supply had gone, removing the rail that provides the
TV-text switchingvoltage.But that wasn't the end of the
story.
We retumed the set to the customerbut the very next day
it was back in the workshopwith the complaintthat "text
pagescan't be selectedand the clock keepsappearingon the
screen".I was sure that the set had been all right rvhen I'd
testedit with our own handset,and sure enough it was o.k.
when retested. When the customer's handset was used
however things went to pot and after this the set woulcln't
work with our unit. Back to the set. After changing the
remote control receiver chip to no avail I resorted to
shuntingthe supply raiis with l.000pF electrolyticcapacitors. When this had been done the set would revert to the
picture mode. lt subsequentlyrespondedto my handsetthen
revertedto the index page after which no further selection
was possible.More migraines.
I decided to scope the output from the infra-red sensor
in the set. A nice healthy wavefornr appearedwhen our
handsetwas operatedbut when the button was released;r
low-amplitude signal was still displayed. Thinking that
there was a fault with our handsetI pointed it away fiom
the set and even under the bench. but the low-ampiitude
signalwas still present.I then had a suddenattackof intelligence: I removed the battery f}om the customer's
handset,which had been lying on the bench. Hey presto,
the signal disappeared.
But the set still wouldn't respond
to our handsetuntil it had been switchedoff and on again.
Then perfick.
I had wondered why the battery in the customer's unit
seemedto be runningdown quickly.This was why. The unit
had been permanentlytransmittingthe clock call signal,
thusjamming and confusingthe logrc.
PeterNutkins,
Charmouth.Dorset.

OBITUARY
Many of our regular readers will be
saddened to learn of the death of Les
Lawry-Johns in late August. He had
been in poor health for some years,
but managed to keep on top of his
health problems: he died of a heart
attack.
Les joined the Royal Navy Fleet
Air Arm early in the war and saw
service in the middle east. After the
war he returned to Gravesend.Kent.
where he started a radio and TV sales
and repair business.He becamewellknown in the area as a local character, in particular for being so
helpful to all who came to him with
their problems. Some might say too
helpful, since he was reluctant to

chargefully for his services.
His long Servicing Television
Receivers series started in the
September 1954 issue of Practical
Television(as we ther.rwere), with the
HMV Model 1807.He went on to
cover just about every TV chassisup
to and including tlre earlier all solidstate, single-standard
colour chassis.
His experience was legendary - he
could pinpoint just about every stock
fault, and many of thosewho usedthe
advisory service we then ran benefitted from his know-how. But above
all he introduced humour and the
h u m a ne l e m e n ti n t o h i s s e r v i c i n ga r t i cles. After all repairershave feelings,
and customersoften presentas many

problems as the sets they' want
repaired.Les felt, rightly we believe,
that this overall view was relevantin
writing about servicing mattefs. In
addition to the articlesthat appeared
under his own name. he contritluted
t o t h e m i j g a z i n eu n d e r v a r i o t r sp e n names such as S. Simon lSimple
Simon!) and PeterGaymead-Frazer
his senseof humour was never far
below the surt'ace.Many contributors
made a point of paying a visit to the
famousshop in ParrockStreel.
His death is a great loss to his
tamily, to his many l'riends and
acquaintancesin Gravesendand to the
Television readers he informed and
entertainedfclr rnany vears.
J.A.R.
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